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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

A quantitative analysis was performed to determine the impact ofpostulated fire incidents

on redundant cable systems and auxiliary spray valves in the pressurizer enclosure (designated as

Fire Zone 65) and the adjacent Fire Zone 67A. Ofparticular interest was the effect of these fires

on conditions at the cable trains protected by a radiant energy heat. shield (REHS) and whether or

not it is necessary to take credit for the REHS under the potentially worst case fire scenarios.

The scope of the analysis included evaluation ofcandidate fire exposures in Fire Zones 65 and

67A where the valves and redundant cable trains are in close proximity to each other.

The analysis included conservative estimation ofburning rates and'subsequent calculation

of thermal exposures to the cable trains and auxiliary spray valves. Thermal effects included

flame exposure, thermal radiation, fire plume, and upper layer temperature exposures. Failure

criteria included (1) direct flame impingement, (2) a critical gas temperature of325'F (163'C),

or (3) a critical radiant flux in the range from 0.16 to 0.52 Btu/ft'-s (1.8 to 6 kW/m ). In using

these criteria, no credit was given to any inherent protection from-the REHS or from the conduit

itself.

Although the current conditions in Fire Zone 65 and 67A and-the administrative

procedures associated with activities in containment areas virtually eliminate the possibility of

transient fuels and ignition sources, several postulated fire scenarios were evaluated. These fire

scenarios included (1) a lube oil spill fire, (2) one or more burning trash bags, (3) a fire involving

wood scaffolding, (4) a cable fire under the pressurizer, and,(5) a fire in a cable tray. The

selection of these fire scenarios was based on identification ofpossible combustibles that either

exist in the fire zones or are transient fuels that could be in these areas during an outage.

Potential fire exposure conditions to the cable trains were determined using state of the

art engineering methods, including both quasi-steady calculations and available computer-based
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fire modeling. Postulated locations for candidate fire scenarios were based on."worst case"

locations. relative to exposure of the two cable trains and the valves.

Based on the analyses performed in support of this study,.it appears that most of the

postulated fire scenarios do not pose an exposure hazard:to the pressurizer auxiliary spray valves

and associated cable trains (i.e., trains A and B). Several fire scenarios, involving single or

multiple trash bags or a lube oil spill fire can result'in exposure conditions that exceed the

selected temperature or radiant flux criteria. These cases represented a small fraction of the

scenarios evaluated.

For Fire Zone 65, only one case resulted in conditions that could potentially lead to

damage,to both the REHS protected and.redundant systems. This case involved,a trash bag fire

at the 152 ft elevation which exposed the two trains at a location where they are in close

proximity to each other. In Fire Zone 67A, a multiple trash bag fire at the 120 ft or 140 ft

elevation could also damage both trains ifthe trash bags are located along the wall directly below

where. the trains are near each other. A fire.at the 100, 120, or 140 ft elevation resulting from a

lube oil pool spill greater than about six feet (1;S m) in diameter may also. damage both trains,

depending on the duration ofburning.

Ifnon-reliance on the REHS is an objective, the-following restrictions regarding the

presence of transient combustibles should be considered. These recommendations are consistent

with not:allowing exposure ofboth valve trains to the same postulated fire incident.

(1.) restrict transient combustibles on the 146/152 ft elevation inside. the pressurizer

cubicle (Fire Zone 65);

(2) restrict transient combustibles on the 120 ft and the 140 ft elevations in Fire Zone

67A in the area between the vertical runs of the circuits for both pressurizer spray

valves and below the cable trays on the 120 ft elevation;
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,(3)
'* storage of lube oils at the 80 ft elevation is;permitted; at the 100 ft elevation,

storage should only be allowed on grated flooring (avoid area adjacent to safety

injection tank); avoid storage on the 120 ft and the 140 ft elevations; and

(4) - do not leave large quantities ofcombustibles such as multiple~ trash bags

unattended in these areas.

None of the scenarios involving in-situ combustibles resulted in fire conditions that could

damage both-valve trains.

Conservatisms were incorporated in this analysis'when evaluating. the potential role of the

REHS. For example, the fire scenarios were intentionally selected.to.represent extreme, worst

case conditions. In addition, in the absence. of test. data, the failure criteria selected,to evaluate

the impact of the exposure fires was also conservative;

Sensitivity analyses on selected assumptions, including (1) the size of the trash
bag(s)'and'2)

estimates of thermal inertia, demonstrated only minor effects on results.
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Analysis ofPotential Fire Exposures to

Pressurizer AuxiliaryValve J-CHA-HV-205 and

Associated Circuits Currently Protected with

a Radiant Energy Heat Shield (REHS)

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1'.1 Background/Problem Description

The current Appendix R Safe Shutdown design for Arizona Public Service Company's

(APS) Palo Verde Units,1-3 assumes that for fire inside the containment vessel-specifically Fire

Zones 65 (the pressurizer cube) and 67A (general'northwest area ofcontainment)-a fire will

disable the "B" train pressurizer auxiliary spray valve (J-CHB-HV-203). At the same time, the

"A"train valve (J-CHB-HV-205) willremain operable since the "A"train and'its circuits are

,protected'by a radiant energy shield. A radiant energy heat. shield is intended'to reduce the

radiant heat flux exposure to vulnerable materials or equipment due to an incidental fire,

reducing or eliminating the potential'for ignition of. those exposed items.

The use of a radi'ant energy shield in lieu of a fire resistive enclosure inside non-inerted.

containments is permitted by 10CFR50 Appendix R, Section III:G.2.f. However, this

requirement also. stipulates the use of a noncombustible material (as defined-by ASTM [E136])

for the radiant energy shield. Recent regulatory documents have indicated that the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) does not accept Thermo-Lag as a noncombustible material even

though its ignition temperature is approximately 537'C (1000'F) [Stone and Webster].

The analysis documented in'.this report is intended to quantify, anticipated thermal

exposures to the pressurizer auxiliary spray, valves and their circuitry. due to potential fire

incidents i'n these two,zones. The intent was to determine whether. or not the impact based'on

1-1
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elimination. of the radiant energy'shield is acceptable (i.e., it would not have any adverse impact

on the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown as required under 10CFR50 Appendix R).

1.2 Scope and'Objectives

An engineering analysis was performed to determine the fire exposure hazards to the "A"

.train valve and circuits protected by the radiant energy shield. The analysis, based on thermal

impact estimates ofpostulated fire incidents, was performed in order to assist the APS staff in
I

evaluating whether the radiant energy shield installation associated with the auxiliary pressurizer

valve (J-CHA-HV-205) in Fire Zones 65 and 67A is necessary to ensure the operability of the

valve. The scope of this effort included the following objectives:

(1) Identification,and quantification ofcredible candidate fire exposures based on

both in situ;and transient combustible, loads in-Fire Zones 65 and 67A;,

(2) Determination of temperature.and-heat flux intensities and durations to the valve

circuitry (and to the associated valve and'circuitry installations protected with a

REHS);

(3) Documentation of the analyses, including key assumptions, engineering methods

used, „and relevant'limitations; and

(4) Conclusions regarding the. need for.a REHS and ifit is:necessary to credit it to

ensure valve operability.

1-2
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1.3 Technical Approach

1.3.1 Qeneral

An analysis, using quasi-steady correlations ofheat flux and volume averaged global

temperature effects, was employed to approximate the thermal exposure conditions to the valve

and its circuitry. These methods are quite satisfactory for conservative analyses and are used

routinely in evaluating industrial fire hazards.

1.3.2 T~ak

The following tasks were performed as part of this effort:

(1) Site visit;

(2) Quantification of candidate fire scenarios;

(3) Selection of analysis framework (i.e., methods);

(4) Analysis; and

(5) Sensitivity analysis on selected assumptions.

3 3

Task I: Site Visit

A site visit was conducted to obtain the technical information necessary to perform the

analysis. The site visit included documentation ofbuilding and enclosure features, combustible

fuel sources and configurations, and the design/layout of the valve circuitry and Thermo-Lag

application. Detailed assessments were performed in cooperation with APS technical staff

regarding in situ and transient fuel loads, cable tray arrangements, and the Thermo-Lag

configuration in Fire Zones 65 and 67A. Relevant documentation was reviewed.

1-3
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Task 2: Quantification. ofFire Scenarios

Using the site visit data, critical fire scenarios were developed,and examined to determine

fire growth rates, energy release rates,.and exposure hazard potential. Scenarios, were based on

evaluation ofboth in situ and transient combustibles. The range ofpossible scenarios was

categorized into several reasonable "worst-case" exposure fires based on our analysis and review

by the A'PS staff.

Task 3: Selection ofAnalysis Framework;(i.e., methods)

The technical approach.required'to,perform the analysis was determined based on results

from Tasks 1 and 2. Engineering methods were selected to provide estimates of fire hazard

impact in terms ofexposure of the Thermo-Lag:REHS protected Train "A"andIthe unprotected

Train "B"circuitry from the selected fire,scenarios.

Task 4: Analysis

The analysis was performed to provide predictions ofhazard impact, including exposure

temperatures and radiant flux levels expected at relevant locations. Enclosure geometry, cable

raceway position(s), and'fire exposures (e.g., heat release rate) were considered.

Task 5: Sensitivity Analyses

Limited sensitivity analyses were performed as needed on selected results in terms of

input values (e.g., fire growth rates; heat release rates, and material, flammability characteristics)

in order to identify any results which were overly sensitive to input assumptions.

1-4
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2.0 SITE VISIT

2.1 General

A site visit was conducted to ensure familiarity with the geometries of the,two fire zones

being evaluated'and to identify the, types ofcombustibles, both in situ and transient, in those

zones. Since all three units were operating at the time of the site visit (August 8-9, 1995), the fire

zones could not be walked down. However, a videotape tour of the two zones,was reviewed. In

addition, the following documents were obtained and,reviewed:

Combustible Loading Calculation, Calculation No. 13-MC-FP-805;

Equipment Qualification Data for the Pressurizer AuxiliarySpray Valve (J-CHA-

HV-205) and associated cables;

Cable tray, layout drawings;

Conduit routing diagrams;

HVACdrawings;

Concrete draw'ings;

Structural steel draw'ings; and

Containment Cleanliness Inspection 4.5.2.c,.Procedure 41ST-1ZZ09 (Rev. 4).

This document review, augmented by an-interview with an Outage Coordinator (M.

Hedgecock), resulted in. identification ofseveral candidate fuel packages. A list of these fuel

packages is. provided in Table 2-,1, with detailed descriptions presented in Section 2.2.

2-1
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Table 2-1. Candidate Combustion Fuel Packages

Fire Zone Fixed In Situ Combustibles Potential Transient Combustibles

65 - Pressurizer Cubicle

67A - Containment NW Quadrant l.
2.
3.

Cables in cable trays
below the pressurizer
Grease in valves and fan
motors
PVC wrap on flexible
conduit
Thermo-Lag protecting
the circuits being
analyzed.

Cables in cable trays
Grease in valves
Thermo-Lag (protecting
the circuits'being analyzed
and for RG 1.75

separation)

2.
3.

2.
3.

Plastic sheeting (Herculite
or G-Flex) for delineation
of radiation areas

Scaffolding
Trash (work debris and
used protective clothing)

Plastic sheeting (Herculite
,or G-Flex) for delineation
of radiation areas

Scaffolding
Trash (work debris and
used protective clothing)
Lube oil in drums for use
in other zones

An interview with the Outage Coordinator revealed that all of the transient combustibles

are removed before Mode 4 Operation. Per the Safe Shutdown Analysis, the Pressurizer

AuxiliarySpray Valve is not required during an outage or before Mode 4 during start-up. The

Outage Coordinator's position is based on routine performance ofa detailed inspection which is

required per Procedure 41ST-1ZZ09 [PVNGS]. The intent of this procedure is to detect and

remove items as small as tie wraps and tape in order to prevent potential blockage of the sump

pumps in the containment area during the operating cycle; Although the likelihood appears

remote based upon the small potential for a failure of this detailed administrative control, it was

requested that the fire hazard analysis include an evaluation based on the postulated presence of

trash bags, lube oil, and stacked scaQolding at or beyond Mode 4 operation.

The presence ofplastic sheeting for radiation area separation was not considered as a

possible scenario since the entire compartment area is declared a single radiation zone prior to

entering Mode 4 and all other radiation zone boundaries (e.g., plastic sheeting) are removed. The

presence ofhanging plastic sheets was not considered something which could be credibly

overlooked either by Radiation Protection (RP) personnel removing the radiation zones inside

2-2





containment (which are documented by RP as they are setup) or in the 41ST-1ZZ09 inspection.

In addition, the amount of fuel provided and the geometry of the plastic sheets would not

represent a significant fire hazard.

It should be noted that ongoing work could conceivably be continued in Zones 65 and

67A after Mode 4 but any equipment or work would have to be specifically detailed and

analyzed as part of the CRDR performed by Engineering. Allequipment (including trash bags,

scaffolding, and lube oil) would have to be removed and verified by a documented inspection

before the CRDR could be closed. Any such work in the future in Zones 65 or 67A would

require a technical review ofpotential adverse effects outside the scope of the hazards evaluated

as part of this effort.

2.2 Physical Description —Valve Location, Conduit Routing, and In Situ Combustibles

2.2.1
' 7 e —Pressurizer icle

The two pressurizer auxiliary spray valves are located above the pressurizer at

approximately the 154 ft elevation. Figures 2-1 and 2-2 show the plan and'elevation views of

both trains. The "A"valve, which is located east of the "B"valve, has fiex (CONAX) conduit

running east from. the valve to.the east wall of the cubicle where the raceway becomes rigid

conduit. The conduit runs north to the north wall, west for two.feet (0.6 m) where it exits the

cubicle to the:north through an embedded conduit. The "B"valve has flex (CONAX)conduit

running north from the valve to the north wall of the cubicle where the raceway becomes rigid

conduit. The conduit runs for approximately 8 feet (2.4 m) where it exits the cubicle to the north

through an embedded conduit.

The in situ combustibles in Zone 65 consist mainly of the pressurizer heater cables

located within the skirt area below the pressurizer (a total of 166 Ib (75.5 kg)) per the PVNGS

Combustible Loading Calculation [13-MC-FP-805]. Calculation 13-MC-FP-805 also indicates

the presence of24 lb (10.9 kg) ofPVC jacket on flexible conduit. However, this amount is
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spread throughout the cubicle and is not continuous so that the amount in any one location is

negligible. Therefore, the PVC cable insulation does not appear to provide a means for extended

flame propagation (i.e., fire spread would most likely occur as a result of a high temperature fire

plume or ceiling layer produced by a postulated fire). The calculation sheet also. identified 1 lb

(0.5 kg) of lubricating grease in the two cooling fans in the cubicle.

The Combustible Loading Calculation identifies two transient combustible loads:

scaffolding and "replacement" cables. The scaftolding was present during an outage condition,

and the cables represent an amount associated with a cable replacement modification in progress.

The work associated with the use of these items in the containment area would only occur during

an outage.

2.2.2 F're 7 n 67A — eneral Area NW

The control circuits for the Train "A"pressurizer auxiliary spray valve are located in rigid

conduit on the south wall of the zone. Figures 2-1 and 2-2 show the plan and elevation views of

both "A"and "B" trains in Fire Zone 67A. The conduit exits the pressurizer cubicle at the 154 ft

elevation where it runs vertically down (through two junction boxes) to the 138 ft elevation and

turns horizontally and runs west along the wall until the wall turns south. The conduit continues

to run along this wall for approximately 5 ft (1.5 m) until the radiant energy heat shield ends; the

unprotected conduit continues to the penetration which routes the circuit out of the containment

area.

The control circuits for the Train "B"pressurizer auxiliary spray valve are located in rigid

conduit on the south wall of the zone. The conduit exits the pressurizer cubicle at the 154 ft

elevation where it runs vertically down to the 138.3 ft elevation, turns horizontal, and runs north

for approximately 8 feet (2.4 m). At that point, the conduit turns to the northeast for routing the

circuit out ofcontainment. At the point where the Train "B"conduit leaves the wall and heads

north, the two circuits are within one foot (0.3 m) ofeach other, located below the 140 ft

elevation grating, and at least 18 feet (5.5 m) above the 120 ft elevation grating. The location
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where. the Thermo-Lag protected Train "A"conduit runs vertically through the 1'40 ft elevation

grating is approximately 16 feet (4.9 m) from the point at which the Train "B"conduit runs

vertically through the 140 ft elevation grating.

The in situ combustibles in Zone 67A consist mainly,of the cable trays located above the

80 ft, 100 ft, 120 ft, and 140 ft elevations (a total of2,516 lb (1',145 kg)). The PVNGS

Combustible Loading Calculation [13-MC-FP-805]'also indicates the presence of7 lb (3.2 kg) of

combustibles identified as lubricating oiVgrease which the appendices in the calculation show to

be grease in valves. This 7 lb (3.2 kg) ofoiVgrease should have been originally included in the

calculations with the 71 lb.(2l.6 kg) of lubricating grease for a total of78 lb (23.8'kg). This

represents a range from 1 to 20 lb (0;5 to 9.1 kg) ofgrease in each valve in the fire zone. Other

small amounts of'fixed combustibles in the fire zone included plastic battery cases, rubber, hoses

and mats, and plastic signs and ropes.

The Combustible Loading Calculation does not reflect the presence of the Thermo-Lag as

a combustible material. As indicated before, it is installed on the Train ".A"circuits and is used

in various locations on the cable trays for RG 1.75 separation.

2.3 Transient Combustibles

The section describes the quantity and configuration of transient combustibles which

were postulated for each fire zone. These fuel. sources were selected, as a result ofdocumentation

and interviews conducted during the site visit.

2.3 ~ 1

The Combustible Loading Calculation did not indicate the presence of any trash bags in

either fire zone. Given the presence ofsuch bags in most work areas and at every step-off pad, it

was considered necessary and appropriate to postulate this potential transient combustible.

PVNGS uses 60-gallon (0.23;m') trash bags in drums or other metal containers for standing trash
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receptacles and for packaging ofjob waste materials. A maximum content of40 lb (18 kg) per

bag was assumed. This was based on the users'wareness that heavier 1'oads would probably

result in the bag tearing. Both ordinary combustibles,(e.g., paper) and plastic'(e.g., used sheeting

or protective clothing) contents were assumed to be present. An area of2.4 ft'0.22.m') per bag

was selected to represent the cross-sectional area of the loaded trash bag. This cross-sectional

area was deduced;from trash bag'fire heat release rate tests [Babrauskas, 1988] as the most

appropriate value for.the mass contained and expected peak heat release rate. This value is

altered in the sensitivity analysis to observe the effects on the potential hazard.

2.3.2 ~cuff1 i~in

The Combustible Loading Calculation identifies only one specific transient combustible:

scaffolding. The 100 lb (45.5 kg)'of.transients used in the Unit 3 calculation represented

scaffolding which was found during an outage condition. For the other two:units, the "normal"

allowance of400,000 Btu (422 MJ) for transients was used in the Combustible Loading

Calculation [PVNGS 13-MC-FP-805].

Scaffolding was assumed not to be assembled since all work in the fire zones is

completed. before entry into Mode 4 (and any. scaffolding.which must be left in place would be

specifically analyzed in a CRDR). A stack of four 8 ft (2.4 m) long, 2 x 10'in. (5 x 25 cm)

boards was assumed'in either (1) a four high stack or (2) two, two high stacks.

2.3.3 Kuril

The possibility of transient lube oil:being,located in'Fire Zone 65 was considered

negligible since there are no pumps or other equipment in this zone which utilize lube oil (all

valves and the two ventilation fan motors use grease:for lubrication). In addition, this fire zone is

not a practical transit path to any other fire zone. There is no equipment using lube oil in Zone

67A,.but:this zone is used as a-transit route or laydown area for lube oil being used elsewhere in
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containment. In order to address this potential condition, the analysis included the presence of

one 55-gallon (0.21 m') drum of lube oil in the fire zone.

2.4 Ignition Sources

There are two ventilation fans in Fire Zone 65. However, the motors for these fans are

small and are located inside the metal bell housing of the fans so that an. overheat condition is

unlikely to result. in visible flaming or in fire propagation. Fire Zone 67A,has no fans, pumps,

motors, or other fixed ignition sources.

'Despite the lack of ignition sources for purposes of this analysis. it-was assumed that an

ignition source ofsufficient energy and duration could occur, resulting in ignition of.the cables

below the pressurizer, a lube oil spill; trash bag(s), or the scaffolding.

2.5 Floor Plan Layout for Fire Zones 67A and 65

There. are five elevations where an initiating fire could potentially occur based on the

scenarios outlined above. Included are the following locations:.

(1) the 80 foot elevation (67A only);

(2) the 100 foot elevation;

(3) the 120 foot elevation;

(4) the 140 foot elevation (67A)/146 foot elevation (65); and

(5) the 152 foot elevation (65 only).

Figure 2-3 shows an elevation view of the pressurizer cube and Fire Zone 67A. Figure 2-

4 shows a plan view of the 80 foot elevation with dimensions. Physical layouts for the 100 foot

elevation are shown in'Figures 2-5 and 2-6. Allwalls are concrete unless otherwise'specified.

Note that there is a solid concrete platform underneath the safety injection tank.. This is the only

location at the 100 ft elevation where a liquid pool could form.
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Figures 2-7 and 2-8 show the physical. layout, dimensions, and-cable trays/raceways for

.the 120 ft elevation in Fire Zones 65 and 67A. There are no concrete floors in either zone.

Figure 2-7 shows the REHS protected raceway-and the unprotected raceway to the southwest of

the safety injection tank, and along the north wall of the pressurizer.

The dimensions, general layout, and raceways are shown in Figures 2-9 and 2-10 for

elevations 140/146.feet. The 140 ft elevation corresponds to the Fire Zone 67A and the 146 ft to

Fire Zone 65. The flooring in the pressurizer. at 146 ft.only covers the;south-end of the

compartment. The floor'at 140.ft in Fire Zone 67A is entirely grating;

Figure 2-11 shows the plan view with elevation including flooring and the pressurizer

auxiliary spray valves. at the 152 ft elevation. There is no floor at the 152 ft elevation in Fire

Zone 67A, and the. floor. at the 152 ft elevation in Fire Zone 65 covers only the north;half of the

pressurizer compartment.
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3.0 QUANTIFICATIONOF CANDIDATEFIRE SCENARIOS

3.1 General

Fire scenarios were identified for Fire Zones 65 and 67A. Based:on the-site survey and

information. provided by APS (see.Section 2), five fuel sources. were identified; Table 3-1 lists

the fuel sources and their locations. Note that the 2500 lb (1134'kg) cable insulation in.Fire Zone

67A is not concentrated in any location.and is not considered a singl'e fuel package.

Table 3-1. Fuel Sources.'for Fire Scenarios

Source

Lube Oil

Trash Bags

Scaffolding

Cables (below pressurizer)

Cable Trays (and RG1;75 Thermo-Lag)

Quantity

up to 55 gal'(0.21 m')

1-4 bags

4 boards

165.9 lb (75.3 kg)

'Varies

'Location (Fire Zone)

67A

65, 67A

67A

.65

67A

The Thermo-Lag REHS protecting the Train:A circuits is also a fuel-source, but it was

not specifi'cally evaluated for ignition since its ignition temperature (1000'F (538'C)).is much

higher than the postulated cable damage threshold (325'F (163'C)) and'would be considered a

subsequent failure.

The number ofburning trash bags was vied from a single bag up to four bags. The

contents were assumed to be a mixture ofcellulosic and plastic combustibles. Each bag was

assumed to have a volume of60,gal (0.22 m') with 40 lb (18.1 kg) ofcontents.[Koski and

Hedgecock,.1995].
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The cable trays and cables in Fire Zone 65 (below the pressurizer) were assumed to be a

single fuel source with an assumed ignition source. Cable trays in Fire Zone 67A were not

assumed to be a single fuel source, and flame spread along the. cable tray was taken into

consideration as well as the cable loading for the specific location. As a result, only a certain

portion of a cable tray is considered to contribute to the fire scenario in Zone 67A (while the

surfaces ofall trays in Fire Zone 65 were assumed to be involved).

3.2 Heat Release:Rate Estimates

3.2.1 Q~ea
'n

essential component of a fire hazard analysis is the determination-of the heat release

rate characteristics of the candidate fuel packages. Elements of the heat release rate include the

initial fire growth, the peak burning rate, and the duration ofburning associated with a particular

fuel package. This basic information is needed in order to calculate temperatures, radiant heat

flux and products ofcombustion that can cause damage to exposed equipment and materials.

Fuel packages were selected based on the site evaluation ofFire Zone 65 (pressurizer)

and Fire Zone 67A, the area outside the pressurizer. Both transient.and permanent fuel arrays

were considered. Five fuel packages were considered significant: (1-.) a pool fire resulting from a

spill from a 55 gal (0.21 m') drum of lube oil, (2) up to four 60 gal (0.22 m') trash bags

containing cellulosic and/or plastic contents, (3) four boards of scaffolding, (4) cables in the

lower portion of the pressurizer compartment, and (5) cable trays near'the REHS protected

raceway in Fire Zone 67A.

Heat release rate is not a fundamental property of fuel and therefore cannot be calculated

from basic material properties. It depends on a number of factors including the fire environment,

the manner in which the fuel is volatized, and the combustion efficiency. Burning rate data may

be obtained for specific fuels by laboratory testing. Work has led to a number ofspecific burning

rate curves for selected'fuels as well as correlations for burning rates ofwood cribs, wood pallets,
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and flammable liquid pools. Figure 3-1 shows the heat release rate curves for selected trash bags,

and cables based on experimental studies [Babrauskas, 1988; Braun, 1989]. In the absence of

such information,,one must estimate the heat release rate history for particular fuels and fuel

configurations. While not as accurate as laboratory testing, information and engineering methods

exist in the literature that permit estimation ofthe initial fire growth, peak heat release rate, and

fire duration for selected fuels and geometries.

3.2.2 1
'e rwth

Evaluation of data collected on, burning rates for a wide range of fuel packages indicates

that the initial period of rapid fire growth can be approximated as follows [Evans, 1988]:

g = at'3-1)
where Q is the heat release rate (Btu/s (kW)),,u is. the growth coefficient (Btu/s'kW/s')), and t'is

time (s). Figure 3-2 illustrates four commonly accepted forms of. this expression for evaluating

initial pre-flashover, burning rates [Evans, 1988]. The growth coefficients can be found in Evans

[1988] and NFPA 72 [Appendix'B, 1993].

Selection of a particular initial'growth rate to approximate the initial'burning:rate ofa fuel

package is dependent on the fuel flammability characteristics and the fuel configuration. The

growth rates that were used in'this analysis were based on selecting the most conservative (i.e.,

most severe) value possible for the growth coeffi'cient, n, based, on available data and heat release

rate curves such as those shown in Figure 3-1. The growth coefficients. for the four fuel packages

are shown in Table 3-2.

Although it is unlikely that scaffolding willsupport a growing fire by itself, it.was

included in. the analysis, assuming a.medium growth coefficient as a worst case scenario; The

initial lube oil and cable fire growth rates were approximated by the ultra fast:fire.
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Table 3-2. Growth Coefficients for Critical Fuel Packages

Fuel Package a (Btu/s'kW/s'-)) Relative Ranking

Scaffolding (wood)

Trash bags

Lube Oil

Cables

0.0111 (0.01172)

0.044 (0.0469)

0.1778 (0.1876)

0.1778 (0.1876)

Medium

Fast

Ultra fast

Ultra fast

The fire growth rate in the cable trays in Fire Zone 67A is restricted by the horizontal

flame spread rate and was not approximated using Equation 3-1. The initial growth rate of the

trash bag fires was approximated, by the fast growth rate coefficient. consistent with the trash fire

heat release rate curve shown in Figure 3-1.

3.2.3 e e e e e

The peak burning rate yields the maximum intensity of the thermal insult from a burning

fuel package. In the absence of test data, a conservative estimate of the heat. release rate history

presumes that once the peak burning rate is achieved, the fuel continues to burn at that rate until

nearly all the fuel is consumed (i.e., there is no fire decay. period).

In this analysis, the peak burning rates were estimated from the followingequation

[Budnick and Evans, 1986]:

. //
~g = q AI (3-2)

where Q is the peak heat release rate (Btu/s (kW)), q~" is the unit area peak heat release rate

(Btu/s-ft'kW/m')), and A„is the exposed surface area of the fuel (ft'm )). The peak heat

release rate for the scaffolding and lube oil fires was determined by Babrauskas [1986]:

~ //
q ~ = v 'p'6H

P P C
(3-3)
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where V, is the regression rate of the fuel (ft/s (m/s)), p is the fuel density (lb/ft'kg/m')),.and

EH, is the heat ofcombustion of the. fuel (Btu/lb (kJ/kg)). The regression rates, density, and heat

ofcombustion of the fuels are available from the literature [Babrauskas, 1986; Babrauskas, 1988]

and are shown in Table 3-3. The peak heat release rate for trash bags with plastic contents was

conservatively estimated from the following.[Drysdale, 1985]:.

EH'/ c,pl . ~ //
p,pl Q~ ~p,cell

c,cell

(3-4)

where qppf is the peak heat release per unit area for plastic materials (Btu/s-ft (kW/m ), qp u is

the peak heat release rate per unit area for cellulosic trash contents (Btu/s-ft (kW/m"-), hH„, is

the heat ofcombustion for plastic (Btu/lb (kJ/kg)), and EH„,u is the heat ofcombustion for

cellulosic materials (Btu/lb (kJ/kg)). Table 3-3 shows the calculated peak heat release rates for

the various fuels.

Table 3-3. Material Properties for Various Fuel Sources

Fuel Package Vp
(ft/s (m/s))

b,H, P
(Btu/lb (kJ/kg)),, (lb/ft'kg/m'))

q
tl

(Btu/s-A'kW/m".))

Trash - plastic

Trash - cellulosic

Scaffolding

Lube Oil

Cables

Not needed

Not needea

1E-5

6.67E-5

Not needed

18500 (43000)

6030 (14000)

6030 (14000)

20000 (46400)~

11500 (26800)i

Not needed

Not needed

43.6 (700)

53 (850)

Not needed

35
(400)'08

(1228)

12.3 (140)

231 (2630)

11.5 (130)~

Notes: 'rom reference Babrauskas [1985].
'rom reference PVNGS [13-MC-FP-805].
'rom reference Braun [1989]; incident heat flux is 25 kW/m'.
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3.2.4

The fire duration is, the sum,of the growth time,and the steady, burning time. Fires that

have a slow growth rate and/or. a high peak heat release rate may-spend a substantial portion of

the fire duration in the growth phase. In this analysis,.it was assumed that all of the fuel is

consumed during the growth and peak burning periods (i.e., there was no decay period). The

time to reach the peak heat release rate, t, (s), can:be calculated from the growth rate

,approximation. equation and the peak heat release rate as follows tEvans, 1988]:

P

Qp

a
(3-5)

where a is the growth coefficient for the particular fuel listed in.Table 3-3 (Btu/s'kW/s"-)). The

mass ofmaterial that is consumed during the growth phase, M„(lb(kg)), can be calculated by

integrating the instantaneous mass loss rate with respect to time P3rysdale, 1985]:

(3-6)

assuming that the combustion efficiency is 100 percent. as-a conservative measure. (A lower

combustion efficiency willresult in less total mass being consumed and result in a shorter

exposure.) The duration at the peak heat release rate can be determined by the following

equation and is found by dividing the total mass consumed at the peak heat release rate (M,—M„)

by the mass loss rate:

M — M
m

(3-7)
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with t~ the duration at the peak heat release rate (s), M, the initial mass of the fuel (lb (kg)), and

m the mass loss rate (lb/s (kg/s)). The mass loss rate is determined using Drysdale [1985]:

also assuming a 100 percent combustion efficiency.

3.2.5 le T Hea e ea e Rate and Fla e rea

3.2.5.1 Fire Zone 673

The fire growth rate in the cable trays is treated differently than the other fuel sources.

The cable trays are oriented horizontally and have a slow horizontal flame spread growth rate

associated with them [Factory Mutual Research Corporation, 1981]. As the fire slowly spreads

horizontally away from the origin, the:initial portions ignited willexhaust their fuel supply and

extinguish. Once this occurs, the total heat release rate stops increasing, and the burnout front

moves with the same horizontal speed as the flame spread front. Figure 3-3 depicts this

phenomena.

The peak heat release rate from a cable tray can be estimated by determining the

maximum length ofcable tray involved based on the horizontal spread rate (V„(ft/s(m/s)) and

the mass loading ofcables per unit area. The maximum length, L, (ft (m)), of cables involved

before burnout (t„s) occurs is as follows [Cleary and Quintiere, 1991]:

I/ — VH <b (3-9)

b

ha M//
//

P

(3-10)
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where M" is the mass ofcable insulation per. unit area of cable tray (lb/ft (kg/m"-)). The peak

'heat release rate is then found by a simple expression which accounts for the geometry and

amount of the cable insulation:

(3-1 1)

where W is the cable tray width (ft (m)) and NY is the number of stacked trays. The mass loading

ofcables per cable tray area includes all of the cables in stacked trays. The number ofstacked

trays in Fire Zone 67A is between 1'nd 5. The width of the cable trays observed in Fire Zone

67A is 1 or 2 ft'(0.31 or 0.61 m). Due to the large number of cable tray configurations and cable

tray loadings, the heat release rate. is calculated for specific locations,(i.e., those nearest the

REHS protected conduit) and'only as the need. arises (i.e., where the analysis shows. the tray(s)

willbe ignited by the primary fuel source).

3.2.5.2 Fire Zone 65

As a conservative, simplifying assumption, the evaluation of the cable tray fire below the

pressurizer cube does not address the burnout of, the fire in the trays and the lateral. spread along

the tray(s). Instead. the maximum heat release rate is calculated based on the total tray area and

that rate is considered constant until the total weight ofcable insulation has been consumed.

3.2.6 ~e~u

Heat release rate estimates are provided for each of the fuel sources, excluding the cable

trays in Fire Zone 67A. Cable tray fires in'Fire Zone 67A depend on the specific location due to

the, large variation in cable tray arrangements. Several possible configurations were evaluated

for each of the fuel sources. Variations included. physical arrangement and quantity. Based on

the expected fuel loading, the values presented here are conservative.
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Four different trash bag fire heat release rate curves were computed. These were for 1

bag containing cellulosic combustibles and 1, 2, or 4 bags containing plastic combustibles. Each

bag was assumed to cover an area of2.4 ft'0.22 m') or roughly twice as tall as long. Because

temperature calculations are based on the virtual.origin (the distance required to make a plume

appear as a point source), the actual fuel height has no impact on the plume temperatures. Table

3-4 summarizes the fire characteristics, and Figure 3-4 shows the calculated heat release rate

curves for the four trash bag fires.

Table 3A. Trash Bag Fire Characteristics

Number of
Bags

1 Cellulosic

1 Plastic

2 Plastic

4 Plastic

N

(Btu/s-ft'kW/m-))

35 (400)

108 (1228)

108 (1228)

108 (1228)

Af
(ft'm'))

2.4 (0.22)

2.4 (0.22)

4.7 (0.44)

9.5 (0.88)

(s)

43

76

107

152

(s)

7280

3012

2889

2857

Qp
(Btu/s (kW))

83 (88)

256 (270)

512 (540)

1023 (1080)

Two scaffolding configurations were considered: one stack with four boards and two

stacks with two boards per stack. Each board was assumed to measure 8 ft long by 10 in. wide

by 2 in. thick (2.43 m x 0.25 m x 0.051 m). Table 3-5 summarizes the results, and Figure 3-5

shows the two heat release rate curves. The scaffolding fires are considered an unlikely scenario.

Wood of such dimensions would not support a growing fire by itselfunless it were preheated for

an extended period by another burning fuel.

Table 3-5. Scaffolding Fire Characteristics

Number of
Stacks

II

(Btu/s-'ll'kW/m'))

12.3 (140)

12.3 (140)

Ar
(ft'm'))

18.4 (1.71)

19.6 (1.83)

t
(s)

142

147

tg

(s)

4871

4871

Qp
(Btu/s (kW))

226 (239)

241 (254)
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Note that the trash.bag fires are more severe than the scaffolding fires except for the single bag

with cellulosic contents. Therefore, this analysis focused on the effects of the postulated trash

bag fires.

The lube oil fire scenarios were evaluated for several pool fire diameters ranging from

0.82 ft (0.25 m) to 60 ft (18.3 m). The 60 ft (18.3 m) diameter case is the largest possible pool

fire size with an ultra fast fire growth rate. This. is because by the time the fire reaches this size

all of the fuel is consumed and it self-extinguishes. Table 3-6 shows the peak heat release rate

and mass loss rate for each of these pool fire sizes. Figures 3-6 and 3-7 show the heat release

rate curves.

Table 3-6. Lube Oil Fire Characteristics

Pool Diameter . Peak Heat Release Rate

(ft (m)) (Btu/s (kW))
Time to Peak

(s)

Peak Mass Loss
(Ib/s (kg/s))

Duration at Peak

(s)

0.82 (0.25)

3.3 (I)

6.6 (2)

16.4 (5)

26.2 (8)

39.4 (12)

49.2 (15)

60 (18.3)

623 (658) ~

2360 (2490)

4990 (5262)

12500 (13155)

19900 (21000)

29950 (31600)

37400 (39500)

45700 (48200)

59

112

167

265

335

410

459

507

0.031 (0.014)

0.123 (0.056)

0.249 (0.113)

0.625 (0.284)

0.99 (0.45)

1.5 (0.68)

1.87 (0.85)

2.27 (1.03)

12430

3080

1499

534

278

123

54

Table 3-7 summarizes the heat-release characteristics of the cable fire scenario in the

pressurizer. The fuel area.was taken as the area ofall of the horizontal cable trays at the bottom

of the pressurizer, and the total mass is 166 lb (75.4 kg), reported in the APS calculation [13-

MC-FP-805]; Figure 3-8 shows the heat release rate as a function of time.
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Table 3-7. Cable Fire Scenarios

II

(Btu/s (kW/m"-))
Ar

(ft'm'))
tp

(s)
td

(s)
Qp

(Btu/s (kW))

11.5 (130) 21 (6.4) 133 2380 786 (830)

3.3 Summary

Five major fuel sources were evaluated based on the, potential for exposure of the REHS

Train "A"or unprotected Train "B." These are (I)-a leak from a 55 gal (0.21 m') lube oil drum,

(2) a trash bag fire, (3) a scaffolding fire, (4) a cable fire in the pressurizer, and (5) a cable tray

fire in Fire Zone 67A. The scaffolding is the least likely fire scenario of the five listed to support

a growing fire. Further, based on the analysis performed as part of this effort, the scaffolding fire

would be of less consequence than the trash bag fire scenarios and therefore was not considered

further.

The pool fire scenarios are dependent on (1) the area of the pool fire and (2) the mass of

lube oil spilled. This section presents the fire curves for a range ofpool fire diameters. In

subsequent sections, critical diameters are determined based on the particular exposure

conditions. Pool fires at. the critical diameter, at 1'.25 times the critical diameter, and fires at 1.5

times the critical diameter are developed-and evaluated.

The cables in the pressurizer cube (Fire Zone 65) are assumed to be spaced close enough

to support a growing fire involving all cables. This represents a worst case condition because the

cables are not all in contact. The cable fire scenarios in Fire Zone 67A are treated as spreading

cable tray fires. Each fire scenario is different and depends on the width of the cable tray,

number of cable trays, number ofcables in each tray, and number ofspread directions (one. or

two).
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Figure 3-1. Cable tray and trash bag fire heat release rate curves [Babrauskas, 1988; Braun, 1989]
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Figure 3-3. Flame spread phenomena in cable trays
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4.0 FIRE HAZARDASSESSMENT

Typically, a fire'hazard assessment involves selecting a set,of critical criteria and

determining ifthe potential fire scenarios result in hazards exceeding these criteria. In this

section, critical parameters and associated criteria are outlined, and each fire scenario is

evaluated in terms of the selected criteria.

4.1 Evaluation of Critical Parameters and Criteria

The purpose ofthis assessment is to determine whether Pressurizer Auxiliary Spray

Valve J-CHA-HV-205 and its associated circuits (protected with the radiant energy heat shield)

and the redundant valve circuits (not protected) are ~th subject to.failure under exposure to the

assumed fire scenarios. The most conservative approach to the problem is to treat the protected

valve and circuitry as though there was no REHS protection present. This avoids

any'ontroversy

over the amount of thermal protection provided by Thermo-Lag. The NRC

threshold temperature of325'F (163'C) for rated barriers (from ASTM [El'19]) is used as the

critical temperature for both the protected and unprotected circuits. Localized heating that

exceeds this temperature is assumed to represent, failure. It should be noted that this temperature

criterion:is conservative since EQ data have shown that long-term failure temperature of cables. is

typically higher [PVNGS EEQ-T020-003]. In addition, no credit is provided for the protection.

provided by the conduit itself. A cable ignition.temperature of700'F,(371'C) was used as. the

critical temperature for evaluating the involvement of the cable trays in Fire Zone 67A [ASTM

E814].

Four means of localized heating were considered:

.(1), direct flame impingement,

(2) fire plume heating,

(3) upper gas layer heating, and

(4) radiant heating.
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Direct flame impingement on an overhead target willcause rapid heating and presumed

ignition and was considered a failure.point without further analysis. This holds true for both the

valve and associated. circuits as well as the cable trays located in Fire Zone 67A. Therefore,

flame heights were estimated for each of the fire scenarios previously described.

Ifdirect flame impingement does not occur, overhead and adjacent targets may still be

heated from the hot gas plume rising above the flame. Plume centerline temperatures were

calculated for each fire scenario. Centerline temperature estimates represent maximum plume

temperatures. Therefore, for selected geometries with fixed fuel sources (i.e., cable trays), plume

temperatures at some radial distance away from the centerline were also calculated. A critical

temperature of325'F (163'C) was used for the onset of failure ofequipment protected:by the

REHS, and the 700'F (371'C) cable ignition temperature for the cable trays was used to evaluate

the consequences [NRC 86-10].

The pressurizer compartment is small enough to support a hot gas layer, particularly for

fires in the upper levels. The. upper gas layer temperatures are estimated using the computer

program CFAST [Peacock et al., 1993]. Immersion of target objects in a layer exceeding the

325'F (163'C) critical temperature was considered.a failure condition. Both the upper gas layer

temperature and the layer depth. are reported based'on calculations using CFAST, an enclosure

fire model.

Critical radiant flux is the energy flux needed at the surface ofvalves and circuits to cause

the surface temperature to rise above the 325'F (163'C) critical temperature. This is a function

of the distance between the source and target as well as the strength of the source. Typically, the

critical radiant energy'heat flux is between 1.3-1.8 Btu/ft -s (15 and 20 kW/m ) for ignition of

common materials, such as wood and plastic, and initiation ofelectrical equipment failure

[Factory Mutual Research Corporation, 1981; Lawson and Quintiere, 1985]. In this analysis, the

critical radiant flux was calculated as a function of the exposure time and represents the

minimum heat flux required to bring the target surface to the critical temperature. This flux

ranges between 0.16-0.52 Btu/ft -s (1.8 and 6 kW/m ), depending on the duration of the
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exposure, for a critical temperature of325'F (163'C). For this computation, the duration of.the

exposure is conservatively assumed to be the sum of the growth time and the peak burning rate

times for the individual exposure fires.

4.2 Method ofAnalysis

4.2.1 lame ei Iculations

The flame heights associated with the burning of the fuel packages were estimated using

the following correlations [Heskestad, 1983; Hasemi and Tokunaga, 1984]:

'FI, = 0.771 g '.02 De@ (4-1)

for fires away from walls.

F„' 0.469 .g'4-2)
for fires adjacent to a.wall, and

0.667

F„= 0.21 D.ff'4-3)
for fires in a corner. F„,is the continuous flame height (ft), Q is the heat release rate (Btu/s), and

D,~ is the "effective" diameter of the fire.(ft). The "effective" diameter is the diameter ofa circle

with the same area as the fire. This approximation is:valid for fires ofsmall length to width

ratios (i.e., about 1) and is, therefore,. appli'cable to both pool fires and the trash bag fires as well

as the roughly square area below the pressurizer, where the cable fire is postulated.
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4.2.2 Fire Plume Te e a re

Plume centerline temperatures are significantly less than flame temperatures due to the

entrainment ofambient air. Ifthe heat release rate of the fire. is high enough, the gas.

temperatures above the flame can be suQi'ciently high to result in significant heating of the target.

The centerline plume temperatures are the maximum plume gas temperatures. Plume

temperature falls offrapidly as a function of the radial distance from the plume centerline. In

this analysis, the plume centerline temperature is used. for all,of.the moveable fuel sources.

For the cable trays, the locations are fixed, and the temperatures corresponding to the

radial distance from the plume centerline are used. The plume centerline temperatures are

calculated from the following equation [Beyler, 1986]:

(4-4)

where hT~ s the temperature rise above room temperature of the plume centerline ('F); K„ is a

constant ('R-ft'~-s~~)/(Btu~3)) and is 312 (23.1) for open fires, 581 (43) for wall fires, and 648

'(48) for,corner fires; Z is the height above the fire base (ft); and z, is the height of the virtual

origin (ft) above the floor, a correction for the point source approximation used in the plume

temperature correlations. The virtual origin is given by the followingequation for open and wall

fire locations [Heskestad, 1983]:

z = -1.02 D,~ + 0.278 g '4-5)
and [Hasemi and Tokunaga, 1984]:

g
0.4

g
0.4

z, = 0.72 —— 0.233— (4-6)
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for corner locations. D,ir is equal to the diameter ofa half-circle at the wall edge for wall'fires

(ft). The plume centerline temperature drops offrapidly with radius. Typically, this is treated as

a Gaussian profile and may be determined by Beyler [1986]:

bT
exp

hT~

P2'

10.8 6„
(4-7)

where P is a constant'equal to 1.132, and r is the distance from. the plume centerline (ft). b„may

be found from, Beyler [1986]:

0.0412 (Z - z,)

for a wide range of fires. The temperature at some distance from the centerline drops offrapidly

with radius. However, as the height of the plume increases; the radius of.the'plume increases.

Figure 4'-I shows the temperature ratio, hT/b,T~, as a function of radius as predicted by equations

4-7 and 4-8 for a number ofelevations for the single trash bag with plastic contents

4.2.3 e as a er Heatin

The upper gas layer build-up and temperature. in Fire Zone,65 were estimated using the

computer model CFAST [Peacock et al., 1993]. CFAST is a two layer zone model fire

simulation computer program:capable ofmodeling steady and non-steady burning rates in

enclosures. (Refer to Appendix A for a more detailed description of the CFAST modeling and

input. data.) Input data include the room dimensions, the opening size and locations, fan flow

rates and pressure-flow rate curves, room material properties, the burning rate, and several

parameters relating to the fuel. including the heat ofcombustion, fuel height, and hydrogen to

carbon ratio. In.this analysis, the pressurizer enclosure was analyzed both with and without the

two exhaust fans running. Each exhaust fan was assumed to withdraw 20,000 fthm (566 m') ofair
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per minute from the pressurizer (based on review of.HVACdrawings). The reported results are

the interface location and the upper gas layer temperature as a function of time.

Fire Zone 67A is considered too large to develop a distinct upper gas layer. The largest

possible pool fire scenario, the 60 ft (18.3 m) diameter lube oil spill, was modeled in Fire Zone

67A. The resulting temperature rise in the upper gas layer was less than 200'F (110'C), too low

to be considered a distinct layer. Figure 4-2 shows the upper gas layer temperature for, this fire as

a function of time.

4.2.4 R dia t Heat u

The critical radiant heat flux was calculated by numerically solving the energy equation

in the following form [Janssens, 1993]:

d
dh

(T (h) — T
)'/

q

4q"
ncl

3'pc (4-'9)

with q„",, the net heat flux to the. surface of the material (Btu/s-ft'), T,(t) the surface temperature

as a function of time ('R), T, the ambient temperature ('R), K the thermal conductivity (3.53E-5

Btu/s-ft-'R (0.22 W/m-K)), c the heat capacity (0;407 Btu/lb-'R (1710 J/m-K)), and p the

density (37.4 lb/ft'600 kg/m')). The thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and density all were

obtained from Harmathy [1983], assuming the cable insulation is similar to thermosetting

plastics at low temperatures. The net heat flux is given by the following [Tien et al., 1988]:

q„„= a F e (T< — T,(h)') — a (1 — F) a (T,(h)' T,) (4-10)

where. F is the radiation shape factor between the target and the fire, a is the Stefan-Boltzman

constant (4.76E-13 Btu/s-ft'-'R'5.669 E-8W/m -K'), e is the fire emissivity, T„ is the fire

temperature ('R), and u is the target emissivity/absorptivity coefficient. Convective cooling is

not included because convection typically is a minor component in the net heat transfer at the
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temperatures under consideration. The two equations are combined.and may be numerically

solved for the temperature given the radiation shape-factor F. Since the. temperature is the critical

temperature, the equations are solved for a number of:shape factors so that a flux versus time

curve may be generated. It is this curve that illustrates the length of time required to raise the

surface temperature of the target to the critical temperature 325'F (163'F) (see Figure 4-3);. The

radiation shape factor, is related to the incident'heat flux by [Holman, 1990]:.

.// 4

q = oGFT~ (4'-l l)

where q",„, is the minimum flux required to heat the surface of the target to the critical

temperature. The fire temperature:in the above calculations does not influence the final result

since the temperature and-shape factor are combined and converted to heat fluxes.

Figure 4-3 shows the resulting heat flux exposure time curve for the protected circuits. The

graph in Figure 4-3 can be expressed using a power law curve fitby the following equation:

I„, = 469 q,„ (4-12)

where t,„ is the fire duration (s). Any exposure flux, q",„„applied longer than td„, willcause the

surface temperature to rise above the critical temperature of325'F (163'C).

4.3 Fire. Locations

Several locations were selected to.calculate the effects of the fire,on the valve and

circuitry. The analysis involved scenarios in Fire Zones 65 and 67A, at the 80 ft, 100 ft, 120.ft

and 140 ft (146/152 ft in Fire Zone 65) elevations. "Worst" case locations were chosen and

included placing fuel along a wall or near a.corner, and placing the fuel under the cable trays in

Fire Zone 67A such that one or both of the "A"and "B"trains'were exposed. For each location,

'the fuel was varied according to the quantity and size described in Section 3. Each scenario
I

'involving,a pool fire. involved calculating the critical pool fire size (diameter. and heat release
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rate). For each pool fire scenario, the 125 percent critical and 150 percent critical pool fire sizes

were also examined to note the rate at which failure criteria were exceeded. Figure 4-4 shows the

locations of the pool, trash, and cable fires.

4.3.1 JEEF

Only Fire Zone 67A has a potential fire exposure, at the 80 foot level. This is a lube oil

spill fire resulting from a leaking drum. located either on this level or above. Due to the open

floor grating, there are no physical restrictions at this location. The fire is assumed to be located

either (1) directly below cable trays, or (2) directly under the REHS protected raceway located at

the 138 foot elevation along the concrete wall. Trash bag fires were not analyzed at the 80 ft

elevation since they did not cause failure of the circuits when analyzed at the 100 ft elevation. In

determining the potential for cable tray ignition, the pool fire location was fixed relative to the

REHS and vice-versa so that the plume exposure temperature was calculated according to the

method presented in Section 4.2. Figure 4-4 shows the pool fire location in Fire Zone 67A in an

elevation view. Figures 4-5 and 4-6 show the locations of the pool fire at the'80.foot elevation

relative to the REHS and cable trays on higher elevations.

4.3.2
Flevat'here

were three potential fire locations selected for evaluation at the 100 ft elevation.

These are shown in Figures 4-7 and 4-8. Two of the exposures are located in Fire Zone 67A: one

along the wall under the REHS protected junction box and the other in the open directly under

the cable tray to the west of the safety injection tank. In all of these cases, either a trash bag or

pool fire was postulated. Pool fires are possible in the vicinityof the safety injection tank but are

limited to the area of the concrete support floor.

The only fire exposure in the pressurizer is from the cables and cable trays located

between the 100-110 ft elevations. For this analysis, they were all assumed to be located at the

100 ft elevation so that all cables would be exposed and may be considered one contiguous fuel
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source. The lower elevation also allows-for maximum gas,'layer development. These

assumptions result in a postulated worst case fire incident.

4.3.'FF

Four fire locations were selected at the 120.ft elevation: three were in Fire Zone 67A and

one was in the pressurizer. Figure 4-9 shows the locations of the fire scenarios. 'Figure 4-4

shows a cross-sectional view of these fire locations. Two of the three in Fire Zone 67A are (1) a

corner exposure to theFREHS protected circuits, and (2).a.wall, fire exposure to the REHS

protected circuits and cable tray. The other exposure.in'Fire;Zone'67A was an open (i.e., not

near a wall) fire exposing the cable tray. on the west. side of the west wall of the pressurizer. This

location is'both nearest to the protected circuit.and directly under the cable trays at the 137 ft

elevation. Allexposures, are from the trash bag fires unless the cable trays are shown to ignite in

which case the radiant heating exposure is added to,the. exposure from,the trash bag fire. Since

the floor is constructed ofopen grating, a lube oil spill would:accumulate on the lower levels.

The postulated fire location in Fire Zone 65 was a wall fire exposure to the protected circuits.

4.3.4 '4 / 4 leva i n

Figure 4-10 shows the candidate fire locations at the 140/146 ft elevation. and Figure 4-4

shows a cross-sectional view. There are only two: (1.) near the junction box in Fire Zone 67A,

and (2) near the REHS assemblies. in Fire Zone365. The floor level in Fire Zone 67A is at the

140 ft elevation, and the floor in the pressurizer is at the,146 ft elevation (on the south side of the

cubicle). In both cases, it is apparent that..fuel in contact with the REHS assemblies or direct

flame impingement presents an unacceptable set ofconditions. Therefore, it is necessary to

determine the minimum separation distance between the fuel and the targets. The upper gas

layer temperature was calculated for the resulting'fire locations for fires in Fire Zone 65.
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4.3.3 MLPPEI

Figure 4-11 shows the. location of the fire at the 152 ft elevation (on the north side of the

cubicle). As with level 146, the objective was to determine both the minimum separation

distance between the fuel and the objects and the. upper gas layer for fires which were adequately

separated to prevent failure due to the plume and/or radiant heating.

4.3.6 ~IEi
Four cable tray fire locations were considered. These are shown on the cross-sectional

view in Figure 4-4. Two of the cable tray fires are located'below the REHS, and the other two

expose the REHS protected;train on the west exterior wall of the pressurizer. While both

locations do not expose the:intersection ofboth'"A" and'"B" trains, interruption ofone is readily

demonstrated.
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5.0 RESULTS

The results ofhazard calculations are,presented'in terms of fire zone, postulated fire

scenario, and elevation. Included are the following:

(1) flame height (ft),

(2) plume center line temperature at cable trays and REHS protected cable train

heights ('F),

(3) target radiant flux (Btu/ft'-s),

,(4) minimum fuel separation distance from targets (ft),

(5) maximum upper,gas layer temperature ('F), and

(6) minimum gas layer depth (ft).

Figure 5-1 illustrates the.six effects, for a typical incidental fire in a compartment. The

~flhih'i fl*fl'igfl gfl i fl **g g I fllgflggflg ll,fl*
temperature within the flame zone is 1800'F (982 C) or greater [Beyler, 1986], and electrical or

mechanical equipment located within this region are subject to rapid failure. Refer to Figure 5-1

for a depiction of the fire-target interactions. The plume centerline temperature decreases with

height from the tip of the continuous flame region. Calculation of the plume centerline

temperature permits. evaluation of the exposure conditions to equipment and materials positioned

directly above a fire.

The e (see Figure 5-1).is the.net incident heat flux at the surface of.an

object located at some distance from the fire. For this analysis, only the REHS protected'objects

are subject to a radiant heat flux sufficient to cause onset of a failure condition due to

temperature (>325'F). Ifa fire exposes the REHS protected object-to radiant heat flux levels

greater than the critical radiant heat flux, a minimum separation distance is determined to result

in a radiant heat flux-below that associated with the onset of failure (e.g., a radiant heat flux

corresponding tofla temperature exposure below 325'F (163'C). A fire burning in an enclosure

willusually cause a layer ofhot gases to collect at the ceiling level (see Figure 5-1). For small
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enclosures and/or large fires, the temperature of this gas layer may reach or exceed established

critical temperature levels. In order to evaluate the hazard from the hot gas layer. the ~er
d'd* *q i d. A: -b d I ti d I,CPABT[P k

al., 1993], was used to predict these effects.

5.1 Fire Zone 65

Tables 5-1 and 5-2 provide summaries ofselected results for the postulated trash bag and

cable fire scenarios in the pressurizer enclosure (Fire Zone 65). Table A-1 in Appendix A

contains a complete listing ofall fire scenarios evaluated. (Note: As indicated earlier, the

scaffolding fires were less severe than the trash fires and therefore were not included.) Allfires

are assumed to occur directly under valves unless otherwise indicated. A worst case condition

(assuming that the exhaust fans were off) was evaluated. In cases where there is no specified

minimum separation distance in Table 5-1, the fire exposure was determined not to pose a radiant

heat flux threat to the targets. This occurred at the 100 and 120 ft elevations. The predicted

upper gas layer temperature and upper gas layer depth for each of the exposure fires are

presented in Figures 5-2 through 5-9 .

In general, these results indicate that a trash bag fire (from 1 to 4 bags) located at the

120 ft elevation or cable fires at the 100 ft elevation willnot result in exposure of the pressurizer

auxiliary spray valve and electrical circuits located at the 154 ft elevation to temperature

conditions severe enough to cause failure. An exception is the trash bag fire scenario with four

bags located on the 120 foot elevation where the combined effects of the hot gas layer and plume

are taken into consideration (Table 5-2). Ifthe exhaust fans are assumed not to'be on, a fire

involving (1) two or more trash bags at the 146 ft elevation, or (2) one or more trash bags at the

152 ft elevation willresult in an upper gas layer that exceeds the critical temperature of325'F

(163'C). Ifthe fans are operating, none of the postulated trash bag fires at the 146 ft elevation

result in an upper gas layer temperature in excess of the critical temperature. At the 152 ft

elevation, a fire involving a single trash bag fire willnot result in exceeding the critical

temperature in the upper gas layer, but multiple bags do result in temperatures greater than 325'F
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(163'C). At both the 146 ft and 152 ft elevations, a minimum horizontal separation from the

Train "A"valve and circuits should be considered for a single trash bag fire to prevent the

valve/circuits from reaching 325'F (163'F). Refer to Table A-1 in Appendix A for a complete

listing ofall separation distances based on the calculations performed.

Table 5-1. Pressurizer Enclosure Exposure Fire Conditions at the 154 foot Elevation
Predicted Upper Gas Layer Temperatures and Calculated Minimum Separation Distances

Fire Scenario

1 trash (cell.)

Elevation
(ft)

146

Heat Release
Rate (Btu/s

(kW))

83 (88)

Peak Upper
Layer

Temperature
('F ('C))

104 (40)

Fan On Target Flux
(Y/N) at Source

(Btu/s-ft'kW/m'))

Y 0.12 (1.32)

Minimum
Separation between
Source and Target

(ft (m))

4.8 (1.46)

1 trash (plas.)

2 trash (plas.)

146

146

4 trash (plas.) '46
2 trash (plas.) '46

256 (270)

512 (540)

1024 (1080)

512 (540)

145 (63)

203 (95)

311 (155)

399 (204)

Y 0.16 (1.87)

Y 0.16 (1.85)

Y 0.16 (1.82)

N 0.16 (1.85)

6.9 (2.1)

10.0 (3.04)

1.4.4 (4.4)

N/A

4 trash (plas.)

1 trash (plas.)

2 trash (plas.)

4 trash (plas.)

146

152

152

152

1024 (1080)

256 (270)

512 (540)

1024 (1080)

536 (280)

428 (220)

590 (310)
'

842 (450)

0.16 (1.85)

0.16 (1.82)

N 0.16 (1.82)

N 0.16 (1.87)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A - Separation not calculated because upper layer exceeds 325'F (163'C)

The calculations summarized in Table 5-2 show that the flame height and plume

centerline temperatures at the 154 ft elevation do not exceed the critical temperature for

postulated fire scenarios at the 100 and 120 ft elevations involving two or less trash bags or cable

insulation. Four trash bags located against the wall willexpose the REHS to the critical

temperature when, the plume and upper gas layer temperatures are both considered. Trash bags

against the wall directly under the REHS protected assembly present the worst case geometry,

but none of the fire scenarios at the 100 ft or 120 ft elevation in the pressurizer cubicle expose the

REHS to direct flame impingement or plume temperatures that exceed the critical temperature.
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If,the fire sources are located at, the highest elevations of grating inside the pressurizer

cubicle (i.e., I'46/152't elevations), a minimum. separation distance from the burning fuel to

component targets would be necessary to prevent direct flame or plume exposure of the

pressurizer auxiliary spray valve.

Table 5-2. Pressurizer Enclosure Fire Exposure Conditions - Flame Height and Plume Temperature Condition
Relative to the 154 A Elevation

Fire Scenario

1 trash bag (cell.)

I'trash bag (plas.)

2 trash bags (plas.)

4 trash bags (plas.)

Cables

Elevation
(ft)

120 (wall)

120 (wall)

120 (wall)

120 (wall)

100 (open)

Flame Height
(ft (m))

I

0.92 (0.28)

4.3 (1.3)

5.7 (1.73)

7.5'(2.28)

1.6 (0.49)

Plume Centerline
Temperature

('F ('C))

113 (45)

172 (78)

210.(99)

237 (114)

122

(50)'lume

Centerline
Temperature with Upper Gas

Layer Effects Included
('F ('C))

135 (57)

176 (80)

284 (140)

333 (167)

134 (157)

5.2 Fire Zone 67A

The exposure fires postulated for Fire Zone 67A.included lube oil pool fires, trash bag

fires, and cable tray fires.

5.2.1

Lube oil stored in a 55 gallon (0.21 m') drum represents the greatest hazard potential

among the fire scenarios evaluated. A large number'of,possible pool fire scenarios can be

:generated assuming various fuel quantities and pool diameters (see Section 3.2.6).. This analysis

is limited to determining the maximum pool fire.steady state heat release rate (subsequently

identified as either critical pool fire size. or critical diameter) for each elevation where the

potential for a spill fire exists. In Fire Zone 67A, pool fires can only occur, at the 80 foot
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elevation and the 100 foot elevation in the vicinityof the safety injection tank. Other locations

have steel'grated floors; In,addition to the critical pool fire size, the effects ofpool fires larger

than the critical size (1.25'and 1.5 times the critical pool fire size) were evaluated as well as'the

combined effects of cable trays/pool fire were also examined where. appropriate. A critical

temperature of325'F (163'C) was used to calculate the critical pool fire sizes at the appropriate

locations.

In this evaluation, two pool fire,locations:were'considered to be the worst case exposure

locations to either the "A"or "B"'circuittrains:

(1) a pool fire at the 80 foot elevation below the REHS protected "A"train and cable

tray NTKACon. the west side of the pressurizer cubicle; and

(2) a pool fire at the 100 foot elevation below-the junction ofcable trains."A" and "B"

on the north side of the pressurizer cubicle.

Figures 4-4 and 4-8 show the locations of the pool fires. Table 5-3 lists the results of the pool,

fire calculations. Ifthe exposure temperatures from the pool fires exceeded the critical

temperature for the onset ofdamage to the cables, a fire exposure assuming, involvement of the

cables in combination, with a pool fire was used to back calculate the:critical pool fire size.
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Table 5-3. Lube Oil Pool Fire Characteristics

Pool
Elevation

(ft)

Target
Elevation

(ft)

Pool
Diameter
(ft (m))

Pool Fire Heat
Release

(Btu/s (kW))

Pool Fire
Flame Height

(ft (m))

Temperature
at REHS
('F ('C))

Comments

80 (wall)

80 (wall)

80 (wall)

100 (wall)

138

138

138

138

5.9 (1.8) 6351 (6700)

6.6 (2.02) 7938 (8375)

7.2 (2.2) 9952 (10500)

2.3 (0.7) 1773 (1870)

15.4 (4.7)

17.0 (5.20

18.6 (5.7)

9.3 (2.85)

325 (163)

388 (198)

449 (231)

325 (163)

critical pool size at 80
ft

1'/i critical pool size;
ignites trays

NTYAK/NTMAI/
NTFAE

1'/~'critical pool size;
ignites trays

NTYAK/NTMAV
NTFAE

critical pool size at 100

ft;.ignites cable trays
NTYABand NTMAB

100 (wall)

100 (wall)

138 2.9 (0.88) 2216 (2338)

138 3.44 (1.05) 2659 (2805)

'10.2 (3.12)
!

11.0 (3.35)

360 (182)

426 (219)

1'/4 critical pool size;
ignites cable trays

NTYABand NTMAB

1'/~ critical pool size;
ignites cable trays

NTYABand NTMAB

Figure 5-10 shows the'heat release rate curves for each of the six fires, a duration

consistent with a maximum quantity of lube oil of55 gallons (0.21 m'). CFAST-based modeling

predicted upper layer gas temperatures of284'F (140'C) or lower for all of the pool fire

scenarios evaluated. Figure 5-11 shows the upper gas layer temperature, and Figure 5-12 shows

the interface location in Fire Zone 67A for a 9952 Btu/s (10500 (kW) pool fire, the largest fire

postulated. The low gas temperature indicates that the upper gas layer formation is not likely to

be distinct due to the large volume of the enclosure. Appendix B contains a summary of the

assumptions and a listing of the input data for these calculations. For these cases, it was

unnecessary to examine the upper gas layer plume interaction.
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Trash bag fires were examined for potential hazard conditions at four locations as

discussed in Section 4-3 (refer to Figures 4-4 and 4-7 through 4-11). Trash bags were placed in

close proximity to either the "A"or "B"train or under cable trays that, when ignited, could

expose either train. The trash bag fires exposing the "A"train could be placed practically in

contact with the "A"train. As a result, it was necessary to compute a minimum separation

distance between the trash bag fires and the "A"train and the "B"train. Ignition of cable trays

above a trash.bag fire was evaluated by calculating the plume gas temperatures at the elevation of

the lowest cable tray in a.stack.

The plume temperatures from the trash bag fires exposing cable trays were calculated at

four locations (refer to Figures 4-8 and 4-9): (1) below cable tray NTYAKwest side of Safety

Injection Tank at the 108 ft elevation, (2) below cable tray. NTYABon east side of Safety

Injection Tank at the 110 ft elevation, (3) below cable tray NTAAAon west side of the Safety

Injection Tank at the 132 ft elevation, and (4) below the REHS protected raceway at the 138 ft

elevation. Trash bag fires are on the elevation immediately below cable trays. The results of

these calculations are presented in Table A-2 in Appendix A. Since the REHS protected raceway

is positioned against a wall, it cannot be exposed to an open fire. Summaries of relevant

calculations are provided in Table 5-4 for open. wall, and corner oriented trash bag fires. The

only corner configuration in the area of interest is at elevation 120 ft (see Figure 4-9) which

exposes both the "A"and "B"cable trains. Figure 5-13 shows the upper gas layer temperature in

Fire Zone 67A as a result ofa "worst" case 4 bag trash fire. Since the temperature rise was

negligible, layer-plume interaction was not examined.
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Table 5-4. Trash Fires in Fire Zone 67A

Number Elevation
of Bags (ft)

Config-
uration

Peak Heat
Release

Rate

(Btu/s
(kW))

Flame
Height
(11 (m))

108 ft 110 ft 132 ft 138 ft

Plume Maximum Temperatures at

Elevations ('F ('C))
Critical

Radiant Heat
Flux

(Btu/s-11'kW/m'))

Minimum
Separation

between Fuel
and REHS

(ft (m))

2 Plas. 100

4 Plas. 100

Wall

Wall 1024

(1080)
7.5

'(2.3)

512 (540) 5.9

(1;8)
1490

(810)

1508

(820)

1007

(542)

1508

(820)

189 158

(87) (70)

86.4 '10
(30.2) (79)

0.16 (1.85)

0.16 (1.82)

NONE

NONE

2 Plas.

4 Plas.

100

100

Open

Open

512 (540)

1024

(1080)

6.9
(2 1)

8.9
(2.7)

820',
(438)

1281

(694)

567
(297)

869
(445)

133

(56)

171

(77)

0.16 (1.85)

0.16 (1.82)

NONE

NONE

4 Plas. 120

2 Plas. 120

2Plas. '20, Corner

Corner

Walt

1024

(1080)
9.2

(2.8)

512 (540) 5.9 (1.8)

512 (540) 7.5 (2.3) .

1078

(581)
666

(352)

676 394
(358) (201)

667 429
(353) (221)

0.16 (1.85)

0.16 (1.82)

0.16 (1.85)

NONE

NONE

NONE

4 Plas. 120 Wail 1024 7.5 (2.3)
(1080)

1026 585
(552) (307)

0.16 (1.82) NONE

5.2.2.1 Summary ofFires at the 80ftElevation

Based on these results, it does not appear that trash bags with plastic contents at the 80

foot elevation would be sufficient to ignite the lowest cable trays (at elevation 108 feet) or

expose any portions of the "A"or "B"trains to the critical temperature. This may be concluded

by noting that four trash bags located on the 120 foot elevation against the wall willhave a

plume centerline temperature less than the cable tray ignition temperature at the 138 foot

elevation, a smaller height difference. Also, since trash bags at the 100 foot elevation do not

expose the REHS conduit train to critical temperature, trash bags at the 80 foot elevation will

not.
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5.2;2.2 Summary ofTrash Bag Fires at the 100ftElevation.

Based on the data contained in Table 5-4 and A-2, several observations can be made.

First, none of the trash bag fire.scenarios at the 100;ft,elevation would directly expose the REHS

to the critical-temperature (325'F (163'C). However, the cable trays at the 108 ft elevation may

be ignited, by a fire. involving one or more trash bags located:along a wall at. the 100 ft elevation.

Two or more trash bags (with'plastic contents) are needed to ignite the cable trays at the 108ft

elevations when the bags are against'the wall and 4 or more are necessary in the open fire

situation. (Note than direct flame impingement on the cable trays only occurs under the four

trash bag array in an open configuration.) In all of the cases evaluated,.there is no horizontal

separation required between the fire and the-protected circuits for a fire involving up to four trash

bags on the 100 ft elevation.

5;2.2.3 Summary ofTrash Bag Fires at:the 120ftElevation

At the 120 ft elevation; two or. more bags of trash with plastic contents against a,wall or

in a corner are sufficient to expose the REHS to a temperature in excess of the critical

temperature. Ifthe trash bags were located below the junction of the "A"and "B"trains on the

north wall of.the pressurizer cubicle, disruption ofboth systems would occur (see Figure 4-8). A

single trash-bag fire does not result in a temperature of325'F (163'C) regardless of the

configuration at'the 120 ft elevation.

5.2.2.4 Summary ofTrash Bag Fires at the 140ftElevation

The only restrictions at the 140,ft elevation is the minimum separation distance between

the trash-bags and'the REHS as noted in Table 5-4. When the bags are located at these distances,

the calculations indicate that direct flame impingement or exposure ofthe circuits to plume

temperatures. exceeding 325'F (163'C) willnot occur.
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5.2.2.5 Trash Bag Fires Combined With Secondary Cable Tray Fires

Several trash bag fire scenarios listed in Tables 5-4 and A-2 exposed overhead cabl'e.trays

to temperatures exceeding the cable tray ignition temperature (700'F (371 C)). Since cable tray

fires are. dependent on the local configuration (i'.e., number of stacks) and the cable load,,specific

locations were addressed. In situations where:more than one trash bag fire.scenario.(2 bags and'4

bags, for instance) would expose a cable tray to the, ignition temperature, four trash bags are used

as a worst case. Scenarios exposing the REHS to the critical temperature without'cable tray

ignition were not evaluated. Included'were the following:

(1) Ignition of cable tray NTYAKlocated at the 10S ft elevation with 4 trash bags

located at the 100 ft elevation; and

(2) Ignition of cable tray NTYABlocated at the 110 ft elevation with 4 trash bags

against a wall located at the 100 ft..elevation.

Each additional fire scenario was evaluated for selected fire locations under the cable

trays. These locations are shown in.Figure 5-14. Table 5-5 summarizes the quantity of.cables

involved at each location, the maximum fire size in the cable tray, and the temperature of the

plume resulting from the combined trash and cable tray fires at the REHS location. Included in

the two scenarios is the temperature at the cable. tray stack above the burning one. In both cases,

temperatures were insignificant to ignite the overhead stack.
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Table 5-5. Cable Tray - Trash Bag Fire Characteristics

Elevation
(R)

Lowest
Cable
Tray

Ignited

Additional
Cable Trays
(clcvation)

Total Cable
Loading

(Ib/R'kg/m'))

Effective
Diameter
(R (m))

Heat Release
Rate

(Btu/s (kW))

Flame Height
in Cable Tray

(R (m))

Duration
(s)

Tcmpcraturc Tcmperaturc at

at REHS Overhead Cabl
('F ('C)) Tray Stack

('F ('C))

108 NTYAK NTMA(109.3) 12.6 (62.95)
NTFC (110.7)
NTFB (112)

NTFA (113.3)

4.39
(1.34)

349 (368) 3.54 (1.08) 2741 318 (159) '29 (276)

110 NTYAB NTMA(112) 14.3 (71.6,' '.98
(0.91)

1137 (1200) 9.8 (2,98) 1274 323 (162), 450 (232)

When several. trays are stacked, the surface area is taken as the total horizontal surface

area ofall five trays when determining the heat release rate as a worst case. For determination of

the flame height and the plume temperature, the top tray is used. None of the cable tray-trash

bag fire scenarios were sufficient to expose the REHS to the critical temperature: however. they

are extremely close. Table 5-6 summarizes the results of the trash fires in Fire Zone 67A. A

complete table ofall trash bag fire scenarios is contained in Table A-3 in Appendix A.

Table 5-6. Summary ofTrash Fires in Fire Zone 67A

Number
ofBags

2 Plas.

4 Plas.

2 Plas.

4 Plas.

Fire
Scenario

(feet)

120

120

120

120

Configuration

Corner

Corner

Wall

Wall

Result

Unacceptable, exposure ofREHS to critical temperature.

Unacceptable, exposure ofREHS to critical temperature.

Unacceptable, exposure ofREHS to critical temperature.

Unacceptable, exposure ofREHS to critical temperature.
Ignition ofcable tray at 132.7 foot elevation.

5,2.3 ire

Cable trays were evaluated at several locations assuming ignition in the cable trays.

Cable tray stacks were modeled assuming, the entire stack was involved horizontal flame spread
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along the tray was the only growth mechanism considered as described in'Section 3-2-5.

~Locations were selected for maximum exposure potential to the REHS-protected "A"'train. No

cable trays were located in the vicinityof the "B" train. The following locations were considered

,(see Figures 5-15 and 5-16):

(1) cable tray, fire in the NTYAB/NTMABcable stack on east side of safety injection

tank located at the 110 foot el'evation and exposing cable trays at:the 135 foot

elevation and.the REHS protected "A"train at, the 138 foot elevation;

(2) cable tray fire in the NTYAK/NTMAI/NTFAE,cablestack at the 108.foot

elevation on. west side ofpressurizer cubicle, exposing the overhead cable tray
1

stack at'the 133 foot elevation and the REHS protected "A"train at the 138 foot

elevation;

.(3) cable tray fire in cable tray NTAAAat the 135 foot.elevation exposing the REHS

protected "A"train and junction box; and,

(4) cable tray fire in the NTKAC/NTFADcable stack at'the 133 foot'elevation,

exposing the REHS protected "A"train at the 138 foot elevation.on:the west side

of the pressurizer.

The results of the four cable tray fire scenarios are, summarized in Table 5-7. The results

indicate that only one location is capable ofdisrupting the'"A" train and no locations can

interrupt both the "A"'and "B"trains.
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Table 5-7. Cable Tray Fire Results

Cable Tray

NTYAB/NTMAB

NTYAK/NTMAI/
NTFAE

NTAAA

NTKAC/NTFAD

Minimum
Elevation

(ft)

110

108

135

133

Total Cable
Loading

(lb/fl'kg/m~))

2.0 (9.82)

1.8 (8.05)

7.7 (37 44)

9.34 (45.7)

Heat Release

Rate

(Btu/s (kN)

156 (165)

301 (403)

113 (119)

508 (536)

Results

Does'not ignite tray NTAAA.
REHS inside the plume but does

not expose REHS to critical
temperature (calculated
temperature was 133'F (56'C)).

Does not ignite trays NTKAC/
NTYAD.REHS inside the plume
but does not expose REHS train to
critical temperature (calculated
temperature was 109'F (43'C)).

REHS outside the plume. Exposes
REHS protected junction box and

Train A to critical radiant flux. but
Train B is adequately separated to
prevent reaching critical radiant
flux. (Maximum surface
temperature ofREHS is 411'F at
592 seconds.)

REHS outside the plume. Does
not expose REHS to critical
radiant heat flux (i.e., it is

adequately separated to prevent
reaching critical radiant flux).
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.6.0 ANAL'YSIS/DISCUSSION

6.1 Evaluation of.Fire Scenarios

The calculations and analyses presented in the prior sections of this'report provide a basis

for evaluating the possibility ofdamaging, the pressurizer auxiliary spray valves,and circuitry in

Fire Zones 65 and 67A, assuming that the redundant circuitry is not protected'by the Thermo-Lag

REHS, or.that no fire resistance credit is to.be given to,the existing installation. Two areas. need

to be addressed:

(1) fire scenarios, that are capable. ofdisrupting/damaging both the REHS~protected

circuitry and the redundant system. and

(2) fire scenarios that are capable ofdisrupting/damaging only.one of the. systems.

6.1.1 re rizer e 'e7 ne6

Both the REHS protected and redundant circuitry, are located above the 154 ft elevation in

the, pressurizer enclosure. Both circuits:start at the, pressurizer auxiliary spray valves, which are

located'away from the wall and are routed to and along the wall at the 154 ft elevation. The

REHS protected circuit exits the pressurizer at the east'corner of the north wall and the

unprotected circuit runs along the north wall and exits at the west edge of the north wall (see

Figures 2-1 and 2-2). Since both raceways are at:the same elevation, an upper gas layer in excess

of the critical temperature which submerges the circuitry is considered capable of.damaging both

systems. Based on the calculations performed,'nly two scenarios are possible threats:

(1) a fire involving two or more bags of trash located at the 146 ft elevation without

the exhaust fans operating, or
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(2) one or more bags ofburning trash with plastic contents located at the 152 ft

elevation (again. without the exhaust fans operating).

Ifit is assumed that the fans are operating,.neither of the systems would be subject to upper gas

layer temperatures above the critical temperature (i.e, 325'F (163'C)).

The circuits could also be damaged by (1) direct flame impingement from a fire on the

146 or 152 foot elevations, (2),plume exposure from a fire on the 120, 146. or 150 foot elevation,

and (3) insufficient fuel-target separation resulting in a radiant exposure exceeding the critical

radiant heat flux. The only. geometrically possible scenario that can result in the loss ofboth

circuits is to locate the trash bag on the west end of the 152 ft elevation platform as shown in

Figure 6-1. Both the unprotected redundant system and the, auxiliary valve would have less than

the minimum separation requirement. (Note: this applies only to the fires considered in this

analysis and may not be true for larger, more intense fire scenarios.)

6.1.2

In Fire Zone 67A, the REHS protected system exits the pressurizer at the east side of the

north wall, then drops down to the 138.0 ft elevation and runs west along the wall, around the

corner to the west wall. The redundant system exits the west end of the north wall of the

pressurizer, then drops down to the 138.25 ft elevation, runs north at this level beyond the Safety

Injection Tank, and-then runs east (refer to Figures 2-1 and 2-2). As a result of this geometry,

there is one location where the two systems practically intersect along the west end of the north

wall. Ifit is. assumed that any potential pool fires remain below the calculated threshold size, the

only threat to ~ raceways is a fire involving multiple trash'bags on the 120 ft elevation. A

pool fire in excess of the critical size willalso result in disruption ofboth, systems.

Due to the 16 ft separation between the locations where the two circuits pass vertically

through the 140 ft elevation grating, any single trash bag fire located between the two circuits
a

which is close enough to one train to cause a temperature above 325'F (163'C) is too far from
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the other train to cause its failure. However, multiple trash, bags between the two circuits could

damage both circuits.

Ifthe pool fire is discarded as a credible scenario, then several trash bag fire

configurations are capable ofdamaging both systems. Included are the following:

-(1) two.or more trash'bags on elevation 120 feet along the wall under the intersection-

location, or

(2) two or more trash bags on elevation 120 feet in the corner near the intersection

location.

The two configurations" are shown-in Figures 6-2.

None of the trash fire scenarios postulated, for the 100 foot elevation. pose a threat to the

redundant and the Thermo-Lag REHS protected systems.

6.2 Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis was performed on several key assumptions. necessary.to do the

calculations in Sections 3 and 4. The purpose was to examine the effects ofchanges in the

assumptions on the results. Already inherent in the analysis is the effect of the fans on the upper

gas layer development in the pressurizer (See Tables 5-1 and A-1). In addition,.the pool fire

analysis was performed using highly conservative values for mass loss rate per unit'area and the

heat ofcombustion, electively eliminating. any need, for verifying.the assumptions.

For this analysis, three assumptions were altered and the effect observed. These are as

follows:

(1) increasing the trash bag area from 2.37 ft'0.22 m"-) to 4.73 ft'0.44 m'); .
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(2) lowering or increasing the character'istic thermal inertia (kpc) for the surface

.temperature calculations. by 50 percent; and

(3) increasing the'REHS critical temperature to 617'F (325'C ).

The first two-assumptions create a more severe fire scenario whereas the third assumption

decreases the severity. Each were separately,.examined.

6.2.1 rea ed a Ba Area

The cross-sectional area of each trash bag was arbitrarily doubled from 2.37 ft~ (0.22 m"-)

to 4.73 ft"- (0.44 m"-) in,order to examine the. effects of the increased, heat release rate. Since the

total heat release rate is a function of the cross-sectional area, this has.the effect ofdoubling the

heat release rate and reducing the burn time by approximately, one-half. A trash bag area of

4.73 ft (0.44 m') corresponds, roughly to a cubical shaped bag, somewhat larger in length and

width than in height. Table 6-1 compares the heat release rate estimates for one bag with

cellulosic combustibles, and 1, 2, and 4 bags containing plastic combustibles. Figure 6-3

compares'the resulting heat release rate curves for both trash bag unit areas.
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Table 6-1. Trash Bag Fire Characteristics - 0.44 m" /bag

Number of.Bags

2 Cellulosic

2 Cellulosic

1 Plastic

1 Plastic

2 Plastic

2 Plastic

4 Plastic

4 Plastic

Peak HRR per
Unit Area

q",
(Btu/s-ft'kW/m'))

35.2 (400)

35.2 (400)

108 (1228)

108 (1228)

108 (1228)

108 (1228)

108 (1228)

108 (1228)

Total Bag Area
(ft'm'))

2.37 (0.22)

4.73 (0.44)

2.37 (0.22)

4.73 (0.44)

4.73 (0.44)

9.46 (0.88),

9.46 (0.88)

18.9 (1.76)

Time to
Peak (s)

43

61

76

107

107

152

152

214

Duration (s)

7280

4500

3012

1410

2889

1396

2857

1376

Peak HRR

Q, (Btu/s
(kW))

83 (88)

170 (167)

270 (256)

540 (512)

540 (512)

1080 (1024),

1080 (1023)

2160 (2048)

ways:

The increased heat release rate curves for the trash bags willeffect the analysis in three

(1) increased upper gas layer temperature in the pressurizer cubicle,

(2) increased minimum required separation distance between the bag fires and the

valves or circuitry, and

(3) ignition ofadditional cable trays, more readily exposing the circuits to

temperatures greater than the 325'F (163'C) critical temperature (in Fire Zone

67A).

6.2.1.1 Upper Gas Layer Temperatures With Larger Cross-sectional Area Bags

The upper gas layer temperature was recalculated using the increased heat release rates

and reduced fire duration. Table 6-2 compares the maximum upper gas layer temperatures for

bag areas of2.37 ft'0.22 m"-) and 4.73 ft'0.44 m") for cases where the smaller bag area is
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acceptable and the larger bag area is not. Table A-4 in Appendix,A compares the upper gas layer

temperatures between the two bag areas for all of.the cases analyzed.

Table 6-2. Pressurizer Peak Upper Gas Layer Temperatures Comparison of2.37 ft'0.22 m')
and 4.73 ft"- (0.44'm'-)'Bag Areas

Fire Scenario

4 trash (plas.)

1 trash (plas.)

1 trash (cell.)

1 trash (plas.)

Elevation
(fl)

120

146

152

152

Maximum'Upper. Layer
Temperature ('F, ('C))'2.37

ft'0.22 m') bag

257 (125)

113 (145)

266 (130)

275 (135)

Maximum Upper Layer
Temperature ('F ('C))
4 73 ft'(0 44 m'/bag)

356 (180)

385 (196)~

338 (170)

374 (190)

Fan On
,(Y/N)

N

N'here

are four situations where doubling the bag area alters the conclusions for the-REHS

protected components:

(1) four trash bags on the 120 foot elevation without the fans running,

(2) one trash bag with plasti" contents on the 146 foot elevation without the exhaust

fans on.

(3) one trash bag with cellulosic contents on the 152 foot elevation without the fans

oil,
and'4)

one trash bag on the 1'52 foot elevation with plastic contents with the fan on.

The last scenario resulted in an upper layer that was above the valves and REHS'protected

objects due to the exhaust fans. Ifthe fans are. assumed to remain functional during a fire,.the

increased:bag area has no influence on the conclusions of the previous sections. Ifthey are not

functional, additional precautions are necessary.
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6.2.1.2 Effect ofBag Area on Minimum Fire-Target Separation

The minimum separation between the trash bags and'the valves/REHS circuits is a

function ofheat release rate and duration (see Section 4.2.4). An increase in heat release rate will

require a greater separation, but a decrease in burning duration willallow a decrease in

separation. Table 6-3 compares. the separation distances for the two bag areas.

Table 6-3. Comparison ofMinimum Separation Distances for 2.37 ft'0.22 m')
and 4.73 ft'0.44 m"-) Bag Areas

Number of
Bags/Contents

I Cellulosic

I'lastic

2 Plastic

4 Plastic

Minimum Separation 2.37
ft'0.22m-') Bags (ft (m))

4.8 (1.5)

7 (2.1)

10 (3)

14.3 (4.4)

Minimum Separation 4.73
ft'0.44m"-) Bags (ft (m))

6 (1.8)

8.5 (2.6)

12.5 (3.8)

18.3 (5.6)

Percent Difference
(%)

25.0

21.1

25.0

27.9

Doubling the bag area and heat release rate results in about a 25 percent increase in the

separation requirements. This is due to the opposing effects of increasing the heat release rate

and decreasing the exposure time and the 1/D'elation between fl'ux and separation distance (see

Section 4.2.4).

6.2.1.3 Effect ofBag Fire Area on Fires in Fire Zone 67A

The increased heat release rate willincrease the plume temperatures and flame height of

the trash fires exposing, the cable trays and the protected circuits in Fire Zone 67A.

Table A-5 in Appendix A compares the flame height and plume centerline temperature at

three elevations for all of the cases analyzed. Only wall and corner configurations were analyzed

because the REHS train runs along a wall. Two configurations exceeded the critical temperature
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for the increased bag area but not for the smaller bag area. These were a one plastic bag wall fire

and a one plastic bag corner fire at the 120 foot elevation.

6.2.2 ted'

The minimum separation distances depend on the surface temperature calculation

described in Section 4.2.4. The uncertain variable is the thermal inertia (Kpc). The present value

is based on the assumption that the cable insulation material reacts in a similar manner as.

thermosetting plastics, at least up,to the critical temperature of325'C (163'F). The value ofxpc

that was selected was 5.37 E-4 Btu'/ft'-s'R (224,400 J'/m'-s-K'). The lower the value, the faster

the surface temperature reacts to the external flux. Typical insulating materials have a Kpc

between 2.39 E-4 and 9.58 E-4 Btu"-/ft'-s-'R (100,000-400,000 J-'/m'-s-K-") [Harmathy, 1983].

The purpose of this section is to determine the effect ofaltering the value ofKpc by 50

percent on the minimum separation distances due to radiative heat flux. In order. to do this, the

analysis was repeated with a value of2.87 E-4 Btu'/ft'-s-'R (120,000 J-'/m'-s-K') and 8.62 E-4

Btu~/ft4-s-'R (360,000 J"-/m'-s-K-"). Figure 6-4'shows the minimum heat flux versus time for the

lower, the original, and the increased values of thermal inertia. The minimum separation

requirements are compared in Table 6-4.

Table 6-4. Comparison ofSeparation Distances for Trash Bags
using Original and Reduced Thermal Inertia Values

Number ofBags Separation
(A (m)) with
original xpc

Separation Percent
(fl (m)) with Difference with
reduced xpc reduced xpc

Separation (fl
(m)) with

increased xpc

Percent
Difference with
increased xpc

I Cellulosic

I Plastic

2 Plastic

4 Plastic

4.8 (1.46) 5.1 (1.55)

7 (2.14) 7.6 (2.32)

10 (3.04) 10.8 (3.29)

14.3 (4.35) 15.4 (4.7)

4.5 (1.38)

6.6 (2.01)

9.4 (2.87)

8 13.4 (4.09)

6.
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Table 6-4':shows that, the surface temperature is weakly influenced'.by the selected value

of the thermal inertia in the range of interest. The primary reasons for the weak dependence on

the thermal inertia is that (1) the separation distance is inversely proportional to the square root

of the maximum flux, and (2) the flux levels under consideration are very near the steady state

surface temperature of the material; i.e., the net flux is approaching zero.

6.2.3 crea e 'cal Tern er re Va ue

The critical threshold temperature used'in this analysis was 325'F (163'C) for

damage/disruption to cable systems. This temperature appears very conservative in that

available data show that the damage threshold may be as high as 617'F (350'C) based on tests

of IEEE.383 cables performed by Sandia [NUREG/CR-5546]. The effect of selecting a higher

critical.temperature can be manifested in three areas:

(1) decreased minimum separation distance from the radiative source,

(2) increased tolerance to the upper gas layer in the pressurizer, and

(3) decreased response to trash and cable fires in Fire Zones 67A and.65.

Figure 6-5 compares the flux-time curves for both the original and increased threshold

temperatures. The critical flux levels associated with a surface temperature of617'F (350'C) is

double that associated with 350'F. (163'C). Table 6-5 compares the separation. requirements for

the burning trash bags and the valves/circuitry for the original and increased critical

temperatures. As expected, the time to reach. the failure threshold for the protected circuits (as

well as the redundant system) is increased substantially ifthe critical temperature is assumed to

be 617'F (350'C). Although these values are not meant to be used, they do demonstrate an

inherent conservatism, in this analysis.
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Table 6-5. Comparison ofSeparation Distances for Trash Bags
using, Original and Reduced. Thermal:Inertia Values

,Number ofBags

I Cellulosic.

I Plastic

2 Plastic

4 Plastic

Separation (lt (m)) with
original T„

4.8 (1.46)

7.02 (2.14)

9.97 (3.04)

14.3 (4.35)

Separation,(A (m)) with
Increased T„

2.30 (0.7)

3.9 (I'.19)

5:54 (1.69)

7.9 (2.41)

Percent Difference

52

44

44

45
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7.0 SUMMARYAND RECOMMENDATIONS

A fire hazards analysis was performed to evaluate the potential for exposing the cable

trains and pressurizer auxiliary spray valves in Fire Zones 65 and 67A,to fire effects from

postulated fire.scenarios. Engineering calculations and computer-'based fire models were used to

predict the flame geometry, plume gas temperatures, upper hot layer temperatures and'depth, and

radiant heat flux for a range of incidental;fires. Both in-situ and transient, combustibles were

considered, including pressurizer cable insulation, cable trays, lube oil spills, trash bags fullof

combustibles, and wood scaffolding.

The results of this analysis indicate that there are a;limited'number of fire conditions and

locations that could result in exposure. of the valves and/or a cable train to temperature conditions

that reach:or exceed 325'F (163'C). Included are trash bag arrays and lube oil spill fires located

at selected elevations directly below the valves or cable.

Key results include the following:

(1) although a single trash bag fire at the 152.ft elevation in Fire Zone 65 could

damage both valves, the crowded conditions at this location would make storage

of a full trash bag difficult;

(2) in the, pressurizer cubicle (Fire Zone 65), a single trash bag.fire at the 152 ft

elevation could expose both trains and.valves to critical temperature conditions,

but only ifthe exhaust fans were not operating for the duration of the trash.bag

fire;

(3) two or more fully involved bags of trash are required to expose both valve trains

to temperatures in excess of325'F (163-'C) at the remaining elevations in Fire

Zones 65 and 67A;,and
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(4) the only location where the postulated lube oil spill fire can occur, that can damage

both cable trains is at the 100 ft elevation in'Fire Zone 67A.

To permit non-reliance. on the REHS, it..is recommended that limitations,be placed'on,

quantities and the location of selected transient combustibles in Fire Zones 65 and 67A. These

recommendations are consistent with not allowing exposure ofboth valve trains.'to:the same

postulated fire incident. Potential actions include the following:

(1) restrict transient combustibles on the 146/152 ft elevation inside the pressurizer

cubicle (Fire Zone 65);

(2) restrict transient combustibles on the 120 ft and the 140 ft elevations in Fire Zone

67A in the area between, the vertical runs of the circuits for both pressurizer'spray

valves and below the cable trays on the 120 ft.elevation;

(3) storage of lube oils at the'80 ft elevation. is permitted; at the 100 ft elevation,.

storage should only be allowed on. grated flooring (avoid, area adjacent to safety

injection tank); avoid storage on the 120 ft and the 140-ft elevations; and

(4) do not leave'large quantities ofcombustibles such as multiple ~fu trash bags

unattended in these areas.
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Table A-1. Pressurizer Fire Exposure Conditions

Upper Gas Layer Temperatures and Minimum Separation Distances

Fire Scenario Elevation
(ft)

Heat Release

Rate (Btu/s
(kW))

Peak Upper
Layer

Temperature
('F ('C))

Fan On
(Y/N)

Target Flux
at Source
(Btu/s-fP
(kW/m'))

Minimum
Separation between
Source and Target

(ft (m))

Cables

1 trash (cell.)

1 trash (cell.)

1 trash (plas.)

I trash (plas.)

2 trash (plas.)

2 trash (plas.)

4 trash (plas.)

4 trash (plas.)

1 trash (cell.)

1 trash (cell.)

1 trash (plas.)

1 trash (plas.)

2 trash (plas.)

2 trash (plas.)

4 trash (plas.)

4 trash (plas.)

1 trash (cell.)

1 trash (cell.)

1 trash (plas.)

1 trash (plas.)

2 trash (plas.)

2 trash (plas.)

4 trash (plas.)

4 trash (plas.)

100

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

146

146

146

146

146

146

146

146

152

152

152

152

152

152

152

152

789 (832)

83 (88)

83 (88)

256 (270)

256 (270)

512 (540)

512 (540)

1024 (1080)

1024 (1080)

83 (88)

83 (88)

256 (270)

256 (270)

512 (540)

512 (540)

1024 (1080)

1024 (1080)

83 (88)

83 (88)

256 (270)

256 (270)

512 (540)

512 (540)

1024 (1080)

1024 (1080)

199 (93)

104 (40)

84 (29)

140 (60)

100 (38)

185 (85)

122 (50)

257 (125)

169 (76)

176 (80)

104 (40)

293 (145)

145 (63)

399 (204)

203 (95)

536 (280)

311 (155)

266 (130)

140 (60)

428 (220)

275 (135)

590 (310)

374 (190)

842 (450)

500 (260)

N 0.17 (1.98)

N 0.12 (1.32)

Y 0.12 (1.32)

N 0.] 6 (1.87)

Y 0.16 (1.87)

N 0.16 (1.85)

Y 0.16 (1.85)

N 0.16 (1.82)

Y 0.16 (1.82)

N 0.12 (1.32)

Y 0.12 (1.32)

N '0.16 (1.87)

Y 0.16 (1.87)

N 0.16 (1.85)

Y 0.16 (1.85)

N 0.16 (1.82)

Y 0.16 (1.82)

0.12 (1.32)

Y 0.12 (1.32)

N 0.16 (1.87)

Y 0.16 (1.87)

N 0.16 (1.85)

Y 0.16 (1.85)

N 0.16 (1.82)

Y 0.16 (1.82)

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

4.8 (1.46)

4.8 (1.46)

6.9 (2.1)

6.9 (2.1)

N/A

10.0 (3.04)

N/A

14.4 (4.4)

4.79 (1.46)

4.79 (1.46)

N/A

6.9 (2.1)

N/A

10.0 (3.04)

N/A

14.4 (4.4)

N/A - Separation not calculated because upper layer exceeds 325'F (163'C)
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Table A-2. Trash Fires in Fire Zone 67A

Number
of Bags

Elevation, Config-
(ft) 'ration

Peak Heat
Release

Rate
(Btu/s
(kW))

Flame
Height.

(ft (m))
108 110 132 138

Plume Maximum Temperatures at
Elevations ('F'('C))

Critical
Radiant Heat

Flux
(Btu/s-ft'kW/m-))

Minimum
Separation

between Fuel
and REHS,

(ft (m))

1: Cell.

1 Plas.

100 Wall 83 (88)

100 Wall 256 (270)

2.8
(0.84)

4.3

(1 3)

446 324
(230) (162)

950 651

(510) (344)

103

(40)

144

(62)

95

(35)

124

(31)

0.12 (1.32) NONE

0.16 (1.85) NONE

2 Plas. 100 'all'12 (540) 5.9

(1.8)
1490

(810)
1007

(542)
189

(87)
158

(70)
0.16 (1.85) NONE

4 Plas. 1OO Wall 1024

(1080)
7.5

(2.3)
1508 1508

(820) (820)
86.4

(30.2)
210
(79)

0.16 (1.82) NONE

1 Cell.

1 Plas.

2 Plas.

100 Open 83 (88)

100 Open 256 (270)

100 Open 512 (540)

2.8
'0.84)

5.3

(1.62)

6.9
(2.1)

248

(120)

538
(281)

820

(438)

192

(89)

379
(193)

567
(297)

86

(30)

109

(43)

133

(56)

0.12 (1.32)

0.16 (1.87)

0.16 (1.85)

NONE

NONE

NONE

4 Plas. 100 Open 1024

(1080)
8.9

(2.7)
1281

(694)
869

(445)
171

(77)
0.16 (1.82) NONE

I Cell. 120 Corner 83 (88) 2.8
(0.85)

277
(136)

180

(82)
0.12 (1.32) NONE

1 Plas.

2 Plas.

120

120

Corner 256
(270)

Corner 512 (540)

5.9
(1.79)

7.5 (2.3)

448
(211)

667
(353)

280
(138)

429
(221)

0.16 (1.87)

0.16 (1.85)

NONE

NONE

4 Plas. 120 Corner 1024

(1080)
9.2

(2 8)
1078

(581)
666

(352)
0.16 (1.82) NONE

1 Cell.

1 Plas.

2 Plas

120 Wall 83 (88)

120 Wall 512 (540)

120 Wall 256 (270)

2.8
(0.84)

4.3 (1.3)

5.9 (1.8)

237
(114)

451

(233)

676
(358)

162

(72)

273
(134)

394
(201)

0.12 (1.32)

0.16 (1.87)

0.16 (1.85)

NONE

NONE

NONE

4 Plas. 120 Wall 1024

(1080)
7.5 (2.3) 1026

(552)
585

. (307)
0.16 (1.82) NONE
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Table A-2. Trash Fires in Fire Zone 67A (Continued)

Number Elevation Config-
of Bags (ft) uration

Peak Heat
Release

Rate
(Btu/s
(kW))

Flame
Height
(ft (m))

108 110 132 138

Plume Maximum Temperatures at
Elevations ('F ('C))

Critical
Radiant Heat

Flux
(Btu/s-ft'kW/m"-))

Minimum
Separation

between Fuel
and REHS

(ft (m))

1 Cell. 120 Open 83 (88) 2.8
(0.84)

153

(67)
0.12 (1.32) NONE

I Plas. 120 Open 256 (270) 5.3

(1.62)
271

(133)
0.16 (1.85) NONE

2 Plas. 120

4 Plas. 120

Open

Open

512 (540)

1024

(]080)

6.9 (2.1)

8.9 (2.7).

394
(309)

588

(309)

0.16 (1.85)

0.16 (1.82)

NONE

NONE

1 Cell. 140 Wali 83 (88) 2.8

(0.84)
0.12 (1.32) 4.1-(1.26)

1 Plas. 140

2 Plas. 140

4 Plas. 140

Wail

Wail

Wall

256 (270)

512 (540)

102<

(1080)

4.3 (1.3)

5.9 (1.8)

7.5 (2.3)

0.16 (1.87)

0.16 (1.85)

0.16 (1.82)

6.9 (2.1)

10.0 (3.05)

13.3 (4.04)

1 Cell. 140 Open 83 (88) 2.8
(0.84)

0.12 (1.32) 4.1 (1.26)

1 Plas.

2 Plas.

4 Plas.

140 Open

140 Open

140. Open 256 (270)

512 (540)

1024

(1080)

5.3
(1.62)

6.1 (2.1)

8.9 (2.7)

0.16 (1.87)

0.16 (1.85)

0.16 (1.82)

6.9 (2.1)

10.0 (3.06)

14.4 (4.4)
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Table A-3. Summary ofTrash Fires in Fire Zone 67A

Number
ofBags

Fire
Scenario

Level
(feet)

Configuration Result

I Cell.

I Plas.

2 Plas.

4 Plas.

I Cell.

I Plas.

2 Plas.

4 Plas.

I Plas.

I Plas.

'

Plas.

4 Plas.

I Cell.

I Plas.

2 Plas.

4 Plas.

I'Cell.

I Plas.

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

Wall

WaH

Wall

Wall

Open

Open

Open

Open

Corner

Corner

Corner

Corner

WaII

Wali

Wali

Wall

Open

Open

Acceptable, no restrictions

Acceptable, ignition of cable tray at 108 ft elevation. Both tray
and trash expose REHS, but exposure, is below T„.

l. Acceptable, ignition ofcable tray at 108 ft elevation. Both
tray and'rash expose REHS, but exposure is below T„

2. Acceptable, ignition ofcable tray at 110 ft elevation (under
junction box). Both tray and trash do not expose REHS
above T„nor ignite cable trays higher up.

l. Acceptable. ignition of cable tray at 108 ft elevation. Both
tray and trash expose REHS, but exposure is below T„

2. Acceptable, ignition of cable tray at 110 ft elevation under
junction box. Both tray and trash do not expose REHS
above T„nor ignite cable trays higher up.

Acceptable, no restrictions.

Acceptable, no restrictions.

Acceptable, ignition ofcable tray at 108 ft elevation. Both tray
and trash expose REHS, but exposure is below T„.

l. Acceptable, ignition ofcable tray at 108 ft elevation. Both
tray and trash expose REHS, but exposure is below T„.

2. Acceptable, ignition ofcable tray at 110 ft elevation under
junction box. Both tray and trash do not expose REHS
above T„nor ignite cable trays higher up.

Acceptable, no restrictions.

Acceptable, no restrictions.

Unacceptable, exposure ofREHS to critical temperature.

Unacceptable, exposure ofREHS to critical temperature.

Acceptable, no restrictions.

Acceptable, no restrictions.

Unacceptable, exposure ofREHS to critical temperature.

Unacceptable, exposure ofREHS to critical temperature.
Ignition ofcable tray at 132.7 foot elevation.

Acceptable, no restrictions.

Acceptable, no restrictions.
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Table A-3. Summary ofTrash Fires in Fire Zone 67A (Continued)

Number
of Bags

2 Plas.

4 Plas.

Fire
Scenario

Level
(feet)

120

120

Configuration

Open

Open

Acceptable, no restrictions.

Acceptable, no restrictions.

Result

1'Cell. 140 Wall Acceptable, maintain separation distances between trash and

REHS.

1 Plas. 140 Wall Acceptable, maintain separation distances between, trash and

REHS.

2 Plas. 140 Wan Acceptable,.maintain separation distances between trash and

REHS.

. 4Plas. 140 Wall Acceptable. maintain. separation distances between trash and

REHS.

1 Cell. 140 Open Acceptable, maintain separation distances between trash and

REHS.

1 Plas. 140 Open Acceptable, maintain separation distances between trash and

REHS.

2 Plas. 140 Open Acceptable, maintain separation distances between trash and

REHS.

4 Plas. 140 Open Acceptable, maintain separation distances between trash and

REHS.
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Table AA. Pressurizer Peak Upper Gas Layer Temperatures Comparison of2.37 ft'(0.22 m-)
and 4.73 ft'0.44 m') Bag Areas

Fire Scenario

1 trash (cell.)

I trash (cell.)

1 trash (plas.)

1 trash (plas.)

2 trash (plas.)

2 trash (plas.)

4 trash (plas.)

4 trash (plas.)

1 trash (cell.)

1 trash (cell.)

1 trash (plas.)

1 trash (plas.)

2 trash (plas.)

2 trash (plas.)

4 trash (plas.)

4 trash (plas.)

1 trash (cell.)

1 trash (cell.)

1 trash (plas.)

1 trash (plas.)

2 trash (plas.)

2 trash (plas.)

4 trash (plas.)

4 trash (plas.)

Elevation
(ft)

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

146

146

146

146

146

146

146

146

152

152

152

152

152

152

152

152

Maximum Upper Layer
Temperature ('F ('C)) 2.37

ft'0.22 m') bag

104 (40)

84 (29)

140 (60)

100 (38)

185 (85)

122 (50)

257 (125)

169 (76)

176 (80)

104 (40)

113 (145)

145 (63)

399 (204)

203 (95)

536 (280)

698 (155)

266 (130)

'40 (60)

428 (220)

275 (135)

590 (310)

374 (190)

842 (450)

500 (260)

Maximum Upper Layer
Temperature ('F ('C))
4.73 ft'0.44 m'/bag)

122 (50)

90 (32)

183 (84)

122 (50)

244 (118)

160 (71)

356 (180)

248 (120)

237 (114)

129 (54)

385 (196)

207 (97)

500 (260)

284 (140)

698 (370)

410 (210)

338 (170)

165 (74)

567 (297)

374 (190)

752 (400)

473 (245)

1045 (563)

649 (343)

Fan On
(Y/N)

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
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Table A-5. Comparison ofPlume Temperatures and Flame Heights
for 2.37 ft'0.22 m ) and 4.73 ft'0.44 m ) Area Bags in Fire Zone 67A

0.22 m- bag
area

0.44 m'ag
area

0.22 m2 bag
area

0.44 m2 bag
area

Num ofBags Elev
(11)

Config.. F„(m)(it) F„(m)(ft) ET(138) ('C) h,T(138) ('C)

1 Cell.

1 Plas.

100

100

Wall

waii

0.84 (2.8)

1.3 (4.3)

1.1 (3.6)

1.7 (5.7)

15

31

40

50

2 Plas.

4 Plas.

I Cell.

100.

100

Wail

Wall

120 Corner

1.8 (5.9)

2.3 (7.5)

0.85 (2.8)

2.3 (7.5)

3.0 (9.9)

1.06 (3.5)

50

79

62

79

124

104

1 Plas.

2 Plas.

4 Plas.

I Cell.

1 Plas.

2 Plas.

120

120

120

120

120

120

Corner

Corner

Corner

waii

waii

wan

1.79 (5.9)

2.3 (7.5)

2.8 (9.2)

0.84 (2.8)

l. 3 (4.3)

1.8 (5.9)

2.25 (2.4)

2.84 (9.3)

3.57 (1 1.7)

1.1 (3.6)

1.7 (5.7)

2.3 (7.5)

118

201

332

52

114

181

177

333

589

74

182

288
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B.1 CFAST Overview

CFAST is a zone computer model capable ofestimating the fire environment in multi-

compartment spaces. A zone model assumes that there. are two distinct homogeneous layers in a

fire environment. CFAST permits the inclusion ofa ceiling.jet resulting from the fire plume

momentum as an additional layer. The program calculates the smoke distribution (upper gas

layer) and the temperature throughout a structure. Heat loss through the wall, openings (vents),

and radiation are all accounted for. The model also accounts for reduced burning rate in lowered

oxygen atmospheres and can model transport ofcertain chemical species. Several objects may

burn at once in a CFAST fire analysis. The model has been extensively verified for a number of

geometric arrangements, representative of residential, office, and large commercial/industrial

buildings [Peacock et al'.. 1993].

The input data necessary to model a fire include the room geometry, vent characteristics.

mechanical venting characteristics (fans, ductwork), thermal properties of the wall, chemical

makeup and quantity of fuel, and burning rate as well as a number ofcontrol flags that determine

the type ofanalysis performed.

B.2 CFAST Modeling.ofPressurizer Compartment. (Fire Zone 65) and.Fire Zone 67A

CFAST was applied to the pressurizer,compartment primarily to estimate the temperature

and depth of the interface layer. Other fire environment characteristics such as smoke

characteristics, vent flows, and oxygen concentrations were not of concern. As a result, CFAST

was used in its minimal capacity, even considering,the'large volume of the, space modeled'.

The follow'ing input data, are discussed in this section:

(1) Compartment geometry and ventilation;
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(2) Fuel heat release rate and configuration;

(3) Material. properties;

(4) Analysis type and initial conditions; and

(5) Output data.

The assumed'eometry of the pressurizer is depicted in Figure B-l. A compartment in a

CFAST model is assumed to have a constant length, width, and height. In the CFAST,analyses

of the pressurizer, the average length and.width were used. The actual pressur'izer is wider. at the

bottom and narrower at the top. Three vents'(doors) were included'in the pressurizer connecting

it to Fire Zone 67A. For this analysis,,the environmental conditions in Fire Zone 67A were

assumed.to remain at ambient conditions. (That is, no layer buildup occurs in this zone and the

temperature remains constant;) Each vent, approximates a door opening that is neither

obstructed or blocked off. Tables Bl and B2 list the room. dimensions, vent dimensions, and

elevations respectively.

Table B-1. Pressurizer, Enclosure Dimensions (Fire Zone 65)

Height (ft)

61.5

Height (m)

18.8

Width (ft),

18.0

Width (m)

5.48

Length (ft)

17;5

Length (m)

5.33

'Table B-2. Vent Dimensions and Locations

Vent Height (ft) Height (m) 'idth (ft) Width (m) Elev. (A)

2

7.0

7.0.

7.0

2.13

2.13

2.13

3.5

3.5'.5

1.06

1.06

1;06

100

122.5

146.5
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In,addition to the door vents, two exhaust fans were added. Each fire scenario that was

run,in the pressurizer was modeled with and without the exhaust, fans turned on:for comparison.

Each-exhaust fan was assumed to have a constant flowof20,000 cfm (9.45 m'/s). The total mass

,flow out through the fans is dependent on. the temperature of the air withdrawn and.is taken into
0

account in CFAST.

Each of the trash bag fires and the cable fire at the 100 foot elevation in the pressurizer

were input as the heat release rate. The assumed heat ofcombustion was 16,700 Btu/lb

(38,770 kJ/kg). In.the analysis presented here, the heat ofcombustion and the fuel composition

have no impact on the results since the upper gas layer composition is not ofconcern. The

ceiling jet was not used in this model. Each fuel scenario is run with the corresponding area and

elevations above the floor level. These ensure'the selection of the most appropriate plume model

and entrainment coefficients by CFAST. The fires are placed approximately in.the center of the

compartment for maximum layer development.

The walls, floors, and'ceiling are all thermally thick concrete. A thermally thick material

does.not loose energy on the unexposed face for the duration of the fire exposure. Table B-3 lists

the material properties of the concrete used'in CFAST [Peacock et al., 1.993]. Heat losses to

objects within the pressurizer such as the.'steel-grating floor and the pressurizer tank are not

included as a conservative measure.

Table B-3. Material Properties ofConcrete

Thermal Thermal Heat Density
Conductivity Capacity (Btu/lb-'R 'lb/fl'(kg/m'))
(Btu/s/s-'R-ft . (J/kg-K))

(W/K-m))

Thickness (fl (m)) Emissivity

0.00028 (1.75) 0.239 (1000) 137 (2200) 0.5 (0.15) 0.9

The pressurizer fires were modeled in CFAST as unconstrained fires. This means that

CFAST does not keep track of the gas constituents in the environment. including the oxygen.
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concentration. This allows a specified fire to continue without being reduced should the oxygen

levels fall below a threshold. value. In addition all fuel is burned in the compartment, thereby

producing worst-case conditions. There are several reasons an unconstrained fire type was

selected over the more complex constrained fire:

(1) Keep the model as simple as possible to eliminate any speculation over the

accuracy of the results;

(2) Model the absolute worst possible scenarios for each fuel package; and

(3) Eliminate the problem of fuel composition uncertainty.

The output provided by CFAST includes the upper gas layer temperature, the upper gas

layer depth, the fire heat release rate, the vent flow rates, the wall, floor,.and ceiling surface

temperatures (almost always lower than the upper gas layer temperature), pyrolysis rate as well

as concentrations ofvarious gas species ifthe fire is of the constrained type. The only output

used in this analysis is the interface height and the upper gas layer temperature.

Figures B2 through B-7 show several CFAST input data files. These are. summarized in

Table B-4. Figure B-8 shows a typical CFAST output file ofa four trash bag fire scenario

located on:elevation 146 feet with the mechanical ventilation turned on.

Table D-4. CFAST Input File Runs

Figure

B2

B3

B4

BS

B6

B7'uel
1 Trash (Plas.)

2 Trash (Plas.)

4 Trash (Plas.)

1 Trash (Plas.)

2 Trash (Plas.)

4 Trash (Plas.)

Elevation (ft)

146

146

146

146

146

146

Fan (Y/N)

N

N

N

Location

65

65

65

65

65

65
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Fire Zone 67A was modeled in a similar manner as Fire:Zone 65. The dimensions used

for Fire, Zone 67A are listed in Table B-5. These are only approximate since the only purpose of

modeling a fire in Fire Zone.67A- was,to demonstrate the difficultyin achieving a hot gas layer.

The material properties of the wall were assumed to be those of the concrete, and there was one

vent placed at elevation 80 feet the size ofa door to.relieve pressure build up and account for.any

leakage through. the building. No consideration was given for the contents and only the 17,630

Btu/s (18.6 MW) fire was modeled in.this space, unconstrained. The input file is shown in

Figure B-9; The output, file is similar to Figure B-8.

Table B-5. Fire Zone 67 Dimensions

Height (ft)

100

Height (m)

30.5

Width (ft)

131

Width (m)

40

Length (ft)

131

Length'(m)

40
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Fan 2
20,000 CFM
Exhaust Valves

- 154

161.'5

Fan 1

20,000 CFM
Exhaust

Ven
3

146

120

Ven
2 —122.5

, Ven,
'1

100

Vents 1, 2, '3 represent doors 7 ft. x 3.5 ft. wide

,Figure B-1. CFAST model representation of the pressurizer cubicle
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0.00
6.86
14 F 18

270E3 0.0

1280 1024 1100
600. 920. 10. 5 TIME METERS.

1220. 920. 10. 5 TIME CELSIUS0.

VERSN 1

TIMES 2950 60 60 60 0
TAMB'98. 101300. 0.
EAMB 298. 101300. 0.
HI/F 0'. 00
WIDTH 5.48
DEPTH 5.33
HEIGH 18..75
HVENT 1 2 1 1.07 2.13
HVENT 1 2 2 1.07 8.99
HVENT 1 2 3 1.07 16..32
MVOPN 1 1 V 17.68 2.5
MVOPN 2 3 V 17.68 2.5
MVDCT 1 2 0.1 1.0 0.02, 0.,0 1.0 0.0: 1.0
MVFAN 2 3 0..0 500.0 18.89
INELV 1 17.68 2 17.68 3 17.68
CEILI CONCRETE
WALLS CONCRETE
FLOOR 'CONCRETE

CHEMI 0. 0. 1.0 38770000. 300. 400. 0.
LFBO 1
LFBT 1
FPOS 2.:7 2 ~ 6 0. 00
FTIME 15. 30. 45. 60. 75. 76. 2933. 2950.
FHIGH 14. 2 14. 2 14. 2 14. 2 14. 2 14. 2 14'-. 2 14. 2 14. 2

FAREA 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 '0.22 0.22
FQDOT 0.0 10.6E3 42.2E3 '95.0E3 169.0E3 263.8E3 270E3
CJET OFF
DUMPR .prlbplF.hi
WINDOW 0 0 -100
GRAPH 1 120. 300. 0.
GRAPH 2 740. 300.
INTER 0 0 0 0 1 1 U
TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 1 U
TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 1 L
TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 2 L

Figure B-2. CFAST input for one trash bag,at the 146 foot elevation with the fans off
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0.00
6.86
14.18

0 1.0

1.0 300. 400,. 0.

2996. 3000.
.2, 14.2. 14.2 14.2 14.2
0.-44 0.44 0:.44 0.44

.8E3 380E3 517E3 540E3

1100'0.
5 TIME METERS

10'. 5 TIME CEL'SIUS

VERSN 1

TIMES 3000 60 60 60 0
TAMB 298. 1'01300. 0.
EAMB 298. 101300. 0.HI/F'.00
WIDTH 5.48
DEPTH '5.33
HEIGH 18.75
'HVENT 1 2 1 1.07 2.13
HVENT 1 2 2 1.07'.99
HVENT '1 2 3 1.07 16.32
MVOPN 1 1 V'7.. 68 2 .,5
MVOPN 2 3 V 17.,68 2.5
MVDCT 1 2 0.1 1.0 0.02 0.0 1.0, 0.
MVFAN 2 3 0.0 500'.0 18.89
INELV 1 17.68 2 17,.68 3 17.68
CEILI 'CONCRETE

WALLS CONCRETE
FLOOR CONCRETE
CHEMI 0. 0. 38770000.
LFBO 1
LFBT 1
FPOS F 7 2.6 0.00
FTIME 15. 30. 45. 60. 75. 90. 105.'07.
FHIGH 14.2'4..2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14
FAREA 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0..44
FQDOT 0.0 10.6E3 42.2E3 95E3 169.0E3 263
540E3

0.0'JET

OFF
DUMPR pr2bpl'F.hi
WINDOW 0 0 - 100 1280 1024
GRAPH 1 120. 300. 0. 600. 920.
GRAPH 2 740. 300. 0. 1220. 920.
INTER 0 0 0 0 1 1 U
TEMPERA 0 0'0 0 2 1 U
TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 1 L
TEMPERA 0 0. 0 0 2 2 L

Figure B-3. CFAST'input for two trash bags at the 146 foot elevation with the. fans off
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'VERSN 1

TIMES 33.'75. 60 60 60'0
TAMB'98,. 101300. 0.
EAMB 298 . 101300. 0.
HI/F 0.00
WIDTH 5.48
DEPTH

5.33'EIGH

18.75
HVENT 1 2 1 1..07 2.13 0.00
HVENT 1 2 2 1.07 8.99 6.86
HVENT 1 2 3'.07 16,.32 14.18
MVOPN 1 1 V 17 '8 2.5
MVOPN 2 3' 17.68 2.5
MVDCT 1 2 0.1 1.0 0.02'„.0 1.,0 0.0 1.0
MVFAN 2 3 0.0 500.0 18.89
INELV 1 17.68 2 17.68 3 17.68
CEIL1 CONCRETE
WALLS CONCRETE
FLOOR CONCRETE
CHEMI '0. 0. 1.0 38770000. 300. 400. 0.
LFBO 1

LFBT 1
FPOS 2.7 2.6 0'.00
FTIME 20. 40. 60. 80. 100. 120. 140. 150. 152. 3164. 3175.
FHIGH 14.2 14.2 14'.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2'4.2 14.2 14..2 14.2
14.2
FAREA 0.88 0.88 0.'88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88'.88
0.88
'FQDOT 0.0 18.8E3 75E3 169E3 300E3 469E3 675E3 93;9E3 1055E3
1081E3 1'081E3 0.0
CJET OFF
DUMPR'r4bplF.hi
WINDOW 0 0 -100 1280 1024 1100
GRAPH 1 120. 300. 0. 600. 920'., 10. 5, TIME METERS
GRAPH 2 740. 300. 0'. 1220. 920. 10'. 5 TIME CELS1US
INTER 0 0 0 0 1 1 U
TEMPERA 0 0 0 0, 2 1 U
TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 1 L
'TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 2 L

Figure B-4. CFAST input for four trash bags at the 146 foot elevation with the fans off
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1.07 2.13 ,0..00
1.07 8.99 6.86
1.07 16.32 14.18

300. 400. 0.

.00
0. 75.. 76. 2933. 2950.
.2'4.2 14.2 14 ..2: 14.2 14.2 14.2
0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22

2E3'5.0E3 169.0E3 263.8E3'70E3
4

270E3 0.0

1100
10. 5 TIME METERS
10. 5 TIME CELSIUS,

-'100 1280'024
0. .600. 920
0. 1220. 920

U
U
L
L

VERSN 1
TIMES 2950 60 60 60 0

TAMB 298. 101300. 0.
EAMB 298. 101300. 0.
HI/F 0.00
WIDTH 5.48
DEPTH 5.33
HEIGH 18.75
HVENT 1 2 1

HVENT 1 2 2

HVENT 1 2 3

CEILI CONCRETE
WALLS CONCRETE
FLOOR CONCRETE
CHEMI 0. 0. 1.0 38770000.
LFBO 1
LFBT 1

FPOS 2.7 2.6 0

FTIME 15. 30. 45. 6

FHIGH 14 .,2 16 . 2 14
FAREA 0..22 0.22 0.22
FQDOT 0 .'0 1'0 . 6E3 42 .

CJET OFF
DUMPR prlbplNF.hi
WINDOW 0 0

GRAPH 1 120. 300.
GRAPH 2 740. 300.
INTER 0 0 0 0 1

3.'EMPERA0 0 0 0 2 1
TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 1
TEMPERA 0 0 0 '0 2 2

Figure B-5. CFAST input for one trash bag at the.146 foot elevation with the fans. on
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1.07'.13 0.00
1.07 8.99 6.86
1.07 16.32 14.18

VERSN, 1

TIMES 3000 60 60 60 0

'TAMB 298. 101300'. 0.
EAMB 298. 101300. 0.
HI'/F 0.00
WIDTH 5.48
DEPTH 5.33
HEIGH 18.75
HVENT 1 2 1
HVENT' 2 2

HVENT 1,2 3

CEILI CONCRETE
WALLS CONCRETE
FLOOR'ONCRETE
CHEMI 0. 0. 1.0 38770000'. 300'. 400. 0.
LFBO 1
LFBT 1

FPOS 2 ' 2.6 0.00
FTIME 15. 30. 45. 60. 75. 90. 105. 107. 2996. 3000.
FHIGH 14 ' 14'.2. 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2
FAREA 0.44 0.44''.44 0.'44 0.44 0.44 0;.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44
FQDOT 0.0 10.6E3 42.2E3 95E3 169.0E3 263.8E3 380E3 517E3 54'OE3

540E3 0.0
CJET OFF
DUMPR pr2bplNF.hi
WINDOW 0 0 -100 1280 1024 1100
GRAPH 1 120. 300. 0. 600. 920. 10. 5 TIME METERS

GRAPH 2 740. 300. '0. 1220. 920. 10. 5 TIME CELSIUS
INTER 0 0 0 0'1 1 U
TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 1 'U

TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 1 L
TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 2 L

Figure B-6. CFAST input for two trash bags at the 146 foot elevation with the fans on
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0.

1.07 2.13 0.00
1 ..07 8. 99 6.. 86
1.07 16.32 14.18

140. 150. 152. 3164. 3175.
14. 2 14. 2'4. 2 14. 2, 14.. 2 14. 2

1100
10. 5 TIME METERS
10. 5 TIME CELSIUS

VERSN, 1

TIMES 3175. 60 60 60 0

TAMB 298. 101300.
EAMB 298. 101300. 0.
HI/F

0.00'IDTH

5.48,
DEPTH 5.33
HEIGH 18 '5
HVENT 1 2 1

,HVENT 1 2 2

HVENT 1 2 3

CEILI CONCRETE
WALLS'ONCRETE
FLOOR CONCRETE
CHEMI 0. 0. 1.0 38770000. 300. 4'00.. 0.
LFBO 1
LFBT'
FPOS 2.7 2.6 0,.00
FTIME 20. 40. 60. 80.,100. 120.
FHIGH, 14.2 14.2 14'.2 14.2 14.2
14.2
FAREA '0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.8'8 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0'.88 0.88
0.88
FQDOT "0.0 18.8E3 75E3 169E3 300E3 469E3 675E3 919E3 1055E3
1081E3 1081E3 0.0
CJET OFF
.DUMPR pr4bplNF.hi
WINDOW 0 0 -100 1280 1024
GRAPH 1 120.. 300 ~ 0. '600'. 920.
GRAPH 2 740. 300. 0. 1220. 920.
INTER 0 0 0 0 1 1 U
TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 1 U
TEMPERA 0 '0 0 0 .2 1 L
TEMPERA' 0 0 0 2 2 L

Figure B-7; CFAST input for four trash bags at the 146 foot elevation with-the fans on
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CFAST Version 2.0.1 Run 10/12/95
A contribution of the

'National Institute of Standards and Technology
Gaithersburg, MD 20899
Not subject to Copyright

CFAST Version 2.0;I - created May l. 1993

OVERVIEW

Data file is tb 142 06.in (Checksum 00000000)

Comparunents Doors.... Ceil. Vents, ... MV Connects

I 3 0 2

.Simulation Print History Restart
Time Interval'nterval Interval
(s) (s) (s) (s)

3000 60 60 0

,Ceiling jet is off for all surfaces.
History, file is pr2bplF.hi

AMBIENTCONDITIONS

Interior Interior Exterior Exterior Station Wind Wind Wind
Temperature Pressure Teinperature Pressure Elevation Speed Rcf. Height Power
(K) (Pa) (K) (Pa) (m) (m/s) (m)

298. 101300. ,298. 101300. 0.00 0.0 10.0 0.16

COMPARTMENTS

Comparunent Width. Depth Height Area Volume Ceiling, Floor
Height Height

(m) (m) (m) (m"2) (m"3) (m) (m)

I 5.48 5.33'8.75 29.21 547.66 18.75 '0.00

VENT CONNECTIONS

Horizontal Natural Flow Connections (Doors. Windows, ...)

Froin To Vent Width Sill . Soffit Abs. Abs.
Compa rune m Compa rune nt Number Height Height:Sill

.(m) (m) (m) (m) (m) 2((m"2)

Area
Soffit

I Outside I 1.07 0.00 2.13 0.00 2.13'.28
I Outside 2 1.07 6.86 8.99 6.86 8.99 2.28
I Outside 3 1.07 14.18 16.32 14.18 16.32'.29

There are no vertical natural liow connections

Mechanical Flow Connections (Fans, Ducts, ...)

Connections and Ducts

System Froin From To To Length Area Rough

Figure B'-8. CFAST output for two trash bags on the 146 foot elevation with fans on
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Elev. Elcv.
(m) (m) (m) (m"2) (mm)

1 Comp I 17.68 Node l. 17.68 2.50
Node 1 17.68 Node 2 17.68 0.10 0.79 0.02

Fans

System, From From
Elev.
(m)

To To Fan Minimum Maximum Fan Curve
Elev. Number
(m) (Pa) (Pa)

I Node 2 17.68'ode 3 17.68 I 0.00 500.00 19.
Node 3 17.68 Outside 17.68 2.50

DERMALPROPERTIES

Compartment Ceiling Wall Floor

I CONCRETE CONCRETE
CONCRETE'hermal

data bas» used: THERMAL.DF,

Nam» Conductivity Specific heat Density Thickness Emissivity HCL B's (I-)4) "Codes"
CONCRETE 1.75 1.000E+03 2.200E+03 0.150 0.940. 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

Name: Main Fire

Comparnnent Fire Type Position (x,y,z) Relative Lower 02 Pyrolysis
Humidity Limit Temperature

, I Unconstrained 2.70 2.60 0.00 0.0 1.00 300.

Time 'Fmass Hcomb Fqdot'high,
(s) (kg/s) (I/kg) (W) (m)

0. 0.00 3.88E+07 0.00 14.
15. 2.73E44 3.88E+07 1.06E+04 14.
30. 1.09E-03 3.88E+07 4.22E+04 14.
45. 2.45E43 3.88E+07 9.50E+04 14.
60. 4.36E43 3.88E+07 1.69E+05 14.
75. 6.80E43 3.88E+07 2.64E+05 14.
90. 9.80E43 3.88E+07 3.80E+05 14.
105. 1.33E42 3.88E+07 5.17E+05 14.
107. 1.39E42 3.88E+07 5;40E+05 14;

2996. 1.39E42 3.88E+07 5.40E+05'4.
3000. 0.00 3.88E+07 0.00 14.

Time ~ 0.0 seconds.

Comparunent Upper Lower Inter. Upper
Temp. Temp. Height Vol.
(K) (K) (m) (m"3) (Pa)

Prcssure Ceiling Up wall Low wall Floor
Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp.

(K) (K) (K) (K)

I 298.0 298.0 19. 0.55 ( 0%) -9;10 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0

Figure B-8.'FAST output for.two trash bags. on the 146 foot elevation with fans on (continued)
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Comparnnent Fire Plume Pyrol Fire Fire in Fire in Vent ~ Convec. Radiat. On Target
Flow Rate Size Upper Lower Fire
(kg/s) (kg/s) (W) (W) (W) (W) (W) (W) (W/m"2)

Main 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

I
Outside

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000

0.000

Vent Flow (kg/s)

7.38
7.38
7.41

From To Number Type U->U U->L->U L->U->L L->L E->U E->L

I 2 I H
I 2 2 H
I 2 3 H
2 I I H
2 I 2 H
2 I 3 H

Interior Wall Temperature Profiles

Compartment Wall Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp.
(K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K)

Ceiling 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0
298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0

Up wall 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0
298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0

Low wall 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 29S.O'98.0 298.0 298.0
298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 29&.0

Floor 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0
298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0'98.0 298.0 298.0 298.0

Tenability Measures

Comparnnent FEDI FED2 FED3 TEMPI TEMP2 Ct Flux

I 0.000 0.000 0.000 25.0 0.000 0.000 0.000

Time ~ 60.0 seconds.

Comparnnent Upper Lower Inter. Upper Pressure Ceiling Up wall Low wall Floor
Temp. Temp. Height Vol. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp.
(K), (K) (m) (m"3) (Pa) (K) (K) (K) (K)

I 323.1 298.0 18. 21. ( 4') -7.69 298.4 298.4 298.0 298.0

Cotnparnnent Fire Plume Pyrol Fire Fire in Fire in Vent Convec. Radiat. On Target
Flow Rate Size Upper Lower Fire
(kg/s) (kg/s) (W) (W) (W),(W) (W) (W) (W/m"2)

Main 5.66 4.359E43 1.690E+05 1.690E+05 0.000

I
Outside

5.66 4.359')3 1.690E+05 0.000 I;690E+05 0.000
0.000

170.

Vent Flow (kg/s)

Figure B-8. CFAST output for two trash bags on the 146 foot elevation with fans on (continued)





From To Number Type U->U 'U->L->U L->U->L L->L E->U E->L

I 2 I
I 2 2
I 2 3
2 I I
2 I 2
2 I 3

H
H
H
H
,H
H

6.79.
6.78

,6.81

Interior Wall Temperature Profiles

Comparnnent Wall Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp; Temp.
(K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K),

Ceiling 298.4 298.4'98.4 298.4 298.3 298.3 298.2 298.2 298.1 298.1
298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0

Up wall 298.4 298.4 298.4 298.4 298.3 298.3,,29&.2 298.2 298.1 298.1
298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0

Low wall 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0
298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0

Hoor 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0
298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 29S.O 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0

Tenability Measures

Compatunent FED I FED2 FED3 TEMPI TEMP2 Ct Flux

I 0.630 21.2 2.107E43 25.0 .0.000 0.000 5.10

Time ~ 120.0 seconds.

Comparnnent Upper Lower Inter. Upper Pressure Ceiling Up wall Low wall Floor
Temp. Temp. Height Vol. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp.
(K) (K) (m) (m"3) (Pa) (K) (K) (K) (K)

I 370.0 298.0 18. 26. ( 59o) -5.90 300.6 300.5 298.1 298.0

Comparanent Fire Plume Pyrol Fire Fire in 'Fire in Vent Convec. Radiat. On Target
Flow Rate Size Upper Lower Fire
(kg/s) (kg/s) (W) (W) (W) (W) (W) (W) (W/m"2)

Main 6.86 1.393E42 5AOOE+05 5.400E+05 0.000

I
Outside

6.86 1.393E42 5.400E+05 0.000 5.400E+05 0.000
0.000

612.

Vent Flow (kg/s)

From To Number Type U->U U->L->U L->U->L L->L E->U E->L

I 2 I H
I 2 2 H
I 2 3 H
2 I I H 5.94
2 I 2 H'5.94
2 I 3 H '5.96

Interior Wall Temperature Profiles

Figure B-8. CFAST output for two trash bags on the 146 foot elevation with fans on (continued)
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Comparunen! Wall Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp.
(K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K), ,(K) (K)

I Ceiling 300.6 300.6 300.5 300.3 300.1 299.9 299.6 299.3 299.0. 298.8
298.6 298.4'98.3 298.2 298.1 298;0 298.'0'98.0 298.0 298.0

'I 'Vp wall 300.5 300.4 300.3 300.2, 300.0 299;7 299.5 299.2 299.0 298.7
298.5 298.4 298.3 298.2'98.1 298.0 298.0 298.0'98.0'98.0

I Low wall 298:I 298.1 29S. I 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 29S.O
298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298;0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0'

Floor 298.0 298.0, 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0: .298.0 298.0 '298.0
298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0 298.0. 298.0'98.0 298.0

Tenability Measures

Comparnnent FEDI FED2 FED3 TEMPI TEMP2 Cr Flux

I 1.26 42.5 4.215E43 25.0 0.000 0.000 28.6

Figure B-8; CFAST output for two trash bags on the 146 foot elevation with fans on (continued)
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VERSN 1
TIMES 2000 50 50 50. 0

TAMB 298.. 101300. 0.
EAMB 298'. 101300., 0.
HI/F

0.00'IDTH

40.
DEPTH 40.
HEIGH 30.5
HVENT 1 2 1 1.07 2.13 0.,00
CEILI CONCRETE
WALLS CONCRETE
'FLOOR CONCRETE
CHEMI 0. 0., 1.0 46400000. 300. 400. 0.
LFBO 1

LFBT 1
FPOS 20,. 0 20 ~ -0 0. 00
FTIME 50. 100. 150. 200. 236. 1500.
FHIGH 0.0',.0 0.0'.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FAREA 18.3 18.3 18.3 18.3 18.3 18.3 18.3
FQDOT 0.0 469E3 1876E3 4'221E3'„7500E3 10500E3 10500E3
CJET OFF
DUMPR 10 4MWpf.hi

INTER 0 0 0 0 1 1 U
TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 1 U
TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 1 L
TEMPERA 0 0 0 0. 2 2 L

WINDOW 0 0 -100 1280 1024 1100
GRAPH 1 120. 300. 0. 600. 920. 10. 5 TIME METERS
GRAPH .2 740'. 300. 0. 1220. 920. 10. 5 TIME CELSIUS

Figure.B-9. CFAST input. for 9526 Btu/s (10500 kW),pool fire at the.80 foot elevation in'Fire
Zone 67A
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An Approach for Using Probabi}istic Risk Assessment in Risk-Informed
Decisions on Plant-Specific Changes to the Current Licensing Basis

Draftfor Comment
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FOREWORD

11e NRC's Policy Statc3mat (Ref. 1) on pzababilistic ris analysis (PRA) encourages greater use ofthis analysis
technique to improve safety dccisioamaking and impmvc regulatory cf6cicncy. %bc NRC stafFs PRA
kaplcmcntation Plan dcscnbes actNitics now underway ar planned to expand this use. These activities mcludc, for
cxampl+ providing guidance fofNRC znsJcctofs an focusing mslcchNl resources onrisk-nzgloztant cqtnpmcnt, as

as zeassc.'ming phmts with rehtivcly high cae damage frequencies forpossible backfits.

Another activityundcrway m response to the policy statement is the use ofPRA in support ofdccisians to modify
an mdividual plant's anxcrit hcensing basis (CLB). This regulatory guide provides guidance an the usc ofPRA
fmdings and risk insights in support ofHccnsee rapists far charge. to a plant's current hcensing basis (e.g.,
request forhcensc amendments and techaical specification changes under 10 CFR )$50.90-92. Jt docs not address
hccnsec-inMatcd changes to thc cLuxcnt licensing basis which do NOTsepnre NRC zevicw and approval (c.g.,
changes to thc facBity as describe m the PSAR which are the subject of10 CFR $5039). Licease~mitiatcd CLB
changes which are consistent with anxently-approved StaKpositioas, e.g., regulatory guides, standard review
plans, branch technical positions, or the Standard. Technical Speci6cations, are normally,'evaluated by the staff
using trahtianal, deterministic engineering mudyscs. A licensee would nat bc expected to submit risk information

. in support af the proposed change. 'Licensee-initiated CLB changes which request changes which go beyazui
axrrcnt StaQ'positions may bc evaluated by the StaKusing traditional deterministic engineering analyses as well as
the risk-mformed approach set forth in this regulatory guide. Ahccnsce may be requested to submit supplemental
risk information or deterministic inflmatian ifsuch mfarmation is not submitted by the hccnsee. Ifrisk

~

~

~ ~

~ ~

~ ~

~ ~

~

~

~ ~

~

~

~

~ ~

~

~

mfamation an the proposed CLB change is not provided to the StaK thc Staffwillxeview thc information
provided by the licensee to determine ifthe application can bc approved based upan thc mfarmatian provided using
trwhtional deterministic methods and willeither zqyrove or reject the applicatian b'ascd upon the StafFs review.
Fcr those hcenscc-mitiated CLB changes which a hccnsce chooses to support (or is requested by the staff to
support) with risk infozmatian, this rcgulatcny guide describes an acceptable method for assessing the nature and
impact ofproposed CLB changes by cansidcrirg aqjacering issues and applying risk msights. Licensees

.'. submitting risk infarmation (whether on their owninitiative ar at the request ofthe staQ) should address each ofthe
prneplcs ofrisk-mformed regulatian discussed in this regulatory guide'. Licensees should identifyhow chosen
approaches and methods (whether they are quantitative or qualiMivc, and deterministic or pxobabiiistic), data, and
criteria fa'ansidcring risk aze appropriat for the decision to be made.

Fmally, thc guidance pravN3cd herc docs not preclude other approaches forrequiting chmges to the CLB. Rather,
this Regulatory Guide is izncndcd to improve ccasistcncy inxegulatary dccLsims in areas m which the xesults ofrisk
aoalyscs are used to help justifymyQatory action. As such, the prixMiplc,process, and approach disazsscd herein
also provide useful guidance for tbe apphcatim ofrisk mfarmation to abrader set afactivities than plant~ecific
changes to a plant's CLB (Le„generic acdvibes} and hccnsces are crecarraged to utilize this guidance m that
xeymi.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Introduction

1.1" Sackgrottad

During the Last several years, both. the NRC and the nuclear'industry have recognized that probabilistic risk

asscssmcnt (PR") has cvolvcd to thc point whcrc it ~ bc used increasingly as a tool in rcgu!ato-,~

decisionmaking. In August l995, the NRC adopted the followingpolicy.statement regarding the expanded use

ofPRA.
'

~ala

~ The use ofPRA technologyshould be increased in all regulatory matters to the extent
supported'y

the state-of-the-art in PRA methods and data and in a manner that complements the NRC's

deterministic approach and supports the NRC's traditional defense-in4epth philosophy.

~ PRA and associated analyses (e.g., sensitivity studies,, uncertainty analyses, and importance

measures) should be used in regulatorym "aers, where practical within the bounds ofthe state+f-

the-art, to reduce unnecessary conservatism associated with current regulatory requirements,

regulatoiy guides, license commitments,and staff practices, Where appropriate, PRA should be

used to support the proposal ofadditional regulatory requirements in accordance with I0 CFR

50.109 (Backfit Rule). Appropriate procedures for including PRA in the process for changing

regulatoryrequircments should be developed and followed. It is, ofcourse, understood that the

intent ofthis policy is that existing rules and regulationsshall be complied with unless these rules

and regulations are revised.

~ PRA evaluations in support of regulatory decisions should be as realistic as practicable and
~

~ ~

~

.appropriate supporting data should be publicly available for r'eview.

=

~ The Commission's safety goals fornuclear power plants and subsidiary numerical objectives are.

to be used with appropriate consideration ofuncertaintie in,making regulatory judgements on

need for proposing and backfitting new generic requirements on nuclear power plant licensees.

In its approval of the policy statement, the Commission articulated its expectation'that implementation of the

policy statement will improve the regulatory-process in three areas: foremost,'through safety decisionmaking

enhanced by the use ofPRA insights; through more efticient usc ofagency resources; and through a reduction in

unnecessly burdens on Licensees.

In parallel with the publication ofthe policy statement, the staff developed'an implementation plan to define and

organize the PRA-related activities being undertaken. These activities cover a wide range ofPRA applications

and invc lve the use ofa varietyofPRA methods(with variety including both types ofmodels used and the detail

of modeling needed). For example, one application involves the use ofPRA:in the assessment of operational

events in reactors. Thc characteristics ofthese assessments permit relatively simple PRA models to be used. In
contrast, other applications require the use ofdetailed models.

e activities described in the PRA Implementation Plan relate to a number of agency interactions'with the

gulatcd industry. With respect to reactorregulation, activities include, for example, guidance development for
C inspectors on focusing inspection resources on risk-importantequipment, and a reassessment ofplants with

latively high core damage frequencies for possible,backfit.

March 2S, 1997 DG-1061
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This regulatory guide focuses on. the use of PRA in a subset of the applications described in-the stafF

implementationplan. Its principal focus, and that ofthe supportingstaff document (draft NUREG-1602, Rel'; 2),
is the use ofPRA findings and iisk insights in decisions on proposed changes to a plant's'urrent',licensing basis

(CLB).'uch CLB'changes ajre expected to result-in, improved reactor safety by incorporating advances in
technologyand lessons Imbed from operating experienc, or fixingvulnerabilities identifii;d through, analysis

oi'ther

means and, in additional, may.result, in the removal ofunnecessarily, burdensome regulatory practicl s.

rl ii
The regulatorygu id» also makes tis» ofthe. Commission's Safety Goal poliicyStalem»nt. As discussed b»low~ on»
key principle in risk-informedregullation is that increases in risk bejsm@ll sind do nvt cause the NRI. SIifety. Goals
to be exceeded.. The Commission's Sijdety Goals (and associated 'quantitative health objectives (QHgs)) define
in ac'ccptable level ofrisk which, is a small fiacjtion (0.1%) ofother risks to which the public is,'etc,d. jThi,
acccptanccguidelinesdefin»J in this regulatoiyguide(in ~o'it232) aie~ on subsidiary objectivesderived
&om-the Safety Goals and theiraQHOs...

14 Purpose of the Relpilatory Gmde
I

~e

Changes to many ofthe activities andi desigii chtaracteristics iit a;nuclear pow'er plant's current licensirig basis
reauireNRC reviewand appirovak This regulatoryguide provides the StafFs,iecommendations for utilizing risk
informaiton in suppoit of liiccijLsee-initiated. CLB changesire'quirjng such review,and approval. The, guidance

.'provided here does'not p'recludie other'pproatches,for rei uesting CLB changes. Rather, this regulatory guide is
intcndcdto improveconsistency in rc,gulatoiy decisions in >iieas in which the re. ults ofrisk analyses,are,usejd to

~ a ~ a

help justify regulatory actions As such, lAis regulatory. guide, the,use. ofwhich is, voluntary,,provides,general
guidance concerning one approach that the NRC has determined to bc acceptable for analyzing issues associ~teg
with proposed changes to a plants's current licensing:bases (CLB) and for assessing tlie impact ofsuch proposed
changes on the risk. associated with'plant design and operation. ~ This, guidance does not address the specifi

~ ~

analyses needed for each nucli»ar power plant aictivity or desjigni characteristic that may be amenable to nsk-
informed regulation.

1P 'Scope of this Rcgulato~ Guide.

This regulatory guide descjribcs an acceptable approach for assessing the nature and impact of proposed CLB
chariges by consideringc ngineeringis'suc's and ap'plyingrisk insights. Assessments should consider relevant safety
margins and defense-ii>M»pth attributes; including consideration of success criteria as well, as, equiprnei,t
functionality, r'eliability, ajjid 'ava'ilability; 'The analyses should r'cflect the aictual design, construction, and
operational practices of the plant. Acceptance guidejlincs for cvaluatijng the results of such assessments aic
provided also. This guide also addresses impllementationstrategies anII perfopnqace monitoring plans, associated

. 'with CLB changes that willihelp ensure assumptions and arialyscs suppoiting tlie change aie vcnficd.,

'This regulaiory guide adopts the 10 CFR Part 54 defuIiition ofcumnt liiccnsmg bais. That iis, "Current 1.iccnsing BaSis

(CLB) is the sci ofNRC requirements applicable io i!specjific phmi and', a licensee's written cemrnitmenrs for ensuring
compliance with ind'operation utirh in appliable NRC requirements arid ihe pLint~jtficdesign basis (including alii
modifications and additions io such eomrniunents over the lifeofthe license) thai aic docketed «nd in'effec. The CLB includes
the'NRC regulations contained in 10,CFR Pats 2;, 19, 20,'21, 26, 30, 40, Sl, 5!i, 55'0, 72,a73, 100 and appendices theicio;
orders; license conditions; caemptioiijs; and iechnl,cal! jeciificaiions. lt,also inclludeS the phuit-specific design-basis information
defined in 10 CFR 502 as dociuitienu8 iri the moo iamt final safety analysis report (FSAR.) as required by 10 CFR 50.71 and
the licensee's commitments remaining in effeSn !hitwimpy !Inade in 'darted liccncing coiresiiondence such as licensee iesironses
ro NRC bulletins; generic leisers, and enforce~en! acnons„as well as licensee comrriinnents documenrcd in NRC safety
evaluations or licensee event repoirs."DG-1061'-2 Marclh 28,'997
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Consideration of the Commission's Safety Goal Policy Statement is an important element in regulatory
~

~ ~

~

~

~

~ ~

~

decisionmaking. Consequently, this regulatory guide provides acceptance guidelines consistent with the

Commission's Safety Goal Policy Statement.

'In theory, one could construct a more generous regulatory framework for consideration ofthose risk-informed
changes which may have the effectof increasing risk to the public. Such a framework would include, ofcourse,

'ssuranceofcontinued adequate protection(that level ofprotection'of the public health and safety which must be

reasonablyassured regardless ofeconomic cost). But it could also include provision for possible elimination of
all measures not needed for adequate protection which either do not effect a "substantial reduction in overall risk
or result in continuing costs which are not justified by the safety benefits. Instead NRC has chosen, in this
regulatory guide, a inore restrictive policy.which would permit only, small increases in risk, and then only when
it is reasonablyassured, among other things, that sufficientdefense in depth and

sufficient

margins

ar maintained
This policy is adopted because ofthe inherent uncertainties in PRA and to account for the fact that safety issues
continue to emerge regarding design, construction, and operational matters notwithstanding the maturity of the
nuclear power industry. These factors suggest that nuc'ear power reactors should operate routinely only at a
prudent margin above adequate protection. The safety goal subsidiary objectives are used as an example ofsuch
a prudent margin.

Finally, this regulatory guide indicates an acceptable level ofdocumentation that willenable the staff to reach a
finding that the licensee has performed a sufficiently complete and scrutable analysis and that the results ofthe
engineermg evaluations support the licensee's request for a regu.atory change.

IA Relationship to Other Guidance Documents

Directly relevant to this regulatory guide is the Standard Review Plan (SRP) designed to guide the NRC staff
evaluations of licensee requests for changes to the CLB that apply risk insights, as well as selected application-
specific regulatoiy guides and the corresponding Standard Review Plan chapters. Related regulatory guides
include DG-1062 (Ref. 3) on inserv ice testing, DG-1063 (Ref. 4) on inservice inspection ofpiping, DG-1064 (Ref.
5) on graded quality assurance, and DG-1065 (Ref. 6) on technical specifications. Draft NUREG-1602 contain=
wference material on issues and methods for PR 4 that can be used to support regulatory decisionmaking. The
staff recognizes that the risk analyses necessaiy to support regulatory decisionmaking may vary with the relative
weight that is given to the risk assessmentelement of the decisionmaking process. The burden is on the licensee
requesting a change to their CLB to justify why the chosen risk assessment approach, methods, and data are
appropriate for the decision to be made.

March 28, 1997 1-3 DG-1061
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2. ANACCEPTABLE APPROACH TO RISK-INFORMED
'ECISIONMADGNG

2.1 Risk-Informed Philosophy

In its approval of the policy statement on the use of PRA methods in nuclear regulatory activities, the
Commission stated an expectation that "the use ofPRA technology should be increased in all regulatory
matters...ina manner that complementsthe NRC's deterministicapproach and supports the NRC's traditional
defense-in-depthphilosophy. The use ofrisk insights in licensee submittals requesting CLB changes will
assist the staff in the disposition ofsuch, licensee proposals.

The staff has defined an acceptable approach to analyzing and evaluating proposed CLB changes. This
approach supports the NRC's desire to base its decisions on the results of traditional engineeringevaluationg
supported by insights (derived from the use ofPRA methods) about the risk significance of the proposed
changes. Decisions concerning proposed changes. are expected to. be reached in an integrated fashion,
considering traditional engineering and risk information, and may be based on qualitative factors as well as
quantitative analyses and information.

In implementingrisk-informed decisionmaking,changes are expected to meet a set ofkey principles. Some
ofthese principles are written in terms typically used in traditional engineering decisions (e.g., defense-in-
depth). While written in these teiins, it should be understood that risk analyses techniques can be, and are
encouraged to be, used to help ensure and show that they are met. 'hese principles are:

The proposed change meets the current regulations. This principle applies unless the proposed
change is explicitly related to a requested exemption or rule change (i.e., a 50.12 "specific
exemption" or a 2.802 "petition for rulemaking").

2. Defense-in-depth is maintained.

3. Sufficient safety margins are maintained.

4. Proposed increases in risk, and their cumulative effec, are small and do not cause the NRC Safety
Goals to be exceeded.

5. Performance-basedimplementationand monitoringstrategiesare proposed that address uncertainties
in analysis models and data and provide for timely feedback and corrective action.

April4, 1997'-1 DG-1061
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-Informed RegullationFipple I. Principles ofRisk

The stafFs proposed evalitation appteach and acceptance guidelines. follow from. these principles. In
implementing these principles, the staff expects that:

~ -All safety impacts of the'propoted change are evaluated in'n integrated manner as part of an
overall risk managementappr'oach in which the licensee is using risk analysis to impr'ove olieratiot|al,
and engineering decisions broadly and not just to eliminate rtequirem'ents the licensee sees as
undesirable. The approaclt use@i to idIentifych'anges in tequirements shottld be used to identifyareas
wh~re requiiements'should be increalsed., as well as, where they could be reduced.

'he staff is aware of, but docs not endorse here, gtiidclines which have been developed (c g., by NBI/NUMARCin NUMARC
91M) (Rcf. '7) to assist in identifying potentially, beneficial changes to rcqitircrncnts.

DG-1061 .2-2 April4, 195I7.
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~ The acceptabilityof proposed changes should be evaluated by the licensee in an integrated fashion
that ensures that all principles are met.'

Core damage &equency (CDF) and large-early, release frequency (LERF)'an be used as suitable
metrics for making risk-informed regulatory decisions.

'I

~ Increases in estimated CDF and LERF resulting from proposed CLBchanges willbe limitedto small
increments.

~ The scope and quality ofthe engineeringanalyses(including traditional and probabilistic analyses)
conducted to justifythe proposed CLB change should be appropriate for the nature and scope ofthe
change and should be based on the as-built and as-operated and maintained plant.'

Appropriate consideration ofuncertainty is given in analyses and,interpretation offindings.

~ The plant-specific PRA supporting licensee proposals has been subjected to quality controls such
as an independent peer review.'

Data, methods, and assessment criteria used to

support

regulatory�decisionmakingmus
be scrutable

and available for public review.

2.2 A Four-Element Approach.to Integrated Decisionmaking

Given the principles ofrisk-informeddecisionmakingdiscussed above, the staffhas identified a four-elemert
approach to evaluatingproposed CLB changes. This approach, which is presented graphically in Figure 2,
acceptably supports the NRC's decisionmakingprocess. This approach is not sequential in nature; rather it
is iterative. t

s One important clcmcnt of integrated decisionmaking can bc the usc of an "expert paneL" Such a panel'is'not a necessary
component ofrisk-informed dcclslonmaking,but when it is used, the kcy principles and assocl~ decision criteria prcscnted in this
regulatoty guide still apply and must be shown to have been met or to be'irrelevant to the issue at hand.

s In this context, LERF is being used as a surrogate for the early fatality QHO. It is defined as thc &cquency of those accidents
leadingto significant, unmitigated releasesfrom containmentin a time &ameprior to effective evacuation ofthe close-in population
such that there is a potential for early health effects. Such accidents generally include unscrubbed releases associated with early
containment failure at or shortly after vessel breech, containmcnt bypass events, and loss ofcontainment isolation. This definition
is consistent with accident analysis used in the safety goal screening criteria dlscusscd in the Commission's Regulatory Analysis
Guidelines.

'raft NUREG-1602 provides supplemental information on PRA attributes.

s As discussed in'Section 2.4.2 below, such a peer review is not a replacement forNRC review.

April4, 1997 2-3 DG-1061
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Figure 2. Principal Elements ofRisk-Informed, Plant-Specific Decisionmaking

29 Element 1: Defiue the Proposed Ch alngle

Element 1 involves three pnmary activities. Erg, the licensee should identify those aspects ofthe plant's
licensing bases that may be affected by thie proposed change, including,, but not limited to, Tultts and
regulations, final safety anallysis report (F.~AR), technical specifications, licensing conditions, and licensing

- commitments. +m~ the'licenseeshouldidentiifyall SSCs, procedures, and activities that are covered by
the CLB change under evaluiation and consider the orIiginal rea~ens fair iiiclusion of each program
requirement.

tments in its
ant. Note that

'e

diesign and
din'g of their

'hichrefiect
ify avdilahle

When considering CLB changes, a licensee may identify regulatory requirements or commi
licensing bases that it believes are overly restrictive or unnecessary to ensure s'dety at its pl

, the corollary is also true; that is, jlicensees are expected also to identify possible cases whe
operational aspects of the plant shou1ld be cnhuiced consistent with ani improved understan
safety significance. Such enhancements should be embodied in appropriate CLB changes
these enhancements. With this!>taff expectation in mind, the licensee should, ~ ident

PRA finding, and research and analysis re. ults relev
regard to the plarit-specificP1Vq the liceni~ sliould ass

system models as needed to support a risk assessment
ess the cap!ibilitytouse, refine, auginent, and update
of6e proposed CLB cage.

engineering studies, methods, codes, applicable plant-specificand Iindustry data and operational experience,
ant to the proposed CLB change. With particu'I

The above information should be used collectivelyto provide a descriptiori of'the CLB change and to outline
the method ofanalysis. 'The: liciensim should describe the propcisecl change aInd how it ineets the

objectives'f

the.Commission's PRA Pollicy Statement, includirig eiihanced decisioriinaking, more eQicient use'of
'esources;.and'reduction of unnecessary burden. In addition to improvements in reactor safety,i, this

assessmentmay consider benefits from the CI'.B change such as reduced fiscal and personnel resources and
radiation exposure. In addition,, the licensee should affirm that the proposed CLB change meets the c'uirc!nt

'G-10612-4
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regulations, unless the proposed change is explicitlyrelated to a proposed exemption or rule change (i.e., a
50.12 "specific exemption" or a 2.802 "petition for rulemaking").

2.4 Element 2: Perform Engineering Analysis

As part of the second element, the licensee will evaluate the proposed CLB change with regard to the
principlesthat adequate defense-in-depth is maintained, that sufficient safety margins are maintained, and
that proposed increases in risk, and their cumulativeeffec, are small and do not cause the NRC Safety Goals
to be exceeded.

The staff expects that the scope and quality of the engineering analyses conducted to justify the proposed
CLB change will be appropriate for the nature and scope of the change. The staff also expects that
appropriate consideration willbe given to uncertainty, in the analysis and interpretation of findings. The
.licensee is expected to use its judgment, drawing from the appropriate technical disciplines for the

CLB'hange

being considered, of the complexity and difficultyof implications ofthe proposed CLB change to
decide upon adequate engineeringanalyses to supportregulatoiydecisionmaking. Thus, the licensee should
consider the appropriateness ofqualitative and quantitative analyses', as well as analyses using traditional
engineering approaches and those techniques associated with the use ofPRA findings. Regardless ofthe
analysis methods chosen, the licensee must show that the principles set forth in Section 2.1 have been met
through the use ofscrutable acceptance guidelines established for making that determination;

Some proposed CLB changes can be characterized as involving the categorization of SSCs according.to
safety significance. An example is grading the application ofquality assurance controls commensurate with
the safety significance ofequipment. The licensee's analyses ofthe impact ofthe proposed CLB change
should address each ofthe key principles ofrisk-informed regulation (discussed previously in Section 2.1
ofthis regulatoiyguide). Likeother applications, the staff's review ofCLB change requests for applications
involvingsafety categorizationwill be according to the acceptanceguidelines which are associated with each
key principle and which are presented in this regulatory guide (see Sections 2.4.1, 2.42, and 2.5), miless
equivalent guidelines are proposed by the licensee. Since risk importance measures are often used in such
categorizations, guidance on their use is provided in Appendix A ofthis regulatory guide. For such CLB
changes, guidelines associated with the adequacy of programs (in this example, quality controls)
implemented for different safety significant categories (e.g., more safety significant and less safety
significant) are addressed in other application-specific regulations and guidance documents. Licensees are
encouraged to apply risk-informed findings and insights to decisions(and potential CLB requests) associated
with what are appropriate, for instance, test methods, surveillance intervals, or quality controls.

2.4.1 Evaluation ofDefense-I-Depth Attributes &Safety Margins

One aspect ofthe engineering evaluations is to show that the fundamental safety principles on which the
plant design was based are not compromised. Design basis accidents (DBAs) play a central role in nuclear
power plant design. DBAs are a combination ofpostulated, challenges and failure events against which
plants are designed to ensure adequate and safe. plant response. During the design process, plant response
and associated safety margins are evaluated using assumptions which are intended to be conservative.
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National standards.and othi:r comsiiderations such as defense-in-dept'ttributes and,the single failure
criterion cnnstitute addiitional engiineering considerationsthat influence plant desigri and operation. margins
and defenses associated with these considerations may be hffc',cted by the licensee's proposed CLB change
and,: therefore, should ibe teevaluated to suppo>t a requested CLB change. As part of this evaluation, the
impact ofthe proposed CLB change on affect equipment fur>ctionality„reliability,and availabillity should
be. determined.

I'

'2.4.1;1'Defense-in-Depth

The engineering evaluation conducted should evaluate Wheth'er'the impact of the proposed CI.B charige
(individually~d cumulativel)~) is consistentwith the principle th'ht defense-inMepth is maintained. In

this'egard,the intent ofthe,'principle is to assure that the philt!sophyi ofIdefense-iriMepth is maintained) noit to
prevent change s in the way defen:e-in-depthis achieved. The def'ense-indepthphilosoph has trad!t!on,ally

etidns Md
ccoiuit for
be don6,

it'e

damage
turd safety.

been applied irireactor idesiign and 'operation to provide multiple mearis to ai~mplish safety fun
prevent the'release ofradioactive materia). Ithas been an8 continuet to be an ~ffective way to a
uncertainties in equipm'ent and human performance.'here a comprehensive risk analysis'an
can be used to help detcmniine the appropriatee!ctentof defense-in-depth (e.g., balarice among co
prevention, containmentfaIilure and co mquencemitigatio!t) to ensure: protection ofpublic health
:Where a comprehensivI': ri!k analysis is not d'or cannot be done, traditional defehse-in4epth

cons'idetati6ns'hould

be used or mainIainedto accotmt forunc!utainties. ~The evalu!ttiori should consider the intent ofthe
general design criteria', national standarcls, and engineering 'principles such as the single failure

criterion.'urther,

the evaluation!should consider the impact ofthe pioposed CLB change on barriers (both preventive ~

arid,iiiitigative) to core Riage, containment failu're or. bypass,'and the balance among defense-in-depth
attributes. As stated pearlier, the liruri4ee.should select, the engineering analysis

techniques,'hether'uantitative

or qualitative and traditional or 'probabilistic, 'appropriate to th'6 proposed CLB charige.

The licensee should assess whethei. the proposed CLB'hange meets the defense-in-depth princip1le.
Defense-instep'thconsiI>~ of,a nutnber ofelements, as summarize below. These elements can Se used~ as ~

guidelines for making that assesstnent. Other equivalent acceptance guiidelines may also be

used.'.Defense-'in-depthis'aintained

erit failu're, 'reasonable baIance among prevention ofcore damage, preventiori ofcontainm
and co!Sequence mitigation'is preserved

over-reliarice on prolpammatic activiti
avoided

es'to cbm+n&tcI foiweaknesses'in pllant design is ~

te with, the
butIievt)

system;redundanI y;.independence, and. divetsitIy ate preser'vied coinmensura
expect@i fiIequency and consequences ofchallenges to the system (e.g., no risk

defenses'a airist tentjial 'common cause failures are''eserved and the. tential fg po p po or
'ntroductIamofnew'emmon cause failure:.mechanisms is asses'sed
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- ~ independence ofbarriers is not degraded

~ defenses against human errors are
preserved'.4.12

Safety Margins

The engineering evaluation conducted should assess whether the impact'of the proposed CL'B change is
consistentwith the principle that

sufficientsafetymargins

ar maintained.'Here also, the licensee is expected
to choose the method ofengineering analysis appropriate for,evaluating whether sufficient safety margins
would be maintained ifthe proposed CLB change were implemented. An acceptable set ofguidelines for
making that assessmentare summarized below.,Other equivalent acceptance guidelines may also be used.

~ Sufficient safety margins are maintained

~ codes and standards or alternatives approved for use by the NRC are met

~ safety analysis acceptance criteria in the current licensing basis (e.g., FSAR, supporting
analyses) are met, or proposed revisions provide sufficient margin to account for analysis
and data uncertainty

Application-specific guidelines reflecting this general guidance may be found in the application-specific
regulatory guides.

2.42 Evaluation ofRisk Impact, Including Treatment ofUncertainties

As noted in Section 2.1, the licensee's risk assessment should be used to address the principle that proposed
~ increases in risk, and their cumulative effect, are small and do not cause the'NRC Safety-Goals,to be

exceeded. For purposes ofimplementation, the licensee should assess the expected change in core damage
frequency(CDF) and large early release frequency(LERF). The necessary sophisti~ion ofthe evaluation,
including the scope ofthe PRA (e.g., internal events only, fullpower only), depends on the contribution the
risk assessment makes'to the integrated decision-making, which depends to some extent on the magnitude
ofthe potential risk impact. For some CLB changes forwhich a more substantial impact is possible, an in-
depth and comprehensive PRA analysis ofappropriate scope to derive a quantified estimate of the total
impact ofa proposed CLB change willbe necessaiy to provide adequate justification. In other applications,
calculated risk importance measures or. bounding estimates willbe adequate. In still others, a qualitative
assessment ofthe impact ofthe CLB change on the plant's risk may be. sufficient.

The PRA,performed should realistically reflect the actual design, construction, and operational practices.
Consequently, the PRA used to support risk-informed decisionmaking is expected to reflect the impact of
previous changes made to the CLB.

The remainder ofthis section discusses the use ofquantitative PRA results in decisionmaking. One ofthe
strengths ofthe PRA framework is its'ability to provide a means ofcharacterizing the impact ofanalytical
uncertainty,and it is essential that these uncertainties be recognized when assessing whether the principles
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are being met. To provide ai veIhicle forconsistencybetween submiittals and the review ofthose submittals,

- the followingguidelines on',how to addIress uncer!taintyin the decisionmakmgprocess are provided. The first

step is the definitionofzi set ofquantitativeacceptance guidelines., Second, tIhe role ofuncertainty analysis

in decisionmaking is discussed; The C~4I's decision on the proposed license amendment willbe based on

its independent judgment and review,.as appropriate; ofthe entire application.

2.42.1 Acceptance Gaidelinies

'The'risk a'cceptanceguidelu>esjprezented in this regulatoryguide are based on the principles and expectatiors

for risk-informedregulation di!cussed in Section 2.1., Fo'r the piupoSes Ofestablishing guidelines fair risk-

informed decisio'nmaking, a core da!inage frequency. (CDF)'uideline of lE-4 per re'actor yam (annual

average ofCDF) has'been adopted in this regulatory guide. (with additionaII management attention for the

1E-5 to. 1E-4 pc:r:reactor j~ear rarIge). A large early release i&equency, (LERF) of 1E-5 per reactor. year

(annual average of LERF) has been adoptixi <is a containment performance guideline. (with idditional
,management attention for. the. 1E-S to 1E-6I per reactor year range).,'Lhese giiidelines'are intended for
comparison with a full scope P1V( (Miicluding hiternal events, external eveits, fullpowe'r, low power and

shutdown). However, it. is iecognizedthat many PRAs are not fullscope,and the use of less than full scope

PRA information may be acceIptable as dis'cussed m Section 2.422 ofthis regulatoiy guide.

'The acceptance guidelines have the followingeIIements:

For a plant with a iriean core damage frequencyat or above'1E-4 pe'r reactor year (the Commission's

subsidiary core daniagI'. frcxluencyobjective) or wit'ha mean LERF at or above 1E-5 per reactor year,

it is expected Qiat'app]Iications willresult in a net decrease in risk or be risk neutral.

For a plant with a meaIIi core damage frequency ofless than 1E-4 per, reactor year, applications will,
be consideied which, iehen g!~~~v~ the LERFIguidelineN d~bed below:

Result in a net decraise:in CDF or are CDF-neutral;
Result, in incr'i~:s.iii calculated CDF that are very small (e.g., CDF. increase ofless than i

1E-6 pip rimctor yeM); or
Result in,an iIncrease'in.calculated CDF in the range of 1E-6 to 1E-S per,reactor yam
subject to increasiMNRC techriical and managementreview and corisidering the following
factors:

~ The stupe, quality, <md robus~sn

, PRA), inclucling consideration
~ The base CDF and LERF ofth
~ The-cu'mulative inipact of p

approach);

esi'i ofthe 'ana'lysis (including, but not liiiiitedto, the;

and quantification ofuncertainties;,
e plant;

reviiou!; changes (the licensee's risk management,

'Consideration of,the,'Safety Goal screening criteria. in the stafPs. Reguiatoiy
,Analysis Guidelines, which define, what changes, in CDF:and containment
perfoimance would be needed to consider potential ba,ckfits;
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~ The impact of the proposed change on operational complexity, burden on the

operating staff and overall safety practices; and
~ Plant-specificperformance and other factors, including, forexample, siting factors,

inspection findings, performance indicators, and operational events.

~ For a plant with a mean LERF ofbetween 1E-6 and IE-5 per reactor year:

OR

~ Result in a net decrease in LERF or are LERF-'neutral;
~ Result in an increase in calculated LERF ofup to IE-6 per reactor year, subject to

increased'RC

technical and management review, as described above;

~ For a plant with.a mean LERF of less than IF 6 per reactor year:

'

Result in a net decrease in LERF or are LERF-neutral;
Result in increases in calculated LERF that are very small (e g., LERF increase of less than
1E-7 per reactor year); or
Result in an increase in calculated LERF of'up to 1E-'6 per reactor year, subject to increased
NRC technical and management review, as described above.

The rigor ofanalyses needed to support the different types ofapplications is discussed in Section 2.4.22
below.

2.422 Comparison ofPRA Results with the Acceptance Guidelines

In comparing estimates ofplant'risk (i.e., calculated plant CDF and LERF) and changes in these metrics as
a result ofCLB changes with the acceptance guidelines; it is necessaiy to take into account the uncertainties
in the analysis. This section provides guidance on the comparison ofthe PRA results with the acceptance
guidelines with particular, reference to the role ofuncertainty analysis.

Types ofUncertainty and Methods ofAnalysis

Because they are generally characterized, and treated differently, it,is useful to identify three classes of
uncertainty: parameter uncertainty, model uncertainty, and completeness uncertainty.

Parameter uncertainties are those associated with the values of the fundamental
parameters ofthe PRA model, such as equipment failure rates, initiatingevent frequencies, and human error
probabilities that are used in the quantification of the accident sequence frequencies. They are typically
characterized by establishing probability distributions on the parameter values. It is straightforward and
within the capabilityof most PRA codes to propagate the distribution representing uncertainty on the basic
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e frequencies,
F., How'ever,,

om a group tothe analysis must be done carefully to conelate the ~~pleivalues iforidiflerent componen

which the same parameter value applies (the so~lied state ofknowledge dependency)

paiameter values to gen,crate a probabilit y distriiIiutionon the results (CDF, iccident sequenc

etc'.) ofthe PRA. This is in'act the only practical way ofgenerating a mean value ofthe CD
ts fr

Paiameter uncertainties c;m im explicitly iepresented aiid propagated through the PRA model, and ithe

probability distribution of, thie relevant metrics (i.e., Ci:)F and hCDF, and. LERF and'hLERF) can be

'generated. Various measures ofcentral tendency, such as the, mean, median and inode, can be evaluated.i

In principle, the distrilbutiIons can'.be used to assess the confidence mth which the guidelines are met.

However, it'is also instinctive to study the ccmtriibutorsto see wh'ether itcan be determined whether the. tails,
. ofthe distributions are beirIg deteimined by imcertaintieson a few significant elements ofthe model„ Ifso,

these elements can be identiified a! caindidates for-compensatoiy'easures and/or monitoring duiting

integrated 'decisionmaking.

h4ddll::' h f ~ !
uncertainty may be analyzecl in different wa'ys. It-is possible to include some model uncertainty by

. incorporating within the PRA model'a discrete probability distribution over a set'of models for a particular
issue. This has been done for the modeling of seismic hazard, for'i;xample, where the result is a d,iscrete

probability. distribution on the, frequencies ofe;irthquikes. This iunceitainty can then be propagated in
'the'ame

way as the parameteruncertain1ies., Other methods are also available. For'most Level 1 PRAs, there
ar'e few model u'ncertanities explicitly repre. ented in the tiiodel structure. Itistead, where it is necessaiy to
address issues that are uncertain, e.g.; success icriteria~ it'is.more usual fo' ithe analysts to adopt a specific
assumption or modeling approach. Tlius the effect ofmmodel uncertainties is generally'to'introduce some type
ofbias into the results.

level 2'analysis-by, fair example,'includmg withm the structure of, the contamment event

possible outcomes, for the uncerIain issues,. NUREG-1150 (Ref. 8) provides examples of
characterize the full I%pact.iaaf''the uncertaunt.y. In many'PRAs, however, the conditional
probabilities or large early release fr'actions represent an average'over these outcomes.

an attempt to .Mntainident'here

are signific'ant model. uncertainties in Level 2 PRAs, jiarticularljr in the modeling of the

phen'omenologyof accident'progression and the mechanisms forthe release offission products. Again, some,

uncertainties are addressed by making specific assumptions. Howeve'r, others may be incorporated in the
trees a set of

e model. 'IIie
ate sensitivity

It is.often instructive to under.land the impact ofa specific assumption on the piedictiansof tthh

impact ofusing alternate assiimpitIons air m,odels may be, addressed, by perfoiming appropri
studies - or they may 4: addressed using qualitative arguments.,

Com letenessis not in itself'nqcrtainty,but a reflectionof scope limitations
The result is,:however, an unceI~inty:abo'ut where the true risk lies. 'Tihe problem w'ith completeness

uncertainty is that, because it reflects an unanalyzed contribution, it is diQicult(ifnot impossible) to estimate

its magnitude. Thus, for ex imple, the'iinpa'ct on actual'plant risk from unanalyzed issues such as the

influences oforganizational performance riot now be explicitlyassi s'sed;
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The issue of.completeness ofscope ofa PRA can be addressed by either supplementing the analysis with
additional analysis to enlarge the. scope, using more restrictive acceptance guidelines, or by providing
arguments that, for the application ofconcern, the outwf-scope contributorsare not significant. Acceptable
approaches to dealing with'incompleteness are discussed in the next section.

Comparisons with Acceptance Guidelines
~ t

The purpose of this section is to provide guidance on how to compare the results of the PRA with the
acceptance guidelines described'n Section 2.4.2.1. In the context of decisionmaking, the acceptance

guidelines should not be. interpreted as being overly prescriptive. They are intended to provide an

indication, in numericalterms, ofwhat is considered acceptable. As such, the numerical guidelinesdescribed
in this regulatory guide are approximate values that provide an indication ofthe changes that are generally
acceptable. Furthermore, the epistemic uncertaintiesassociated withPRA calculations preclude a definitive
decision ofacceptabilityor unacceptabilitybased purely on the numerical results. The intent in making the
coipparison ofthe PRA results with the acceptance guidelines is to demonstrate with reasonable assurance
that Principle 4, discussed in Section 2.1, is being met. This. decision must be made based on a full
understandingof the impacts ofthe uncertainties, both those that are explicitlyaccounted for in the results
and those that are not. This is'a somewhatsubjective process, and the reasoning behind the decisions must
'be well documented.

The three types ofuncertainty can be addressed as follows to demonstrate reasonable assurance: 1)'those
uncertainties that are explicitly quantified in the model'parameter uncertainties and'ome model
uncertainties) do not produce a probability distribution on the estimated value ofCDF or LERF that results
in a low level ofconfidence that the goal is met; 2) the adoption ofspecific modeling does not overly bias
the results in favor ofthe change and alternate, but reasonable, modeling assumptions would not alter the
decision (model uncertainty); and, 3) the contributors to risk that are not modeled would not alter the
decision significantly (completeness'uncertainty). The discussion presented here addresses quantitative
analyses ofuncertainties; qualitative argumerits may be appropriate for specific CLB changes.

The level ofdetail required in the analysis ofuncertainty will'depend on the CL*B'change being considered,
the base case estimates ofCDF or LERF, and the potential impact ofthe change on those metrics; The closer
the base case estimates and the estimates ofthe. impact ofthe change'are to their corresponding acceptance
guidelines, the more detail will be required. In contrast, if, as an example, the estimated change in a
particular metric is very small'compared to the acceptance goal, a simple bounding analysis or even a
qualitative analysis may suffice

Changes resulting in a net decrease in the CDF and LERF estimates are allowed irrespective ofthe calculated
baseline CDF and LERF. 'Generally, it should be possible to argue on the basis ofan understanding ofthe
contributors and the changes that are being made that the overall impact is'indeed a decrease, without the
need for a detailed uncertainty analysis.

In the initialcomparison ofthe PRA results to the acceptance guidelines,the appropriate numerical'measures
to use are mean values. In general; ifthe change is such that it would result in either the point estimate or

'ean value ofthe CDF or LERF or.the corresponding increase(B,CDF or LLERF) exceeding its guideline,
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the change willnot be approved unless, forexample, it is shown that theri: are ui>quantified benefits that are
not reflected in the

quarititative

ris results. In addition,,if convincing qualitative arguments are made that
.the analysis is conservative:,or compens'atorymcmures ar'e prOpoged to cIo~te'r the iinpact ofthe major

ps'ontributors,even though the inipact of,,these measured'lHIy Inot,be estimated'nume'rically'„then such
argument's willbe considered in the decision process. Finallly,lchslnggs Which result in very small increases
in the estimates ofCDF or LERE might be allowable even for,plants (or whilch the base cise appIxiaches the,

guidelines, but again, only ifadditional qualitative arguments can bc madeI as disc'iissed above.

Ifthe mean'value ofa measure were to lie near the corresponding guidcliiie a fullparametric, unceitainty
,analysis willallow an assessinentiof tiIie confidenc'ewith which the giiiideliiM:is met. 'Because ofthcl na~
ofPRA analyses, it is not reasonable to be so prescriptive about the acceptable level ofconfidence; changes
could stillbe allowed when lower levels ofcpnfidence are calculated>hen, as discussed above, convincing
q'ualitative arguments that the 'true values are less than the calculated values cd be brought to bear. Such
arguments can only be made witbi a fullunderstanding ofthe contributo'rs to uncertainty.

While.the analysis 'ofparametric uncert iinty is fairlymature, the analysis ofthe model arid completeness
uncertainties cannot be handled in such a formal manner. Whether the PRA is fullmope or dnlyI

partial.'cope,

itwillbe incumbent on the licensee to demonstrate that the choice ofreasonable alternate hypotheses
or modeling approximationsor methcxh to those: adopted in the PRA model wo~ld not significantly chan'ge
the assessinent. The alternate. that'would drive the result towards unacceptabiility should be identified andi

,reasons given. as to why they are not approprilate,for the current application or for the particular plant,
Alternative)y, this'analysis can, be. used,to.,identify candidates for compensatoty actions or increased
'monitoring; The licensee should conceiitrate its'attention on, those assumptions, which impact the parts of
the model being exercised by the change.

addressed by bounding analyses,'detailed analyses, or'y a "demoiIistration that the change has na impact on
the unmodeled'coritributors., 'In aclditiion, it slhould also be demonstrated thati changes based on a partial PRA
do not dis ro rtionaH chan ~e the rilsk 6sscciatedwith those accident~uences'that arise, from the mcidesp po . y,, $~

ofoperation not includled,in 5xe PRA.

When the PRA is not fiillscope, then it is necessary for the licerisi~ to addressthe significanceof the out-of,
scope items. The importance ofassessing the runtribution ofthe out-of-.scope portions ofthe PWi to the:
base case estimates ofCDF iind LERF.is related to the Narlginlbetween the as-calculated valises ynd thy
acceptance guidelines.. When the contributiions from the I'nitxfelid c'onti~butorrs are close to the guidelines„
the argument that the contributioiIifrom tlhe missing items is not significantmust be convincing, and in some.
cases may require addiitional PRA analyses.. When the margin is significant, a qualit'ative argument may
be sufhcient. The contribution cifthe outs)f-scope portions ofthe model to the change. in metric:may bc

Ifjust a level 1,PRA's avails>le; in general only, the CDF, is calculated and n'ot the LERF. An approach is
presented. in Appendix B to thi.'egulatory guide which allows a sulbset of,the core damage adcidlen8
identified 'in the Leve]l 1 anallysis to, be allccated to a release categlniy that is equivalent to a LERF. The
approach uses simplified'event trees'that'an be,. quantified,'y the.licerisee on the basis of the plant
configuration applicable to, each accident sequerice,in th
these.event trees can be compared'tci the LERF acceptan

e Level 1 analysis. The frequency derived from
ce guidelines. The guidance in Apperidix B may
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be used to estimate LERF in only those cases when the plant is not close to the CDF and LERF benchmark

values.

2A9 Integrated Decision-Making

The results ofthe differentelements ofthe engineering analysis discussed in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.42 must

be considered in an integrated manner. None ofthe individual analyses is'sufficient in and of itself. In this

way, itcan be seen that the decision is not driven solely by,the numerical results ofthe PRA. They are one

input into the decisionmakingand help,in'building up an overall picture ofthe implications ofthe proposed

change on risk. The PRA has an important role in putting the change into its proper context as it impacts

the plant as a whole.

2.5 Element 3: Define Implementation and Monitoring Program

Careful consideration should be given to implementation and performance-monitoring strategies. The

primary goal forthis element is to assess SSC perfonnance under the proposed CLB change. by establishing
performance-monitoringstrategies to confirm the assumptions and analyses that were conducted to justify
the CLB change.

The implementationof the regulatorychanges should ensure that no unexpected adverse safety degradation
occurs because ofthe changes. Based on the endings ofthe engineering evaluations conducted to examine
the impact of the, proposed changes, an implementation plan should be developed to ensure that any
unexpected problems and deficiencies are detected and corrected prior to becoming a significant safety
problem. Further details of an acceptable process for implementation in specific application areas are
discussed in the application-specific guides.

Decisions concerning implementationof changes should be made in lightofthe uncertainty associated with
the results of the traditional and probabilistic engineering evaluations. Broad implementation within a

limited time. period may be justified when uncertainty is shown to be low (data and models are adequate,
engineering evaluations are verified and validated,'tc.), whereas a slower, phased approach to
implementation (or other modes of,partial'mplementation) would 'be expected'when uncertainty in
evaluation findings is higher. In applicationswhere programmatic changes are being made which potentials
impact SSCs. across a wide spectrum of the plant, such as in IST, ISI and graded QA, the potential
introduction of common cause effects must be fullyconsider'ed and included inithe submittal. In such,

situations, a carefully planned approach to the selected mode of implementation should be identified and
justified.

A monitoringprogram, utilizing appropriate performance-based feedback criteria, is an important element
ofmany risk informedapplicationapproaches. This performance-basedapproach should have the following
attributes: there are measurable parameters to monitor plant performance; objective criteria are established
to assess performance based on a combination of risk insights, traditional engineering analysis, and
performance history; and parameters are selected formonitoring such that, ifexceeded, they willprovide
early indication ofproblems prior to being a safety concern.
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Specifically, the proposed monitoringprogratm should establish'eans to adequately tiack the performririce

of equipment covered by the proposed'licensiing changes. - The program should be capable of trending
equipment performance af:er aI change has been imple
with that predicted by the traditional engineering and
the change. It is 'desirable that definitive irid quanti
consistent with anal)rsis assuniptions, and,expe
reliability/availability. The znonitoring pliui should.
detected and corrected be. fore plant safety. can be co

mented to demonstrte that performance is consistent
probabilistic analyses that were conducted to justify
tati'brmlance criteria be established which are

ctations in such areas as SSC flinctionality'and'e

.~ctmmi such t?iat performarice degradation is
m romised. The tentialIm actofobseived SSCp .. po p

degradation on similar components in diIfferent systems throughout:the plant should be consIderedi
~ t i

..Monitoring that is perforined as pait ofthe Maintenance ,'Rule innplementation cait be used. in ciises where
the SSCs affected by the apgIliciition ai~ also c'oveied under the Maintenance Rule. In these cases, the
performance cr'iteria chosen should be showIa to be appropriate: for the application in quc:stion. It should be
noted that plant or licemee peifozmaire iunder aIctual design co'nditions may not be readily measurable. In
cases. where actual conditions cannot be monitored or'easured, an appro'ach should be. implemented by,

striving to use whatever iiIiformationmist closely'.approximates'actual performance data. For example;a
hierarchy for es'tablishinga monit'oiir'igprogIram', with 'a perfo'rmaIice based-'feedback ipproach may consist
ofa'combination ofthe following:

,1. Monitoringperfoi!InancechaIacteristicsunderac'tual design bases conditions(e.g.;reviewing actual
demands on EIXis, reviewing o perating expeiience)

tctst 6onditibns that are similar to those expected,

testing)
2. Monitoririg perfoiinance cheacteristici

unde'r'uring

a desigri basis event (e.g, montjhly'DG

'3. Monitoring anId tr'ending performance chaiact
research, or bases for'a requiiement(e.g., meas
inspection ofpiping),

eri!ties to verify aspects of the'nderlying analysis,
urhig battery voltage and specific gmvity,

inseivice'.

5;

'Evaluating licen'see performance duruig training scenarios (e.g., emergency planniing
'exercises,'perator

licensing ex Imi!Iiations)

Component qualioI cont'rois including developing Ipre> anld est-lcomponent installaticn evaluations
: (e.g., eiivironmentalqitialificationin.ya:tioris, RPS channel checks, continuity testing ofBWR

squib'alves),

6. Establishing performance-based eleme'nts, (e.g., ~ monitoring, measurement) wh'ere actual
performance-based'measurements may be impractical (ii.e., performance-based elements ofa

QA'rogramobs'er'virig activities ys., review'ing pr'ogra'ms)
'I

p p spe
- coirective actions be included in cases when performance fallkbelow'xpect'ed levels. Cause de
is needed when a perfoimance

criteria

not being met or when ther'e'is a functional failure ofan
specific SSC, even ifperformance criteria is met. The cause determination should identify the SuseI oflthe

April4, 19972-14DG-1061
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failure or degraded performance, and whether the failure or degraded, performance was a result of the
application. It should address failure significance, the circumstances surrounding the failure or degraded
performance, the characteristicsof the failure, and whether the failure is isolated or has generic or common
cause implications (as defined in NUREG/CR-4780, Ref. 9).

Finally, the monitoring program should identify any corrective actions to preclude recurrence of
unacceptable failures or degraded performance below expectations. The circumstances surrounding the
failuremay indicatethat the SSC failed because ofadverse or harsh operating conditions (e.g., operating a

valve dry, over-pressurization ofa system) or failure ofanother component, which caused the SSC failure.
Therefore, corrective. actions should also consider. SSCs with similar characteristics with regard to
operational, design, or maintenance conditions.

It is expected that upon initialapproval ofthe proposed monitoring program, subsequentNRC oversight will
focus on evaluating performance results rather than on a programmatic review.
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2.6 Element 4'..*Submiit Proposed;ChangIe

orders, and changes.to programs piirsuant to 10 CFR SI0.54 (e.g., QA program changes under 10 CFR
50.54(a)). 'Licensees should: (i) carefully review the proposed:CLB, ch'ange-in order to determine~ the
appropriate form of'the.change.ti~uest,.and (ii)'s
regulations(s) in suppoIrt ofthe request is developed; an

sure that 'information required by the 'relevant
d (iii)prepare and submit the request in'accOrdancC

with relevant procedurd requirements. For exainple, Iicealse &diidiiaents should meet 'the req uirement's'of
Where the,10 CFR,)$ 50.90, 50.91. and!>0.92, as well as the procedural requuxments m'10 CFR $50A

lic'ensee submits risk iiiformation in support of'the CLB 4ha6ge reqtuest, that information sh
guidance in Section 3 ofthis regulatory guide.

ould meet the

/

Requests forproposed chalnge to the jilaiiit'sCLB typiullyltake tHe fdrm'of+tests for license arnendmenh
(including changes to or reinoval of'license conditions); tec]mical changes; changes.to or witHdraiwals of

Licensees. are free, to dlecide whether to,submit risk informatiozi in.support of their CL'B change request.
Where the licensee s proposed cage to the CLB'is consistent with currently-approved staff positions, the
stafFsdeterminationwill abased solel on traditionaldeterminis~ en ineerin anal sis without recourseI

pport ofa
CLB'see

to submit
ensee chooses
'dek&inikic

as mformation based upon risk insights. i[fthe licensee does not submit risk information in su
change which goes beyondl cmaently-approved staff positions, the staff may request the

lice'such

information. Such'n informationrequest is not a backfitunder 10 CFR 50.109."Ifthe lic
not to provide the rislc information,, the staff will'review the. proposed application using
engineering analysis and determine whether suf5cient 'inform'ation has.bee'n 'provided 'to support the
requested change.

r .g .g
to risk information(although the staffinay considerany risk inforruatiionwhich is submitted by the licensee)
However, where the liiwn.ee's prosed change goes beyond currently-approved staff positions, the stafF
'willnormally consider both iiiformation based'upon traditiohal deterministic engineering analylsis as well

In developing the risk information set forth in this regulator guide, licensees willlikely identify SSCs with,
- high risk significancewhich are not currentlysubjectto regulatoryrequIrements, or are subject to a level of

iegulation which is not commensiirate with tiheir risk significzlice., It iis expectedl that licensees willpropIose
.CLB changes that wi]ll subject the!;e ISCs to appropri ite; level aif regullation, consistent with lie risk
significance ofeach SSC. Specific iiiformation on the stafFs exliectations ire set forth in the application-
specific regulatory guides.

'2.7 'Quality Assumz[ce

o]

0
DG-1061 April4„1997

As stated in Section 2A, the staff expects that the quality, of the engiineering analyses conducted to justify
proposed CLB changes will'be aIipropriate for the nature 'of the.Chahge„ ln this regard, it is expected that
'for traditional engineering analyses (e.g., deterministic engineering calculations) existing proifisibns for
quality. assurance (e;g., IOCFR50, Apj~ndix B for safety-relatedl SSCs) will apply and provide the
appropriate quality neededl. 'Likewisie,'when a risk assessineiit ofthill plant is used to provide insights,hit
the,decisionmaking prccess, the staff expects that the PRA willhave been <ubject to quality control.
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To the extent that a licensee elects to use PRA information to enhance or modify activities affecting the

safety-related functions of SSCs, the following, in conjunction with the other guidance contained in this
'uide, describe an acceptable way to ensure that the pertinent quality assurrance requirements of 10CFR50,

Appendix B are met and that the PRA is ofsuKcient quality,to be used for regulatory decisions:

utilize personnel qualified for the analysis
utilize procedures that ensure control ofdocumentation, including revisions, and provide
for independentreview, verificationor checking ofcalculationsand information used in the

analyses(an independentpeer review can be used as an important element in this process)

provide documentation and maintain records in accordance with the guidelines in Section

3 ofthis guide
provide for.an independentaudit function to verify quality(an independent peer review can

be used for this purpose)
utilize, procedures that ensure appropriate attention and corrective actions are taken if
analyses or information used in previous decision making is determined to be in error.

Where performance monitoring programs are used in the implementation ofproposed change to the CLB,
it is expected that those programs willbe implemented utilizingquality. provisions commensurate with the
safety significanceof affected SSCs. An existing PRA or analyses can be utilized to support a proposed CLB
change, provided it can be shown that the appropriate quality provisions have been met..
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3. DOCUMENTATIONANDSUBMI'ITAL

Documentation

3.1 Introduction

To permit the stafFs audit to ensure that the analyses conducted were sufficient to conclude that the key
principles ofrisk-informed regulation have been met, doctimentation of the evaluation process and findings
ate expected to be maintained. Additionally, information submitted should, include a'description of the
process used by thc licensee to ensure quality and some specific information to support the stafFs conclusion
regarding thc acceptability of the requested CLB change.

32 Documentation

Archival documentation should include a detailed descriptio of engineering analyses conducted and the
results obtained, inespcctivc ofwhether they were quantitative or qualitative, or whether thc analyses made
usc oftraditional engineering methods orpmbabilistic approaches. This documentation should be maintained
by the licensee,.as part of their nortnal quality assurance program, so:that it is available for examination.
Documentation. of the analyses conducted to support. changes to a plant's CLB should be maintained as

lifetime quality records in accordance with Regulatoiy Guides 1.33 and.l.88 (Ref. 10 and 11, respectively).
An example of typical PRA dociimentation is described in draft NUREG-1602.

33 Licensee Submittal

To support the stafFs conclusion that the proposed CLB change is consistent with the key.principles ofrisk-
informed regulation and NRC'staff expectations, the followinginformation'is expected to bc submitted to the
NRC:

a description ofhow the proposed change willimpact the CLB (Rehvant principle: CLB changes meet
regulations.)

a description ofthe components and systems affected by the change, the types of changes proposed,
the reason for the changes, and results and insights fiom an analysis ofavailable data on equipnient
performance (Relevant staff expectation: AH safety'impacts of the proposed CLB change shall be
evaluated; )'

tabulanou ofthe current licensing basis accident parameters that ate affected by the change and an
assessment of the expected changes (Relevant principles: CLB changes meet the regulations;
.sufficient safety margins are maintained; defense-~th is maintained.)

a reevahiation ofthe licensing basis accident analysis and the provisions of 10 CFR Parts 20 and 100,
ifgipropriatc (Rdevant principle: CLB changes meet the regulations; suKcient safety margins are
maintained; defense-~lepth is maintained.)
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~ an ev'aluation of the iimpact of the doge in Hcensing bases on the b'readth or depth ofdefense-in.

depth attributes ofthe plant (Relev snt;pri!Iiciple: Defensr~in4epth is maintained.)

~ identification of ihow and where the iprqposed change willbe docutnentcd as part of the plants
lice!!sing basis (e.,g., %SAR, TS, Hceasntg conditions). 'Ibis should include proposed changes and/or
enhancements to the regulatory. coi>ticils forhigh risk-significant SSCs which an not subject toad

goal

~ 'Ihe licensee should also identify:

- those key assumiptions in the HRA,, eleme!its ofthe ahonitoring progratn, and commitments made to
Nrpport the BppHcation

- those SSC's forwhich retirements!kould be mcreased ~

- a'description of that infortnation to be provided as part of the plants licensing basis (e.g., FSAR,
TS, licensing condition)

I

The Hcensee s submittal shc3eld discuss measures used to ensure adecluate quality,.such as'a'report that
addresses the appropriate!iess of the PRA model for supporting a risk assessment of the,CLB change under
consideration. An independent peer reviiew can be an inrportant element ofenstiring this quaHty. The report
shouM address any analysis Hmitations that are expected to impact the conclusion regarding acceptability of
the proposed change. The, Hccnsee's teso1ution ofthe findings ofthe p'eer review,, 'when performed, should also
be submitted. For example, tlus tesponse couldl incHcate,whether, the, PRA was modified or a justification as

to why no change was necessary to agyoit dceisiionmaking for the CLB change under considerition. As
cHscussed in Section 2.4.2, the staff s indecision on the proposed Hcense amendment will be based on its
independent judgment and review, as @qmcpriste,'of the entire appHcatiion.

of the the assessment method.s used:should be:submitted. Consistent with current practice,
'ubmittedto the NRC for its aonsiIderation m. making risk-informed, regulatory decisions wB1 be

available, unless such informLation i,s deem% l~eietary and justified as such. The following
should be submitted and is intczidcxi to iIlustrate that the scope and cluahty of the enginee
conducted to justify the propxecl Cl&dumge is appropriate to the nature and scope of the chan

mmfformauon

mneme publicly
mfformation

rmg analyses
ge:

a description of riIsk asseastnent methods used

the key modeling assumiptions

4 order to have confidence that the riIsk assessment conducted is!IdeqIuate to suppcet the conclusion that there

is no more than ari insignificant incnmk m risk to health and safety of the pubhc has been met, a summary

the success criteriIa and the basis foreach

"a list of initiators cersidlered and tier frequencies, as well',as the basis for excluding any initiators
from the risk assessment .
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a listing ofsystetns and'components addressed in the risk assessnmt; the fails considered for each

and the basis forexcluding failures, and the dependencies between systems and components

the event tmes and fault trees as necessary, to suppott the analysis

a hsts ofoperator actions modeled m the PRA (and the basis'for exchding operator actions) and
their'rror

probabilities

a list describing all events mctuded in the risk ass'essment

Submitted information summarizing the results of.the rhk as.assment should include:

a description ofdominant sequences

an estimate of total plant CDF (including a qualitative or quantitative assessment of uncertainty)

before and after implementing the'proposed CLB change

an estimate ofcontainment performance as described by plant damage states and the frequencies of
the high and low consequence categories (ifa simplified Level 2 PRA analysis was petformed such

as is described in Appendix B to this regulatoiy guide); or frequencies of accident progression

pathways (including a qualitative or quantitative assessment ofuncertainty), as grotiped for source

term,calculations, ifa full Level 2 PRA was conducted

the definition of source terms and an identification of their frequencies and magnitudes (including
tuicertainty) iffull Level 2/3 PRA was performed'

the frequencies.of mdividual early and latent htalities, ifa fullLevel 2I3 analysis was performed

In addition, information that should be submitted as part of the justification for the specific CLB change

mcludes

a description of the analyses performed to assess the impact of the change on risk

an estimate ofplant CDF and LERF and changes in those estimates'if the posed CLB change

@me implemented

~ an identification ofall minimal cutsets afiected by the change, any success criteria that are affected

by the change, and any changes in dominant risk contributors,
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~ the results of ans3yam tlat show. tIrat the conclwiotts ~~g ~'~~t of the C~ change on'
plant risk wiQ not varjj significantly tnadeir a different'pc ofasstmytions„(See NUTMEG-1602 for
a discussion of the,u.'ies and 1itmtations.of importance mea'sttr'es and sensitivIty 'studies.:)

staEalso etpects liceasam to.track and. coIasiIIter the icu'mulative impact of aH plant changes. including
those not adnnitted for NRC m~i and apprt)val;

II

3A ImpIementatioxt'Plan and,Perfcirmance Monitaring Process

implementation and monitoring strategIim nEect uncertain
the submittal should inchMie a de.~ition aid ratioIaale for
strategy. forMproposed CLB c'bange.

ties in analysis models and data. Consequently,
.the iizpletnentation and performance, monitoring

As described h'Section 2.5 alum, a key prlncrple of,risk-'jnfoitn'ed r'egulati'on is that pioposed performance

ii
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APPENDIX A: USE OF RISK,IMPORTANCE MEAS&&STO
CATEGORIZE'STRUCTURES, SYST'EMS, AND
COMPONENTS WITHRESPECT TO SAFETY
SIGNIFICANCE

For several ofthe proposed applications ofthe risk-informed regulation process, one ofthc principal
activities is the categorization ofSSCs and human actions according to safety significance..Thc purpose of
this Appendix ~ to discuss one way that this categorization may. be performed to be consistent with principle
4 and the cxIxctations discussed in Section 2.1.

Safety-significance ofan SSC can be thought ofas being re!ated to.the role the SSC plays in preventing the
occurrence ofthc undesired cnd state. Thus thc position adopted in this regulatory guide is that all the SSCs
and human actions considered when constructing thc'PRA model (mcluding those that do not necessarily
appear in the final quaiitificdmodel, either because they hav'e been screened initially,assumed to be.

inherently reliable or have been truncated &om the solution ofthe model) have the potential to be safety
significant, since they play a role in preventing core damage.

In establishing the categorization, it is important to recognize the purpose behind thc categorization, which is,
generally, to sort the SSCs and human actions into groups according; those for which some relaxation of
requirements is proposed, and those forwhich no such change is proposed. It is thc proposed application
that is the motivation for the categorization, and it is the potential impact ofthe application on the particular
SSCs and human actions and on the measures ofrisk which ultimately determines which ofthe SSCs and
human actions must bc rcgardcd as'safety-significant within thc context ofthe application. This impact on
overall risk must be evaluated in light ofthc principles and decision mteria identified in this dry guide.
Thus, thc most appropriate way to address thc categorization is through a requantification ofthe risk
measures.

However, the feasibility ofperforming such risk quantification has been questioned for.those applications for
which a method for the evaluation ofthc impact ofthe change on SSC unavailability is not available. An
acccptablc alternative to requantification ofrisk is for the liccnsec to perform the categorization ofthe SSCs
and human actions in an integrated manner, making usc ofan analytical technique, based on the use ofPRA
importance measures, as input. This appendix discusses the tcchnical issues associated with the use ofPRA
importance measures. NUREG-1602 inc!udes more detailed discussion ofthis subject.

'n thc implementation ofthe, Maintenance,Rule and in industry guides for the risk-informed applications (for
example, the PSA Applications Guide), the FusseQ-Vesely Importance, Risk R'eduction.Worth, and Risk

'chievement Worth are the most commonly identified measures in the relative risk ranking'of SSCs.
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sensitivity studies or L appropnate oua tdica qu
section below. In addition, there are two issues, riamely a) uIat risk rankm> apply only to

mdividuai'ontributions

and not to corbin itio;:s or sets ofcontributors, ~and b) th'at risk ranhngs'are hot ncccssW$

related to the risk changes winch result from those contributor chingim, that the liccnscc should be aware of,
and should make sure that the have been @hhczscd adequately. When Eierfiormcd and interpreted

ce'rrectly,'oinprM>cat-level

importance meiisivcs can provide valuable input to the hcensec.

However, in the use oft'mport rnce measures for-risk-informed applications, there are several issues that

should be addressed. Mast aifthe is!nrer;3re related to technical problems which can be resolved by the use of
n tion tcchni es. These issues are discussed'in detail in the sub-

.'Risk ranking results &om'a PRA can be aSxted be many factor's„ the most iinportant being model

'assumptions and techniques (e.g., for modeling ofhuman rchability or cormnon came failures); the data used,

or the success criteria chasten; Thc licensee should therefore make mire tJMt the PRA'is ofsufficient quaHty.;

In addition to the use ofa."qimlity"PRA, the robustness ofcategdrizritio!n results should also bc demon'strated

for conditions and paramr~~ that might not be adclresscd in thc base PRA. Therefore, when importaricc
measures are used to'gioi.Ip ciorriEencntts or humari iictions as low safety-significant contributors, thc;
information to bc'provided tai thc an ilysts pcrfamung 'qualitative categorization should include sensitivity

. studies an&or other evaluatices to dIinamb~ the sensitivity ofthe iimportancc results to the important PRA
modehng techniques, assiimptioi!is; and data. 'Issues that should be considered and addressed are listed below.

Truncation limit: The tacenim should detertninc that the truncation hmit his been sct low enough so that the

tnmcatcd set ofmitnmal cnrtscts retain all Qie significant contributois and their, logical combinatio~os for the
ap'phcatio'n m questicn aiid bI: la iv enoupP ao captu!Ie at, lcitst 95 ~t 6fthc CDF. -Depending on the PRA
level ofdetail (moduli: lb~el, con!rporient level;ca pi,ccc-part level), this may translate into a truncation limit

- &om IE-12 to'lE-8 per'reactor year. In addition, tilde tiuncated set ofminimal cutscts should be dctcrtnined:
to contain the impoitant a jplicatiion-specific contriliutors and their logical combinations.

Risk metrics: Thc licensee sshould ensure that!!ask in terins ofboth CDF.and LERE's consideied in thc
r~g piocess.

Completeness'of risk model: Thc licensee should ensure that the PRA mo'del is sufficicntlycomplete to
address all important morlcs iofoper,ition for thc SSCs being analyzed. Safety significant contributions &om
internal evnits, external cv'cats, and shutdcnyn trnd low power initiators should be considcrc'd either by using
PRA or'ther engineering amuses. (%JREG-1602 provides ~a discussion ofmodel completcncss.)

'I

Sensitivity audysis for iioiripon'ent data uncertamties: The sensitivity ofcomponent categorizations to
uncertainties in thc piranietc:r'value; should be iddiessc'd by the licensee. Licetisccs should bc satisfied that
'SSC categorization is not aQcctcd by daN t!accrtai!nties.

Sensitivity a'naiysis for corrunon c!ause failures: CCFs arc modeled in PRAs to account for dependent

failures ofredunclant conipoiicnts withiiia systmt. The licensee ~~d limine that the'safety significant
categorization has been performed t;dang iritoaccount thc, combined effect ofassociated basic PRA events,:

such as failure to'stait arid failure to rung inclurlling indIrect'caintributIions throu@i associated CCF event

probabilities. CCF pr'obabihities cari aEect PRA icsults b mhmcing or ob~g the importance of
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components. A component may be ranked as

aweigh

risk contributor mainly because ofits contribution to

CCFs,<or a component may be ranked as low risk contributor mainly bccausc it has negligible or.no
contribution to CCFs.

Sensitivity analysis for'recovery, actions; PRAs apically model recovery actions especially for, domi~~t
accident sequences. Quantification ofrecovery actions typically,depends on the time available for diagnosis
and pcrfoiming thc action, training, procedure, and knowledge ofoperators. There is a certain degree of
subjectivity involved in estimating the success probability for thc rccoveiy actions. The concerns in this case

stem &om situations where very high siicccss probabilities arc assigned to a sequence, resulting in related

components being ranked as low'risk contributors. Furthermore, it is not desirable for the categorization of
SSCs to be a6ected by recovery actions that sometimes are only modeled for the domuiant scenarios.
Sensitivity analyses can be used to show how the SSC categorization wnnM ~3iange ifall recovciy a'ctions

were removed. The licensee should ensure that thc categorization has not been unduly aQected by the
modeling ofrccovciy. actions;

Multiplecomponent considers i inns: As discussed previously, importance measures are typically evaluated
on an individual SSC or human action basis. One potential concern raised by this is that single~ent
importance measines have the potential ofdismissing all element- ~." =,'='.;:.::; '; 'spite the system or
group having a high importance when taken as a whole. (Conversely,.there may bc grounds for screening out
groups ofSSCs, owing to the unimportance ofthe systems ofwhich they are elements.). There are two
potential approaches to addressing thc multiple component issue. The Grst is to define suitable measures of
system or group importance. The second is to choose appropriate criter for categorization based on
component-level importance measures. In both cases, it.willbc necessary for the licensee to demonstrate that
thc cumulative impact ofthe change has been adequately addressed.

While there are no widely-accepted definitions ofsystem or'group importance measures, ifany are proposed,
thc licensee should make sure that the measures are capturing the impact ofchanges to'the group in a logical
way. As an example of the issues that arise consider thc following. For &ont-lincsystems, onc possibility
would bc to ddine a Fussell-Vescly type measiirc ofsystem importance as the sum ofthe &equencies of
sequences involving failure ofthat system, divided by the sum ofall sequence &equencies. Such a mcasurc
would need to be interpreted carefully ifthc numerator included contributions &om failures ofthat system due
to support system. Similarly, a Birnbaum-like measiire could be defined by quantifying sequences involving
the system, conditional on its failure, and summing up those quantities. This would provide a mcasurc of
how often the system is critical. However, again the support systems make the situation morc complex. To
take a tw~vision plant as an example, &ont-line failures can occur as a result offailure ofsupport division '

in conjunction with failure of&ont-linedivision B. Working with a figurc ofmerit based on "total failure
ofsupport system" would miss contributions ofthis type.

In the absence ofappropriately defined group Icvcl importance measures, reliance must bc made on a

qualitative categorization by thc licenscc, as part ofthc mtcgratcd decisionmaking process, to make the
appropriate dctcnnmation.

Relationship ofImportance Measures to risk changes: Importance measures do not directly relate to
changes in risk. Inste id, thc risk impact is indirectly reflected in the choice ofthe value ofthc measure used
to determine whether an SSC should be classified as being ofhigh and low safety significance. This is a
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SSCs not mcluded m the final quajahfiied cut.et.>olubon.
cutscts wdl not factor in those SSCs that ha ve either been
models because they w'cre screened cin Qe basis of1high

.their credible failur'c mahdi would not fail thc sptcm
must make sure that these SSCs are uin!ddered. Tihis

sub'utrm'icated, or were not included in the faint tree~

reBability'. SSCs ~ have been screened bee~0
function ~ bc argued to be unimportant The licensee

cct'is discussed in more detail in NURBG-i600.

concern whether import@act 'm: cvalmtted at the ceaqxecnt or. at the group level; 'Re PSA Applications
Guide suggcstcd values ofFhsselg~cscly iInpowncc of.05 A the z~ lovel, and.005 at the component. i

lcvcl for example'. However, thc criteria for, categceization into low and ~high significance should bc related to
the acceptance criteria for changim nl CDF and LERF. Ms imphes that the criteria should be a function'of

'thebase'case CDF and LERF rather than being fixed for all'plants. Thus the litmscc should dcmonstra&
how the choice ofcriteria 'are related to, 'a'nd conform with, the acceptance guidelines described in this,
document.','If component Icvi;1 criteria aIe us'ed„ they should bc established takmg mto account that the
allowable risk increase assocIiatef with thc ckaxige should bc'based on simultaneous changes to ail members

'f

the category.

'thMmcasuies'b'ascd'on thc atttified '
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APPENDIX B ANAPPROACH FOR ESTIMATINGTHE FREQUENCIES
OF VARIOUS CONTAINMENTFAILUREMODES AND
BYPASS EVENTS

B.1 Introduction

TIiisappendix describes an approach for estimating the &equencies ofvarious contaiiuncnt failure modes and bypass

events. This approach is designed to supplement Level I PRAs submitted in support ofrisk-informed decisionniaking.
'He intent is to use accident sequence information provided in thc Level I PRA to cstiniate thc &equencies ofvarious

plant damage states PDSs) and hence the &cquencies ofcontainment failure and bypass.

Accident sequences leading to core damage are umially grouped into PDS for the purpose ofassessing thc subsequent

accident progression. A PDS is define in such a way that all accident sequences binncd into it can be treated

cally on thc accident progression analysis. That is, the PDS definition must recognize all distinctions that matter
in the accident progression analysis. Once a set ofPDSs is defined for a given reactor, containment'performance is
calculated for each PDS. It is clear that some PDSs willbe more challenging to containment integrit than others

(pressure, tcmperiiture, mechanical loading, etc.), and some FDSs willcomplete}y bypass containment. For example,
an mterfacing systems LOCAhas thc potential to completely bypass containment, while a transient event with loss of

~ containmcnt heat removal (CHR) willpose more ofa challenge to cont unment integrity than a LOCA with the CHR
systems operating. Th- PDSs are distributed into various containment failure modes (CFMs) to allow for assessment

ofthc likelyoutcomes of thc accident progression.

For the purpose ofthe simpli6cd approach, suf5cicnt Level 2.PRAs have been completed to permit the allocation of
core damage accident sequences to appropriate CFMs. To allow comparison to the acceptance guidelines identified in
this appendix, the approach has to distinguish bctwecn contaiiunent failure modes that might lead to early fatalities vs.

those failure modes that willnot cause early fatalities. Consequently, thc failure modes were categorized as follows::

~ 'arly containment failure or bypass (potentially leading to large early release, i.e., early fatalities likely)
late containmcrit failure or oontaiiancnt intact (potentially not leading to large carly relcasc, i.e., carly fatalitic

'nlikely)

Once established, the &equencies of these categories can bc determined and changes in thc &equencies compared
against the acceptance guidelines. Akcy advantage ofthis approach is that each accident sequence is allocated to a risk
category based on the status ofthe plant. A scheme for allocating thc various accident scquetices to thc categories is
described below. An event tree has been dcvelopcd for each containment type that allocates accident satuences to one
ofthe catcgaries. The intent is that each licensee willdevelop split &actions for.most ofthc questions in thc trees based
on plant-speci6c accident sequences and characteristics. These trees prescribe a single question concerning the
likelihood ofcarly containment failure.

Each accident sequence &om the Level I analysis can be processed through the trees with individual &equencies
allocated to the various release categories.,The sum of these individual. accident &equencies determines the total
&equency for each release category.

B.2 PWRs With Large Volume Containments

Figure B-1 presents an event trcc that allows allocation bfaccident sequences ter one of two categories for use with
PRAs for PWRs with large dry or subatmosphcric containmcnts. "Each accident sequence in a Level I PRA would be

allocated to onc of these categories based on the plant status as dcfincd by the various accident sequences. This
t
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approach prescribes only.a single qiiestion ctmoIinmg the likelihood'of'co'nt'ainmcnt failure at,vcslsel brach (i.c.,

Question 5). The split 63ction for this question'reQects'a reasonable estimate oftiie likelihood'ofcarly containment

failure for large-volume aatainments given a hip~I-lowprcssure core meltdown accident. However, ifa ~licensee has

cation for an alternative spli',t &;~bn, Qds could be provided to support changes in the event tre'qu'andfication.

Cencainrrent .

Isohtcd orNot
. ~assed2'~CS I~ress

-ECC Restored
Before VesselF~

iNo,
, Containment
FaBuIre at VB

'o Fotential
~ forEarly

FataHties .

3'ge
Early,

Release

No.

No

No'Y

5:
"No'''

No'N

10

'No

Fiske '.B-I PWR Large Dry ContaIinments

«Note: In the case ofseisrrdc antiators,, there is a possibility
disruption ofwaiving systems and evacuation paths.
likelihood of long-term contamment heat rcinoval sho

.ieasons) the contiinmImt iyill'i~ttuallyfeal chic to
smce it is unlikely that, evacuanon willoccur.

that eff'ective wantmg and evacuationmay,be precluded due to the
Ifthe contaiimient stnicniie is predicted to survive the event, the

uld be invt~g~L, IfCHR is predicted to fail (f'or any set of
over pressu'riiatIon and, the consequence category'hould ~be Qes"

.Question I: Core Datmagc'Frequency?

This is simply the tetr y print for thc tice,. Thc &equency for.the accident sequence, tmder.consideration is
catered herc.

Question 2: Containmertt Isola>cd ter Not Bypassed?-

is intended to apply caily to iccidcnts that bypass co
cause containmtmt bypass (such as.mduccd SG

ntatnrttcnt at'acctdent initiation. Accident sequences tha
TR) 'du'ring 'accident p'rogression aher core damage are not

This question includes accidents in which the containm~mt faiLs to isolate„as well as accidents initiated by
containment bypass'(such as interfacing systems LOCALand'steam'generator tube r'uptures), This'catcgo
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included in this categorv. Accidents in which thc containment is initiallyopen have been found important

during shutdown and would also be included in this category.'l, ~

Question'3: RCS Depressurized?

For accidents vitiated by transients and smail break LOCAs, thc RCS willremain at Ingh Pressure unless «
op~> +ressuriz the RCS or the RCS pressure boundary fails. Ifthe operators cannot dcpressurize the

RCS tbc accidcrit sequence would be allocated to thc "not dcpressiirizcd branch" in the event tree. Hoover,
a licenscc may wish to take credit forhot leg failure as a cause ofRCS deprcssurization before vessel breach.

Justi6cation should bc provided ifsuch a failure mechanism is assumed. Intermediate and large -break LOCAs

and accidents in which thc operators dcpressurizc thc primary system to below 200 psi would bc allocated to

thc dcpressurizcd branch.

Question 4: ECC Restored Before Vessel Breach?

Accidents in which ECC is restored within 30 minutes ofthe start ofcore damage are assumed to arrest the "
accident progression witiioutvessel brcach. For these accidents, spbsequent questions related to containmcnt

failure at iessel breach a the potential forearly fatalities are not pertinent. Ifthe ECC is not restored within

30 minutes, vessel breach is assumed to occur, and all subsequent questions are pertinent.

Credit for in-vessel arresting ofthc accident willonly be given for cases where recovering AC power willlead

to the restoration ofECCS within30mnnitcs ofthe onset ofcore dainage. For example, no credit willbe given

for an operator manually dcpressiuiznig the reactor and using a low-pressure system between core damage and

vcsscl brcach. Ifcooling is restored within 30 minutes, the probability ofsuccessful arrest is assumed to be

1.0; ifcooling is restored after 30 minutes, the probability ofsuccessful anest is assumed to be 0.0.

Question 5: No Containment Failure at Vessel Breach?

Thc likelihood ofcontainment failure at vcsscl brcach dclicnds on scvcral factors, such as the prcssure in the

primary, system, the amount and tcmperatiire ofthe core debris exiting thc vessel, the size ofthe hole in the

vessel, thc amount ofwater in the cavity, the conGguration ofthe cavity, and the structural capability ofthe

containment building.'n thc simplified event tree, only thc prcssure in thc primary system is distinguished so

that all other considerations have to bc folded into the split &actions for high- and low-pressure sequences.

Each possibility is discussed below.

Low-pressure Sequences?

Under these circinnstanccs, various meclianisms could challcngc containment integrity. These include in-

vessel steam cxplosions, rapid steam generation zuscd by core debris contacting water in the cavity, and

hydrogen combustion. On thc basis ofprevious PRAs, thc prooaoi iy ui ~.z containment failure is assumed

to be 0.01. Ifa licensee does not consider this probability~to be appropriate because of plant-specific

considerations, thea the probability can bc changed; but justiGcation for the change should bc provided.

Hig'n-Pressure Sequences?

Several mcclianisms could challenge containment under these circumstances. In-vessel steam cxplosions are

a potential failure niccliaiusm, but it is more dif5cult to trigger steam explosions at high prcssure than at low

pressure. Stcam gciicrator tube rupture is also possible because ofhigh temperatures and pressures during core

meltdown. Ifinduced SGTR occurs, a potential +pass ofcontaiiuncnt can result ifthe secondary system is
4
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composition of the core debris exiting the vessel,'he amount of~ iii the cavity, an
characteristics oftIhcrrmtor cavity. The probability ofearp containment failure is, therefor
,each ofthese potcritial failure mcdes and is irssumcd to be t1.1. Agam, a licensee can change
provided that appropriate ju!&ication is provided.

d the dispersive
e, g coIrnpriisig of,,

'tbis probIabgity,,i

open. How'ever, thc meet'important'f'ailure mechanisms for hiigh-pressure core meltdown,sequences, are

associated with high pressure melt ejection (HPME). Ejccti6n ofthe core debris. at high-pressure can cause

the axe debris to form fine particles that can directly heat the contairunent atmosphere (i.e., ~H) an) caIuse

rapid pressure spikes. During HPME, the hot particles could also ignite any combustible gases
i'ontaInmlcnt,'hcreby

adding to Qe pressute pulse. The prudential,for PCH tq cayuse,coi1tair~~eiit failure depends on several

factors, such as thc piunary-system.pres~nrre, the s~ 0f the opening'in thc vessel, thc tcinperatiue and

'He &action oflow-or hips-pressure scqLences that result in carfy containnicnt failure at thc time of'thc ve! sel

breach have the pceatial to be allocated to tire high-release,category. 'Thc remaining &actions ofthe ar~idcnt
sequences (in whi.ch thc contauunent ie!!nains intact) are allocated to thc low-release category.

Question 6: No potential for Early Fata'lities?

Thc potential for early fatalities depends on the magnitude and tirnmg ofthe release relative to two'actors:,

-(1) the time elapsed &om reactor scram to the tune at which the relearn starts (particularly relevant to
shutdowii accidents).

(2) thc time from the dcclaratiori of'a geneial emergency to tbe time ofthe start ofthe release compared
to the tune ratuired to effectivel wain and evacuate thc population in the vicinityofthe plant.

During shutdown, f'r naunplc, the carly health risk &om many jnternally initiated araident!~
is'reatlyreduced sunply by the decay ofthe shortilived isotopes that aKcct carly fatal'ities. )at full-

power opcratioat, this qucsrion allows long-term sequences, such as loss ofCHR or other late oyer
pressurizaticrn sequence to bc phiccd in thc low-re'lease category without the need ~for~ a detailed
evaluation of the ultimate caatainmcnt response, since it is assumed that evacuation willoccurtbcfbiej
tiie re ~~- s la! i~..:Icqucnces originating &om seismic initiators should all be associated wiith,the
potential formba fatalitybiimch on the evcirt tice. h order to place a sequence on the branch labeled
no potcntiajI for early fatahti<s, a licensee should provide information, spcci6c to the sequence„
conccnung +hen a gonad emergency would bc declared and thc expected time itAtuiied to warn and
evacuate the population.

For shutdown accidents, where the contaimnent is csscnti~ umsolatcd, the time availabletfor
evacuation is the time Born drxlaration of a general emergency to the onset ofcore damage. For,
accidents at fullpower, tbc time avaBablc for evacuation is thc tume Born the declaration ofa,general
emcil~y to ve>sel breach, Unless otherwise juan+ thc licensee should use onc hour Coin onset
ofcore damage to vemel breach.

AllOther Accidents.

Allaccident scqrienas that do not fall into the above categories, an: assumed not to fail containment
and, therefore, tire allormtcd to thc no "large early release" conscqucnce bin category,.
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B3 P%R Ice Condenser Containments

Appendix B

Figure B-2 provides a hgh-level contaimnent event tree (CET) for icc condenser plants. As with large dry
axitairunents, outcomes ofthc CET for ice condenser plants arc placed in a high consequence category ifcarly failure

occurs and the potential exists forcarly fatabties. Late failures, which generally occur as a result offailure ofthe long-

tcim CHR systems, and.on all other accidents arc assigned a low consequence category. (There is considerable

similarity in the event'trees for large dry and ice condenser contauunents, and many of t~~,questions are similar.)

Question I: Core Damage Frequency?

Ihis is simply thc entry point for the event tree. The &aIuency ofthc accident sequence under consideration
is entered herc.

Question 2: Containment Isolated or Not Bypassed?

This top event is similar to the first question asked in thc event tree for large diy contauuncnts; a negative
answer results in an outcome with the potential to be allocated to the "large early release" consequence

category.

Question 3: Hydrogen Igniters Operating Before Core Damage?

The smaller volume containments, such as ice condensers, are critically dcpcndcnt on the availability of
hydrogen igniters to control pressure loads resulting &om'hydrogen combustion involving both static and
dynamic loads. Thc annular design ofthe icc compartnierits }ends itself to.build up ofhydrogen concentrations.
There is a significant probability ofa hydrogen combustion event causing containment failure ifthe igniters
arc not operating (regardless ofwhether core cooling was restored).

Question 4: RCS Depressurizcd?

Ifthe RCS cannot bc depressurized by operator action, core melt with thc RCS remaining at high pressure ~C
pose a severe threat to thc containment integrity. For icc co=~ plants, this can lead to HPME and DCH
or impingement ofthe core debris on the contauunent wall in the seal table room, provided this vulnerability
exists at thc plant.

Question 5: ECC Restored Before Vessel Failure?

Ailaccidents'in vkich ECC is restored within30 minutes ofthc start ofcore damage are assumed to arrest the
accident progression without vessel breach. For these accidents, ifthe igniters are not operating there is the
possibility ofcoutaiiinicnt failure due to hydrogen ccmbustion even ifthe core is retained in thc vessel. Ifthc
igniters arc operating, then it is assumed that the containment docs not fail due to hydrogen combustion. If
,thc ECC is not restored within30 minutes, then vessel breach is assumed to occur. Credit for, in-vessel an est
ofthe accident willonly bc given for cases where recovering AC power willlead to the restoration ofECCS
withm 30 mmutes ofthe onset ofcore dainag . For example, no credit willbe given for an operator manually
dcpressurizing thc reactor and using a low pressure ~ to inject water between core damage and vessel
brcach. Ifcooling is restored within 30 minutes, the probability ofsuccessful ancst is assumed to be 1.0, and
ifcooling is restored after 30 minutes, thc probability ofsuccessful arrest is assumed to'be 0.0.
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I

brcach was dcterauncd to be 0.04. Again, ifa licensee wishes to change this probability, appropriate

justiGcation should be provided. Ifthe igniters are operating, the containmcnt is assumed not to fail before

the vessel.

As for thc Large Dry containments, the likelihood ofcontainment failure at vessel breach depends on severa]

factors, such as the pressure in thc primary system, the amount and temperature ofthc core debris exiting thci~thc size ofthe hole in th vessel, is%Wcr or not the i~ters are operating, the amount ofice left in the

icc chests, thc amount ofwater in the ca>sty, the conQguration ofthc carity, and thc structural capability of
the axttainment building. In the simpHGcd event tree in Figurc B-2, the pressure in the primary systan, and

the operability of the igniters, are considaed so that all other considerations have to be folded into the

appropriate split &actions in thc event tree. Each possibility is discussed below.

Low Pres@re Sequences?

Under thcsc cirannstates, various ofmechanisms could cBaiuge containment integrity including in-vessel

steam explosions, rapid steam generation caused by core debris contacting water in the cavity, and hydrogen
combustion. For icc condenser.containmcnts,.thc likelihood of these failure modes depends upon the

operability of the igni@,.~ and the availability of icc in thc condenser. On the basis ofprevious PRAs, the

probabilities ofearly containmcnt failure at or before vessel breach, with and without the igniters operating
arc given below:

Ignitcrs Operating Ignitcrs Failed

ProbabiTity ofEarly Containmcnt Failure 0.01 0.1

Ifa licensee considers either ofthese probabilities tobe inappropriate because ofplant-specifi considerations,
thc probabilities can be changed, but justi6cation for the changes should be provided.

High-Pressure Sequences?

Ice cotMlcrmr contaumxnts can be challenged by failures modes similar to those considered for large volume
aatainnmts. In-vessel steam explosions are a potential failure mechanism, but it is more dif5cult to trigger
stcam explosions at high pressure than at lowprcssure. Stcam generator tube rupture is'also possible because
ofhigh tnnperatures and pressures during core meltdown. Ifinduaxi SGTR occurs, a potential bypass of
containment can result ifthe secondary system is open. However, two important failure mechanisms are
associated with HPME in ice ctmdenscr contammerus. Thc potential forDCH to cause failure oficc condenser
contauuncnts depends on those factors found in.portant. <~~ >~~ »~>~~ cotuainments. However, icc
remaining in the icc chest was also found to mitigate DCH for icc condenser containments. 'Hm second failure
mechanism associated with HPME in ice condenser containmcnts is impingement ofcorium on the containmcnt
wall, which am lead to failure and a direct path out ofcontainmcnt. Another important failure mechanism for
ice condenser contaimncnts is hydrogen coukustion at the time ofvessel failure. The importance'of this failure
mcd~ism depends on the operability ofthc igniters.

The probability ofcarly containmcnt failure at or before vessel brcach is, therefore, a composite ofeach of
these potential failure modes as indicated below:
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Ignitcrs'Operating Ignitcrs'Failed

Conditional Probability ofEarly
Containmcnt F'ailure

6.05 0.,2

on is finnished..
I

t thy tirade qfvessel,

breach have the.potential to'be allocated to the
accident scquenccs (in which the'conI aimmcnt
consequence catego~.

large~ carly release'category. 'I'he retntunmg @Lcbons ofthe
remains intact) are located to the no ".lar@ catly

Quotas'e',,'gain,

a licen'see can,diange thc allvc probabilities, provided that appropriate justificatt

Thc &action of low- or hIgh-Inemme sauces that~result in carly,containment failure a

cpends
relative to two factors: (1) the Saic claps'cd'om reactor, scriam to,the time at which the re/caw starts
(particularlyrclcvant to shutdown a~dents) and (2) the tiinc &oinQc declaration'of a general crnergerig 0>

the time of the stait of thc release compared to. the tjmeirequired to electively warn,and-eNacttatc thg
population in the v~ciaiity. of.thc plant.,During. shutdown, for, ~le, thc 'early health risk &om many

, mtcmally initiated exists is greatly rcxhiccd duc ~lyto the@cay of'the,'short-lived isotopes whiqh aKect
carly fatalities. At.Full power'paratim, Qiis question allows long~ sequences, such as Iossl of lCHlR'or
other hte over pvcssraizaition sequcoces to bc phced in the low,release category without the need fOr a detailed
evaluation of the ultimate i~tainmmk response, sixIce it is'assumed that evacuation willoccur hjf~.th~
rclcase starts. !sequelae 6rigjnping &0m seismic initiators should'all be placed, on thc potential for car
fatality branch on tahe cvc'nt toe. In order to place a sequence,an thc branch.hbclcd no potential for carly
fatalities, a licensee should provide information, speci6c to tbc I@uence, concerning when a general emergency
would be decl+& and,the,expected time required,to warn and,evacuate the: population. For shutdown
accidents, where thc ~itaimnent is essentially unisolatcd, the time available for evacuation is the t4ne &om
declaration ofa gereral emergency to the onset ofcor'e damage. For accidents at fug power, the time availablc
for evacuation is the time &om the dechu~on ofa general emergmicy to vessel brcach. Unless'otherwise
justiGed, the liumsee should u!~ one hour &om onset ofcore damage to vessel breach.

:,Question 7: No Potential forZcU'IyFata1i ties?
4

The potential, for carly fatalities d on the magnitude of the release and on the timing of the release

$ .4 BWR'Mark I'Containtnen't

,Figurc B-'3'provides ari nest tree allowing dlaati(in of- acciderit sequences,to one oftwo consequence ctAgorit:s for
use with PRAs for BWEe with Mark I cor~lmcnts.'The s~ie ofthe cvctIIt tree is based on thc yrcmIse that atl
carly 'releases that aie .muibbcd by thc mrpprcssion pool are.safBcie'ntly'ow that by themselves.will not result in
individual early fatality tisk. H~mce, if'ari embj failure occurs with tbc functionality ofthc suppra'ssion pool intact, it
is assumed that thc carly scirubbcd relea'scs wjH not pose an carly fatality tllreat to the population within one mile of
the plant boundary, and that thL~ pepuhitioIx willevacuate before substantial core concrete interaction releases or late
iodine rc:leases &om pools are of at magnitude to cause individual carly fatality risk (cxccpt in thc case of a seiismiic

event, as noted in Figure B-3). Ea& tbp event cjmstion in the cvcnt tree is discussed below. Thc lir~~mwould be
. aqected to provide the split &~actions for all questions withgc pmptipn qfQuestion 7.

II

Question 1: Core Damage Frequency'?

~ Ms is simply Ce a~ pons for the event tree. The &cquency for the iccident sequence under considcratio
is entered herc.
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Question 2: Containmcnt Failed/Vented Prior to VB (Releases not scrubbed by suppression pool)?

Appendix B

1hs question involves the &action ofthc core damage &equency,-where the cotMnment is failed at thc start

of the accident or prior to vessel failure. Failures at thc start of the accident include bypass sequences

(Event V), celauunent isolation failures, and sequences where the containment is initiallyopen. For example,

during cold slnndom and refueling, ifthe nxcauunent is open and the vessel head is removed, no credit should'e given for closing the containment in the presence ofthc radioactive environment within the containment.

Failures after the start ofthe accident can'also occur due to insuHicient containment heat removal, e.g., during

ATWS or loss ofcenaimnent heat removal. Loss ofcmtanuneat heat removal or other non-ATWS sequences

where the only breach ofcontainment integrity prior to vessel failure is through wetwell vents should be put
into the "OK"category.

Question 3: Core Damage Arrested Prior to Vessel Failure?

hs question accents for the fact that some sequences may be arrested in-vessel without siyuGcant releases

&xnthe RPV. Allanested sequcrxes are assigned to the Low consequence category. Shutdown events where

the vessel head has beer. nrnoved should all be placed in the "Breach" category. Credit for in-vessel arresting

ofthe acoident willonly bc given for cases where recovering AC power willlead to the restoration ofECCS

within30 minutes ofthc onset ofcore damage. For example, no credit wttl be given for an operator manually
depressurizing the reactor and using a lowpressae system between core damage ind vessel breach. Ifcooling
is restored within 30 minutes, the probability of successful arrest is assumed to bc 1.0, and ifcooling is

restored aQer 30 mmutes, the probability ofsuccessful arrest is assumed to be 0.0. The inclusion ofthis event

in the tree and thc assignment ofthc success path to the Low consequetme category are based on the premise

that the time window is suf5ciently short that minimal in-vessel releases willoccur and that they willhave a

high probability ofbeing scrubbed by the suppression pool, including those &omATWS.

Question 4: No Potential for Early Fatalities?

Early fatalities are largely prccludcd ifan effective evacuation.has occurred; only a small'action of the

population is expected to remain behind. Therefore, this potion considers the &action ofthe remaining co~
damage &equency (excluding sequences that were arrested m accounted for in the previous question) that .

involves an elective evacuation. This question allows long-term sequences, such as loss ofcontainmcnt heat

removal sequences g%) or long-term boiloKsequences during shutdown, to bc placed in the no "large carly
release" category without the need for a detailed evaluation ofthe ultimate containmcnt response. Seismic

sequences should all b'c placed'in the potential for early fatality branch on thc event tree. Note that to place
a sequence on the branch labeled no potential-for. carly fatalities, a licensee should provide information
cxxxaning when a general emergency would actually be declared and thc expected evacuation time required.
For shutdown sequences with the vessel head removed, the time available for evacuation is thc time &om
declaration ofa general emcrgaxy to thc onset ofcor damage. For other sequences, thc time availablc is the

time &xadeclaration ofa general emergency to vessel brcach. The licenscc should usc one hour for the time
&om onset ofcore damage to vessel brcach.

Question 5: RPV Depresmnization?

Thc c'ontainmcnt failure probability willbc impacted.by thc RPV'pressure at vessel breach. This question

addresses thc &action ofthc remaining core damage &equetey (excluding sequences accounted'for by previous

questions) that are at lowversus high pressure. The top branch is the &action at low pressure, and the bottom
branch is the &action at high pressure.
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Question 7:, Contattnncnt Failure AtVB (Releases not scrubbed by, suppression poolP..
1

Deluding on the answers to Questions 5.and 6,W containment failure probability is assigned. These failure

probabilities implicitlyaccount for the followingphenomena: alpha-mode failure, ex-vessel steam explosions,

vessel blowdown, liner meltthrough, and direct heating. They do not consider, long-tcrm failure modes, such

as core~crete interactions or long-tern drywell heatup. Bypass cvcnts have been accounted for previously.

Thcbranch probabilities for these questions are predetermined (refer to Table B-I below) and not calculated

by the liccnsce. The licensee could change thc probabilities by providing a suitable argument that plant-

specific features aQ'cct the quantification. Thelicensce should consider plant-specifi features that increase

th: containmcnt failure and not only those plant-spccific features that mitigate sevcrc accidents.

Table B-1. Mark I Conditional Probabilities ofUrmcrubb'cd Containment Failure at Vessel Breach

Path

6

'RPV Pressure

Yes

No

Total Failure Prob

0.4

0.7

0.6

10 1 0i

B.5 BWR Mark IIContainment

Figure B-4 provides an event tree which'allows accident sequerxes to be allocated to one oftwo consequence categories
forusc with PRAs for BWRs with Mark IIcontainments; Thc structure ofthe event tree is based on the premise that
all car1y releases that are scrubbed by the suppr'ession pool are sufficicntly low that by themselves willnot result in
individual early fatality,risk. Hence, ifan carly failure occurs with thc fimctionalityofthc suppressiou pool intact, it.
is,assumed that the carly scrubbed releases willnot pose an carly fatality threat to the population within onc mile of
thc plant boundary, and that this population willevacuate before substantial core concrete interaction releases or late
iodine releases &om pools are ofa magnitude to cause mdividual carly fatality risk(except in the case of a seismic
event, as noted in Figurc ~). Each top event question in the event tree is discussed below. The'licensee would be
cxpcctcd to provide thc split &actions for all'questions with the exception ofQuestion 7.

Question 1: Core Damage Frequency?

This is simply thc entry point for thc event tree. The &cquency for the accident scquencc under consideration
is entered here.

Question 2: Containment Failed/Vented Prior.to Vessel Brcach (Releases not scrubbed by, suppression pool)?

This question involves the fraction of thc core damage &equency ivhme thc containment is failed or. vented'at
thc start ofthe accident or prior to vessel failure. Failures at thc start ofthc accident include bypass sequences
(Event V), cornainrncnt isolation failures, and sequences where thc containment is initiallyopen. For example,
during cold shutdown and refueling, ifthc containment is open and thc vessel head is removed, no credit is
given for closing the containment in the presence of the'radioactive environment within thc containment.
Failures aftr thc start ofthe accident cari also occur due to insufficient containment heat removal, e;g., during
ATWS or loss of containment'heat removal. L'oss of containment heat removal accompanied by drywell

March 24, 1997 8-11 DG-1061, Appendix B
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venting should be put unto the "failed".eategoty. Sequen~.where the only breach ofcontajnm~t jntegrit
prior to vessel failtuw is through wetwcll vents should be put inta the "OK".category.

Question 3: Core Damage >Urcstaf Prior to Vessel Failure?„

This question aaxents for tile &et&at some sequcrices may.bc arrested in-vessel without sigauficant releases
from'the RPV. All arrestcxI sigumccs me assigned to ithe ino i"large, early release" cons'cqucncc category.
Shutdown+'events i~c thc vessel head has been removed, should all bc placed in thc "Brach" category'.
Credit for in-vcs.el airesting ofthc accident wiQ only bc giivcn for;~ where recovcring ACpo~ ~ lead
to the restor'ation ofECC,'S siam 30 mnritcs ofthc onset ofcore damage. For example, no credit willbe given
far an oIxraiormmuaiiy dcp~arumg the reactor and using a lour pressure system between une ~gq an)
vessel breach: Ifcocilinjl is iestoraI within 30 minutes,'the probability of s uxessful arrest is as>mncd to be

1.0, and ifcooling is iestored a8ter 30 nnnutcs, the probability, ofsucecssful arrest iis assuiuaI, to Q 0.0. The
inclusion of this a~cut in, the trcc.and thc-assiyment of the mccess path to the no "large carly

rely",'onsequence

category are based ion tlhe premisc that the tmi;window is suQiciently short that nnmtual iq-vessel
releases will occur and that tley willhave a hig}iprobability ofbang scrubbed by thc,suppression pool,
including those &omATWS.

Questiori 4: No Potential for E;eIy Fatalities?

Early fatalities,arc largely precluded ifan effective'ev'acuatiou has.~red; only'a s~sII &action of the
population is expcctcd to reagan bdund., TIerefore, this questioni comiders thc &action ofthe remaining ~core

d estcd, as accounted for in the previous question) thatamage frequency (excluding sequenixs that werc.arr
Ives an vc evmrati 'stion allows ) such as loss ofcon 'nt heat

a sequcncc on the branch-labeled no potential forl eatly fatality~ a licensee. should provtde mformattou
cancaning when a gericral emergency imuld actually,,be declared and the expected evacuation time rcquinxl.
For shutdown s;q'u ~~ i;iLii~, v'css'el head removed; thc time available for evacuation is the tune &om
declaration ofa general ana~ to the onset ofcor'c diinagc'. For other sequences, the tiine;available is the
tiine &om dcciaritiori ofa general einergcncy to vessel b~ 'I'hcIi~should usc onc'hour for thc time
&om onset ofcore damage to vessel brea:h.

mvo excel on. Tins qu ong-ham scquenccs,
xanov'al sequcnam (;PVjor Iong-term boil offsequences during shutdown, to be placed in the,no "'laige car
release" category vrithout the rice for a detailed evaluation ofthc ultimate containment response. ISeignip
sequerices should aII be placed in the j~ntial for early fatahty,branch on thc ev'cnt tree. Note that to place

Question 5: RPV
Dcpazsuiiuhoi>?'hc

containmeit fiuiure probabiliity willbc impacted by the RPV p~surc at vessel.breachi. This qucstiori.
addresses thc &action oftbcmr4uniing ixre damage Satucncy',{excluding, sequc'nces.accounted, for,by previous
questions) that are ittvversus hike/ pincer'. Thc top branch 4 the &action at Iow prcssure, and the bottom
branch is thc fmction,at high pressure; It is considered reasonab/e to usc'he pressure at thc time of core
damage, rather.ttum thc pressure at,vessel breach, ifthe latter is not readily available. High pressure is
considered to bc anythiing above 2!00 psig in the vessel.

,DG-'1061, Appendix B 8-12',, March 24, 19i97
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BrirfiforComment

y mpg
they mcludc fatlurcs m'&ee s,,Mng 1>~1 sM cont
cxplosions in the nrpjires!ion pool that can potentia
enters.the pool tltrottgh thc dovmccuners

(ihis'orking"Groupzxi is disctt~xd ]n hllUREG.1079t)

ahtgans &omgamic loads as a result ofex-yqssql stjam
llyoccur ifmolten corp debris exits the pedes@ eayIty and

latte'r failure mode was addr]essed by the Contaimnent Loads

, Plants that ari: vulnerable to these failures, should modify
the failure probabi'hties, tskmg mt'txmmt t]he plant spccigc, f~ that contribute to the vulnerability. The
fiiturepiobabilitit's also do not consider long-tean failure modes, such as concrete interactions or long-

:tctm drywell beatt:y., Bypass and events with conttutnnent failure,or drywcll venting hav'c bectIi aomunted for
previously. The bvinch probabilities for these questions ate prcdetcrtnutcd and are n'ot, caiculated by the
licensee. Th:. licensee @could cltange the probabilities b'y providing-a stutabie argument that plant-qxciGe
features afFect the qua'nti6mtitnt. Thc licensee should,consider plant-speci6c features ttu>t ntcrease the
contauunent-failure such as for thc steel shelled xntainmcnt and not only those plant-speei6c features that
'mitigate severe atx:idents.

Appendix B

Question 7: ',Containment Failure At'Vessel Breach (Unstmbbed by Suppression pool)?

Depending on thc answas to Qurstices 5 and 6, the contauunent ftuiure probability is assignc4 These failure
probabilities nnplIcitlyatxxett for the follovringphenomena: alplta-mode;failure,"ex-vesse stcamiexploslions
in-'pedestal'and "dram'line. or dmncomcti), vessel blogdoIwn,]and direct heating. These failure probabiliitics

'do not include steel shell kilure b .melt r in cmen)iiom core debri'jtetei &ointhe pedestzd cavig~ nor do

Table B-2. Mark 1]I Conditional Containmcnt Failure'Probabilities

6

10

Lo

Hi

Hii

Waar

Yes,

;No

Yes

'No

Total Failure
Prob abihty.

0.1

Or3

0.:3

0.3

B.6 BWR Mark HI'Containment

Figure B-S prides an event tYec which allows accident sequences tobe allocated to onc oftwo consequence categories
foruse withPRAs for BWRs 'with Mark IG)xetauunents. Thc strhchlre 6fthc went tree is based cin thc prctnise,that
all carly releases that arc scrubbed by the suppression pool arc suf5cicntly Iow that by themselves willnot result in
individual early, fatality risk. Hence, ifan early failure occurs with the fttnctiongity ofthe suppressio]n ~l intaCt, it
is assumed that thc carly'cabbed releases.will not pose an carly„ fatality threat to thc population within one mile of
the plant boundary, and ttet this population will'evacuate before substantial coie concrete interaction releases or, late
iodine rclciscs &onipools are os a malpubmie to ca~~,indiyidtutl carly fatality iLk'(except in thc cise nfa seismic
event, as noted in Figurc B-.'i). ]Each top event qu]ation in the event tree is disCussed belov'. The license would be
cxpcetcd to provide thc split &actions for all questions with t]he exeeptic>n ofQImstion 7.

1 "Estimates ofEarly Ccetainmcnt Loads from D MeltAccidents,"Dry NUREG-1079,Dcccmbcr 1985.

DG-1061, Appendix B B-14 Marehi 24, 1997'
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=Appendix B

Question 1: Core Damage Frequency?

DruJtfor Comment

This is simply tbe

~appoint
for the event Iree. The &equency for the accident sequence under co1isiciteration,

is entered here.

Question 2: Contaimnent Failcdl/Vcatef Prior to VB (Relems not s~bbal by suppression pool)?

coatainnient beat iemoval. Loss ofcontauunent heat

breach ofcontainment uitegrity prior to vessel fail
category. Containment fail.ure duc to uncentroHcd

Question 7.

removal or other non-ATWS sequences where the only,

urc, is'through,wetweH vents should bc put fute thcl
"QK",'ydrogen

burns during core damage arei considered in

This question addrc!mes when thc centaiiunent is failed at the start ofthc accident or prior to vessel breach

(VB). Failures at the starts ofthc acddent include bypass sequences (Event V), containmcnt isolation failures,

and sequences wlicre thc contaijuncat is iniitiaHyopen. For example, dung cold shutdown ard refueling, if,

tbc containment is open >md the vessel head is mnoved, no credit is y'vca for closing thc containment in the

presence of the iedioactive envirotunent within thc contcunmcnt Failures aAer accident initiation that are

addressed here include those due to insufllicient containment heat rcmovalI c g durmg ATWS or loss of

Question 3: Hydrogen Igniters Before CD?

'This question inviolvcs thc &3ction ofthe morc damage: &equency in which the iyuters are operating pr'ior to

core damage (CD). Nona~ition of the igniters prioi'o,'core damage increases the probability of an

uncontroHcd hydiegca bum.

Question 4: Core Dainage Arrested Prior to Vessel Failure?

m the tree and tlic assiyunent iofthc success path to
based on tbc premtise that the time window is suf5c
that they willhave: a high prolMbilityofbeing scrub

iently short that minimal in-vessel releases willoccur and

bed by thc suppression pool, including those &om A'I%VS.

Question 5: No Potcmtial for Early FataHtics?

'Ihs question accents far the fact that some sequences may bc arrested in-vessel without significant releases

&em tbe RPV. AH anestcxl scxtucaces are as!aged to tbe Lcnv consequence category. Shutdown events where,

the vessel bead ha.s becn mcmcved sbceld all be placed in thc: ".Bre@QP category. Credit for in-vessel arresting

ofthe accident wiH only te yven for cases where ~cring AC lpower willlead to the restoration ofECCS

within30 minutes oftbe caset ofcore damage. For example, no credit wiHbe given for an operator
manuaHy'cpiessuilzUlgtbc reactor and llsiog a lowpn~ system between'ore damage and vessel.brcach. l If

coohng's

restored within 30 miinutes, thc probability of sutxessful anest is assumed to bc 1.0, and ifcooling is

@stored after 30 minutes, tbc prolbabiilityofsuccessful arres't is 'assumed to bc,0.0. The inclusion of.'this event

:the no "large early release" consequence category arc

be placed in the potential for cmly fatality. branch op ale cycati tree. Note that to place
branch labeled no potential forectly fatality, a licensee should provide information concernin

emergency would actuaHy be declared andi the expected evacuation time requited. For shu

a sequence on, th

g wbaa a general
tdown sequences

Early fatalities atre largely prccludcd iS an effective evacuation has occiurcd; only a smaH &action of the,

population is expxta5 totem~ bchmd. Therefore, this questiion considers the &action ofthe remaining core

damage &cqucney (cxc1luding!eyences that werc arrested, as aceous for in the previous question) that

involns an e6'ective eracuation. This question allows long-tenn sequences, such as loss ofcontainment heat

xemoval sequence ('PV) or long-tenn bodloffsequences during shutdown, to be placed in the Low category

without thc need for a detailed cvaluceon ofthe ultimate contauunent response. Seismic sequences should aH

DG-1061, Appendix B B-16 March 24, 1997



Draftfor Comment
Appendix B

I

with thc vessel head removed, the time available for evacuation is the time &om declaration of a general

emergency to the onset ofcore damage. For other sequences, the time available is the time &om declaration

ofa general emergency to vessel breach. 'The licensee should use one hour for the time &om onset ofcore

damage to vessel breach.

Question 6: RPV Dcpressurization?

Thc containment failure probability willbe impacted by thc RPV pressure at vessel brcach. This question

addiesscs thc &action ofthe ranaining core damage Sequency (excluding sequences accounted for by previous
questions) that are at lowversus high pressure. The top branch is the &action at low prcssure, and the bottom
br3nch is the &action at high pressure. It is considered reasonable to use the pressure at thc time of core

damage, rather than the prcssure at vessel brcach, ifthc latter is not readily available. High pressure is
considered to be anything above 200 psig in the vessel.

Question 7: Containment Failure Before or AtVB (Releases not scrubbed by suppression pool)?

Depending on the answer to Questions 2 and 6, the containment failure probability is assigned. These failure
probabilities (refer to Table B-3 below) implicitlyaccount for the followingphenomena: hydrogen burns before
and at vcsscl failure, alpha-mode failure, ex-vessel ste"-. explosions, vessel blowdown, and direct heating.
They do not Mnsidcr long-tarn failure modes, such as comeeete intc:xtions or long-term pedestal erosion.
Bypass events have been accounted for previously. The branch probabilities for these questions are

predetermined and are not calculated by thc licensee. The licensee could change the probabilities by providing
a suitable argumcrit that plant-specific features aKcct the quantification. The liccnsce should consider plant-
spccific features that incrcasc thc contaiiunent failure and not only those plant-specific features that mitigate
severe accidents.

Table B-3. Mark IllConditional Containment Failure Probabilities

Path Pres nre Total Failure Prob

0.2

10

12

No

No

0.2

0.2

0.3

Mazch 24, 1997 B-17 DG-1061, Appendix B



Appendix B
Deaf tfor Contre'nt

Attachment to Appendix 8:
Definition of Containment failuie IHode Cjtasses

Early Structural Failure

hvo}vcs structure failure ofthe containment b:fore, during or slightly after reactor, vessel f~uret usually fthm a >~
hours ofthe start ofcore damage. A variety ofmechanisms can cause carly s~~rc faiture such as're such as ducct contact of

ris vrith steel containmans, rapid pressure and tanperature loads, ~ogen combustion and njssjiles,
generated by fuel~lant inta~ious.

Containment Bypass

Involves failure ofthe pressme bomxlzyb~ea the }ugh-prcssure reactor coolant q~ and a low-pressure auxiliary
systnn. For PWRs it can also oem bccausc of the failure ofthe Steam generator tubes, either as an initiating event
or as a result ofsevere accident exditions. In the& axmnos, if,'core damage ocnrs, a direct path to the environment
can mist.

Containment Isolation'Failure

Failure to isolate lines that p|mctrate thc cocrtaiinmcnt (thc &equcncy of contahnnent isolation failure wclu4es the
6equcncy ofprcmdsting >misolable leaks).

Late Structural FaBure

'nvolves structural failure ofthe containmcnt several hours after reactor vessel failure. Avariety ofmechanisms can
cause late structure failure such as yadual pre.mn: and temperature increases, hydrogen combustion, and bascmat melt-
through by the core debris.

Containment Venting

Venting is classiGcd as either late or carlly omMLummnt failure depetMiing upon when thc vents are opened.

DG-1061. Appendix B B-18 March 24, 199i7
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i. INTRODUCTION

l.i BaCkground

During the hst several years both the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commisaton {NRC)and the
. nuclear industry have recogt&ed that,probabiTistic risk assessment (PRA) has evolved to the point
where it can be used'to a greater extent in supplementing traditional engineering approaches in
reactor.rqphttion. After the publication ofits poHcy statement (Reference 1) on the use ofPRA
in nuclear regulatory activities, the. Commission directed the NRC staF to develop a regulatory
framework that incorporated risk insights. That &amework was articulated in a November 27,
1995, paper to the Commission (Reference 2). This, regulatory guide, which addresses inservice
testing {IST)and its companion regulatoty documents {References 3-11) implement, in part, the
Commission policy statement and the stafPs &amework for incorporating risk insights into the
reguhtion ofnuclear power plants.

In 1995 and 1996; the industry developed a number ofdocuments addressing the increased use of
PRA'in nuclear plant regulation. The American Society ofMechanical Engineers (ASME)
pubHshed a research guidance document on risk-based IST (Reference 12) and later initiated code
cases addressing IST component importance ranking (Reference'l3) and testing ofcertain plant

'omponents using risk insights. The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) published its "PSA
Applications Guide (Reference:14) to provide utilities with guidance on the use ofPRA'.
information for both regulatory and non-regulatory applications. The Nuclear Energy. Institute
(NEI) distributed a draft guideHne on risk-based IST {Reference,15) for comment, and then
distributed a revised guideline (Reference 16) based on comments received.

1.2 Purpose and'Scope

Current IST programs are performed in compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a(f)
and with Section XIofthe ASME Boiler and Pressure Uessel Code which are a part ofeach
plant's current licensing basis (CLB).t This regulatory guide describes an acceptable alternative

This regulatory guide adopts the 10 CFR Part 54 dcfinition ofcurrent licensing basis. That is, 'Current Licensing
Basis (CLB) is the set ofNRC requirements applicable to a specific plant and a licensee's written commitments for,
ensurmg compliance with «nd operation with in applicable NRC requirements and the plant-specific design basis
(mcluding all modifications and additions to such commitments over the lifeofthe licensee) that are docketed and in
eH'cct. The CLB mcludes the NRC regulations contained in 10 CFR Parts 2, 19, 20, 21, 26, 30, 40, 51, 54, 55, 70, 72,
73, 100 and appendices thereto; orders; license conditions; exemptions; and tcchnical specifications. It also includes the
phmt-specific design-basis mformation dcfined m 10 CFR 502 as documented in the most recent final safety analysis .

March 14, 1997 (gt1 1am) DG-1062



'apprtNtch applying risk insights &0mPl%to make changes to a nuclear power plant'.s CLB
speci6c to the IST pro~nr An accompatty'utg new StantIard R~ew Plan (SRP)

chap'ter'Reference

9) has been printed for use by the NRC staff in rcviewirtg RI-IST applicatipns.
Another regulatory guidance idocument, Regulato'ry Guide DG-1061,'An Approacvh forPlant
Speci6c Risk-Informed Dteision Mtking: General CIuidant'e" g4,ference 3) is referenced

~

:throughout this report. 'Riqplatoty Gu'ide DG-'1661I prpviIles ovIrall guidance on the tec4uaip
aspects. that are conunon to d,eveloping acceptable ask-~in''tried programs for aH

appliratijns'uch"as

IST (this guide),'inserviee ntspection,.graadei3'quahty.assurance,'nd.technical
speci6cations. Additional infotmation on PRA appljcatIIottIs'ij given in hundt NUREG-1605, "4
Standard for Probabilisec R't&Assimrnent (PRA) to Support Risk-'Wormed Dectsionrnaking'."

'raftfor comment September 27, 199(i (Reference -'J8), FtIrther information regarding the
relationship between ties,guide, the ralated. SRP. chjptcj,-PG'1061, and NUREG-)602.wg be
given in Section 1A.

This regulatory guide gives appHcatiott-'sl'ect6c details~ on~an ~table method for developing
risk-informed IST, (RI-IST) progt3ms and supplempp thy +or~on given in Regulatory (iui$e

. DG-1061. Itgive guidance on acceptable 'methods fear trigPRA mformation togjchpv vIHth
estahiished traditiooai en jineering information in rite tIevr'lop'ntept pfRI-IST progrtnns ttntt have
improved e8ectivenei~ regirding the tiBizatIon ofjlapt ~iurces while still maintatnuitg
acceptable levels ofquality Imd safety.

In this regulatoiy. g'uide, an attcinpt has been made, to:~e p bjlan,ce Iin de6nIng an acceptable
process for developing RI-IST programs. without being overly prescriptive. Regulatory Cjui~le,
DG;1061.identi6es a list ofhigh-leveII safety principles that must b: maintained during all ris)(-
informed plant design or operational ichanges. RepdtItory (guide 5G-1061 and.this guide id'entIfy
acceptable approaches fiirsIddresmg thee basic high-level saf~. prmtciples, however~,'li~ees
may propose altetmte approaches for consideration by tite I&Cst It is intended +) Pe
.approaches presented in"this guide be regarded as'exjmlIles,of acceptable practice,anti ~t,
licensees. should'have some'degree offlcmbility.in,~ing regulatory,'needs on the lItasis of'thieir
accumulated plant atperience and knowledge.

xeport (FSAR) as required by'10 CFR 50.71'and the licensee's connnitments temaining m c6'ect that wqe made m
docketed liceasmg correspondet>cee ~ as bcensee tesponi~ tgI Nit";Cb'ulletins„genetic letters, and enforeemetIt
ictions, as u ell as licensee cotmnitn~ts documented in WC sttfety„n'aluations or licensee event teports.DG-'1062'-2, 'March'14, 1997 (g:1:I



lB Organization

~ regulatory guide is structured to foHow.the approach given in Regulatory Guide DG-1061.
Chapter,2 gives a briefoverview ofa fourWement process envisioned in the development ofan

M-ISTprogram. This process is iteneve and generally not sequential. These elements also
sumnarize the NRC review oflicensee risk-informed program proposals. Chapter 3 addresses
the erst element m the process in which the proposed changes to the IST program are described.
This descnption is needed to determine what supporting information is needed and to define how
subsequent reviews wiH be performed. Chapter 4 contains guidance for performing the
engineering evaluation needed to,support the proposed changes to the IST program (second
process element). Chapter 5 addresses program implementation, perfonnance monitoring,

and'orrectiveaction (third element). Chapter.6 addresses documentation requirements (fourth
element) for licermee submittals to the NRC and identifies additional information that should be
maintained in the licensee's records m case later review or reference is needed. Chapter 7 contains
a list ofreferences, and the appendix. contains additional'guidance for.dealing with certaui IST-
related issues such as might arise during the deliberations ofthe licensee in carrying out integrated
decision making. Acceptance guidelines are provided throughout the document for the individual
topics.

1.4 Relationship to Other Guidance Documents
I

This regulatory guide gives detailed. guidance on an acceptable approach to implement risk-
insights in IST progr'ams; This application-specific guide makes extensive reference to draft
Regulatory Guide DG-1061;

Companion regulatory guides (References 4-6) address inservice inspection, graded. quality
assurance, and technical specifications,:and contain guidance similar to that given in this RI-IST
guide. New SRP chapters associated with each ofthe iisk-informed regulatory guides are given
in References 7-11. The SRP sections are intended for staFuse during-the review ofindustry
requests for risk-mformed'program changes. SRP, Section 3.9.7 {Reference 9) addresses RI-IST
and is consistent with the guidance given in this regulatory guide.

References 12-17 give industry guidance for use in developing risk-informed regulato~„program
changes. These documents have provided useful viewpoints for the staQ's consideration during the
development ofthe NRC regulatory guidance documents.
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.1.5 Relationsbdp'o the MailntemLnce Rge,

The MLintemmce Ebde riquias that,lIcciisces tno~r Qe pedorjepce qr.condition'of structures„

systems, or'components (SSCe) against hcetme-establIshed goal+~ m a iiuinner suf6cient tq
provide reasonable >~maize that 'such SSCs are cipable qffqlfilBngtheir inten'ded fun+op.

~

Such goals are to b;. established,'w'here paicticable, commemmdte vAth safety', and are,to +y,
mto account mdustiywide opting ixjerIience; Wlien, thy p~opnyn~ ormndition ofa
component does riot meet estabhishcxi goals, iypropime corrective actions are to be talI:en,

~ Co'mponent monitoring that is pIifonnpd Ie part ofQeIMjnt~~Ride implementation can be
used to. satisfy, monitoring neW for RI-IST; and fo'i such cases, the performance criteriIa chosen
.have'to b: compa8~1e to imth the Maiz~ce Rulq requiIrenIengguidance and the RI-IS/
guidance provided hmm. %heIi: a. Hcensee chooses to rely upon its Maintenance Rule
monitoring to also satisfy the, monitomsg needs ofitis Q-IjT.'progrIIm,for safety-relat'ed and
impoitant to safety SSCs, thit nion'itoting sho'uld be subject to the requirements ofAppendix B )o
10 CFR Part 50;

1.'6 Relationship to trite Proposed'Data Rule

The proposed rule on reporting reliabilityarid'availabBity,. information'for Irisk-significant systems
and equipnient (i.e., 10 CPR 50.76, 6'PR S31$ ) e~d )hie associated draft Regulat'os guide DG;
1046 (Reference l9) are intenChed to provide reliabilityand aya9abgity data on selec'ted systeIns,
and equipment in U;S. commercial nuclear pow'er plants for use by both the NRC,and +
licensees. The data aiould be compiled by the NRC mi a pmtralIizai database.. The drop and
:mformation requested are intended to be sufBcient to qualify the ~ase for regulatory, .

applicatio'ns ofprobabQisec rislc assessm<mt (PRA) thatIwithin the Hmitations ofthe dita, e.g.,
RI-IST programs. Licimei Qa choose to implement RI-'IST programs wB1 be expeIaed to use
such plant-specific di~ in rzrijuniOon v~ their plant-specific PRA to help

categoriIM'omponents

into the two IST,compori'ent groups, II.e:„ lojr-gety-sigmficant components (LSSCs)
and high-safety-significant eiin'yonents (HSSCs); Information gamed about the types offaiIures
that occur wiH also help define the'appropriate tes>g stj~egies for.tlie.tvIogroups of
.components. In.addition thee: d."~ willhelp to uInp~ovq thy accuIracy of plant-specific PRA
estimates ofchanges in 'plasm riisk projected to mpdt fjord c)ages, in IST programs:
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2. ANACCEPTABLEAK!ROACHTO RISK-IN%'OWNEDDECISION
MAKING'FORINSERVICE TESTING,. PROGRAMS

2.1 Key Safefy PrincipIes
C

Regulatory Guide DG-1061 identi6es fIve key safety principles that must be met for all risk-
mformed applications and which must be explicitlyaddressed in tisk-informed plant program
change appHcations. As indicated in Regulatory Guide,.while these key principles are stated using
traditional engineering terminology, efforts should be made, wherever feeble, to utilize risk
evaluation techniques to help emre and to show, that these principles are met. These key
principles and the location in this guide where each is addressed forRI-IST programs are as

follows:

1. 77se proposed change meets the current regulations. PMs applies unless the proposed
change is explicitly related to a requested exemption or rule change.]

(This principle is addressed in Sections 3.1 and 4.1 ofthis;guide;) .

2. Defense-in~this maintained.
(Section 4.3),

'I

~ 3. Sug@~t safety nuxrgins are muinfained.,
(Section 4.3)

4. Proposed increasesin nsk, and terr cumulative ejl'ect, are small'and do not cause the
NRCSafety Goals to be mceeded.

(Sections 4.2, 4.4)

5. Performance-basedimplementation.and monitonng strategies are proposed that
address uncertainties in analysis models and data.and prov'ide for. timelyfeedback and
colpcckve,

cLcfRln'Chapter5)'I
Regulatory Guide DG-1061 gives additional guidance on.the key safety principles applicable to aH

risk-informed applications. Figure 1 ofthis guide repeated Rom Regulatory Guide DG-1061
Blustrates the consideration ofeach ofthese principles in risk-informed decision making.
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Figure I Priinciiplm ofRisk-Informed Regulation

22 A Four-Element Approach To Risk-Informeti Becision Making for
Inservice Testing Programs

Chapter 2 ofRegulatory Guiide DG-1061 describes a f@ural anent process for developing risk-
informed regulatory changes.'n overvicny ofthis process'specdically related to RI-IST proparns
is given in this chapter and illu!itrated in Figure 2. The order in which the elements are pqrformiA
may vary or occur soin~vhat in parallel depending, on, the partIcul@ application andre preference
ofthe program developers.

XXI Element 1: Define Proposed Changes to Qe IIns~ice TeIrting Program.

In this element, the lii~see should identify the particiihr components that would be affected by
the proposed changes in testing, practice. This would include those components currently in the
IST program and yormb'ty some diat are not ifit is de]erron pd thrq>ugh new information and,
insights such as the PRA that these additional components have ~poitmce for plant j~sk,.
Specdic revisions to testing schedules and methods sliould be describe. Plant systems and
functions that rely on the ajXected components should be identi6ed. Chapter-3 gives y mpre~
detailed description ofElement 1.
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LX2 Element 2: Conduct Engineering Evaluation .

In this element, the proposed changes are ecamhed in light ofthe current plant licensing basis to
evaluate the eaect ofthe changes. Areas that are to be evaluated include the expected eBect of

proposed RI-IST program on design basis, accidents, potential core damage accidents,

deform-depth attributes and safety margins. Traditional engineering and PRA methods are
both used in the evaluation. The results ofthe two corn'plementary methods are considered
together in an mtegrated decision process that wiH be carried over into the implementation phase
described below in Element 3. During the integration ofall ofthe available information, it is
ecpe(~ that many issues wBI need to be resolved through the use ofa well-reasoned judgement
proces oSen involving a combination ofdiferent engineering skills. This activity has typically
been referred to in industry documents as being performed by an "expert panel." As discussed
finther at the end ofthis chapter and in the appendix, this important process is the Hcermee's

responabBity and may be accomplished by means other thari a formal panel. In any case, the key
safety principles discussed in this guide must be addressed and shown to be satisfied irregardless
ofvkat approach is used forRI-IST'program decision making.

In the planning stages ofthe program, PRA results may be used.to categorize components into
LSSC and HSSC groupings.'Aer a plan has been developed, a calculation is made using the
phnt-specific PRA to evaluate the eG'ect ofthe planned program changes on the plant risk as
measured by core damage &equency (CDF) and containment larger early release &ecluency
(LERF). The risk evaluation should expHcitly consider the affected IST components to the extent
that it is feasible.to model them in the PRA. The necessary scope ofthe PRA'epends upon the
particuhr systems as well as modes ofoperation that are affected. Regulatory Guide DG-1061
contains extensive guidance regarding the engineering evaluation including acceptance guidelines
for projected risk change. Additional application-specific details concerning RI-IST. programs and
Element 2 are contained in Chapter 4 ofthis guide.

X%3 Element 3: Develop Implementation, Perfonnance-Monitoring; and Corrective
Action Strategies.

In this element, plans are formulated that ensure that component reliability is maintained
commensurate with the component's safety significance: The planned conditions for operation
should be consistent with the assumptions in the PRA analysis to ensure that the PRA results

'efiectthe expected plant behavior. Both testing intervals and methods should be specified, and,
to the'extent practicable, the testing methods should address the relevant failure mechanisms that
could significantly affect component reliability. In the event that component failures occur during
the RI-IST program, guidance for evaluating &e need for, and the implementation of, corrective
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action should be'in'cludexf in the plans. Specific guidImcI; fear PlenienIt 3 is given. in Chapter,5.,

X%4.-Elexnent 4 Document Pa>graaff Proposal

The'Gaal dement involves prepating thy'ocuinentiijn )o'be hcluded m the submittal'and that, to,
be ma~uned by'the Hr~see for htia relace (i.e., arctu Iyal)i ifImpeded. The submittal, wiIlbe
reviewed by the NRC 'acc'ording to the st@>dard'review plans given in SRP'(N'%KG-0800)
,CIIapter 19 and'ection 39.7. (Kefettmrm,7 and. 9 ijrpectwvety).Doc,omrmtation reqtdre'manta
forRI-IST programs are given in Chapter 6 ofthis reguhtoty, guide,',

In afriying out this. prrice~ the licensee. willneed;to mske'a'nuaibei ofdecisions bas'ed on the
best aviBable info&nation. Some ofthis uZormatiop wIll1Ie Jerked from traditional,engineering
practice and some iwiHbe prcibabilistic in xeturi midtipg {'roryPM'hIdies..It may, be, that
certain issues discussed in thl,s guide are best evaluated ttueugh the usei oftraditional, engn>eering
approaches, but for other issues,, 'PRA may have agvarI~res. It is the licen.ee's responsibility toice that its M-ISTprogite is developed using y we11-ieasoned and integrated decijop.
'process that considers both-fornax ofinpet mformatIon,(trILditionai engineering and probabiTistic),
including those c'ases'iin which the cho'ice ofdirection is not qbvjo~. spies ofthis latter

~situation are when there is insufficIent information to make a clear dectsion or.'ifthe P~-pmplts,.
. appear,to dis'agree with th'e txaditional eny'neerijg dratL Ttus important decision-makir>g pro~
may at times riqiure the participation'of special cojnb~op oflicens'ee expertise (sta8)
depending on the'tectuncal ind'other issues Invtolved and,may at ~es also have a need for
outside consultints. Industry donuncrits h'ave gently rreferre3 to the use ofan expert panel for
such decision makin'g; The appendix to ths guide dismisses,a'nuinber of IST-sp'ecific issues such .

as'might use in expert pantB deHberations.
' '
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3. ELEMENT1: DEFHW PROPOSED CEBLÃGES TO INSERVICE,
TESTING PROGRAM.

In this first element ofthe process, the proposed'hanges to the IST program are;defined.'his
ittvolves describing what IST components (e.g., pumps, valves, snubbers) willbe involved'and how
their testing would be changed. Also included in. this element is an identification of supporting
information, and a proposed plan for the Hcensee's interactions with the NRC'throughout the
implementation ofthe RI-IST.

3.1 Description ofProposed Changes

A fuH description ofthe proposed change in the IST program is prepared. 'This description would
include:

{1) An identiflcation ofthe aspects ofthe plant's CLB that would be affected by the proposed M-
IST program. To provide a basis Rom which to evaluate the proposed changes, the licensee
should also confirm that the plant's design and operation is in accordance'with its CLB.

{2) An identification ofthe specific revisions to existing testing schedules and methods that would
result 6 om implementation ofthe proposed program.

'(3) An.identification ofthe components in the phnt',s CLB that are both directly and indirectly
involved with the proposed testing changes. Any components that are not presently, covered
in the phnt's IST program but are determined to be important to safety {e.g., through PRA
insights) should also be identifled; In addition, the particular systems that are affected by the

..proposed changes. should be identified since this information is, an aid'in planning the
supporting engineering analyses.

(4) An identification ofthe information that. willbe used in support ofthe changes. This will
include perfonnance data, traditional engineering analyses and PRA information.

(5) Abriefstatement describing the way in which the proposed changes meet the objectives of
the Commission's PRA Pohcy Statement.
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32 .Formal Intersections VA'fhThe.Nudear.;R~tiatory Commission

Ttds eecnon gives goidsnce on tire 'need for iicernsee regretting ofprngretn ectivities end~for; foImsi
NRC review.of changes made to M.ISTprograms;

The licensee can make changes to its appro'ver M-QT.program tmder the foHowing conditions:

1. Clenges made to the NRC-approved lQ-ISI'rogram ~ could abject the process and-resultst ~t
'eviewed and aypevtxi by the NRC st(including, the chang'e 4 pl'ant risk associated with the

'mplemciihonofthe RI-IST.progmm)'should be evaluated to ensur'e that the basis for the s~s prior
ipproval has not been compr'om'ised. Ifthere is a quesIio1|i regarding this issue, the':lIceme: should
;seek NRC review and approval prior to implementatio>a

2. Allclmjys should'also be eva1tuated ming the change'meclu'unspin Pesjvibed in existing applicable
regulations (e,g., 10. CFR'0.55a, 10 CFR 50.59),tet dpcepmiie ifNRC review.and,approval is

'equuedprior to irnplenentation.

For eximple:.

Change'c component groupings; iest intervals,„and test methods that do not,'in')vc: a
change to the.overaH M-ISTappraeA whey, thi„'yereel M-IST.approach was rpri~g

and'pprovedby the NRC do riot; eqIqirc: ~c (~.e„ajtdition;al) re ew'ind approval pi~or,'o
'mpl~ieabeonpiroviided that the Meet,of the ages on plant risk mcrease is Insignificant;.

'Componerit tcN >nethod chianges involving the implenentation ofan'NRC endorsed AS)BE
Code, NR~ndorsed Code ALse, or published NRC,guidance which'were approved as part
ofthe RI-IST.program do not require prior.NRC approval,

Test method changes thai involve.deviatIon &om Pe MI'C endorsed Code requirements
.require NRC approval prior to implementation.,

Changes to 6e M-1ST program that invcQ prpgr~natiic changes (e.g.,;changes tq tlIe',plantI
prolebBistic iiodel assumptions, changes to the groupmg criteria or figures ofmerit us'ed t()

.,categorize components, and chmges in tIie'Ikcceptanc'e Ciuidelines used, for,the lieprisee's
'integrated djmsion-mM>g jiroeess) requIIre NRC approach pnort to implemierjtatIont

3-2



Component test method changes wB1 typically involve the implementation ofan applicable ACME
Code or code case (as approved by the NRC) or published NRC guidance- Changes to the
component test methods for these situations do not require prior NRC approval. 'However, test
method changes that involve deviation &em the NRC approved code requirements do require NRC
approval prior to implementation.

The lice'iH mclude in its submittal, a proposed process for determining when formal NRC
review and approval are or. are not.necessary. As discussed, once this process is approved by the
NRC, formal NRC review and approval are only, needed when the process detmnines that such a
review, is necessary, or Men changes to the process are requested.
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4. ELEMENT2: ENGINEERING EVALUATION

Overview ofApproach
ASer the proposed change to the licence's IST program has been defined, the licensee should.

conduct an engineermg evaluation ofthe proposed change using a combination oftraditional
engineering methods and PRA; The purpose ofthis evaluation is to evaluate the proposed change
in light of the clurent licensing basis ofthe plant to ensure that'plant risk is maintained at

~ acceptable levels. The results ofthis evaluation are to.be used in conjunction wiQi the PRA-based
'nformation such that the two different approaches complement one another. The major objective
ofthis evaluation is to confirm that the proposed program change willnot compromise defense in
depth and other key safety principles described in.Chapter 2. Regulatory Guide DG-1061 gives
general guidance for the, performance ofthis evaluation supplemented by the RI-IST-specific
guidance herein.

4.1 Traditional Engineering Evaluation

This part ofthe evaluation is based, on traditional engineering methods (not probabilistic); Areas.
to be evaluated &om this viewpoint include the, potential effect ofthe proposed Rl-IST program
on design basis accidents, defense-depth attributes and safety margins.— As indicated above,
defense-depth and safety margin should also be evaluated, as.feaable,,using risk techniques
(PRA).

4.1.1 Evaluating the Proposed Changes to the Current Licensing Basis
'I

Abroad review ofthe CLB may be necessary. 'Proposed IST program changes could aFect
requirements or commitments that are not.explicitly stated in the licensee'.s safety analysis report.
Furthermore, sta6'approval ofthe design, operation, and maintenance ofcomponents at the
Mlityhave likelybeen granted in terms other than probability, consequences, or margin ofsafety
Therefore, it may be more appropriate to evaluate proposed IST program changes against other
more explicit criteria'(e.g., criteria,used in either the licensing process or to determine'the
acceptability ofcomponent design, operation'and maintenance).

Section 50.55a of 10 CFR allows the Director ofthe Of6ce of Nuclear Regulation to authorize
alternatives to the specific requirements ofthis, regulation provided that, the proposed alternative
willensure an acceptable level ofquality and safety. Thus, alternatives to the examples of
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acceptable Rl-'IST approachets pn~ited in'this, gpidt„'.~y Q prolapsed by licensees so Iong as

supporting'information 'is pro~ided tlat demonstrate thit tw1e'key, Mety Principles, discttssed m
Chapter 2 ofthis guide. are ma~untxi.

r

.Acceptarice Guideliaes
r

The sources ofinfo>mation fair the tradiitioMlengine'erisig part of the,.evaluation'hould Inc)ud~ the
IST. plan'infoimation ir'icluding component Gmctions &<)m the design-basis documents, references
.to,relevant plant liemsing commitments; and approved relIefrequest's. Qn a component-speciGc
bisis, the hcensee should identify each iiistance where Qe proposed ISA progiam change will
ri6ect the CLB ofthe phnt aid 'dociamiM the basis'.for, the, acjeptabIlity'f the', proposed clue
'by espgcitly addressing csoh ofthe key safety prineipitp.,gtwte pS'is noi atfeeted by the
proposed IST prograin chanjtes, the licensee should indicate'this in Its'M-'IST

pr'ogram'escription.

4.'12,Inser'vice 'Toting Progrsm Scope

:10 CFR 50.55a spies IST "requirements for cert'afi>;mlated pumps, vilves and snubbers.
'These compo'nerits a6 t'o be, tested aowrding to,thjrgujrpients ofSection XIofthe An>erican
'Society ofMe'chaiIiical Kngmeers (ASl4IE) Boiler.apd Pn jsup Pessel Code (the Code);or~ th~
applicable Operations and?Uhintenance''(9AM) Code. Both Section 3Q and 10 CFR 50:55a state

'hatthe IST program includes certain, components classiGed by the liaise: as component viIhip'h,
are required to pafo'rm iL speciGc function:in shuttIng down a'reactor,, niaintaining.the shuts)wi>
condition, or mitigating the consequences ofan accidents

To ensure that the proposed RI-IST program vali provide an ~table level ofquality and,
safety, the licensee should incise the PRAto identHy'th'e appropriate'scope ofcomponer>ts to be,
included in the program; Allofthe tninponents that are important tci the scope ofan Rl-IST

'rogram,must'be'identiGed„.'-Thismll normally.in'elude all components that are ~> Qe sI:ope
ofthe cu'trent IS'I'proy3m., ln addition,'censee', may identify structures; systems a11d

components. (SSCs) with high iisk signiiicance wtuclI aa: not currently subject.to ~itiqnal, Code
req'uirements or tio.a level ofrqjulation which is commensurate with >keir zisk igniGcance.,PRA
tsystemitIcally takes credit for nonNode structures,.syst~ hjd co'mponents (SSCs)',;as providiing,
support;icing as alterriatives„and actmg is backups to thcise SSCs that are mthin the current,
codes 'To 'maiiitain tjhe validigr of'the PRA-as it is used to categorize components and to, evaluate,
the effect ofthe. proposed Ri-ISTrprogrmm on ply'ask pe ~p<ionsrr'egarrding ~nIIpopenit
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reHabBity and avaihbiTity must be preserved. Accordingly, these additional risk-important SSCs

should be mcluded.in licensees'I-IST proposals. Speci6cally, the licensee's M-ISTprogram
scope should include those ASME Code Class I, 2 4'3 and non~e components that the
licensee's integrated decision-.makmg process categorized as HSSCs and thus determined these

components to be appropriate, additional candidates for the RI-IST program,

To preserve the PRA assumptions which

contribute

t supporting the proposed RI-IST program,
the PRA should-also be used to evaluate RI-IST program test requirements (test interval and

methods) as well as practicable. Consequently', for the IST components within the scope ofthe
proposed RI-IST program, the licensee should exanune the test strategies currently in phce to
evaluate the test strategy effectiveness, and where appropriate, modify the test strategy.

Acceptance Guidelines

The RI-IST program scope is acceptable ifit includes, in addition to components in the current
Code prescribed program (i.e., Code chss l, 2, k, 3 components), those ASME Code Class 1, 2,
8h 3 and no~ode components categorized as HSSC. Test strategies should be evaluated to
ensure that they are consistent with PRA assumptions.

4.12 Inservice Testing Program Changes

This section discusses what, licensees need to consider ifthey propose to change only IST
intervals {i.e., ifthey propose to continue to use the existing approved Code test methods), or if
they choose to change both IST intervals and test methods.

Acceptance Guidelines - General

The licensee should reevaluate the IST interval (and methods as'applicable) for HSSC
components that were the subject ofan approved reliefrequest, or an-NRC- authorized
alternative test. The licensee should resubmit reliefrequests, and requests that alternatives be
authorized, along with risk-related insights, forNRC staff review and approval.

In establishing the test strategy forLSSC components, the licensee should consider component
design, service condition, and performance, as well as risk insights. The proposed test interval
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be supported by both generic and p~t-specific failure rate thta and the test intervljl slIouIld

be significantly less tlmn the expect time to Mere qfttte /ST in question. The rationale for the,

proposed change in test inteval and its rehttion'ship to ex~ted time to hHure should be
provided. The hcensee should ensure that adequate contponent capability (i.e., margin) exists,
above that required cluring deiign basis conditions, such that component operating charaptejstIIcs',
over time do not result in reaclting a point ofinsuaicient,'margin before the next schedulcxi test
activity. The IST interval shottld generaHy not be extended beyond once every 5 years oy 3

re&ehng outages (w]hichever is longer) without specific compe'Iling documented justifi~o1>.,
Extettsions beyond 5 yearn or 3 refueling outages (whichever y lo>~gep) @41 be considered as

coaqmnent performance dna at extended irttervals is,acquired and'as PRA technology ispprpvtIs.

IST components (with the exceptIion ofcheck valves) shloulg, ~ ai minimum, be exercised or
operated at least once every retueling cycle„ Ifpracti~ more sequent exercising should b:
considered for components in any ofthe followingcategorie:,

i) . Components with high-risk.ngnificance; ~') Components in adverse or harsh envirotuttental,conditions; or,

au) Components with any abnormal chu3cteristics (operational;;design, or
maintentutce cond!Itions).

Licensees choosing to purme RI;IST progtmm should co~d~ the adoption of enhanced ]est
strtttegies developed with ASME risk-based IST Code cases endorsed by the NRC'or, the
revised ASME Code after the risk-baso$ Code cases get inimrporated into the Code and; endorsed
by the NRC). Devitttions &om endorsed Code cases; (oz revi~ ASME Code) should be
reviewed and approved. by the NRC staFv'ta reliefrequtmts prIior to imp'lementation.

For components that tlte licensee proposes to place in the HSSC cattery and that are not in the
licensee's current IST jiroyarn„ the followingconditionS should be met:

These components should be tested in accordance vgth 4q AghgE gode cases (or revised ASME
Code), including compliance with all admittistrative reqttircImctntst %%ere ASME Section + qr

~

06&1 Code testing is riot practical,,alteamtive test methods should be developed by the hcensee

DG-1062

Generic letter 9&45, "Periodic VerUication afDesign-Basis CapabBiity ofSafety-Related Motor-OpertLtcd
Valves," issued Septctnbcr 18, 19M, indicates that ]risk insights may be,used in,developing MGVper'iodic vea6cation

~

programs. Italso endorses (with imitations) AMEnon-mandatory Cock ~ OMN-1, entitled: "AlternativeRulps fear
Prescrviceand Inscrvice Testing ofCertain Eleteic Motor Opct~l ViveAssanblies inL%R Power Plants, GM
Code 1995 Edition; Subsection ISTC." This c'ode case provider for; the use ofrisk insights in establishing an MGV test
program; however detaIlcd guidance is not incltded.'icensee programts are subject to NRC review.
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to isure operational readiness and to detect component degradation (i.e., degnuhtion associated

Mure modes identi6ed as being important in the Hcense'e's PRA). As a minimuin, a
summaiy ofaltctmitive test methods should be reviewed and approved by the NRC as part ofthis
review and prior to implementation ofthe RI-IST program at the phnt.

Acceptance Guidelines - Changes to Test Interval (Only)
T

Ifa Hcensee,proposes to only change IST interval (i.e., ifthe liceiisee proposes to continue to use
the existing approved Code test methods), then the process used by the licensee to categorize
components should satisfy the followingconditions:

a) The engineering evaluation should give consideration to components that are potential
candidates for decreased component test intervals as'well as to candidates for increased
intervals.

b) The enectiveness ofthe current IST program in determining the capability ofthe
component to carry out its intended 6inction should be assessed. Test intervals should
only be extended for components that are tested using methods that have the capabiHty to
detect component degradation associated with the important failure modes and causes
identi6ed in the plant's PRA.

c) Extensions to test intervals willbe "step-wise."

Acceptance Guidelines - Changes to Test Interval and Method

Aprocess (similar to that descried in Reference 16) should be used to develop an appropriate
test strategy for IST components. For the HSSC components this should involve the following
activities:

i) a component failure mode and cause analysis;

a structured qualitative assessment ofthe eFectiveness ofeach potential test based
on its ability to detect 6ulure, to detect conditions that are precursors to Mure,
and predict end ofservice life; and

a strategy formulation and evaluation for each component taking into account
generic and plant-speci6c perfonnance histories.
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tisks may be accomplished through the ASME's IST Code Cme (References 13 andi,17) as

approved by. the NRC. Ifa lienee proposes to change both IST.intervils and IST .methods„
thea the process usia by the liceime: to caItego ice c'omp'onents should identHy component
'whose test, strategy shaiuld be more focused as well as eimiponents whose test strategy mi+'be,
zehxcd. Exte'iisions to test intervals should be made step-vkse.

4.1.4 'ReHef Requests «nd To&liicalSIpecification Ch«ages,

Licensees proposinjj clianges in IST "programs based on ask considerations, need'to, address
.certain issues'rehted to requ~g reli«&on eistipg proSngn reqiurements

A'cceptance'.Guidelines

'Relief is required for any HSSC or LSSC components forwhich the test niethqds ~q no)
in ac'corda'nce iwithNRC approved ASME,code requirerrients or NRC guidance.

Relief is'requir'ed for ~~ HSSC components fair which the test frequencies are not p
accordince with t'e approved ASME code,requir~iets or NRC guidance.,

The, licensee adust submIt 'and i've approval ofa technical specification amendment prior-
to implementing the]RI-IST program for any, components for vrhich there are ppopio~
changes in techniuQ specifiattion requirements.

On a component-.specific basis, the licerisee should ideatdy.each'ineeIce where the proposed RI-
IST prog'rim change "is not consistent with the guidance given above. In each such ~e,.&e
licensee should document the basis for the acceptably.of the proposed difference.

42 Probabi1istic Risk As!lessment

'Overview ofApproach for..'Probsibilistiic Evaluations=
Issues specific to the IST risk-infarmed process are dIscussed ~~ this sectIIon. Regulatpiy guIde;
DG-1061 contauMi muchi ofthe. general jmdance.~Auch i:s appliable fiorthis topic.

'The risk-informed. application process is interided'pot, on'Iy to support, relaxation (test interval or
method), but also to identic'y areas in which incre'ased safety resources would.be justified. An
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acceptable RI-IST process should therefore not focus exclusively on areas in which reduced
testiiig could be justified. The incraLsed testing might take the form ofa commitment to verify
component operabihty other than through formal IST; for example, credit ofths kind might be

Justified for components whose opembiTity is indirectly and partially verified as a result ofIST of
other components. This chapter, therefore, addresses IST-specific considerations in the PRA in
order to support both relaxation and enhancement ofverification ofcomponent opembiTity.

The followingPRA outpiits are generally needed forRl-IST applications:

~ 1. core damage &equency (CDF) and CDF change
2. containment large early release &equency (LERF) and LERF change
3. miiiimal cut sets (MCS)
4. Fussell-Vesely Importance (FV) and risk achievement worth (RAW) for.all SSCs before and
dter proposed changes, including those &om all sensitivity studies

In addition, the FV and RAW importances ofaH components are required to identify instances in
which increased attention (IST or other programs such as technical specifications) might be
warranted.

4.2.1 Probabilistic Risk Assessments for Inservice Testing Applications.

QuaIity and Scope of the PRA
\

For the quantitative results ofthe PRA to play a major and direct role in decision-making, there is
a need to ensure that they are derived &om "quality" analyses. Guidance in quality issues for the
baseline PRA and for the scope ofthe PRA is provided by the Regulatoiy Guide DG-1061.

Level ofDetail of the PRA

The deveIopment ofa Rl-IST program willrequire that plant-specific PRA information be
available to identify those IST components that contribute most significantly to the plant's
estimated risk Components covered should include the following:

~ Safety-related components that are relied on to remain functional during and after design-
basis or beyond design basis events tp ensure the integrity ofthe reactor coolant pressure
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boundary, the capabBity to shut down the reatcor and nmrrtain it in a safe shutdown,
condition, and the capabBity to prevent or ming'ate tthe p~ences ofaccidents that - .

could risult in potential ofKite exposure comparably to 10'PR Part 100 guidelipest

~ non-safety-related components

that are'rewed,on to mitigate accidents o~'rrInsIents or are used in plant emergency
opemting procedures

whose failure could prevent. safety,-reIIate4 components Sum fulfillingth@ safety-
related funteon

whose faHure could emm a, reactor spry qr actuation ofa safety-related'ystem

hcceptance Guidelines

This issue is addra sed acceptably if:

The PRA quality and scope is iea jrtable as,defjneIl nt thee gtmeral Regulatory Guide DG-
1061.

The components Iin the proposed M-ISTprogram, are included in the PRA model,,or,
reasons why they are not modeled are justified and documented in terms ofthe potential
eFect on the plant's risk,

~ Allcomponents in the proposed I'Q-IST pr'ojhun forwhich credit is taken regarding the
phnt's accident respon.e capabTiity are shown to P,withIn the scope ofprogramnnatic
activities (1ST, GQA, l)I,maintenance, monitorh~g).

The licensee justifier that the proposed RI-'IST program wiH not introduce vulnerabilities
or remove f'rom programmatic activities ~mponpep needed tq ensure satisGudoIIy safety
performance.

In addition, this.guide descnbcs licensee documenptipn ~$ su'bmiIttal needs forNRC review.
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422 Calculating the Risk Increase frnm Changes in Test Interval
I ~

In order for the PRA to support the decision appropriately, there should be a good functional

mapping between the components associated arith IST and the PRA basic event probabHity
quantification. Part ofthe basis for the acceptabiTity ofany RI-IST program is a quantitative
demonstration by use ofa qualified PRA that established risk measures are not significantly
increased by the proposed extension in testing intervals for selected components. In order to ~

establish this demonstration, it is necessary that the PRA include models which appropriately
account for the change in reliabilityofthe components as a function oftesting interval (or test
&equency). %hen feaable, it is also desirable to model the effects ofan enhanced testing method.
For example, enhanced testing might be shown to improve or maintain component avaHabiTity,

even ifthe interval is extended. That is, a better test might competsate for a longer interval
between tests.. Licensees who apply for substantial increases in test interval are expected to
address this area, i,e., to proactively seek improvements in testing that would compensate for the
increased intervals under consideration,

The following steps should be performed:

(1) identification ofaH RI-IST systems, and components
(2) identification ofaH afected cut-sets and RI-IST-related basic events
(3),review ofthe model used to quantify each affected basic event. Most fimdamentaHy, the

process should consider the efFect oftest strategy (interval and method) on unavailabiTity

A check should also be performed to determine ifnon-IST manipuhtion,has been credited either
in IST basic events or in compensating~mponent basic events. Ifa component is stroked or
challenged between instances of IST, and ifthese activities are actually capable offorcing
recognition ofa component %lure, then the effective fault exposure time is indeed less than the
I-IST interval. It can be appropriate to take credit for this e6ective shortening ofGLuit exposure
time in the PRA quantification, provided that there is assurance that the important failure modes
are in Rct identified by the stroking or the system chaHenges. This is not always tnvial: ifa
unctional success can be achieved by any one ofn components in parallel, so that the unction
succeeds even ifn-I ofthe components fail, then merely monitoring successful functional
response does not show whether aH components are good, unless proactive verification ofeach
.component s state is undertaken. In addition to this,. some instances ofrevealing a component-
SLult through challenge have adverse consequences, including functional Mure, and ifcredit is
taken for shortening fault exposure tune through functional chaHenges, then it is necessary to
account for this downside in the quantification ofaccident fiequency.
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Modeling Increases Ijn Test Ia&hial

'The relationship betvrem the component unavaBabBity on demand; q,'and the test interval is
usualljj approximatedi by:

q~Vi AT ~ I ~

where:

is the faBur'e rite, and

T is the timbre interval between 1tests:

In'addition to th'Lnsitiions,to a f'ailed state, tlLitoccur,betw'een component dents or tests, there is,

also a "demand-related" contribution to umLvaBabBitjj, corrispending to the probabBity that a
co'mponent willfaB.to operite„when denuded, eveii though for some purposes it w'ould have
been considered "good" before being subjected to the stress ofthe demand itself. This would
have the effect ofadding a coratant to the test-'intervalMependent contribution to q identi6ed
above. The. assumption the Oie tiotaji q scales Bnearly with the, test interval (i;e;, doubles, when,
test interval doubles) is '"camsenia&re" ~n tl;ie sense that it scales the test-interval-'indepehd<t.

'ontnbutionalong 4Bh the, te.t-interval dependent contribution, andiin that respect tends to,
overstate the e6ect oftnt iinterval extension; This gprbxitnation'is@erefore considered
,acceptable; however; it should be noted that guidance aimed @t improving the capability oftests to

~, 'dentify. loss ofperfornimce margin is aiined partly at reducing the "demand" c'ontribution as well„
so that improved modelling in this area would ap~ to haQe the potential to support fujrthn
inprovements'in allocation ofsafety'resources.

o'ing',to the,theoretics-allowable mpimurn in
t components (test d Eerent trairis on i

)on'ent's is'eiing 'sampled relatively frequently„
are not. By using such appr'oaches, i the

mtervil increase in a st~pwise fashion r~uhei than g
a single step, or. to stagger the teeing ofredundan
alternating sch'edules) so tlat the population ofcOm
even though individual members ofthe population

DG-.l052 4 lo

As test mtervals are extended, thee is some concern that the faBure rate, A, may.increase. iThiis

faBure rate, generally assurnedi constant„ is 'based on data from cerrerrt L~T test intervals, an'd

therefore does not include eS~ wluch may arise from,extended, test intervals. It is pojmble that
insidious effects such as corrosion or erosion, intiusion offoreign, m iterial mto working pcs,
adverse environmental mposum, bre&dovm oflubrication„etc: which have not been

encountered'ith

the current shorter tait irlervals'could signi6cantly degrade the,icomponent iftest intervals
become excessively long; !One'way to address this uncut'iiinty„ is to use the PEA insights to help
to design an appropriate'implenentation an'd monitoring projjam, fcir equi>pie, to approach the"



existence ofthe above e8ects ~ be detected and compensatory measures taken to correct the

testy ofthe remaining popuhtion members. However, it is important that the monitoring
includes enough tests to be relevant, and that the tests are capable ofdetecting the time related
degradation (perfonnance monitoring is discussed in Section 52).

Modeling Enhanced Testing Procedures

In addition to the issues raised by leaving components untested for longer, periods, there is also
the issue oftest effectiveness. licensees are encouraged,to employ enhanced testing techniques

. to improve detection ofdegraded and Riled components. All'licensees proposing to extend
testing intervals should'also address test eFectiveness. This includes both conscious e6ort to
improve testing according to state ofthe art guidance; and, for licensees who wish.to invoke
credit for detecting degraded components, improvements in reliabilitymodelling ofbasic event
probability as a function oftesting policy.

hcceptance Guidelines

~ The PRA should include a model which provides an appropriate measure ofthe risk
significance ofextending the test interval on selected components. This requires that the
model directly addresses the change in component availabiTity as a function oftest interval.
'The analysis should include:

~
. an explicit,qmurtitative consideration ofthe degradation ofthe. component Mure

rate as a unction oftiine, supported by.appropriate data and analysis,
I

OR

~ arguments which support the conclusion that no significant degradation willoccur

~ The model should consider the sects ofenhanced testing to the extent practicable. Ifthe
application seeks a substantial increase in interval, then a proactive search for
compensating improvements in testing should be made. Ifthe testing is shown to be

.already as efFective as can be expected, then an absolute requirement for test improvement
should not be imposed. However, an evaluation should be made to determine whether any
common cause group is slated for a major extension oftest interval, and ifso, whether
there is any way that enhanced, testing could address common cause potential.
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Ifcredit for. etdmaced tci61g was taken;.the modi:l gould exeat it explicitly;

4~ 'Categoriiatiion of Components

General'guidelines for risk cmtegorization ofcomponents using importance,measures aiid other
infoimation are provided;in Re@'ulatory Guide DG-1061. These gree% guidelines address
acceptable methods fi'or tarrying out categorization and.some ofthe limitations ofthis proce 's.

Guidelines that are specific to the IST;appli~on @re, given jn this section. As used,h~ risk
categorization refers to the process fair'jo6ping IST components jntcI LSSC and HSSC
categories.

k

As indicated, risk imporItano: results from the PRA may be used ay one ofthe inputs to the
categorization pro(ms. Unfortunately, many components ofinterest to RI-IST are own; no>
included in existing PIVOT models, anhI so there is no quar'<tified risk importance information for
.these coinponeiits..>Vhim feaaible, adding these e6m+n'ents to'he PRA'should be considered by
the licensee. In cases where this is not feasiible, info@nation based on traditional engineering
analyses and judgemimt must te usedI to deI~e ife component sho'uld be treated'as hSSC; or
'HSSC.

k

The identification ofcomponents for a change in IST, intervals or test, methods can be done using
ddferent methods. Component categorizatiion by',use 'ofPRA unportance measures to classify
components int'o HSSC'and LSSC aLtepories is one method. Catc~orIzation or compong~

~ grouping may also b.'acmmplish&d jamng m're traditiomLl mgiInemng approaches with dat@

'developed from operator mperimce.

0

In addition to component categor~tiori e6orts, the detemiination of'safety significance of,
.',coinponents by the use ofPEA-deterred importince measures Iis important for.several other's
reasons:

%hen perfoimed with a ames ofsensitivity evaluatIons; it can identify potential risk,
outliers by identifying IST'caimpionImts.which could dominie rijkfor various plant
configurations arid'optional maodes, PRA model ~umptionsk and data and model
uncertainties.

ements to
lk
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Importance tneamm evaluations can provideia useful mews (o.identify improv
current IST; pnu%ces duriing the risk-informed appliication process.



System level importance results can provide a high level verification ofcomponent level
results and can provide guidance for the ranking. ofIST components that are not'modeled
in the PRA.

Virilecategorization is an essential step in defining how the RI-IST willbe implemented, it is not
an'essential part pfensuring the maintainance ofan acceptable level'ofplant risk. As described, in
Section 42.5, the sensitivity ofrisk importance measures to.changes in'IST'strategy (i.e,
proposed'for RI-IST) can be used as one input to overall understanding ofthe effect ofthis
strategy on plant risk. However, the traditional'engineering evaluation described'in Section 4.1

and the calculation ofchange in overall plant risk described in Section 4.2.5 provide the major
input to the determination ofwhether-the risk change is acceptable or not.

Acceptance Guidelines

When using risk importance measures to identiiy high and low safety significant components,
potential limitations ofthese measures have to be addressed. Variations (including uncertainties)
in PRA modeling techniques, assumptions, and data could'have a,significant impact on the results.
ofthe component categorizations using importance measures. Sensitivity studies and/or other
evaluations have to be carried out to ensure that changes in risk importance categorizations due to
these effects do not result in RI-IST programs that have tu1acceptable levels ofplant risk. Issues
that have to be. considered and addressed when determining low safety significance ofcomponents
include: truncation limits; different risk metrics; muMple component importances; consideration
ofall allowable plant c'on6gurations; sensitivity analysis for common cause inures; and sensitivity
analysis for,,recovery actions., These issues are discussed more in detail in Regulatory Guide DG-
1061.

In addition to results &om PRA importance measures (and the associated sensitivity studies), IST
components should also be categorized based on traditional engineering considerations and on
plant-specific operational characteristics.
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4D.4 Other TecbIiiir~l Issue>

44.4.1 Initiating Events

For purposes of,detcmninuiig IlJ-IST requirlments, all mitiating events (intmial and etcternal) and
'll

operating mocbs should be evIQuIM, to see whether Butlating ments and predicted p~(
response are dFected by RI-IST proposed changes. At.a minirnurn, aH iitternal event mi~prsi.

. that have been evaluate'd in the PRA and all 'external event initIators that have been shown tto,
contribute to th'e upper 95 percha ofthe total'CDF have to be included, in the IST risk,
detenriination pr'ocess. In addition, othe'tiators including those ~ hav'e been screened oint
(eliminated) &om the b m PRA have to be considered by.atisvIrering the following questions.,

(1). Does the IST issue involve a change that could lead to an increase in the &equency ofa
particular initiator already included in the'PRA?

(2) Does the IST;issue involv'e a cage that'could leadl to an increase in the &equency ofa
particular initiator linitiiallyscreeie'd out ofthe PRA? --

(3) Does the IST issue, aa'ect the quantification aifpreviously identified accident scenmos for
, specific initiators tlat.were screened out andleliMinated &om~ the PRA because of

. truncation?

(4) Does the IST. issue a6:ect only specific initiat'ors?.

(5). Does the IST isle hive.the potential to intrbdu'ce a n~r imtiating event?
h

Acceptance, Guidelines,

The impact ofthe proposed plant change on'the potential for event initiators (iriterrial,and
exteriial) alreadly included in.the PRA should be determined; For example less &ecjuetit
testing could lead to an ijcreast: in the &equ~~cy oftransients for the lo~f-feedwater or
lo'ss ofsupport systenis. The uiitiators included in an evaluation should include any
initiators for which the, plant change directly a6im~ 'the &equency ofthe initiating everit;

(2) The impact ofthe plant. change on the &equency ofanIinitiat'kg,event originillyidentified
in the PRA'ut screened.due'to low &equency should be, determined. For example, ifless
&equent puinp and va3v'e testing uiuld-leid,to an irIcrease in the, &equen ofloss-if-'

~
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coohnt-accident (LOCA) initiators that were mitiallyscreened &om an analysis ofa
shutdown plant operational state (POS), then the impact ofsuch an increase in LOCA
&equency should be reextunined.

(3) The impact ofthe plant change on the Mure rates ofSSCs already included in a risk
aalu«lysis should be considered. SSCs that show a change in their fiuture probability as a

result ofthe plant change should be addressed in the analysis. Therefore, initiators which
depend on the aaected SSCs to achieve safe shutdown and that were initiaHy eliminated
&om the PRA should be reex«unined.

(4) Ifthe regulatory issue anects.only specific initiators, then only those specific initiators
should be reexamined. For example, ifthe issue results in changes only. to the fire barrier
fiLilureprobabilities, then only those initiators important to fire risk willhave to be
reemLmined.

(5) The effect ofan IST program change should be exanuned to determine whether it could
introduce a new initiating event. Ifso, then its effect should be included in the PRA.

4D.42 Dependencies and Common Cause Failures

The effects ofdependencies and Common Cause'Failures (CCFs) for IST components need to be
considered carefully,. because ofthe significance they can have on core damage &equency.
GeneraHy, data are insufficient to produce plant-specific estimates based solely on the data. For
CCFs, data &om generic sources may be required.

Acceptance Guidelines

For those components for which CCF contributions are not included in the PRA models
and this exclusion is justified on the basis ofhistorical and engineering evidence driven by
current IST, requirements, there would be no assurance that the CCF contribution would
not become significant, under the new proposed IST requirements; Therefore, this'issue
has to be addressed either using sensitivity studies 'or as part ofa qualitative. assessment.

For Rl-IST applications, the potential for cross system CCFs should be investigated.
Guidance for performing such evaluations is given in Regulatory Guide DG-1061.
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42.4B

Regulatory Guide DG-'1M1., It is expected 19et certai
developed &om the ongoing l@tC rev'iew3 ofthe prop

n appliication-specific guidance wi}}be
os!Id ig-PT pi}qtplant programs.,

Uncertainty.and Sensitivity Analyses

Uncertainty and sensitivity ana} pe1 are expected t'o play an important (and complex) P'art in the
support of risk-informed IST Program changes. The current guidance on these topics is given in,

'42.4.4 Human ]Reliabiliiy Arialyses

Guidance on this topic, is given in Regulatory Guide D>G-1061.. Some IST-speciflc guidance
fo}}ows.

Acceptance Guide) ines.

irito account the jperIformance-shatping (or p
applicable for IST-related events.

The technique(s) us!8 to identdy and quantify huma!> actions should be such that they take
~

erfonnance-influencing) factors that are

The effects ofinnovative rixevery aaons that are mode}ed in,the PRA should be
considered to detemaine how icomponent rariking can be affected. The concern here stems
&om situations in wIhich vay high success.probabTiities are, assigned to recovery events for
certain sequences; thereby resulting in re}ated,components being ask insignificant„.
Furthermore, the, rm9cing ofSSCs should not be affected by recovery actions that, are on}y,
modeled for limited scenarios„Sensitivity analyze should be used to assess the impact qf,
variations in the probability offaii}ureto recover.

42.4S Use aifP'lant-Specific Data

In selectin' ro riate failure rate data to use in thelRIsIST ro for the'ISTgPP P P gram components,
the analyst is &equent}y faced with the question, ofwhether to use phnt specific or generiic data,
or some combination ofthe two. For newer p}ants ivith i}itt}eoiper@ting history, the on}y choice is
use ofgeneric data. ,'For those ca!es 'where significant pl'ant'p~c data'are available, u!eely it is
most appropriate to combine ptlant s}.'ecific and generic data with a method that gives apgrogrialte I

weight to each.
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I

As extended test intervals are phased in, revisiting fiLiluredata becomes more important. Italso

becomes more iin'portant for each Hcensee to review operating experience (in particular,
degradation mechanisms) experienced at other plants'or applicability to the licence's plant

'Perfonnance monitoring at'individual plants cannot be expected'to provide sufBcient experience

Mure rates significantly less than generic fiulure rates without reference to the operating
experience ofother plants.

Fmally, in considering plant-specific failure data„it is important to be able to recognize
,poorty-performing individual components, rather than allowing poor performance ofi single
component to be averaged over. all components ofthat type; Poor perfonnance may arise because
ofinherent characteristics ofone member ofwhat would otherwise be considered'a uniform
population. This would result in a higlier than expected fiulure rate for the populatioii and,lead to
less relaxation than might be anticipated. Ofmore concern is,poor performance ofcomponents
that arises because they are operating in a more demanding environment for example. If, for
reasons ofexpediency, these components are groupe'd together with others for which the
operating conditions are more favorable,'then their failure rates could become arti6cially lowered,
and,'if requirements are relaxed based on the group failure rate, this could lead to a significant.
probability ofexperiencing an in-service failure ofone ofthese poor performers.

Acceptance Guidelines,

For those cases, where statistically significant plant specific data are available, it is
acceptable to use such data ifthey are appropriately combined with generic data. For
those licensees who propose,to use plant specific data only, the data should be justified.

%hen'the PRA is updated.periodicaHy, components that have. experienced faBures should
be checked for evidence that they are especially poor. performers. An extreme example of
such evidence would be multiple failures experienced by a single component in a class
whose other members have experienced'no failures over the same interval. Components
that'have experienced failures should be reviewed to see whether the testing scheme
(interval and methods) would be considered adequate to support the performance credited
to them in the risk analysis, based on a component-specific failure rate consistent with the
number offailures experienced. Section 5.3'of this guide discusses feedback and
corrective action.
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4'valuating the Effects of,the Proposed Changes en Plant Risk

An assessment ofthe o~eiaII or cLumMiive,eFect ofall proposed changes in plant design and
operation on plaat'rL'k is uitical,to dete!~kg the aCceptabB ofthe changes. This gjdp

.'ddresses acceptable ma%ods for assemng risk changesiassjocipted with IST progratn Sages„
however, ifchanges:in g~led qu!~i as,surance or technical specdications are also*'being

considered, the integrated ~sects ofall ofthese pr'oposed ar~jties gould be'evaluate.,

Licensees should not assume a'low %lure rate in one application, e.g„.UT, then reduce imp
assurance ofcompoi>eats iicluded in the IST program (possibly, negating the, assumed low failure
'iate),without providiing justifIcmon. It iis possible that more frequent toting (RI-IST) coul/
compe!s!& for. a reduction'in qu!ditj asumsnce or-maintenanct'provide(1, again, that suppoMg,
au'Llysis and documentation is including in a licensee's su'bmiittal

Acceptance Guidelines,

See.Section 2;42 ofKeguIatoiy Guide Mr-1061 for.more extensive guidance on this subject

4P Demoristration of Conformance witb, Key Safety 3?rincttples

, Section 2.1 ofthis guide'indicates speciEc sections ofthe guide that address each ofthe.key safety
principles'including acceptance guidIdines. Two oftlhe more dif6pdt, artois a'e those involving.
consider'ation ofdefense u3i depth and's!.sty 'margin. These are, addressed m this section to i

~

identify the. major ar'eas to,be corLsidered consistent vrith Regulato!y Guiide DG-1061. More,
. application specific'guidance @rill be, added,"after.'the staFgains'more experience from thi: rMe%

'f

the IST pilot pla'nt p:rogranm..

0

:Defense-inMepth. evalumitiain

As stated in Regulatory Guide DG-1061, genera*l de'sIgr! crjteria, nattonal standards and
engineering principles!mch as the single failure criterion are to be considered. Assurance that
this criterion is met is ivhen:

'

the PRA showi that there is preserved a reasonable balance between core damage
prevention,,prevention, ofcontaimnent failure, and consequence mitigation,
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there is not an over-reliance on prognumnatic activities to compensate for plant. design

wealnesses,',

system redundancy, independence and diversity are maintained commen!mmte with the

eq~ed &equency and consequences ofchaHenges to the system,

defenses against potential common cause fiulures are maintained, and the introduction of
new common cause Mure mechanisms is avoided,

independence ofbarriers is not degraded, and

defenses against human errors are maintained

j

Safety margin evaluation

Assurance that this'criterion is met is mainly demonstrated by showing that the codes and
standards or altem'eves approved for use by, the NRC that are associated. with IST and discussed
in Section 4.1 are met. The second means for demonstrating ad6cient safety margin is a review
ofthe safety ambjsis acceptance criteria in the CLB {e.g., updated safety 'analysis report (USAR),
supporting analyses) showing that these criteria are stBI met for the proposed RI-IST program, or
that sufhcient margin exists to account for analysis and data uncertainty.

4.4 Integrated Decision Making

This section discusses the mtegration ofall ofthe technical considerations involved in reviewing
submittals &om licensees proposing to implement RI-IST programs. General guidance for risk-
informed applications is given Regulatory,Guide DG-1061 {Reference 3) and in the new SRP
sections, Chapter 19 (Reference 7) for general guidance, and Section 3;9.7 (Reference 9) for IST
programs. These documents discuss a set ofregulatory findings that form the basis for the stafFs
writing an acceptable safety evaluation report {SER) for a licensee s risk-informed application.
Specifically, Section 2.1 ofRegulatory Guide DG-1061 identifies a set of"expectations" that
licensees should followin addressing the key safety. principles. Due to the, importance ofthese
findings, certain ofthem willbe repeated here.
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Neceeiry Findings

The compreheeiye phnt model; mcluding thy,P~ ~p thy,~)~ed determini
analysis, is.te9uiicaHy. s'otnMl <ind supports the, rest oEthe Sndings hgarding the prosed,
RI-IST program;. The anatysls ii based on the askuilt and as-operated and maintains
plant.

AH.safety unjiacts ofthe proposed changes to the hcensee s IST; program have been
evaluated'm m'iatqpated malnner as part ofan overill risk manageinent approach m which
the licensee h using risk a~rsis to improve operational and engirieering deciYioqs bpogly
and not just to eGmIjnate acquirements he sees as,undesjr'hie., ~e approach used to
identHy,changes in mquirements forLST were used,go igecNy areas where requirements in
IST should be increased as weH as reduced.

The acceptabBity ofthe pmposed clmnges.to ~the Hcemie's IST program have been
evaluated by the licensee in an nIaegWed fashion that ensures that aH ofthe key ~city
principles are

met.'he

cumulatiive risk 63luition accounting for all of'thI;propose IST program change's
~, confirms that changes to the plant cere dainage &ecjuency'CDF) and large earlylrel~

, Sequency,(LZRF) a'e smaH m conformance ~ the guidelmes given in Section,'2.$ .2.')'f
Regulatory (mde DG-1061.

Appro'priate consideration wis given to un
the r'esults.

certainty in the eulyses and'interpr~tiqn pf

performance&om these have been duly incorporated into thy clamg~op scheme, the
goals, an'd the associated progrmmnatic activiti~. These evaluations confirm
suf5cient saIfety m ~ns and defense in depth me nuiintaii~ed..

1

Certain qualItat'ive and drfm~in4epth 'evalu'at'ions have hen performed, and insights

.The lice''s prolposil was subjected to qu Qity ccmtrols including an independent pej~
review.

~ Pumps, vahm, snubbers and op'moor actions have been IIdeIrtified and appropriately
classified'for uw in prioritizing and implementing the program. 'In particular, important
component. not modeled in the PRA have been identified and appropriately clarsifjed,

.utBizing available deternunisec supporting information.
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~ After the M-ISTprogramS approved and initiated, phnt performance is supported by
testing and at+lysis and maintained by progranmetic activities goals by comparison
agtunst speclGc performance criteriL

The data, analysis methods and assessment criteria used in,the development ofthe RI-IST
are scrutable and avaBable forpublic review.

These findings are seen to comprise both probabTiistic and traditional engineering considerations,
which are addressed in more detail in this chapter and in Regulatory Guide DG-1061.

Licensees are expected to review commitments related to outage planning and control to verify
that they are appropriately reQected in the licensee's component grouping. Licensees should
verify that IST components that play an integral role in the licensee's plans and procedures for
maintaining the key shutdown safety fimctions identified in NUMARC91~ are in the high;safety
sigmficant component group. This should include components required to maintain adequate
defense in depth as well as components that might be operated as a result ofcontingency plans
developed to support the outage.

Licensees are also expected'to review, licensing basis documentation to ensure that the traditional
engineering related actors mentioned above are adequately modeled or otherwise addressed in
the PRA analysis.

%hen making final programinatic decisions, choices must be made based on all ofthe available
information. There may be cases where information is incomplete or where conQicts appear to
exist between the traditional engineering data and the PRA-generated information. It is the
responubiTity ofthe licensee in such cases to ensure that well-reasoned judgement is. used to.
resolve the issues in the best manner pomble including due consideration to the safety ofthe
phnt. This process ofintegrated decision making has been discussed in various industry
documents (References 14 through 19) with reference to the use ofan expert panel.",The
appendix to this regulatory guide includes some detailed guidance on certain aspects ofintegrated
decision making specific to RI-IST programs. As discussed in the appendix, it is not intended to
specify that an administrative body such as an expert panel must'be always formed by the licensee
to fulfiHthis function. Following below are some general acceptance guidelines'.for this'important
activity with more specific detaBs given in the appendix..

In summery, acceptability ofthe proposed change should be determined using an integrated
decision-making process that addresses three major areas: (1) an evaluation ofthe proposed
change in light ofthe plant's current licensing basis, (2) an evaluation ofthe proposed change
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xdative to the key principles aul the accept!mce criteria,,and (3) the proposed phes for
implementation, peifiornuLnrm morutorin~p and corrective action. As stated in the Commission s

Policy Statement on the increased use ofPRA m regullatbry maltters, the PRA information used.to,

support the RI-IST,grrograrn should be as rc fistic as posab]e, with reduced unnecessary,

y '~IIN;;'d i f '.III' m'
when considering the cumulative phut risk and accounting for possible risk mcreases as wel/ as

.risk beneBts. The licensee should cajeRHy document all, ofthese kinds ofconsiderations in the

RI-IST program des!zipeon including those areas that have been quanti6ed through the use of
PRA as well as qualrtatrve aqpmrmts for thiose areas that cannot be readily quan&ed,

Acceptance Guidelines

~ The licensee's prop)s'o$ RI-IST program should Ibe supported by both a traditional
. engineering analysis and a PRA analyst.

The lie+me's Rl-L<ITprogram subn~ should be consistent with the acceptance
guidelines contaIned throughout this regulatory guide, specically with the fmdings listed in
this s'ection, or justify why an alternative approach is acceptable.

Ifthe licensees proposed Rl-IST program is ~t!Ibleba'sed'n both the deterministic
and probabilistic analy.es, it may be concluded that the proposed M-ISTprogram
provides "an ace~table level ofquaky and safety" [refi 10 WR,50.55a (aX3Xi)].
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5. ELEMENT3: IMPLEMENTATION,PERFOKYGkNCE MONITORING,
AND.CORRECTIVE ACTIONSTRATEGIES

Upon approval ofan RI-IST program, the licensee should have in place an implementation
schedule for testing all HSSCs and LSSCs identified in their program. This schedule should
include test strategies and testing &equencies forHSSCs and LSSCs that'are within the scope of
the hcensee's IST program and components identified as HSSCs that are not currently in the IST
program,

\
A

5.1 Program Implementation

The current AKMECode requires that all safety-related components within the program scope as

defined in the applicable ASME Code be tested on.a quarterly &equency regardless ofsafety
significance. The authorization ofa risk-informed inservice'testing program willallow the
extension ofcertain component testing intervals and modification ofcertain component testing
methods based on the detennuetion ofindividual component importance. The implementation of
an authorized. program willinvolve scheduling test intervals based on the results ofprobabilistic
analysis and deterministic evaluation ofeach individual'component.

The RI-IST program should distinguish between LSSCs and HSSCs for testing intervals
Components that are'being tested using specific ASME.Codes, NR~dorsed Code cases'for RI-
IST programs, or other applicable guidance should be individually identified in the M-IST
program. The test intervals ofthe HSSCs should be included in the RI-IST program for
verification ofcompliance with the ASME Code requirements and applicable NRC-endorsed
ASME code cases. Any component test mterval or method which is not in conformance with the
above should have an approved, reliefrequest for that component. Plant corrective action and
feedback programs {see Section .) should be appropriately referenced in the'IST program'and
implementing and test procedures to ensure that testing failures are fed back to the plant expert
panel and IST coordinator for reevaluation and potable adjustment to the component's grouping
and test strategy.

It is acceptable to implement RI-IST programs on a phased approach. Implementation ofinterval
extension for LSSCs may begin at the discretion ofthe licensee. Implementation may take place
on a component, train or system level because extension ofthe test interval for these components
(i.e., either individually or as a:group) willhave already been demonstrated through PRA and
associated sensitivity analysis to have a mininel impact. on the figures ofmerit. However, it is not
acceptable to immediately adjust the test intervals ofLSSCs'to the maximum'testing interval
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avowed by the PRA anaIys'is unleh component performIuice hiis demon.trated.significant
,reMiiTityor that ~tig is not Itn Lmse.,'Normally, tet ir>tervai,injmaIses wB1 be done stc~wisi:

gradual extensions beng permitted consistent with cutnul'ante y'erformance data For

operition at the extended intervalIs.', 'The licen~ wilIbe requij'ed,to'wbmit the act'ual testu>g,
intervals with then M-ISTprogaun subnuttal.,

t

For BSSCs,'if the liI~see inMaHy chooses not to iinplement any',of the ASME Code cases,

dir'ected st providing altene6ve te'st strateljes for.KI-LcITprograIns (wI~en endorsed by, the NgC,
sta6), then testmg willbe <inducted'at the required Code interayal. Oth'elise, the
'iinpletnentation phase ofthe RI-1ST progr<un wililbe predominant guiped.by ASME C,'odle ~e<.
Implemeiitation may take place on a component, traiin, or system level aIs allowed in the Code,
case.

For. components that tlie liicerisee proposes to place in the HSSC group that are not. in /el
current IST progr'am; the foHowling conditions'should.g @pIig:

These components shcIuld be inservice te'sted commensurate with their safety significance. %here
ASME Section XI d'or lMMtesting is prat ical, these eomponent3,should be tested jn apcjrdiwtn
with the ASME Code, including compliance withg iuIlmipstptjve jequirements. Whtpe +~
Section XIor O&Mt<s&ig'is not practical, alteixiative test methods should'e developed by. the
lic'e>see to ensure operational readiness and to detect comporient degradation (i.e., degradation,
associated. with 56lure modes identified as being'importan) in thI, licensee's PEA). As a minimum,
a summary ofalterInative test mi&ods should be reviewed and.approved by the NRC W pM of,
this review arid prior;to implem~mtlition ofthe rIsk-informed IST-projp3m at the plant. Tins is,
consistent w'ith previous NRC practice. '

majority ofcomponents contained.withn'phnt IST'programs are exercised or,operIItg
foIt'easons

other. than inservice testing such as during normal[ plant opt~tions and.as a result'of'other
'c'omponentniservice testing,. The remaining components are exercised only during IST. An

exercise of.a componlmt as part ofa system test or normal. operations does not cons'titut'e an,

inservice test because it prov/des littleor no infoirretipn pn Imn>ponent degradation.,8oweyer„
depending on the ~~,em test or phnt activity and ge ~~t,tlhItt the component is exercised,
assurance can, be y~ied that the o>mponent operated at the 'time ofthe test. %hile this pros~des
:little,or. no inform'Won ori comporient degradatiog it,loop provide, soime assurance ~t any,
. degridation that may have ocaim8 was'not significant enough to,degrade the syst~ SipctIon.

An acceptable method t<) mtend the test interval fear II.S)Cs ~that ee exercised as a remit ofplant
.operations and'othe'esting'is to 1yolsp like comppnents, (e.g;, 'NRC 4eqeric Letter,. 89.-04,
Position 2 for check valves) and stagger their testing equally over, the interval identificd /or a

I
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operations and other testing is to group like components (e.g., NRC Generic Letter 8944,
Position 2 for check valves) and stagger their testing equally over the'interval'dentified for a

specific component based on the,probabilistic analysis and deterministic evaluation ofeach,

individual component. Component grouping should also consider valve actuator ty~ for power
operated valves and pump driver type, as applicable. With this method', generic age-related
failures can potentially be identified while allowing immecHate implementation for,some

components. LSSCs which are exercised only during RI-IST should have their intervals
extended by gradually stepping out the current and successive test intervals until the proposed-
extended test interval established by the licensee in their engineering evaluation is attained.
Then, these low LSSCs should be tested. on a'staggered basis. The selected test &equency for
LSSCs that are to be tested on a staggered basis should'be justified in the RI-'IST program.

Acceptance Guidelines

For either HSSCs or LSSCs that wiH be tested in accordance with the current Code test interval
~ and method requirements, no specific implementation schedule is necessaiy. The ~ interval

should be included in the licetisee's RI-ISTprogram.
r

For either HSSCs or LSSCs that willemploy NRC~dorsed ASME Code cases, implementation
ofthe revised test strategies should be documented in the liceiisee's RI-IST program.

For any alternate test strategies proposed by the licensee, the licensee should submit a relief .

request to the NRC as discussed in Section 4.1:.4 ofthis guide.

The liceiisee may group and test LSSCs, which are exercised'as a result ofplant operation or
testing ofother components, on a staggered and.extended interval basis provided that they have
acceptable performance histories., Grouping-is acceptable provided it complies,.for example,
with the guidance. contained in NRC Generic Letter 89-04, Position 2 f'rcheck valves;
Supplement 6 to NRC Generic Letter 89-10 and Section 3.S ofASME Code Case OMN-1 for
motor operated valves.

Component monitoring that is performed as part ofthe Maintenance Rule implementation can be
used to satisfy monitoring as described in the RI-IST program guidance. In these cases, the

-perfonnance criteria chosen have to be compatible with,the RI-IST guidance provided in this.
guide.
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IllFZ.EOR CollfllfEA'T

For LSSCs that.willbe tested. at an interval greater than„the, Code test interval,-which are not
exercised as a result. ofplant operation or'esting ofotb'er component.~ the licensee should
increase the test inte~al successively in a'step-wise rparmn LEltilthe components. are typed at.
'the ~cimum propo.M test inter al provided these. components have acceptable perfozzaance
histories., Ifrio a'ge<lipmdent faille cjoy;:their the test interval can be. gradually extended
until the component, or'group ofcomponents ifteste$ 'oix a staggered basis,'is tested at the,
maximum proposed exbaided test interval.

52 Performance Monitoring

The puqio'se ofperfc>imince monitoring is,to help ~n&'m,that the failure rates assume foj this
equipment remain, valid, and t'hat no insidious failure mjchp~ which are related to;extended
test intervils become important enoiigh to alter the fulure,tate as!i~ed in the PRA moclels. 'lhe
importint criteria must be measurable and the tee &equency mme be sgQicient to proviide

meaningful data.,In addition, the testing pmcedur'es a'nd analysis must piovide assurance
that'pe'rformancedegmhtion is detected with sufBcient qmqpq ~t then: is no adver'se effec on

public health and safe'ty (i.e., the fail,ure, rat~s cannot be aHowed to ris tio umeceptable levels,
before detection and'corraeve aidan t doe place).

Aperformance monitoring program should be inclugedi as parjt o( thy licensee's RI-ISTprogrun
ifex'tending the test intervals for LSSCs is proposed. This progr~ must provide ammnce that
components placed on the extended test interval willcontinue„to perform as assumed in thy P~
and'that any performance degradation is detected and corrected before the extended ~ priogr~,
is fullyimplements. 'The pr'ogr~ should also include,'onitoring, similar component
.performarice at other 'plants to estabHsli'a!aifBcient data base, oftemporal related degiad:Ron,

. Testing procedures should de~t degradation in component performance and ideally would
replicate, as much as piac8cal, actual demand con4tioqs;

'In sutntnary, the pc&ormince trionitoring program shoulCi have the followingattributes:,

enough tests are included to provide 'meaningfig data;

the, test is devi.M such tbat'incipiimt degradation can reasonably be expected tq be
detected, and

the licensee trends appropriate pz~eters as required by the'ASME Code or ASME
Code Case ancl as newssarjr.to provide valiidatiion of~the PRA.
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Acceptance Guidelines

The acceptance guidelines for this item consists ofevaluating the h~<ees proposed performance
monitoring process to.assure that it responds to the attributes listed in the preceding discussion.
Assurance must be established'that degradation is not-'significant for components that, are placed
on an extended test interval, and that fiuiure rate assumptions for these components are not
compromised by test data. Itmust be cleirly established that suScient testing is provided as part
ofthe program to provide significant data, and that the test procedures and evaluation methods
are implemented which provide reasonable assurance that degradation wBI be detected. Trending
as appropriate should be performed by compaiing parameters measured during M- IST
programs with the same paramenters measured during the original IST programs.

59 Feedback and Corrective Action

Ifcomponent failures or degradation occur at a higher rate than assumed in the basis for the. RI-
IST program, the followingbasic steps should be followed to'implement corrective action:

~ The cause{s) ofthe failures or degradation should be determined.and corrective action
implemented.

The assumptions and'failure rates used to categorize components according to risk should
'be reevaluated to determine ifcomponent importance rankings have changed.

'The equipment test,eFectiveness templates should be reevaluated,.and the RI-IST
program should be modified accordingly.
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Acceptance Guidelines

The Hcamee's'c'cirre~re action program shouM evaltuate I-IST components that either
.Sd to meet the test auepuimce criteri or, are ioth~ determined to be in'a
nonconfoznmng conihtion'(e.g., a &inure or dqpadecl condiition diiscovered'during normal,

".plant'opeiation),.

b. 'The cviluation should:

0)
(>)

(4)

comply with I() CFR 50, AppendIx B„CriteIion'XVI,Correctiv'e Action
determine tllM:impact ofthe 58ure or'onconfoIming condition on systenArain
operability mc4: the pr6rious test,
determine and.correct the rrmt cause pfthe lyre,or nonconforming condition
(e.g., improve tes1ing prImces, rep@ otI replace Qe component),,
issess the applicability ofthe Mure or nonconforming condition to

other-'C.

components in the: IU-ISTprogram (including any,test sample expansi
be required for grouped components ~cP Lt reIttefvalves),
correct,othe; susceptible, RI-'IST components as necemuy,

on,~t spay,

(6) asm'he,~&tbty ofthe PRA failure rate and unavailability assumptions m'4ght of,
the 'failure(s), and

(7) cons'ider the effectiycnere ofthe component's t~ str3tegy m detecting the &Pure
or ncinconfoniung condition. Adjust the, test interval'andior test metho+~ as

appropriate;wheie tl>e component (or group ofcompon|mts) experiences repeats
MuIres or n'oncorIforming cenditions,

The corrective iction ev'aiuatiorm should be provided,to the l'iceisee's PRA group so Cat i

any necesmj.model changes and're=grouping ~ Pony aj might be appropiiate.i 'The,
i

effect ofthe &luhs on plant risk should be ~used ~ ~eH'as;a con6nnation that the
corrective actions taken willrestore the plant risk to an acceptable level.

d. The RI-IST program doiarments should be revised to document any RI-IST p'rogram,
changes reading &or'n ovmetrve actions

taken,'G-1062
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5A Periodic Assessments

I-ISTprograms should contain explicit provisions whereby component performance data
periodically gets fed back into both the component categorization and component test strategy
determination'(i.e., test mterval and methods) process.

Adequate program implementation requires that the RI-IST.program results be predicted,
monitored, and fed back into several key steps ofthe program development process. "

Periodic assessments should be performed to reQect changes in plant configuration, component
performance, test results, industry experience, and to meva1uate the efFectiveness ofthe RI-IST
program. These assessments should also take into consideration corrective actions that have been

taken on past IST program components. Licensees should include in their I-ISTprogram
proposals plans for these assessments, and they may @Ash to coordinate. these reviews with other
related activities such as periodic PRA updates, industry, operating experience programs. the
Maintenance Rule program, and other risk-iriformed program initiatives.

The assessment should:

~
. 'etermine ifcomponent performance and conditions are acceptable (i.e., as compared to

predicted or assumed levels). Ifperformance and conditions are not acceptable then the
cause(s) should be determined and corrective action implemented,

review and revise as necessary the assumptions, reliabilitydata, and Mure rates used to
categorize components to determine ifcomponent groupings have changed. Plant-specific .

data should be incorporated into the generic data using appropriate updating, techniques,
and

~ reevaluate equipment performance as well as test effectiveness to determine ifthe RI-IST
program should be adjusted (based on. both plant-specific and,generic information).

1

The lienee should have procedures in place to identify the need for more emergent RI-IST
program updates (e.g., following a major plant modification, or significant equipment
perfonnance problem).
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The test strat
'"

forM-IST should be pericNhcally assessed (at least once +city two
on results ofiU-ISTand new'industry ending; pe~

egy . cemponents
'refueling outages) to ta3ce'into cc]nsiderati
hcensee's RI-IST,, pmgram proposal should also'include a plan for pIericidically assessing the pIant,
PRA m'odel to,Chtemme the need'to incorporate new'industry Gmdings and, new mformtatiqn
resulting'&om the PJ-IST prc~griLm; (Plant speci6c ~ byj itsj1fpiizot„be @e,sole basis to
determine component operabiTity,becattse th'e st'atistics,wg nest'b'e suK&ent. Therefore, the RI-'.

'ST-PRA model mLmt also reHect indu!ky expejenie.)'

~ ~
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6. ELEMENT4 DOCUMENTATION

The recommended format and content ofan RI-IST'submittal are presented in this, chapter. Use
ofthis format by licensees willhelp ensure the. completeness ofthe information provided, will
assist the NRC sta6'in locating the information, and willaid in shortening the time needed for the
review process. Additional,guidance on style, composition, and specifications ofsafety analysis

reports is provided in the Introduction ofRevision 3 to Regulatory Guide 1.70, "Standard Format
and Content ofSafety Analysis'Reports forNuclear Power. Plants (L%R Edition)" .

6.1 Risk-Informed'Inservice Testing Program, Plan

The Hcensee's submittal should describe the proposed RI-IST program. with enough detail to be
dearly understandable to.the reviewers ofthe program. The description should cover the five
itens listed in Chapter 3 including sufBcient detail such that reviewers ofthe program can
understand how the program. would be implemented in a phased approach. These'items are:

(1) changes to the plant's CLB, (2) changes to testing intervals and-methods including a
description ofthe process used for determining, these, (3) Hsting ofaffected components'including
an explicit description of .the grouping ofdifferent components in a staggered testing program,
(4) identification ofsupporting information, and (5) briefstatement regarding the way in which
the proposed'changes are consistent with the Commission's PRA Policy Statement. Also
mcluded should be a description ofthe process that was used for the categorization of,
components (further discussed in Section 6.2.3) and'for the deterinination ofwhen formal
interaction with the NRC is or is not needed when making changes to an approved RI-IST
program (Section 32). Exemptions &om the regulations",technical specification amendments, and
reliefrequests that are required to'implement the licensee's proposed Rl-'IST, program should also
be given.

6.2 Probabilistic Risk Assessment Records and Supporting Data

62.1, Determination and Quantification, ofAccident Sequences „

This section should present the methods and techniques used to identify and quantify any accident
sequences that are specific to IST..Reguhtoiy Guide DG-1061 includes more extensive guidance
for this topic..
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622 InitiatingEvents

The process used to identify irutiIIting+rents and the resp'qm the, evaluation should be,
documented. The dimcriptiion ofthe proces should include how itwIllresult in the idenfi6~pn,
ofthe complete set of initiatmg everrts important to Qe ~suppoIrting audjsis, including those

.- vitiating events that mlty result Gem the failuie ofIST~ected components: Por each initiatir>g,
- event identified by the'jiroces!„-.present: (1) a descriptiop ofthy initiatinj~ event, (2) the rationajt

for includirig or excluding the event,. (3) the event s fjequer~cy„and (4) a discussion ofhow
frequency was estie3ted; Ifany individual initiating,evjnts, ~ collapsed into a N'oup; describ
the basis for such a,grouping. Allinformation should be provided in the inain report.

62/ Categonzation ef Inserviice Testing Components

In this section,;the teclmques used to categorize. the RI-IST components should be discussed.
%hen available, results &om 'the categorizatian ofthe compor'ients &om di8erent viewpoints
should be'p'rovided (e.g., tracIiticinal enginaamg analysis, probabiilistic, and integrated)., The
technique used sho'uld be'esciited including an ideptdjcatjop ofspe'cific'importance m~rp
when used..The,fina readts Rom the mtegonzatiop slltoufd be presented in either, one qfpvo,
categories, high or low, (i,e;, HSSC or'LSSC). The,rationale used in the integrated decIsiop-

'ahngprocess to,plex component,in either category should bt; d~iid for each component.

62'4'ssessment'of'Pfop051ed Changes.

TMs section should'dt~ibe the ~isieted eFect of the: p'roposed K[-'ISTprogram changes'on
plant risk consistent arith the general puidince given in Regulatory, Guide DG-1061 an),with,thy
IST-specific guidance gnien in Section 4.2 ofths regufatjry.'guide.,

. 626 Uncertainty/Sensitivity, Analyses

The data'u'sed in any uncertimty calculatiions (i.e., 'Im@rt~ty distributions for basic events or
)

' " sty ( naI or less credit form ut arameters and an @mutt adc~ons e.g„gIvm addiop p 8,
operator actions tjmn that ovnsidered in the base pm) should be pIevIded consistent.~g.thy
guidance provided in Regulatory Guide DG-1051; How,unceataiinty was acco'unted~ fop in Qe~
component categorization, and what sensitivity studies were performed to ensure the robustness
ofthe categorizatiion should be described:

6-'2
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62.6 Plant Data

Systems and Components Pertinent to IST

Summarize design and operating features ofcomponents and systems considered as part ofthe
supporting analyses. Component records included with the submittal should clearly demonstrate
the application ofthe specific criteria established by the licensee's integrated'decision-making
process (e.g., expert panel) to make a final determination ofcomponent grouping. Additional
information that should be included in the proposal include specific ASME code cases that the
Hcensee is implementing and the eaected components. For each system, include a table
stunmarizing key design and operating data. Such values used in the analysis should be identified
and justified. Refer to appendices or other documents (e.g., specific sections ofthe USAR) as

necessary for more details. Systems to be considered should include the pertinent portions ofall
systems credited in the plant-specific probabilistic analysis.

Plant Operating Experience

Summarize any events involving pump and valve failures that have occurred at this plant or similar
plants. Include in this summary any lessons learned &om these events and indicate actions taken
to prevent or muumize.recurrence ofthe events.

Operating Procedures

Present and describe the important operator actions as defined by existing. procedures associated
events involving pump and valve failures. The descriptions should include what the operator

is supposed to:do and when it must be done. The conditions under which the operator takes each
action, the expected time for performing the action, and.how the time was derived should be
identified. A sumnuuy oftraining materials associated with pump and valve More events should
be supplied. Include in this sununasy a synopsis ofany simulator exercises associated with such
events.
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63 Integrated Decision'Malimg Process Recards

In addition to the general doeimcmtation nquirem~ts ildeqtifipd jn I~ulato~ Guide DG-)06~1,
'rovidei descriptioh ofeach issue considered in the intI~ed d~ion-making proem and a,

dis'cussion ofhow the+solution ofcd isle impacts. the original probabiBstic ranking.l
'Information should be provided m the nmn,report. Mdjitional inforniation specifi to RI-IST
. programs. regarding this important, process is provided'in the Appendix to. this report,.

6.4 Performance %monitoring Progr'am

The licensee's progriun for'inonitorijsg the perfornuu>ce ofboth HSSC and LSSC components
should be descnbed; The 'licensee should liave procedures developed to collect the following
types ofcomponent peffo>mance data:

l
.

l l

*l

Number of ilats (or cycles). that each RI-IST component was subjected to under,
operational conditions and unde'tnt conditio~

:Nimiber offailures that each RI-IST.component ~yepencedl under 'operational copditiionI'n'd under t~~ condition, and,

Number ofhours that. each IU-ISTcomponent was unavailable for corrective miintenance,,
preventive malateuLnce, and for testing.

6.'5'- -Feedback and Corrective Action Program

As required by the current-ASMiE'Code, 'a record of.ash,test should b'e nuuntamed in.+tuch
component Bilure o'ccumed imd co~rra&ie action,em requIr<8. Procedures should b'e in j)lace
vkich are initiated by icomponent'Mlures that are deiced by,the +-IST program as'vNell, as, by,
other inechanisms (e.g., Iiorrnal plant operation, inspections). Procedures should also exist tq
determine their impact on the plant PRA. Component-specific performance data should be used,
to support periodic PEA and Rl:-IST program updajtes.

.DG-1062 6«„4 March I4, 19Ã (8: 1 lmn)
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6.6 Implementation Plans and Schedule

The licensee's implementation phns should be provided including a proposed schedule for
mitiating the program pending NRC approval. The phased implementation plan should state the

composition ofthe component groupings for the staggered test strategy which are ofthe same

type, size, manufacturer, 'model, and service conditions. Their staggered &equency o er the test

mterval should aiso be included. Components should be identified that are to'have their test

intervals extended. The final test interval (at the >muimum extended interval) ofthese

components should also be included in the submittal.

Match 14, 1997 (8:11am) DG-1062
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APPENDIX A. DETAILEDGUIDANCEFOR INTEGRATEDDECISION
MAKING

A.1 Iatro duction
4

The increased use.of probabBistic risk assessment (PRA) in nuclear plant activities such as in risk-
informed inservice testing (IST)'programs willrequire a balanced use ofthe'probabilistic
information with the more tmditional engineering (sometimes referred to as'"deterministic")
information. Some. structured process for considering both types ofinformation and making
decisions will'be needed that will'allowimprovements.to be made in plant effectiveness while
maintaining adequate safety levels in the plant. This willbe particularly important during:initial .

,program implementation and also for the subsequent early, phases ofthe program. In some
instances, the physical data &om the PRA and &om the deterministic evaluations may be
insuKcient to make a clearcut decision. At times, these two'forms ofinformation may even seem
to conQict. In such cases, it is the responubBity ofthe Iicamee to assemble the appropriate skiHed

utility staff (and in some cases consultants) to consider all ofthe available information in its
various forms and to supplement this information with engineering judgment to determine the'best
course ofaction. The participants. involved in this important role have generally been referred'to
in various industry documents'"" as an "expert Panel." In.this appendix, this functional activity
willbe described as being an engineering evaluation without specifying how the evaluation is to be
performed administrativley. It is not the intention ofthis guidance to indicate that a special
admuustrative body needs to be formed within the utilityto satisfy. this role. It is the unction that
is important and that must be performed in some wellwrganized, repeatable, and scrutable manner
by the licensee.'his, functional activity is all pervasive in the implementation phase ofsuch .

activities as inservice inspection (ISI) and'IST, and accordingly, the respombility ofthe, licensee
to see that this function is.done well:is great.

A.2 Basic Categories of Iafonnation To Be Coasidered

Risk importance measures may be used together with other available information,to determine the
relative risk ranking (and thus categorization) ofthe components included in the evaluation.
Results &om all ofthese sources are then reviewed prior to making Bnal decisions about where to
focus IST resources.

Although the risk-ranking ofcomponents can primarBy be used as. the basis for prioritizingIST at
a plant, additional considerations need to be addressed (e.g., defense in depth, common cause, and
the singie failure criterion) which may be more constraining than the risk-based criteria in some
cases. Consideration must be given to these issues before the IST requirements for the various

March 14, 1997 (8:l1am) A-1 DG-1062



components are detamused..
7

IST experience should opMNarte an underitanding ofthe important technical bases underlying the,

existing testing program before it iis change)...The critical safety a~~ ofthese bases should pot
be violated uudverte~ in changing oui to a RI-XST,,and important plant experience

gained'through

the tradition!d IST should be considered during the, change.

The plant-.speci6c PRA'infalimation shoed im'elude mipottant perspectives with respect tci the

Habitations ofPRA'odc~g eMf smalysis ofsystems, some ofwhich may not be explicitly
addressed. within the'PRA'. anatysis. An und<mtanding should al&be provided as to'how the,

proposed changes in pu'rnp'and'valve testirig could affect PRA mimates ofplant risk.

Plant safety experience sho'uld'provide irLsights associated withlthe traditional analyses (Chapter
15 ofthe'plant'Final Safi~ Analyus Rel:crt) and any effigy that proposed'clenges in,testing
might'have on the t'rmditiomd persj~6v6 ofoverall plantl safetyl.,

Plant operational input shoed supplement the'insights,of plant safety with additional info'rmatian
'egear'dingthe operationatl iniportaince ofcomponent's ader no~, abnormal,- and emerglencly,

conditions. There should. also be input on cooperating history~.system inter&ces, and industry i

ope'rating experie'nce to supplemeint iinformation from,'the IST.

Maintenance considerations should 'provide perspectives on work practices, implementation ofthe
-. maintenance rule, and equipmcnt opeadiing history..

Syst'ems design c'onsideiations should mclude the potlentlal Meld ofdifferent design
con6gurations (e.g., pip',ing„valves, and pumps) o'n plamung for' risk-mfonned IST particularly
iffutu're plant modiGcatiori! .are cont!expiated or'ifsystems are:temporariily taken out ofservice

for maintainence or replacement or apair.

AB Specific Areas. To 'Be Evaluatedl

This section addressee some techxucal an'd atdministrative issues that'are currently believed to.be

particularly important for, IST risk-informed applications. Additiorel issues'.of a more
general'ature

that may arise in expert panel'debbeMons are givenl in the general SRP and in Regulatory
Guide DG-1061..
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P

~ Each safe-shutdown function, such as reactivity control, reactor coohnt system integrity,
coolant inventory control, primary system heat removal, etc. (or use the Appendix R safe-

shutdown function paths), should retain one system that is considered more. safety
significant with pump and valve testing planned accordingly. In other words, a minimum
set ofhigh safety significant equipment should be operable to maintain defense-in4epth.

It should be confirmed that pump and valve classifications have given proper attention to
systems identified in emergency operating procedures (and other systems) depended upon
for operator recovay actions, primary fission product barriers excluded &om the PRA due
to their inherent reliability (such as the RPV), passive items not modeled in the PRA (such
as piping, cable, supports, building or compartment structures such as the spent fuel pool),
and systems relied upon to mitigate the effects ofexternal events in cases where the PRA
considered only internal events.

'I

Failure modes modeled by the PRA may not be all-inclusive.'onsideration should
be given to the failure modes modeled and the potential for the introduction ofnew
fiuiure modes related to the IST application. For example,'if valve mispositioning
has been assumed to be a low-probability event because ofindependent verification
and therefore is not included in the PRA assumptions, any changes to such
independent verifications should be evaluated for potential impact on the PRA
results. Reverse fiowin check valves should be evaluated. '

Other quaHtative/quantitative analyses that shed light on the relative safety importance of
components, such as FMEA, shutdown risk, seismic risk, SBO/ASS/fire protection
should be included in the resource information base.

\

~ Attention should be given to the fact that component perfonnance can be degraded &om
the effects ofaging and this issue willneed to be addressed and documented..

~ The engineering evaluation should include the choice ofnew test &equencies, the
,identification ofcompensatory measures for potentially, important components, and the
choice oftest strategies for the HSSCs.

~ Until the ASME recommendations for,improved test methods are available, the different
existing IST test methods should be evaluated prior to choosing the test methods to be
used for the HSSCs depending. on their expected failure modes, service conditions, etc.

~ Due to the importance ofmaintaimng defense in depth, particular attention should be
given to identifying any containment systems involving IST components.
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USE OF PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT IN PLANT-SPECIFIC,
RISK-INFORMED DECISIONMAKING:GENERAL GUIDANCE

19.0 USE OF PRA IN REGULATORY ACTIVITIES: GENERAL GUIDANCE

INTRODUCTION

The purposes of this standard review plan (SRP) are to identify the roles and
responsibilities of organizations in the NRC that participate in risk-informed
reviews of licensee proposals for changes to a plant's current licensing basis
(CLB)' The SRP identifies the types of information that may be used in
each activity and provides general guidance on how the information from a
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) can be combined with other pertinent
information in the process of making a regulatory decision:

The guidance in this document is a logical extension of current NRC policy on
the use of PRA in regulatory activities which is documented in the
commission's PRA policy statement and PRA implementation plan (references 1, 2
and 3). In developing this document, the staff has considered the NRC

regulatory guide on the use of PRA in risk-informed regulatory applications,
draft Regulatory Guide DG-1061 (Reference 5) and the relevant industry
guidance documented in Reference 4. In addition, reference will be made to
other SRP chapters which provide additional guidance for the review of
specific applications of PRA in regulated activities.

Risk-informed decisionmaking will be based on the followi'ng approach. The
design, construction, and operational practices of the plant being analyzed
are expected to be consistent with its CLB. The risk evaluations performed to
Justify regulatory changes are expected to realistically reflect the plant-
specific design, construction, and operational practices. The PRA analyses
should be as realistic as practicable, and should address significant
uncertainties. Results of these risk analyses will be part of the input to
the decision process that evalu'ates margin in plant capability (both in
performance and in redundancy/diversity). The decision process will use the

This SRP adopts the 10 CFR Part 5C definition of current .Licensing basis, i.e., ~~CLe is'he set
of NRC requirements applicable to a specific plant and a licensee's written conmitments for ensuring
cclpliance uith and operation uithin applicable NRC requirements and the plant-specific design basis
(including all aodifications and additions to such comnitments over the life of the license) that are
docketed and in effect. The CLB includes the NRC regulations contained in 10 CFR Parts 2, 19, 20, 21, 26,
30, IO, 51, 54, 55, 70, 72, 73, 100 and appendices thereto; orders; License conditions; exemptions;

and'echnicalspecifications. Lt also includes the plant specific design-basis information defined in 10 CFR

50.2 as docunented in the most recent .final safety analysis report (FSAR) as required by 10 CFR 50.71 and
the licensee's comnitments remaining in effect that vere made in docketed Licensing correspondence such as
Licensee responses to NRC bulletins, generic letters, and enforcement actions, as Mell as licensee
coamitments documented iniNRC safety evaluations or licensee event reports."

SRP Chapter 19, REV L 03/27/97
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risk results in a mannier which complements tr'aditipnal'.engineering approaches
an'd'upports the def'ense-in-depth-, philosophy and pIi.eserves safety margins,.
Risk'. analysis will,iinforiri,but wIill not determine Iregul,atory decisions>

ROLES AND'RESPONS IB]iLI'TI3:S

The Probabil-istic Safe~tAssessmi nt Branch (SPSfi), at .tlhe request of the
primary.,review branch; i., responsibile far review oIf the: PRA information and,
findings submitted by the licensee. Review supPorJt incliudes, the assessment of
the adequacy of. the scope,'ev'el of detail and quality of the.. PRA used by the
licensee to support the regulatory change and. the applsication of risk. related
acceptance. guidelines to support decisionmakingl

-The 'Reactor.S stems Branch (SRXB), at .the pequeqt:of,'the primai y review branch
or SPSB; 'provides support in accident sequence modeling, including treatment
of reactivity'nd thermal-;hydrauli'c phenomena, system response, and the
implementation. of" emet"gency 'operating-, procedures,and abnormal operating.
procedures..

The Co'ntainment and Severe Accident Branch (SCSl)) „ has. prfiImary respo
for, review',of any cont.ainment response and containmer>t, integrity inf
submitted by the licehsee,in support of,a request 'for, r'egulatory act,

ns ibility
ormati on
10$

'he

.Emer 'en'c -Prepareclriess and,.Radiiation Protection. Branch (PERB) has primary
res onsibilit for .review of an evalua'tions of radionuclide contam'ination Irr
public health effects submitted by a,licensee in .support .of a request for,
regulatory action.

The Office of Nui lear Regulato~r Re~sear h .(RRS), at the request 'of the primary
review branch, provides technical support in areas involving all aspects o'

PRA', severe accident phenomenology and engineerting studies.

The Office 'for. Aisal~s'is and Evaluatio'n of O erational Data (AEOD), at the
request of the'rimary reviiew branch, provides generic'nd plant-specific data
on the frequericy of .initiating'events,,common ciause failures and human errors
from,operating .experience.

'The Re ional Offices; at the request:of the primary review branch, provide's
information on l,icensee opera'tiona"I expe'rience in,'arias of system performance,

ols.

03/27/97

Depending on the technical nature of a licensee's request, an appropriatei
technical'eview branch in the Office,of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)i willi
serve as the primary review branch and,,as, such, has,overall responsibility
for leading the technical rieview» drafting the staff safety'valuation report
(SER) or other appropriate iregulatory document, iand,coordinating any input.
from other technical; review'. organizations.: The, responsibilities of spdcific
review .organizations that will normally play a vole,in, reviewing. risk-'informed
proposals are l.isted below.

operator: performance, risk management practices and managiement contr

2 SRP Chapter 19, REV L
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I. AREAS OF REVIEW

The NRC's PRA Implementation Plan (reference 1) identifies a wide scope of
regulatory activities -for which PRA can play a role. This scope includes
activities which require NRC review and approval and other activities which
are considered internal to NRC and affect licensees and applicants in a less
direct manner, e.g., generic issue prioritization. This Standard Review Plan
chapter deals only with licensing amendment requests submitted for NRC review
and approval for which PRA can play an effective role in the decisionmaking
process. General review guidance for applicable activities is presented in
this SRP. In addition, application-specific SRP chapters are available to
provide additional guidance for several activities. Examples include:

~ Changes to allowed outage times (AOT) and surveillance test intervals
(STI) in plant-specific technical specifications;

Changes in
licensee's

Changes in
inspection

Grading of

scope and frequency of tests on pumps and valves in a

inservice test (IST) program;

scope and frequency of inspections in a 1-icensee's inservice
(ISI) program; and

activities in the licensee's quality assurance (gA) program.

Draft regulatory guide DG-1061 defines an acceptable approach to analyzing and
evaluating proposed CLB changes. This approach supports the staff's desire to
base its decisions on the results of traditional engineering evaluations,
supported by insights (derived from the use of PRA methods) on the risk
significance of the proposed changes. The decision process leading to the
proposed change is expected,to be done in an integrated fashion (considering
traditional engineering and risk information) and may be based upon
qualitative factors as well as quantitative anal'yses and information.

As discussed later in this section, the scope of the staff review of a risk-
informed application will depend on the specifics of the application.
However, this scope should include a review of the four-element approach as
suggested in chapter 2 of draft Reg Guide DG-1061. The areas of,review for
each of these elements are summarized below.

Element 1: Define the Proposed Change

The object'ive of this element is to provide the groundwork for the evaluation
of safety impacts of the proposed change. Areas of review in this element
therefore includes an evaluation of: the proposed change in light of the CLB;
the structures, systems and components (SSCs), procedures and activities that
are covered by the proposed change; the method of analysis; and the available
engineering studies and risk evaluation findings that are relevant to the
proposed change.

SRP Chapter 19, REV L 03/27/97
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2: Conduct Engineering Evaluation's

appropriately factored into tlhe decision p'roCes's.

'Element3: Develop -Implementation and Nonitering Strategies

Implementation and monitoring strategies can provide earl,y indication of plant
performance under the proposed changes and these strategiies are therefore
important in applications where there is some uncertainty in evaluation models
and/or data. As such,, the review .scope shou'lid include provisions, to e'ns6re
that the licensee proposed process for impleinentation and monitoring is
adequate to in part account for uncertainties with regard to plant performance
under the proposed change.

Element 4: Document I..valuations and Submit Request

The reviewer shouldI a.ssure that the submittal includes sufficient inform6tion
to support conclusions regarding- tlhe acc
that archival documen'tation of the evalu
maintained and available for staff audit
assure that the appr'opriate regulatory, a
license amendment, an exemption:,, or a ch
Where appropriate, these, actions shoul'd

eptablllty of the proposed change and
ation, process and findings is

and, review. The reviewer should also
ction is requested, for example, a
ange to technical specifications„,
include enhancements in regulatory

requirements:to lprese',rve the assumptions in the supporting risk analysis) alnd
to assure that high risk, significant SSCs .not curi ently subject to regulatory
control will be subject to requirements commensurate with their risk
significance. Finally, the reviewer should assure that CLB changes are
appropriately includeid in a Safety Analysis Report update as necessary'.

Application-Specific IReviews,

This SRP chapter is written to .provide guidance for a full scope review of
applications in risk-informed regulation where evaluation findings are
dependent on the numerical values of risk indices and where a broad set of

'cenariosand plant operating modes may be affected. Where it is determined
that an application could justify a review tlhat is less than full scoPe, the
reviewer should choose the relevant and applicable parts of this SRP for
guidance. In addition, some applications maly Ue Sup'porta'ble without resOrt'O
the level, of integration and quantitative perspective afforded by PRA, and
correspondingly; little or no staff review of the PRA may be necessary.
Application-specific SRP clhapters (where available will rovide additional
guidance in this .area.

) p

SRP Chapter 19, REV L 03/27/97

In this element, the reviewer should evaluate the prbpdsed change to ensure
that defense-in-depth and safety margins a're'maintained, and that the
calculated change in plant ri,sk is withsn the guidelines .specified in DG-. 1061.
The proposed changes are to,be e'valuated i,'n )ight of the 'licensee's risk
management -approach in. which the licensee iis using risk analysis to improve
operational and engineering decisions and not just to eliminate requirements
the licensee sees as undesirable, and that cumulative rislk impacts are
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REVIEW GUIDANCE AND PROCEDURES

General

For each risk-informed application, reviewers should ensure that the following
principles for risk-informed decisionmaking are met (SRP sections dealing with
each principle are provided in parenthesis):

~ The proposed change meets the current regulations. This principle
applies unless the proposed change is explicitly related to a requested
exemption or rule change (i.e., a 50. 12 "specific exemption" or a 2.802
"petition for rulemaking") (section II.3. 1);

Defense-in-depth is maintained (section II.3.1);
l

Sufficient safety margins are maintained (section II.3.1);

Proposed increases in risk and their cumulative effect are small, and
these changes do not cause the NRC Safety Goals to be exceeded (sections
II.3.2 and II.3.3); and

Performance-based implementation and monitoring strategies are proposed
that address uncertainties in analysis models and data, and provide for
timely feedback and corrective action (section 11.4).

In demonstrating the above, reviewers should ensure that the following have
been addressed as part of the submittal:

All safety- impacts of the proposed change are evaluated in an integrated
manner as part of an overall risk management approach in which the
licensee is using risk analysis to improve operational and engineering
decisions broadly and not just to eliminate requirements the licensee
sees as desirable. The approach used to identify changes in
requirements was used to identify areas where requirements should be
increased as well as where they could be reduced (section II-.3.3);

The acceptabil,ity of the proposed changes is evaluated in an integrated
fashion that ensures that all principles are met (section II.3.3);

Increases in estimated CDF and LERF resulting from proposed CLB changes
are limited to small increments (section II.3.2);

The scope and quality of the engineering analyses (including traditional
and probabilistic analyses) conducted to justify the proposed CLB change
are appropriate for the nature and scope of the change and are based on
the as-built and as-operated'nd maintained plant (section II.3.2);

Appropriate consideration of uncertainty is given in analyses and

5 SRP Chapter 19, REV, L 03/27/97
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interpretation of. findings (section .II.3.2);-

The plant-specific PRA that is used to ~support licensee proposal,s has
'been 'subjected to quality controls such as an independent peer review.
(section II.3,;2); and

Da't'a,'ethods„ and assessment, criteria used to'.support regulatory
decisionmakin~].are'vailab'le for 'pubi'ic review (section .II.5);

11.2 .Element 1: De)Fine the J>r~oose~dChan e

In this el'ement, the reviewer. should verify, that,, enough informatiori is
.provided to meet the staff's expectation that 'a'il potential safety. impacts
ha've been identified and evaluated. In additiion, ithe review'er should'e
satisfied that, where appropriate, the licensee 'haIs iderItified desig'n and
operational aspects of'he plant related to the change request that should,'be
enhanced consistent with 'an im'proved understanding: of''he1r safety
significance based on the methodology us'e to,support,the proposed rel'axat,ion
in 'regulation. The.se enhancements should be apprdpriately-reoflected- in
licensing basis -c:hanges (e.g.„ technical specification, .license conditions,,
and FSAR)

The proposed change.s should be r'eviewed with regard to the current licensing
basis. The licensing basis oiF the plant documents how lthe licensee satisfies
.certain basic regulatory requ.irements such .as diversity, redundancy, defense-
1n-depth, and the General'esign Criteria.

Engineering (or other, pertinent) analysis land dotal-that, identify the slafdty
margins or'lant activities, conducted to preser've ',those margins should be
reviewed. If exemptions from regu'ilations or ire'lief requests are needed to
implement the l.icensee's proposed change, the reviewenr should ensure that the

'ppropriate-requests accompany. the licensee.'s'submittal.

The reviewer'houTd'erify. th,at available documents reflecting traditional
engineering concepts and pr'inci'ples have been 'identifie'd and appropriatel'y

'se'd.Among the.non-PRA sources oIF infotrmation '-that should be examined tio
support the, evaluation of safety significance are 'the safety insights
developed in licensing documents including the Final Safety Analysis Report,
and- the bases for Technical Specifications such as Limiting Conditions for
Operation (LCOs)„ Allowed Outage. Times (AOTs), ancl Survei'llance Requirements
(SRs).

Where ava'ilable, plant specific data and olpepational'nformation should be
factored into the evalluation: process. Reviewers shoiuldI cIonsider the way'n
which the issues at hI>nd are reflected in 'operationa'1 data. Useful insights
from plant speci)Fic oiierating ex'pe'rience can als'o be obtained'rom inspectilons
that follow incidents at the facil'ity, inciluding NRC incident investigat1on
an'd augmented 'team in. pections, INIPO 'incident assessments, documented in

6 SPP Chapter 19, REV .L 03/27/97
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significant operating event, reports, licensee follow-up investigations and

routine inspections. by NRC resident inspectors. Inspection results can
provide valuable qualitative insights in areas such as human performance,
management controls, adequacy of procedures and root causes of events which
are often difficult to treat with, precision in a PRA.

Finally, as, part of the initial review of the licensing amendment, the
reviewer should determine if the scope of the impact of the proposed change
has been adequately characterized (specifically, if all SSCs affected by the
proposed change have been identified) and if the analysis .performed and
submitted have the scope and depth needed to adequately characterize the
impact of this change.

II.3 Element 2: Conduct En ineerin Evaluations

In order for the staff to .make findings of acceptability regarding a proposed
license amendment, the staff. position should be based on an integrated
assessment of traditional, engineering evaluations and probabilistic
information. Specific evaluations expected to be performed by the licensee
are described in section 2.4 of draft reg, guide DG-1061. The scope and
quality of the engineering analyses conducted to justify the proposed change
should be appropriate for the nature and scope of the change. Types of
traditional engineering and probabilistic information which should be included
in submittals are described in section 3 of the draft guide.

The results of. this element should be reviewed to determine if the following
principles for risk-informed decisionmaking are satisfied: the proposed change
meets current regulations unless the change is explicitly related to a
requested exemption or rule change; defense-in-depth, is maintained;
sufficient safety margins are maintained; and proposed increases in risk and
their cumulative effect are small, and these changes do not cause the NRC

Safety Goals to be exceeded.

II.3. 1 Evaluation of Defense-in-De th Attributes and Safet Mar ins

A review of the engineering evaluations should be performed to demonstrate
that the principles identified in Section II.1 are not compromised. These
evaluations should include not only the traditional design basis accident
(DBA) analyses, but also evaluations of the defense-in-depth attributes of the
plant, safety margins, and risk assessments performed to obtain risk insights
and quantification of the impact of the proposed change.

I I.3.,1. 1 Defense-in-Depth

Defense-in-depth is defined as a philosophy which ensures that successive
measures are incorporated into the design and operating practices for nuclear
plants to compensate for potential failures in protection and safety measures.

7 SRP Chapter 19, REV L 03/27/97
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In risk informed: regulation', the.,'intent is; to assure that .the philosophy.,of,
defen'se-in-.depth is maiintained, not to prevent changes in the way. defense-in-
depth is achieved; Th'e defense-in-depth philosophy,has; been. and continues to
be an effective,hay tci aiccount f'r 'unce'rtainties in 'equip'ment and:human
performance. In. some cases,,r'is,k analysis can help qu'antify the range of
uncertainty; however, there will 1'ikely,remain areas of'arge uncerta'inty oir
areas not covere'd''by the risk anal~ysis. 'Where a comprehensive risk an'alysi's.

'an

be performed„ it. can be usedl to help determine the apjrroximate. extent of
defense-in'-.'depth (e.g., Ibal anice amo'ng'ore damage iprevention, containment
.failu're and c'onseqiience imitigation) to ensure protection of public health and
safety. However.„. because all'spects of defense-in-depth- are not reflected in
PRAs-, app'ropriate.'traclittorial defense-in-depth considerat1ons should. also be
used to account for urice'rtaiinties.

Preservation of Multiple Barriers for'Radioactivity Release

Dhfense-'in-depth can be argued 'basi~d on considerations 'of'.the- barriers'hati
.'reventor mitigate. radi'o'activity irelease. Relhasle bf 'r'adioacti've materials

from tlie reactor. to the",eni~ironItien't i's preke6ted 5y a success'ion .of passive.
,barriers:. fuel cl'adding; reactor coolant, pressure boundary;; and containment
structure. These barriers, together with'n, imposed'x'elusion area and
emergency pr'epar'ednes., are the, essential'Tements 'for 'accident consequence,
mi.tigation. .Given these ''multip1'e 'Ibarriers, assurance af safety is pr'ovided'y
application of det'erministic safety criteria for the performance of

each'arrier,and design 'arid operatic'n'Iof systems to support 'the functional,
per'formance of each barrier.

In ma'intaini'ng, the defense-in-depth philos~ophy,I the pr'oposed li,cense amendment
sho'uld not, result in,any substantial change'n the effectiveriess of 'ba'rrier's.

'hefollowing are rev'iew:objectives to insure that the proposed change-
maintains appropIriate, safety 'within the'tdeferise-in-depth philosophy

the change does not. result; in a sign~i'fic'ant ~increase .in the'xis'ting
challenges to the integrity of the barriers;

~ probability of failui'e -of. each bar'rier is, not signi'ficantly changed .by
the'propos'al;

~ new or additional .failure dependen'cies are,not -intrbduced among barrier's
th'at result'n a significant increase iin tlie likelihood of

failure'ompared:to the. existing conditions; ar>d

~ the. overal'1'edundancy and diversity in. the ba'rriers .is sufficient to be
compatible with the risk acceptance 'guide'lines'.

.In demonstrating the above,, it is a staff expectation that, for.- the proposed
change:

a reasonable balance amoiig prevention of core damage, prevention of

8 SRP Chapter 19,, REV L 03/27/97
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containment failure,, and consequence mitigation is preserved;

over-reliance on programmatic activities to compensate for weaknesses in
plant design is avoided;

e

system redundancy, independence, and diversity are preserved,
commensurate with the expected frequency and consequences of challenges
to the system;

~ defenses against potential'ommon cause failures are preserved and the
introduction of new common cause failure mechanisms is assessed;

~ independence of barriers is not degraded; and

~ defenses against human errors are preserved.

The above elements can be, addressed 'by using qualitative or traditional
engineering arguments or by using PRA results contained in, the model sequences
and cutsets.

Role of PRA in Review of Defense-in-Depth

In addition to the usual quantitative risk indices, PRAs provide important
qualitative results, namely, the accident sequence minimal cutsets. Each
accident sequence minimal cutset is a combination of passive and active SSC

failures and human errors that would cause core damage or a radioactivity
release. The cutsets therefore directly show one particular aspect of
defense-in-depth, in that they reveal how many failures, must occur in order
for core damage or a radiological release to occur. The minimal cutsets
therefore show the effective redundancy and diversity of the plant design.

Events appearing in each minimal cutset are, in most cases, targeted by
programmatic activities to assure the reliability of the associated SSC.
Specific activities that are important in maintaining reliability of a

component include: inservice testing, inservice inspection, periodic
surveillance required by Technical Specifications, quality assurance, and
maintenance. Therefore, when a review of the minimal cutsets shows areas
where redundancy or diversity are already marginal, it would arguably be
inappropriate to reduce the level of activities aimed at ensuring SSC

performance, unless the activities can be shown to have little or no effect on
SSC performance or if it can be shown that uncertainties in the performance of
the elements in this cutset are well understood and quantified. It is also
possible that compensating or alternative activities could be proposed to
provide assurance of SSC,performance. The objective of this review is to
avoid completely relaxing the defense-in-depth posture at points at which the
plant design has the least overall functional independence, redundancy, and/or
diversity. On the other hand, in areas where a plant has substantial
redundancy and diversity, defense-in-depth arguments used to justify *

relaxations should be given appropriate weight.

9 SRP Chapter 19, REV L 03//27/97
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As part of the review .of defense-in-depth„ the. effects of multiple component
failures that could potentially resul't frown the pHop5sed change should, be
evaluated. For example, if a'll:events in a outset have been proposed:for, a,

reduction in requirements, the revIiewer shbul'd ensure Chat the effect of the
change is modelecl proper'ly and that the change does not have an adverse qffIecg
on defense-in-depth. I

Finally, in the review of sequence cutsets, .attention should .be give
potential over-reliance on programmatic activities or operator aetio
compensate for weaknesses in 'the plan't design. For example, propose
maintenance and . urveillance activities should complement and,not re
proper plant design.

n to
nsi thati
d
pl ace

II.3.1.2 Safety Margins

In the determination of'he design performance charact'eristics of a system,
safe'ty margin represents an a'llowance for uncertainty i,n SSC performance.
Current safety analysis practices incorporate consideration of margin in most
areas. As examp'les, many engineer'ing standards, licensing-analyses, and
technical specif'ications take margin'nto iaccount~

Incorporating margin can result in over-designin'g of components, incorporation
of extra system -'trains or extra systems, o'r in 'conservative operating
requirements for systems and components. Therefore, some licensee
.applications wil'1 seek to. reduce this margin in some areas. Reduction of
margin should apIpropr'iately reflect the current understanding of existing
uncertainties and the potential impact of the, proposed change.

Therefore, as pa'rt of the review of the impacts of a proposed, change, its
effects on safety margins shoulcl be .evaluated. For example, the reviewer
should establish that:

0

engineering c:odes and standards or ailternatives approved for use by .the
NRC are met, or deviations are justified; and

~ safety analysis acceptance criteria in the current .licensing basis are
met, or proposed rev'isions prov'ide suffic,ient 'margin to account for
analysis and'ata uncertainty.

Clear'ly, these items are closely related to guidance provided in section,
II.3.1.3 regarding the need to maintain, the current,CLB., The thrust of the
guidance in'the present section is to sensitize reviewers .to the i'mplications
of relaxing margin when evaluating the acceptabil;ity of changes to the CLB.

The level of justification requ'ired f'r, changes in margin; should depend on how
much uncertainty is associated with the performance parameter in question, ithe
availability of mechanisms to compensate for adverse performance, and the
consequences of functional faiilure of'he affected elements. Therefore, the
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results .from risk evaluations and -the associated'nalysis of uncertainties,
especially in the analysi's; areas and models affected. by'he application, will
provide useful, information to help in the reviewer's decision-making;

In the evaluation of available safety margins, reviewers should also look at
the risk profile of the plant. If a proposed CLB change creates or
exacerbates a situation where risk is dominated by. a,few elements (SSCs or
human actions) or a. few accident sequences,, the impact should be carefully
evaluated by the, reviewer. If one or a few elements clearly dominate risk,
then the model-ing of:these items (including uncertainty) and the effect on-
risk if they degraded should be reviewed more in d'etail, and the acceptability
of this contribution assessed.

In demonstrating available safety margins, l.icensees will in some cases cite
new data from plant tests or research projects, or analysis with models based
on new data to support their proposal. The following examples illustrate
situations in which data and analysis can be used effectively to support the
CLB change request:

to show that a phenomenon of concern cannot occur or-is less likely to .

occur than originally, thought;

to show that the amount of safety margin in the design, is significantly
greater than that which was assumed when the requirement or position was
imposed;

~ to show that, time availabl'e for operator actions is greater than
originally assumed.

The reviewer's primary objective is to verify the relevance and acceptabil,ity
of this new information with respect to the CLB change request. ,Data that
apply directly to the original technical concern should be applied in the
decision process. Depending on the circumstances, additional specific
guidance in the cognizant review branch may be available for reviewing the
quality and acceptability of the data. However, the data or analysis must be
clearly applicable to the plant and specific circumstances to which it is
being applied.

II.3.1.3 Current Regulations

Staff reviewers should be aware that the proposed change satisfies current
regulations (including, the general design, criteria),unless the licensee
expl;icitly includes a proposed exemption, or rule change (i.e. a 50..12
"specific exemption" or a 2.802 "petition for rulemaking").

The current licensing basis. also applies until, modi,fications to it are
accepted by the staff. 'It. is expected that many applications will seek to
modify the CLB'n. risk-informed submittals. Applications that seek,to .make

1'1 SRP Chapter 19, REV L 03/27/97
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changes to the GLIB (such:as. moving components out-of the scope of
a-required program) shou'1d be reviewed in more detai'1 with respect to defense-

'n-depthand safety mairgins when compared'o apglicaltidns, that seek,to;make
parametric changes (such as, incremental 'changes, td surve'illance, interval).

r'ev'iewer should ensure that"the liicensee has demonstrated that the plant s .C

and actual operating conditions and practice..are properly reflected. in the
risk irisights using the plant PRA model. ,Otherwise,: the risk; assessment may
provide, inaccurate or misleadingl information that will require careful
scrutiriy before use in any regulatory decisi0nmaking process.

The''development of a plant-specifiic, risk-.'informed program will also &eq6ire
that- information be available to identify lthA application specific SSCs and
human actions that contribute most significantly to the p'lant's estimated
risk. For each PRA. basic event directly afAct'ed by the proposed appl,icatton„
.it is desirable for the licensee's process to quantify the-event using models
that capture the functiona1l relationships between the app'licatiori anddthh
ev'e'nt. The effects of 'o iosed chan es on arameters. such as common causep i..„9 p
failure probabilities.and potential increase. in human error probabilities
should be;addres,sedl within the review process.

The characterization of the proposed change in terms of .PRA model elements is
discussed in sub-section II.3;2„1; The resu'Its of thi. determination .of the
cause-effect rel'ation.ships between the proposed application an'd the PRA models
will'elp define thee scope and the level of detai I required of the PRA to
support the applicaition. Sub-sections II.3.2.2. and II.,3.2.3 discuss,t'hese
topics.

Many applications,, such as those involvingl changes in component test
intervals, allow explicit, model'ing of the i~pact of the proposed change lin thy
PRA .and quantification of'he expected change in. risk .using'plausible imodels
of the'mpact of tlie exchange on SSC unavailability to the extent, that the
affected, components a'e. includ'ed in the; plant PRA. There are, other possibl'e

y lmodel
nants
eilstbod.
iques

risk-informed. applications where it may'not. be feasible to explicitl
the cause and effect 'r'elationship, because 'thie a'ctisal ii>pact on. comp~
unavailability resiiltingl; fr'om tlie proposed clliange is not, clearly und
For appl'ications such as these, the use of risk'..categorization'echn

ps of les;s risl( important SSCs. that.
r6ach,tlo Hegulatory .requireme6tsl.
is still necessary to understand the,

osedi change, and to assess the .risk:
In either the 'detailed,

gorization.:approach, risk results
pkialte qulali'ty~ 'The g'uidelines to
scussed in .sub section'I'.3;2.4 and
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,provide a useful method to identif'y grou
ar'e possibl'e candidates fo'r a. graded appp

'.Using, such a,categbrization, appr'oach, itt
potential .or'oundiing. impaict'f the prop
impact through such bounding evaluations
quantification approach or thi'e risk, cate
should be, derived from analys,es of apprro
help in the. review of PRA quaili ty, are di

II.3.2': Ri sk A!~sessm'ent

For an effe'ctive implementatiion of risk-informed regulatory approaches, the
LB
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also in Appendix A of th'is SRP. Finally, the issues related to-the
determination of risk contribution/component categorization are discussed in
Appendix C of this SRP.

II.3.2. 1 Characterization of Change in Terms of PRA Model Elements

Where quantitative PRA results are used as part of,a risk-informed evaluation
of a proposed change, the licensee should define the change in terms which are
compatible with the risk analysis, i.e., the risk analysis should be able to
effectively evaluate the. effects of the change.

The characterization of the problem should include the establishment of a

cause-effect relationship to identify portions of the PRA affected by the
issue being evaluated. This includes (i) identification of the specific PRA

contributors for the particular, application, (ii) an assessment of the
portions of the model which should, be modified for the application, and (iii)
identification of supplemental tools and methods which, could be used to
support the application. This will help define the scope and level of detail
of analysis required for the remaining steps of the change-process.

General guidance for the identification of PRA model elements that may be
affected by an application is tabulated in Table II-1 of this SRP. This
guidance, provided as a list of:questions, will assist the reviewer in
establishing a cause.-effect relationship between the application and the PRA

model. The answers to these questions should be used to identify the extent
to which the proposed change affects the design, operation and maintenance of
plant SSCs.

The reviewer should also verify that the effects of the proposed changes on
SSCs are adequately characterized in the PRA elements. For full scale
applications of the PRA, this should be reflected in a quantification of the .

impact on the PRA elements. For applications like component categorization,
sensitivity studies on .the effects of the change may be sufficient. For other
applications it may be adequate to define the qualitative relationship of the
impact on the PRA elements or may only require an identification of which
elements are impacted.

The review procedure in this element is therefore to verify that the effects
of. the changes on SSC reliabil'ity and unavailability or on operator actions
are appropriately accounted for. Where applicable, the modeling and
quantification of the effects of the change should also be reviewed to ensure
that the models are appropriate and that the results can be supported by plant
and/or industry data.

II.3.2.2 Scope of Analysis

The necessary scope of a PRA supporting risk-informed requests will depend on
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the specific application., It is not required for risk-inf'ormed regulation
that licensees subm'it Level'II PRAs that'reat all .plant operational modes
and all 'initiators. Instead, when full-,scope PBAs, are not available,.
licensees should demonstrate that the needed fihdings are supportable based on
traditional engineering analyses, or other plant operational information that
address modes an'd initiators not analyzed in the base PRA-.,

For plant modes and initiator.; not analyzed in the PRA such as shutdown,
seismic, fire, floods and, severe weather, .the licensee, should consider the
effects of the chan'ge and provide rationale why additional PRA analyses are
not necessary. This. rationale could be, addressed by:assessing,the, level of
redundancy and diversity provided by the p'~lant sys~tems,, system trains, human

actions, etc. for responding'o thes'e unanalyzed configurations. The 'licensee
should also show that .the proposed -change does not introduce unanalyzed
vulner'abilities and that redundancy and diversity will still exist in the
plant response capability after the changes are implemented.

'

This issue is addressed acceptably if:
~ The li.censee addresses all modes and all initiator types using PIRA.

OR

~ The licensee demonstrates that the application does not unacceptably
degrade plant capability, and does not introduce risk vulnerabilities or
remove el'ements of the plant .response capability from programmatic
activities aiimed at ensuring satisfactory safety performance for'l'ant
modes and initiator types not included in the PRA.

OR

If the proposed change impacts unanalyzed pl,ant modes or
.initiator'ypes,

the licensee clemonstrates that a bouridihg analysis of the change
in plant risk from the application (e.g.,; by qualitative arguments, or
by use of sensitivity studies) meets guidelines that are equivalent to
the acceptance guidelines specified in Section 2.4.2.1 of draft guide
DG-1061.

II.3.2.3 Level of Detail

Generally, the PIN should'e detailed. enough to account for important system
arid operator depend'encies (functional, operational, and procedural
dependencies). SSCs that are =being depended upon for more than one function
should be modeled- exp'licitly so that potential dependencies will not be
obscured. in the evaluation process. Initiating events caused by the loss of
support systems should be modeled in detail:if the failure of the SSCs that
could lead to the initiating events could also re. ult in failure of functions;
that mitigate that event.. For components affected by the application,. the
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reviewer should verify that the models are detailed enough to account for
important system and operator dependencies. A check of the licensee failure
modes and effects analysis and a review of plant operating and emergency
procedures will be useful for this purpose.

The usefulness of PRA results in risk-informed regulation is dependent on the
level of resolution of the modeled SSCs. A component level of resolution
provides insights at the component level. However, if a PRA is performed at a

system or train level, the insights of the PRA will be limited to the system
or train level unless it can be demonstrated that component level'nsights can
be bounded by system or train level effects. The direct application of PRA

results will be limited to those SSCs that are explicitly modeled as part of
PRA basic events. Insights for SSCs that are implicitly modeled .(i.e.,
screened out, assumed not important, etc.) shall only be used after additional
consideration of the effects of the proposed change, on PRA assumptions,
screening analyses and boundary conditions.

Specifically, the level of detail in the modeling of each SSC can be used to
determine the following:

~ If the SSCs are modeled at the basic event level, i.e., each SSC is
represented by a basic event (or sometimes, more than one if different
failure modes are modeled), risk insights from the PRA can be directly
applied to the component, modeled as long as the effects of the change
are considered appropriately.

If the SSCs are included within the boundaries of other components
(e.g., the governor and throttle valves being included in the pump

boundary); or if they are included in "black boxes" or modules within
the PRA model'; or they are modeled as part of the calculation of human

error probabil'ities in recovery actions, risk insights from the PRA can
be applied if the effects of the application can be mapped onto the
events (e.g., modules, HEPs, etc.) in question. In these cases it
should, be noted that the mapping is relatively simple if the event is
ORed with the other module or HEP events. However, if the logic
involves AND gates, the mapping will be more complicated.

If the SSCs are omitted from the model because of inherent reliability
or if they are not modeled at all, risk insights on, these components
should be obtained from an integrated decisionmaking process (such as an

Expert Panel) which revisits the assumptions or screening criteria which
supported the initial omission.

II.3.2.4 guality of a PRA for Use in Risk-Informed Regulation

The baseline risk profile is used to model the plant's licensing basis and
operating practices that are important to safe operation and may provide
insights into areas in which existing requirements can be relaxed without
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unacceptable safety consequences,. 'It is tiierlefqir'e esser>tial that th e PRA

cessant yo complement this, >t 1s ne
tributcirs, but 'also to identify tthose

k

adequately represent tlhe rl.sk profile. T
not:only to identify signi.f'icant risk con
elements of the p'lant whose per'formance
to acceptable levels, andi address. these
programm'atic activities;

is responsible for reducing. the ris
elements adeqiuately in l,icensee

Robustness 'of'esults .ariid conclusioons:, 'Results,and .conclusions must be
robust,;and arr analysis of uricertainties and sensitivities should be
carried out t() show this "robustriess".

.Therefore, for ri sk-informed reguTation, the:followinig criteria should" be
*sati,sf ied.

Reasonable assurance .iof PRA adequacy: The plant'-s current. licensin'g
basis and actual operating condition and:practice.s, are properly
reflected in the. plan't PRA model.

Key performance elements aire. appropriately classified. and performance is
backed up by licen. ee ccimmitrri'ents: PRA resu'its are dependent on plant
activities.'hey'eflect not, only inherent dei<icie characteristics but
'also numerous'rogrammatic activities; such 'as ISiT, .ISI, GQA, and so on.
Use of,a PRA to ju.'t'ify re'laxation of a, requirement, should therefore
imply a commitment to whatsoever programmatic activities are needed to
mairitain performance at the PRA-credite'd--'lley'els .that served: as the- basis
for the proposed relaxation.

Review'f PRA
Quality'ual'ity

.in the licensee's:. technical -analysi's',must be, demonstrated in the
licensee req'uest. Guidance in this area is prov'ided Iin Section 2.7 of DG-
'1061.

Staff r'evie'w shall demon.strate: that- the 'PRA, is 6f lsu'ffieient quality to
'1

l ev'aluatle 'the, licensee rocessupport the decs s > own. The re Ilewer shou d, p s
'to'ensure.-quality.In adldition, for each lpplidatlion, specific findings should

b'e made regarding tlhe.quality of the PRA fbr,that application. At a.minimum,
these findings siiould be 'based on a '"foc'used-scope" staff review which will
concentrate on ajiplicaitiion specific attrributes.of'he PRA. This includes a
'revi'ew of. th'e assumptio'n's aind'- element's of the PRA. model that, drive the resu'1'ts
a'nd c'onclus ions.

views of probabilistic evaluations
ati os.

important to the application-,specific ree

performed as part of"risk-infiormed regul

In addition to the focused- sciope .review,
-considered irI determining the need for a
revi'ew „of the PRA.

the,fol~ lowing:factors should be
more- detailed:,and. larger. scope staff
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Staff audits of the licensee's process for conducting a PRA have
identified practices which could affect the quality of the technical

~ ~ analysis detrimentally;

Results of the 'licensee's analysis submitted in support of a licensing
action are in some way counter-intuitive or inconsistent with results
for similar plants on similar issues;

~ The licensee's analysis is part of a pilot application of PRA in a

regulatory activity;
~ The PRA includes new methods that are unfamiliar to the staff.

Draft NUREG-1602 contains reference material that could be utilized to help in
the larger scope staff review of PRAs.

guality Assurance Requirements Related to the PRA

To the extent that a licensee elects to use PRA as an element to enhance or
modify its implementation, of activities affecting the safety-related functions
of SSCs, appropriate quality requirements will also apply to the PRA. In this
context, therefore, a licensee would be expected to control PRA activity in a

manner commensurate with its impact on the facility's design and licensing
basis. Section 2.7 of DG-1061 provides a description as to what quality
elements are applicable to the licensee's PRA activities. The reviewer should
determine that the quality of analyses and performance programs which affect
safety-related equipment and activities, will meet the quality guidelines as
described in draft guide DG-1061.

II.3.2.5 Risk Impact Including Treatment of Uncertainty

Determination of Risk Impact from the Application

For many risk-informed applications, a quantitative estimate of, the total
impact of a proposed action is expected to be performed. This includes the
evaluation of the absolute and/or relative changes in risk measures such as
core damage frequency (CDF) and large early release frequency (LERF). The
necessary sophistication of this evaluation depends on the justification
arguments and the magnitude of the potential risk impact. For those actions
justified primarily by traditional engineering considerations and for which
minimal risk impact is anticipated, a bounding estimate may be sufficient.
For actions justified primarily by PRA considerations for which a substantial
impact is possible or is to be offset with compensatory measures, an in-depth
and comprehensive PRA analysis is generally needed.

The acceptance guidelines for changes to the plant's risk profile are
discussed in section 2.4.2 of draft Reg Guide DG-1061. In the detailed
evaluation of risk significance, the fol.lowing should be considered: baseline
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risk; change iri the.base'iline risk; and.risk in term. of 'CDF arid. 1ERF. It is
nece'ssary. to address both int'ernal and external everits and 'al,l plant
operational modes, but it miay be possible "<o,accomplish,. this without a full-
scope PRA in'. all-'a,ses.

In accordance-w'ith DG-1061, it is expected that applications will,.result in a

be r.'s neutral for 'lants with,'.'CDFs at or above lEi4net decrease sn r ask or 1 k
.per reactor- year or LERFs at or above lE
.the re'viewer', shoul'd verify that proposed
improvements would clearly offset risk i
current requirements. I't is preferred t
quantified; however, .rislk improvemi.nts c
.quantitative serIse as long as't can be
decrease will at least, offset any risk i

p
-5 per reactor year. In these cases,

cbmPenNatory,.measures or planit
ncreases f'rom,.proposed relaxation, in
hat, the net change in ri'sk 'be
an, also .be demoristrated in a non-
clearly justified that .the risk
nclreisels'.

year and LERF .increase of les,s than 1E-7 per reactor year is al,lowed subject
to,the prlncsples. and expecta'talons as spec>fied vari Sect>on II.1 of thais SRP

being'met. In ttie revieiw of where the plant stands,'in terms. of the base risk,
the staff should evaluate licensee justification of'he base, CDF and LERF.
For PRAs .that are full scope '(i.e:,. those that incluide all probabilistically
significant init'iators and operating modes), the review could corisist of thIe
'verification of PRA qi>ality as- described, in $ ecltibn-~II.l3'.2.4. For. less than

efull scope PRAs, or sn cases ~where the base rssk ss close,to the acceptanc
guidelines (e.g, within a "half orider of magrIitude of the- guidelines)', the
reviewei should also corisider the 'licensee"s analgisis. df isncertainties as

For plants with base CDFs of less than. 1E-5 per reactor -'year and base,LERFs, o';
less than lE-6 per reactior year, CDF increase oif less than. 1E-.6 per reactor,

described later in this section of,the S

risk, the rev'iewer i's referred to Sectio
this SRP..

RP. For compar;isdns in the change in
ns II.3'.2. 1, Il.3.2.2 and 11.3.2i3,bf

In addition to the above guidelines, lar
lE-,6 in LERF. could be allowed .subject 'to
this. to apply, tllie base CDF should be le
base LERF should be less ttian 1E-5 per r
information for management review,- the s

ger risk increases of 1E-5 .in CDF and
increased'NRC management review. .For

ss than -lE-4 per reactor year and the
eactor year.. 'In the compilation of
taff should incluide:

0 the -bas'e CDIF'nd LERF of the plaint;

o. the sciope, quality, and 'robustness of the analysis (including; but
not,limited -to, the PRA), .includling consideration and quantification
of -uncertainties;.;

o the 'cumulative impact of prev
management,,approach);

o:consideratiion of the Safety G

'Regu*latory Anally.sis,'Guideline
containment peirfIoriTiance would

ious changes, (th'e licensee's risk

ooal, screenin'g cri,teria in the staff's
ss, which define:what 'clianges in CDF and

be,needed '.to consider *potential
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backfi'ts;

0 the impact of 'the proposed change on operational'omplexity, burden
on. the operating staff., and overall safety practices; and

0 plant-specific performance and other factors, including .for example,
si,ting factors, inspection findings, performance indicators, and
operational events.

Treatment of Uncertainties

The uncertainties in the PRA results should be taken into account in the
assessment of the risk impact and in the risk-informed decisionmaking process
to demonstrate the robustness of the results. The general'pproach to taking
uncertainty into account is discussed in section 2.4.2 of draft guide DG-1061.

When required, the analysis of uncertainties should have the following
attributes:

~ It should reflect the uncertainties associated with each parameter and
provide an assessment of the confidence with whi'ch any numerical
guidelines are met.

It should acc'ount for model uncertainties. There may be several
alternate approaches to the analysis of certain elements of the PRA

model. The licensee should document why the model or assumption used is
appropriate both for the base case risk evaluation and for the analysis
of the impact of the ch'ange. In certain cases, it may be necessary to
perform sensitivity analyses using alternate models or assumptions to
demonstrate the robustness of the conclusions.

It should attempt to address uncertainty that i's caused by potential
incompleteness of the scope of the PRA model. The 1'.icensee should.
address the lack of completeness either by demonstrating that the impact
of the missing parts on both the base case risk and the change to risk
as a result of the application is bounded so that the overall'esult is
acceptable, or by limiting the scope of the application to the SSCs for
which the impact on risk can be evaluated (see section I-I.3.2.2).

In the review of the analysis of uncertainties, the staff should:

review the types and sources of uncertainty that have been identified by
the licensee, and how the uncertainties have been addressed with
reference to the decision guidel'ines provided in DG-1061';

identify if resul.ts are strongly impacted by the specific models or
assumptions adopted for the assessment of important elements of the PRA,
and whether the sensitivity analyses that have 'been performed„(if any)
are sufficient to address the most significant uncertainties with
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respect to these e1emerit;s. (Care shoul,d. be. taken, when the
characterization of a mode'1 uncertairityi is such that the .results fall.
into a bimodal or'mult'i-monadal distributioA,. and ohe,or more of the modes
exceeds the acceptance: guiidelines. .The review of the results then
should be based on an ex~aluation of the significance of the hypotheses
associated with thiise .modes that exceed the guidelines);

~ determine whether .the 1'i,mitations in scope of the, PRA,,and other
completeness.'issues have been addressed adeq'uately by either''imitation
of the scope of the application, or by a demonstration that the impact
of the unanalyzed, 'iiorticIn of,the risk on both the: bise case risk avid ion

.the change in risk is bounded or canIbe neglected,.

is expected to,look,. at,.past, changes,', in
being accumulated. The r'eview'er

;cumulative increrise,s low.. .The. reviewer
the plant to'see, if larg'I:increas'es,are
should verify that:

each application 'i.s'arried: out .with reference to a..model that a'lready.
reflects previous appl icati oris;

the cumulative changes. From.'llicense amendmen'ts are b'eing monitored; and

~ the, accumulation of applicat',ions has not created dominant. risk
contributors.

Cumulative and .Synergistic Effects from all 'Application's.

The 'flexibility available:to: any given- plant is not only'a function of where
it star'ted in terms of.'base risk,, b'ut also' ifunction.,of how, much risk.
increase has taken 'place. in:preceding applications. As discussed .in the .next.
section, 1:icensee risk manage'ment practices are .expected to keep the

I

Beyond -cumulative effects, synergistic .effects are. a'Iso possible, not all of
which'ould emerge from a qluantificati'on of the PRA. For example, if ,

;conventi onal: 'imptirtance,ranking approachesi,are empl oyed. to determine
importance of SSCs, it would be possible that multip'le requirements,.could be
relaxed; on certa'in. low" signi,ficant components under multiple applicaItions.
If the gA (potentially .,affectingi. the faslure 'rate) and the test interval
(potentially, affecting fault exposure .tsme) were to be ~re'iaxed for- the same
component, the component uhavailability could increase more than .expected
(since failure rate and -Fault exposur'e tim'e c:ombiriie'ulti'pl'icatively in

the'alculationof unavai-liability). If:the effects of gA on failure rate could'e,
quantified convincingly; this would -'be a'ddressed exp'licit'ly, but this cannot
,presently be assured. As;a. result,. there .is potevitial for different
applications to'lead to: unintended =and un'quantified synergistic effects on
unavailability'f a 'given compohent..

Synergistic eFfects .on"a giiven. element can be addressed by showing,'that the
basi'c event model adequate1y. re'fleets the effects of prograInmatic .activities
and that the;,calculated; un'cwailcibi'l,ity; propagated tlhrough the PRA, is
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consistent with the needed performance with regard to the risk indices and the
defense-in-depth concept.

However, it is more straight-forward simply to not allow for the relaxation of
multiple programmatic requirements on a given component, unless demonstrable
justification is provided that the risk contribution from the component is
negligible for conditions covered by the set of requirements. For example, if
IST is relaxed on a given component, it would be preferable not to relax gA as
well, unless good arguments are given for allowing this.

Risk Nanagement

One of the goals of the review should be to ensure that in the course of the
licensee's engineer'ing eval.uations, principles of risk management are applied
appropriately in the process of evaluating changes to current regulatory
requirements. For the purposes of this SRP, "risk management" will refer to
an approach to decisionmaki'ng about safety that seeks to allocate available
resources and worker dose in such a way as to minimize the risk to public
health and safety from plant operations. The staff recognizes that there is a

point of diminishing returns in risk reduction and that some residual risk
will be associated with plant operation, but expects that an effort will be
made to identify reasonable measures to control this residual risk as part of
the risk-informed regulatory process.

Therefore, as a staff expectation, the process of risk management in risk-
informed decisionmaking should not be biased towards elimination of
requirements to the exclusion of safety enhancements that would convey a
worthwhile safety benefit. Licensees are expected to apply risk insights in
an unbiased way, and licensees who do not satisfy subsidiary safety objectives
(as defined in DG-1061) are expected to proactively seek safety enhancements
in conjunction with any risk-informed applications.

Allowed increases in the CDF, and LERF from proposed licensee applications
should be small and any increases in the risk should not cause the NRC Safety
Goals to be exceeded. The size of an allowable individual risk increase (per
DG-1061) depends on the magnitude of the current plant risk. Net increases
should generally not be considered wi.thout some evidence of licensee effort to
identify measures to offset the risk increases caused by. the proposed
relaxations.

Finally, when risk increases are proposed, reviewers should consider plant
performance and past changes to the licensing basis to ensure that there is no
pattern for a systematic increase in risk. Insights on the licensee
operational practices, management controls, risk management programs, plant
configuration control programs, or performance monitoring programs from
previous applications can be obtained from the NRC regional offices or from
documentation of NRC inspection activities.

II.3.3 Inte rated Decisionmakin 'Process

21 SRP Chapter 19, REV L 03/27/97
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scop'e and quality of the engineering analyse., careful examination of .the
ssu itions in the anal ses- ma be necessar'~ to conclude, withunderly>ng a mi .y.

reasonable.- assurance that the pr:inciples were satisfied. ~

The acceptability of .the:propiosed changes should .be,'reviewedl and determined in
an integrated fa. hion„ 'The rieviewer should Verify'hat the resul,ts,of,'he,
traditional engii>eering analyses, arid the rtisk assessment have been used .to
ensure that the principles .listed 'iri section II.lihave been met. .Due to the

0

As -part of .the iiitegrated decisionmaking
monitoring strategies should 'be utilized
of the underlying 'eng',inee'ring anal.yses.
which .reduce risk can. be taken. to ioffset
the analysis. Compensatory measuries can
increase in risk with,a .non-quantifiable

proce'ss, implementation,and
tio proyide confidence in the, results
In additiion, compensatory 'measures
incompleteness or uncertainties in
also be ised, to offset a quantifiable
but expected improvements in safety.

programmatic act>ystl~ s (e.,g., 1ST, GgA, ISI, maintenance, .monstorsng) ar
maintain'ed, for importarit e1lements of'the pilant re.ponse capability.. In.
addition, perfo'rmariice of c()mpensating SSCs, sliould.be assur+d (through

'rogrammaticactivitijs) wlieri. these SSCs aire. used to'. hei'p 'justify the
relaxati.on of 'requirements of other SSCs.

The process used by licensees td integrate tradit'ional and probabilistic
engineering evaliuations,for risk-informed decisionmaking is expected. to be:
.well-defiried, systematic; repeatable, and,scrutab'lie. Appendix B of, this SRP

provides review iguidance .and, staff expectaitions o'f l.icensee integrated
decisionmaking proces's.

,To,ensure that the underlying assumptions utilized in the PRA remain
valid,'he

integrated decisionmaking process should ensure that an appropriate set of
e

II.4 Element 3: Deve'i~pi Im~lementation ard IRonit< rin Strate ies

intai ned., Sect ion,:2. 5 of . DG-.10
cess. in this submittal element..

to: a proposed change are.'effectively, ma

provides, guidance for the suggested pro

Implementation .and monitoring strategies are .important in most risk-.informed
processes since they, can piiovide, early indication,.of'SC or other plant
performance under .the propiosed changes. In addlition, 'these strategies may be
needed to ensure .that the key-.assumptions or performance of key. SSCs related

61

A key element in the performance monito
capability and availabi.lit.'y ail.located t
basis'for the deci. ionmakiing. This pro
related 'SSCs that ar'e relied upon .to'u

The reviewer shoul(i eval,uate the implem
based on findings bf:the tradlit.ional en
evaluations.

ring process is the verificatiqn pf,'thy
o SSC's ithirh supp'ort the underlying
ce s should. also'nclude .non-safety
stify, the proposed change .to the iCLB.

entation, and !monitoring strategies
g'in'eering and probabilistfic

When broad, implementation is priopaised over a short period of time, the
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reviewer should verify that this is consistent with the traditional
engineering evaluations,,~defense-in-depth (including common cause failure)
considerations, and risk evaluation models and assumptions. When there is:a
need to gain additional performance insights given a change in requirements,
the reviewer should verify that a phased approach to implementation has been

proposed. If this phased approach involves plan implementation for different
SSC groups at different times, the basis for the selection of the SSC groups
and, the timing should be reviewed.

When SSC or licensee performance can be affected by the proposed change, the
reviewer should ensure that monitoring strategies are proposed to evaluate
the performance over a period of time. This monitoring should be based on the
reliability/availability and key modeling assumptions allocated to SSCs in the
risk model (or on performance of operators, where appropriate) used to support
the proposed change in regulation. As such, the reviewer should ensure that
performance criteria chosen are consistent with the level of performance
allocated'n the risk analysis.

When monitoring that is already being performed as part of the Maintenance
Rule implementation is also proposed for the current application, the reviewer
should ensure that the performance criteria chosen are appropriate for the
application in question.

Licensee proposed corrective actions should also be reviewed as part of the
review on the monitoring program. If monitoring detects degradation, then
there should be provisions for the SSCs to be refurbished, replaced, or
tested/inspected more often (or a combination of these initiatives). The
selected action .should be based on a root cause analysis of the degradation,
whether it is generic, age-related, etc. The reviewer should evaluate if the
information gathered during monitoring activities is extensive enough to
provide a timely indication of component degradation. Since many components
are inherently quite reliable, the limited tests on a limited number of
similar components may not provide adequate data, especially for newer plants
where aging effects may not be detected until the proposed program is fully in
place (and the advantages of a phased implementation are lost). One approach
to ameliorate this concern would be to obtain performance data of similar SSCs

at other plants with a range of operating times to expand the applicable
database over a range of component ages. Such a program. would be expected to
provide a better chance of early detection of SSC reliability degradation.

A review (or evaluation) of the impact on plant risk and SSC functionality,
reliability and availability given the proposed implementation and monitoring
plan should also be carried out. The benefits from the implementation and
monitoring programs should'e balanced against any negative impact on risk.
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Finally, the. reviewer should'lso look at thei criteria to 'be applied in
deciding.wliat actioris.are.:t(>,be taken. in cases where performance .falls, below
that predicted by- the supporting evaluations; Corrective action procedluries
should be..in place before implementation of'he proposed program.

0

II.5 Element 4'..'Staiff Evaluation of Submittal

In order for the,s'tariff to make a conclusion of acceptability of the proposed
CLB change based ion review guidance pz ovided in eaz lier sections, sufficient
engineering and licensing, iiiformation have to be,,submitted or be made
.available by the licen,see. Furthermoz'e, the data; methbds, and- assessment
.criteria used to .support the regulatory decisionimaking . hould be available for
publ.sc rev)ew.

Iri addition, appropr.iate regulatory action should be requested'y ',the
licensee. Requests fo', proposed changes to tlhe plant's CLB typically, takle the
form of re uests, for license amendments (iricluding changes,to'or removal of

L'icensees have .a choice of whethier to submit results, or i~sights f'rom risk
analyses in sup'port of their CLB change r'eque'st.', Where the l,icensee'.s
proposed, change to the Cl B is consistent
positions, -the Staff's determinatiain wil
engineering analysis. without recourse to
may consider .any risk information.which

..with'currently;approved staff.
1 be based sole'ly on, traditional
risk information, (although the Staff

is, submitted by the licensee).-
However,, where the 'licensee's proposed change goes beyond currently.-approved
,staff positions, the..Staff should consider both information based, upon
traditional engineering analysis as well as .information based upori risk
insights. If. the. licensee does- not submit risk informaticin in support of a
CLB change which .goies -beyond currently-'pproved Staff positions, the Staff may
:request that the licensee pr'ovide, this. infb'rniation. 'Such a request is not .a
backfit under IO.CFIR:50.109. If the licensee. chooses not to provide,. the ri'sk
information; the: Staff'ill review the proposed, application using traditional
engineering analysis. aind determine whether sufficient information has been
provided to support'tlie reqiuested change.

In risk-informed. change Iproposals, licensees, are expected to identify, SSCs
t iurrently SubJect to regulatory

SRP Chapter 19, REV L 03/27/97

with hsgh risk srignl flcance which are no

l.icense conditions)';, technical sj)ecification changes, changes .to or, wwithdrawal
o''z'ders, and",chan'ges 'to programs pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54. (e.g., gAAprogram
changes, under -10. CFFh- 50;54(a)). The. staff should determine if': (i) thhe-i.form.iof~
the change request is approipz iate for the proposed CLB change; (ii) the
information r'equired by the relevant regulation(s) in support, of the request
.is submitted; and (iii) the re'quest ',is in accorclance with: relevant, procedural
requirements. For exampl,e, license amendment's. shouldl meet, the requirements of
10 CFR 5550.90, 50.,91 and .50.92, .as wel,l's, thelprocedural requirements in 10
CFR 550;4., Wher'e the licensee. submits risk information ini support of the CLB
change request, that, information, should- meet the guidance. in Section 3 of

. draft guide, DG-'1061,.
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requirements, or are subject to a level of regulation which is not
commensurate with their risk.'significance, and propose CLB changes that will
subject these SSCs to the appropriate level of regulation, consistent with the
risk significance of each SSC. Specific information on the staff's
expectation are set forth in the application-specific regulatory guides. The
staff reviewer should assure that the application-specific guidance is
followed. If there is no guidance, the reviewer should determine whether any
assumptions from the risk analysis are reflected in the licensing basis, and
that commitments for enhanced regulatory requirements/controls applicable to
high .risk SSCs not currently subject to regulatory requirements (or subject to
a level which is not commensurate with their risk significance) are
appropriate and reflected in the licensing basis.

0 ~

Update of the Safety Analysis Report

Reviewers should assure that the proposed changes, when approved by the staff,
will be appropriately included in future updates to the licensee Safety
Analysis Report. In addition, important assumptions including SSC functional
capabilities and performance attributes, which play a key role in supporting
the acceptability of the CLB change, should be identified .by the licensee.
Since the continued satisfaction of these assumptions is necessary to maintain
the validity of the safety evaluation, the reviewer should verify that such
assumptions are reflected by l'icensee commitments which are incorporated into
the Safety Analysis Report. The reviewer should verify that the licensee has
submitted revised FSAR pages as necessary. This revision should include all
the programmatic activities, performance monitoring aspects and SSC functional
performance and availability attributes which form the basis of the request.
This material should identify those SSCs whose performances should be verified
(including nonsafety-related SSCs whose performance and reliability provide
part of the basis for the CLB change).

NEPA, Considerations

In accordance with 10 CFR Part 51, environmental protection regulations such
as those from the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) would have to be
addressed as part of the staff's review process. The reviewer should utilize
NRR Office Letter 906, Revision 1 and 10 CFR 51.25 to determine how the NEPA

requirements are to be addressed. If i't is determined necessary, an
environmental assessment (EA) should be prepared to assess whether an
environmental impact statement (EIS) is required or whether a finding of no
significant impact (FONSI) can be made. It is expected that, if all the
guidance and acceptance criteria provided in DG-1061 is satisfied,. the staff
should normally be able to make a finding of no signi'ficant impact for the
proposed CLB change.
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Table II-1 (page 1 of 3)

0
guestions to Assist in Establishing the Cause-Effect. Relationship

C

LEVEL.1 (INTERNAL EVENTS PRA)

to,a rrgdlficatfon lof the 'initiating event groups?
of l:the frequehcies of the. initiating event groups?

'

system failure that was bounded by an initiating
onside!!ed expllicltly?

Does the application address changes that lead
Does the application necessitate a reassessment
Does the appllcatic~ .increase the likelihood of
event group to the extent, that it needs to be c

Initiating Events
Does the:applic'stion introduce consirferatlon of new initiating events?

Success Criteria
~ Does the application necessitate modification of the success criteria?

Does the mod3fication of !uccess criteria necessitate ichamgesi iniother criteria, such as system
interdependencies?

Event Trees
Does the application address in issue that can be associated with a parr:icular branch,'ribranches
on the event trees„ and if so, is the branching structure adequate?
Does the application necessitate the .introduction of new branches or top events to represent ~

concerns not addressed in the event trees?
Does the application necessitate consideration of re-ordering branch points, i.e., does the
application affect the se!3uence dependent failure, analysis?

System Reliability IIiodels
Does-the application impact system design in such a way as to alter system reliability aedets?
Does the application 3r!pact the support functions of the system Iin such a way as to alter, the
dependencies in the model?

~ Does the application impact the!'ystem performance, arrd, if so, Iis that impact on the function
obscured by coreervative modeling techniques?

Parameter Data Base
Can the application be clearly associated with one or more of the basic ev'ent definitions, or does
it necessitate new basic events?
Does the application recessitate a specialized probability modeL (e.g., time-dependent modeL~ etc.)?
Does the application necess3tate modifications to specific paramete!t values?
Does 'the.appllcatiion introduce am corr3xx!ent fa3Luire modes?
Does the applicatlion affect .the co!rponent mission times? i

Does the application rrecessltate that 'the plant-specific (historical) data be taken into liiccduntl,
and.can this be achieved easily by an uixiate of the previous parameters?
Does the application involve,a change which may impact parameter values, and do the present
estimates reflect the current status, of the plant with respect to what is to be changed?

Dependent Fail ur e. Anallysi s
~ 'oes the application introduce or suggest new co!!!ron cause failure (CCF) contributionS?
~ .Does the"application introduce new,asyrrmetries that might create sub-groups within the CC'F component

gr'oups?
ls the application Likely to affect CCF, probabilities?

Information from section 3.3 of the EPRI PSA Applications Guide
provided substantial input to this listing.
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Table II-1 (page 2 of 3)

guestions to Assist in Establ,ishing the Cause-Effect Relationship

.Human Reliability Analysis
Does the application involve a procedure change?
Does the application involve a.new hunan action?
Does the application .change the available time for hunan actions?
Does the application affect the hunan action dependency analysis?
Does the application eliminate or modify an existing hunan

action?'oes

the application introduce or modify dependencies between plant lnstrmentatlon and'hunan
actions?'s

the application concerned with events that have been,screened'from the model, either in whole or
in part?
Does the application impact a particular performance shaping factor (PSF), or a group of PSFs, and.
are they explicitly addressed in the estimation approach? For exaaple, if'he issue is to address
training, is training one of'he PSFs used in. the HRA?

Does success in the application hinge on incorporating the la@act of changes in PSFs, and if so, do
the current estimates reflect the current status of these PSFs'?

is it possible that the particular group of hoon error events that is affected by the change being
analyzed has been 'truncated?
Does the change address new recovery actions?"

Internal Flooding
~ Does the application affect the screening analysis, for example, does the application result in the

locat3on of redundant trains or components into the same flood zone?
Does the application introduce new flooding sources or increase existing potential flood
inventories?
Does the application affect the status/availability of flood mitigation devices?
Does the application affect'lood propagation pathways?
Does the application affect critical flood heights?

guantification
Does the application change any of the basic event probabilities?
Does the application change relative magnitudes of probabilities?
Does the application only make probabilities smaller?
is the new result needed in a short-time scale?
Does the application necessitate a change in the truncation limits for the model?
Does the application affect the "delete terms" used during the quantification process? (More
specifically, does the application introduce. new conhlnations of maintenance actions or operating
modes that are deleted during the base case quantification, process using the delete f~tlon?)
Does the application-affect equipnent that have been credited for operator recovery,actions? Also,
for recovery actions that credit inter-system or inter-unit cross ties, the effect on. other systems

or f~tions or on the operation of the other unit should be considered and,addressed.

Analysis of Results
Does the application necessitate an assessment of uncertainty, and 3s it to be qualitative or
quantitative?
Are there uncertainties in the application that. could be clarified by the application*of sensitivity
studies?

~ Does the application strategy'necessitate an importance analysis to rank contributions?
~ Does the application necessitate that an importance, uncertainty, or sensitivity analysis of the

base case PRA exist?

Plant Damage State Classification
Does the application is@act the choice of parameters used to define plant damage s'tates?
Ddes the Key Plant Damage States (KPDS) utilized adequately represent the results of the Level 1

analysis by including the plant damage states that have a significant frequency of occurrence?
Have those plant damage states that have been eliminated in this process been assigned to KPDSs of
higher consequence (e.g. likelihood of Large Early Release)?
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Table II-I (page 3 of 3)
0

Questions:to As.sist 'in Establishing the. Cause-.Effect Relationship

.Level'
. (CONTAINllENT ANALYSIS'RA)

~ <

Have new contaim»nt failure modes identified by the application been. addressed, in the PRA? iAre
potential'hang!es, accounting for?
Are any dependenciies among contaiw»nt failure modes being, changed?
Does',the application:involve mechanisms„that could;lead to contairment- bypass?

uldi,cause.fail'ure of the contaicN»nt is isolate?
'nceof any severe. accident phenomeria?

asures'!other than lairge, early release?
tiori to.the point where it affects timing 'of,

'e?

Does the application,involve'echanisms that co
Does the application directly<affect the occurr
Does the application;nec'essitate use of risk me

Does the application chan<je equipment qualifies
equipt»nt failure irelstiv<e'o contairm»nt,fsilu
Does the applicati<en affect core debris path to

Does the selected source term'categortes adequately represent the rev»sed Contsirm»nt Event ?res
(CET) endpoints? Are CET encilpoint frequencies chariged enbugh to affect the sellection of

'the'ominant/representatives<equence(s) in the so'urea term birining'process?
Does the application affect the timing of release. of radionualides into, the envirorN»nt relative

to'heinitiation of <core melt?. snd relative tci the, time <for< vessel rupture?

the sump / suppress»on pool or to the other port»ons
<of the contaim»nt?.

LEVEL 3 .(CONSEQUENCE"'ANA'LYSIS PRA)

Does the 'application riecessi tate, detailed evacuee, doses? i

Are individual. doses at specific locations, needed for 'this, application?:
ls evacuatibn or sheltering„t»in!? considered as a !mitigat'ion'measure?
Are long term, doses a 'consideration in this application? '

EXTERNAL EVENTS- PRA (Hazard,AiIialys is)

., ~

Mill the changes intrcxiuce.,exter!i»al haz!»rds not pr'evic»usly evaluated?
Milt the "changes'ncrease the. intensity of exiating hazards significant'ly?
Are design changes mocufying the'structural resporise 'of the plant'being'considered?
Does the changi!'.impact the availability and performance of, necess'ary mitigation systems for an
external hazard?
Does the,ipplicatiori ! ignificantly irodify the inputs to the plant model conditioned on th!e,ezter!nal
event?

.Are changes being requested for':systems designed to miitigate'against specific external events?
Does the application !involve availability and performance of contaittment systems under the eXternal
hazard?

SHUTDOWN. PRA

Mill the chang<es affect the «.chedul'ing„of outag
Mill the.chang<es i<ffect the. ability of 'the'opet
'Mill the application affect the. reliability of
Mil'l the changes affect, the availabiility of equ

e activities?
itor to respotxi to shutdoMn .events?
equiPct»nt used for shutdo»a» conditions?
ipa!ent<or 'instr»N»ntation'used for contingency plans?
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I II. EVALUATION FINDINGS ~

The results of a reviewer's evaluation should reflect a consistent and
scrutable integration of the probabilistic considerations .and traditional
engineering considerations provided by the licensee or applicant and developed
independently by the reviewer. To make a finding of acceptability the
reviewer will generally need to show that in light of a small or non-existent
increase in risk and a reduced level of conservatism, defense-in-depth and
sufficient safety margins are maintained. Findings of acceptabili.ty should be

supported with logical bases built from an evaluation of the considerations
given in section II.
The reviewer should confirm that sufficient information is provided in
accordance with the requirements of this. SRP and that the evaluation supports
conclusions as specified below, to be included in the staff's safety
evaluation report.

General

The proposed change meets the current regulations. .This principle
applies unless the proposed change is explicitly related to a requested
exemption or rule change (i.e., a 50..12 "specific exemption" or a 2.802
"petition for rulemaking").

Defense-in-depth: is maintained.

Sufficient safety margins are maintained.

Proposed increases in risk and their cumulative effect are smal.l, and
these changes do not cause the NRC Safety Goals to be exceeded.

Performance-based implementation and monitoring strategies are proposed
that address uncertainties in analysis models and data and provide for
timely feedback and corrective action.

All safety impacts of the proposed change are evaluated in an integrated
manner as part of an overall risk management approach in which the
licensee is using risk analysis to improve operational and engineering
decisions broadly and not just to eliminate requirements the licensee
sees as undesirable. The approach used to identify reduced requirements
was also used to identify if there are areas where requirements should
be increased.

The acceptability of the proposed changes have been evaluated in an
integrated fashion that ensures that all principles are met;

Increases in estimated CDF and LERF resulting from proposed CLB changes
are limited to small increments.
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Appropriate consideration of uncertainty has:been given to analy~~es',
results and irite'rpretation of findings;

The plant-specific PRA supporting licensee proposals has,been subjected
to quality;controls such as an independent peer review.

~ Data, methods„ and as.sessment criteria used to support regulatory
decisionmaking are available. for public reviiew.

Definition of the Pr~o osed IChanqi.

~ Adequate traditional iengineering and probabi'listic evaluations are
available to . uppor't the proposed CLB change. Plant-specific and
relevant industry data aind'perationil exgerlieiice'l'so supports the
proposed change.

Cause-effect relationships have .been identified to adequately, link the
application w'ith the PRA miodel elements.

The proposed risk models can effectivel,'y evaluate'r real.isti'cally bound
the effects of the proposed change.

~ Information fr'om engineering analyses, operational exper'ience, plant-
specific performance history have -been factored .into the decision
process.

Evaluations of Defense-In-Daleth. Attri utes'n'd af'et Mar ins

Defense-in-delpth is pre.erved, for
and independence. is maintained comm
arid consequenice of challenges to th

example: system redundancy, diversity
ensurate with the expected frequency
e system; defenses against potential

'ommoncause failures ai.e maintained and the introduction of new, common,
cause failure mechanism..is- assessed; and defenses. against human, errors,
are maintai,ned.

Sufficient safety margins are maintained, for example: codes andi
standards approved for use by the NRC are met or deviations justified~
and safety analysi;s acceptance criteria in the CLB are met, or proposed
revisions provide,suf'ficient margin to account for analy'sis and data
uncertainty.. "

Current regulations have been met or the proposed exe'mption is
acceptable..

~ The scope and quality of the engineering anna'lyses (including traditional
and probabilistiic analyses) conducted tio'ustify'he proposed CLB change
are appropriate for the na1<ure- and scopie of the. change and are based on

.the as-built and as-operated and maintained plant.

0
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Sco e of Risk Anal sis
,Ey

~ The licensee's .PRA satisfactorily addresses all mode/initiator
combinations, OR

~ The licensee's PRA does,not need to analyze the following mode/initiator
type combinations. [List combinations]'n each instance, the licensee
has demonstrated that:

0 suitably redundant and diverse plant response capability is
maintained for significant initiators in these modes; and-

0 sufficient elements of the plant response capability are subject to
programmatic activiti'es to assure suitable performance.

Level of Detail of Risk Anal sis

~ The. PRA is detailed enough to account for important system.and operator
dependencies.

~ Risk insights are consistent with the level of detai.l modeled'n the
PRA.

ualit of the PRA

There is reasonable assurance of PRA adequacy as shown by the
licensee'rocess

to ensure quality and by, a focused scope application-specific
review by the staff.

Results are robust in terms of uncertainties and sensitivities to the
key modeling parameters.

Key performance elements for the application have been .appropriately
classified and performance is backed up by licensee commitments.

Risk Im act and Treatment of Uncertaint

~ If, the risk-informed'pplication is:based on the quantification o'f the
change to risk,, then the following applies:

0 The application is either risk neutral or results in a decrease in
plant, risk, OR

0 If an application results in an increase in risk, the increase is
within the guidelines defined in draft guide DG-1061. The
cumulative and synergistic effects on risk from the pre'sent and
previous applications have been addressed. L'icensee- risk management
practices are being followed to minimize the risk from plant
operations.
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In either of the abov'e cases, an appropriate consideration of
uncertaintiesnis jprovided in supjjoart; cif the. proposed ap'plication.
The licensee showed that the u'nceratairity in the risk change. was
small compared to, the m'argon between. the estimated chan'ge and the
allowable change.. This argument.,was eau'piported either'by.exp'llicit
propagation or by a qualitative and/or sensitivity analysis .howing
that no event, contributing to the change in risk,'.is subject to
significant, uncertainty.

0

If the risk-.irtformed:application is based. on a qualitative assessment of
,the, change to risk, tIhen tlie application is, shown, to- result in a
dec'rease in pliant risk, or is risk neutra1I', 'or CDIF and LERF'ncreases
are shown, to:be acceptable based. on bo'uindingi evaluation's or sensitivity
studies.. 'Wheti this .assessment 'i'.'based, solely ioni,traditional
engineering ihformation. or 'use 'of,'coriipensatory actions, then the
application c'llearly, shows a reduction;inr.risk.

Inte rated Decisionmakinq,:Process

~ Resul.ts from traditional engineering analyses a'nd risk analyses have
been used to ensure that the principies for risk-informed. decisionmaking
have been miet,.

Potential analysis limitatiorlis, uncertainties and conflicts are resolved
by use of conservative results, or by 'use'of,.appropriate implementatidn
.and monitoring strategies, or by use'of appropriate. compensatory
measu'res.

~ The integrated decisionmaking proc'ess,is wel,l-defined, systematic,
,repeatable, and scrutable.

Im lamentation and laonitiari~n Str at~ciao

t ~'he implementation process is commensurate with the. uncertainty
associated wi th the results cif the 'traditiorial and probabilistic
engineering eval'uations..

ll provide
ct4d and
ctions can.
sed. Data

'was,demonstratedl tlhat th'e procedures, and eval'uation methods wi
reasonable .assuranice that performance degradation wi1l,be,detts
that the; correct',ive act'ion pllari .wi:11'ssuage that, appropriate a

',be taken'.before SSC funI:tionality anld tIilaht Isafet'y is compromi
from simil'ir plants,:shrill,be used if-needed;,

In addition to the tracking of perform~ance. of SSCs affected by the
applic'ation the performance monito'ring process. alsd includes 'the
t'racking of performance of ..SSCs which sup ort <the underl in , basis for
the decisionmakiing.

p . y g
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Licensee Submittal

The submittal includes sufficient information to support conclusions
regarding the acceptability of the proposed change.

The appropriate regulatory action was requested. In addition, pertinent
information on the CLB change will be included in the Safety Analysis
Report, technical speci'fications or license conditions as necessary.

The licensee has appropriately committed to the important programmatic
and performance assumptions in the PRA and engineering, analyses which
served as the basis of the CLB change. These include any enhancements
to regulatory requirements necessary to preserve 'assumptions in the PRA

and engineering analyses., and to reflect new regulatory requirements for
high risk signifi'cant SSCs not otherwise subject to existing
requirements, commensurate with their risk significance. These
commitments are reflected in revisions to the Safety Analysis Report,
technical specifications or appropriate licensee conditions have been
imposed by the staff.
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The following is intended to provide guidance to applicants, and licensees
regarding. the NRC staff'.; plans for using this SRP section.

Except. in those cases in which tlhe applicant or licensee proposes a acceptable
alternative method )For demonstrating that h plrogosed CLB change is accept, able,i
the method described herein will: be used by the, staff in its evaluation of
risk-informed changes to the CLB.

. ~
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Appendix A GUIDANCE FOR A FOCUSED-SCOPE APPLICATION SPECIFIC PRA REVIEW

As stated in Section II.3.2.4 of this SRP and in draft guide DG-1061, PRAs
that are used in risk-informed submittals-to determine risk significance or
risk impact should have been shown to be of adequate quality. Staff
evaluation of a licensee risk-informed application submittal is expected to
include a review of the licensee process for PRA quality assurance. Where
necessary, this should be supplemented by an overall review of the following:
event and fault tree models; data on SSC failures and common cause failures;
mission success criteria; initiating event analysis; human reliability
analysis; and result quantification including the analysis of uncertainties.
These reviews should be of sufficient detail to. provide the staff with
confidence that the PRA properly. reflects the plant's CLB and actual operating
conditions and practices. Results from previous staff review efforts (e.g.,
from prior applications) should be utilized as appropriate.

In addition to the general. overall review as described above, staff reviewers
are also expected to perform a focused-scope review of the risk analysis on an
application-specific basis. This appendix provides review-guidance on the
likely elements of a PRA which may affect or be affected by proposed changes
to the CLB.

A.l Use of A ro riate Data

a. Area of Review

In risk-informed applications it is important that appropriate SSC failure
data is used. While plant-specific data is preferred, for plants with little
operating history, the only choice is use of generic data. Furthermore,
when the impact of the change is being modeled as a modification of parameter
values, there may be no plant-specific data to support the modification. The
data related issues are the following: a) if the impact of the application is
to be modeled as a change in parameter values associated with basic events
representing modes of unavailability of certain SSCs, these changes should be
reasonable and should be supported by technical arguments; and b) the impact
of the change is neither exaggerated nor obscured by the. parameter values used
for those SSCs unaffected by the change.

b. Review Guidance and Procedures

It is to be expected that, for a PRA that ha's undergone a technical review,
parameter values will have been judged to be appropriate, whether they have
been evaluated using generic or plant specific data. However, since the
review was focused on .the PRA as a base case model, a different perspective on
the appropriateness of parameter values may be required for specific
applications. Therefore, in reviewing PRA applications, the reviewer should
focus on those parameter values that have the potential to change the
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are too low, or by increasing it
Similarly, parameters that c'ontribute- to
affected SSCs .cap, decrease 'the importanc
increase it by being too low.

if, thei,r values, are 'too large.
t'he'cu'tsets that do not contain

e of the change by being too large, or

generic, or: a:combination of both,
consistent with generally acceipted

'g~nificantdeviations'should hlavh. beck
,can;be-.defined as no greater',than. a

failui e rate br fa>lure, probabili.ty.
se arameter values which both 'have a

Whether the data used is pl,ant-s;pecific,
the parameter. values are e>(pected to be
values from PRAs of siimilai plants; ar s
justified. Significant in this context
factor, of 3,for 'the meah values of the,

he focus of the review should,.be on thoT
.

.P
significant impact on the results",as discussed, above,, and which deviate
sig'nificantly from the generally'ccepted.;norm.i

If it was decided .that a mpre. detailed r
appropriate, then, the .foll()wing guidance
the reviewer should, determ'ine h'6w plant .

number of events/failures, the number of
standby hours. ,'The reviewer should veri
'definitions of failure modes and compone
analysis and 'the definitions used in the
used,. it is -important to verify that the
generic industry component. In cases wh
combination with plant-specific data lik
verify that the. gerieric data are applica

eview of the parameter values i'
applies: For plant-specific, data,

records were u.ed 4o estimate ithe
demands, and the operating ho'urs,ar

fy,the consistency between theI
nt boun~daisies used .vari the risk
plant records., When generic idata.iare
plant. component is typical ofi the

ere generic, failure rates are used in:
e test intervals, the reviewer, should,
ble. for the range of plant dat,a used.

When evaluating the impact of the change, it is important for the reviewier'o
r'ecognize the assumptions that have .gorie intio developing the PRA model. For
example, two models are commonly used for events representing

the'emand;the stan'dby failure rate
ilure on. demand model. ,',Using ~the
nces between the unavailabilities

of'gni.fi'cantly,given the same standby
ld be 'sensitive to this effect, and
ed. As anothei .example, in.
poorly-,performing indi,vidual

her'omporients, allowing their poor
onents of,that type. Poor performance
s'ties of. one member, of what would
tionl', or may. arise because

co>'>po'nerits'ment.If t,hese components are
he operating conditions are more

unavailability of a standby. component- on
model and, the constant prolbabil'ity of;fa
former,,'model can .result in large differe
components. whose test intervals differ s
failure rate is used. 1he reviewer shou
ascertain that appropri,ate .models are us
considering plant-speci'f'ic fail'ure data,
compo'nents may,have beers'rouped with ot
performance to be averaged over all- comp

;may arise, because of, inherent. characteri
otherwise 'be considered; a 'uniform popula
are 'operating in a .more demanding, enviro
rou ed to ether with others fo'r vihich tg p .9

favorable, then the faillure.rattles used'.for the poor..performers could, be.
artificially .lowered. If requi'rements are relaxed based on. the group failure
:rate, reduced programmatic attent'ion 'to these poor performers could lead t'o a

greater. than .expected probability of experiencing an in-. service f'ailure of one
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of these components. The reviewer should be aware of. such effects, and should
make sure that components are'rouped appropriately.

When the impact of the change is being modeled as a change in the parameter
values associated with specific basic events representing modes of
unavailability of SSCs, the reviewer should focus on whether the change in
parameter values is appropriate and reasonable. The rationale behind the
change in parameter values is expected to be documented'nd should be reviewed
carefully.

If generic values are used for the base case parameter values, which are
candidates for being changed, it should be checked that the conditions under
which the generic data are applicable do not correspond to those which would
be more appropriate 'for a plant with the change incorporated. This should
only be a real concern if the plant being changed is somewhat -untypical with
respect to the issue being addressed by the change. This would not .be a
concern if plant specific data were being used.

Finally, as a validation of the data used to'justify CLB changes in risk-
informed applications, monitoring of the performance of components affected by
the application is important. This monitoring should be performed as the
proposed application is phased in. For very reliable SSCs, it may be
necess'ary for the licensee to review available operating experience at other
plants for applicability to the licensee's plant to expand the operating
experience database. The reviewer should ascertain that the monitoring
program is capable of demonstrating that the performance of the components or
systems is in accordance with what has been assumed.

c. Evaluati on Findings

The reviewer verifies that information was provided to support the following
conclusions:

The failure rates and probabilities used, especially those that directly
affect the, proposed application, appropriately consider both plant-
speci'fic and generic data that are consistent with generally accepted
values from PRAs of similar plants, and deviations (if any) have been
justified.

~ The licensee has systematically considered the possibil'ity that
individual. components could be performing more poorly than the average
ass'ociated with their class, and have avoided relaxation for those
components to the point where the unavailability of the poor performers
would be appreciably worse than that assumed in the risk analysis.

The changes to the parameter values impacted by the application are both
justified and reasonable.

Data used to support changes to the CLB are supported by an .appropriate
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monitoring,,program..

I
A.2 ill i E

a. Area of .Review ..

Whether. or not a particullar initiat;ing event is.: included in. a,PRA depends, on
the scope of the PRA, the frequency 'of that eveI>t,'he available. plant systems
or other features to mitigate the .event, and thi. con. equences of the e'vent if
unmitigated; ,Prai'posed p'llant changes could .affect the frequency of ini tiatikg
events, the probabi'iity- of mitigation:.of ...eyent, initiators and, in some. cases,
ev'ent consequences. "In addition, .~ilant changes'cauld potentially introduce
new initiating events or. resul,t in previously screened out events, becomin'g

'oreimportant.,

b; ,Review Guidance and Procedures

For- risk-informecl appl'ication , the staff ;should determine if initiating i

e,affecte'd by the 'proposed
changes.,'oised

chanlgeN: '(i) can lead tol a6
r already included in the..PRA;,'(i'i)'
of an initiator initiall'creenedi

events and anticipated. plant response ar,
The reviewer should determin'e if the pro
increase: in, the frequency of an in1itiato
can lead to.,an ir'icrease in the fre( uenc, .y .

out,in the PRA; (iii) have the potential to i'ntroduce new, initiating events;
and (iv) can affect the grouping of initiat'ing, events. These are discussedi
further below.

Applications that result in change.'o initiatoir f'requency or the ability of
. the plant to respond t,o event init',iators are ,'re',latively, easy to model in the
risk,analysis if, the initiators are alreadly incIiuded'nl. the .base arialysi's,. In
these cases; the impact of the changes should be evaluated directly friom thh
risk model.

In cases where initiators are not included in tlhe. origina,'I,risk analysis abased
on screening eva'lluations, it is necessary to Ireview whether initiating events
previously s'creened out ion 'grounds of low .frequency, might now be, above

the'creeningthreshold as. a result of a propo'seel; alppli.cation,. Plant chalng4s
could increase the'frequency 'of initiatingi events that were relatively~
infrequent. to begin with, 'dr these'changes c'auld affect, SSCs or operator,
actions that, were'creciited with the, satisfactory hiitigation of initiating
events. If init iatincj. events increased .in-,frequency's,a result .of, an
appl.i'cation to tlie, poIint where, it became importIant .(i.e, could„no l,onger be
,screened out),,then'he scope of':the analy'sis would'eed to change, to reflect
this.

Usually„'low.frequency of <in, event-by itsel'f is< not sufficient as a,criteriion
'for screening purpose.. The consequences of non-mitigation of the events a'lsq
play a big part "in this pr'ocess. IFor example, iinterfacing system LOCAs are
often assessed a,s low frequency events, but because of thIair .impact on. public
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health and safety, they can be important. Therefore,,for potentially high
consequence events, even i,f the event frequency is below a screening
criterion, the features that lead to the frequency being. low (for example,
surveillance test practices, startup„procedures, etc.) should be taken into
account in reviews of PRA applications.

Proposed plant changes should be evaluated to determine if these changes
could'esult

in initiators not previously analyzed in the PRA. For example, changes
might enhance the potential for spurious operation of components"whose action
may cause initiating events or changes might increase the likelihood for
operator errors of commission which may result in plant .trips. If mechanisms
for, producing new initiators have been identified, the reviewer should .make

sure that they have been added to .the risk analysis so that the impacts from
these initiators can be analyzed.

In PRAs, initiating events are usually grouped according to the systems
required to: respond 'to the transient. This implies that success criteria for.
plant systems and operator response are similar for all events in a. group. In.
addition, events may be screened out when it can, be shown that they are
bounded in probability and consequence by other similar events. In the review
of risk-informed appl-ications that affect initiating events, the staff has to
ensure that grouping criteria used in the base analysis have not been
invalidated by the proposed plant changes or, in the case where this is not
true, the licensee has made appropriate changes to the event groupings.

Finally, it should be noted that many PRAs model initiating events as single
basic events or "black boxes,". In risk-informed regulation, it is, preferred
that initiating events especially those .that result from the loss of support
systems, be modeled using a fault tree (or equivalent) approach so that system
dependencies are fully understood and accounted for. If this is not the case,.
the reviewer should. be aware of the combination of SSC failures or other
events that could lead to the "failure" of the black box. Thi.s would lead to
a better understanding of the risk contributors and is especially important in
risk categorization applications.

c. Evaluation Findings

The reviewer verifies that the information provided and review activities.
support the fol,lowing conclusions:

'I

~ The licensee has adequately considered the effects of proposed, changes
on the frequencies of initiating events analyzed and the frequencies of
initiating events. previously screened out.

~ The changes have been
if. new initiators are
in the risk model.

~ Proposed changes have

shown to not result in new initiating events,,or
identified, these have been added to, and analyzed

been taken into account in the grouping of
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'tigationDependencies between the 1nstsatang events and,the plant mi

systems have been considered in the decisionmaking process;

A.3 Determi'nati'on of'uccess Criteria

a. Area of Review

-Guidance in the PRA policy statement and
analy'sis should 'be used 'in PRA implement
aimed at sorting out'what is meant. by "rr

by reference to SAR analysis.

in DG-1061 stipulates that reali~stic i

ation. The following .discussion is
ealistic" analysis of success criteria

, SAR ahalysis '.is'ordinarily based on
,'nt

embedded conservatisms. SAR
le acttike failure'in addition to
When a SAR analysis shows a successful
elieve that apart from beyond-single-

'r,exceed, performance requirements for,

In order to fulfill its intended. purpose
a set of assumptions containing significc
analysis also reflects a postulate(i sing
whatever event initiated the . equence.
outcome, then, there is good reason to bb

failure scenario.;, the system will meet
the initiating event con,sidered.

Applying the SAR mission success criterion in a PRA would be conservative, tin
the sense that the probability of failur
would be greater than pr'obabi lity of fai
of performance. However, re-analyzing e
tools would be too burdensome to apply t
are defined in the course of a PRA,. In
computer codes used in SAR analysis may
failure scenarios. Traditionally, devel
PRAs has ranged from the use of faster r
same level of qual,ity assurance as the c

e to meet this standard of performance
lu|.e to meet a amore realistic standardI
veldt,segu6ncts',with conventional SAIR

o the large number- of sc'enarios that
addition, the rather specialized
not be appropriate in beyond-single-
opment of mission success anal,ysis in

'nningmodels that might not have the
onveritional SAR tools, to the

extrapolation of results from analysis per'formed on similar. plants.

b. Review Guidance and Procedures

When 'it is determined that the results .and conclu. ions of a risk-inFormed
application are espec'ially sensitive to the choice of mission succes
criteria, or if the modeling is particularly controversial, the staf
review the relevant succes. criteria and the basi. for each. In cas
the basis is lacking, the reviewer should either reque t additional

s ,'

should
es where
licehsee

justification or seek independent analysis.

In order to satisfy'he Commi,ssion guideline„ then, the staff should find that;
-the applicable PIN insights have not been distorted by,a systematic
conservative bias in mission success criteria; and that mission success
cri'teria used to just'ify changes to the CLB have, a sound technical basis.,
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If the basis is analytical, staff evaluation of the code used and the input
data may be appropriate. When it is determined that the computer codes used
have not received adequate licensee or other industry review, then closer
examination of the models should also be considered..

The models, codes; and input used to determine mission success criteria should
meet gA standards that are consistent with general accepted methods. This
standard should include configuration control of the analysis input and
results. The standard does not have to be the same as the standard applicable
to SAR analysis, but it should be explicit (i.e., engineering calculations and
codes should be verified and quality assured) and it should be formalized by
the licensee as part of the licensee gA program.

Some mission success criteria can validly be extrapolated between similar
plants when a firm basis for the criterion is created at the first plant and
it is shown that plant-specific features do not invalidate the comparison.

On an application specific basis, the emphasis of the review should be
on'hetherthe definition of the system success criteria will be affected by the

application specific elements or the elements required in &e same minimal
cutset as the application specific element. The reviewer should assure that
the success criteria are not optimistic so as to underestimate the number of
components required (i.e., overestimate the size of the minimal cutset).

C. Evaluation Findings

In cases where conclusions are sensitive to the mission success criteria, the
staff safety evaluation report should contain findings equivalent to the
following:

~ a technical basis has been established for the mission success criterion
used in the analysis. Analytical elements of the technical basis have
been given an appropriate level of configuration control and quality
assurance. Where comparison with analogous criteria from other plants
is possible, this comparison has been justified.

A.4 Modelin of Common Cause Failures

a. Area of Review

Common cause failures (CCF) represent the failures of components that are
caused by common influences such as design, manufacturing, installation,
calibration or operational deficiencies. Since CCFs can fail more than one
component at the same time and can occur with greater probabil.ity than would
be predicted by the product of the individual component failure probabilities,
they can contribute significantly to . plant risk.

Risk-informed applications that cover SSCs as a group have the potential of
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affecting the CCF probabilities of SSCs witIhip thaf group., For the affected
components, CCF.probabilities couild be low iorimiight not even. be included 'in

the baseline PRA .model. based on thie operational and engineering evidence
driven. by current requirements. With .proposed changes there .should be
assurance that the CCF contribution will n6t 'become more significant. In
.addition, the assessmeiit of the impact -of'the change can be affected .by the
CCF probabilities fair bth'er. components, and can ei,ther be exaggerated or,
obscured. dependin!3,on. the CCF probalbilities;

b. Review Guidance and Procedures

D

The reviewer shou'ld'veri'f'y that potentially signif,'icant CCFs have bein covered
in the PRA and that, where applicable, the, effects of'he pr'oposed, changes
have, been incorpo'rat.ed into'he CCF modelihg. StaFf evaluat'ion should iniclude
a review: of the process .used .for the selection of common cause component
gloups.

Acceptable 'methods for thie modeling of CCF contributions .are presented ini
NUREG'-4780-(reference .7)'. Additional,guidancie can be found in an,AEDD report
"Common Cause Failure Dat.a 'Collection and Ana'lysis System"-(reference 9);

;which. also provides"an extensive database cif,gender'ic CCE probabilities that,
can be used'o compa're tp tliiose,used in. the risk-informed licensee submittal.
Significan't differences in CCF probabilities should be reviewed carefully, to
determine whether they are, justified.

Specific review guidelines r'elated. to risk<in$ormed applicat'ions and the
,assessment of 'the change arie provided below.

The reviewer. should,vierify that industry and especially. plant-specifiq
ex'per'ience ..wh'ich .irivolve the,failur'e of two or more components .

(especially for th',.application specific components) from the. same cause
was analyzed and incorporated: into t4e Hick inodel where appropriate.

For-relevant applications, reviewers should check that licensees have
appropriately mode1led CCF of. groups of equipment that w'ere proposed for
the change. .In ca. es where the effects of'he application on CCF cannot
be -easily. evaluated'r quantified, reviewersi should establish that
performance monitoring is capable of. detecting CCF .before multiplle
failur'es .are likelly to ocicur subsequent to an .actual system,cha'lllenge.
In, additioni, to reduce f'ault exposure times, for potential..common cause
failures, 'pihased -or'ncremient,al impleme'ntation should be considered as
part of the effo'rt .to. protiect, against CCF.,

Tlie .reviewer .should make sure that.,the impact, of: the..change is not
inappropriaite'ly made- insig'nificant, by the, choice of CCF

probabilities'or

SSCs unaffected, by the .change. This can occur in .two ways. First,
the cutsets -ciont,aining'events which represent failures of, SSCs,, af'fected
by the charige maiy 'include CCF contributions fr'om other SSCs which are
too small. Siecond, the cutsets which do not contair> affected SSCs may
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be artificially -increased in value by having CCF contributions. that are
too large so that the impact of the change is obscured. These cases
will impact applications involving risk categorization by lowering the
relative contribution (and importances) of the affected SSCs. An
understanding of these effects can be obtained from sensitivity analyses
performed by removing. the pertinent CCFs or by using more realistic
values for the CCFs..

A common modeling approximation is to include CCF contributions only
from that combination of SSCs which. fails the function of the system.
For'xample, if system success is defined as success of 1 out .of 4
components, usually only a single. term representing a, CCF of all four
components is included. If the success criterion were 2 out of 4, the
corresponding CCF term would represent failure of any three or, all'our,
SSCs in the group. While probabilistically this usual:ly corresponds. to
,the dominant contributions, care has to be taken. when the application
:relies on assessing, the, impact on risk of having one train unavailable.
In this case, the effective success criterion of the remaining part of
the system changes,. so that in the case of the: 1 out of 4 system, a CCF

of three SSCs becomes. a possible contributor. The impact of not
model.ing the lower order CCF contributors should be investigated. Note
that this can impact applications for which the justification of the
change relies on risk categorization as wel.l as those that require an
evaluation of changes to risk.

Evaluation Findings

Evaluation findings should include .statements of the following effect:
~ Common cause failure has been suitably addressed and that the licensee

has systematically identified component groups sharing attributes that
correlate with CCF potential and,that affect the application.

~ Where applicable, the licensee's performance monitoring -program
addresses a phased implementation approach to reduce the potential'or
increased incidence of CCFs due to the proposed change.

A.5 Model in of Human Performance

a. Area of Revi'ew

The results of a,PRA, and therefore the input it provides to risk-informed
decisionmaking,'an be very strongly influenced by modeling of human,
performance. Plant safety depends. significantly on human performance, so it
,is essential'hat PRAs treat it carefully. However, the modeling of. human
performance, typically referred to as Human Rel'iability Analysis (HRA), is a
relatively difficult .area; significant variations in approach continue to be
encountered, and these can, result in, significantly different estimates of
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b. Review .Guidance and.,Pioc:edures

The reviewer should have an understanding of the potentially signi.ficant human

performance issues that,t!night be affected:by,the application and.'how these are
reflected'n the PRA.. This should include a .'review of the, approach 'used to
estimate hu'man error probabilitie's. The human errors. p'robabilities can impact
the assessment of the change 'in. one. of three ways. l=.ir'st;; HEPs unrelated ti)
.the change can obscure or exaggerate,'the impact of the .change depending on ,

their values by inappropriately increasing or decreasing the value of the
cutsets unaffected. by'. the change. Second,,the HEPs may represent respons!es to
failures of the SSCs impacted by the change.. Third,,the HEPs may be directly
affected by the chainge.

Specific guidance:related'o. the:a. sessment of the impact of the change is
provided below.,

'The reviewer should make sure that the impact of,the change -is not
inappropriately made insig'ni)Ficant bly,'the'I choice ',of,'HEPs included in the

on ningPRA model. Ths can occur sn two ways. First, the cutsets c tas
events which represent failuii.es. of SSCC affected by the change may

include HEPs which are toai'small; Second,, the cutsets which do not
contain affected SSC's may be artificially increased,.in value by haVinlg
HEPs that are too large so- that the !impact of the change is obscur'ed;
These c'ases. willi i,mpact applications involving risk categorization by
lowering the re)lative contribution (and importances) of the affected
SSCs. An under.'tandi'ng 'of tlhese effects cai!i be obtained from
sensitivity,'nalyses .per'formed'y removing the pertinent HEPs .or, by
.using more realistic values for'he HEPs.

'Tlie reviewer should identify .any hum'an,.actions that compensate for
events affe'cted'y tiie proposed application., ahd; ensure .that

A-10 SRP Chapter 19, REV L 03/27/97

human error probabilities (HEPs) for what aippear, to be . imilar human -failure
events. The particular'values used for HEPs can significantly influence
results of the assessment. o)F the impact of a.IproposedI change. In addi$ iop )o
the,quantificatio!ri issue, there are questions relatedl to what kind of human

actions can approipriately be credited in, the context of a pa) ticular
regulatory finding'. As an exa'mple, suppose tlhat PIRA results appear to supplrtl
relaxation of requiremients for a component based o!n the argument that even if
the component fails, 'its; failure can be recovered with high probability b!y

-operator actions outside the control .room. The issues of concern here are
whether'he modeling of the operator actior>. and the eva'luation of the failure
probability is apprtipriate, and,whether th'is kind of .credit "is the sort of
,compensating measure that, is intended by staff guidance to support
'justification, of a relaxatiion. 'One: fui.ther .issue, is the. impact of human-

„performance which i's not explicitly"modeled, .but is, implicit in certain
parameter values. An ex~ample. is the influence of human performance on

initiating event frequency. lhe causes of. initiating eVents are .typically tarot

addressed; their impact 'is includedI in the frequenc'y in an. implicit .way.
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inappropriate credit has not been"taken for these events.
t', „< tel" Itt',

Justi'fication of proposed changes to the CLB that are based on taking
credit for post-accident recovery of .failed components (repair or other
non-proceduralized manual actions, such as manually forcing stuck valves
to open) should be reviewed carefully to ascertain whether the
identified recovery action is an obvious one tto take,. and is feasible
given the time and physical constraints.

Credit may be taken for procedural. ized implementation of alternative
success strategies to work around a failed component. Licensees that
take this kind of credit should demonstrate that these recoveries are.
feasible and are supportable by plant programs such as training, etc.

For'uman actions that are used to compensate .for a basic event
probabili.ty increasing as a result of proposed'LB changes, licensee
actions to ensure operator performance at the level credited in the risk
analys'is should'lso be a,part of the CLB change.

~ For human actions that represent responses to the unavailability of SSCs

which. are impacted by the change, an assessment should be made on
whether the conditions under which the human actions are to be performed
have changed significantly so that the 'HEP should. be modified.

For HEPs that are directly impacted by the change, e.g., as a result .of
a procedure or operating practice, the reviewer should make sure that
the impact has been modeled appropriately. ,In particular, care should
be taken to check whether HEPs that have been screened, out of the model.
should now be reinstated.

~ The reviewer should assess whether any dependencies between HEPs have
been altered by the change.

~ The reviewer should: be assured that the set. of HEPs used in the PRA is
internally consistent, and that the proposed changes, if any, are .made
consistent with the changes in the performance shaping factors (PSFs)
used by the analysts..

C Evaluation Findings

The staff safety evaluation report should include language that is equivalent
in 'effect to the following.

~ The modeling o'f human performance is appropriate.

~ Past-accident recovery of failed components, is modeled in a defensible
way. Recovery probabilities are quantified realistically. The
formulation of the model shows decisionmakers the degree to which, the
apparently low risk significance of certain items is based on credit for
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recovery of failed components (restoration of component function, as
opposed to actuation of a compensating system).

~ When human actions are propo. ed as compensatory measures as part of a

proposed CLB change, licensee actions to ensure operator performance at
the level credited in the ri. k analysis (e.g., by training, proc'edures,
etc.) are also a p;art, oF the CLB'hange.

'.6

Effects of Truncation Limits Used

a. Area of Review

cutoff frequency or a maximum cutset ord
eliminates. accident sequences from furth
to ensure that important sequences are n
results are not sensitive to the truncat

eri. Since the truncation process
er con'sideration, care has to be',ta'ken
otl discarded, and:that the final
ion limit. chosen.

As a result of computer model and time limitations, the quantification process
to evaluate,CDF or LERF would involve cutset truncate on either by use of a

b. .Review Guidance and Procedures

Acceptability of a truncation value used in the base'line PRA should be
reviewed as part of the licensee review process. On an application specific
basis, licensees shoul'd also redemonstrate and reviewers should verify that the
effects. of the application on components modeleld in thg PpA is riot restricted
by the truncation criteria chosen. This. could incluIde sensitivity studids
using different truncation levels (to sele'cted parts'f'he, model), or by the
requantification of the base model from thee beg~inning (as opposed to use of a
pre-solved model) when evaluating the risk for the -proposed applications.

It is preferred that the change in risk frlom the AppliCat'ion is calculated by
the requantification of the base model at the fault tree /event tree level so
that the potential efIFects, of originally truncated'.everIts could be accounted
for should'hey become important as a result of an application, If model
requantification was riot performed or if t'he'application depended on the risk
ranking of SSCs from a pre-sol'ved outset equation,, the reviewer. should use the
guidelines proviided. below.

The reviewer should be assured (',either by documentation provided in the
licensee, review or by an independent analysis) that cutset truncation has not
introduced errors into the application results or the logic of the PRA thatl
affect the application. Staff review could also involve 'the performance of
(or the, review of) sensitivity . tudies where the, truncatiion limit is lowered
for the dominant sequences and event initiators, and a study of the, resultant
cutsets,to see if there ar'. any hidden dependencies or unusual/unexpected
event combinations especially if these involve components affected by the
proposed application.
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Staff review could also include a comparison of a list of the events affected
by the applicati'on that is in the final. truncated cutset equations to the list
of application-specific basic events used in the fault tree and event tree
models. This .will yield a list of events that did not make it past the
t'runcation process. Documentation should be available that enables the
reviewer to determine the reason truncated events are not important to the
risk.

Finally, in PRA models where common cause failures and human dependencies are
incorporated at the sequence level after a truncated set of minimal cutsets
has been obtained, the reviewer should verify that the truncation criteria
used in, the PRA do not lead to cutsets invol.ving application specific
components being truncated that could be important if common cause failures,
or human dependencies are considered.

c. Evaluation Findings

The staff review should conclude that the licensee has satisfactorily
established that conclusions are not adversely affected by truncation, i.e.,
~ the truncation criteria is sufficiently low to ensure stable results,

that is, the magnitude of the CDF or release frequency will. not change
as a result of lower truncation limits, and the grouping of SSCs into
risk categories will also not be affected.

the components affected by the application are, for the most part, not
truncated out of the model. In cases where they are, a qualitative
assessment can demonstrate the reasons why they are unimportant to risk.
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Appendix B INTEGRATED DEC ISIONMAKING

Risk-informed applications are expected to require a process to integrate
traditional engineering and probabilistic considerations to form the basis for
acceptance. In order for this decisionmaking process to be effective in
rendering accurate representations of plant safety and risk, it. is expected
that documented guidance be, available to ensure consistent and defensible
results. Such guidance would also allow staff reviewers to reconstruct the
logic and events involved, in the integration process.

This appendix discusses issues that should be addressed by the staff during
reviews of the licensee integrated decisionmaking process (sometimes referred
to as the "expert panel" process by licensees).

a. Area of Review

Staff reviewers are expected to evaluate all proposed changes to the CLB

taking into account both traditional and probabilistic engineering
considerations. For. each proposed change, the reviewer should evaluate the
licensee justification for the change. In cases where licensee results or
conclusions are in some way counter-intuitive or inconsistent with results for
similar plants on similar issues, the reviewer may also want to evaluate in
detail the licensee documentation of the process by which the results were.
obtained. This would provide a better understanding of the reasons,
assumptions, approaches, and information that were used in the licensee
integrated decision process.

b. Review Guidance and Procedures

Since the licensee integrated'ecisionmaking process is responsible for the
justification of acceptability of the proposed changes to the CLB, it is
expected that the process will be documented in a relatively formal fashion.
The staff may not routinely audit all of the licensee findings or
recommendations, but the documentation should exist to support such a review,
and should be maintained for the life of the plant or until such time when the
recommendations are invalidated by later changes.

Staff expectations of the integrated decisionmaking process:

The process should be well-defined, systematic, repeatable, and
scrutable. This process should be technically defensible and should be
detailed enough to allow an independent party to reproduce the major
results.

Deliberations should be application specific. The objectives proposed
for the integrated decisionmaking process for a particular application
(particularly, how the results are to be utilized) should be well
defined, and should be relevant to that application.
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'The.decisionmaking team should have been advised of the specifics, of all
proposed changes arid the relevant background iiifoirmation associated with
the licensing action; In addition, since the iudgement will be based .in
part on the result.,of a risk .analysis, impart>ing to the team an
interpretatioIi- of .the resiiTts of -the. risk mode1l and the potential
limitations of 'this model's important.

The process should take into account the principles .and. the NRC

ex ectations as described'n Section, 2. 1 of DG-1061.P

In the formulation o'f findingls, 'boo

engineeri'rig'Iinsiderations,shoiild
include information from t'e,ri'sk
.evaluations .an'd;i,nsight., quantitaa
experience and historical .plaint;pee

th probabilistic arid tr'aditional
be takeii into account. Tliis should
analysis, traditional engineering
tive serisitivity studies, operational
rforman'ce, engineering judgment, and

risk,
ed,by thed'e

y, g lar to

current reglulatory requ~ireimerits. Potent),al 1>mstatsons of the
model,should:be identified arid'resolved. SSCs that are affect
propo's'ed application but that're riot. modeled iri the -PRA shoul
cons'idered individuall and .evaluated based,'on''idelines simi
those provided later zn thas appendix or in append)x C'.2. Finally,
coriclusions slhouild be robust to. diffi>rent plausible assumptions and
analyses.

Mhen findings or,.conclusions are .based in .part on the use of
one should gabe, p'rovided as to why %hei
priate substitute for a proposed

The compensatoiy mea'sur'e
should'b

c'ompensatozy imeaisu~I.es, justificati
compensatory-imeaisures are an appro
relaxation in ciIirrent'equiremerits

~ b'ecome part of t.he plant lie<!nsing asl s.

~ Membership in. the.clecisionmaking team should include experienced
individuals wIith demonstrated,'.skills and knowledge 'in relevant
engineering dIiscipl,ines (depending on the application), plant 'procedures
,and operation.i;. sys'em knowle'dge including operational history, system
response and,dependencie's, operator'ralining arid i e0ponse, details

of'he

plant specific probabi'list'ic risk assessment, and regulatory
guidance.,

I

Technical 'information basis:

In many risk-.informed pi'lot, applications
have been- utilized in cases where there
traditional engineeririg .res,ults over a 1

changes to the CLB.. In cases such as thh
information base supplied to 'the'ntegraa
supportixig- the findings that�.should. b'e m

risk-'informed appl,i'cation. For example',
categorization typ'e of applicatioris,, thee

, integrated decisionmaking panels
are broad:,applicat,ions of PRA arid
arge number of plant. SSCs to just, ify
ese,',it, 'is expected that the.
ted. decisi',onmakirig .panel is 'cagablel of
ade sn the context of the spec>fsc
,in risk qluantification and 'risk

'pllowlingshould'e applicable.
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At least the level 1 portion of the internal events PRA should be

formulated in such a 'way as to support quantification of a change in
risk (~ CDF and ~ LERF) and importance measures, and should provide
qualitative (minimal cutset) information adequate to support defense-in-
depth findings.

~ There should be an inventory of plant response capability for
probabilistically significant operating modes and initiating event
categories'internal, external, flood, fire, seismic, etc.). Given a

full scope level 2 PRA, this requirement could be satisfied by an

inventory of event tree success paths, with an indication of the mission
success criteria, systems, and SSCs involved in each path. Lacking a

full scope level 2 PRA, surrogate information should be developed for
unanalyzed areas, along the lines described in Section II.3.2.2. This
requirement is necessary in order to show the safety functions performed
by SSCs affected by the application.

Causal models (determination of cause-effect relationships) should be
developed to support quantification of basic event probability as a

function of the application. This is necessary in order to relate the
application to actual risk indices.

Documentation of inputs to the decisionmaking panel should be part of the
process. The reviewer should verify the scope and depth of the information
base, especially information supplied regarding modes and/or classes of
initiators unanalyzed in the PRA.

Treatment of SSCs not Nodeled in the PRA

PRAs do not model all SSCs involved in performance of safety functions for
various reasons. However, this should not imply that unmodeled SSCs are not
important in terms of contributions to the plant risk. For example, in some

cases SSCs are omitted based on analysts taking credit for programmatic
activities that ensure a low failure frequency for that item or a short fault
exposure time in the event that it does fail. In such cases, when PRA results
will not reflect the SSC at al.l, it would be inappropriate to conclude that
the programmatic activity is unimportant.

It is one of the tasks of the integrated decisionmaking panel to extrapolate
from the PRA and other information sources to draw conclusions about SSCs not
modeled in the PRA. This does not mean that the panel is to impute to the PRA

high-level results that were not generated in the analysis; it does mean that
if a success path is modeled in the PRA, the panel is justified in reasoning
that unmodeled SSCs in that path are relied upon. If items were screened from
the PRA, the panel should be aware of the screening process, in order to avoid
violating the basis for the screening.

For SSCs not modeled in the PRA, the reviewer should verify that the
decisionmaking panel has performed the following:
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item, a'lthough unmodeled,, already receives and will contin
receive. programmatic attenti<>n commensurate 'with its significa
cases where reduced commitments are prciposedI, adequate justifs
provided for this redluction;

ue'o
nce. In
cation is

'he

item does not currently receive sufficient programmatic attention,
'and may be subject to tighter

controls.'he

reviewer should verify that the safety significance oF SSCs not modeled in
the PRA (but affected by thee propo. ed appl'ication) are appropriately
characterized and justified.

~ reviewed thee IPRA assumption .base. for instances in which initiators were
screened out on the basis of credit for SSCs affected by the
application;

~ reviewed plant operating history for initiating events whose occurrence
might have beien prevented by the proposed application;

reviewed plant operating history for failures. of. mitigating system
trains as. a result of'itents that might, ha've been prevented by the,
proposed application;

reviewed accident,,sequence modeling for instances in which
early'erminationof the analysis obscured chial'lenges to affected SSCs that

would..normally come into play .Tater Ithunn theI t6rmination point.

Possible dispositions of the above include'he following:

the item will not affect initiating Ievdnt f&eq6en'cy'or mitigating system
performance under ',reasonably foreseeable,icircumstances, .and the Iproposedl
change is war'ranted;.

0

0

Addressing limitations of the -risk analysis:

Part of the integrated decisionmak'ing process is to overcome certain
limitations of the PRA. However, this does not include substituting the

I I

nerability, this '.should be taken
sc'ounted on the basis .of judgment. If
entation df Ia, vIulnerability is

Generally, if PRA highlights a pilant vul
seriously. This result should not be di
the analyst can show that the PRA repres
invalid, then the P'RA should Ibe modified, and the liicensee should work .with
the results of the revised PRA.

analyst s judgment fo> essent>al .PRA .results„ 0nd of the reasons for
developing PRA models is that the complexity ~of many facilities makes, judgment
difficult in many contexts.

To address the issue of credit for unmodeled systems that would change a PRA
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result, the preferred method is to alter the PRA to take the credit. The
reviewer should be aware that'here are potentially cases in which credit for
an unmodeled system would be seriously complicated by issues of shared .support
systems, environmental conditions, or other factors such as spatial
interaction issues or operator interaction dependencies.

r

To address the issue of making decisions about SSCs that might influence plant
response in unmodeled modes or to unmodeled initiators, the acceptable
approach is to proceed on the basis of a structured representation of plant
response that shows at least qualitatively what initiating events pertain,
what systems are available to respond to each, functional dependencies of
these systems at the train level, and in particular, what backups are
available in the event of failure of any particular SSC. While it is possible
to accept program reductions for SSCs that are explicitl'y shown to play no
role in unanalyzed modes, it is much more difficult to accept reductions for
components that do play a role in unanalyzed (e.g., shutdown) modes. For such
instances, conservative methods will be considered prudent.

To address instances in which a PRA model exists .but is considered misleading,
caution is indicated. An example of this would be to down-classify SSCs

(i.e., state that a high risk contributor is actually a low contributor) from
a PRA result, based on panel judgment. It is not acceptable to place on the
record both a PRA and a finding that clearly contradicts it. Although the
panel is not expected to take the PRA as absolute truth, the test should be
whether the record establishes a clear basis for a finding. A technical
argument that begins with the misleading PRA result and furnishes
supplementary information sufficient to justify a relatively minor change to a

PRA result, or a qualified interpretation of a PRA result, is satisfactory. A

cursory technical argument leading to a conclusion that qualitatively
contradicts a major PRA result is an unsatisfactory record.

c. Evaluation Findings

The following language, or language substantially equivalent to this, should
appear in the SER, or else exceptions should be noted and explained.

The integrated decisionmaking process is appropriate. Appropriate
information was available, suitable issues were raised, the disposition
of these issues was systematic and defensible, and the documentation, of
the findings is traceable and reviewable in principle, so that the basis
for conclusions and recommendations is available for scrutiny and
review.

The evaluation of risk significance represents appropriate consideration
of probabilistic information, traditional engineering evaluations,
sensitivity studies, operational experience, engineering judgment, and
current regulatory requirements.
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modeled sn th<. PRA because their fa
system failure in the baseline con
that do not play a direct, role in
mitigating systems„

figuration, and, components in systems
mmi1higation but that interface with

The process applied by the licensee to overcome limitations of PRA wa.
appropriate. Where decisions were made that do not follow straight-
forwardly from the PRA, a technical bas'is'w'a's provided that shows how
the PRA information and the supplementary information validly combine to
support the finding. No findings contradict the PRA in a fundamental
.way'.

The technical information basis was adequate:for 'the scope of the
'.application. In p;irticular, the, analysis of success and faHure

scenarios was adequate to identify the roles played by the SSCs affected
by the application, the quantification of the frequency of these
.scenarios was adequate to establish the safety significance of the SSCs,
and the causal models were adequate to establish 'the effects of the
proposed changes in the program.

The safety significance of components .affected by the proposed
application but not modeled in the PRA was evaluated in a systemati'c
manner. This included a search of components that might contribute to
initiating event occurrence,. mitigating system components that were not

ilure was, not expected to dom'inate

0
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CATEGORIZATION OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS WITH
RESPECT TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

For several of the proposed applications of the risk-informed regulation
process one of the principal activities is the categorization of SSCs and
human actions with respect to their safety-significance. The purpose of this
Appendix is to discuss how to review approaches that may be used in this
categorization process.

The first review consideration is the definition of safety-significance as
applied to SSCs and human actions for a specific application. A related, but
not identical concept, is that of risk significance. For example, an
individual SSC can be identified as being risk-significant if it can be
demonstrated that its failure or unavailabil'ity contributes significantly to
the measures of risk, e.g., CDF and LERF. Safety-significance, on the other
hand, can be thought of as being related to the role the SSC plays in the
prevention of the occurrence of the undesired end state. Thus the position
adopted in this SRP is that all the SSCs and human actions considered when
constructing the PRA model (including those that do not necessarily appear in
the final quantified model,. either because they have been screened initially,
assumed to be inherently rel:iable or have been truncated from the solution of
the model) have the potential to be safety significant, since they play a role
in preventing core damage.

.In reviewing the categorization, it is important to recognize the purpose
behind the categorization, which is, generally, to sort out the SSCs or human
actions into two general groups: those for which some change is proposed; and
those for which no change is proposed. It is the potential impact of the
application on the particular SSCs and human actions and on the measures 'of
risk which ultimately determines which of the SSCs and human actions, should be
regarded as safety-significant. Since different applications impact different
SSCs and human actions, it is reasonable to expect that the categorization
could be different for the different applications. Thus the question being
addressed by the application is, for which groups of SSCs and human actions
can, the change be made such there will be no more than insignificant increase
in the risk to the health and safety of the public. This impact on overall
risk should be related back to the criteria for acceptable changes in the risk
measures identified in draft guide DG-1061. It is those groups for which
changes can be made that satisfy these criteria that can be regarded as low
safety-significant in the context of the specific application. Thus, the most
appropriate way to address the categorization is through a requantification of
the risk measures. However, the feasibility of performing such risk
quantification has been questioned for those applications for which a method
for the evaluation of the impact of the change on SSC unavailability is not
obviously available.

In the above case, an acceptable alternative to requantification of risk is
to perform the categorization of the SSCs and human actions using an
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integrated'ecisionmiaking .process (such as the -use~,ofi-an: Expert Panel), based
on the use of PRA imiportan'ce measures as, input., The issues:that should ble

,addressed by the revi'eider. for this,approach are ~discussed- in this appendix.
Section C.l discusses the technical issues associated with the use of'RA;
importance measures, arid, Section C.'2 discusses the'use of: the importance
measures 'by the,decisionmak'ing„panel.

0

a. ,Area'of Review

In the implementation iof the 'Hai'ntenance Rule,and in 'many, industry guides for
the risk-. informed ajiplications, the Fussell-'esely. Importance, Risk Reduction
Worth, and Risk Achievemeint Worth, are the"most comiTionly identified mea.'ures in.
the:relative t'isk ranking~ of SSCs. However;, in the- use of these, importance,
measures for risk-info'rmed,applications; there aire several issues thatishould i

be addressed. Host of the issues .are related to technical .problems. which can
be resolved by the use of. sensitivity studies or,by aippro'priate quantification
techniques. These issues are discussed in .detail in, the sub-.section below;
Iri additioh, there are two 'issues that. the reviewe'r s:hould insure

have'be'en'ddressed

adequately, "namely a,) that risk rankirigs apply only to indiv',idual
contr'ibutions arid not,to coiibinations or sets of'ontrilbutor's, and b) 1<hat

risk rankings are not necessarily related to the. risk changes which re."ult
from those contributor changes,'. When performed~and interpreted .correctly,
component-level importance measuires can provide valuable input to the
inte'grated decisionmaking process.

b. Review -Guidance and Procedures

Risk ranking, result.; from', PRA can be affected by many faictors, the most
important being model assumptions and techniques (e.g.,> for model,ing, of human,
reliability, or commori cause fai.lures), the data, used, or the success.criter.'ia.
chosen., The reviewer should therefori perform an,evaluati.on of the licensee
PRA, as. part of the overall'eview tirocess. ,Guidance for this review .is.
provided'n "Appendix A.

In addit'ion,to the use o'F a PRA of approp'ri'ate quality for the application,
the rbbustness, of'.risk,,ranking, results. should, also be demonstrated for
conditions. and. parameters that, might..not .be addressed in the base PRA.
Therefore, when importance measures are used ito~ group components or human
,actions as:low,.safety-'.significant contributor's,'he information to be -,provided.
to the integrated diecisii>nmaking process -should iriclude, sensitivity studiesi
and/or other .evaluatiains to. demonstrate the sensitivity 'of the..importance
results to the impo'rtaint PRA.modeling techniques, assumptions, and daty.
Issues that should.lbe considered and addressed are .listed below.

Different risk me!tri'cs: The reviewer should,'endure that risk in terms of .both.
CDF and LERF is considered in the. ranking process.
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Completeness of risk model: The reviewer should ensure that, when determining
safety significance contributions using an internal events PRA, external
events and shutdown and low power initiators have also been considered either
by PRA modeling or by the integrated decisionmaking process (as detailed in
section C.2 and in Appendix B).

Sensitivity analysis for component data uncertainties: The sensitivity of
component categorizations to uncertainties in the parameter values should have

been addressed by the licensee. Reviewers should be satisfied that SSC

categorization is not affected by data uncertainties.

Sensitivity analysis for common cause failures: CCFs are modeled in PRAs to
account. for dependent failures of redundant components within a system. As

discussed in Appendix A, CCF probabilities can impact PRA results by enhancing
or obscuring the importance of components. This should be addressed by the
review. A component may be ranked as a high risk contributor mainly because
of its contribution to CCFs, or a component may be ranked as a low risk
contributor mainly because it has negligible or no contribution to CCFs. In
RIR, removing or relaxing requirements may increase the CCF contribution,
thereby changing the risk impact of an SSC.

Consideration of multiple failure modes: PRA basic events represent specific
failure events. and failure modes of SSCs. The reviewer shoul'd determine that
the safety significant categorization has been performed taking. into account
the combined effect of all associated basic PRA events, such as failure to
start and failure to run, including indirect contributions. through associated
CCF event probabilities.

Sensitivity analysis for recovery actions: PRAs typically model recovery
actions especi ally for dominant accident sequences. guantification of
recovery actions typically depends on the time available for diagnosis and

performing the action, training, procedure, and knowledge of operators. There
is a certain degree of subjectivity involved in estimating the success
probability for the recovery actions. The concerns in this case stem from
situations where very high success probabilities are assigned to a sequence,
resulting in related components being ranked as low risk contributors.
Furthermore, it is not desirable for the categorization of SSCs to be impacted
by recovery actions that sometimes are only modeled for the dominant
scenarios. Sensitivity analyses can be used to show how the SSC

categorization would change if recovery actions were removed. The reviewer
should ensure that the categorization has not been unduly impacted by the
modeling of recovery actions.

Truncation limit: The reviewer should determine that the truncation limit has

been set low enough so that the truncated set of minimal cutsets contain the
significant contributors and their logical combinations for the application in
question and be low enough .to capture at least 95 percent of the CDF.

Depending on the PRA level of detail (module level, component level, or piece-
part level), this may translate into a truncation limit from 1E-12 to 1E-8 per
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to conitarn the important, application-
their logical corr»binations.

iscussed previously, Importarice
ndividual SSC or human action b'asis.
that 'single-event importance, measures
mehtsl of,al system, or grou'p despite the
wheri,taken as a whole. (Conversely,

roups, of SSCs, owing to the
y, are, elements.) There are two

multiple component issue. The $ irst~is
r group importarice. The second is to
zati'on 'based on, component'-lev'el
wi'll 'be necessary .for'he, licensee to
f thei cha6ge,'as been, adequately,

Nultiple component'onsiderations: As d
measures are typically evaluated on an i
One .potential concern raised by,this -is
have the potential; of:di. missing all ele
system or group having a high importance
ther'e may be grounds f'r screeriing. out g
unimportance of the systems of .whi'ch; the
potential approache.s to addressing the-
to define suitable, measures o)F system o
:choose appropriate criteria for categori
importance measures. In 'both case , it

.demonstrate that thee cumulative im'pact. o
addressed.

reactor year. In addition, 'the truncated .set,of, miinimal cutsets should be
specific c'ontributors and

0

systems, one,pos. ibilitywould be to define:a, Fussel:1-Vesely type measure of
uencies of s» quen».es involving failure
T:sequence frequencies. .Such a
eful.l'y -if',the numerator included
em di»e to support systems. Similar'ly,,

byl quantifying sequences involving
an'd <uminirlig up 'those quantities. This

slystem is crit'ical'.. However', again
'ore complex. To,take a two-division
can'occur's a, re'suit of failure of

ailure „of front-line division,B.
total failure of support system"

system. importanc». as t,he sum of th». freq
of -that system, divided by the sum of. al
measure would need to be interpreted carr
contributi'ons from failures;.of that systt
a Birnbaum-like measuz'e could, be definedd
the system, conditional on its f'ai'lure,
would pr'ovide .a measure of,how, often thee
the support systems make. the .sit,uation m

plant as an example, f'rorit-'line failures
support division A in corijunction with f
Working. with,a .f'igure of meri t based

on'ouldmiss contributions of'. tlhis type.

While there, are no »widely-,accepted definitions of system or group importance
measur es,, it is '1'ikely that, some licensee's wil;l.develop new system or group
measures. If. any are propos'ed, the reviewer should make sure that the
measures. are capturingi,tfne impact of changes,to, the gra'up in a logical.way.
As ari example:of,the issues that arise conisider thie,following. For frlontI-llinel

In the absence of app'ropriate'ly defined
reliance should be marie on the iritegrate
appropriate determination (see section C

group level irriportance measures,
d deci's~ionmaking process to make the
. 2)'.

Relationship of Importance Neasures.to risk ehariges: Importance, mea su'res, d o
no't directly relate, to cha'riges in risk associ'ated with implementation 'of'a set
of'han'ges proposed. ii> an application.,Instead, the risk impact 'is indirectly
reflected'n the .choice of the iialue of':the measure used to. determine whether
an. SSC should„ be classified as,being of"high'..and low- safety sig'nificance.
This is,a concern .whe'ther importanc*es. are evaluated at tha component oi at the
;group level. Thee'SA Appliications Gu'ide,su'g»jested, values of'ussell'-Vesely
importance of .05 at the system level, and .()05 at the co»r»ponent level, for,
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example. However, the criteria for categorization into low and high
significance should be related to the acceptance guidelines for changes in CDF

and LERF. This implies that the criteria should be a function of the base
case CDF and LERF rather than being fixed for all plants. Thus the reviewer
should determine how the choice of criteria are related to, and conform with,
the acceptance guidelines described in draft guide DB-1061. If component
level criteria are used, they should be established taking into account that
the allowable risk increase associated with the change should be based on
simultaneous changes to all members of the category.

c. Evaluation Findings

The rev'iewer verifies that the information provided'o the integrated
decisionmaking process on the determination of risk importance of contributors
for a specific application is robust in terms of model inputs and assumptions
and "uncertainty" issues like common cause failure modeling and modeling of
human reliability, and that the categorization addresses the effect of the on
groups of components in a way that is compatible with the risk acceptance
guidelines.

C.2 Role of Inte rated Oecisionmakin in Com onent Cate orization

a. Areas of Review

While probabilistic importance analysis can provide valuable information on
categorization, it should be supported and supplemented by an evaluation based
on traditional engineering considerations. This will require using the
qualitative insights obtained from the PRA, and the incorporation of the
consideration of maintenance of defense-in-depth and the maintenance of
sufficient safety margins. One important element of this integrated
decisionmaking can be the use of an "expert panel". General review guidelines
for the licensee integrated decisionmaking process are provided in Appendix 8
of this SRP.

b. Review Guidance and Procedures

Identification of functions, systems and components important to safety: The
PRA can provide significant qualitative insights that emerge simply from
consideration of whether and how systems are invoked in particular scenarios.
If a front-line system is credited in success paths, then it is in some sense
"important, " and at least some of its SSCs must also be, in some sense,
important, even if a given single-event importance measure does not reflect
this. However, the real importance of a system is a function of whether there
are alternate, diverse systems that could fulfil the same function, those
systems .which are the only means o'f providing the function being more
important than those for which there are viable alternatives. A system that
supports an important front-line system could also be important. This does
not mean that all such systems cannot be candidates for relaxation in current
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it does mean that. components in system: trains credited in the
.PRA should'e exp'l.icit'ly considei ed during;the. integrated decisionmaking
process.

~ check to see vihether .failure of .components, screened out on .the basis
that they are elements"of "unimportant" systems could affect a. system
that, is. r el,ied; upon. iri plant re'sponse to an 'initiating event.

The„reviewer should then,;ver'ify that at least some elements of,.each, of the
important systems, as identi,fied'bove are, considered "safety significant." If
this is not the case, .then 'the

reviewer'llocated

to, these item's in the: PRA, and
'activities allocated to these- elements a
'level. If a system is identified as bei
is, then 'licensee jiistificati'on should b

should- ascertain what, performance is.
ascertain whether-the programmatic'e

co~mensurate with that performance
ng.important but none of its'elements
e reviewed ih detail.

tern that contains many redundant
yysis will tend t'o dismiss the
mi sing, the group as a, while. The
redundant flowpaths, considered as a
they .perform,'re 'jmpo'r tait and
entional importance measures would not

ffrhdundint systems, the solutiori need
path to the high risk contribut;or
f the paths are essentially .siiiilar,

mmon c'ause failure and a program .that;
by monitoring component .performance

ainst,'loss of,'the function while still
mmitme'nt'on'he: individual members of

As an example consider the case .of,a sys
flowpaths. Single'-event importance anal
,flowpaths, one, at a time, effectively dis
focus of-.the above ~juidance is that the
,subsystem, and recognizing the function
deserve some attent'ion, even though convv
highlight them. However„ in the case o
not always be to assign every redundant .

category. In this examp'lie, especialTy iit is arguably necessary to ciirisider .co
addresses common cause failure potential
may .provide the necessary protection ag
allowing a decrease in some level aif .co
the group.

Verification of low .safe1(y significance: :As .,part of the eva'luation of.,the
qualitative risk-in Formed categorization, the integrated decisionmaking

rocess and criteria used. by the licensee 'should be reviewed;P

In, reviews of .the:1'icensee detevminiation os low safety sign'ificance for SSCs
or operator actions,'the staff: should. verify that risk importance measures
have been appl,ied aippropriate'lly, and that r'e'suits of sensitivity studie.. have
been taken into .account., In additi'on, the reviewer should'erify, that the
licensee has co'n'sidered and; has cooipensated f'orifa'ctors such as,.potenti'al
,inadeq'uate, sco'pe and 'level,.of 'detail .of;the. PRA (see. sections "II.3.2.2'an'd

.SRP Chapter: 19, REV 'L 03/27/97

The, reviewer„ either- by eva'luation 'of licensee dlocumentation or, by indeperident
verification, should:

~ i'dentify al'l,systems that are:.relied upon in plant response to an
,initiating, event, whether, explicit1y modeled -in the PRA or not (e.g.,
HVAC, ILC associated with 'indications rather tha'n control', and identify
the function(s) they perform or support; and

0

0
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II.3.2.3).. Finally, .the reviewer should verify that, in categorizing an SSC

or operator action as low safety significance, the licensee has considered the
defense-in-depth philosophy and available, safety margins. Review guidance on

these topics is provided in Section II.3. 1 of this SRP.

For SSCs not modeled in the. PRA, the reviewer should verify that the following
conditions are applicable for each SSC that has 'been proposed as a candidate
for relaxation or removal of current requirements:

~ the SSC is not a part of a system that acts as a barrier to fission
product release during severe accidents

~ the SSC does not perform a support function to a safety function or does
not complement a safety function

~ the SSC does not -support operator actions credited in PRAs for either
procedural or recovery actions

the failure of the SSC will not result in the eventual occurrence of a

PRA initiating event

the failure of the SSC will not result in unintentional releases of
radioactive material even in the absence of severe accident conditions

If any of the above conditions are applicable, or if SSC performance is
difficult to quantify, the licensee should have used a, qualitative evaluation.
process to determine the impact of relaxing requirements on equipment
reliability / performance. This evaluation should include an identification
of those failure modes for which the failure rate may increase, and the
failure modes for which detection could become more difficult. The reviewer
should then verify that one or more of the following justifications (or
similar) were provided by the licensee:

~ a qualitative discussion and historical evidence why these failure modes

may be unlikely to occur;

a qualitative engineering discussion on how such failure modes could be
detected in a timely fashion;

a discussion on what other requirements may be useful to control such
failure rate increases; and

~ a qualitative engineering discussion on .why relaxing the requirements
may have minimum impact on the failure rate increase.

c. Eyaluation Findings

The SER should incorporate language substantially equi.valent. to the following.
Exceptions, if any, should .be noted and explained.
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The categorization 'of, the SSCs or human actions has adequately captured
t afet and has,been. erformed in such a way,that

p
measures .has been utilized taking into account th'e known limitations o,
importance calcul'ations, and the results, h'ave been sup'plemented bj
appropriate qualitative considerations.

The .integrated decisionmaki'ng. process exp1icitly recognized systems,
invoked: in'lant re.sponse to ini.tiatihg eventls,'and ensured- that
components piithin these systems are considered for'rogrammatic
attention iri areas (IST, ISI, etc.) appropriate to their. performance
characteristics and to the level of performance, needed from them.

their ssgnsflcsnce o s y, p
the 'pote'ntial impact of .the proposed application results in. at most a,

small'ncrease in: the;risk to the hea',1th and,safety of the publici. iThi
.in ut to,the integrated decisionmaking pro'cess derived from Importance'~

f

0

0
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FOREWORD

The NRC's Policy Statement on the use of probabilistic risk analysis (PRA) in
nuclear regulatory activities encourages greater use of this analysis
technique to improve safety deci'sion making, reduce unnecessary burden and
improve regulatory efficiency. A number of NRC staff and industry activities
are in progress to consider approaches for expanding the scope of PRA
applications in regulatory activities.

Several activities are ongoing which consider appropriate uses of PRA in
support of the, modification of individual plant's current licensing basis
(CLB) and a number of pilot applications with proposed CLB changes are now
under staff review.

This Standard Review Plan (SRP) chapter describes review procedures and
acceptance guidelines for NRC staff reviews of proposed plant-specific, risk-
informed changes to a licensee's inservice testing (IST) program. The review
procedures contained in this SRP are consistent with the acceptable methods
for implementing a risk-informed IST (RI-IST) program described in DG-'1062
(reference 2). Licensees may propose RI-IST programs consistent with the
guidance provided in DG-1062, propose an alternative approach for implementing
a RI-IST program (which must be demonstrated to be consistent with the
fundamental principles identified in Section II.A.9), or maintain their IST
programs in accordance with the ASHE Code as referenced in 10 CFR'0.55a.

It is the NRC staff's intention to initiate rulemaking as necessary to permit
licensees to implement RI-IST programs, consistent with this SRP chapter.,
without having to get NRC approval of an alternative to the ASHE Code
requirements pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3). ,Until the completion of such
rulemaking, the staff anticipates reviewing and approving each licensee's RI-
IST program as an -alternative to the current Code required IST program (e.g.,
including alternative test frequency, test methods, and program scope
requirements). As such, the licensee's RI-IST program will be enforcable
under 10 CFR 50.55a.

The current ASHE Code inservice testing requirements, as endorsed in 10 CFR
50.55a, have been determined to provide reasonable assurance that public
health and safety will be maintained. The individual ASHE Code committees
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'I

concerned wi,th .inservice testing of pumps and valves continually revieW tthetse
testing stra'tegies, to develop improvements to the existing Code requirements. ~

Changes to the A IHE Code., either as new Code editions or Code Cases, a'e
subject to review and approval by -the NRC to ensure that the new testing
requirements mairitain- an adequate level publ.ic health a'nd safety. A risk-
informed inservice testing -program„ if properly constructed, will also provide
an acceptable level of quality and safety by evaluating and possibly improving~
the test effectiyeness for the high safety significant components (as
identified by the licensee's RRA and integrated decision, making process),in,
conjuncti'on with the relaxatiixn of testing rdqutirements'(e.g., test frequency),
for the .low safety significant 'components.
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Standard Review Plan

For The Review Of

Risk-Informed Inservice Testing Applications

3.9.7 RISK-INFORMED INSERVICE'TESTING.

REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES

Primary - Mechanical Engineering Branch (EHEB)
Secondary - Probabi,listic Safety Assessment 'Branch (SPSB),

I. DEFINE THE PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE IST PROGRAM

The licensee's risk-informed inservice testing (RI-IST) submittal should have
defined the proposed changes to the IST program in general terms. The
licensee should have confirmed that the plant is designed and operated in
accordance with the current licensing basis (CLB)'nd that the PRA used in
support of their RI-IST program submittal reflects the actual plant. The
licensee should have identified the particular components that would be
affected by the proposed'hanges in IST strategy. This should include all of
the components currently in the licensee's IST program as well as any other

'his regulatory guide adopts the 10 CFR Part 54 definition of current
licensing basis. That is, "Current 'Licensing Basis (CLB) is the set of NRC
requirements applicable to a specific pl'ant and a licensee',s written
commitments for ensuring compl'iance with and operation'ith in applicable .NRC
requirements and the plant-specific design basis (including all modifications
and additions to such commitments over the life of the license) that are
docketed and in effect. The CLB includes the .NRC regulations contained in 10
CFR Parts 2, 19, 20, 21, 26, 30, 40, 51, 54, 55, 70, 72, 73, 100 and
appendices. thereto; orders; license conditions;, exemptions;. and technical
specifications. It also includes the plant-specific design-basis information-
defined in 10 CFR 50.2 as documented in the most recent final safety analysis
report (FSAR) as required by 10 CFR 50.71 and the licensee's commitments
remaining in effect that were made in docketed licensing correspondence such
as licensee responses to NRC bulletins, generic letters, and enforcement
actions,'s well as l.icensee commitments documented, in NRC safety evaluations
or licensee event reports."
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components that 'the licensee's integrated deOsioA making process categorized
as being highly safety significant. The method u.ed by the licensee to
categor'ize components should be described. There should also be a detiailed
description of how the proposed RI-IST program affects the CLB of the plant,
and why these proposed changes are acceptable. If exemptions from specific
regulations, technica'l specification amendments, or relief requests are ,

required to implement the 'licensee's proposed RI-IST program, the appropriate,
requests should accompany the licensee's submitta',I. :Specific revisions to
testing schedules and methods should be described as well as implementation
plans and schedules.

The licensee should a'iso have described the proposed IST program change tin
terms of how"it |meets -the objectives of the Commissioni's PRA'olicy Stathmdnt,
1nclud>ng enhanced decssson making, more eff>c>ent use of resources, and
reduction of unnecessary burden,. The descriptio'n may consider benefi$ s grqm
the CLB change such as reduced iFiscal and,personnel resources and radiation
exposure, as well as improvements in reactor safety.

The reviewer should familiarize herself ore himself with the licensee',s entire
submittal before initiating the detailed review described in the following
sections. In short, the reviewer should first idevelop an understanding of the
proposed change in terms of:

~ the part',icular components 'that would be affected by the propos'ed
changes 'in IST strategy,

~ the plant. systems involved with the'roposed changes in IST
strategy,

~ the, change in testing strategy (i.e.~ test frequency,and methods)
proposed for each component or group of components,

~ its affect on the current licen~iing basis, and

~ its overall. effect on plant risk.

Section 6 of re'ference 2 contains a more detailed description of the
,documentation that shou'Id have been submitted by the licensee in c'onjunction
with its proposed IRI- ISI; program.

0

4l

ll. AREA OF REVIEWS

A. ENGINEERING EVALUATION

1. Evaluation of Proposed Changes to th6 Curt;ent Licensing Basis
I'

After the licen. ee determined which components are candidates for having their
inservice test requirements relaxed and which components should be subjected
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to more focused inservice,tests, the licensee should have conducted an
engineering evaluation of proposed changes to the IST program. The purpose of
this engineering evaluation is to determine the acceptability of the proposed
IST program changes in light of the current licensing basis of the plant 'and
risk impact of the changes. In particular, the status of license commitments
that would be changed as a result of the proposed RI-IST program should have
been clarified explicitly and formally. Either commitments were not affected
by the proposed changes, or the alterations in commitment status were
identified, described, and revised commitments were made.

2. IST Pr ogram Scope
'I

In developing RI-IST programs, licensees will likely identify structures,
systems, and components (SSCs) with high risk significance which are not
currently subject to traditional Code requirements or subject to a level of .

regulation which is commensurate with their risk significance. It is expected
that licensees will propose RI-IST programs that will subject these SSCs to
the appropriate level of regulation, consistent with the risk significance of
the SSC. Specifically, licensee's RI-IST program scope should include, in
addition to components in the current Code prescribed IST program (e.g.,
components required to perform a specific function in shutting down a reactor
to a cold shutdown condition, in maintaining the cold shutdown condition, or
in mitigating the consequences of an accident), those'ASHE Code Class I, 2, 5

3 and non-Code components that the licensee's integrated decision-making
process categorized as highly safety significant and determined to be
appropriate candidates for IST.

The staff's basis for reaching its conclusion that the licensee's proposed RI-
IST program "provides an acceptable level of .quality and safety" will be
predicated, in part, on the licensee's use of PRA to identify the appropriate
scope of components that should be. included in a RI-IST program as well as to
evaluate test requirements (i.e., test methods and frequency) to ensure the
validity of PRA assumptions. In other words, if the PRA is to be used as the
basis for categorizing components and for evaluating the acceptability of the
overall change in plant risk associated with the proposed RI-IST .program
(e.g., ZZDF, Zd.ERF) then the PRA assumptions relative to component reliability
and availability must be preserved. Consequently, for IST components within
the scope of the licensee's proposed RI-IST .program, we would expect the
licensee to examine the test strategies currently in pl'ace and, where
appropriate, modify the test strategy (See Section III.A.'3).

To preserve the PRA assumptions which form the basis for the acceptability of
the IST program changes, certain non-Code components may need to be included
in the RI-IST program. The justification for inclusion of non-code components
into the IST program can be derived from the role these components play in
justifying the acceptability of changes to the IST program for components
currently within the code. PRA systematically takes credits for. non-code
structures, systems, and components (SSCs) as: I) providing support to, or 2)
alternatives to, and 3) back-ups for SSCs within the current code. Thus, the

3.9.7-3 Rev 2C, 3-13-97
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relaxation of requirements foir safety-.related. SSCs depends upon the, proper
operation and relliability.aittributed to high-safety-significant yet non-code
SSCs.

0
3.. IST:Program Changes

The. licensee's -submittal shou'ld describe
performance, service condition,, risk sig
the proposed. RI-IST frequenciies and methh

tlhe lcorisidei at,ions. (e.g., component
nifipance) that, we'nt into e'stabTishing
ods.

4. Relief Requests and 'Techhical

While, implementation..of the! licensee's oo

authoriz'ed by a change to the .regu'lationn
alternative pursuant,1>o,'10 CFR'0.55,(a)(
'RI-IST program may reiluire exemptions fr
specification changes;,, or requ'ire relief
or Code, cases. The 1;icense should have
submittal the necessary exemptici'n reques
.,requests,, relief requ'ests,. arid,relief- re

Splecifilcation
Amendments'erall:RI-IST

program.may be
s lor,via NRCl authorizing, an
3)', speci.fic details of'he licensee's
om other regulations, technical
.from provisions of NRC approved Codes
irilcldded in their RI-IST, program
ts, technical specification am'endmeht',
quests necessary'. to implement theirs

6. Nodelin'g of the I:ffects of ISY on PRA Basic Events,

One .of the requirements for the acceptab
is a quantitative .clemonstratio'n by use o
chang'es to pl'ant risk caused by the prop
changes in test methods for selected.corn
:and should not cause the, NIRC Safety Goal
In order to es'tabliish. this demonstration
models which appropriately account for t
compo'nents as a furictioii of testing inte

ility of a risk informed,IST program ~

f a PRA of sufficient quality that
osed, extension in testing intervals or
panerits are, small, or are reductions
s,to, be exceeded (See reference 1).
; ~it~ is necessary that the PRA include
he change in reliability, of tHe
rial'. For man>i p'urposes, it is also

desirable to model the effects of enhanced testing methods. Components not
modeled, in the PRA should Ibe evaluated and chtelgorized'with..appropriate basis.

7; Categor'ization of Componerits

RI-'IST program (See 'Section III.A.'4).

5. guality of the PIN for IST Appl.ication

Since the quantitative results cif the PRA are -to play ai major,and direct role
in decision-maki'ng, there is a. needed to ens'ure that they a'e deri,'ved 'from
"qual.ity" analyses. Revieis guiclance in; qual ity i.sues fo'r the license'e's
baselirie PRA i's prov'ided .iri the 'general'egulatory guicle for risk inform4d
decision making (Reg Guide'DG-1061) and in the general SRP',for risk informed
regulation (Chapter; 19 of the .SRP)., The required, scope aind level of detail of
the PRA're 'al'so discussed, in the general'eg Guide ancl SRP. The review of
IST-specific issues,, i.e,.; those pertaining 1to areas most di'rectly related,lto
IST, are discussed in,this IST SRP.
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The identification of components as potential candidates for changes in IST
intervals or test methods can 'be done in many ways. Component categorization
using PRA importance measures to classify structures, systems, and components
(SSCs) into high and low risk contributors is one of the acceptable methods.
The results from this importance analysis can then be one of the inputs to the
licensee's integrated decision-making process (e.g., expert panel) to help
determine the safety significance of the IST components.

In'ddition to the determination of risk importance contribution for input to
the licensee's integrated decision-making process, the determination of
potential risk contribution from, SSCs by PRA importance determination can be
useful for the following reasons:

~ When performed with; a series of sensitivity evaluations, it can identify
potenti'al risk outliers by identifying components which could dominate
risk for various plant configurations and operational modes, PRA model
assumptions, and data and model uncertainties.

Importance categorization can provi'de a useful means to identify
improvements to current IST practices during the risk-informed
application process by identifying components that are high risk
contributors which may benefit from more frequent tests or enhanced
testing methods.

8. Other Technical Issues

While completely new initiating events are not expected from proposed changes
to IST programs,'it is necessary to review whether initiating. events
previously screened out in the PRA, on grounds of low frequency, might now be
above the screening threshold: as a result of an IST program change. Examples
would be events that are (a) relatively infrequent to begin with, (b)
mitigated satisfactorily by closure of an isolation valve, and (c)

not'nalyzedbecause of a combination of low frequency of event "AND-ed" with a
low probability of valve failure. If such events increased in frequency as a
result of an IST program change, then the scope of consideration would'eed to
change to reflect this.

b. e endencies and Common Cause Failures CCFs

Common cause failures (component hardware failure dependencies) cover the
failures of usually identical components that are usually caused by design,
manufacturing, installation, calibration, maintenance, or operational
deficiencies. Because they can fail more than one component at the same time,
CCFs can dominate plant risk.
A change in IST has the potential of affecting the CCF probabi1ities since
similar test methods and frequencies are being proposed for pumps or valves as

3.9.7-5 Rev 2C, 3-13-97
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,c., g~c,rtain~t~d S~e~vi~t'l~al~sps
I

This issue consists .of".two parts';, The firlst lpat t ideals- with uncertainties; in.
the baseline PRA that is used as 'the basisl fdr, thei.;IST riSk evaluation.

A'iscussionfor 'the rice and criteria 'for an'evaluation of uncertainties in the
base,PRA, is 'prov'ided iin the,, genera'i Reg Guide and:SRP.

The .s'econd'art .6f.thiis issue 'is the matter of'uncertainties in, the estimates,
of the change. ih risk res'ultiiag from implementation of the risk informed'ST
ro ram. If the. l,icensee irovidles a best 'estim'ate ihdi'catio'n.of'the:change inp. g

risk, then an estimate of unclertainties is necessary in'rder to make a

rational de'cision on the acce~ptabi'l.ity of. the- change; On the other hand,. if
the licensee pro'vides 'an upper .bourid, estimate of, the change in r'isk. based on a

tdemonstrably conservative analy'sis,, then a~n uncertainty. analysis is no
requir'ed.

d. Hum'an Reliabilit'nal sis

The results .of a PEA, and 'theref'ore the deci. ions that 'are influenced by it,,
can be in'fluenced by .modelIing of human reliability. Plant safety depends
significantly,.on human .performance, so it is esserItial that PRAs treat it
carefully.,:However,, the modeling iof human perforiiiarice is a relatively
difficult ar'ea;, sig'nf ffcant .variations in approach- continue to be'ncountered,
and these, can, 'signifiicantly influence the results., In addition,to the
vatiabili'ty issue, thiare are, in„.the IST area, ques'tio'ns related to what kind
of'uman. actions cain a'ppropriately be credited .in the co'ntext of'„a particular
regulatory firidfng; ,As- an example, suppose that PRA,re.suits appear toI.,sA'pport
relaxa'tion,of a test. interval based on the. argument that even if .the component
.fails,. its fai,lure cain be re'cov'ered with high p'robabiliity,by oper'ator actions
-ou*tside,the control, room. The 'issues of concern:here are whether the:model:ing
of the operatoi action aind the evaluation, of, the. failuje 'probability 'is
appropriate, and.whether'his kind of credit is an appiopriate measure to
support justification of' relaxatiori. Consistent'itt>'mairitenanc'e of defense
in depth', operator action ishould not be. the solve basis, for determining .that a,
testing. interval can be extended.

a.group. For, these, component , CCF probabilities. could bg low or .might not
e'ven be. included in thee basel,ine PRA,modells.;bIaskd .on,'th'e historical a'nd

engineering evidence driIIten by current, requirements. Mith proposed change's in
IST frequencies and methods, 1there should -be assurance that the CCF

contribution, will not'beicome 'so significant 'tha't it could affect satisfying,
the -ac'cep'tance criteria (See referehce I).

0

e. Use of Plant-'!~oecific Data

In selecting, appropriate failure rate data to'se'n'the risk informed IST
program, the analyst is,frequently .faced witlh,the question of whether toluse
plant.specific:or. I~enerIIc. data, or s'ome combination of the two. For viewer
plants with little operating'iistory,, the only choice,"is use of eneric data,
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9. Evaluating the Overall Effect of Proposed Changes on Plant Risk

The acceptance of risk-informed IST changes should depend on how the proposed
changes affects the CLB in light of the following key principles:

'a ~ The proposed change meets the current regulations. [This principle
applies unless the proposed change is explicitly related to a requested
exemption or rule change.]

b. The defense in depth philosophy is maintained.

c. Sufficient safety margins are maintained.

d. Proposed increases in risk, and their cumulative effect, are small and
do not cause 'the NRC Safety Goals to be exceeded.

e. Performance-based implementation and monitoring strategies are proposed
that address uncertainties in analysis models and data and provide for
timely feedback and corrective action.

10. Integrated Decision Raking

The reviewer should evaluate the acceptability of the l.icensee's proposed RI-.
IST program using the proposed procedures outl'ined in Section IV of this SRP
and the proposed acceptance guidelines specified Section III of this SRP.
Each of the key principles specified in Section II.A.9 above should have been
addressed in the licensee's submittal. In implementing these principles, the

in which ..case the only decision is which generic data base to .use. For .those
cases where significant plant'pecific data, are available, usually it is most
appropriate to combine plant specific and generic data with a method that
gives appropriate weight to.each. Since several generic data,'bases are
available, and they do not always agree, a further issue is which of these is
most appropriate. Sections III.A.B.e and IV.A.8.e provides guidance.

Finally, in considering plant-specific failure data, it is important to be
able to recognize poorly-performing individual components, rather than
allowing poor performance of a single component to be averaged over all
components of that type. Poor performance may arise because of inherent
characteristics of one member of would otherwise be .considered a uniform
population. This';would result in a higher than expected failure rate for the
population and lead to less relaxation than might be anticipated. Of more
concern is poor .performance of components that arise .because they are
operating in a more demanding environment for example. If, for reasons of
expediency, these components are grouped together with others for which the
operating conditions are more favorable, then their failure"rates could become
artificially lowered, and, if requirements are relaxed based on the group
failure rate, this could lead to a significant probability of experiencing an
inservice failure of the poor performers.
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should ensure that: 4l

~ All .safety. impacts of the proposed changes were eva'luated on a
component-.'ecific .baisi:s.,as well @s lan anl irltegrateg'manner as part of
an overal,l risk:.managieme'nt approach lan'iwhjch the,l,icensee uses risk
analysis to improve operat'ioiial .and-enginieering dec'isions broadly and,,

not just t'ai eliminat6 requiriments that tlhe licensee, sees as
undesir'able. The, approach used .to -identify 'changes in.'requirements
should b'e;used, to identify areas whe're',requirements shou'lid 'be 'increased
as well as when~. they coul'd'be ieducedi

~ The acceptabil,ity, of, proposed changes, Should bh evaluated by 'the
li'ceysee,'in an int'egrated fashion that ensures that all principles are
met.

I

~ Core damage frequency (CDF'): arid large early re'lease frequency, (LERF) can
',be u'sed,as suitable. metrics for makingrisk-,informed regulatory
decisio'ns;

~ Increases in estimated; CDF',and LERF Iresuliti.ng. fr'om, pro'pose'd',CLB changes
will be limited 'to sihall'ncrements.

'h'e

scope and.,qiiality of the. engineering. analyses .(in'eluding
traditional'and„probabi-listi'c,analyses).,conducted to justify the proposed CLB change.

should be ippropr'iate for the 'nature and scope,, os the chang'es'-proposed
and should .be based. on .the a's

-. built lan'd as-dpeHated'nd maintained
plant.

Appropriate consideration of uncertainty is giver .iii analyses and
interpretation of,'findings.

The plant-speci'fic PRA'uppoirting decisions 'has 'been subjected to
quality .controls such as an independent, peer, review.

Data,,methods, and a. sessment,criteria used to support the proposed IST
program changes (e.'g„, those used 'by the licensee s,expert panel) must
be,'availab'le fo~i;"public review.

,Acceptabil.ity .of the -proposed.:change should be detemined using an ihtegr ated
decision making process that, addresses 'three major areas: (I) an eyaluati'on
of the proposed changi in 1light of the plant"s current licensing basis', (2)'ri
evaluation of. the, proposed change .rel'ative to the. key principles,and t'e,'

decision making; bu't when 'it is used, the 'key principTes arid'ssociated
decision criteria'presented in this regulatory guide -still,apply and must be
shown to have been,met or to be, i'rrelevant to the .issue at hand.

Rev 2C,, 3-13-973.9.7-8

One important element of integrated decision making can be the use of
an "expert panel:." Such a panel'-is'not a necessary co'mponent of risk-',informed
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acceptance criteria, and, (3), the proposed. plans for implementation,
performance monitoring, and corrective action.

1 ~

B. INPLEHENTATION, PERFORNNCE NONITORING, AND CORRECTIVE ACTION

1. Program Implementation

The licensee should have an implementation plan and schedule for testing all
high and low safety significant components identified in their program. Prior
to the staff's approval of a RI-IST program, the NRC should review licensee's
implementation plan and schedule. This plan should include test strategies
(i.e., frequencies and methods) for high and low safety significant components
that are within the scope of the licensee's RI-IST program, including
components identified as high safety significant components that are not
currently in the IST program. The composition of the component groupings
(i.e., components of the same type, size, manufacturer, model, and that
experience the same service conditions) should be identified. Components
whose test interval is to be extended via staggering should be identified
along .with their staggered frequency over the test interval. Components
should also be identified that are to have their test frequency extended using

.some other step-wise approach. The final test interval of these components
should also be included in the submittal. [Section III.B.1 describes an
acceptable method for extending test intervals in greater detail.]

'

2. Performance Nonitoring of .IST Equipment

Performance monitoring of IST equipment refers to the monitoring of test data
for equipment that has been placed on an revised test strategy (e.g., extended
test interval). The purpose of the performance monitoring is to help confirm
that the failure rates assumed for this equipment remain valid, and that no
unexpected failure mechanisms which are related to revised test strategy
become important enough to alter the failure rate assumed in the evaluation
models. Two important aspects of performance monitoring are whether the test
frequency is sufficient to provide meaningful data, and whether the testing
methods, procedures, and analysis provide assurance that performance
degradation is detected. Component failure rates cannot be allowed to rise to
unacceptable levels before detection and corrective action takes place.

3. Feedback and Corrective Action Program

A performance-.based corrective action program should be a part of the
licensee's proposed implementation and monitoring plan.

4. Periodic Reassessment

The reviewer should evaluate the licensee's RI-IST program to ensure that it
contains explicit provisions whereby the overall program is periodically
evaluated and component performance data gets fed back into both the component

3.9.7-9 Rev 2C, 3-13-97
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ermination-(i.e., test fre'quency ~and

be made as appropiiate; Reassessments,
stent with the availability of new

phri'odylic 'reass'esSment should not, be
te,s required by 10 CFR

IST program must comply with later
ehdorsed by the NRC;

5; Forial Interactiains Kith the NRC

grouping and componient test strategy 'det
methods) process, and that changes will
should be perfornied at, a frequency consi
data .from the monitioring programs. This
confused with the'20-month program upda
50.55a(f)(4)(ii) whereby the 'Iicensee'.s
versio'ns of the ASME. Code that have been

e's pro!posed risk-informed '1ST'rogram
esl the typleslof, changes that can.gabe

types of changes that, require NRC

cti on I II.A.1'nd I I I.B.5) .

III. ACCEPTANCE GUIDELINES'-

The r'eviewer .'should evaluate the license
to determine if it ap'jirolpriately describ
made without prior NRC alpproval and the
approval. prior to implementation (!lee Se

A. ENGINEERING EVALUATION

1. :Evaluation of Proposedl Changes to the Current 'Licensing Basis

luatin - ro osed cha'n es to the cur'rent

A broad evaluation of'proposed changes to the CLB of th'e !plant is, appropr'iate
d ect'e uiremehts or commlitmentsbecause, proposed, I.iT program changes cou

that are not,explici,t'ly described in the
Fu'rthermore; staff aplprova'I., of the desig
at the facil,i,ty. may have been,,granted in
consequences, or margi'n of safety. Ther
evaluate proposed IST programi changes ag
(e.g *, design basis cri.t,eria used in eit
determ'inc the acceptability of SSC desig

1 a1Ff q
'licensee" s safety analysis- report.

n, operation, rind maintenance o'f SSC

tierms, other'han probabi lity,
efore, i't may "be more appropriate to
ainst'other:more. explicit criteria.
h'er the 'l.icensing..process or tJo

n,: operation, and,maintenance)..

2. IST Program Scopie

In'rder to be acceptable, thie RI-ISl'rogram scope should include,. in,
addi,tion to components iin the current Code prescribed program, any, other!
components (e.g ,,pumps,,valves,, or snubbers) c,ategorized as highly sa'fety
significant that-were st .iidentiFied.is,par't of the PRA or ltcen
integrated decisiori-.makiing 'process (e.g.; exper't panel.).

see'.

Rev 2C, 3-13-973.9.7-10

The acceptance- guidel.i'nes for eva g p p g
licensing basis, are contained ih licensing basis, documents as well as .in, otlher
regulatory documents, (e.g.„ regula'tions, regulatory gui~des-, standard review,
plans, branch technical positions). ;The rules Igoverhirtg such, changes are
described in 10 CFR 50.59; 50;90, !50. 109, and other -regulati'ons. Each
'pr'o'posed,change must be evaluated on a.,case-by-case;:basis for acceptabil„ity.
On a comp'onent-slpecif'ic ba.'is, t;he licensee should identi Fy each instance
.where the proposied IS'I'progr am change „will,,affect the C'.LB of'he,pl anti arid
document the basis fo>r the accejitalbiltty,- of 'the proposed change. by. expli.cattily
addressing each of, the key safety lpririctples,.

0
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3. IST Program Changes

a. General

The licensee's RI-IST program should reevaluate the testing frequency (and
methods as applicable) for high safety significant components that were the
subject of a deferred test justification, an approved relief request, or an
NRC authorized alternative test. The licensee should resubmit relief requests
and proposed alternatives, along with risk-related insights, for NRC staff
review and approval (see Section 4.1.4 of reference 2).

In establishing the test interval for low safety significant components, the
licensee should consider component design, service condition, and performance
as well as risk insights. The .proposed test interval should be supported by
both generic and plant-specific failure rate data and the test interval should
be significantly less than the expected time to failure of the component in
question (e.g., an order of magnitude less). .Alternatively., the licensee
could ensure that adequate component capability (i.e., margin) exists, above
that required during design basis conditions, such that component operating
characteristics over time do not result in reaching a point of insufficient
margin before the next scheduled test activity. The inservice test interval
should generally not be extended beyond once every 5 years or 3 refueling
outages (whichever is longer) without specific compelling documented
justification.

IST components (i.e. with the exception of check valves) should, at a minimum,
be exercised or operated (i.e., via testing of other components in the system,
routine maintenance, normal plant operations, etc.) at least once every
refueling cycle. If practical, more. frequent exercising should be considered
for components ih any of the following categories:

a) Components with high safety significance;
b) Components in adverse or harsh environmental conditions; or
c) Components with any abnormal characteristics (operational, design,

or maintenance conditions).

b. Chan es to Test nterval Onl

A RI-IST program that proposes to only adjust IST intervals should have
provisions to:

a) identify components whose test interval should be decreased as well
as components whose test interval might be extended.

b) assess the effectiveness of the current IST program in determining
the ability of the component to carry out its intended function. Test
intervals should only be extended for components that are tested using
methods that have the capability to detect component degradation
associated with the important failure modes and causes identified in the

3.9.7-11 Rev 2C, 3-13-97
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plant'-s PRA.-
I

If the licensee choi'oses the a1lternaitive described in-reference 2 for
implementing a RI-IST,program„ the'licensee should make a commitment to adopt
enhanced test'trategies, as described in risk-based IST Cbde cases developed
b ASIDE- as endorsed b tlute NRC; or obtaitt staff'uthoriiation for an
alternative test strategy.

. han es to Te,st terv : ods

A RI-'ST program:that ad,justs IST intervale as wel,'1 as IST methods is
acceptable if. it idientifies components whose 'test 'strategy 'should be more
focused 'as 'well ass lcompohents whose test strategy might be relaxed.

4'. .Relief Requests and Technical Specification Amendm'ents

g jissue0:.

For low safety -s,ignifica'nt compbne
.methods .that are,,n'ot in accordance
guidance?. If so, .relie1F is requir

nts, are there any:,component test
wlith the Code leguirements or~ any 'NRC~

ed fdr these test methods.

The licensee should address the followin

For high safety significant compon
methods that are niot in, accordanc'e
g'uidance? If so, relic)F.'is requir

ents, aHe Ithere'ny compohent test
wlithl the Code requirements or any

edlfdr these test methods.

For,:high safety silgnificant,components, aHe there~ any component test
frequencies that are not in accordance with the:Code'equirements or
NRC .9'uidance? If ,so, relief is ..required for these test frequencies.

any
0

~ ,For any'omponents, are there cha'nges i,'n technical specification
requirements? If so; the licensee 'is r'equir',ed to 'submit and have
approval of a,technical specification amendment'rior t'o implementing.
the -'RI-..IST program. Sitnilaily, i'f a peopOsed IST, progr'am

change'equires

a change to the upd'~ted Final 'Safety Analysis Repoit (USAR),
change, the licensee. should, have performed an evaluation pursuant t'o 10''
CFR 50.59.

5. quality of .the .PPA,for'ST Appliication

In order to be. acceptable for appl ication to IST, ithe PRA. models mist .ref'lect
the dependence o1F-core damage frequency, (CDF) and large early release
frequency (LERF) o' 'basic events whose probabiltiti'es are affected by IST.
This means-,that IST-;related events and evehtsl that aHe 'logically in paralle'I

.'ithIST'vents must be. quantified properl.y.

Ho'delin'g of IST, event. should

~ satisfactorily reflect dependence of basic event probability on fault

3.9.7-12 Rev 2C, 3-13-97
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consider effects'f staggering of tests,

use defensible failure rate parameters (A), and if better-than-generic
A's are used, special justification may be war ranted,

consider the effect on A of aging, environmental stresses, and frequency
of testing (either as part of the PRA, or as part of the licensee's
integrated decision making process), and

In addition, common cause failure (CCF) modeling of failures potentially
addressed by IST must be performed.

6. Nodeling of the Effects''of IST on PRA Basic Events

The PRA should include a model which can provide an appropriate measure of the
change in risk as a result of extending the test interval on selected
components. This requires that the model directly addresses the change in
component availability as a function of test interval. The model must
include:

~ an explicit quantitative consideration of the degradation of the
component failure rate as a function of time, supported by appropriate
data and analysis,

OR

arguments need to be presented which convincingly support the conclusion
that no significant degradation will occur,

7. Categorization of Components

Mhen using risk importance measures to identify components that are low risk
contributors, potential limitations of these measures have to be addressed.
Therefore, information to be provided to the licensee's integrated decision-
making process (e.g., expert panel) must include sensitivity studies and/or
other evaluations to demonstrate the insensitivity of the risk importance
results to the important PRA modeling techniques, assumptions, and data.
Issues that have to be considered and addressed when dete'rmining low risk
contributors include the following: truncation limit, different risk metrics,
component failure modes, different maintenance states and plant
configurations, multiple component considerations, defense in depth, binning
criteria, and analysis of uncertainties (including sensitivity studies to
component data uncertainties, common cause failures, and recovery actions).

8. Other Technical Issues

'a ~ nitiatin Events

3.9.7-13 Rev 2C, 3-13-97.
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Other than for IST interval extensions.argued or> the basis of IST-induced
risk, the acceptance guideline in this area is thatt. there, should be positive
evidence that the licensee process considered the effect of the IST program on
initiating event frequency.

1
n

In the area of IST-'induced risk, licensees are rancour'aged, to analyze the

the causal model relating ISl activity ito the occurrence of an
initiating event,

i s ~

the probability of core damage, conditidnal on thi's event,

the causal model relating reduction of IST or change in protocol to the
subsequent behavior, of the IST component.

Acceptance criteria fair these .causal mod
of IST basic events, and the acceptance

's

covered by .acceptance .criteria-for .ge
general SRP.

elk. dre the same as for causal models
c'rIitlridn fo0 c'ore damage probability
neral PRA issues presented in the

potential for adverse effects due t,o the tests themselves,.and to look for
ways to reduce thiese effects, either through, changes, in, interval or changes in
test protocols. If licensees advance- the Argument that, there are significant
adverse effects associated with testing as a reason for, reducing or
eliminating test frequency, then it will be n'ecess'ary to review

b. Oeoendencies and Common Cause Failures

Common cause failure (CCIF) modeling of failures, potentially addressed by IST
should be performed. This includes the modeling of CCF groups of similar
components, that are mutually redundant and all being relaxed.

To reduce fault exposure times for potential icommon cause failures, staggered
testing should be implemiented as. part of the RI-IST change process.

C ~ Uncs rtalni~t and !>~ensit'vi~t An~aysi.'s

The criteria for the analysis of'ncertaintids Iin the c'omparison t'o acceptance
guidelines is provided in the Regulatory Guide DG~1061 (reference 1).

d. tinnnin iieliais~i~t~Anal sis

Justification of IST relaxations should not be based on credit for post-
accident recovery of failed components (repair br ad hoon Risk-Informed
Decisi'on Making (DG-1061) provide's. guidlncle for thle 5cc'eptance of RI-IST
changes and consideration in icontext with other RI initiatives.

10. Integrated Decision Making

3.9;7-14 Rev 2C, 3-13-97
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evaluation (reviewed in accordance with RI'-IST SRP secti'on IV,A). It is
expected that the categorization developed by the PRA process, and the
traditional engineering approach will be considered by the licensee's
integrated„decision-making process (e.g.; expert panel) to categorize
components and in making decisions. regarding. each component's test strategy.
The licensee's RI-IST program submittal should meet .the acceptance guidelines
contained in,Section III. A.l through 8 or justify why an alternative approach
is acceptable.

Defense in depth has traditionally been applied .in reactor design and
operation .to provide multiple means to accomplish safety functions and prevent
the release. of radioactive material., It has beenand continues to be an
effective way to account for uncertainties in equipment and human performance.
In some cases risk analysis can help quantify the range of uncertainty;
however, there will likely,remain areas of:;large uncertainty or areas not
covered. by the risk analysis. Where a comprehensive risk analysis can be
done, it'an be used to help determine the appropriate extent of defense in
depth (e.g., balance amoung core damage prevention, contai'nment failure, and
consequence mi.tigation) to, ensure protection of public health and. safety.
Where a comprehens,ive risk analysis is not or cannot be done,, traditional
defense in depth considerations should be used or maintained to account for
uncertainties. Proposed RI-IST programs should be assessed to ensure that the
defense in depth is maintained. Defense in depth is preserved if, for example:

~ a reasonable .balance is maintained between prevention. of core damage,
prevention of containment failure, and consequence mitigation;

there is not an over-reliance on .programmatic activities to compensate
for weaknesses in plant design;

system redundancy, independence, and diversity are maintained
commensurate with the expected frequency and consequences of challenges
to the system;

defenses .against potential common cause .failures are maintained and the
introduction of new common cause failure mechanisms are avoided;

~ independence of barriers is not degraded,

~ defenses against human errors are maintained

Sufficient safety margins are maintained if, for example:

~ ASIDE codes and standards or alternatives approved .for use,by the NRC are
met;

~ safety analysis acceptance criteria in the current. licensing ~basis
(e;g., USAR, supporting analyses) are met, or proposed revisions provide
sufficient margin to account for analysis and data uncertainties;.

3.9.7-15 Rev 2C, 3-13-97
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Defense in,depth,and,safety margin,may.be evaluated, as feasible, using risk
techniques (PRA) prIovided, Code-required margins are preserved.

Other acc'eptance guidelines may be propo
al'tet'native guideliines woul'd: require mor
reviewer on a ca.'e by case basis.

sed .by the licensee. However,
e, detailed consideration by the

safety" r ef. 10 CFR 50.55a (a) (3) (i)];
If the.,licensee'. proposed RI-IST program is unacceptable. based on eitlher
traditional engineering analyses or the probabi'listic analyses, t5e r'eviewer
should deny'he licen. ee's proposed'I-IST 'program.

In evaluating'he overall e'ffect oIF the proposed RI-IST pI ogram, the licensee,
should. specifically eval'uate. the effect'of't'ie jpraIposed- r'i.laxations of
requirement's (e.g., test interval extensions) for components, considered singly
and,'when grouped,'together.. Where these relaxations are offset by alternative ~

measures (e.g., additiional monitoring, differerit tests, procedures, training),
the. licensee should identify, and quantify 't6 the extent practicable, the
effects of 'these al'teInative imeasuires. Similarl'y, if there are benefilts
associated with proposed relaxations (e.g'., reduction in initiating event
frequency, reduction in sy.tern misalignment, reduction in .radiation exposure),
the license'e should identify, 'and"quantify to the ex'tent practicable, the
effects of'hese bene<Fits. As a general rule, the alternative measures and
benefits should be directly linked 'to the systems or components associated'- 'e b case basis the staff ma'ssess thewith proposed relaxations. On a ca y,
licensee's proposedl improvements made to the test strategy for a.'group of
components against propose<i relaxations in test requirements for another group
of:components in, assessing the overall acceptability of,a proposed RI-IST
program. For. example,,the',,risk increase associated wit.h relaxation of
requirements for a group oIF low safety signiiFicant components may be deei|iedl
acceptable in light of,impi"ovements made to', a group of moire high. safety
significant components, even if all of the factors contr'ilbuting .to the overall
change-,'in risk are not quantified.. However, the vulner'ably "associated with
=the relaxati'on of requirements, for the Towi s >fety significant comiponents must
be acceptably low (See DG-1061 criteria). 'he licensee'.s, ihtegrated,decision-
making, process shoiild 'have explicitly, considered'll such situations. The
factors considered,;by the "licen. ee,'s integrated decisi(In-.makirig. pi ocesls, as
well's".'the 'basis for the 'licen. ee's intttegrated decisicIn-making process

'onclusion,should be clearly d6cumentedd. The revie'wer should ev'aTuate this
docu~~ntation. to see,if, there i. adequatte 'technical, justification for,the
licensee'.s decisions.,

t
After the components have been categorized, RI-IST program implementation,

,'performance-monitoring,,andi-corrective action (Section III.B) acceptance.
guidelines,,should be. s;atisfied and. the overall i~ffect of'the propdsed chainges
should be acceptable (ref;- Section III.A.9) befdre the reviewer concludes thati
the, proposed, RI-IST prograiti pii.ovides "an acceptabl,'e level'of quality and,

t:

0

0

Specific 'acceptance guidelines for u e of Expert Panels. ate contained in
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Appendix B of reference 3.

B.'MPLEMENTATION, PERFORMANCE MONITORING, AND CORRECTIVE ACTION

1. Program Implementation

For either high or low safety significant components that wil,l be tested in
accordance, with the current NRC-approved Code test frequency and method
requirements, no specific implementation schedule is required. The test
frequency should be included in the licensee's RI-IST program.

For either high or low safety significant components that will employ NRC-
endorsed ASHE Code cases, implementation of the revised test strategies should
be documented in the licensee's RI-IST program.

For any alternate test strategies proposed by the licensee, the licensee
should submit a relief request to the NRC (reference Section III.A.4).

For low safety significant components that will be tested at a frequency less
than the Code test frequency which are exercised as a result of testing,
routine maintenance, or normal plant operation and have acceptable performance
histories, the licensee should group these components and test them on a
staggered basis. Grouping is acceptable provided it complies, for example,
with the guidance contained in 'NRC Generic Letter 89-04, Position 2 for check
valves; Supplement 6 to NRC Generic Letter 89-10 and Section 3.5 of ASNE Code
Case OMN-1 for motor-operated valves; or other documents endorsed by the NRC.

Component monitoring that is performed as part of the Maintenance Rule
implementation can be used to satisfy monitoring as described in. the RI-IST
program guidanc'e. In these cases, the performance criteria chosen have to be
compatible with the RI-IST guidance provided in Reference 2.

For low safety significant components that will be tested at a frequency less
than the licensee's current Code test frequency which are not exercised as a
result of non-Code required system or component testing, routine maintenance,
or normal plant operation and have acceptable performance histories, the
licensee should increase the test interval in a step-wise manner. If no time-
dependent failures occur, then the interval can be gradually extended until
the component, or group of components if tested on a staggered basis, is
tested at the maximum proposed extended test interval.

2. Performance Monitoring of IST Equipment

The acceptance guidelines for this item consists of evaluating the licensees
proposed performance monitoring process to ensure that it has the following
attributes:

enough tests are included to provide meaningful data;
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the test is devised such tlhat incipient degradatiion can reasonab'ly
expected: to , be detected;; and

the licensee'rends .appropriate. pa
or ASNE Codle case and as necessary

ramet'ers as required- by,the ASHE Code,
to provide validation of the PRA.

Assurance must be established that degradation is not; significant for
components that are placed. on, an. extended tes't interiial, and that failure rate

D

assumptions for these component's are nottcompromised. It must be clearly
established that the .test procedures and evaluation metlhods are implemented
which provide reasonable assurance that degradation will be detected and
corrective aetio|i taken.

3. Feedback and',Corrective 'Action Program. "

particular component s, ti.st .strategy ss ad)usted in a way that is ineffects>
.in detecting, component degradation and failure, the IST prog'ram weakness

'is'romptlydetected and .cor'rected.

The licensee's, correct,ive act ion program
that either'fail to'meet, the test accept
determined to be iri,a nonconforming cond
,conditio'n discovered,dluring,normal pl,ant

should eval,uate RI-IST .component's
anke lcriteria or are otherwise:
it>ion (e.g','a failure or degradeid
operation);

The licensee'.s corrective action procedures should:

(a) ,comply .with. 1~0 CFR 50; -Appendix,B,,Criter'ion XVI, Cprrective Action
(b) determine the impact of. the: failure or lnonc'onfdrminq condition on

system/train operability since the previous test,
(c) deter'mine and ccirrect the .rodt cause'f the 'failure or nonconforming.

condition (e.g., improve testing practi'ces, repair or replace thi
comp'onent)„

(d) assess the applicalbilit~j''f the failiure-.or nonconforming conditioh;to
other components in the IST program (including any test sample expansion
that may be required for .grouped components s'uch as relief .valves),

(e) correct other susceptib'le similat ISY. components as necessary,
(f),,assess the.,val:iclity'of '1the PfN failure ~rate ~and,unavailabil:ity

assumptions in light of'he, failure(,s), and
(g) considet the effectivenes's. of'he component's test strategy in detectingi

the failure or nonconforming condition. Adjust the test frequency
and/or methods, as appropriate, where the component (or group of
compo'nents) experiences repeated failures or nonconforming cotiditio'ns,'.

The licensee'.s corrective.'act'ion program for 'this application is acceptable ifit contains, a performanci.-,based feedback, mhchanisml to ensure .th'at. if a
~ ~ 'ie

3.9.7,-1B .Rev 2C, '3-13-97
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The corrective action evaluations should be provided to the licensee's PRA

group. so that any necessary'model changes and re-grouping are done. as might be
appropriate. The effect of the failures on plant risk .should be evaluated as
well as a confirmation that .the corrective actions taken will restore the
plant risk to an acceptable level.

The RI-IST program documents should be periodically revised to document any
RI-IST program changes resulting from. corrective actions taken.

4. Periodic Reassessment

The test strategy for IST components should be periodically, at least once
every two refuel.ing outages, assessed to take into consideration. results of
inservice testing and new, industry findings. Plant specific data by itself
should not be the sole basis to determine component operabili.ty because the
sample size will, in most cases, not be sufficient; Therefore, the IST PRA
model should also reflect industry experience.,(See Section III.A.S.e)

5. Formal Interactions Mith the 'NRC

The licensee can make changes 'to their RI-IST,program that are consistent with
the process and results that were reviewed and .approved by the NRC staff,. For
example:

Changes to component groupings, test intervals, and test methods that do
not i'nvolve a change to the overall'I'-IST approach (either traditional
engineering or PRA analyses), where .the overall RI-IST approach was
revi'ewed and approved'y the NRC do not require specific (i.e.,
additional) review and approval prior to implementation.

Component test method changes involving the impl'ementation of an NRC-
endorsed ASHE Code, NRC-endorsed Code case, or published NRC guidance
which were approved as part of the RI-IST program,. do not require prior
NRC approval.

~ Test method changes that involve deviation from the NRC-endorsed Code
requirements require NRC approval, prior to implementation.

Changes to the risk-informed IST,program .that involve programmatic
changes (e.g., changes to the plant probabilistic m'odel assumptions,
changes to the grouping criteria or, figures of merit used to group
components, changes in the Acceptance Guidel'ines used by the licensee's
integrated decision-making process (e.g., expert panel)) require NRC

approval prior to implementation.

Changes to a licensee's RI-IST program should also 'be evaluated using change
mechanisms described in the regulations, (e.g., 10 CFR, 50.55a, 10,CFR 50.59),
as appropriate, to determine if prior NRC staff review and'pproval is
required prior to implementation. In addition, changes to a li'censee's
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approved RI-IST'rbgraim '(e.g.,; a change to a component's'ategorization) that
could affect the,r'esults that were i.eviewed'nd approved by the NRC staff
(e;g., the change in, r'isk assiiciated. with'implementation.,pf the RI-.IST
program), should be evaluated to ensure, that the -basis for the staff's
approval has not been compromised-.

The licensee is not required to submit regular IST'rogram updates. .-The
licensee may elect to submit'program updates inl situhti'one'hat may help the
staff evaluate pending requests for relief or authorization, or when there "

have been,s'ignifiicant priogram changes 'that'do not',requir'e review.

0

IV. REVIEW PROCEIDURES

'A. REVIEM OF ii'HE L][CENSEE',S ENGINEERINGI.EVALUAltION

1. Evaluation of Pr'oposed Changes to. the'.Current Li'censing Basis

Verify that the 'lli'censees reviewed licensing basis documeiits to identify
proposed changes to the IS1 pr»ogram;that w'ould alter the,curre'nt licensing
basis. of the plant., Oii,a com|ponent-;specif'ic,'basis, the, licensee should:have
identified'ach 'instance whe're 'the,propo'sed. IST ptiogram 'change would'ffect
the current licenssng basis of the plant,:sdentsf>ed the source and nature of
the commitment (or requireiaent), apd documented the basis. for the
,acceptability. of the pr'oposed chiarii~e. I'f the current 1'icensing.bas'is was not
affected'. by the pro'pos'ed. IST ipraigram,chang'es,', the 'licensee should have, so
indicated'n its" risk-informed'ST.

program'escription.'n

a component-specific basis, the reviewe~r should evaluate the acceptability
of,each proposed -change, th it impacts"the 'CLB» Acceptability should, consider.
the original acc'eptance .coiiditions, criteria,'nd,'limits as well as the risk
sigrii'ficance of'he component. En,sure that, the licensee explicitly and
adequately addressed each of the key safety principles.

Verify, that the licensee .reviewed commitment. related,to outage planning and
control to verify that they, were. aippropriate'lly .refl'ected in, the lie'ensee.'Is
component groupiing. Spot. check 'to determine if components that play an
iritegral role in the 'licensee's plans and pr'ocedures for mai,ntaining, t'he'key-
shutdown safety functions ar'e i'he gr'oup"of components. that are'andidites
for more focused iniseyvice t'ests (i.e, high safety siginificant component
cate'gory.) .

,2. IST Program Scope

Review..the proposed IST program;and'verify the foll,lowirig:

~ For.selecte'd systems .',verify that components. that perform a',safety-
,'elatedf'uncti'ori(s) are in the p'roposed,RI-I.'iT program.
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~ "Components categorized -as "high safety significant" are included in
the RI-IST program, regardless of their status in the licensee's
current IST program.

3. IST Program Changes
0

a. ~ezra

Verify that the licensee reevaluated the test frequency (and methods as
applicable) for high safety significant components that were the subject of a
deferred test justification, approved relief request, or NRC authorized
alternative test. Review resubmitted relief requests and-requests that
alternatives be authorized, along with'isk-related insights.

On a sampling basis, verify that the'icensee considered component design,
service condition, and performance as well as risk insights, in establishing
the technical basis for each component's (or group of components) test
interval. The licensee's rationale for the proposed change in test interval
and its relationship to expected .time to failure should be reviewed. Verify
that the proposed test intervals are supported by. applicable generic or .plant-
specific failure rate data. Verify that proposed test intervals are
significantly less than the expected time to failure of the components in
question (e.g., an order of magnitude less). Alternatively, spot check the
licensee's calculations to ensure that adequate component capability exists,
above that required during design basis conditions, such that component
operating characteristics over time do not result in reaching a point of
insufficient .margin before the next scheduled test activity. Verify that the
inservice test intervals are not extended beyond once every 5 years or 3
refueling outages (whichever is longer) without specific compelling documented
justification. Extensions beyond 5 years or 3 refueling outages should be
considered as component performance data at extended test intervals is
acquired and as PRA technology improves.

On a sampling basis, verify that IST components (i.e. with the exception of
check valves) are exercised or operated at least once every refueling cycle.
Check to see if components in the following categories are exercised more
frequently than once per operating, cycle, if practical:

a) Components with high risk significance;
b) Components in adverse, or harsh environmental conditions; or
c) Components with any abnormal characteristics (operational, design,

or maintenance conditions).

If the licensee chooses to use the alternative described in reference 2 for
implementing a RI-IST program, verify that the licensee made a commitment to
adopt enhanced test strategies as described in risk-based IST Code cases
developed by ASIDE, as endorsed by the NRC. If the licensee chooses, not to
adopt one or more of these Code cases, review the licensee's written technical
'justification outlining why it was impractical to implement the risk-informed
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Code Case strate'giy 'a's we'l as the licenseel's'.proposed alternative test
strategy'.

Verify that the liciensee" s RI-IST progra
'the high safety significant category tha
IST program commensurate .with their'afe
has demonstrated that a suitable se'arch
These components should be te. ted -iin acc
practical; incluclin!g compl,iance with all
ASHE Section XI or IDSPI testing is not 'pr
ensure operational readiness'nd to dete
degradation associitedl'with'=failure mode

'm ide'ntifi'es and tests components 'in
t are nest 'in th'e licensee's current
ty significance or tlhat the licenisee
for'uch components was conductedl.
ordance with'he ASNE Code where
adminiitrlative requirements.'. Mhere

,actical,, alternatiive test methods to
'ctl calmpIIinelnt'degradatio'n (i.e.~
s lidelntified as'hing *important in the

On a sampldin'g 'ba.is, confirm that changed test. strategies do not result i,n ,

violating TS,requirement,s, or that and.apprdpriate amendment request is
submitted.

I. Tll T d"'" Lf—'TT

nsee toi grtoupdcompone'nts [i.'e.,
g. th'eiri inservice test requirements

'jectedto more frequent (e.g.,
] is consistent with the accep'tance
b and tlhat appropriate commitmhnts to

made (i.e.,:if,'he-.alternative
g a RI-IST program is .proposedi by! the

Ver'ify that the process used 'by'he lice
components that are candidate;s 'f'r havin
relaxed and components that should 'be suu

quarterly) and,eiFfective inservice 'tests
guidelines sp'eci1Fied in .Section III.A.3;
adopt enhanced test strategic,s hiave'eenn
described in reference 2 fcir impilementinn
licensee).

T d 'I

dodd'erify

that tests performed for the components withiri the scope of the RI-IST
program meet 'the enhanced ASHE Code test strategies (i.,e.„ test methodi and
frequency) as,endorsed by the NRC, .except wherei NRC has either granted relief
or authorized an alternative test .strategy.

licensee's PRA) shouldl be proposed'y the licensee. These. alternative, test,
strategies should be reviewed and approve'd,by, the NRC .prior to implementation
of the RI-.IST pr'ogram .at the plant (see 'SRP .section V. 'D.).

0

4. Relief Requests rind .Techiaical Spleci filcati oh -Ameridments

The regulation (or alternative that was. authorized. by -the NRC) that p'ermitted
the l.icensee to impalement the overall RI-IST programI wiill, in part, allow
licensees to increase the testing interval (and pos'sibly lrelax test .m'ethods)
,of components categior'ized, through. the use of their IPRA and integr'ated',
decision-making- lprocess, ai .low safety significant; 'Apipr'oval of the
alterriative:incliu'des'valuation and approval:of, the process to identify 'low
safety significant components and adjust their test frequencies

(or'te'st'ethods);

commensuraite 'with„their previous service and maintenance histories
and existiri'g env'ircinmiental, conditions. Therefore, indivii9ual component

.relief''.9.7-22
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requests are not required to adjust the test interval of individual components
that are categorized's having low safety significance (i.e., because the
licensee's implementation'plans for .extending specific component test
intervals should have been reviewed. and approved by the NRC staff as part of
their RI-IST program submittal). Similarly, if the proposed alternative
includes improved test strategies to enhance the test effectiveness of low and
high safety significant components, such as the use of ASME Code Case OMN-1,
"Alternate Rules for Preservice and Inservice Testing of Certain Electric
Motor Operated Valve Assemblies in LWR Power Plants, ON-Code - 1995 Edition;
Subsection ISTC" then additional relief from the Code. requirements (i.e.,
beyond staff approval of the licensee's RI-IST program describing the
licensee's intention to adopt such a Code case) is not required (See footnote
6 to 10 CFR 50.55a).

For high and low safety significant components not tested in accordance with
'the Code test method requirements or NRC endorsed Code Case, specific relief
would be required from the applicable Code requirements. Relief would also be
required from the Code test frequency requirements for high safety significant
components, not tested. at the Code-required frequency. (High safety
significant components are expected to be maintained at Code-required
frequencies unless specific relief exists or adjustment is bounded by Generic
Letter 89-04.)

a. Verify that requests for relief or approval for alternative testing
have been submitted to the NRC. Verify that the licensee has
submitted technical specification amendment requests for proposed
changes that impact technical specification.

b. Review the basis for requests for relief and alternatives and assess
the adequacy of the implementation of the alternative testing.

c. Review the justification for deferring testing of high safety
significant components to cold shutdowns or refueling outages.

5. guality of the PRA for !ST Application

The reviewer should establish that for IST applications, special attention has
been paid to quantification of the failure probability of IST components in
light of IST program attributes (e.g., test interval), and that special
attention has been paid to quantification of the failure probability of
compensating SSCs.

Fault Exposure Time for IST Components:

Reviewers must ensure that the fault exposure time credited'n the PRA is
reasonable in light of the IST interval and other activities. In general, the
mean fault exposure time will be taken to be I/2 of the test interval. Some
analyses.may apply a fault exposure time other than this: a different fault
exposure time for a given component might be claimed as a result of credit
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taken for" .non-IST .vati,dation of the performance of the component, perhaps by
virtue of system challenges,; or an IST test on a: different component that,
.implicitly requires functioning of the .subject component and would therefore
reveal a failed .'tate of 'the subject compoherit. lthel reviewer should establ.ash
that, the licensee has identified a bas'is .for. every fault exposure time
modeled'; and that comitments are i'n place wherever.a fault exposure. time is
determined, by a, programmatic activity., Where a~fault exposure, time is 'the
result of, tests on. other components; the review'er shoul,d verify that there iis
assurance that these other tests will be er'formed'nd that the beh'avior ofp
the subject, component will be surveilled in the~.caurse:of these test
a,fault, exposure time is the result of:system chal.lenges, the- review
verify that. this chal1lenge frequency is consistent with system,.chal,)
frequehcies mode'led elsewhere in the PRA.

s. Ilhere
er., should,
en'ge

'he

reviewer should ascertain whether the failure rate takes account of
'pecialenvironmental stresses or aging; If not,'his should figure in the

,evaluation of the performance monitorin'g and feedback activity, (see Sections
III;B.3 'and. IV.B.3) .

Basic Event Probabilities of -Compensating SSCs:

Events,',that appear jointly in minim'al cut sets with IS1; components
I(compensating SSCs) must bi. quantsfsed approprsat<.ly or else perspects,ve,on,

the significance of IST componen'ts wil.l be, d'istorted. De~pending. on th'e for'm
of PRA documentation, thiis can be relati,vely. difficult .for .reviewers to spot
check;,.r'eviewers should, therefore ver'ify that as'art of IST applicationi,
licensees warrant that, the apparent significance of IST'vents is not
distorted:by inappropriatte quantificati'on o'f compensating, events; Note, that
PRA updates may have been"per'formed;to bodst the- credited performance. of
compensating SSCs in anticipat'ion of the need to.'justii'y relaxed IST
intervals. This is,'acceptable, and, need.jot prompt special staff attention
beyond that allocated generally to review:of'asel.inc risk profiles, provided
,that the 'licensee makes'ro'gramInatic commitments appropriate to the leve'I o'

performance claimed.

,Common Cause Failui es:

Reviewer's- should check that. licensees have appropriate'lly modeled CCF qf groups
of .similar, components that, are proposed for relaxati;on;and that, are; mutually

3,9.7-24 Rev RC, 3-'13-9/

'Fai~lure Rates for, IST Components:

The reviewer should establ,ash that in gene'ral,,'failu're 'rates for.'omponeAtsl
:are consistent with p',la'nt-specific data, except;,that- fai:lure- rates that, are
appreciably:less than g'eneric data (e.g., those on the; order of a'actor of 3
or--more lower than generic data) should be', just'ified. To.,use. the low'er plant-
,specifi'c,failure rate,, it must be demonstrated that the plant-specific failure
rate data came from a popullation statistically different from the. genericf
popul'atio'n and a. mechanistic explanation should. be, provided.

0
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redundant. This is discussed more in detail in Section 4.2'.4.2 of reference
2.

I

6. Modeling of the Effects of IST on PRA Basic Events

The review procedure for the modeling of the effects of IST on the risk model
involves the fol:lowing steps:

~ The characteristics of the model .used to evaluate the risk significance
of extending sel'ected component test intervals is compared against those
considered acceptable as defined in Section III.B.2,

~ The reviewer establishes that the licensee looked for. ways to improve
test effectiveness,

~ Data and analysis used to support the .model are revi'ewed and compared
with independent data sources and analysis.

7. Categorization of Components

Results from risk categori'zation can be used directly for identifying the high
risk significant components.,(e.g., for the identification of risk outliers, or
for the identification of SSCs where. more resources can be allocated).
However, when risk importance measures are used to group components as low
risk significant, additional evaluations, sensitivity studies and other
considerations as discussed in Section III.A.7 have to be taken into account.
Review procedures .for component risk categorization are provided in Appendix C

of the general SRP for risk informed. regulation.

8. Other Technical Issues

a 0 nitiatin vents

For most aspects of the general case of IST changes on initiating event
frequency, the reviewer is not expected to accept or reject the analysis
through a process of independent validation of the licensee's evaluation of
the effect of IST program changes on initiating event frequency. Rather, the
reviewer is expected to .look for evidence that the licensee.

V

~ considered the effect of IST changes on ini.tiating 'events that were
analyzed (not screened out),

~ considered whether .the IST changes would affect the frequencies of
initiating events previously screened out from, the analysis.

Note that the latter step logically requires that there have been
documentation of the basis for screening out of initiating events.

However, if a licensee argues 'for a reduction in testing or a change in
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protocol .based, on adverse risk effects of te. ting„ the reviewer should spot
check the calculation., especially if.other plants of the same type hav'e not
drawn similar concl,usions.

b. Q~e e~dencies and Common Cause 'Failu'res

The reviewei should', check to confi',rm that potential CCFs which iriivolveI IST
co'mponents have been considered- in the .PRA; It .is particularly critical that
the selection of common component groups was performed .correctly to ensure
that important,coimtion.,cause .failure groups were not omitted. As a minimum,
the CCF groups should iriclude, redundant standby pumps; redundant HOVs/AOVs
that change state; redundaht check valves; and,any other icomponents that
change state in order to support IST .component operability.

The reviewer should verify that pl,ant speci'fic experience which invblve the
.failure of two or mor'e components fr'om,the same c iuse s(as analyzed and
incorporated into, the model'here appropriate.

The. reviewer should determine that the .methodology used'o calculate the CCF

probabilities is conststen't with:t'hat given. in the AEOD report,(r'eference
X'X).'onsistencyof common cause failure probabil'ities with past experience and

with the AEOD data,shpuld also be checked.

Reviewers should check that licensees have established.,that performance
'monitoringis capable of'etecting CCF before multiple failures are allowed to

occur subsequent'o,an actual system:challenge.

c. Ll~iert~ai i~t and Sensitivity Analyses

The following 'are review considerations for the licensee ievaluation of
-uncertainties:

0

~ If the estimated r'isk change due,to implementation of the,IST program iS
a bounding estimate, then the reviewer should confirm that 'the models
and data assumptions used do;indeed produce a demonstrably

conservati've,'stimate.

.If the .licensee conterids that. the -estimated risk change due td

.implementation pf the--IST program, is a best..estimate, then 'the rev.iewer
needs to establish that uncertainty is .addressed for the change. I'his
argument must appropriatelly include data and model uncertaintiesl. The
li'censee.may;be abele to ai gue w'ithout i xplicit propagation that

,'the'iicertaintyis small compared to .the margin''between the allowabl'e cha'nge
and the estimated change.

d'. ;fluman Re'liabilit Anal sis

The comprehensive review; of human rel'iability modeling "is treated'n;
the'--

general Reg Guide and general SRP. ,For IST appl,ications,. the review can

be'.9;7-'26
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more focused. The IST-specific:aspects include errors specifical-ly related to
testing, and quantification of compensating human actions.

I

Errors Specifically Related To Testing:
'wo

types of errors are of interest here. The first is errors during testing
that leave equipment unavailable until the. condition is discovered during a
subsequent test or until-the equipment is demanded (i.e., a restoration
error). In some PRAs, such errors are included in the data base that is used
for the equipment failure rate. The licensee should have verified that this
is the case. If such errors are not included; they should have been
considered separately. If they were. considered separately, then the
assumptions, models, and data used should be consistent with those that are
generally accepted.

The second type of error is associated with error during recovery (e.g.,
failure to actuate an alternative system train). As indicated previously, the
only recovery allowed for present .purposes is manual actuation'of alternate
available equipment to work around failed equipment when a demand occurs and
the normal equipment response fails. For this re|:overy situation, human
errors must be considered, and they should reflect the time available to
actuate the alternate available equipment, the procedures and training
available, and adverse environmental factors (access to equipment, local
temperatures and radiation levels, etc.).

guantification of Compensating Human Actions:

This refers to the credit taken for human actions for purposes of deciding on
IST changes. The reviewer should confirm that credit for compensating human
actions is limited to proceduralized actions taken to actuate systems; repair
of failed equipment is not to be considered. The intent of this review step
is to ensure that licensees do not reduce IST on the basis of arguably
speculative and relatively uncertain quantification of recovery probabilities.
That is, acceptability of IST program changes. should be assessed without
credit for such recovery probabilities. guantification of the baseline for
purposes of deciding the acceptability of the overall risk profile and
deciding on the allowed'isk increment may be performed on the basis of credit
for such actions.

'e. Use of Plant-S ecific ata

Appendix A of the reference 3 (SRP Chapter 19) provides procedures for the
review of generic and plant-specific data used in support of the licensee's
PRA.

9. Evaluating the Overall Effect of Proposed Changes on Plant Risk

Reference 3 (SRP Chapter 19) provides review procedures for the acceptance of
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10. Integrated Decision Naking

9 P
process and. the basis for conclusion. Gn a sampling b'asis, the revi
should conduct an independent evaluation to determine if the license
conclusion: has. sufficient technical basis.. Yhelrevihwe'r'0 determina

ewer
e'ls
tiion that

the proposed alternative will"provide "a
safety" [ref..10 CFR 50.!55a (a)(3)(i)] s
assessment. The reviewer should conside
reach a conclusion relative to the accep
RI-IST program:

n acceptable level of quality and
hould be based on the independhnt
r the foll~owing factors in trying to
tability of the licensee's proposed

There are no explicit criteria for dispositiainihg the results of traditiona'I
.engineering and probabilistic analyses which may to conflict with one anatther.
The reviewer should evaluate the licensee'5 inthgrlatkd 'decision-making process
records associated with these conflicts. The licensee's integrated decision-

-makin rocess records, should clear 1 identify'll',,factors consider'ed by that

a ~

b.

Does the proposed:IRI-. IST program meet the'current; regulationsT [This,
principle applies unless the proposed change is explicitly related:to: a:
requested exempt;ion air rule change.]i

Is defense in depth pihi'losophy maintained7

c. Are sufficient safety margin. maintained?',

err, cumulative effect,d. Are proposed changes in risk„ and th 'mall 'n'd
within the NRC Safety Goalsf

e. Has the licensee proposed performance-based imple'mentation and
monitoring strategies that address uncertainties, in analysis models and,
data and provide for timely feedback'nd correcti,'ve'-action7

4l

Nore detailed gu'idance for reviewing the
provided in Appendix B of Reference 3.

integrated decision making process is

B. ';REVIEW OF INPLENENTATIOIV, PERFORMANCE'ONLTORING, AND CORRECTIVE, ACTION,

1. Pr ogram Impllement:at'i on

On a sampling basis, the reviewer should verify that the following information
is provided for each component in the RI-IST program:

High Safety Significant Catmponents:

a) component„test method and interval
b) ASNE Code Case, iif appilicable
c) technical specifi'catiain amendment, if applicable
d) .relief request, iif appilicable
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Low Safety Significant Components:

a) component test method. and interval with justification for extending
interval if greater than interval specified in ASHE Code

b), ASHE Code Case, if applicable
c). technical specification amendment, if applicable
d) relief request, if applicable
e) grouping definition and justification
f) staggered test justification,for specific low safety significant

components
g) justification for test extensions for the remaining low safety

significant components

High and low safety significant components that will continue to be tested in
accordance with the ASNE Code requirements for the licensee's Code of record,
or ASIDE Code Cases that have been endorsed by the NRC, require. no further
evaluation.

The justification for extending the low safety significant component
frequencies should be reviewed for adequacy to verify that the extension is
appropriate. Staggered implementation schedules should be evaluated to ensure
that component tests are distributed as equally as possible over the entire
test interval.

The test intervals of the low safety significant components should be included
in the RI-IST program for review. Low safety significant components that are
grouped should have their respective groups identified in the RI-IST program.
The implementation schedule should be described in the RI-IST program.
Implementation of interval extension for low safety significant components may
begin at the discretion of the licensee subsequent to NRC approval of risk
informed IST program. Component corrective action procedures (see SRP section
IV.B.3) should be in place for low safety significant components being tested
on a staggered basis prior to implementation of any interval extensions.

For low. safety significant components tested on a staggered basis, the
licensee should have documented the approach to exercising to which each
component in the group is subjected (where appropriate) as a result .of,plant
operation or testing of other components to assess the justification for
allowing .the component to be tested on a staggered basis. The overall test
interval for the low safety, significant components in the group should also be
justified. The adequacy of the component groupings should be verified. The
establishment of the staggered test interval should be based on the maximum
allowable interval for all the components in a particular group. Each
component in the group should have the same designated test interval.

For low safety significant components exercised only during inservice testing,
the current testing interval should be defined in the RI-IST program. In
addition, a schedule should be available that shows the planned test interval
of each individual low safety si'gnificant component being gradually extended
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to the test interva'I selected by the licensee~-and described in th'- approved
program., 'An acceptable .methocl for extending the test interval .for this sub. et
of 1'ow safety significant. components is by gradual~ly,ex'tending the test.
interval'y .a set amount (i.e., equal'r succes.ively smaller steps) until the
maximum approved test interval is .reached; Th'e licensee could propose an

alternative phased approach 'to, extend the teslt interv'al...When the=maximum
allowed test 'interval is achieved, in the absence of t'ime-dependlant, test
failures, then,thee components may be gr'auped and 'tested; on a .staggered basis.

. Section. III.B;3 dli'scusses adjusting. (i.e.','sh'orten'ing) the .test interval when
a component experiences rep'eated test failure's.

Verify. that'he l,icensee has plant corrective'cti'on and'eedback procedures
developed (see ..Section. IV.B;3) to ensure that testing failur'es .are fed back to
th'e plant licensee's integrated 'decisi'on-making process and IST 'coordinator
'for reevaluation and 'possibl,e adjustment t'o, the component'.s. grouping 'and. te t
strategy.

Verify that the. liciensee has a program, andi scihedul'e for converting from:the
old IST"program to the- RI-IST program;

2. Performance Monitoring of IST 'Equi'pment

The.,review procedures consist of the following steps;

The performance monitoring program is i,denti,fied, in the licensees
proposal for RI-IST.

The program is reviewed .to determine whether it inclludes a 'test program
which will 'provi,de syifficient data to dletgct; component degradatibn tin a

timely manrier as desct ibed „in Section lII.B.,2.

3.:Feedba'ck and-Corrective Action Pt'ograia

The reviewer, should„review the licensee" s 'cor'reictiye',ac'ti6n procedures'o
verify .that 'it:is initiated" by component failures that are detected by 'the IST
progra'm as, well'. as by, othei". mechani'sms (e.g;, normal'la'nt operation,

'nspections).

Verify,,that'he.'licen. ee's .corrective action procedures meets the. acceptance
guidelin'es. specified. in Section III.B.3'.

Verify that corriactive actiion .evaluat'ions are provided to the licensee's 'PRA

:group so that, any necessary model changes'nd re-grouping can be 'done by the
PRA .group if''appiropriate.

Ver'ify that pro'cedures are. in place to. ensure. that; corrective actions.
.affecting the IST program get documented, as appr'opriate, in 'the 'licensee's
RI-.IST program..

i
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4. Periodic, Reassessment
(

Review the licensee's procedures for conducting the periodic risk-informed IST
program review to ensure that it:

'romptsthe licensee to conduct overall program assessments periodically
(i.e., at least once every two refueling outages) to reflect changes in
plant configuration, component performance, test results, industry
experience, and to reevaluate the effectiveness of the IST program,

prompts the licensee to compare actual component:conditions/performance
to predicted levels to determine if component performance, and conditions
are acceptable (i'.e ,, as compared to predicted levels'. If performance
or conditions are .not acceptable then the cause(s) should be determined
and corrective action implemented,

prompts, the licensee to review,and revise .as necessary the assumptions,
rel.iability data, and failure rates used to group components to
determine, i,f component. groupings have changed, and

prompts the licensee to reevaluate equipment performance (based on both
plant-specific and,generic informati'on) and test .effectiveness to
determine if,the inservice .test program should.'be adjusted (Plant-
specific data should be incorporated into the generic data using
appropriate updating techniques).

Verify that the licensee has incorporated the results of its corrective action
program for IST program components into its,periodic IST program reassessment.

Verify that the licensee. has procedures. in place to identify the need for more
emergent RI-IST program updates (e.g., following a major plant modification,
or significant equipment performance problem),.

The periodic RI-IST program .review may be addressed',in conjunction with the
plant's periodic PRA updates, industry operating experience programs, the
Maintenance Rule program, and other risk-informed'rogram ini.tiatives.

5. Formal Interactions Mith the NRC

Verify that the licensee has a process or procedures in place to assure that
changes that meet the acceptance guidelines in Section III.B.5 above get
reviewed and approved by the NRC staff prior to implementation.

V. EVALUATIONFINDINGS

Before the reviewer writes findings in each of the rev'iew areas as discussed
below, the reviewer should write an introduction to the safety evaluation that
describes the proposed change in terms of:
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~ < the particular components that would be affected by the proposed
'hanges in IST strategy,

~ the plant systems involved w'1th the proposed changes in 'IST
strategy,

~ the physical change in testing strategy proposed for each component,
or group of components,

~ its affect on the current licens1ng basis, and

~ - -its overall"affect on 'plant risk.''

ENGINEERING EVALUATION

1. Evaluation of Proposed Changes tb the Currhnt''Licensiing- Basis

The reviewer verifies that sufficient info&itibn is'pr'ovided in .accordance
with the requirement's of this SRP . ection and that the evaluation suppbrtls
conclusions of the following type, to be included in the staff's safety
evaluation report:

On a component-specific basis, the
change as it aff'ects the current 1

staff has reviewed each IST p~ogram
iciensling basis of the plant. In'nal acce tahc6conducting its review, 'the staff considered the orang p

conditions„ criteria, and limits as well as the risk significance of the
compo'nent. Due consideration was given to dliversity, redundancy~
defense ih depth, saf'ety rpargins, and other aspects of the General
Design Criteria., Having conducted this review, the staff finds that. the
IST -program. changes proposed by the 1'icensee aite acceptable.

The licensee has,rev1ewed commit'ments related to'utage planning and.
control to ensure that components that iplay an integral role in the
licensee's plan. and procedures for maintlaining the key Shutdown safety
functions are in the group of components that should be, subjected to
more frequ'ent and effective inservice tests. The staff'inds th1s to be
acceptable.

IST-related. commitmehts appear to be adequately modeled in the
licensee's PRA analy.is, or otherwise 6ddlredsed;

'.

IST Program Scope

The staff concludes that the scope of the applicant's -risk-informed

The reviewer, verifies that sufficient information is provided in accordance
with the requirements of this SRP section anil that; the evaluat1on supports,
conclusions of the fo'Ilowing type, to be included in the staff's safety
evaluation report:
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inservice'est 'program is acceptable and is consistent with the guidance
provided in Regulatory. Guide 1062. This conclusion is based on the
PPii th igp idd t tp g t tht~ltd

components, as well as other components that are 'important to plant
risk, can reasonably be expected to be capable of performing their
intended function throughout the life of the plant.

3. IST 'Program Changes

General

The reviewer verifies that sufficient information is provided in accordance
with the requirements of this SRP section and that the evaluation supports
conclusions of the following type, to be included in the staff's safety
evaluation report:

The licensee reevaluated the testing frequency (and methods as
applicable) for high safety significant components that were the subject
of an, approved relief request, or NRC authorized alternative test. The
licensee submitted revised relief requests and requests that
alternatives be authorized'or these components, along with risk
insights associated with the proposed test strategy. The licensee
identified technical specification changes needed to implement the RI-
IST program and has submitted technical specification amendment requests
as appropriate. These requests were reviewed by the NRC staff and found
to be acceptable [each. instance should be explicitly addressed in the
SE].

The licensee considered component design, service condition, and
performanc'e, as well as risk insights in establishing the test interval
for low safety significant components. The proposed test intervals for
low safety significant components 'were significantly less than the
expected time to failure of the components in question (e.g., an order
of magnitude less). Alternatively, the licensee ensured that adequate
component capability existed, above that required during design basis
conditions, such that component operating characteristics over time will
not result in reaching a point of i'nsufficient margin before the next
scheduled test activity. The inservice test intervals for components
were generally not extended beyond once every 5 years or 3 refueling
outages (whichever is longer). In every. instance where the interval was
extended beyond 5 years, or 3 refueling,outages (whichever is longer),
the li'censee provided a specific compelling documented justification
that was found to be acceptable to the staff [each instance should be
explicitly addressed in the SE].

The licensee's proposed RI-IST program ensures 'that each IST component
(i.e. with the exception of check valves) i's exercised or operated at
least once every refueling cycle. Components in the, following
categories are generally exercised more frequently than once per
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a) Components |with high risk .ignificance;
b). :; „ .Components in adverse or hirsh environmental conditions; or
c) Components ~with any abnormal characteristics (operational,

desigri, or maintenance conditions).

The licensee also made a commitment.itoieither adopt enhanced test
strategies as described in risk-based IST Code, cases developed by ASIDE,

as endorsed by the NRC, or request authorization from the NRC ta perform
an alternative test strategy.

Finally,, where the licensee has identified high safety significant
components that are not in. the licensee's current, IST program, the
licensee has either committed to test these components in acc6rdande
with the current ASME Code or has proposed an alternative test strategy
that has been reviewed and aipproved by the.NRC staff.

~SZII.'«Ill
The licensee's, proposed RI-IST program is found to Ibe acceptable because
it:

a) appropriately identifies components whose test interval should be
decreased a,s wel'I as components whi')se test interval might

be'xtended,

b) considers IST test effectiveness in determining whether
components are candidates for having their inservice test
requirements relaxed.

The reviewer should specify which components wil1I be tested at a shorter,
interval.

c. ~Chan es to Ts.st Interval and~Method:

The licensee's proposed RI-IST program is found to be acceptable because
it .appropriately identifies components whose test strategy should be
more focused as well as components whose test strategy might be;relaxed.
The reviewer should ident'ify (or characterize) which components wi'll be
subjected to more focused testing and describe the revised test strategy
-for these components.

4. Relief Requests andi Technical Specification Amendments

The reviewer verif'ies that suifficient information is provided. in accordance
with the, requirements of t'his SRP section and that the evaluation supports
conclusions of the folldwing type, to -be included in the,staff's safety
evaluation report:

0

0
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The l.icensee's RI-IST program is testing high safety significant
components in accordance with the Code test, frequency and method
requirements or has a. rel'ief request approved or submitted for approval.
In addition, the licensee is testing low safety significant components
in accordance with the Code test .method requirements (although at a

extended interval) or has a relief request approved or submitted for
approval. The licensee has approved technical specification amendments
for all proposed changes that impact. technical specification.

5. guality of the PRA for IST Application

The reviewer. verifies that sufficient information is provided in accordance
with the requirements of this SRP section and that the evaluation supports
conclusions of the following type, to be included in the staff's safety
evaluation report:

~ Fault exposure time is model'ed appropriately for IST components. Fault
exposure times are appropriately linked to programmatic activities that
have been explicitly identified and documented.,

~ Appropriate failure rates have been .used for IST components. Wherever
unusually good performance is being claimed„ provisional justification
has been provided and monitoring will provide ongoing justification.

~ The licensee has reviewed the modeling of compensating SSCs, and
concluded that it is appropriate and that the significance of IST events
is not distorted, by modeling of compensating SSCs.

~ Common cause failure has been suitably addressed. The licensee has
systematically identified all component groups sharing attributes that
correlate with CCF potential and that affect IST, either in that they
comprise IST components or compensating SSCs. The licensee's
performance monitoring program addresses staggered testing of IST
components in CCF groups.

~ The effects of aging, environmental stresses, and frequency of testing
has been addressed, either explicitly in the PRA models or as part of
the licensee's integrated decision-making process (e.g., expert panel).

6. Nodeling of the Effects of IST on PRA Basic Events

The reviewer verifies that the information provided supports the following
conclusions:

a model for unavailability in terms of fault exposure time exists and
was used in the PRA for evaluating the risk significance of extending
the selected component test intervals, ~

the assumptions provided relative to time dependent degradation of the
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failure rates for the selected components are ju. tified, and

~ the licensee considered enhanced testing as a compensating measured'

7. Categorization of Components

The reviewer verifies thlat suffIicient information is provided in accordance
with the require|lents of this SRP section and that the evaluation supports:
conclusions of the fo'|lowing type, to be inc'luded in the staff's safety

'valuationreport:

The licensee's 'integrated decision-making",proces. (e.g., expert panel)
on the determination of'isk itIiportance of components in the RI~IST
program is robust in term.; of the "uncertainty" issues like common cause
failure modeling and modeling of human reliability.
8. Other Technical Issue.

'a ~

There is positive evidence that the licensee adequately considered the effects
of proposed IST,changes on the frequencies of initiating events arialyzed and
the frequencies of initiating events previously screened out. In addition,

if'he

licensee analyzed adverse risk effects of IST activities, and applied
these results to justify IST reductions, this alna'lysis was found acceptable.
Either the analysi. is consistent with previously accepted analyses applicable
to this plant type„ or the causal modelling of the IST activities'ffects on
initiating effects was reviewed and found to address appropriately the
technical issues described in this SRP under "causal modelling."

b. J)~eenclenoies a~d~Cmmon Cause. F ~ ilur<.'s

Evaluation finding. should include state
been suitably addressed and that the lic
all component groups shari,ng attributes

ments that common cause failure has
eksele Has systema'tically. identified
that correlate'with CCF potentia'1 and

c. ljncertain~t~ and Sensitivit~Anal~ses

The reviewer verifies that the information provided and review findings
support. the following conclusions:

An appropriate consideration, of'ncertainties is provided in support of
the proposed risk informed IST program'. 'The licensee showed either that.
a.demonstrably conservative estimate of thei change in risk was
acceptable, or that the uncertainty in the risk chang'e was small

that affect IST, either in that they comprise IST components or compensating l

SSCs. The licensee's performance monitoring program addresses staggered
testing of IST components in CCIF groups.
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compared to the margin between the estimated change and the allowable
change. In the latter case, this was done either by explicit
propagation, or by, a qualitative analysis showing that no event
contributing to the change in risk is subject to significant *

uncertainty.

d.

The staff safety evaluation report shall include language that is equivalent
in effect to the .following.

~ The modeling, of, human performance is appropriate.

~ Post-accident recovery of failed components is modeled in a defensible
way. Recovery probabilities are not quantified in a clearly
non-conservative way. The formulation of the model shows decision-
makers the degree to which the apparently l'ow risk-significance of
certain items is based on credit for recovery of failed components
(restoration of component function, as opposed to actuation of a
compensating system).

e. Use of Plant-S ecific Data

The reviewer verifies that sufficient information was provided to support the
following conclusions:

~ The failure rates used in the proposed risk informed IST program are
appropriate and consistent with Appendix A of SRP Chapter 19, or the
deviations are justified.
9. Evaluating the Overall Effect of Proposed Changes on Plant Risk

The reviewer verifies that sufficient information i's provided to make the
following findings:

Acceptable Numerical Risk Impact

~ The application is either risk neutral or results in a decrease in plant
risk,

OR

~ If an application results in an increase in risk, the increase is within
the acceptance guidelines speci. fied in Regulatory Guide DG-1061.

Traditional Engineering Factors

~ Traditional engineering, analyses and operational considerations do not
conflict with the conclusions of the risk analysis.
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Cumulative. and Synerglistic Effects from all Applications

The .cumulative chan es in risk are consistent with the guidelinesg
established in DG-1061

level either

1) by assuring that mu'ltiple syne
a sing'le component, or

rgistic relaXations are not applied, to

and convincingl'y,Justifying th'em'ca'se')by not'ing excepti,ons to this,
by case.

Implementation of a Monitor'ing Process

~ Synergistic effects have been satisfactorily addressed at the co'mponent',

heThe monitoring process will produce sufficient data that can support t
PRA input and assumptions that we'e used as the basis for the '1ST risk
acceptance,.

10. Integrated Decision Raking

If the licensee's proposed alternative is acceptable in light of the current
licensing basis of the plant andi the safety significance of the component,

AND

if the licensee's risk-informed IST program meets the dletailed acceptance
guidelines specified in this SRP,

then the staff should be able to reach the~ following general conclusion:

The licensee's propo. ed risk-informed. 1ST pr'ogram is authorized ias an
alternative to the ASNE Code required IST program (e.g, includinig ttest
frequency, test methods, and program scope requirements) pursuant to 5
50.55a(a)(3)(i) based on the alternatiiIe providinig an acceptable leve'1
of quality and safety.

'B. RISK-'INFORliED IST PROGRAN INPLENENNTTATION, PERFOlNIANCE
NONITORING, AND CORRECTIVE: ACTION

1. Program Implementation

The reviewer verifies. that. sufficient .information is provided in accordance
with the requirements of this SRP section and that tlhe evaluation supp'orts

'onclusionsof the fo'ilowing type, to be included in the staff's safety
evaluation report:

For components in the high safety significant category, the licensde jis

0
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either going.to continue to test these components in accordance with the
current ASHE Code of record for the facility (i.e., test frequency and
method requirements) or has proposed an alternative test strategy that
is acceptable to the staff (via either an NRC-endorsed ASHE Code case or
plant specific relief request). Testing strategies are adequately
described in the licensee's RI-IST Program Plan and were found to be
acceptable.

For components in the low safety significant category, the 1-icensee is
either going to continue to test these components in accordance with the
current ASNE Code of record for the facility or has proposed an
alternative test strategy that was found acceptable to the staff.

Low safety significant. components that will be tested at a frequency
less than the Code test frequency, which are also exercised as a result
of plant operation or other system/component testing, may be grouped and
tested at an extended test interval only if the interval can be
justified based on past component performance. These components will be
tested on a staggered basis at roughly equal time intervals. Corrective
action procedures will ensure that failures. or nonconforming conditions
that may apply to other components in the group get evaluated and
corrected. Component grouping was found to be consistent with guidance
provided in NRC Generic Letter 89-04 or other documents endorsed by NRC.

Low safety significant components that will be tested at a frequency
less than the .current Code test frequency, which are not exercised as a
result of non-Code required system or component testing, routine
maintenance, or normal plant operation, will also only have their test
interval extended if it can be justified based on past component
performance. The licensee will gradually extend the test inter'val by
doubling the test interval for successive tests until the component is
tested at the proposed extended test interval. If no age-dependent
failures occur, then the components will be grouped and tested on a
staggered basis. Corrective action, procedures will ensure that test
interval and/or methods, as .appropriate, get adjusted where the
component (or group of components) experiences repeated failures or
nonconforming conditions.

The l.icensee has plant corrective action and feedback procedures
developed to ensure that testing failures. are fed back to the plant
licensee's integrated decision-making process (e.g., expert panel,) and
IST coordinator for reevaluation and possible adjustment to the
component's grouping and test strategy.

The licensee has appropriate plans and schedules for converting from the
old IST program to the new,RI-IST program at their facility.
2. Performance Monitoring of IST Equipment
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The reviewer,ver'ifies that the information provided supports the following
conclusions:

a performance monitoring program exists"which covers all components
which are placed on an iexteniied IST 'sched'ule'.,

'he

program responds to the attributes specified in Section III.B.l?, and

the licensee is commi;tted .to maintain the program as part, of its, RI-IST
initiative„
3. Feedback and Corrective Action Pro)rain

The reviewer. verifies .that sufficient information is provided in accordance
with the requirements of this SRP .section iand tihat, the evaluation supports
conclusions of the fo'illowing type, to be iinc'lludiediin the staff's safety
evaluation report:

The staff concludes that the licensee's corrective'action program is
acceptable for 'implementation with the RI-IST progr am because it
contains a performance-based feedback mechanism to ensure that, if'
particular component"s test strategy is adjusted in a way that, is
ineffective in detecting component degradation and failure, the iIST
program weaknes;s will be promptly detected and, corrected.

4. Periodic Reasses. ment

0

The reviewer verifies that sufficient information is provided in accordance,
with 'tlie requiremehts of'-this .SRP section and that the, evaluation supports
conclusions of the fo'llowing type, to be in'c'luded in the staff's safety
evaluation repor't:

The staff concludes that the licensee.':s procedures for periodic;
reassessment of it,s risk-informed IST program are acceptable beqauqe thy
licensee's procedures f'r periodic reassessment ensure that the;
licensee's test strategic. are per'iodically [specify periodicity not to
exceed -once every two refueling outages] assessed to incorporate results
of inservice testing and new industry findings.

5. Formal Inter'ac:tions W'ith the IHRC

The reviewer verifies that suff'icient infcirmation is provided in accordance
with the requiremer'>ts of'his SRP section and that. the evaluation supports
conclusions of the following type; to be inc'1uded in the staff's saf'ety
evaluation report:

The staff concludes that the licensee,has an adequate process, o&
procedures ii> place to ensure that.RI-IST program changes of the.
following types get reviewed and approved by the,NRC prior to
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implementation.

~ Test method changes, that involve deviation from the NRC-endorsed
Code requirements.

~ Changes to the risk-informed IST program that involve programhatic
changes (e.g., changes to the plant probabilistic model assumptions,
changes to the grouping criteria or figures of merit used to group
components, changes in the Acceptance Guidelines used by the
licensee's integrated decision-making process '(e.g., expert panel)).

Changes to component groupings, test intervals, and test methods that do
not involve a change to the overall RI-IST approach (either traditional
engineering or PRA analyses), where the overall RI-IST approach was
reviewed and approved by the NRC do not require specific ('i.e.,
additional) review and approval prior to implementation.

Component test method changes involving the implementation of an NRC-

endorsed ASNE Code, NRC-endorsed Code case, or published NRC guidance
which were approved as part of the RI-IST program; do not require prior
NRC approval.

VI.,RISK-INFORIVlEDIST PROGRA!Vl DOCUIVIENTATION

The reviewer should, review the licensee's submittal to assure th at it
contained the documentation necessary to conduct the review described in this
SRP (i.e., the documentation described in Section 6 of,DG-1062). The RI-IST
program and its updates should be maintained on site and available for NRC

inspection. consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION

The reviewer should also ensure that the cover letter that transmits to the
licensee the staff's safety evaluation approving the proposed RI-IST program
(i.e., alternative IST program to that prescribed by the ASNE Code) contains a

statement to the effect that "Failure to comply with the RI-IST program as
reviewed and approved by the NRC staff and authorized pursuant to 10 CFR

50.55a(a)(3), te.g., including scope, test strategy, documentation, and other
programmatic requirements] constitutes noncompliance with 10 CFR 50.55a and is
enforceable".

The preceding is intended to provide guidance to applicants and licensees
regarding the NRC staff's plans for using this SRP section. Except in those
cases in which the applicant proposes an acceptable alternative method for
complying with specified portions of. this regulatory guide, the method
described herein will be used by the staff in its evaluation of risk-informed
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performance-basedl changes to the licensee's current licensing basis.
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ABSTRACT

In August '1995. the Nuclear Regulatoty.Commission issued a policy statement proposing improved regulatory

decisionmahng "by increasing the use ofPRA tprobabilistic,risk assessment/analysis] in all regulatory matters to the

extent supported by the statecf-the-art in PRA methods and data." To support the implementation of the

Commission's policy. regulatory guidance documents have been developed by the staQ'(as drafts for public comment)

describing how PRA can be used in specific regulatory activities. many ofwhich relate to licensee-proposed changes

to their current licensing basis (CLB). In addition. a more general regulatory guide has been developed which

describes an overall approach to using PRA- in risk-informed regulation. One key aspect ofthis general guidance is

the anributes ofan acceptable PRA for such regulatory activities. Detailed discussion is provided for a full-scope PRA

(i.e., a PRA that considers both internal and external events for all modes ofoperation). In addition, discussions are

provided for the use and limitations ofimportance measures a'nd sensitivity studies. Finally, the subject ofpeer, review
ofa PRA is also discussed.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

In August 1995. the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued a policy statement proposing improved regulatory

decisionmaking "by increasing the use ofPRA fprobabilistic risk assessment/analysisI in all regulatory matters to the

extent supported'y the statewf-the-art in PRA methods and data." To support Jic implementation of the

Commission's policy, regulatory guidance documents are being developed by the staff (currently as drafts for public

conunen!) describing how PRA can be used in specific regulator activities, many ofwhicii relate to iicensee-proposed

changes to their current licensing basis (CLB). One key aspect ofusing PRA for such regulatory activities is what are

the appropriate scope and attributes ofthe PRA The main purpose of this report is to address the scope and attributes

ofa PRA that adequately represents the plant design and operation. It is recognized that the scope and attributes of
a PRA may be different depending upon its intended use or on the issue being evaluated. Accordingly, this report is

intended for use as reference or supporting information which PRA analysts can use to help in making decisions

regarding the scope and attributes ofa PRA appropriate for their analysis. Thus. this report can be used to help:

Define the main attributes of each task of a PRA that is intended to support risk-informed regulatory

decisionmaking,

~ Identify task-by-task issues that should be considered when using a PRA to assess the impact ofproposed

CLB changes,

~ Provid supporting information for peer reviewers judging the adequacy ofa PRA intended to support risk-

informed decisionmaking, and

~ Identify attributes and limitations of importance analyses and qualitative ranking methods that are most

appropriate for use in screening analyses and in categorization ofstructures, systems, and components (SSCs)
and human activities according to their contribution to risk and safety.

In addition. this report may be a valuable step in the development of standards for PRAs. As discussed in OMB
Circular No. A-119 (FRN. Vol. 58. No. 205. October 26, 1993), federal agencies have been directed to make greater
use ofconsensus standards in their activities. As such, the staffwillbe interacting with technical societies and others
to develop such consensus standards in parellel with the finalization of this report.

Scope and Limitations

A PRA ofa nuclear power plant is an analgical process that quantifies the potential risk associated with the design,
operation and maintenance ofthe plant to the health and safety of the public. Traditionally, a full-scope PRA is used

to quantify the risk from accidents initiated in the plant (from internal initiating events such as pipe breaks and external
initiating events such as earthquakes) and during both fullpower and low power/shutdown conditions.

The risk eva!uation involves three sequential parts or "levels": identification and quantification of the sequences of
events leading to core damage (Level I analysis); evaluation and quantification of the mechanisms, amounts. and
probabilities ofsubsequent radioactive material releases from the containment (LeVel 2 analysis); and the evaluation
and quantification of the resulting consequences to both the public and the environment (Level 3 analysis). A full-
scope PRA. as defined here. does not include evaluation ofaccidents initiated by sabotage events or that result in
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e,spent fiiel pool. routine. smalll releases of ra@opctiye

any abaci'dent.,
rele'ases from other radioactive material sources such as, t6h

material. and does not include the risk to plant personnel Iro

The elements oi a full-scope PRA, an

the following general considerations:

d the attriibutes for the analvsis ofe'ach element. presented in this report reQect

~ The design. coItstruction, and operatioiial practices of the plant being analyzed is expected to'be consiistent

arith its CLB.

~ ~ m 'm Al ~
'

The PRA bei'„'.",p ~o.",ned is e'xpected to r-"listicallv, reflect,~".c;dcpig... consapdction. and opcfutionaa

practices. Tlie CoItunission s policy statement on the expanded use ofPM. indicates that -PRA"evaluations

in sup'port of regulatory, decisions should be as realistic as practicable," Consequently. the PRA used to

support risk-infbrmed decisionniahng is expected to regect, the iinpact,of previous changes made to the CLB.

In this context; it is presiiuned that the particular application of PRA for which these attributesi apply is

:quantitative in nature. and that the change under oonsideratiori caii be modeled in the'PRA (by,manipulation

ofbasic event iinformation or the event trc default tree logic mod<1).,

The discussIotts presented in the report, are in terms of'functional requirements. In general, pre'scriptive,

guidance is not p'rovided. nor are characterizations cifspecB5c methods. Ini some circumstances. however.

where an issue is both important to riisk results and poorly unditrstOod,~ prescriptiv~ solutions are stated to

reduce potential PRA-to-PRA vaiiabiility.

The described PRA attributes are meant'to cover a, wide rang:,of risk-Inform'ed regulatory applications.

Additional attributes for speciific appllications are, de5c'ribed in the application-specific regulatory guicles.

I

PRA'models have: been develo'pal and are being used for real-time monitoring of plant operations (and

resulting monitoring of risks). The attributes for such models may be quite diQerent f.om'those for modeils

associated ivith regulaton applications. ind are. therefore, rhot addressed in this report.

Role. in Risl -Inf'ormed Regulatiori

This document discusses PRA attributes that support Draft Regulafoiy,Guide DG-1061; "An Approach )or /sing
Probablitistic Risl'ssessment in Kisk-Informed Decisions on Plant~Specific Changes to Current Licensing Basis,"

and the Draft Standard Review Plan (Chapter 19~), "Use ofProbabilistic Risk Assessment in Plant-'Specific, Risl'-

Informed Decisionma4ng: Cieneral Guidance." This repor't also is referenced by related risk-informed regulatory

guides and their corresponding sMdard review plan chapters. These include DG-1062 on inservice testing, DGo10(i3

on inserrice inspection of piping, DG-1064 on gaded quality assurance, and DG-'1065 on technical spec5cations.

As mentioned above. the oontent ofths repoit is meant to support a wide variety ofrisk-informed applications that

may exceed those covemi in the staE's PRA implementation plan. Each risk-informed application imposes diQerent

requirements on the supporting PRA scope and'level,„of detail. This document is intended to be flexible to

accommodate and benefit these applications. Some applications're'complex and may necessitate a higher standard

and high accuracy &om a siitpporing PRA. Since these applications are the most demanding, they dictate the level of
technical detail in this document. However, less demanding applications, such as thos'e that need infqtmptiop orgy,,

about PRA insights, or those that rely on quantitative result. only in selected areas of the PRA, may use. as

appropriate. simpler models as compartxl to thcise described in this document. The process for using risk information,

in regulatory decisionmahng starts vith definition of the scope, of the Paiticul& a/plication under consideration. This
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information should be used to identify areas (tasks) in the supporting PRA that are influenced by the application and

the gee of support information needed. This information. in turn. cw'be used to. define applicable portions of this

report. Applica:ion-specific regulatory -:.aides include further guidance in this area.
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During the last several years. both the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnussion (HRC) and'the nuclear industry have

recognized that probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) has evolved to the point where it can be used increasingly as a

tool in regulatory decisionmaking. In August 1995, the NRC adopted the followingpolicy statement regarding the

expanded NRC use ofPRA.

The use ofPRA technology should be increased in all regulatory matters to the extent supported by the state-

of-the-art in PRA methods and data and in a manner that complements the NRC's deterministic approach and

supports the NRC's traditional defense-in4epth.philosophy.

PRA and associated analyses (e.g.. sensitivity studies. uncertainty. analyses. and importance measures) should

be used in regulatory matters, where practical wiKinthe bounds of the stateef-the-art, tn reduce unnecessary

consmztism associated with current regulatory requirements, regulatory guides, license commitments. and

staff'practices. Where appropriate, PRA should be used to support the proposal ofadditional regulatory

requirements in accordance with 10 CFR 50.109. Appropriate procedures for including PRA in the process

for changing regulatory requirements should be developed and followed. It is, ofcourse,,understood that the

intent of this, policy is that existing rules and regulations will be complied'with unless these rules and

regulations are revised.

~ PRA evaluations in;support of regulatory decisions should be as realistic as-practicable and appropriate

supporting data should be publicly available for review.

The Commission's safety goals for nuclear poiver plants and subsidiary numerical objectives are to be used

with appropriate consideration ofuncertainties in making regulatory judgements on the need for proposing
,and baclditting net generic requirements on nuclear power plant licensees.

In its approval of the policy statement. the Commission articulated its expectation that implementation of the policy
statement will improve the regulatory process in three areas: foremost. through safety decisionmaking enhanced by
the use ofPRA insights: through more efficient use ofagency resources: and through a reduction in unnecessary burden

on licensees. In parallel'with the publication of the policy statement, the staff developed an, implementation plan to

define and organize the PRA-related activities being-undertaken. These activities cover a wide range of PRA

applications and involve the use ofa variety ofPRA methods (with variety including both types ofmodels used and

the detail ofmodeling needed), This report focuses on defining the attributes ofa PRA,that willenable it to support
a variety ofapplications described in the staff PRA implementation plan. These applications vary in complexity and

hence the demand on the quality ofthe supporting PRA willalso vary. While reading and reviewing this draft report,
the reader should keep in mind that the level ofdetail and model complexity are influenced by the issue being analyzed.

This report is issued as a draft for comment. Specifically, comments on the following questions are requested:

~ Have the main attributes ofeach task ofa PRA intended to support risk-informed regulatory decisionmaking
been defined?

~ Have task-by-task issues that should be considered when using a PRA to assess the impact of.proposed
current licensing basis changes been defined?
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Has suflicient supporting information for peer reviewers,iudging the adequacy ofa PRA intem3ed.to support
risk-informedI decisionmaking been provided?

Have the attribuies jutd'limitations of umpcitance analvses and qualitative,ranking methods that are most

appropriate fair use in screetunig arLal>~;es and in categorization ofstructuiies. systems. and components (SSCs)
and human activities according to their contnbution to,ris!" and safety been adequately discussed?

Is this report a useful step towards development of consensus standards for PRA methods? What steps

should be next tal'en?

Allcomments should be addressed in wri'ting within 90 days to:

Mark Cunningham
Office ofNucle tr Regulatory Resear'ch

U.S. Nucieai-Regulatory. Ciommission
'vlS.'T10E50

Washington; DC 20555

This report willbe issued in final'fonm hier iit is revised on'the 'basis ofcomments received.

'M. Wayhe Hodges.,Director
'Division af Systems Teclinology
.OQice ofNucl,ear Reydaton Research
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1. INTROKiI!ICTION

i.i Background

During the last several y!ms, both the U.S. Nucl~ Regulhtog Clmnussion (NRC) and the nuclear industry have

recognized that probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) has evolved to the point where it can be used increasingly as a,

tool in regulatory decisionmaMng: In August 1995, the NRC adopted;the followingpolicy statement regarding the,

expanded NRC use ofPR'A.

~ The use ofPRA techtelogy slxeld be increased in all regulatory matters to the extent supported by the state-

of~ in PRA methods and data awi in a manner that corn'plements the NRC "s deterministic approach and

supports the NRC's trad~itional defense-indepth ptulosophy.

~ PRA and asstx:lated a~~ (e.g,.; sensitivity studies,, uncertainty analyses, and importance measures) should,

be used in regulatory matters, whar practical within the bounds of the stateef-the-art, to reduce uim!xtesshry
,'onservatismassociated with cement reiptlatory requirements, regulatory guides, license commitments and

staff practices. Where appropriiate, PRA should be u.;ed to support the proposal ofadditional regulatory

tequirements in a!ccordance with 10 CFR 50.109 (Ref. 1.1). Appropriiate procedures for including PRA in

the process for changing regulato>y requirements should bei developed and followed. It is,,of course,

understood tltat the intent of this pc!licy is that existing rulc= and regulations willbe complied with~unless

these rules and regulations are revised.

PRA evaluations in support of re@!tiatory decisions should be as realistic as practicable and appropriate

supporting data sho'uld be publicly available for reNeW.

The Commission"s safety goals for nuclm'ower plants and subsidiary numerical objectives, are,to be used

with appropriate consideration ofunaatainties in mahng regulatory judgments on the need for proposing and

backfitting new generic requurernents on nuclear power plant licensees.

In its approval of the poli!p statement, the Commission articulated iits expectation that implementation ofithe policy

statement will improve the regulatory process in three areas: foremost, through safety decisionmaking enhancedi by,

the use of PRA insights;, through more efftcient use of agency resources; and through a reduction i'n unnermsmy

burdens on licensees. In parallel with the publication ofthe policy statement, the staff developed an implementation

plan to define and organize the PRA-related activities being undertal'en. These, activities cover a wide range ofPRA

applications and involve the use ofa vari:ety ofPRA methods (with~ variety including both types ofmodels used and

the detail ofmodeling needled). For ex mtple, c!ne application involves'he'use'f PRA in the assessment'of oper'atio'nal',

events in reactors. The char«cteristi!w of these assessments dictates that relatively simple PM. models be used. In
contrast, other applications nay neccisitate the use ofdetailed tnodels.

This report focuses on defining the attributes ofa PRA that enable it to Suppor'a variety ofapplications described in

the staff PRA implenMntation phn. Time applications vary in complexity and hence the demand on the quality ofthe

supporting PRA will also vary. While reading and reviewing'his report, the reader should keep in inind that the

described level of detai|l and model complexity are focussed on those risk~informed applications, that are most

dentanding as far as PRA quality is coxerned. Allovmce for less demanding risk-informed applications is acceptable

provided it is properly justified. In addition, discussion is al'iso pro~ided to direct the PRA user to those attributes in

each PRA task that may be impacted by risk-informed applications.
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As discussed m QMB Circular No. A-119 (FRN, Voh 58, No. 205, October 26, 1993), federal agencies have been

directed to make greater use of consensus standards in their. activities. This report may be a first step in the

development ofstandards for PRAs. As such, the stafFwill bc interacting with technical societies and others to develop

such consensus standards in parallel with the finalization of this report.

1.2 Objectives

This report can be used to help:

Define the main anributes ofeach task ofa statewf-the-art PRA that is intended to support risk-informed

regulatory decisionmaking.

Identify tasl -by-task issues that should be considered when using a PRA to assess the impact ofproposed

current licensing basis (CLB) changes.

Proride supporting information for peer reviewers judging the adequacy ofa PRA intended to support risl:-

informed decisionmaking.

Discuss attributes and the limitations ofimportance analyses and qualitative ianking methods that are most

appropriate for use in screening analyses and in categorization ofstructures, systems, and components (SSCs)

and human activitie according to their contribution to risk and safety.

In addition, staQ'regards the content of this report as a first step towards the development ofconsensus standards of
PRAs.

1.3 Scope

APRA ofa nuclear power plant is an analytical process that quantifies the potential risk associated with the design,

operation and maintenance ofthe plant to the health and safety of the public. Traditionally, a full-scope PRA is used

to quantify the risk &maccidents initiated in the plant (&om internal initiating events such as pipe breaks and external

initiating events such as eanhquakes) and during both full power and low power/shutdown conditions.

The risk evaluation involves three sequential parts or "levels": identification and quantification of the sequences of
events leading to core damage (Level 1 analysis); evaluation and quantification of the mechanisms, amounts, and

probabilities ofsubsequent radioactive material releases &om the containment (Level 2 analysis); and the evaluation
and quantification of the resulting consequences to both the public and the environment (Level 3 analysis). A full-
scope PRA, as define here, does not include evaluation ofaccidents initiated by sabotage events or that result in
releases from other radioactive material sources such as the spent fuel pool, routine, small releases of radioactive
material, and does not include the risk to plant personnel Rom any accident.

The elements ofa full-scope PRA, and the attributes for the analysis ofeach element, are presented in the following
sections. While reading and reviewing this report, the reader shadd keep in mind the following general considerations:

The design, construction, and operational practices of the plant being analyzed is expected to be consistent
with its CLB.
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„-I - .- pv reflect the desi'. Construction. alid ppelational,Th PRA being performed is expected to r"".ist ~i,y r'.icci t . ".. „..
. Th Commission's policy statement indicates that "PRA evaluations in support of regulat'oly

d
'

ld b ~lisnc as practicable. Consequently, the PRAm to suppoecisions s lou e as

the CLB. In this cirntext, i,t is 'mah!Iis ted to reflect the impact ofprevious clLanges made to wive ~ ~. is ci

l is uantitativ~ in nature, andresumed that the pedicular apphcation ofPRA for which these attributes app y is qplesum lI e pa!

that the chan e under consideration can be modeled, in tibe PRA (by manipu ationni ulatiion ofbasic event jdoimalion
1of the cveil't ucc/fault tree logic moi~c.g

This document is not a pi xedures gi!ide for perfornung, a PRA. Su puch rmdurcs are available ilinumerous

ludin NUREG/CR-2300, NUREG/CR-2815, MJREG/CR-2728, NUREG/CR;4550, Voh'!me

, NUREG/CR-N40, and NUREG/CR-5259 (Ref,. 1.2). fhis de'.uinent provides a

task) against wluch a PRA study and its supporting documentation can be compared; then mtxMi
supplemented as needed.

Ale discussions describ'ed below are provided i: terms offunctional requirements. In general, prescriptive
guidance is not provided, nor are characterizations ofspecific methods. . In some circumstances,

howe'ver,'here

an issue is both important to risk results an1d pprly understood. prese'liptive solutions are p!Ilposely
provided to reduce PRA-ta PRA variability.

The described PRA attribut!s are meant to cover the most,deII1mding risk-informed regulatoiy applications,,

although the principal focus for ttus dry version of,the document h'as'been uses ofPRA in CI,B changes.

Additional attributes for specific applications are, described in the appliixtion-specific regulatory guides.

PRA models have been developed and are being used:for real. time monitormg p pe,of lant,o,ranoris (and
resulting monitoring ofrisks). The anributes for,such models may be quite different &om I1hos1e foJ'pcl
associated with reg'uiatory applications. and are not addi essixl here.

1.4 Role in Risk-Info'ed Regulation

This document discusses PRA attributes that support Draft Regulatory Guide DG-," 4>p-1061 "An 4i roach for Using
Plobabil stic Risk Assessm nt in Risk-Informed Dec sions q P)ant-Specific Chang es to Current Licensing Basis,"
'and the Draft Standard Review Plan (Chapter 19). "Use ofProbabilistic Risk Assessment in Plant-Spectfic, Risk-

ed Decisionmakin: General Guidance." This report also is refere'need by related risl;-+omjed iregulatoty
'des and the'oding standard m~ew plan chapters. These include DG-1062 on inservice es ',

on inservicc inspection ofpiping,'DG-1064 on graded quality assurance, and DG-1065 on techlucal specificsifiications

(Ref. 1.3).

mc "tioned above, the cohtent in this report is me mt to <upport a wide variety ofrisk-inf ed ppsk-informed a lications that

may exceed lhose coveied ln the staF s PRA implementation plan, Each risl;-informed applica
requirements on the sujpporting PRA scope and,levt:I O1f detail This document is intended to be flexible to

oda'e and benefit these applications..Some applications are complex and may necessitate a igher standard

and high accitracy fiom a suplxxtillg PIVOT. Since these happ)icat1ioq ~'thy most deman ', ey 'cta e e

hni 1'd 1 this docmtnent. Howevar, less demanding apphcations, such as &ose 0 t n~~L~ aha nm~& 'formation only

about PRA insight!;, or those that rely on quantitative results only in selected areas of, e .> y
appropriate. simpler models as ctimpued to those described, in this doci'lme'nt. The, process for us'mg risk informatioh
in regulatoly decisiorunaldng starts with defiiution ofthe scope of the particular application under consideration.
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information should be used to identify areas (tasks) in the supporting PRA that are influenced by the application, and

the type ofsupport information needed. This information, in turn, can be used to define applicable, portions of this

report. Application-specific regulatory, guides'include further guidance in this area.

1.5 Report Organization

Most PRAs performed for U.S. nuclear power plants have focused on accidents initiated by internal events (including
internal Qoods and fircs) during fullpower operations. As such, the attributes for a PRA ~~plicable to a power plant

during fullpower operations are described in Chapters 2 through 4, and in significant detail. Chapter 2 provides the

attributes ofa Level I PRA with emphasis on accidents initiated by internal events. Chapter 3 follows'a similar format
to Chapter 2 but for a Level 2 PRA. Attributes ofa Level 3 PRA are presented in Chapter 4. Accidents initiated by
cxtemd events during full power operation arc addressed in Chapter 5,.which considers all the'levels ofanalysis. In
Chapter 6, the attributes of,a PRA for low power and shutdown operations are presented. 'Chapter 6 includes

consideration ofaccidents initiated by internal and external. events and for all three levels ofanalysis. Information on
the use: and limitations ofimportance measures is provided in.Appendix A. Finally, Appcn~x. B presents information
for peer reviews ofa PRA.
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2. INTERNALEVENT LEVEL I PRA FOR-FULL PO%ER OPERATIONS

This chapter provides attributes for a Level 1 probabilistic risl':assessment (PRA) ofa power plant for accidents

initiated during full power operations. Full power is defined to encompass the operations that occur, while the plant

uldis at'greater.than 15% ofrated power. A Level I PRA identiTies and quantifies those accident sequences that co

1m'o the onset ofcore damage. A summation ol'all such accidents leads to an estimate ofthe core damage frequency

(CDF). Accidents initiated by internal events are discussed in'the following section; Accidents initiated by various

external events are addressed in Chapter 5.

2.1 Internal Events Analysis

This section provides the attributes'for performing a Level 1 PRA for analysis. of internal events at full power

operation. The attributes are also generally applicable to the analysis of external events at full power and for the

analysis ofall events during low~and shutdown conditions. Additional attributes applicable only to the analysis

ofextema! mmts are provided in Chapter 5. Additional attributes u uque to the analysis of the risk &om low-power

and shutdown operations are presented in Chapter 6.

A Level 1 PRA is comprised of three major segments:

~ 1he identificauon ofthose sequences ofevents that, ifnot prevented, could result ir. a core damage state and

the potential release ofradionuclides.

~ The development ofmodels ofevents that contribute to the core damage sequences.

~ The quantification of the models in the estimation of tlie core damage &equency.

As noted, the first'element ofa Level l. PRA identifies those sequences ofevents that, ifnot prevented, could result

in a.core damage state and the potential release of radionuclides. This process is typically divided into two tasks:

identification ofthe initiating events and development ofthe potential core'damage accident sequences associated with
'he initiating events.

'The initiating event task, involves identifying those events that challenge normal plant operation and that-require

successful'mitigation in order to prevent core damage. There can be tens to hundreds ofevents that can challenge the

plant. Individual events may. ho~ ever, be grouped into initiating event classes. with classes defined by similarityof
systems and overall plant response.

In the accident sequence development task, the different possible sequences ofevents that can evolve as a resul t ofeach

initiator group are identified. The resulting sequences depict the different possible combinations offunctional and/or

system successes and failures and operator actions which lead to either successfut mitigation of the initiating event or
to the onset ofcore damage. Determination of+%at constitutes success (i.e., success criteria) to avert'the onset ofcore

damage is a crucial part of the accident sequence analysis ~mk.

The second element ofa Level 1 PRA involves the development ofthe models for the mitigating systems or actions
in the core damage accident sequences. This task, referred to as systems nalysis. involves modeling the failure modes

of the plant systems which are necessary to prevent core damage as defined by. the core damage accident sequences.

This modeling process. which is usually done vith fault trees. defines the combinations of equipment failures,
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2 Level 1 PRA Modeling for Fullpoyver Operations

equipment outages (su as or( ch f test or triaintenance). and human error's that cause taihuc of th" systems to pc ~ <a t'!..

desired functions.

The third element ofa1~1 1 PRA involves estutu>ting the plant's CDF and the associated uncertainty. This ptocess

is tvyicallv divided into three tasks:- data analysIs. human peliqbilIty analysis, and quantification and uncertainty

analysis.

The data analysis task involves determinmg uutiatmg event,frequencie;, equipment .ai.urc,pro .'.iti .:, an

'pment maintenance umivailabilities. Plant maintenance and olher operatiiig ~rds are evaluated to derive plant-
ificequipment faIhae rates and the fiequencies ofthe initiajng,events. Where insufficient plant experience exists,

Mure rates and initiating event frequencies based on industry-wide."generic" rJata bases are iised to.complete the data

base used in the risk analysis.

The human reliabilityanalysis task is a key task in I~1 1 PRA, in~ol~ing,mo)el@>g and rvaluating the human actions

important in the prevention ofcore daniage. Thiis cvalues.ion bqth Identifies the operator actions and quantifies the

enor probabilities ofthe identified actions. Human reliabilityanalysis is a <pecia( area ofanalysis requiring unique
shlls to determine the t. „es and likelihorxls ofhuman errors germane to the sequetIices ofevents that could result, in
core damage.

The quantification tasl'ntegrates the initiating event frequen'cies, event probabiilities, and human error probabilities
to calculate the frequency ofcore damage and its associated uncertainty. As typically used in PRAs, the core datmige

&equency represents the average annual core damage freque,ncy,

2.1.1 Accident Sequence Iniitiating Event Analysis

Initiaring events are broadly categorized into two categories, inlernIsl vitiating events and external inItiatjng pveIits.,
Internal initiating events are sy.tern and equipment malfunctions inside the plan. ~~ gt. Anal~~ alon with internal
initiating events is the loss ofoffsite elect!Iical power. Externa~l inItiatIng ~<verits include earthquakes, external flooding
(i.e., &om water sources outside the plant)„ transportation occurrences, and,liigh wmds. Note that many of these

external events can cause a loss ofoffsite power in addition,to other, adverse, impacts on the plant. Althoiigh interna

flooding and fire evmts ate conventionally treated in PRA studies a'xternal events, they are included h,the, internal
event category in this doamnent. 'This section only addresse+ conventional internal initiating events tittat ~p during
full wer tion including the loss ofoffsite electrical power. The special case of interna fl~'gan

addressed in Sections 2.2 and.2.3, m pectively. Initiators desiring low power and shutdown operation and for,
events are provided in Chapter 6.

2.1.1.1 CouslderiatIons for the Beeline PRA

This section defines the!Rope ofuutiating events that'should be initial/> considered in a statewf-the-art PRA, as well
as criteria for screening out initiators and grouping cf'the,rerriainjng jnitIatois.

InitialScope of&amined Initiators

In a full power PIM intertud events that cause an upset ofnormal plant operation that require a t'eactor trip or
unplanned controlled shutdown with the nted for core hmt retnoval are considered as initiating events. 'These even

fall,into one oftwo caiegories as follows:
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2'evel,l'RA Modeling for Fullpower Operations

Losswf~lant accidents —All.events that disrupt the plant by causing a breach in the primary coolant

system with a resulting loss ofcore coolant inventory are modeled. These events include such occurrences

as primary system pipe breaks, pressurized water reactor (PWR) steam generator tube ruptures (SGTRs),

boiling water reactor (BWR) feethiater. pipe breaks. interfacing system losswf~lant accidents (!SLOCAs).

reactor pressure vessel (RPV) rupture. and BWR steam pipe breaks.

rans in ts P 1 e ents QL+t

disrupt

thA Alan~t but !60) e bottl 1Jle core coo!am and ofher water svctemc

inventory intact are modeled. These occurrences include such itents as automatic ~~actor shutdo~m (scrams

or trips), unplanned controlled reactor shutdowns (including those caused by degraded equipment

configurations) 'manual reactor trips or scrams, manual operator actions taken in anticipation ofdegrading

,plant conditions, and transient-induced LOCAs. 'In identifying the transient events, frequently occurring

events (such as turbine trips) and more rare events (such as loss ofa support system) are considered.

asuri~g completenes" in the initial list of initiating e nts;considered at the ons t of the baseline PRA study),
the analyst should have performed a comprehensive engineering evaluation that includes the followingevents:

All,general categories ofevents analyzed in Chapter 15 ofthe Final or Updated Safety Analysis Report (SAR)
(e.g., increase or decreases. in reactor coolant low):,The Ciiapiei '5 analysis includes both transic.:ts and

losswf~lant accidents (LOCAs).

Events resulting in a loss ofprimary core coolant. This includes leaks and ruptures ofvarious sizes and at

different locations in the'primary system (e.g.. primary system pipe breaks, penetration failures, SGTRs and

vessel rupture). In addition. a systematic search ofthe reactor~lant pressure boundary should be performed
to identify any active component in systems interfacing with the primary system that could fail or be operated
in such a manner as to result in an uncontrolled loss ofprimary coolant (commonly referred to as ISLOCAs).

Allactual'initiating events which have occurred at the plant. Actual plant scrams and unplanned shutdowns
as documented in L'icensee Event, Reports (LERs) and'scram reports should be included. These initiators
typically involve faults in the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) and in the turbine-generator and related

systems (referred to hereafter as the balancewf-plant). Plant modifications (not accounted for in the baseline

PRA) influencing occurrence rates should be'considered.

Allinitiating events considered in published PRAs (and related studies) ofsimilar plants. NUREG/CR-4550
(Ref. 2.1} contains a'list oftransient initiating events that have actually led to reactor trips and that, should
be considered.

Allinitiating events that have occurred at conditions, other than full power operation (i.e, during low power
o: shutdovm.conditions) are included unless ~t is. determined that they are not applicable to full power
operation.

Allsystems suppor dng the operation ofothe. plant systems ate reviewed to detrnnine iftheir loss results in
automatic scram, manual'scram; or a controlled shutdown. Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) are

generally used to determine ifan initiating'event results &om complete or partial failure of the system to
operate, or &om inadvertent operation ofa system. In this method, the analyst determines for each. component

in the system: (1) its.function, (2) the possible failure modes. (3) the failure mechanisms, and (4) the effects

of the failure on the system and the plant.
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'd d' the nome opcri~ior: i» >l>c >>lant. At a nuniniurv.. su<pport

cn>s that are examined include alteri>ating current j.WC) and d>re+ ".urrcnt, -, us ',

servi „' h'eatin~. ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)systems

throughout.thc plant (inrluding the control room); and 'insttumentation!co'ntrol systems.

th „thc los's of a.phrit.systeri> or component'should'be tr'eated as'a support'system'in determiniing'whe er„e os's o a, .;,' ' ' ' 'a su ort isvstern

.'i 'u 'c . J ': .""::"" '"d ~«!o>.!n other,'."lant ~>ys!rn!s'(speci.>ca.<y. icci,.cn m..~ ' Il<< At'<<f\t ~ 'lh'hvar<<< tD OvA h ~b& a ~ . '</<

'systems) is also dcterniined and cya uai ., i
'" ',;..... ~d 1 cd. This >i>av require calcuia,t>ons to uctcrniinr,

environment to whiich the mitiigating equiipment is exposed'andi compa'rison fo eq'uipment qualif>cation

. infom>ation.

Initiating events consistirig ofmultiple equiptncnt failures aI m, '
'emcluded; if>I>'e e uipment'failures result from

iv nt ifthe'a common cause„For cxamp e, t '>e o o1, l>e M ftw ~> chx:trical bus& is include as an'initiate'g even,
'ailureis due to a comrr>on cause.

For multiple uniit sites where g stems are shared o) can be cross-tied, initia ng tI>atiatin events tI>at can impact both,
units should be identified in addition to those that v~II on~ly i>npact a'single unit.

An ISLOCP( can be an'important'accident sequence because of its po'tentia y 'y 'an

' .,entiall sip <fiicant contribution to the

"releases of radioactivity om e p an 'eI'r th 1 t'due to all'possible,aIwidcnt sceriarios. Therefore, Ihe inodeiing of.

ISLOCAs and >articularly the credit given'for isolla'tion ofthe ISLOCA, the predicted size o e

and the

effects

ofthe IS1XK:Aon other equipment can significantly aQect the'importan, "

typand e ebs o e,' ' ' "
rtance of thiis

'

ofevent.

NUREG/CR-5928 {Ref 2.2) describe an acceptable approach tt> analyzing ISLGCAs at individual plants.
In that report, a spectru»n oftopics are addressed irI>cluIlinI,the modelIng ofI GC qrepo a spec: ' ' ', 'SLGCA se uences, the syste

and components and their failure mode that should, be cx>nsIdercd, rupt'ure probabIlitIes for different typ
ofcompotvmts includmg di en'>t piping maludm difF . t

"
g materials and designs, huma>i reliability considhrations for isolating

e LOCA, s ecific data suggestions for the analysis, and equipment eQects

considerations. Tv'dd>trio'nal specific considerations<which may be in conflict with NUKE . - . oi
a specific, plant and hence should be consIdcrcd when malyzin p ISLCX'.As include thc fol)owing:

res> tm >
'r(I) Credii for, motor. operated valve'(MGV) <I>'r check valve closure to isolate any resulting hM or

be taken'n the PRA if< up[>ortirig a~naiysis/tc'sting'is available wluch demonstrates

adeaiuate capab'duty ofthe valve for the expecter'ondit>ons. This condition can e me y
'

succcssfI>ll address ing pen<wc Ratter ((JL) 89-.l0 for the v'aive(s) in question br by other supporting
analyses or test rcs'i>lt's for valves (e.g., check.valv'cs) hot covered by the licensee'" p gram
(R«f: 2.:3). With siiN supporting analyses the noIninal failure probability, for valve closure can be
used; otherwise it should be assumed that, the valve willnot close to iso1ate the breach.'

An imultin'g cHects on cqi>ipment exposed to the breach should consider both the yiater anted stmn
,e6ixts'of 8>e b>each as v:Iias propagation of that, water/stcam to other rooms or ar>,'< p

J

An et<At,taken for the continued operabiliity ofequiprnenl,in the expected environment should meet
the attributes'provided i>mdcr the "equipment operability" issue discussed lI>ter., s mclude
c'onsideration ofwhether'the valve operators for MOVs v!illfunction to close tI>e v'alve', (ev'en i'fthc
valve is'e'termined capa'ble ofcIo'sing) gi'en its exposure to the expected envtrorIment.
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2'Level l PRA Modeling for Fullpower Operations

Screening Out Initiating Events

In a PRA, not evety initiating event that causes a disruption of the plant has to be modeled. That is. accident sequences

do not have to be developed'for every initvating event; In some cases, it is allowable to exclude initiating events. Any
of the folio>rincriteria can be used to exclude initiating events:

~ I'ch.,:-:<:.it..o~ ss'nss~:- as r oh s
'I t.1'lhlo t i ss l ~ /H 5 's ~ hosts thos Istlf1'0'tel'sl ssdlo,lne uequensvey Ul use uuuisutses vsvsss L) Ewe sssssss ~ o ~ syvs ~ ~ ssvsvs ~ siss gs op ~ sosvss v ~ s ~ ~ «v iov v ~

vt'''ither

an ISLOCA, containment bypass, or vessel rupture.

The fiequency ofthe initiating event is less than IE-'6/ry and the core damage could not occur unless at least

two active trains ofdiverse mitigating systems are independently. failed.

The resulting reactor trip is not an "immediate" occurrence. That is, the event does not require the plant to

go to shutdown conditions until stdIicient time has exp red during.which the initiating event conditions can,

.with a,high degree ofcertainty (based on supporting calculations), be detected and corrected before normal

plant operation would be curtailed {either administratively or automatically).

For example, a steam generator tube rupture event may have a relatively low contribution to the total core damage,

frequency but may constitute a significant &action of total large early releases. Initiating events such as these should
not be excluded. The need to understand the potential consequences ofan initiating event in order to exclude it &om
detailed analysis makes the process ofexcluding initiating events necessarily iterative.

As another illustration, the loss ofswitchgear room HVAC may not require, the operator to initiate a manual shutdown
for S hours based on a room heatup calcuhtion. During this time, the operator can almost certainly detect and recover

the fault using portable cooling equipment (as directed by procedures) and prevent the need for.a forced shutdown.
In this case. loss ofswitchgear room cooling could justifiably be eliminated as an initiating event {based on procedural

guidance and calculational support).

The basis for excluding initiating events &om detailed evaluation should have been established and documented for
a peer review and users ofthe baseline PRA.'he fact that an event has never occurred, by itself, is not a suQicient

basis for eliminating m'initiating event &om evaluation.

Grouping ofInitiating Events

Numerous events and occurrences can disrupt a plant and the response of the plant to many of, the events can be

virtually identical; .In such cases, it is acceptable to group, the initiating,events using the followingcriteria:

~ Initiating events resulting in the, same accident progression (i.ess requiring, the same systems and'operator
actions for,mitigation) can be grouped together. The success criteria for each'system required for mitigation
(e.goo the required, number ofpump trains) is the same for all initiators grouped. together. In addition, all
grouped initiators should have the sa~ impact'on the operability, and performance ofeach mtigating system

'he user. (or reviewer) of this baseline PRA and its documeatatinn need to compare the above criteria with those used
for gmuping initiating events in tbe PRA. Deviations should be noted especially when they have the potential for limiting
the use of the baseline PRA.
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2 Level 1 PRA Modeling foir Fullpower Operations

and the opcrtuor. Considcrnlon r~ also be given to,uiop ~aid<-.'. proi»rcssion a".—,'bates hat tiould in. ~ uence

the subsequent Iwvel 2,analysis (refers to Chapter 3).

In conformaince with the criteria above, LGCAs ~ )e grouped,according to the size and )~tion of the,

primarv sysum breach. However. pr'inlay breaches that Pypps Pc contairunent should be,a~ted sepyratqly.",

L»~~~~~ nm~s can bc grouped vith other initiating events i~ith slightly different accident ploy'ession aml

success'riteria if ilt cim bc shown that such UNttincnt boui'lds 4<c rca 'g»c cqu

consequence» that meld rcstdt from thc initiator. To avoid a distorted assessment ofrisk and to obtain valid

insights, grouping ofinitiiators with significantly dtfIerent success criteria should be avoided., The grouping
of initiators ntxessiitates that the sucks criteria ifor ihe grouped itu'tiators be the most stringent guess,
criteria ofall the individual events in the group. Notp thltt i' po~d bpeliine PRA, low frequency initiators
are grouped with othe relatively high-frequency initiators, mther titan excluding them from furtht;r artalysis.,

c.a.1.2 AppUcation Impact Considerations

It is possible that a particular dinge to a plant'.s current licenSing basis (CLB) may iinfluence this task. The proposed

change may result in;;

New accident initiators„

Higher risk contribtttion of(initially)screened out, initiiatcir(s)» and

Change in the fieq'uency ofmodeled initiator(s).

For evcty risk«inforttxxlrcgultitory ch mge, the potential for tltesq thee items should be examined. This, examination,
should consider structure, sysitenu>, an'd components (SSCs) modeled in the PRA as well as those SSCs npt

modeied.'SCs

not modeled in the PRA should be subject to a failure modes and effects aiitalysis (FMEA) (or equivalent) to
assess their impact on a<x:ident initiators scope and frequepciep.

Note that a proposed CLB change may necessitate reconsidemtion of the initiating events grouping scheme used in
the baseline PRA to bring slharjer focus on a subgroup of initiators that may.be sensitive to the change.;

2.1.19 Interface vdth Other Tasks

Results ofreviews of'this task should be coteidctcd before the onset ofreviewing thc data analysis (Section 2.1.4) and

the accident sequence anahsis (Section 2.1.2') tasks. A special emphasis should be given to limitations in thc baseline

PRA (or its'ocumentation) related to st!pe. screaung. and grouping of,'niiliators which can compiomise the

soundness ofresults ofthese two interfacin'g tasla, and eon!;equiently the adequacy of the baseline PRiA tp support the

proposed rsk-informed applications.

? 1.1.4 Documentation

7hedocumentation ofthe initiating event task should be suPicipnt p~c) Qt a peer reviewe; can reproduce the results.

At a minimum, the following information pertinent to initiating events should be documented:

A list'or general descriptiion of the irtformatinn sources that were used in the task.
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2 Level 1 PRA Modeling for.Fullpower Operations

~ ~ Specific information/records ofevents (plant specific, industry experience. "generic" data) used to identify

the applicable initiating events.

Hie initiating events considered including both the events retained for further examination and those that were

eliminated. along, with the supporting rationale.

!,!~!~ I ~ ~~ quafotatIi a ai attest/nnr ar arriwnti~tis ! et nr~ marin in eA~nte pnn sr rooninn nr
~ ale) a]4\i i' ~

'
~ 4 Vl 1l j 1'4 l! ~ Mltl V' V' ~ ~ v ~ v vo mes ~ ~ ~

grouping ol'the initiating events as well as the bases for any assumptions and Qieir inipact on the final results.

Documentation ofthe FMEAperformed to identify support system initiators and the expected effects on the

plant (especially on mitigating systems).

Specifi records ofthe grouping process including the success criteria for.the final accident initiator groups.

Documentation offindings ofFMEA'(or equivalent) performed on SSCs within the scope of the change but

not modeled in the PRA, to assess their impact on the scope and frequency ofinitiators.

2.i.2 Accident Sequence Analysis

The objective ofthe accident sequeiice analysis task is to determine the possible plant responses (sequences) that could
occur as a result ofinitiating ments. These plant responses are defined in terms of the different possible combinations

ofsuccessful and unsuccessful functions or systems and operator responses required to mitigate an accident initiator.
For the Level 1 portion ofan analysis, the foUo~mg discussion is provided for those plant responses or sequences that
end with either the plant in a stable state or when the, plant has entered into a "severe accident" state in which the onset

ofcore damage is imminent.

Accident sequences are determined by implementing a.logical. method for identifying the different possible plant
responses to the initiating events. The plant safety functions and corresponding plant systems and operator responses

.that need to occur to mitigate each initiator, are used to represent the different possible plant responses (or accident

progressions sequences).

Different models. can be used to develop the accident sequences. Among these, the two principal methods used are

event sequence diagrams and event trees. There are also different types ofevent trees (e.g., functional versus systemic).
and diffeient rays ofdoctunenting the response to each accident initiator (e.g.,'separate event trees for each initiating
event group or a general tree with the initiating event impacts included in system fault trees, or inclusion ofsupport
systems and shared equipment in the event tree rather than at a fault tree level). Allof these difierent event tree

approaches can be used. The'following discussion presents the attributes of the event tree approach to accident
sequence analysis since it is the most prevalent technique.

2.1.2.1 Considerations for the Baseline PRA

This section identifies several key factors to consider in evaluating the baseline PRA used in a risl'-informed regulatory
application.
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Esrablishing Success Crireria

Acc den analy is establttshes the success criteria which should ice met to prevent core damage,. The succt:ss

'criteria are thus dependerit on, the definItion of core damage; Core damage has been define'd in the~past ~~ in

varIous wavs. usually through'eak cladding temperatu're limits or designated levels'in'the vessel; The onset ofcore

damage. generally nieans that no intmincrit recovery of sufficient'oolan't ' ' 'pam
' ':', ", ': in'ection is antici'ated, ar>d therefore. a

~ ~ t I . ~i~~so~ ~ (are ~ ~ ~ i sloeat t'ai ee nese sr lp hs destm< hasIc'5 nf'the,iadtoac ve material contained in tsubstanamI gsaou at gequivaoens to or ~~is~ « ~oi ca~ i ya ~ v~ oeg v e' peti
between the cladding and tlie fuel is subsequently released. CoitiparaIile definitions tliat result ih essentiall~ thC ~aIue

.phenomena can be used. Whatever the definition chosen fbi the onset ofcore damage, it should, bet suppoped ~by,,

calculations. Note that considerable fuel melting may also be expected hi most accident sequences, with core damage

outcomes.

The accident sequence inodel may include as the event tree he dings'the iiixessary sar ty ',. sysare functions . sterris, and

operator'respon~'. ~ 'to pre v'ent the on'set ofcore damage. Accident sequence: models can also delineate the fiuictions
itxtuiied to protect the, contaiiun'ent and influence the aniount of iadiioactive materipl released.'he safety functions,

modeled in a Level I:P1M include reactivity control, reacto~ coolant system p,'CS) overpressure protectiIon,:reactor

coolant inventory controlt'an'd heat rembval„and containment over-prcssure protection (both early ~d jate). 'II, he

conusinment over-pressure protection functions are listed in tlie Level 1 considerations because the containment

condition can adversely impact the core'heat removal and inventor; coiitrol furIctitins.

1he success criteria for each of these functions required to pievent core dainage should be established,(e.g, Pe RCS
inventoiy control function can be expnsml in I erma ofrequired flaw rate): 'Once established, the system arid operator
'responses modeled in a PRA include those &ontline, support systems,,and operatcIr actions needed to successfully ineet

.the modeled safety function success criteria. The minimum„harP~e for hach,iderttified syste''(e.g,, thy nurnbe~ of
pump trains) and operator, responses requircxl,to nieet the fun".'tion success criteria determine the suhess criteria for
responding to each initiating, event youp.

Theuse ofiealistic success criteria provider additional assuraiIce that the relative importance of the quantifie accident

sequences is as accurate as possible. To further ens'ure a "realistic" Itnaiysig. the use ofsuccess criteria which aie
excessively limiting (such as. the success criteria used in design basis assesstneI>ts) is avoided; For example, the,

licensing basis may nguiIi tv@ pIitoffour emergehcy core coolinjpump j wItcn,"beqt estimate" calculations show that
only one out offour pumps willprevent the on'et ofcore 4amIige.,

"Realistic" success criteria, rather titan the llicet6ing-bases criteria, can be used for both the safety functions and the
individual systems tliat perform those functiom; Therefore, tlie evaluation does not have to stop with safety-related

when noii-safety related equipment may be available to petforrn'the needed function, thereby, preventing the
onset ofcore damage.

For grouped. initiato'rs,'the accident sequence modeling sliould reflect the mist stringent initiator. 1For example, the
.coolant injection requirements for LOCA initiators (which usually involve a spectrum ofbreak sizes) are based upon

~The attributes provided ii) this saction do noi addres~ event (~ where, the end'state goes.p'ast, the o~et of coie
damage. Functions required;for.establishing the contains.,~t performe'me'nd release of radioactive material are „

id~fied in the Level 2 discussion. Further event tree modeling to I establish plant damage states it not addressed',in
section.
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2 Level I PRA Modeling for Fullpower Operations

the upper end of, the break spectrum. For other functions. the requirements may have to be based upon a different

initiator included in the group.

The success. criteria for preventing core damage can be dependent on the accident progression and timing. For

example, for a BWR. the control rod drive (CRD) system may not provide sufficient, flofor coolant injection at the

beginning ofa small LOCA; however, at 4 hours into the accident (given coolant injection has been occurring). the

coo!ant L vn'.torv rcqt~~~ents are Muced and CRD flow is adequate. ln attdnion. the time required io align a sys!e..i

,may influence what time &arne it can be crcditcd in (e.g., firewater may not bc credited early on in an accident (e.g..

a.LOCA) since it could require connection ofmultiple fire hoses, insertion ofspool pieces, or, opening of remote

valves.

,In determining "realistic" success criteria, particularly, when such criteria are considerably different &om the SAR

design basis or is not even addressed'in the SAR, supporting analyses (e.g., thermal-hydraulic calculations) should

be the basis for the success criteria that is credited in the PRA. Rcpr....tative examples ofcriteria often used in PRAs

that differ considerably or are not addressed by the design basis criteria are (a) feed and bleed mode for PWR core

cooling, (b) primary/secondary. system depressurization and use of low pressure safety injection and/or condensate to

the steam generators whenever high pressure safety injection and/or main and auxiliary feedwater are unavailable in

PWRs, and (c) in case ofBWRs, use ofalternate injection systems (such as control rod drive flowor firewater) under

conditions eh+ aH other injection @stems are unavailable; These represent conditions that ao.weU beyond the single
fiulure considerations applied in the design basis and hence did not have to be treated in the original licensing basis

for the plant. While plant-specific calculations are preferred, non-plant specific calculations (e.g., use of "similar"

plant analyses perhaps with modification) are acceptable provided appropriate justification is established. The

computer codes used to calculate success criteria {either plant-specific or for a similar plant) should contain the

modeling detail present in codes such as RELAP and TRAC (Ref. 2.4) and should be verified for the conditions that

exist in th success criteria application.

For instance, anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) represents a complicated and "beyond design basis" set of
scenarios requiring analysis and supporting calculations to properly characterize the success criteria. The estimated

risk contribution of ATWS events is in part'a function ofmodeling approaches and associated assumptions used in
interpreting the success criteria. For PWRs, what constitutes successful prcssure control often sets the stage for the

rest ofhe analysis. An acceptable basis for successful pressure control, is the use ofthe stress Level C limits of the
American Society ofMechanical Engineers (ASME) code for the assumed failure point for the vessel and primary
piping &om overpressurization. Supporting calculations (preferably plant-specific) are performed to address the

critical Moderator Temperature Coefficient {MTC)necessaiy to ensure the unacceptable stress limit is not reached (i.e.,
the portion ofthe fuel life when the MTC is sufficiently negative). Furthermore. plant-specific analyses are preferred
to detentune the pressure increases associated with failure to trip the. turbine during an ATWS. For BWRs, a similar
basis for success during an ATWS can be established and then, plant-specific considerations are used to interpret the

need for:

Recirculation pump trip (RPT) including whether all pumps should trip.r

Standby liquid control (SLC) system operation. particularly the time the system should be initiated for
successful mitigation.

Inhibiting emergency. core cooling system (ECCS) iniection.inside the shroud and inhibiting automatic
depressurization.
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2 Level I PRA Modeling for Fullpower Operations

Requirement for vessel level control during injection by both high and loiv pressure systems.

Containment and suppression pool crmling to avoid adM:rse impacts on continued operabihty ofcore cooling.

One concern regarding accident sequence modeling is the loss of reactor cciolan p p g )t um +CP) seal cooling., Such a,

concern arises during consideration of loss ofpump cooling events,an„" loss ofa! Af !! AC events, both ofwhich,eau(ca
ops n p mp s al cooling and thc otcnttal foi a primaiv <tv@tern IP~A t, g p n,~ . s I CM A r hrou h the ump seals) requiiing reactor

coo!cuit makeup. "Pump!;eal failures can also be initiating cvcnts for thc PRA.,

1hc proper model depends on the pump manufacturer (WestIngf~ouse, Byron Jackson, Bingham) and the seal, desI gn.

Anotherconsiderationwhichmaymake adifference is whqthe~or,not the pump lias ee pp pias been tri ed u on loss of seal

ling/' In additi themis a range ofopinion as tq wlluitpouId bp thy proper seal leakage model (rneamng

thepiobability ofa certaiii Qowmte vs. time) for a given pump. The chosen model can significant y ect e resu

t "oonsidembly alteriiig both the ranking ofdominant accident sequences as we! l as affecting the ovemll core damage

frequ nrq. The treatment of'RCP seat LOCAs is an example ofait area vIrhere there is a considerable variation,and

uncertainty in the accident sequence modeling.

Because of the less than definitive conclusions that have bcc:n rriade as to the appropriate model to use fpr PRA

oses, this document pirovIdes suggested RCP seal LOCA models for in~urporation into P~~ ar~d PRA
applications unti! (and if)more udormation becomes available. Alternate models may be used provi j
is provided for their use. The suggested niode! approaches pl;oviped,below pre based on the conclusioris of thc: related
elicitation issue in the NURZG-1150 study (Ref. 2.5), and consider tlhe inodCling approaches used by the licensees

in their individual p!ant examinations (IPEs).

Case I - Pumps-tripped condition:

The RCP seal leakage model is besef on the discussion in Section 5 ofNUREG/CRA550 (Ref. 2.6). A licensee may
wish to youp similar leak tates fiom the tables hi Section 5, but needs lo consider the full range ofpossible leak rates

and probabilities provided in the referenccxl report. It is suggested that an acceptable approach fo~ piptslwittt the

Westinghouse "old"~ng design pumps is to use the ",old'," o-ring values, (or a suitable equivalent, avith~jus~cption
provided). It is also suggested tbet an axepitab1le approach for plants with the newer, more temperature tolerant
Westinghouse design (and all ot'her pump man8hcturer designs) is to use the "rIew" o-ring design values (or ci suitable
equivalent, withjustification provided).

Case 2 —Pumps-not-tiipped conditioiu

The licensee determines the maximum possible fiowrate fo!'he app!icrtble puirip IInanufacturer assuming thc, swls (yll
m ~'re destroyed and no longer provide a Qow instr,ction within the labyiinth. The calculated Qpwmte is assumed

to occur by 30 minutes folio~ring the initiatuig event.

The siyificancc of the above; mcx!els to the PRA, results is still dependent on such factors as t'ne number ofpump"
afiected, cooling s~~ configuraiion„and hence probability associated with a total loss ofpump cooliing, the abi'lity
to provide reactor coolant system injection during such,copditipns,(for, instance, tlhe BWRs, except for some of the
older designs, are generally better able to cope vvith such a LOCA even under loss ofall AC power because of their
high-pressure coolant injection (HPCI) and reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) systems), etc.,
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2 Level 1 PRA Modeling for Fullpower Operations

Modeling Accident Progressions

Themodeling ofthe accident sequence progr'essions necessitates that the response of the plant. systems and the operator

accurately reflect the system capabilities and interactions, procedural guidance;,and the timing of the accident

sequences. Therefore, the development of the accident sequence models should correctly, incorporate the planned .

response to,an initiator that exists in the plant emergency and aonormal operating procedures and as practiced in

simulator exhumes. ln fact. the procedural guidance along with timing information obtains. Aough uiclrmal hv\klDulia

calculations serves as the guide in the actual development of the accident sequence models. Operator actions required

to mitigate an accident sequence (e.g., manual initiation ofsystems or special actions such as controlling vessel level

during an ATWS in a BWR) should be modeled (see'Section 2.1.5). Therefore, event tree headings should be

chmnoiogicaily placed in the order that the system or operator action is expected to be challenged..Deviations from
the chronological representation of the procedural guidance should be well documented.

In ~ .veloping tl:=- accident sequences, the accident progrossion,'as represented by thc logic structure of the model)
should also account for dependencies and interfaces between and among the plant safety functions, systems and

operator actions needed for accident mitigation. The dependencies and interfaces that should be considered include

functional, phenomenological, and operational dependencies and interfaces.

Functional dependencies exist where the success of one function is dependent, or otherwise affected by the

sucam/failure ofanother function. There are two dependencies that'should be addressed. These dependencies include

(1) interaction of the initiating group with mitigating systems,and operator actions„and (2) interaction among the

mitigating systems and operator actions.

The interactions of the initiating event group with available mitigating systems and actions are accounted for either

in the accident sequence model or at the system model level. Both immediate effects (e.g., loss ofsystems such as the

power conversion system (PCS) following losswfwffsite power) and delayed effects (e.g., loss ofa system due to a

loss ofHVACshould be included. Delayed impacts can be subtle and require, that both harsh environmental impacts
(discussed in more detail below) and protective trip logic be considered. An example of,protective trip logic concerns

is the occurrence ofa steam leak detection trip signal resulting due to a high room temperature that could result from
a loss ofroom cooling. The loss ofroom cooling may occur for various'initiators including loss ofoffsite power, loss

ofa cooling water systems. or loss of the HVAC system itself.

The interactions among mitigating systems and operator actions are also accounted for either in the accident sequence

model or at the gstem model level. One type of interaction is the successful operation ofa system precluding the need

for a redundant system performing the same function. The second type of interaction is the. failure ofone system

precluding the operation ofanother system. An example of these types of functional dependencies in both a BWR and
PWR is the requirement for the success ofprimary system'depressurization before low-pressure coolant injection can

be utiliz-.d. Alternatively, vessel depressurization may cause loss of.a system due to,pump runout inducing a

subsequent pump trip. Another common example ofa functional dependency is that banety depletion during a station
blackout precludes continued operation ofsteam~ven systems.

Phenomenological dependenaes manifest themselves where the environmental conditions generated during an accident

sequence'influence the operability, of systems and equipment. Phenomenological impacts can include generation of
harsh environments that result in protective trips ofsystems (e.g.. due to high pressures or temperatures), loss ofECCS

pump net positive suction head (NPSH) ~%en containment heat removal is lost, clogging ofpump strainers from debris

generated during a LOCA. failure ofcomponents outside the containment follovmg containment. failure due to the
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resulting harsh em9onrnent, closure ofsafety reliefelves (SR~/s) in B'WRs on high containment pressure,-and cooiam

pipe, breaks following containment failure.

Pl ~e logampact ca alsobemdemt.. Foremmple failmCofcont mme ant heat removal in a BAR should

cause the operator to depressiuize the vesi;el per procedures.to ma' ppcause
"

.
' '

o 'intain'su 'es'sioii po'ol heat capacity, limits, Such

an action can;r~u! t'in loss ofdriving steant for, systems such
a'~ HPCI and RCIC. Cir'cumvcntion of some of these

,""'!""m~~ st".h as bi~oscing ofprotective trips. st&'rcbijig suciion 'sources'for j'~unins. an arranging alternate,room

lin m be credited cithcr in the,accident scqu-""- ™p."hngo~ system
mode s i t c a"tion

i"hcd 'c'onsidcrin available staffing, the available time 'to perform the action, and any bars e

the actions should be pcrfor'mok .boost ofthese phcsiomenologjcal,dependencies are'identified on
' 'y

'asis as part ofthe systcnts analysis (see Sct: tion 2.1.3),

Operational dependencies t are '„~m .; me ., stems ortha hardwircd or are covzri~~~tion dependent are present for;some systems or
components. An emnple ofan operatio ~i cy is'al ~iden that the~sup<~~ression pool cooling mode ofa loop ofvidual
heat re'moval'is not available when the system is in th'e low preqsure coolaiit injection mode.

Considcralion should also bc yv'eit to seqtienoes iriwhich the tiatiire ofthe accident changes. For exainple, an initial
tran icnt niay becon:e a'LOCA event due to reactor coolant pump seal failure or a demanded and stuck open primlary
relief valve. Pioper modeluig of this progression change accounts fo y,pr .

' '
s for an de endencies among events previously

discussed. Transfei s to other'sequence models to reQe'ct the change in ~bc s 'liscusse . ra
' 'ie, sci uence should be'tnade with due

fers can be, eiforin'edconsideration 'eri'td any differences between the modeled initiat'or's. Scnxning ofsuch traM e p
ut's ou o ow' s

' ' '.. 'antification) and should bebut 'should follow'hc truncation considerations provide jin Section 2.1.6 (sequence quan
reevaluated for each risk-informed regulator), applicatipn.

2.1.2.2''Ap plication Impace Considerations

It is possible that a particular change to a plant's current licensing basis (CLB) may affect the accident sequence
analysis task. Thc proposed change tLay,risult in:

'New/fewer event arms being can'sidered;

Revised siiiccess criteria:

Ncw dhpendencies or interfaces:

New/fewer and/or rcerr~inged event tree headings duc to ctutnges in pr'occdurcs, equipment,
technical'pecificatiions,

etc.;

Revised sequence logic.

'2.1.%3 Interim@ wiith other-Tasks

Initiitingevent atudysis and systems analysis will,provide info~tion on thc impact ofmitiating events on, mitigaiive
fimcti '; "Systems analysis and human reliability anallysis (BRA) will:provide information on the inteiactions among
mitigating sy'stems an open ord it r actions, p'h'enom'enological interactions and 'operational'eperidencies..iy i

analysis willprovide information used to obtain success cjterlia jad ~cci$ent'pro'gression. Thermal-hydraulic ana
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is used in various aspects of this task. e.g., for success criteria, timing, environmental effects, etc. The output of the

sequence analysis is used as an input the HRA task, and to generate cutsets used for sequence quantification task. The

sequetice analysis willalso guide the systems analysis, as'reference is made to certain systems or functions in, the event

trees and the success criteria.

2.1.2.4 Documentation

The following tnforniation concerning thc accident sequence modeling should bc reposed:

~ A list or general description of the information sources that were used in the task.

The success criteria established for each initiating group including the bases for the criteria (i.e., the system

capacities required to mitigate the accident and the necessary components required to achieve these

capacities).

The event trees or. other types ofmodels used (including all sequences) for each initiating event group.

Adescription ofthe accident progression for each sequence or group ofsimilar sequences (i.e., descriptions

of.the sequence timing, applicable procedural guidance. expected environmental or'phenomenological

unpacts, dependencies between systems. and other pertinent. information required to fully establish the

sequence ofevents).

~ Any assumptions that were made in developing the. accident sequences, as well, as the 'bases for the

assumptions and their impact on the final results.

Existing analyses or plant-specific calculations performed to amve at success, criteria and expected sequence

phenomena including necessary timing considerations.

Sufficient system operation information (refer.to the following section) to support the modeled dependencies.

Input, calculatio'ns,,etc. (particularly to justify equipment operability beyond its "normal" design parameters

and for which credit has'been taken).

~ How the application changes the baseline model in this tasl'.

2.1.3 Systems Analysis

There are different analytical techniques that can be used to perform or support a systems analysis. Examples include:
FMEA, reliability block diagrams, and'fault trees. Fault trees are, the preferred method'since they are deductive in
nature and. ifproperly performed. can identify all potential failure modes ofa system and thus can be used to calculate
th" tumvailability.of the system.

2.12.1 Considerations for the Baseline PRA

Detailed cult tree models are generally required in analyzing th". system, although sometimes, a simplified fault tree

or the black box approach (treating the system as a basic event) is acceptable, as delineated below. The basic concepts
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Ref. 2.+/..Soi ic "vnsid:rattions ap," icab.:forconstructing faultaeesaredescribed m
"The Fault Tree,iiaiidbpok," ti f.2.").. on;c-: ' ™. "-" '"" ..

to this method are discussed below.

A fault tree ca'n be shnplified, to include only the dominant types offai .'.
'

'failures. A sin le data value, for systems where

vailabilitv. In such cases. care should be taken tosu5cient experience exists. can be used to represent system s unavai a i i

model those aspects of thc systcrn ivhich form dependencies wih oth r,, p, phcr system so that dependent or coninion cause'
~ ~ e .ail ~ Lq+AlaAeven'Ls wv uavys ~ av ~ aaasas

lifte fault tree could be utilized is for the automatic depressurization system {ASS)
system in a BWR. Here, conunon cause valve faIIlure and an, opt:ratter etror to manually initiate the system ye een

be th d fail rnodrs fa the ADS. Since this system is dI:pendent on several support systems
(DC'ower

and instrument air) used by other systems, these stIppctrt system ititetfaces would have to e mode,
'

stem (i.e,',. the failure to scram the reactor).example ofwhere a data value is permissible is the reactor protection sy ('. „.

In this case, the reactor prottwtion system (IU'S) failure modes, are, indeperiden o o syse ent ofother. tern failtu'es.

Esrablish!ng Svsreni Analysis Boundaries

An accurate representation ofthe design; operation and mainler~ce,of eac mh odeled stein is essential. The design,
operation and mainteimxe tequir cments «utd practices are reviimed to ensure ttt t sya, the stem niodel refltcts tii as-tIuilt
and aswperated system Systen wall;downs are performed to confirm tIie design of the system. Operator intt.rvicws,

p'rocedure (abnormal. operating, ntaintenance. and testing) rerievvs. and reinvolvement ofplant system engineers

are also necessary.

The Iailure criteria de&mttg'the top event ofthe fault tree for each system sliould match the accident sequence success

criteria. Note that in some ches, multiple models for the same system may be needed to address different
sequences'II

equipment and components necessary for the system tai perfortn it. function (as defined by the aocidcnt Sequence

tern model. The boundaries cIfsuccess criteria) during the posttlilated accident mission time are considered in '".e syste, od . Tl
'd tch a'level of detail vIthetethese equipment and components should also be defined. T;hese definitions shou matc a eve o i

statistical data exists in determining their failure probabilities„ In addition, the d~ ifned boundaries should be able to
reflect the dependencies and interfaces between equipmerit arid systeItns.

All relevant and possible failure modes for each component should be considered. These faillure, modes, generally
include the following:

Hardie faults
Failure to cltange state

'Failure to operate

Outwf-service unavailability

Common cause f"ults

Operator faults

Conditional operability faults including equipment capability and phenomenological faItlts,
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Hardware faults are those physical breakdown of the equipment such that the system or component cannot function

as designed (e.g., pump shaA breaks).

In modeling the outwf-service unavailability, both planned and unplanned test and maintenance contributions are

considered. The tvye oftesting and maintenance modeled should be consistent with the actual practices of the plant

for removing equipment from service for maintenance. These considerations might include tcchnical specification

- -""-....tca~5~'ion contro! v'o!ations.as well as nreviouslv identified,imnlementatinn and,nromam deficiencies

with the equipment configuration control process.

Common cause equipmcnt failures are multiple failures that result'&om a single event or, failure. Hie NRC's OQice

of Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD) report, -Common Cause Failure Data Collection and

Analysis System" (Ref. 2.8) presented in six volumes, provides a suggested common cause failure modeling approach.

Volumes 5 and 6 of that report are particularly useful as they directly apply to the modeling (Volume 5) and the

da 'ie (Volume'6) applicable to PRA. Given the current stateot-the-art ofcommon cause failure analysis and the

data available, only intra-system common cause failures are generally modeled. Inter system common cause failures

should be considered when indicated, as is commonly done in the case ofthe BWR HPCI-RCIC systems, cited in the

AEAD report.

How common cause events are included in the model may vary (e,g., included in the system fault trees, added after
initial cutset review of independent'failure combinations) but the approach should demonstrate that quantitatively
important common cause combinations are not missed; Truncation considerations should be consistent ~~th those

expectations provided in section 2.1.6, accident sequence quantification (i.e., truncation ofany common cause events

would be based on low'cutset &equency arguments). In addition. the truncation, ofany common cause events should
'e, revaluated, for every risk-informed regulator application of the. PRA. For cases'where the PRA involves thc

evaluation ofcommon cause among a component type not covered by the AEOD report, the component type closest

in design and similarity in. the.AEOD report can be used to perform the evaluation. In evaluating the human error
probabilities, the ~st would also consider common causes and'incorporate performance shaping factors (PSFs) to
account for dependencies.

Certain gyes ofhuman error events should also be considered in the systems analysis. These events include, at a

minimum, those human actions that cause the system or component to be'inoperable when demanded. These events

(also referred to as pre-initiator human events) are analyzed as part of the human reliability analysis, discussed in
Section 2.1.5. Other human nmts can be included in the systems analysis model. These events include those actions
needed for the operation of the system or component. These events'(also referred to'as post-initiator human events)
are also analyzed as part of the human reliability analysis, discussed in Section 2.1.5.

System models should also treat conditional faults. These failures are discussed'below under system dependencies and

interfaces.

Supercomponents or'modules can be usaL. However, thc modularization process should be performed in a manner

that avoids grouping cvciits (i.e., component failures, tcstinpand mainter~ce unavailabilities, and human errors) with
different rccovcry potential (e.g., hardware failures that'cannot be recovered versus actuation signals'which can),
human error events, events which are mutually exclusive of 'other events not in the. module, and events which occur
in other faul t trees (especially common cause events). Note that some risk-informed regulatory applications ofPRA
may necessitate certain events to be removed &om modules.
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Modeling Sysrem Dependencies and lnrerJaces

A PRA should model the dependencies and interfaces-between,a'nd among Che

minimum, the followingdependencies and interfaces should bp mcjdelpi:

systems and compotiienp. At ai

System Initiiation, Actuation aiid Operation —,thjsc jyst<<ms that are requiied for initiation, actuation and

:continued operation of'the system (i.e„. foi both Qe fIontline.miIigating systems and support ~yst~ms'I are

identiQed, e.g., AC and DC power and ir~manent air. 'In modeling thee inittauon and actuatiion ofa system,.

,conditioris needed for initiation a'nd actuation (e.g.. Iqw )O'X~ water lev )) shou!". also be addressed. For

example, a condition requiied to uutiate a system,autp~ticjlly Inay not exist m some accident sequences,

Thus, failure of that portion of the automatic actuation system has a probabi ity o . or os

sequences.

System Isolation,'Trip or FaIItire —.tliose conditions that can cause the system'to isolate or trip and those

conditions that once, exceeded can,ca'use the system .o fai'il. At a ntuumum, conditions that are cottsiderecl

include environrnenfal condiaons', Quid temperaiure and,pressurie bqing processed, external water level status,

water a'nd aiir tetnpe'rah ~e, pr'essure, h'ui'nidity, and ra'diation levels. These conditions may arise when othe~

systems fail to fiijnction. Examples ofrequired systems jnclge'IVAC. service/component ~ling water, heat

tracing on piping and tanks to prevent boron solution precipitation. ittstrIiunentation (pressure, temper'ature.

le'vel, etc.), and water uansfer systeins to maintain tank levels.

Examples ofconditions that c;m isola'te. trip Or, fqil a sys)em ~or.component include:

For BWRs, lugh pressure'in the RPV'~ll ipreyent, opCnitlg of the low pressure IInjection system

isolation, valves.

A diesel'generator will.tripwhen, the high jacket water temperature setpoint is reached., Thiis

condition can occur when, the supporting epolinig watet supply, to the'diesel generator, is lost.

hMequate pump NPSH due to low suction source level or high temperatures, clogginjofstrainers,
steam binding ofauxilituy feedwater pumps, and steatn'environment elfects are a few example of
conditioris tlat wn fail pumps'.

Because ofthe atLrnpted realistic nature ofPRAs; ther'e are matey examples ofwhere allowiitp'i~~de for
the operability ofequipment beyeid its desigri basis. This, credit iis allowed to a'ccount for the design margins
built-in to most ettuipment usixI iria nuclear power pl~t gd Pcnw to recognize that equipinent may function
in conditions that aie beyond those accented for jithe dpigI> basis., Examples include opc",rability ofpumps

. under satimtef water suction conifitions, ste'am r'eliefvalvie,operability even when the va ve is ope>ting under
two'-phase flow conditions„battery operability given, all',chargirIg tq the batteriies'has',been:lost, hurttan

performance under undesirable environment or, radiation condItiotis, etc.

While ciediiting the'potential 'for thIs.operability,suppo~ tire irttent to''provide a realistic, amilysIs, such-

judgments ofoperability can often","drive". the, results of the analysis;md significa'ritly'n>pact the domir~t
sequences;and con'tributing equipi'uent that most,,affect the core darrtage &equen'cy.estimated in the PRA;
therefore, such judgments should be supported. Test data, actiItal plant experience, vendor iinformation

regarding experience of siiniilar equipment i6 other.applicationj, aiid technical analyses pe qxatiItpl
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acceptable cadence. Other»ise, it should be assumed that once the expected conditions in the scenario exceed

the design basis'limits for the equipment, the equipment then fails with a probability of 1.0.

~ System Capability —those conditions that'can cause the system, though operable, to not meet the required

function. Examples ofthis nature include flowdiversion and insufficient inventories ofair,.»uter,or po»'er

'to support continued operation of the system for thc assumed mission time. Such "failures" are explicitly

treated in. the modeling process using realistic operabilitv considerations and should be supported'»-'e

analysis; othenvise, it should be assumed once these conditions exist that the equipment/system fails with a

probability of 1.0.

Shared equipment —those components and equipment that are shared among systems. Passive components

not typically modeled are included when their failure impacts more than one system (e.g., a discharge pipe

from a tank feeding'two separate systems).

Screening and Excluding Components nnd Failure Modes

It is not al»zys necessary to model every component or faiiure mode. However, certain risk-informed regulatory

applications ofthe PRA may necessitate that components and/or failure modes not generally. included be added, to the

system models.

In screening or excluding components or failure modes. the followingcriteria are suggested:

~ Screen/Exclude Component —The total failure probability of the component (s
P

um ofall failure,modes) is

at least t»o orders ofmagnitude lo» er than the next tughest failure probabihty ofanother component in the

s"-~ system train otrd the component (to be screened/excluded) does not have any dependencies or interfaces

»ith other components or systems. In some cases passive components are excluded based on the fact that

failure rates for these components are substantially less than active components.

Screen/Exclude Failure Mode —TIie probability ofthe failure mode is at least two orders ofmagnitude lower

than the next highest failure probability. of another failure mode of that component.(and,there is no high

potential for common cause failure). An example is the probability ofspurious closure ofan MOVcompared

to the probability of it failing to open.

2.12.2 hpplication Impact Considerations

It is possible that a particular change to a plant's CLB may affect the systems analysis tasl'. The proposed change may

result in:

AdditionaVfe»er systems being modeled.

A change in mod:ling ofcomponent/system urevailability,
AdditionaVfewer components may be modeled.

The'type of.component failure modes, included in the model.

Change in common cause modeling,

Change in HRA modeling within the,system's fauit tree.

Component/system operability limits may change;

Removal ofevents from the supercomponent modules,. or addition ofevents to them.
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2.132 Interfaces with Other Taste~

The sequence analysis task identifies the plant systems th"t jieg to,be ~al~neg. fata analysiis task interfaces with
the systems analysis task to insure that the same events are treateti in,botlx and tliat the component boundaries are the

same in both. Systems analysis task may provide some initiating events and asscsscs the impact ofiniitiating events

on systems (used in sequence analysis). Systems analysis cutsets may be used to genemte sequence ciutsqts. lt a)so,
nroiides information on various ejies ot'dependencies for thc scauence anaiysis. iru,onuaiion on success critc> ia andniowq

accident progression is also provide.

2.12A Documentation

The follo~mg system analysis information should be document<4:

A list or general description of the informatio.. that,~m used in, the, development of the system <odels„
ii:eluding a brief discussion of the following:

System function and operation under normal axid emergency-operations
Acnxal operational 'history iindicating any past problems tn the system operation
System suoxss criteria andi relationsliip to accident sequence models
Human actions necessaxy for operation of,system,
List ofall.test and mauitenance procedures
System schematic illustrating all equipment and components necessary for System operqtiori
Record@notes ofwalkdotvns and signUicant discussions,untli plant staK
System dependencies and shared component inteifaua docuinented using a dependency mptriy or
depmdtmcy diagram indicating all dependeqcig for,all components among al) systems (i'rontline and

support)
Table listing failure mode.'odeled for each component and event quantification
General spatiall information and layout drawings to support external event analyses

Assumptions or simpl'ifications made in development ofspecific system models.

The nomenclature for the basic evehts modeled;

The freeze date used to represent the design and operatioti.of the plarit.

Any general assumptions that were macle m the deyelopmqnt qf the systems models, as well as the base for
the assumptions and their impact on the final results.

~ 'ist ofall components and failure modes included in tike model, along with justification for any exclusion of
components and failure maies.

Information and calculatioris to support equipment operability consiiderations anti assumptions.

~ References to specific controlled input.docuinents used for modeling (e.g., piping and instrumentation

diagrams).

~ Documentation ofmodularization process (ifused).,
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Records of resolution oflogic loops developed during fault tree linl'ing (if,used).

How the application changes the baseline model;

2.1.4 Data Analysis

'fh" ', ", ~wttcte~ fi..; tl.e lm~1 l mrtinn nt'the pR 0 includes initiating event freoucncies. equipment reiiabilities.

unavailabilities duc to out<fscrvcc time, and common ""usc failure p.=babili!les "nd associated .certainty

distributions. For each of these four types ofparameters, the, task activities includes: identifying the data sources,

selecting and screening the raw data, and quantifying data'parameters.

'2.1.4.1 Considerations'for tbe Baseline PRA

Th" "ollowing p ants are hyically considered in performi"g data analysis:

InitialingEvent'Frequencies

Seleciion and grouping of initiating, events follo~ing the discussion in'Sation 2.1.1 would form the 1 osis for.

reviewing and identifying the particular plant events or generic data that could be used for estimating the initiating
event frequencics. For transient initiating event frequencies, the number and nature ofplant scrams and unpand un lanned

shutdovms and the hours the generator is on line should be identified; For initiators where there is'little or no plant-

specific events, generic initiating event frequencies should be used for establishing prior distributions for Bayesian

updating with available plant specific data. NSAC-'182 (Ref. 2.9) provides data on the frequency of losswfaQ'site

power (LOOP) events. NUREG/CR-5032'(Ref.2.10) provides an acceptable method ofBayesian updating with plant-
specific. data. Expert. judgement elicitation. can be performed according to the method in NUREG/CR4/ R4550 for
estimating special parameters such as constructing the site specific seismicity curve for seismic analysis. Certain
initiator frequencies (e.g., loss ofsupport systems) may be estbnated by constructing and quantifying plant-specific
fault trees. 1

Equipment Reliability

The relevant parameters for equipment reliability are the demand failure probability (for standby equipment, required

to start or change state). and the operating failure rate (for equipment that should operate for some time after. an

accident or transient to,mitigate its effect or impact.) The preferred method for estimating equipment reliability
parameters is Baconian updating in ~%ich generic data are used as a prior distribution and updated with plant-specific
data Generic data sources should be representative ofthe plant components and the nature of the failures and demands

in the pooled data set should be consistent v ith the plant specific applications modeled in the PRA. Generic data used

in the mo ' would be pedigreed and justified for the applicability to the specific-plant under study. The component

boundaries and failure modes defined in the model are to be consistent with those in generic and plant-specific data.

EPRI/fR-100381 (Ref. 2.11) provides useful information on the process for data collection, and reduction along with
examples ofequipment bout@aries. The raw data r~ed to estimate these paramet"rs are the number o. demands, the

number ofdemand failures, the number offailures observed while running and the running (opeiating) time.

In quantifying component reliability, actual demands and those that reasonably approximate conditions for the required
accident/transient response should be used. 'For those cases where demands are not normally tracked (e.g., using a

safety pump to regularly fill-a tank), demands can be estimated based on establishing a representative history.
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Demands and their associated failures should be collected an ta 'd bulated b 'he nature of the demand,!,i.e.. actual,
',n 1) the nature of the demands'oftes etc.). 'Pooling den>ands and associated failures can bie done 'whe ), d

are s>m>far e nature o e ai;... ", the ooled sources representare similar 2> the nature of the failures are similar. and 3) the fbilure probabiliities fron> e poo e s

similar statistical populations.

Jshould be re rese >u!ive of the current component uesignData used in the component faiiure probability estimations s iou>, r.p ..

and ti n. Therefore. failureev>mtsmay be>xamined in detail tosho> i p
' '

', d thw 'f lant modifications have elin'inate8 theoperation. ere ore.

sm not revit>usiaeyes of failures previous y i en i >
~ I, denti7ied andi have not introduced other credible failure mechani s, p,

~ . n i. the corn pent wLs notobserv . ai urcs recovercd. F 'I ed promptly &om the. control room such ~t the f~ction i." the component wLs no'e excluded is failures &om the data set, provided that the model does not credi suc y
, elsewf>ere. Repeated failures occurring within a.donall time interval sho>Iield t>e counted as a sing e e

failure ifthercisasingle, repetitive problem thatcauses th~ failurels. ~$. r ~pi
' ', ' 'lur s. ~$.o e le, ifa valve fails to open and

e
>

one: demand should be counted.) For failuressubsequently receives multiple demands to open, only one failure, an>~one.

&om such a fail»re should bediscovered b other than a valid dem'd, the equipment unavailability res» iting
counted against the accumulated equipment unavailability.,bio~example, an oper'ator discovers wM! '

g
readings that a pump has no oil in its lubrication reservoir rending it,inoperab e,)bi

The failu!e to run rate is used for operating equipment that sho»lid oper~>te for an e>rtenIded p
', ', ger>od followu> a demand.

Thi uld ll bea timeafterwhichtheequipmentreachedrateds~peedorvoltagean ran ongd ran lon enough to be

tn 'll m
'

d ful st:zt (generally a».equilibrium operating state.) The data needed (for eq>tipmen n

standby) are the cumulative hours ofop@ation after a successful, start ar>d Q>e number failures o serv ui g
hours ofoperation. F'r equipment no!>nally operating, the,day needed are the cumulative operating tin>e arid the

b ff 'l s bserved during these. hours ofoperation. Fpr tCst survleillance or other dhmands or which tike

actual run times are distinctly les! ttu>n the length ofthe missior> tirr>e n>'odefed 'in tf>e PRA, it s o ~>e

whether the failure rate derived &om truncated tests or demands is applicable over the mis'sion time.

The statistical estimation techniques m>uld consider the types o~fpapmeteri~ to be estimate"' '! .',~'nd availabi!itv ofgeneric

or plant-specific data in "raw" or treated" forms. These corpid~rations should also include the c)o>c~e os'pr>or

distribution in case Bayesian techniques are implemented.,

Equipment Unavailabilities

Outwf~ce unamihbility data are needed for equipment ~empt &pm service fear plwmed or unplanned repair or
testing. The data teq>ured are the out of-service time for each corri'ponent and thc total time the compor>ent, is rlequ>red

to be operable. Coincident outage times for redundant equipment ()o6> inira- and inter-system) should bc exam>s>ed

and accounted for based on actual plant expei>ence. Calculations ofoutage unavailabilities should reflect actual planr.

experience.

Common Ca'use Failures

> t f r estimating conu'non cause failure (CCF) paran>et',are; (1) Alpha factor tnodels, (2).hr, B~ta factor
model, g3) the Multiple (3!eek Letter model. and (4) the Binor>ial failiire rate model. The data need+ qr a '

use failure probabilities are the number of independent failures and the number ofm»ltip)e fpilurles fue to
a common cause. Since there is generally'insufficient data to derive plant-!;pecific estimates of u>e comn>Ion
failure para>ncters. generic, data should be,usni. However. t'ie generic data should be evaluated to detern>ine their
applicability to a qxx;ificplant. In those cases where some plant-specif>c data are available, they can pe ped to ppda
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the generic data with Bayesian me Jtods. The methods and database from the AEOD report (Ref. 2.S) could be used

for deriving common cause failure probabilities.

2.1.4.2 Application, Impact Considerations

It is quite liielv that proposed changes to the CLB impact thc:csults ofdata analysis and the cstimatcd paranieters.

Tile proposed cilailgcs illay result
ivi.'.

2.

3.

Changes ui the frequency ofmodeled initiator(s),
Changes in the estimated component unavailability contribution due to out ofservice time,

Changes in the estimated component unavailability contribution due to changes in the component failure rates,

and

Potential changes in CCF contributions and new CCF mechanisms.

For every risk-informed regulatory change, the potential for these four items should be examined. This examination

should consider SSCs modeled'in the PRA as well as"SSCs not explicitly modeled (specially those capable of
impacting the initiating event frequencies). Plant specific experience data, industry mde experience data, and the

appropriate engineering and reliabilitymodel could'be used for such examinations.

2.1.43 L terfaces with Other Tasks

Review findings and considerations for selecting. screening, and grouping initiating events'(Section 2.1.1) would be

used as needed in refining the initiating event &equencies. The mission times used for component reliability estimations

are provided by the accident sequence analysis task. The component specification, failure mode identification, and its

initial operating conditions are determined from system analysis task. System analysis task also identifies the group
of components for CCF analysis and the potential CCF mechanisms. The results from data analysis are used for
accident quantification task.

2.1 4.4 Documentation

The following information is normally in the baseline PRA documentation. This information would be revised or

supplemented as needed following the completion ofthis task. This information includes:

~ Thc initiating event &equencies.

~ The distribution for demand failure probability. standby failure rate. failure-to-run failure rate, and equipment
outwf-service unavailability (as applicable) for each event.

System and component boundaries, mission times. and reliability models used.

The sources ofraw data. generic data, and other inforrriatiori used in est:mating uuhating event fix.qucncies,

equipment reliability. or CCF probabilities.

The time period from which plant-specific data were.gatherea.
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Key assumptions made in tlhe data analysis. (tne,bases fpr tlie assuniptioiis and iiieir uupaci on Qi .ne
results should be discus. ed:in the sensitivity analyses.)

Raw data records and related interpretations of those. records used to derive the data valpes,should, be

available for reviiew„but nevi not be paut of the PRA submittal.

Rationale for and distributions used as priors for Bayesian uptiatep.

Changes resulting &om the, proposed CLB changes.

2.1.5 Human Reliability Analysis (HjRA)

An HRA is essential in a PRA to identifiy and evaluate thosr, hussar~ ac)iop» relevant to the accident soenarios being

analvzed. Given the high degree oflhardware reliability and redundancy, human iI>terfaces become a,critical, aspect

ting and mitiigating an atcident ln fact, h~ prrois Qve beep shown to be importaiit contriibutprs
to'the frequency of core daniage and the potentIal for a large emly release. Appropiia:c modeling ofsuc utrian

actions in the baseline PRA and in specific risk-informed applications is thus critir~l.

2.1.5.1 Considerations for the Baseline HRA

K factors to consider in reviewing (or supplementing or refining) poItiorp ofa baseline PRA include: selecting a

human reliabilityanalysis model,!selecting human events to nlodall. screening/excluding 'human events, eval ting an

q'uantifying human event!', integrating HRA into sequence quantification, and documenting thc work., Pch qf tlIese,

areas is discussed below„

Selecting HRA Model4fethod 0
Several HRAmethods (including data bases) are available to evaluate and estimate the probabilities ofhumaii evlcnts,

(Ref. 2.12). The strengths and weah>esses of each method should, be,cotLlsid<;red, and the modrVmethod most

appropriate to the humin events and situatioris being anal>red should be sCleciied. Therefore, the modeVmethod

selected has certain inherent ctutracteristics (as described below).,

Identifying and Selecting Hunirtn events

Generally, a baseline HRA identifies and quantiTies relevant errors ofomission (etrors involving failure to conectly
initiate a specific action). Currently, me'thods to address eporp ofcommission (errors invohmg unintended actions)

have not sufficiently evo'Ised to the point that they are apically included in PRAs. Thc relevant errors ofomission that
ar'e inclined in a baseline PRA a|re tliose human actions,hat can cause a system or coinponent to be unavailable when

demanded (referred to as pre-initiators), and those human aetio~is npedpd t'ai prevent or mitigate core damage given the

initiator has occuired (refetred to as post-initiators).;

iQ
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Events should be included that represent:

~ failure to restore equipment to correct standby status as a result ofcarrying out tests in which the equipment

required to respond to an initiating event is realigned a~ay from its required position. and for which the

demand signal is bypassed or defea'ted (e.g,. testing ofSLC system in BWRs).

~ failure to realign. those components (r~pically valvesj wnich. for tlte execution oi mainltcnancc ac5, ar"

required to be-realigned away from. their normal positions, and are either maniially operated. or power

operated with power removed or automatic realignment disabled;

sensors which ifmiscalibrated could cause failure of a required system to initiate or realign e.g., steam

generator level sensors.

A PRA should i ~iisider both response and recovery post-initiator human events. Response actions include those

human actions performed, in direct response to the accident (i.e., actions delineated by'the emergency operating

procedures). Human response "ctions that are included in a PRA are those actions rcq ired to manually initiate,

operate. control or terminate those system and components needed to prevent or mitigate core damage. The modeled

response actions include. those action needed to ensure that the systems or components meet the requirements of the

success criteria defined for those systems or components in the systems analysis.

Recovery actions include those human actions performed in recovering a failed or unavailable system 'or, component.

Recopy actions may also include using systems in relatively unusual ways. However, credit for recovery. actions may

not be given unless at least some procedural guidance is provide or operators receive frequent training that would lead

them to perform the required actions. Recoveiy actions can also include restoration and repair of failed equipment (i.e.,

hardv me failure). Generally. restoration and repair of(LOOP). loss ofPCS. loss ofdiesel generators and loss ofDC

buses have been credited. These are usually treated by using actuarial data rather than by HRA methods. Table 8.2-10

ofNUREG/CRP550, Volume 1 (Ref. 2.13) provides acceptable values for these events. NSAC-188 (Ref. 2.10) or

a later NSAC report such as NSAC-194 is also an acceptable source ofdata for restoration ofoffsite power. Due to

the general lack ofacceptable data, restoration and repair ofother equipment is generally not credited in a PRA.

The human events selected for emluation in a PRA reflect the actual operating and maintenance practices of the plant.

At a minimum, plant,walk-'throughs„interviews with plant personnel.(e.g., training, maintenance, operators, shift

supervisor, shift technical advisors), and procedure revie are performed in identifj~ng and selecting the human events

for a PRA. Observation ofsimulator exercises of the modeled accident sequences can be used to provide additional

information regarding control room operational practices and crew performance. Similarly. observations of
maintenance crew, perfonnance can also be made.

The HRAshould address both the "diagnosis" and "execi.tion",portion ofeach post-initiator human event. Diagnosis

is usually assumed to include detecting and evaluating a changed or changing condition and then deciding what

response is required. Obviously, the complexity can vary. but a diagnosis may entail no more than detecting an

indim6on hi the control room and deciding to execute a pr=scibed'response according to nmptom-based emergency

operating procedures (EOPs). Evaluation of the execution ofa human action entails examining the activities to be

conducted as indicated by the diagnosis.
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In a PRA, post-initiator human events are generally assumed to entail a diagnosis phase. Exceptions to evaluating a

diagnosis phase include those instances when the diagnosis of a previously modeled human event can be showrt to

include that for a subsequent event.

Failure to explicitlymtxlel andi evaluate the execution ofa humaI> action is appropriate when the H~ megcxI beIng
used stipulates that thc likelihoe9 ofpotential execution failt es is, included in the diagnosis value for ccrtait kinds

.ofnmts. 'Hoivmm. relatively complec actions may not be coptailsed,mthin the diagInosis value (e.g.. cusp~
1 itctipns

performed outsid 'he cona!l room). l he apphcation of any HRA method requires thc analyst to ensure that the

assumptions and characteristi'cs ofthe methcxl are appropriate fpr tIte even( being malyzd. Most ex'ting rqethpds

provide alternatives for.treatment ofdiffi:rent types ofevents.

. ScreeningiExcluding Human Events

There are numerous human events that do not play a "critical" l'o)e,,in initiating. preventing, or mitigating core damage.

A screening analysis can be performed t'o identify and exclt)de geese events from detailed evaluation. Hqweyer, the,

sensed human events shceld be reconsidered for every risk-informed regulatory application of the PRA to ensure that

all of the risk contributing actions are included in the appli~tiqn apalylsis.,

Human events, such as all pre-initiiators, generally cannot be excIuded f'rom consideration based on thei argtum~nt tjhat,

these events are included in the component hmdume data. hffany h~ events, (such as miscalibrattqn) qccut'tely
and are not necessariily reflected in the odom failure data. Further, their effects can be subtle in tl)at t'hey,impact,

multiple systems and thus can play a key factor in connbuting to core dantage.

In screening human events, the fbllowingcriteria can be used:,

ifthe components that are reconfigured are misaligng but r)ot disabled and would receive a realignment

signal on system den~d, events associated with realiyunrnt pf tllIe ccImponents can be screened out. (This
is already embedded in the selection criteria suggqstetl abpve,)

ifthe activity is a m~tcnance activity and a full'functional test is mniied out on completion pfmaintenance„

misalignment ofcomponents can be screened out,

if,.the status of reeenfigured components is indicated in the control room. and the expected frequency of
reconfiguration is low„compared to the frequency ofjstatus checking, the failure to restore can be screened

out.

quantitative screening values for post-'initiator'human errors are typically used. in the initial PRA
quantiGcation proof vka> the htuttan events are ttxdCled,in 6)e eyent, trees as top events or lin tt<'e fault trees.

The screetting values assigned should be high enough to ensure that the. impact of dependencies between

events are not tmdetestimatei. Ifmeating mlues are.too liow,and potential dependencies ar'e nqt cqnsi$ ered,

important sequences may b» truncated. Lrscreening value are assi~ed before 6e initIal quarltifiption
without any exanunation of the events and potential,dependencies, screening values tarot less, tluIn 0.5
(assuming that c:utset a~cation values around IE-9/ry're used in the quantiftcation prccess) aIe
recommended, for post-initiator hum'vents.

l
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In the'final quantification step, 'ifscreening values remain for any oftlie human events, care should be taken so that

this situation does not distort the results; Screening. values. by definition, are relatively high probabilities, and when

mixed with human events ofmore realistic values. could erroneously "drive" the results. That is, a sequence could
~ become dominant because it included a'human.event with a screening. value. that did not properly represent the actual

"rehability"ofth operator. Following the initial quantilicatic n. all the human events not in thc truncated sequences

and cutsets, should be quantified with a detailed HRA model in order to bring the true significance ofhuman actions

to the final results.

Evaluating and Quantifying Human Events

The actual performance of the operators is refiected-in the estimated', likelihood ofan operator failing to diagnose,

perform or properly execute the needed action. Therefore, the quantification of the human events, in a PRA,
incorporates plant-specific factors and practices. These factors include the following:

.Plant "conditions" affecting operator performance including:

The quality (type and frequency oftrainingj of the operator training. the written procedures'and'of
the administrative controls.

The environment (e.g., lighting, heat, radiation) under which the operator is working.
Th" accessibility of the, equipment requiring manipulation.
The necessity, adequacy and availability ofspecial tools, parts, clothing, etc.

The quality, of the human-machine interface;

The availability of instrumentation needed to take corrective actions'.

The time available to.the operator to determine and perform the desired action, compared with time that is

actually needed to determine and perform the action. The available time is accident sequence specific and
deteimiiied from engineering analysis which include actual time measurements derived &om walk-throughs
and simulator observation. The point at, which the operators receive relevant indicators is also considered
in determining available time. Thermal-hydraulic calculations can be used to help determine the time
available for performing required actions.

Task characteristics such as the number ofsubtasks and their complexity.

The potential for additional checks (e.g.. due to indication ofchanging plant parameters) on operator actions
(immediate recoveries) and the expected arrival ofadditional support such as an emergency response team.

~ Dependencies and interfaces between the human e'ents and their relationship to the accident scenario
including th following:

For pre-initiatois. the capability ofthe operator to impact more than one component, train or system,
is considered. (For example, the likelihood oC the operator mismlibrating all level and pressure
instrumentation sunultaneously should be

considered.)'or

post-initiators, the human event is evaluated relative to the. specific context of the accident
progression. Therefore, for different, accident sequences. the human event:is evaluated for each

sequence. The inQuence ofprevious human actions and system performance are considered relative
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to their influenc on the hiccmais event under consideration. Time dependency is also considered in

the seme that the total available, time should be considered across the entire sequence, Fqr e~~ple,
ifmost the, total time available is allotted,to the first, opc;ratpr action in a sequence, then the

potential success ofremaining actions is jmpqcte$ .

The fofloeing criteria can be: used to help ensure that no dependencies exists between human events (i.e., the. eve.nts

are truly independcrit):

No common "environmental" factors exists (lighting. temperature, etc.)

No common hurrcanmlated actors exists (e.g.,same/similar procedure: cotncmonwues, same crew performing,

multiple caliibrations on, the 'same day, etc.)

Different persorinel are involved in diagnosinf and executing the human action or series of f>unman qctieins.

Errors made in pe'rformance by the original operator can be "recovered" by the same operator (e.g., new plant status

informahon) and by other plant personnel (e.g„. post i aitltenynce; vec'ification by a separate operator. role ofshift
tcchnical advisor. role ofemergency response team). Total credit for all "'" h "recoveries" should not exec' factor

of 10 (higher credits should be identified and justified). Tliis suggestexi limit is based on the uncertalinty associatsoclated,

with determining the actual independence of the plant person'nel and the ability to precisely quantify, hiunan

performance. particularly considering al,l the different uncertainties.

Operators can perform numerous activities during an accident to prevent core damage from occumng, However„ the

likelihood of these actions can become questionable iftoo,rnariy or unrealistic operator actions are modeled. While
all reasonable actions for wlhich time is: available can be modeled, it Iis recognized that an operator or control roo
failure in one instance (e.g., failure to followprocedure) has the; polentIal to influence the likelihood of later operator
success. Thus, potential dependencies shoiiid be considercxi and it is recommended that for a given,cun;et. Pe (otaI
"crew" (both control room and ex-control room o'perators plus any and all other personnel such a~> the emergency

response team) failure probability be bounded to reflect resource llimipticins Imd,other uncertain factors,

The above factors an: uscxf in determining wiiat data are selected~ frog tile v~ops HRA methods in deriving the actual

human error probabilities (HEPs). The quantified HEPs are characterized as dictated in the selected /RA, method.
For example, the Techruque for Human Error Rate Predie:tiort (IHERP) characterizes data as median values with a

1 normal distribution. However, tiie values input into the sequence quantification should be mean yalups, Perpforc:,

depending on the HRA method being used, conversion to a mean m'ight be necessary. Furthermore, the associa etd
distribution can potentially reset in a portion of itbeing greater than 1.0 (e.g, HEP mean value ofP.8 witIi~ errqr
factor of 15 will result in the 95'/o confidence limit being greater, than 1.0). In such cases. modification of the

distrib mon is required. An acceptable. approach is the use of the, maximum entropy distribution which sets both the

upper and lower limits.

An essential aspect in the qu mtiftcation of the hunian events is, a -sarii~" check of the HEPs. Tne analyst ghoul
review the final HEPs relative to each other to check their reasonableness given tice plant history and operational
practices and experience. For example, the human events yritlithe relatively higher failure probabilities are generally
events involving more complex, di6icult activities that are performed nder more burdensome, tiine constrained and
stressful circumstances. The human events with the relatively lower failure probabilities arq gecnerqlly,even
performed under more common,,routine and straightforward cirque~'tees,.
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Integrating HRA Into Sequence QuantiJication

The human events in a PRA are integrated into the overall model using several methods. Pre-initiator. human events

are included directly in the system fault: trees where the process ofmodel. quantification accounts for human error

impact on the results. However..post-initiator human errors can be modeled as a top event in the accident sequences

development (e.g.. event trees), as a basic event in the fault trees, and/or incorporated directly into the cutsets.

However post-initiator events are incorporated into, the modeis. care should b« ta'en so that thc aci~l i~—.~-"c;.or

probability used in the quantification process addresses dependencies between operator actions, sequence ttnung, and,

the other factors influencing the HEP. 'The attributes for this incorporation are provided in Section 2.1.6.

2.1$ .2 Application Impact Considerations

It is possible that a particular change to a plant's CLB may influence the HRA models and results. Proper use ofa

PRA in a Ask-ii:.'vnned regulatory application requires'that the,rnpacts ofproposed plant or procedural changes be

inciuded in the PRA. The actual nature of impact ~ill b«. application specific. However, in general, the proposed

change should be evaluated for the impact on the following-HRAconsiderations:

~ The appropriateness of the selected HRA methoaology.

~ Identify ifany new human event may occur as a result of the CLB change. Alternatively. determine ifan

existing human action modeled in the baseline PRA is no longer ofconcern due to the CLB change.

~ Review the human actions excluded in the baseline PRA to ensure the exclusion is still appropriate for the

CLB change evaluation.

Identifj ifthe CLB change would impact any factor used in quantifying the baseline PRA human events and

modify. the quantification as appropriate.

Identify if the CLB change would impact human events included in the evaluation of the containment

performance during a severe accident.

2.183'nterfaces with Other Tasks

The HRA portion ofa PRA interfaces ~ith several other PRA tasks. Beginning with the initiating event task, the HRA
may be used to support the identification ofhuman-related initiating events. The HRA task also identifies the human
events to be included in the plant logic model (i.e.. the human error events. included in the event tree structure) and in
the systems'models (both pre~ident human errors and response actions). The quantification ofpost-accident human
error probabilities is performed within the context ofthe ac:ident sequence cutsets and thus can only be performed afier
a preliminary quantification of the PRA model provides the combination ofevents and their timing that result in core

damage.

The HRA also provides support to th". Level 2 portion ofa PR < Human actions required to mitigate a core damage
accident and prevent a release can be evaluated using the same techniques used in the Level I analysis.
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The, documentation ofan HRA shciuld be suFiicient tha't a pet,r reviewer mn reproduce the resul ts.,At tt mtnittlum,

the followinginfoimation pertinent to the baseline HRAshould be documented. ln addition, modifications to baseline.

HRA'should be documented for each CLB change application evaluation,

A!istor general description nf the plant informatiion that was used in the HRA.

A list ofall hunmn actions evaluated (both pre- aitd post-initiiator).

~ A list ofall HEPs for each human action.

A list ofactors used in the quanti6cation ofthe human actions, hove they were derived (their basep), ~d Iiow,

they were incorporated into the quantification process:

tbne available versus tim'e required

dependencies

plant-specific PSFs

di;ignosis and execution.

Source ofd'ata used to quantify human actions.

Screening values and their bases.

~ Any assumptions that were made in thie human re/iabIility~ anplysIs. as well as the bases for the assumptio
and their iinpact on the fuial results.

2.1.6 Accident Sequence ()uzntiftcation

The model results include point estimates, as well:as rrisulp o( unprtainr~'rralyses and appropriate importance

measures and serzitivity analyses, to the extent that these provide atwditionall insights md conftdenrA: in the results'.

Factors important to thie accident sequence quantificatiort tasg are discussed, in this section.

2.1.6.1 Considerations for the Baselline PRA

Selecting the Quantification Model/Code

Several accepted c'ompvta'obe ate available to perform Pie qpantificIttiop; however, the computer pxltI actually ~ed
should be beticlunasketl The computei codes can use the pre even) approXimIttiott when event probabilities, are, below
0.1. How~, use of the minimal cutset upper bound is always suggested as a ttunimum to avoid overly pessimistic
results. The code should be capaMe ofaccouriing foryystqm pucepses in, addition to system faillmep in, the,eva'luatIon

of accident sequence cutsets. This c;m be accomplished @tnt either complimentary logic, or,a delete tenn

The use of uzyoitance micros ir provided ui A~ndp A., 0
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approximation used in many existing codes. In either case. success probabilities ofequipment failures and human

errors are used in the computation when the probability is not close to I.O.

Initial sequence quantification can be perfotmed using point estimates. The values used for the point estimates are

the mean values of the probability distributions for the basic event failure probabilities. As previously indicated. in

Section 2.I.5, ivhen screening values are used for post-initiator human error probabilities during the initial

q~iuficatioiltlieyshoul "se'w to.aasvas taaaat opotentiallv!mpo~.~!acc!dcntsequencecutsetsareeliminated.
Cutsets generated &om the iiutial quantification should be reviewed to eliminate mvalid cutscts. I'tnal quanttticatton

should be performed to replace the post-initiator human screening values with appropriate human error values as

discussed subsequent Iy.

Selecting Truncation Values

Truncation is an iterative process ofeliminating accident sequences and cutsets Gom further consideration, based on

low frequency ofoccurrence. This truncation is done to simpi:fy the quantification process and make it Jess time
intensive. Truncation is generally performed at a cutset level during the evaluation ofeach accident sequence where

all cutsets ofa &equency less than the selected truncation limitare eliminated: Cutset truncation based on the order

of the cutset is not pei formed because cutset order is independent of the quantitative significance of the cutset.

Sequenca: with low Gequencies can be truncated in either the initial or final quantification process, but the truncation
should be performed to avoid missing any accident sequences tIat significantly contribute to the model estimation of
total core damage frequency. At least 95% of the total core damage frequency. and 95% of the early and late release

fiequencies should be expressed in the model results. Also. it should be verified that lowering the truncation limitdoes

not significantly increase the model estimation of total core damage and release frequencies.
4

Truncation has to be considered both before,and aAer operator recovery actions are applied to avoid discarding
important sequences. The final truncation limits can be established by an iterative process ofdemonstrating that the
overall model results are not significantly changed and that'o important accident sequences are inadvertently
eliminated. As a guide, a truncation value that is four orders of magnitude lower than the final CDF is usually
suQicient. Note that the process ofquantification including truncation should be performed for each risk-informed
regulatory application of the PRA since the impact of the regulatory change can potentially impact which cutsets and

sequences can and cannot be truncated.

'Integrating HRA Into the Quantification Process

Besides the incorporation ofhuman error events directly into the event or fault tree models, events depicting the non-
recovery, probability ofproceduralized (or otherwise ex~ted) human actions to mitigate an accident sequence should
be added during the qumtification phase ofthe analysis. The number ofoperator recovery actions added to an accident

sequence should be limited to -reasonably expected" operator actions. Reasonably expected means that the operator
actions are specified in procedures and do not consist ofheroic g~ actions. Also, as discussed in the previous section,
the total aabt ofpost-initiator human actions for a given sequence or cutset should be reasonably bounded {c.g., not
less than:I.E-6/ry).

Regardless of the t>ye ofhuman error. care should be taken to identity dependencies among multiple human error

events which occur in individual cutsets so that the combined hu~ error probability is not optimistically evaluated.

This implies that cutset-specific timing and conditional information should be used in the calculation and application
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ofpost-initiator operator actions and other recovery actions. ippl,'ication ofsuch actiions at a sequence llevet cannot

generally be performed.

Estimating Uncertainties

Th fPRA '-lnfornied regulation should take mto ac""unt thc potcntia! un ".""in;ie .a e. 'ntia!un,c". " n',:es t..at exist so that an
"'- ""'"";b ... d of the confldence level applied to'the quantitative results obtained for a parti pp

The mean values obtained from the PRA are used in the dccisioii making process. 'Use'of the mean;

those important uncertainties involved m the PFUE and particularly, in the risk-infoimed regulatory application of the

PRA.

There are two general types of'ncertainty. "Parameter uncertainty" results from the lack ofknowledge about the

ct failure mtes used. in the models. "Model uncem~nty'~'~ wfen ttltetiiate models can be constructed to

represent the accident sequence beha>rior. (7his includes conce .cs, abqut the m p y p 'epresen

'
. ' - 'riel corn letel,re resenting all

sig'nificant phenomena).

Parameter uncertainty should be incorporated, into the model. Thijs invol~~es prooagation of the failure rate distributions
calculated. in the data analysis task through the PFM models. Events in ',the PRA representing the same component
failure with the same failure rate are oorrelated in the uncertain'ttaly~is (correlation L~~~ y
tesultin e damage frequency uncertainty distribution). To, the,event practical. modeling uncertainty should also

be inco orated into the PRA. Itus can involve applying weiglits to dijfferent models,ari'd propagating pe upp ~
these models through the entire PR.A. An alternative is to perform sensitivity analyses to deternune p
different models.

A table methods for performing uncertainty analysis include Monte Carlo siimu!ation or the variatiion known as

LatinHypercubeSampling. Equivalentmeansofpropagatinguncertaintiesmayalsobeus ". '

ccepta e me r

used f th 'ertainty analysis should have been benchmarked to verify that the results provided are reasonable. An
uncertain analysis should be perform+i for each risk-inform@i n.gulatoty application'f the PRA using,e re,

accident sequences (i.e.. the sequences refiectuig 95% of the (;DF; an) 95% waif the early and late re)ease frequeticies).

In addition, the uncertainty analysis should be performed using a )arg~< enough samplle to demonstrate epnv~rgeince~ o,
the results.

Computing Importance Measures and Pe%rming Sensitivities

'Ihe sensitivity ofthe mah:1 results to model btmnChy conditians and other key assumptions sho'uld be evaluated using
sensitivity analyses to look at key. assumptions or parameters,hotly iniiividuallyor in logical combinations„'Fhe
combir~tions analyzed should be chosen such that inLetactions aniong the variables affected by the sensitivities are

fuBy accounted for. Areas typically nee& g evaluation usinp, a sensitivity atialysis are modeling assutliptiipns„human,
error probabilities, iwminon cause failure probabilities, and M<ety fiuiction suuwss criteria..The'results of tliese

sensitivity analyses aie needled to provide some onfiderce in the PPA results particularly as applied to risl'-4dnrmed
regulatory applications.

In performing sensitivity analyst, the amdyses should not be,peg'o~ed fiynianipulating (requantifying) the retained
accident sequences and'cutsets. The sequences and cutsets that were tnrncated could potentially be unpactaJ an

significantly influence tfie results (e.g., dominant accident sequences and ccmtributors). Therefore, the sensitivity
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analyses should be performed by requantifying the entire PRA model uitless it can be shown that only tt>e retained

accident sequences and cutsets are impacted.

Importance measure calculations should be performed to provide information regarding the contributions ofvarious

components and basic events to the model estimation of total core damage frequency. Typical importance measures

are Fussell-Vesely, risk achievement. risk reduction. and Birnbaum. The definition and use of importance n:ws -es

are discussed ln Appendix A

2 1.6.2 Applications Impact Considerations

It is. quite likely,that proposed changes to the CLB willimpact the results ofthis tasl'. The proposed changes should

be reviewed to determine ifthey result in:

Previo r'v truncated cutsets becoming important:
Reordering of sequences based on their importai:e:
Changes in the uncertainty analysis:

A need for additional sensitivity analyses to be performed:

Changing in results of importance analyses:

Different operator recovery actions.

2.1.69 'Interfaces with Other Tasks

The sy~ anahzis task may provide information needed to debug the quantification task (e.g,. explain why certaiii
cutsets exist, or show where errors were made in modeling). The data analysis task willprovide input data for the

model to be quantified. The sequence analysis task provides the framework for the model which is quantified. The

output ofthe quantification. task (e.g., the cutsets) can be used to find any errors in the modeling ofother tasks. It is

also used to provid insights about the plant's risk profile.

2.1.6.4 Documentation

The following information regarding the PRA quantification should be documented:

Ageneral description ofthe quantification process including accounting for systems successes.:the, truncation
values used, how recovery and post-initiator human errors are applied. and a description of the computer

codes used.

The total plant CDF and conuibutions from the different initiating events and accident classes.

w list ofthe donunant accident sequences and their aetributing cutsets. (A dominant accident sequence, from
a 6 „u«ncv perspective, rather than a risk persoective; is defined here as one whose contribution to the total
CDF 'is greater than 1%.)

Equipment or human actions that are the key factors in causing the accidents to be non4ominant.

The results ofall sensitivity studies.
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The uncertainty disbribution for the total CDl. and tor each donunant accment sequence

'I'

Importance measure results, including at least Fussell.Vesciv, risk reduction, and risk achievenient

A list ofmutually exclusive events eliminated from the resulting <.utsets and Q.eird Q.eir bases for elinunation

A ~mt ofall sequences relained alar the final quantifjicatiion. incliuding a briefdescnption of tIIe sejquenw,and

its CDF.

Records of the actual quantification process such, as file manipulations, setting g po, 'ffla s to turn rtions of
logic either on or off, etc.

Records of the processfresults when adding nqn-rIm~~ery, terms as part of the final quantifitiation.

Rccorc- or" the cutset review process and any maniyvlations therein such as eliminating,invtilid,cut.iets,,

requantifying multipie 'but dependent human errots inj the, smIie cutse t. etc.

2.2 Internali Flooding Analysis

While tne internal iloehng analysis of a PRA uses much the one process ' ttri iIes and has the sam attrib tes of a

traditional fullpover internal events PRA (Section 2.1.1), the mterrial fIooding analysis requires a sipufi~], amount

ofwork to define and screen the most important flood sources and possible s'cetuirios for further evaluation.

The major tasks associated with the Le:vel 1 portion ofan, internal flooding analysis tnclude,"

Flood source and propagation pathway identification and screeriing
Fl~ seer~0 idenhfimtion and scre~mg
Flooding inodel development and quantification„

The information developed during the flexxling source and propagatIon pathway identification and, screening task is

used to identify and qiiantify t'e flood scenarios. Results &om the identification and quantification ofthe flooding
scenarios are then used in the floodimg model development and qttantIfication task. While analogous to the initiating
event identification and exclusion portions of the full power internal events PRA, the first two tabula require
consideration ofddferent plant cliaracteristics with particular einphasis on the spatial aspects of the plant's tIesi~.
C 'd t'on of structures, barrier.', drainage designs, and different faflure modes (e.g., water ~ubiIiersion o

'ent, water spray on eleatrica1 equipment) are examples,of aspects of the plant that sho e consi e,r

internal flooding analysis ttuit are not necessariily addressed in the traditional.interna 'na
y.

flooding scenarios have been screened for detailed quantification. the third ta k follows much of'the, modeling and

quantification aspects already carried out in the internal, events analysis with relatively minor modification.

e scoping artributes should be met to better e'nsure completeness ofth: analysis.."irst. a P~ ~hoiIid ~onsiider
'ot only floods as itutiating events, but also include the popibIlityof Ilooding occurring as a subsequent event to some
.other initiator. Second, be& ivater and steam source efi'ects (I.e.,jet Impingemetit, splashing, subregion~ pipe whip,
and condensation) should be considered. Finally. flooding indu'ced by both equipment failure, as we!), as human-
,induced events (such as failure to properly, isolate a potential fl<'xxl source before doing maintenance) should. be
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2 Level 1. PRA Modeling for Fullpower Operations

examined. Attributes that are unique to the internal flooding analysis (compared to the internal events analysis) are

addressed'below.

2.2.1 Considerations. for the Baseline PRA

2-2-1.1 Identiflcatlon and Screening ofFlood Sources, Propagation Pathways, and Flood Scenarios

The first tm tasks identified above are performed together in a somewhat iterative manner because there are numerous

interactions between the'tasks. The guidance provided in NUREG/CR-4832 (Ref. 2.14) can be used for performing

&specific steps necessary to'identify and screen the flood scenarios. These specific steps are not reproduced here;

'however, certain overriding attributes that should be met in performing a sound baseline internal flooding analysis are

highlighted below.

Ailsub~tial water and steam sources should be carefully screened. As a minimum, possible sources should include

piping, valves. pumps, tanks, heat exchang:rs. room coolers. ctullers, fire suppression systems {including both
inadvertent actuation and piping failures); relief valves, potentially large bodies ofwater in the plant (such as the

suppression pool in BWRs and the spent fuel pool), and nearby reservoirs,, lakes, rivers, and oceans that are connected

to the plant through some plant systems or structures (such as the ultimate heat, sink that is, connected to the plant
through service water system). Any qualitative arguments used to screen or otherwise eliminate flood sources (e.g..
small size.! ocation armaments. eflects are similar and greater for another flood'source, etc.) should be well documented

and based on sound engineering principles and judgment. While probabilistic arguments can be used at this stage,

they should meet the initiating event exclusion principles provided in Section 2;1.1. Both. leakage and rupture failure
modes should be considered as well as the potential for. human-induced flooding.

P

Sources and'locations of concern (particularly the identification ofpropagation pathways) should be supported by
actual v~lkdovms of the plant. Flood zone definitions should consider the existence ofbarriers and drains that can

conQne the Qood to an area. Propagation paths &om one flood zone to another should consider stairways, doorways,
hatches, Qoor and wall penetrations and,cracks, drain lines, HVAC ducts, piping/conduits, etc.. and should consider

the potential failure. ofbarriers to propagation (e.g.. normally closed door failing open once the flood water reaches

a certain height behind the door). Any assumptions or other judgment used to define and screen out possible locations
and patnways should be documented and based on analyses. calculations, or sound engineering judgment. Isolation
arguments should consider methods ofdetection. access,-and available means to isolate or otherwise mitigate the flood
source, and the time to carry out appropriate actions. In addition, the availability ofother flood mitigation systems

or actions such as drain lines or sump pumps need to consider sizing and the potential for plugging. With regard to

determining possible flovvates, the analyst should consider whether forced flow (such as &om.an active pump) or
passive flowrates are expected.

The above information leads to the formulation ofpossible flood scenarios that should be considered. These scenarios

are more completely defined'by considering what (and how) equipment is, affected in the context of the possible
accident sequences that can lead to core damage (as indicated by the internal events analysis). It is therefore important
that the possib!e flood-induced failure modes (i.e.. susceptibi!ity) nf equipment be considered besides the random
Rulures ofequipment covered in the internal events analysis. Any guidance used in the flooding analysis with regard
to the failure modes to be considered'should be clearly. defined and have a reasonable basis. For instance, electrical
equipment (buses, motor control centers, batteries. inverters, motors for valves: and pumps and fans, etc.), if
submerged, or exposed to a high steam environment should be assumed to shortcut and therefore be unable to operate,
at least during the screening steps conducted in the'analysis. 'Mechanical equipment may be considered to fail under
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2 Level I PRA Modeling for Fullpower Operations

special circumstances such is when HVAC ducting is flqodt„d and fails because of the water weight anci so, on.,

Scmming ofpotential acciident sertuences on the basis ofwhal eqtiiprIien( is qr is not affected. as well as ccInsitieratio

of the above failure modes, should be clearly'identified an) supported,

2.2.1.2 Flooding Model Development and Quantification

With some modifications. the modeling of'the resulting unscreened scenarios uses many of the same sequence models

(o„ically event trees) and system failure-models (fault treCs) psecjf in the, traditional internall events, anaiysIs jibe,

mitigating system fahlt trees should be moclified to account fop pqssifile combinations of flood-indirced as well as

.random failures ofequipment. The types of'initiating events resulting from ir>teirial floods should uicluge,riot denly,

transients but also LOCA., induced through spurious valve operat jon. As stated

emptier,

consideration sliouJd bp gi~v en,

to both floodsas initiators as well as floods thit occur during qr as a result ofsonic other transient. Asp, tbe potential
'for multiple initiating events should be reviewed. The internal event trees can generally be used in a fltxxlanalysis
4»< should also reflect additional, mitigating systems and actions as appropriate.

I

The quantific'ation portion of the analysis is essentially the same as described in Section ",1.6 but should recogruze

the potential for new or more seveie PSFs when considering human failure probabilities and possible re~vqry yctiqns.,
Hovimer, an initial bounding quantification can be performed using pessimistic assumptions on flood propaigatIion and

equipment susceptibiliity. Flooding!;cenarios that survive such bounding assessments should be requantitied using
refined estimates ofthe flooding impacts (obtained through'ngineering atialgis) to provide a.realistic aiialysis.,

2.2.2 Application impact Considerations

In geneial, the application impact considerations that impact tl>e iiitenial everit modelis identified in./ection~2.1,~ are,

applicable here. In addition. applioation impacts on the filooding-spCcific potio>ts of the analysis also need to be

addressei For example, ifan application has the potential of increasing the failure probability associated with pipiing,
then the screening performed as p iitof the original flooding'anallysis should be reexamined to detertrutie Wha( impact,
the new failure probability has on the screened scenarios. Areas Qiat should be reviewed include:

~ The potential for the imaoduction of a new flooding source or the removal of an-existing, flood

The potential for changing the flot>d propagation potential for an existing or new flood source.

The mitigation ofa flocxl source (e.g., isolation) riiay possibly be, affecte and should be repewjed.
~

The, impact of a flooding event on accident mitigating equipment may 'be altered by a plant,
modification and should be revievved.

~ The potential for new or additional initiating events resulting from plant modificat'ion and impacts,
on the models used hi the accident sequence qua."tifi ation (Le.. event trees. fault trees, an) ~)
should also be reviewed.
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2.2.3 Interface with Other Tasks

'IMs task uses extensively the information gathered and models developed in the internal event analysis. In particular.

the fault trees and event trees developedifor internal events are modified and used for modeling floods.

2.2.4 Documentation

The process ofidentifying flood sources. fiood pathv air, flood scenarios. and their screenina. and internal flood model

development and quantification should be documented for both the baseline PRA and any. modifications made in

anal)zing a modification to the plant CLB. In addition to the information normally documented'in a,traditional internal

events analysis, at a minimum, the following information should be documented for an internal flooding analysis:

a definiiion of the flood zones used in the analysis and the reason for eliminating any of these areas &om

further ..:alysis,

a list offlood sources "onsidered'in the analysis and any rules used to eliminate these sources,

a discussion on the propagation pathways between flood zones.and any. assumptions, calculations. or'other

bases for eliminating any of these propagation pathways.

~ a listing ofaccident mitigating equipment located in each flood zone not screened &om further analysis.

a list ofany assumptions concerning the impacts ofsubmergence. spray. temperature, or other flood-induced

eflects on equipment operability.

a discussion ofhow the internal event analysis models were modified for the internal flooding analysis,

a list of the flood &equencies and component failure probabilities Irom flood effects and their bases, and

a discussion ofany calculations or other analyses used to refine the flooding evaluation.

2.3 Internal Fire Analysis

A fullpower internal fire PRA utilizes the same overall analysis approach and procedures used in performing a full
power traditional internal events PRA (Section 2; I). In fact, &ere are many points of commonality between the

traditional internal events analysis and an internal fire risk analysis. These include the use of the same fundamental
plant systems models (event trees and fault trees). similar treatment for random failures and equipment unavailability
factors, s'.filar methods ofoverall, risk and uncertainty quantification. and similar methods for the plant. recovery and

human fiictors analysis. Consistency oftreatment ofthese commonalities is an important feature in a fire risk analysis.
It is also important that the documentation ofan internal fire risk analysis parallel that ofa traditional internal events

PFW with supplemental'documentation of the unique fire related aspects of tne arelysis provided as necessary.

Although the onmll evaluation process is the same.:there are differences in the events postulated to occur in response
to an internal fire event. as compared to those from,a traditional internal event. These unique features should be
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acco'unied for in a sound baseline fire risk analysis. 'I. c;.a;;.'iQ:."rcn cs betwceri a ~a i.iona i. m ~

and an internal fire aiialysis are as follove:

fW cl tg lti)})g/g~ ~ ~

Physical Plant Parti)ionIing - physical partitioning of the plant into fire analysis areas and zones

Equipment Identification and Mapping - id ntificytiop ofplaIit components not typically considered in an

inter'vents aralysis, including in particular elect icaI poiver. instrunientation. and control pabIes. Iind the,

mapping of such cquipmeni to specific locations,,

Fire Source Ideritification and Justification - identification ofignition sources and quantificatiori of their

frequency

Fire Growth andi Sp'read Qvantification -,determintitiop of~fire, grov Q and spread

Fire Dainage Assessment - the assessment offire-ind ced daitiage to plant equipment

Fire Detection'and Suppression - determination of the effectiveness offire detection and suppression

~ Human Intervention and Plaht Reooveiy - identification of'th<, impact ofa fire event on the possibility and,

likelihood ofpost-fire human actions (iincluding the iinpact ofcontradictory or failed indication).

The major analysis elements described in Section 2. I for a traditional internal events analysis are also applicable to

an internal fire analysis. Difierences that arise come from the fact that 'the fire,analysis has to ac"ount for the effects

of the fire and should provide fair the specific treatment of the actual fire phenomena associated wig the postulated
fire event as presented a'bove. A fire arialysis generally co>isits o(~ pres:;

initial area screening

secondary area screening, and

detailed analysis.

The initial area screetung ipha e of the arialysis identifies the limited subset of plant fire areas which should be

considered for mme detailed analysis. This initial screen'ing is based ari consideration of thg ~turq of the

components/systertu located within a fiire area without specific consideration of the phenomena involved in the fire
giouN and'damage proamse». The components located within a given fire area are identified and the impact of their

failures o'ri plant systems are assessed to detemurie the potential for a fu;e in the fire area to represent pn jutiyting
event.

The secondary are:i screening phase is then applied to fiiither refine the, areas requiring detailed quantification by
inclusion ofa rudimentaiy tr'eatinent ofthe fire phenomena. Ihip secondary, screening process may be performed at
progressive levels of detail. Initially, the secondary screening analysis includes a,high estimate of the total fire
fiequency 6om all fire souices itt a paiticular area, with th» further assumption that all fires would ~reset jx damage
to al) equipment in the affected area with a probability of I.O. L" the resulting fire risk estimate fels Peloiw the
specified truncation value, then the area requires no further consideration. Ifan area cannot be truncated on this ~basis.

then fiirtherscreening can be applied iriwhich low estimates waif fire intervention'factors are introduced. However, as

the analysis becomes more refinetI, the level ofdetail cotisi4erg should also bneme more re6ne4, reisulting in tihe

"blurring" ofthe "live"between a secondary scnxning analysis'~d,a detailed ~ quantification (see ne)tt ptttagraph
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For example, ifsome credit for successful fire suppression'efore critical fire damage is to be given, then, the analysis

should include consideration ofphysical factors. which might make it unrealistic to assume. that-intervention would be

successful. A typical example ofthis would be a case in which a critical cable was located directly above an energetic

potential fire source such as a switchgear cabinet such that ifthe fire were.to be ignited', then damage would occur in

a very short time.

For the subset of fire areas which survive the initial and secondary screening phases of, ~he.ana y is. c, ~J:e.anal sis. a detailed,

quantification ofthe fire risk, for each fire source postulated to exist in that fire area's performed. C~nera y,. C~nerall at this

point in the analysis, the fire areas defined in the screening analyses are further. partitioned into fire zones for detailed

qilailtification. This partitioning essentially results in the definition ofwhat specific components are:considered to be

threatened by a fire event.

As part o'feach phase in a fire PRA, the potential effects ofa fire within a single fue area or zone and,the effects of
inter~ and inter-zonal considerations (i.e., the effects ofmultiple . =- arms or fue zones in combination to represent

significant contributors to firrisk) are detennin d. The assessment of the potential that a fire in one fire area or zone

might impact equipment in an adjacent fire area or zone is particularly important for the high'hazard fire areas (in
which a fire might threaten even'a three-hour rated boundary), zones bounded by fire barriers of less than three-nour

rating, and fire areas or zones separated'by active fire.barrier elements.(such, as normally open fire doors, water

curtains, ventilation dampers, etc.). Consideration should be given to the likelihood'tharfue barrie,penetration seals

might fai.'nder certain gyes offire conditions (such as larger fires or fires immediately proximate to the seals);

Within each of the assessment phases, the fire-specific differences between a traditional internal events analysis and

an internal fire analysis should be dealt with. The level'ofdetail applied to!he assessment ofeach of these specific
differences depends largely on the phase of the fire analysis. That is, the screening phases may include only a

rudimentar~" treatment ot certain differences, whereas the detailed'quantification phase will require a specific and

comprehensive treatment of each difference. Attributes for each specific difference are presented-in the following
sections. hi addition. fiie~que attributes for each of the PRA analytical tasks identified in Section 2.'1 are. provided.

2.3.1 Considerations for the Baseline PRA

This section provides the attributes ofa detailed fire PRA that could be utilized as the base model in,tne evaluation
ofa CL'B modification. The fire-specific aspects of the PRA are discussed as well as the interfaces with the internal
event PRA models.

23.1.1 Defining Fire Areas or Fire Zones

Since the physical partitioning of the plant effectively define which components and systems will be considered

simultaneously vulnerable to a common fire event (with the exception of the final inter-area or inter-zonal fire analysis

stage), the panitioning process significantly impacts the final analysis results.

~i termsfir arec and ~ire zone are widely used in fire,risk assessment and are also recognized terms with specific
definitions in the context offire protection. Afire.area is generally defined in the fire protection context as a physical
region which is fullybounded by three+our rated fire barrier sys:ems (as certified by the ASTM E119 fire performance

test). The, above traditional fire protection, community definition of a fire area is consistently applied in fire risk
analyses, but it should be recognized that the term fire zone can represent many different levels ofphysical separation.
That is, the termfire zone has a more Qexible and judgmental definition. and is generally associated with any physical
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re 'on bounded by lesser fur bamer elements. In some cases, "ire zoni~ "m ie <'.<.im,.b '<.iuv4 m risk assessments as regions

wit no p ., considered <a xe resent the physical limits ofwith no specific physical bound uy element which are nonetheless ccinsi: p
- ar ted b floor/ceilirigs with open

d f
'nfl f f -in that region. For example, a multi-level fire,area s:para e y

'ent hatches might be defined for the ptutposes ofanalysis as several separate fire zones espi e P p

an open pathway between the zones. Similarly, a physica) region, oftwenty feet o
'

4 f'< iq» ti e l»n<> or ~ fir» zone d'~spi't» th» lackcombustib cs 'an Appendix R prov isl'on) ~ be ci:c as, c:,'...'.

of anv phvsical barner bet<veen adja<xnt fire zones. Since there is flexibiliw
''
in the definition ofa fire'z<ine. a ire

'nalysisshould define each fire zone identified and used in )he inalvsis.

With respect to the three analysis phases identified above, a fire P/M <~ use tJ:e
'

ptJ: foll<mut artifioning process:

~ hitiaf aiea screening is based on the consideration offue areas as tra i
'd'tionall defined in the fire,protection

context. Fire zones, as used in fire risk assessments. are not use .d.

Secondary arm s~ung is hutially bmei on'the use fire a-..~. As ttie screening becomes progressively more

detailed, the use offire zones b<mmes acceptable p lqng ps such use is supp .. y pG .A b s ecific and detailed

consideration of the fire phenomena involved. (NOTTE; This is generally inconsistent with the ititent of, the

screening process. but is acceptable ifall relevant fire phenoriiena are, considered.)

Detailed area quantification is based on the use offire areas or fire zones, which<'ver is appropriate.

L3.1.2 Equipment Idcntif~icatiion and Mapping

The critical plant slstems and coittponents of interest to, the anatysi~ should be identified. This is generally basg on

an examination of the risk important systems considered in, the, traditional internal events analysis descri

S '. l supplemented by consideration of fire-related plant d<gurnentatiain such as the p/pt 8<ppen 'x

.submiual, and verified by plant imlkdowns. Consideration ofonly the plant Appendix R systems is n a q
'f PRA, El tri l cables (power, irtstnunentation, and control) for all systems an<

components should be included m this assessment. After identtijing the equipment, the location(~) of ea<: o e

nents identified should be traced to sp<xific plant locations. This step can involve multiple Ieve)s of etail. For
le for the oses of initial screening, mapping a piece of equipment to a sp<x: ic, area i~

s~tc'ary,

ma in to flre area» or fire zones is wtirraiited. In contrast, detailed quantifi,
zo'rie fire risk requires that the equipment be mapped to very specifir> lor>ations within the fire area or zone,. 's is

because the area ofinfluence ofmost fir<w'illbe limited to a subset of the fire area or zone, and ecarte Pe projmiN
of the critical equipment to the fire source willdirectly and profoundly impact the timing ofequipment dainage.

X3.16 Fire Source Identification aud QuantiAcation

The fire analysis should both identify possible fire sources in a given plant location, and quantify the &equency with
which each of those fire source might iiutiate a fire event. Thjs uicludes both fixed fire.sources (pumps, motors.
el~a'al panels, s<vitchgear transf<xrncm, fuel and oil storage mgia, hot pipes such as diesel generator j:xh~ust pipes,

cal bl tc.) and transient sourc<m (trash. maintenaiice acti~@ties including equipment and suppliCs, <'ources

ofliquid or gaseous flammable material leaki, short terna storage it<ms, long term storage items, etc, e

data base is apically used tai support th'is part ofthe analysis. In genera . a yl fire anal sis considers all possible fire
sources. Consideration of only the single most signtf<cnit or largest fire source in a given area is not g<:nerally

considered an adequate biasis for the analysis. This is because, the fire threat is a combination ofseveral factors
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the largest or most significant perceived fire.threat may not'.,'in fact, represent the bounding condition in the
context'f

fire risk.

23.1.4 Fire Growth and Spread Quantification

The Gte analysis should also quantify the potential for an initial fire source to both groiv within the limits of that initial
f"e so- " "".d for ~J. Gre!o s r ~d to other n~~~bv'flammab!e materials by considering the maximum credible zizz

(both the intensity and physical extent) associated, with the initial source and the potential for.diat fire source to tyutc
other nearby materials. The analysis ofGre growth within the initial fire source may be'based on either a fire computer

model or on available test data. but the analysis offire spread to other nearby materials requires the application ofa

proven fire growth computer model ofsome type.

23.18 Fire Damage Analysis

B 'n the fire growth analysis, a prediction is made as to 'iow the fire will impact the environment surrounding the

critical components of interest and in turn how that environmen,will impact the operabilit of those components. In

a Gre PRA. the timing ofequipment damage is one of the two most critical factors to be determined (the second is fire
dete tion and suppression,.discussed in the next section below). In order to pass beyond the initial.screening steps

to final quantification, the analysis should consider not only ifdamage mll likely occur, but also, the time. interval

between ignition ofthe fire and the onset ofequipment damage. This process should include the identification of.both,

the modes or mechanisms offire damage (typically simple heating of the component but also potentially including
smoke deposition) and the threshold exposure-associated with the onset of equipment damage (such as damage

temperature).

23.1,6 Fire Detection and Suppression

In general, the quantification offire risk involves an assessment of the competing process offire growth and damage

behavior and that ofGie intmmtion through detection and suppression (utiiess it is judged that time to damage is very

short). The analysis offire detection and suppression, including the timing of these intervention mechanisms, is the

second ofthe twe most critical factors associated with a fire risk analysis. This is a multi-path process which should
include consideration ofboth fixed systems and manual'intervention (both the detection and suppression events may
involve actions by either fixed'fire protection systems or plant personnel). The detection and suppression analyses

should be linked (detection alone is largely worthless without suppression, but suppression should be predicated on

Gte detection unless fire self extinguishment is postulated), and the fire damage and fire intervention analyses should

be performed on a consistent basis because comparison offire damage times to fire.intervention times is the ultimate
driving force for the risk quantification. Hence, botli parts of the analysis should be based on consistent treatment of
the relevant fire phenomena.

h addition to the potential for the Gie itselfto damage the cniical equipment of interest, a fire analysis should consider

the possibility that application of fire suppressants (e.g„water, Halon, or Carbon Dioxide) might also lead to

supplemental quipment damage. This aspect of the analysis requires consideration ofboth the potential effects of
the Gxed Gie suppression systems and the possible intervention by fire fighting personnel. The most difficultaspect

of this analysis apically involves the manual intervention aspects. This is because the analysis should include
consideration offire Gghting access routes, the potential for the build-up ofa dense smoke layer (which would increase

the likelihood ofmisdirected water sprays), and the level of training and pre-fire planning provided to the fire fighting
personnel.
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23.1.7 Human Intcrycntinii and'Plant Recovery

The final step in quan'tification involves an assessment of~hut!ian,inte'pentiori and plant recovery following the fir
event by using the same process as that used in the traditional internal pvetits analysis, The impact of the fire on the

level ofoperator stress, and hence, the likelihood that operators might make mistakes in the recovery process, should

be considered. Second. the pre.sencc ot a fire in a given

abaca

js generally,asslimqd to prevent plant pepotuiel from

taking recovery actions which require access to or through t!ie affcctcd fire area until well aAer the fire has bccn

emmy~'st. Ifoperator inhiaied repairs (rewoven) ofequipmcnt dairiagcd in a fire is coiuidci~d. tiienjiusti'fictio
should be provided that demonstrates the opia. tots ability to inake the repairs. This anatvsis shoul/ alamo i)elude a „

careful examinatio'n of the plant's alternate. shutdown capability for, certain, plant fire scenarios (typicallly those

in'volving the main control room or ciiblc spreading rooms). This aspect of the analysis includes the consideration of
potential fire-induced failuna,which might not be evident at the remote shutdown station(s), and the level ufplant

equipment and systems control which is: available outside the lnaui coptro/ ropm.,

23.1.8 Fire N«Jc]l Development and Quantiificatlon

The following paragraphs idei tify the unique fire analysis attributes associated. with the PRA and quantification
modification of the internal events models for use in the fige ately~is.

Initiating Events

A

1hc same set ofinitiating events identified in the traditional, internal events analysis are considered in thc internal fire
analysis..For example, ifLGCAs are considered, then fire-induced LQCAs (i.e., spurious valve openings) should be
considered. Initiating events that caimot be caused by a first;inPucql equipmeiit failure, or by potential operator
responses to a fire event„can be eliminated. Note, for exainple, that even though fire-induced equipment damage ui
a given fire area or zone mifp~t not directly lead to an initiating event„the ana'lysis should consider the potential
operators might take actions on a prei'eiitative basis to shut down the plant in the event ofa significant fire, and tha

the postulated fire might render sife shutdown systems inoperable or unavailable. Fire-induced initiators that require
fires in two noncontiguous fire areas ceui be eliminated f'rom the analysis.

Accident Sequence Anerlysi's

The analysis should include a specific treatment of each of the specific fire scenario differences ~high have~ been

discussed in Sections 2.3.1. l t!irough 2.3.1.7. In addition. any fire-tuque dependencies should be considered.

Systems-Analysis

The fire PRA should include «xinsideration ofspatial depentiencies for Qe following

cables (e.g., Iiower, insnmentation, and control)—the location ofthe cables both to and through the fire
areaslzoma,

all other componerits vullnerable to fire-induced damage or failure (e.g., pumps, valves actuptorp, qiotors,
switches, and electrical panels),
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components not adnerable lo fire-induced damage or failure niay bc cliniinateiI from thc analysis (c.g., large

piping is not apically included in'fire risk analyses).

Fire-induced system dependencies should be considered in a fire PRA. In particular. the analysis should consider

the potential forcommonmuse failuie ofmultiple components/systems due to the effects ofa given fire. This potential

is unique f-.om-a traditional internal cvcnts analysis bouse the effects of a fire (e.g., heat a'nd,smoke) can travel

quickly throughout a given fire area or zone. and'can also extend beyond the'limits ofa single fire area or zone under

circumstances. EITx5 wfuch shoiud be audicsscd incluiic. anion:, suppression agent cuccts. and tell'Ipcrarurc.

Ifany ofthese can affect the performaiice ofa compoiient, then their impact should be considered. The fire PRA should

also include consideration ofdirect thermal heating, ofcomponents due.to convective and radiative heating oftarget

by the fire.

For power and control cab! es, fire PRA should include some consideration of the three recognized potential failure

modes; namely, conductor-to-ground shorts.(which might result in simple loss of function or power bus failure),
conductor~nductor shorting within a multiconductor cable (wtuch might simulate the effects ofa switch closing
or cause a shorting ofa poem supply bus), and conductorcoconductor shorting between adjacent cables (which might
cause spurious operation ofplant equipment, or cause destructive voltages to be applied to a lower voltage system).

Each mode should be considered, and screening offailure modes is based on physical proximity and systems impact
considerations.

Fire Modeling

Lessons learned &om previous fire.PRA studies indicate that caution should be exercised in are, such as:
I

a

Selection ofcable ignition and damage criteria,

Credit taken'for in~binet smoke detection,

Performance shaping factors associated with emergency HEPs, especially in a degraded environment caused

by fire,

Modeling of initiation and effectiveness ofautomatic suppression. and

When "FIVE" is used to address NRC-mandated enhancements such as additional fire initiating events,

proper consideration of certain passive components. thermal damage-thresholds, self-ignited cable fires,

earthquake induced fires, and containment fires.

'A potentially important mode of fire damage not usually included in a,typical fire PRA is smoke damage. As
research is this area maturcs, failures associated with smoke should be included'in a the fire analysis.
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2 Level 1 PRA Modeling for Fu)lpower Operations.

Data Analysis

Current sources offire data should be used to sIipport the fire analysis. A baseline PRA should: 0
consider industtv wide experience with Bayesian.updating based on plant-spccifiic experience when estimating

fire &equency.

use a current statewf-thc-art fire'growth code to determine the impact offire propagation, and

include a quan'tification ofuncertainty associated ~Q all,critical,,input values.

Human ReliabilityAnalysis PARA)

e specifically justified. on the basis ofavailable repair items

ossjibility tliat rpanlial pire detection and suppression, are one

firc de]ection and suppression should include cotisiperalion,

repaired as a part ofthe short-tenn fu e recoveiy should b
and plant procedures. A fire PK 4 should consider the p
possible path to fire intervention. The, potential for manual

of the following issues:

ln ~ 'fire,analysis, the iinpact of a fire on the operator's ability to, petforrn actions should be iiicluded in, the

identification and selection ofthe human actions. 1n particular. the!.".pact ofa'fire on human stress levels and human

reliabiTityshould be included in the BRA analysis. Further. the analysis should include uie consideration ofhow the

fire event might impact faulty indicatioris, and operator actions which require access.to or through t'Iie aP'ec)ed (ire,
area (generally credit should not be given to such actions until well afier the fire is presumed to be fullysuppressed
due to heat and smoke buildup and other related factors). The presumption that fire damaged equipment can be

Detection:

the nature of the fire event (human caused or equipment failure related),

for general plant areas, who is there, when are they there, and how frequently. are. they, there (occupancy
factors). and.

for the main, control room. tike configuration of the comrol rooin, iis ventilation system, and iti particular, the

configuration of'the ventilation systan's return air handlIng Pu~ (whicIi might significantly unpact the timing
ofmanual detection).

Suppression:

who is on the fire br'igade (operatprs. secur.ty staB;. health, safety, general maintenance, staff, etc.), their
training, their equ'ipment. and their experience facing actual, fire situations,

the time required for tnanual suppression (inJ>idit.,g initial resporise time as a funcoon,of mn'., time to
assemble and equip, an effective fire fighting team,, tinie to asse-s the fire situation, an( tittie to actually
suppress the fire)„and

collateral dainage caused by application ol'suppiessant agents, eveti ifdirect fire-induced, dalttage was

successfully nutigated.
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2 Level 'l PRA,Modeling for Fullpower Operations

2.3.2 Application Impact Considerations

In general, all application impact considerations identified in Section 2.1, are applicable for the internal events model

used in the fire analysis. In addition, a proposed CLB change can impact the fire-specific portions of the analysis. For

example. ifan application has thc potential ofincreasing the failure probability associated mth a motor operated valve.

then anv screening performed as part of the baseline fire analysis should be reexamined to determine N hat impact the

new failure probability has on the screened sequences.

Specific factors which should, be reviewed for each application include:

~ The appropriateness ofthe fire zones and area definitions used, in the analysis and corresponding equipment

mapping.

The potential for the introduction ofa new fire source <or conversely, the eliinination ofa fire source).

The potential for a change in the fire groin and propagation potential.

The potential for a change in thc fire damage potentia! ofequipment.

Changes in the fire PRA model including the potential for diFerent initiating events, additional spatial failure
modes required in the system fault trees, and modified human event error probabilities;

2.3.3 Interface with Other Tasks

In general, the interfiices identified in Section 2.1, are also applicable here. Moreover, the applicable Level I internal

events logic models should be identified and'modified'to account for fire induced damage. Fire induced accident

scenarios are assigned to.plant damage states similar to those used in the conventional internal event analysis.

In addition. the follovmg interfaces among fire-specific analysis tasks should be considered:

the fire area and zone definitions willbe used to identify the components can be aFected by a fire,

the aFected components will impact the development ofthe system models,

the fire source-identification and quantification results. wilt impact the initiating event identification and
quantification'task,

results from the fire growth and. spread task. the fire damage assessment task, and the fire detection and

suppression task will impact the final sequenc quantification, and

r
information &om the fire yo~N and spread task and fire damage assessment task willinfluence the human
reliabilit. analysis task.

2.3.4 Documentation

In addifion to the information normally documented in a traditional internal events analysis. the following information
should be reported in a fire PRA:
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2 Level 1 PRA Modeling for Pullpower Operations

A discussion of,how the su'b-set ol'initiating events relevant to the fire analysis was aevelopea. ana in

particular, ho iv'the internal events set was screened for,relevanj~ t<'> fir'e.

. A list or, general descriptiion of the irdonnation usedi to develop the fire, area/zone locations.,

A description of thc process used to iden!ify th fire areas/zones.

A list and description nf thc identified fire woeas/zones.

A list of the cables and components considered in tl>e analysis.

A mapping ofrisk important, components and systems to fire areas or zones

Justification for my!>pstem or component/cable for, which location infpnnation was not provIdetI.

A list ofany data bases, experimental results, plant procedures. plant experience, or analysis, tools (such as

fire computer mcdels or correlations) used to suppqn epch step of the, fire phenomena analysis.

A list of (and justification for) the specific parameter values associated with the analysis of specific fire
scenario factors.

A list ofthe critical inputs and outputs associated viP eItch ~cerIario analncd in a format sufFi cient to allow
independent Verification of the analysis results and m a level ofdetaiil apIpropriate to the stage pf tI>e aItaly'sis

under consideration (e.g... screening, versus detail'ed quantification).

Aspecific discussion ofliow the KNoperator recovery, analysis vras "t;ustomized" or "-modified" to account
for the unique condiitioris ofa fire event. including how manu!!1 fiIwd~,tcction and suppression factors were
incorporated into the quantification of the fire growth. damage and intervention models.

Results &om the initial scr'eening. secondary screening (ifItpplied), and detailed quantification s(ages of the

analysis.
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3. INTERNALEVEY)l LEVEL2 PI& RIOTER PI.]'L1 POWER OPERATIONS

This chapter provide attributes for performiiig a Level 2,probgbil|stiq risg assessment (PRA) ofa plantIopqratipg pt

full popover. A Level 2 PRA evaluates containment response to severe accidents anc'I determines the magnitude an)

timing ofthe radionuclide release &om containment. Consequently.: those PRA ap plicat:ions that deal isith,'containtnen't

peiformance obviously need,' Level 2 analysis as described in thip chapter. A Level 2 analysis is allso gee(ed jfthe

application requires that u nuinerical value for thc fircquenv, of'a pal'ilculaf release be d'tcfnllndd, 'Flnasli.''

particular PRA application requires estimates, of offsite consequences hand integrated risk. as. for-example. in the

mlculation ofth" L' nuclear Rcculatory Commis. ion ihlRC), S few Go.pl Qu ntitative'He lth Qbiectives iQHOs),

then a Level 2 PRA coupled witlh a IL.evel 3 PRA is needed. Accidents initiated by internal events including interna'l

fires and floods are ad&ssed in the following section. Accident itutiated by various external events are addressed in

Chapter 5.

The primary objectin ofthe Level 2 potion ofa PRA is to characterize the potential. for,. and the magnitude and timing

of. a release of radioactive material to the enrirorunent given the occurrence ofan accident that results in sufficient

damage to the core to cause the, release of radioactive material from fuel. To satisfy this objective. a quality Level 2

PRA is comprised of three major parts:

~ A quality Level / PRA. ivhich provides information reyuding the accidi:nt sequences to be examined end their

&equency. The attributes for performing t'e ana!~ sesiassociated ~ivith this aspect ofa PRA are described in

Chapter 2 and are not discussed fitrther here.

sequences identified from the Level l analysis.
I

A quantitative charocreri=ation ofrncfio!ogical re

sequences which breach the containment pressure

lease to the environment 'that would result &om accident

boundary.

A struciured and corhprehexu;ive evaluation of courainmenr perfornzanc'e in response to the accident

A detailed description of t!Ite atmbutes for conducting the technical analyses associated with each part is provided

below''.

the state of knowledge regarding containment performan

containment'perfonnance should be performed in a:manner

severe accident behavio. the resulting challenges to con

withstand various cha!,lenges. The potential:for a release

conditional probability ofcontainrne'nt failure (or bypass)

Level l PRA analysis) that proceed to core damage.

ce limits is imprecise. Therefore, an assessment of
thai explicitly considers uncertainties in the knowledge of
taimnent integrity,i and the capacity of the contaimnent to

to, the: eni~onment.is eyically expressed in tenms of the

for the spectrum ofaccident sequences (determined &om

The current state ofknowledge regarding many aspects ofsevere acciident progression and (albeit to a.lesser extent)

In addition to estimating the probability of a release to the enimonment. the Level 2 portion of a.PRA should

characterize the resulting radiological release to the environmen iin terms of the tnayutude of the cere invehtom that

is released; &nba ofthe re!use and other attributes important to an assessment of~offsit.. accident conseqIuences. This

information provides (l) a quantitatii e sel with which th0 relative'seIverilty Ofvarious accider.'. sequences can be

ranked and (2) represents the 'source term'or a quantitative evaluation ofoffs'ite consequences (i.e.. health effects.

property damage. etc.),ivhiich are estimated in the Level 3 portion ofa FRA.

0
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3 Internal Event L'evel 2 PRA for Full Popover Operation.

In the descnption of the Levei 2 PRA beiosv. empnasis is piaced on tne I'evei oj'a'crau associated.vvith'the ma~or

elements of a Level 2 analysis. rather than the specific techniques used to conduct the analysis. This approach is

emphasized because several different methods can be used to calculate the probabilistic aspects ofsevere accident

behavior and containment performance. The most,conunon methods are those that use event- and/or fault-tree iogic

structures: however. other techniques can also, be used. Furtlicr. the specific methods of quantifying similar logic

suuctures can differ &ont one study to another . In principle. an. of tliese nietliods can bc considered adequate proi ic(ril

it encompasses thc level ot'detail described below.

As indicated above. the tivo major products ofa Level 2 pRA are (I) the conditional probability ofcontainment failure

or bypass for accident senuences that proceed to core damage and (2) a characterization ofthe radiological source term

to the eni~nment for each sequence resulting in containment failure or bypass. Although the analyses conducted to

generate these products are closely coupled. the characteristics of the analysis to generate them are best described

separately. Hence. characteristics ofa probabilistic evaluation ofcontainment performance are described in Section

3. I: characterist..~,of the accompanying estimates ofradionucli'3e release are described in Section 3.2.

3.1 Evaluation of Containment Performance

Although the specific analysis tasks vrithin various Level 2 PRAs may be organized differently. the follow g three

critical'elements are included:
P

An assessment of the range of challenges to containment integrity (i.e.. determination of possible failure

mechanisms,and range ofstructural loads):

Characterization ofthe capacity of the containment to withstand challenges.(i.e.. determination ofperformance

limits): and,

A process oforganizing and integrating the uncertainties associated mth these tao evaluations to generate

an estimate of the conditional probability that containment vvould fail (or be bypassed) for a given accident

sequence.

Attributes for developing each of these elements are described below.

3.1.1 Assessment of Challenges to Containment Integrity

The primary objective of this element of a.Level 2 PRA is to cliaracterize the tvye and severity of challenges to

containment integrity that may arise during postulated severe accidents. An analysis to determine these characteristics

acknowledges the dependence ofcontainment response on details of the accident sequence. Therefore. a critical first
step is de.eloping a structured process for defining the specific accident conditions to be examined. Attributes for
determining ivMch ofthe many accident sequences generated by Level I PRA analysis should be further examined for
impact or. containment are defined in t~vo paits:

I. Attributes for reducing the large number of accident sequences developed for Level I PRA analysis to a

practical number for detailed Level 2 analysis.,and

Attributes for performing and coupling the assessment ofcontainment system performance (i:e.. reliability
analysis) vith Level I accident sequence analyses.
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... mal Event Level 2 PRA for Fulll Poiver Operations

5 l.l.l Defining the A«;c'.ident >e<tueneI:1 tv be A55eMe J

The primary purpose ofLevel, I PRA analysis is to identify the speciiftc combinations ofsystem or component failures

(i.e.. accident sequence cutsets) that ivould alloiv <<re damage to <@cur. (Jnforturiately. the number ofcutsets generated

,by a Level 1 analysis is very I'arge (nyically greater than 10.000). It is irnpracti<ml to evaluate severe yccigent

progression and resulting contaimi:ent loads for each of these cutsets, As a result. the common practice: is to g, o p

the Level I cutsets into a sufl,iciemly'mall number of Plattt Dpmqge states (PDSs)'o afloiv a practical, asscssnicnt

ul tlie ch«<lleua!ei t<) «:nnuuun«.'nl n<ieg!nil lesulillllg! l<vnl dl«'ull spe<'ilulll ol uccldelllL beau«.'<<ee~.

Considerations for the Baseline PRA

Anv characteristic ofthe plant ~pomz to a given initiating event that would influence either subsequent containment

response or the resulting radionuclide source term to the enviironment would be represented as an attribute in (Ae PDS

binning scheme. Thiese chaizcteristics include:

The status afsvstems that have the capacity to inject ivate. to either the reartar vessel ar the cantpinmenr
cavin (or diywellped< ctal). Defining system status simply as -failed" or operating" is not sufficient, in a

Level 2 analysis. Loiv-pressure injection systems noway 'tie available but not operating at ate onset ofporc;

damage because they are dead-headed'i.e.. reactor vessel pre.,sure is above their shutoF head.) Such states

are distinmtished from los-pressure injection 'failed'o account for, the, capability ofdead-headed systems

to discharge after reactor vessel failure (i.e.. providing a mechanism for flooding the reactor caviry).

The status afsysten~ that provide hear remova! fr'om'the'reactor vessel or containment. Careful attention

should be paid to the interactions bet!veen such systetns and coolant injection systems. For example,

limitations in the capabilir<, for dual-function systems such as the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system ii
most boiling water reactors (BWRs) (which provides pumping capacity for low-pressure coolant injection
(LPCI) and heat removal for suppression poOl c<)olit)g) photlld be properly accounted for.

Recoverabilin ~ of failed svstems after the onset~ ofcore damage., Typical recovery actions include
restoration of

alternating

current (AC) power to active component's andi alignment ofnon-safety-grade systems
to provide (Iow-pressure) coolant injection to the reactor vessel or to operate containment sprays. Constraints
on recoverability (suc'h as no credit for repair oflfailed Itardpm<;) are defined in a manner that is cpnsijstetit
with recovery analysis in the Level I PRA.

~ Theinterdependence af various systems Jor successfttl operation. For example. ifsuccessful opqratiion of
a LPCI system is necessary to provide adequate suction pressure for successful operation ofa lugh-pressure
coolant inj«ection {IVCI)systeni. f'iiiureofthe low;pressure syytetr< (by any mechanism) autotnaticaily renders
the high-pi essure system unavailable. This information tnay only be indirectly available in the results of the

Level I analysis. but should be eiylicitlyrepresented in the PDS attributes ifrecovery os'the~ Iov;-pressure
system {airier the «onset ofcore dzunage) is modeled.i

S=veral subtle aspects of the mapping ofaccident sequence cutsets front the Level 1 analysis to the PDSs used a~ inpu'.
to a Level 2 analy. is should be noted at this point.

b

The entire core damage. &equency (CDF) generated by the I.evel 1 analysis is carried fot~imd into th
definition of the PDSs ivhich are the, entry points to th. Level 2 analysis. A minimum ('cutwfI') &eque
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3 Internal Event Lcvcl 2 PRA for Full Popover Operations

is not detined as a means of scrcemng out 'less-tntportant'ccident sequences. Tne oo)ective is io aiioa tiie

risk contribution from loiv-frequency/highwonscquencc accident sequences to be captured.

The mapping from th Level I analysis to the PDSs is performed at the cutset level. not the accident sequence

level.

For some accident sequences. the status ofall systems may not be dctermmed from the sequence cutsets. 1 or

example. ifthe success criteria for a large brcak losswf~lant accident (LOCA) in a pressurized tvatcr

reactor (PWR) require successful accumulator operation. the large L'OCA sequence cutsets involving failure

ofall accumulators irillcontain no information about the status ofother coolant injection systems. Realistic

resolution of the status of such systems. hotvever. often provides a mechanism for representing accident

sequences that are arrested before substantial core damage and radionuclide release occurs. In a, Level 2

analysis. these systems are not simply assumed to operate as designed. Their failure frequencies are estimated

in a manner that preserves relent support system depentlc::;les. These are then numerically combined ivith

the sequence outset frequencies from the Level I analyst is.

Application Impact Considerations

It is possible that a particular change to a plant's current licensing basis (CLB) may affeet t e ivay in ivhich accident

sequences are binned into PDSs. For instance. if the proposed change involves the operability of a particular

containment system. this could influence the manner in ivhich the system is accounted for in the PDS attributes.

'nterfaces Nith Other Tasl's

This task provides the int rface beacon the accident sequences identified by the CDF analysis and the subsequent

accident progression analysis. The large number ofcutsets generated by the Level I analysis is reduced to a practical

number ofPDSs iiMchserve as the starting point for the Level 2 analysis. This task is a crucial step in assuring that

the accident sequences are correctly characterized in terms ofcontainment performance and radionuclide release.

Documentation

In general. sufficieni information should be provided in the documentation to allosv an independent analyst to

reproduce the results. At a minimum. the following should be provided:

a thorough description of the procedure used to group (bin) individual accident cutsets into PDSs. or other

reduced set ofaccident scenarios for detailed Level 2 analysis.

a listing of the specific attributes or rules used to group cutsets. and

~ a listing and/or computerized database providing cross reference for cutsets to PDSs and mce versa.

3.1.1.2 Assessment of Containment System Performance

The reliabilityofsystems ivhose primary function is to maintain containment integrity during accident conditions are

not alNays completely incorporated in the accident sequence analysis performed by Level I PRA. Such systems.may

include containment isolation. fan coolers. distributed contamment sprays. and hydrogen igniters. Neglecting these
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3 I>vi:i>nal lEvem Levell'2 PRA for Full Poivel'Opera'~ions

~i>ten» (or a sunplificd rep>usenu>t>c>n oi 0>en>y ui >.cici i a»ai»~c.'~ >s cv>>u>>c>n p>uence t>ccau~c >I>eu c>pe>ul>v» >oui

not play any role in preventing core damage following a post»lated cocci)ent, initiati>ig event. An assessmc,nt qf the

reliabilitvofthese svelte>r>s is., therefore. incorpo>zted in a Level 2 analysis to ascertain vvhether they vvoulld olperate as

designed to provide co:ntaimnent response during core damage aqcidpnts,.

Corisidcrations for the Br>scllnc PRA

Tiic mctiiods. scop: ar>d ieciuiieai ri or used tn cvaiuatc ilic rci>aniiiti,ofthc containment isolatio>t f>eat fen>olo:

systems are comparable to that used in the Level I analysis ofoti>er froptlir~e Systc;ms (refer to Chapter 2). Fault tree

models (or other techniiques) for esti>r>aung failure probabililtiesl arel deil'eloped,and linked directly to the accident

sequence models from the Level I PRA. This linkage is neqessa>y to prope'rly capture the important influence of
mutual dependencies bet>veen failure mechanisms for contairiment systems and',other systems. Obvious example~

include support sistern dependencies, such as elecaical popover. component cooling water. and instrumen'/col>aol ai~'.

0 >'-. dependencies that need to be represented in a manner consistent with the Level I system models. however. are

more subtle. For examlple.

Indirect failure ofcontainment safety s>ystems due to harsh erivironmental conditions'(resulting from failure

of a suppon!ystem) should be represented in the assessment nf contaiiunent system relinbilip. One

important e~>pie is failure ofreactor or auxiliary. building room cooling causing the fa>lure ofqonlainlnerlt

systems due to high ainbient temperatures.

The impact ofcunt tinment sistern operation prior to tI>e onset ofcore damage should be accouriled (or ip the

evaluation of!istem operability t>fter the onset ofcore damage.

The human rcliabili>i'nalysis associated ivith manual actuation of containment sv'stems (e.g.. hydrogen

igniters) should. take uito account operator performance during earlier s>ages ofan accident sequence. Thiis

analysis should follovv the same practices used in the Level, I at>alysis as described in Chapter,'.,

The long-term performance ofcontainment!items should also be evaluated although, the issues to bc considered may
differ substantially from tlnose listed above. Degmdatio» os the~ enyiror~>mel>t within which syste'ms are requi>red to
operate as an accident sequence plroceeds in tiime should be taken into acco>mt.,

In all cases. the assessment of failure probability forconta
limits rather than bounding (desigh basis or equipment q

inme»t sister>ts s'Pou')d bp based on realistic> pe<forrpan pe,,
ual jf>cation) criteria.

Application Impact Considerations

~s rated 'n the Introduction. the containment systems mai be incorporated t»to the PRA model in a rather simplified,
fashion. It is possible that a pMticular change to a plant's CLE3 nuiy alEect the, +my a containment syStem performs
or is operated. The modeling ofthis system should. therefore. be at a level ofdetail wluch can reflect this change iri.

performance or operation.

Ihterfaces with Other Tasks

The results 'from this task provide some of tine i>ifo!mation necess~ for thc quantification of the contai»n>ent event
trees. This task also interfaces vvith the system performance ev!alu»tio»s performed for the Level I analysis.
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Documentation

Documentation ofcontainment system performance assessments should include a description of information used to

develop containment systems'nalysis models and link them with other system reliabilitymodels. This documentation

should be prepared in the same manner as that generated in thc Level I analysis ofother systems (previously discussed

Chapter 2).

3.l.l.3 Evaluation oiSevere Accident Progression

Accident analysis codes [such as the Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) (Ref. '3.1) or'MELCOR (Ref. 3.2))

provide a framework within,which the evolution ofevents in a severe accident can be accounted for in an integrated

.fashion. Consequently. the. results of these calculations helically,provide a basis for estimating. the timing ofmajor

accident'events and for characterizing a range ofpotential containment loads.

gh code calculations aie a useful part ofan evaluatioi ofsevere accident progression..their results do not-form

the sole basis for characterizing challenges to containment integrity in a quality Level 2 ."RA. There are several

reasons for diis:

Many ofthe models embodied in severe accident analysis codes address highly uncertain'phenomena. In each

case. certain assumptions a'e made (either by the model developers or the code user) regarding controlling

physical processes and the appropriate formulation ofmodels that represent them. In some instances. the

importance of these assumptions can be tested gaia parametric analysis. However. the extent to ivhich the

results of any code calculation can be demonstrated to be robust in light of the numerous uncertainties

involved is severely limited by practical constraints of time and resources. Therefore. the assumptions

inherent in many code models remain untested.

~ None of the integral severe accident codes contain models to represent all accident phenomena of interest.

For example. models for certain hydrodynamic phenomena such as buoyant plumes. intra-volume natural

circulation..and gas-phase stratification..are,not represented in most integral computer codes; 'Similarly.

certain severe accident phenomena. such as dynamic fuel~lant interactions (i.e.. steam explosions) and

hydrogen detonations. are not represented.

It is simply impractical to perform an integral calculation for all severe accident sequences of interest.

As a result. the process ofevaluating severe accident progression involves a strategic blend ofplant-specific code

calculations. applications ofanalyses performed in other prior PRAs or severe accident studies. focused engineering

analyses ofparticular issues. and experimental data. The manner in which each of these sources of information are

used in a Level 2 PRA is described beloiv.

Considerations for the Baseline PRA

The following are used to determine the number of plant-specific calculations that ivould be performed-using an

integral code to support a Level 2 PRA:

~ At least. one integral'calculation (addressing thc complete time domain of severe accident progression) is

performed for each plant damage state. However. this may not be p~actical depending on the number ofplant
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<iulllugu bul<u> <<<.'<u<upc<< ><> < ol<iulu iv <I'i««oo<>'>acus)>«»> . ~ '. «<Unl'}nttun. "icuiations arc pci ~ c 1> u

address the dominant accident sequences (i,e.. those vvith the highest contribution to the tota'. core damage

.&Cqucncy). Calculations arc also pcrformcd to address scqucnces that,arc,anticipated to result in rclativcli

high radiological releases (e.g.. containment bypast scqnarIios).

ln addition to tllc calctllations of CI spcctriini of acci(lciil sequcllccs des>cribcd'above. scour'd scnsi«ziti

calculations are pcrlonned to em'nine lhe effect ofniajor uncertainties on calculated accident'behavior. For
'I

c'<antptc. iiiiUILipiuca<<.'uiaILloits oi a sUigiu suqu>al<v. UJ) piIl<h'Illcu ii< vp aiicji cqd>c iiipULpur«it>ic'aci's «>'c c>'ihnuc<.

to invesugate the effects ofaltematiye assumptions regarding the tunmg ofe<ochas ti" events, (such as opcraioi,
actions to restore water injection) or th'e models used to r'epresent uncertain:phenomena (sucIt as lhe size, of,
the opening m containment following overpressure failure). These. calculations provid inforImalionIthal is,
essential to the quantitative ch<aracterization ofuncertainty in the Level 2 probabilistic logic models (refer to

the discussion of lo<zic model development and assi!gnment ofprobabilities'beloiv).

Table 3.1 lists ph< U..nona that can occur during a core meltdo'I'i r licctIden!L and involve awtsiderable unc,"naInty, This,
list divas based on information in NLJREG-I 65 (Ref. 3.3)< NljRQG/QR4551 (Ref. 3.4) and other studies. It is

recogmzed that considerable dis "greement persists withIn tile technical conununity, regarding the mag'nitude (and, 'in

some cases. the specific sowce) ofupceruiinn; in several of the phenomena listed in Table 3.1. A major objective of
the panels assembled as part ofthe research progrun that culrmnated in NUREG-1150 (Ref. 3.5) divas t!o trynsl!ate I!he

range oftcchnical opinion!> ivithin the severe, accident research cqmtIjtuniity ipto a quantitative measure, ofuncertaiiaty

on specific technical issues. In a Level 2 PRA the results of this effort are used as gvTdance for defining the range of
values ofuncertain modeling parameters to be used in the sensitivity calcufations'described above.

Phenomena

Table 3.1,Severe accident phenomena

Characteristics of accident phenomena

0
Hydrogen generafl<on and

combustion
Enhanced steam generation i,'rom melt:debds relocation

~ Steam starvation caused by degraded fuel assembly ilo<vblockage
~ Cllad ballo<ming

' Recovery ofcoolant injection sgiems
~ Steam hydrogen distribution v<ithin containment
~ De.inc<ting duc io steam condensation or spray operation

Induced failure ol ihc reactor

coolallt system p<'essufc

boundary

~ Natural circulation liow patterns, within the reactor vessel upper plenum, hot legs. and

sleam generators
~ Creep'rup'lure oi',hot leg noules. pressuiizer surge linc. and steam generator U-tubes

Debris bed coolabilio: and co<>e-

cohcreic interactions

~ Debris spreading depth on the contaiinm<<nt flpor,
~ Crust forrnaiicm at debris bed suit'ace an<I effects on h<at transfer
~ Debr'is fragmentation and cooling upon contact with water pools
~ Stcam genera<ion and debris ou'dation

Fuel coolant intcractiions ~ Potential i'or d)adamic loads to bounding, structures
~ Hydrogen generation during meltwoolant inieraciion
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Table 3.1 Severe accident phenomena

Phenomena Characteristics of accident phenomena

Melt, debris ejection i'oliowing ~ Meltdebris state and compositinu iu the loner head

- X!o tc of!oner!>«ad t'ailur«

~ D:b;is dis icr~ aud h«ai '. a::i„'e. Io!!w~!!eh!eh.pressutc u)el~ «je«tiki

Shel! meh.!hrough t'ailure in

Mark! containments

~ Melt spreading dynamics
~ EAccts ofwater
~ Shell heat transtcr and t'ailurc mechanism

A funda.nental design objective of the integral severe accident analysis codes used to support,a Level 2 PRA

(e.g.. MAAP. MELCOR) is that they bc fast running. Efficient code operation is necessary to allotv sensitivity

calculations to be performed within a reasonably short time and ~vith minimal resources. One consequence of this

objective. however. is that many complex phenomena are modeled in a relatively simple manner or. in some cases. are

not represented at ali. Therefore. a Level 2 PRA addresses the inherent limitations of integral code calculations in ttvo

respects. First. the importance ofphenomena not represented by the integral codes are evaluuLed by some other mmes

(i.e.. eithci applicatic,n of specialized computational models or by comparison with experimental investigations).

Secondly. the effects ofmodeling simplifications are examined bv comparisons with mechanistic code calculations.

In summary. evaluating severe accident progression involves a complex process ofplant-specific sensitivity studies

using integral codes. mechanistic code calculations. use ofprior calculations. experimental data and expert judgement.

Examples of this process are given for each of the phenomena in Table 3.1 in the followingsections.

Hydrogen Generation and Combustion

Hydrogen phenomena nm identified in the NUREG-1150 study as an area where considerable uncertainty existed and.

hence. issues associated with hydrogen phenomena +me addressed bv NUREG-1150 panels. Since these expert panels

explicitlyconsidered the uncertainties associated with key phenomena and accounting for uncertainties in the initial

and boundary conditions, developed distributions that characterized these uncertainties. the information Rom these

panels provides a convenient and important framework for assessing uncertainties for this application.

The uncertainty in the amount 'ofhydrogen produced during the in-vessel phase ofa severe core damage accident was

addressed in the NUREG-1150 study by the In-Vessel Panel. Results.&om this panel are provided in

NUREG/CR I551. Volume 2. Part 1. for both PWRs and BWRs. In that report. distributions are provided for the

, percentage of in-vessel zirconium.that is oxidized.

Clearly. as evident by the NURFG-1150 disuibutions. there. is considerable uncertainty in the amount ofzirconium

oxidized in vessel and the use ofa single number. (foi example from a MELCOR or MAAP code calculation) is not

adequate. While these codes can all predict the amount ofhydrogen produced during an accident. the amounts that

they predict often i'ince they model the phenomena differently. Similarly. a series of sensitivity evaluations with

a single code is usually not sufficient to assess the uncertainties since tvyically a single code willnot include all of the

Dry. NUREG-1602 3-8
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IVlknVn5 Duo|i sl> uiVDi Llstl„IVilbllVl \lie III ~ wDDs, ~ ~ al ~ ~ ~ a avrclelauu phenolllcna. llisicau. a l RA.')ilvliidilviudc uivttavsiuvno su <s a nival~ d <city«
a

' .'tetd in the,in-vesselphascoftheaccident.characterize the uncertainty in the amount ofhydrogen geneIate t tIri ~

ena on the containment tverc addressed in rhcUncertainties in the impaci of hy<)rogen combustion phenoInen

NUREG-) ) 0 study by the Containment Loads Expert Panel. For PlVRs. hydrogen combustion is a mme <ignificant

th"n!t,i('n thc laruc iolunic containmcnis. ~ o..concern in the sniullcr voluni:.icc "on cnscr "or.tainr:ic,"„s t)...:, s

hydrogen combustion is typiica)ly only a concern for plants tt'itn i ar; thMark 1)l containments since both thc Mark I and

nale von>luclcu uuh uleulUu Iclaululi uuu~:.>)ark llcorltaillllients tire uiefled duling iloflllalopcfailoll alld past l RA's

d tIe ct mbusoon phenomena. at tlhe t.errand bullmost accident conditions. IHenix. the C:ont;munent Loads Pane) assessed

) (B%'R. Mark III)and the Sequomlh plant (PWR. Ice ponderer) Inforrjtatipn regarding the incorporation of
this information into the NUREG-1150 PRAs are provided in QUREGI'CR-455). Volume 5 (Ref. 3„)
Sequoyah plant analysis and ,'in NUREG/CR)55). Vol, 6 (ref, 3. p for the Gran Gulfplant analysis.

Since information re)eight to hydrogen combustion tends to be speci)ic to Qe plane ant and the accident sequences beiing

ana)+~ed. relevant deterministic ca)cu)ations are used to iiro~vid~ guijdarIce tihen determin'ng un qiinin the amount qfsteam in

the containment atmosphere and for determining the distribution, ofgases in the vario .. pv ious corn artments. Considering

these characteristics. the concentrations ofhydrogen. ox~ gcn. and steam, are,dett,rmIn d'ned for each containment volume

ivhere combustion is a concern. These concentrations are then used to determine tvhether a combustible mixture exists.

Ofparticu)ar concern, are )oca) areas tvhere hydrogen can act;umIt)atp gd thereby form a '.'n pa mixture that ott,'ntia))y

detonate. For companmenta)ized containments. such. as ice,conden"er IconIztinIttents. there can be considerable

uncertainty in these concentrations for the various compartments necessitating, 'We develo ment of unct:rtainty

distributions. A discussion of these uncertainties for an ice cqnd~nse~r contaInmt,,nt can be founbe found in Section 5.„" of
NUREG/CR4551. Vol. 2. Pm 2„Rev. I„The calculation of,the,top) concentration ofhydrogen in containmeiit takes

into accoum both the hydrogen produced in vessel and ex yes<„e) (thrciughi the. cores'>ncrete interaction) in cases tvhere

the containment does not fail at vessel breach.

Combustib)e mixtures that'orm in the containinent can be ignited from a number ofsources inc)uding igtuters. AC
poiimxi equipment. md hot surface!>. For situations ivhere there are no identifiable ignition sources. such as during
a station blackout. it is still possib)e for a combustible mingle ofhydrogen to ignite since ignition requires very little,,

energy The ignition ofhydrogen under t)us last condition tvas addressed in NUREG-1)50 by the Containment Load)
Panel. Results &om this panel are provided in Section 5,1 fear t))e Gian) Gtt)fp)ant (BAR. Mark III)and Section 5.2

for the Sequoyah plant (PWR. Ice Cnndenser) NUREG/C'R)S5),. Vol. 2. Part 2. The panel provided distributions
that characterized the uncertainty in the ii~itiion frequency fpr situations tvhere AC popover is not,avaI)able iIi the

containment.

Quasi-static loads &om hydrogen combustion events tvere assessed in the NURgG-) 150 study by the Co'ntaipment
Loads panel for both the, Grand Gulfand the Sequoyah p)any. Cienqra))~v, the experts based the peak overpressures
oui th adiabatic Iisochoric complete combustion i.iodel and then cerreclted the pressures to account for, burn
completeness. heat tran! fer and expansion mto non-participating companments., For the PAR plant. the experts felt
that the uncertain'n the peak overpressure vvas small compared to the uncertainties in the hydrogen concentratiqn

Draft. NUREG-1 i502

'Here combustion refit to combustion in the contaiiunent. ~Holmjr. fit))orbring faI)ure of the containment. combustion
ofhydrogen in the reactor buildings surrounding Mark ) and Mark ')I contaiiunents can also be a concern, Combustion
in the reacto'r bui,)ding surrounding a Mark I plant «zy ad@essed,by )he,Containment Loads E.~pert Panel,and is
discussed in Section 5.3 ofNUREG/CR 455). Vo).,2. J<ev„). 'Pan 2.,
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ant\ trm\hnn &oouant in',and honte t (innls o(tjmgtn orth~ ~eak g eriiressufe as a, n ..n„{...v, n o ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~

imam provide instead ofa probability distribution. These estimates are provided in Section 5.2 in NUREG/CR-4551.

Vol. 2. Part 2. Rev. I. For the BWR plant the uncertainty in the peak ovetpressure was. driven by..the uncertainty in

the burn completeness (although it nm also acknowledged by these experts. that the uncertainty in. the ignition

frequency is a kei uncertaintv associated ivith thc hvdrogen combustion phenomena) and; hence probability

distributions iverc developed. The distributions developed by this panel are provided in Section >.I of

a~vREGiCRw '.'I. 5 ollunc .. Pall

Since the publication of4i'L'REG-I I50. some additional research has been conducted on combustion ofhydrogen-air-

steam mixtures in condensing environments (Ref. 3.8). In these experiments. ignition was provided'by thermal
n

igniters. These experimental results provide relevant information that was not available, during the NUREG-I I >0

study and,may be'referenced when assessing the peal; pressure in a rapidly condensing.envirorunent with igniters

available

H>'"--iten detonations in the Grand'Gulf and Sequoyah con'>inmcnts were,also addressed by the Containment Loads

Panel and are discussed in Sectior s 5.1 and 5.2 ofNUREG/CR4551. Vol. 2. Part 2. Rev, 1. respectively. The panel

assessed the &equency ofa deflagration to detonation transition (DDT). The'DDT &equency divas analyzed considering

different locations ivithin the containment and different concentrations of hydrogen within each location. The

probability distributions that characterize the uncertain'' in the DDT &equcu y-are broad for both the BWR nd the

PWR plants. Gven that a detonation occurs. the ex~it panel also assessed the resulting peak impulse. The geometry

in the area where the ignition occurs is a key uncertainty that affects the likelihood that a DDT willoccur. Similarly.

the interaction between the detonation wave and structures is a ka uncertainty that affects the peak impulse.

Indttced Failure ofthe Reactor Coolant.S'Istem (RCQ Pressure Boundary

The possibility of a temperature-induced rupture of the steam generator (SG) tubes, is affected by several factors

including the thermal hydraulic conditions at mrious locations in the primary system. wtuch determine the temperatures

(and the time at those temperatures) and the pressures to which the SG tubes are subjected as the accident progresses.

Other relevant factors include the effective, temperature required for creep rupture failure of the SG tube. and the

presence ofprewxisting'defects in, the SG tubes which increase the likelihood ofrupture.

In NUREG-1150; this issue was treated in the expert elicitation process. All experts agreed that hot leg failure.

including failure of the surge line. was much more likely.,to occur before a rupture ofa steam generator tube. Two
experts felt that prewxisting defects in the SG tubes could lead to a higher probability ofSG tube rupture (SGTR).
The third ex~ felt that due to the long time;lag between temperatures in the hot leg and the SG tubes. the &equency
of temperature-induced SGTR divas so small that it could be expressed as a (small) constant value regardless ofpre-
existing defects.

A onJitioi al probability distribution oftemperature-induced SGTR nm developed in NUREG-1150 by aggregating
the individua distributions provided by three experts. A discussion of the phenomenon and the assignment of the

conditional probabilih distribution of temperature-induced SGTR is conmhied.in VZKG/CR-4551. Vol; 2. This
distribution was'applied in'the accident progression'event:trees developed for the Zion aud for the Surry,plants in
NUREG-1150. The Zion and Sum.reports fNUREG/CR-4551. Vol. 7 (Ref. 3.9) and NUREG/CR-4551. Vol. 3

(Ref. 3.10) respectively] can be consulted for information related to how the conditional probability distribution of
temperature-induced SGTR should be applied to obtain the solit fractions for the containment event tree for this issue.
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t'ai'uii i Bi.'it C vv<aui ~ iti «ital i vri.'-( <iitci'ctv Iitti'fahtiait> <t., < tt

Debris coohbility is an iinp'ortant issue because ifthe debris is brought.to a eoolable geometry. the only source for

containment pressurization nil1I be the generation ofsteam from boiloffofthe overlying inter. This is a slow process

and; in the absence of'contaitunent heat removal. ivouid result in very, late contaitunent failure allovving ample time

for r".niedial actions. Furihemiorc. a coolablc debris gcoineti noufd limit.bascmat pcnctrat:on.

I u' .'", i ','" ~ '; '. ', ' ' -: ~ ~ "' ', '~ tci iscontinuousii suiiniicdiiicnlou'uditiou. ii it ie)iuuiie uw,'biii lied ii loiuid iu tin,:c-'alt~ u: pedestal uhc,',uQiil:up u', ~ I p

interactions beriveen the core debris and concreted ith be minimized and.release of radi>active mati.rial from this

source would be avoided.

IfCCI does occur (i.e.. the debris be'd is not eoolable);.experimental'results indicate that the'presence, or qbsjnce,of
an overlying ivater pool does,n'ot have much effect on the doe+ward priogression of the melt front

The mechariisms '.l: t govern debris axilabilityare conduction he'i.ransfer. shrinlage cracking, gas spatginij and melt

eruption. and crust fa'ilure under the weiiPt of the water. Expetimental research,(I<ef. 3.11) has been car jed out to,
investigate this issue. Theiie tests tijiclude tlie SWI!iS-l«(Ref..p. 1$) atJd -2. FRAG;3 and;;4, (Ref. 3.'13) WETCOR.1.

(Ref. 3.14} and MAC'E (Ref.'3.15) series of tests. This experimental information would be considered u~ a quality,
PRA ii'hen dev'elopiiig distributionsfor the lilkelihood-of'foiming a, eoolable debris bed for a particular plant

configu'r~uon. The expert panel convened for NUREG-'I 150 specifiically fair moltenmrewoncrete interaction,issiies,
is an example ofhoiv major input parameters for this issue are quantified.

Fuel-Coolant Interactions

For an accident leading to a severely d'unaged core. the probability. of an, in-vessel steam exylosioj caping ~iy,
containment failure vvas assigned in WASH;1400 to be between 0.1 and 0.01. In 1985. the first Steam E~los'ion

the al ha-mode failure issue. The e'bs who,Rene+ Group (SERCr 1) nurkshnp its held to systemaucally eiduate p
patiicipated in that workshop reriev ed the then current understanding of the potential for containment failure from.
in-iessel steam explosion. and reached a nearly unanimous opution, that thy probability ofalpha-mode failure: is less.

ihan that u'sed in WASH-1400. NRC-spon'sored research cMried tiut gincq'1985 has,played'a major role in developing
an understanding of the key physical pro'cesses involved inienergetic fuel coolant interactions (FCIs).

'In June 1995.,the second SERG (SERG-'2) ivbrkshopiwas'held to revisit the alpha-mode failure issue; and tn evaluate

the current understaii'ding ofother FCI issues, that could potentiallly contribute to risL;; such as shocl'o<sding of'the
loiimhead and ei-'vessel support stit<ctiures. The estimates of failure'probability expressed by SERG;2 eiye ps,vvere

generally an order ofmagnitude lofti;er than the SERG~I estimates.

iMelt Debris Ejection F'ollouing Reactor I~essel Failure
i

hydrogen combustion that fuith i nhances th gy p oc nfl
pressurization. are collectively referred to as direct containment heatiing (DCH), Overpressurization',resulting,from
DCH-is a significant containment challenge that can ead;to carly.coptaitunent failure.

In certain severe accidents, the failure of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) mn occur, xvhile the'RCS is at elevated
presure. Lii these acciderits. the expulsion of the molten core debris arid bio>v down of the RCS c'ou!d iead to a very
rapid and efficient'he'at twinsfer to the coiitairunert atmosphere.iposisibiy accord'p@ucd by oXidatiori reaction and

e -e
'

e ener .i'transfer. iTh e r esses. which lead to coqtai ent
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inc rcsuits ot a probabili~tic assessniait ofDCH-induc,=d contaiiuuem I'uilure i'or ilie Lion nuclear Poiver Piant i erc

published in NUREG/CR-6075 (Ref. 3.16) and its supplement. NUREG/CR-6338 (Ref. 3.17) used the methodology

and scenarios described in h'UREG/CR-6075 to address the DCH issue for all Westinghouse plants ivith large volume

containments. including 34 plants ivith large dty containments and seven plants ivith subatmospheric containments.

DCH loads versus strcn< th evaluation ivere performed in a consistent manrer for all plants, The phenomenoloyc;d

modeling ivas closely,tied to thc experimental database. Plant-specific analyses iiere performed. but sequence

uncertamues ivere enveloped by a sniall number ol splmter scenarios ivtthout assignment ofprobabilines. fhc rcsuhs

- ofscreening calcuiauons rcponed ui NUREG/CRw338 indicate thai only one plant.snowed a conditional coniainmcnt

failure probability (CCFP) based on the mean &agilitycurves,@eater than 0.001. The CCFP for,this one plant ivas

found to be less than 0.01. These results can. therefore. be used for Level 2 PRAs for Westinghouse plants ii'ith large

volume containments. For BWRs and other PWR plants. the methodology reported:in;NUREG/CR-63."8 for

performing load/saength evaluations using the plant-specific input to the two-ceil'equilibrium model or appropriate

containment analysis codes. can be used to provide a PRA-integrated perspective on this issue, For plants ivith ice

condenser containments. it is believed that the ice chamber in the; !"nt can. to'a certain extent. trap dispersing core

debris. and provide cooling to moderate the effect-of. DCH.

Shel/ Melt-through Failure in Marl' Cantainments

To address the shell melt issue in NUREG-1150. a panel ofexits ivan convened to provid input as to the probability

ofshell melt for five scenarios: (I) loivand medium floiviiithwater, (2) loiv and medium flow without ivater. (3) high

floivauth water. (4) high floivivithout,ivater and two of three parameters (pressure. &action ofmetal.'nd superheat)

high. and (5) high floivivithout ivater and tivo of three parameters (pressure. fraction ofmetal. and.superheat) loiv.

The individual'elicitations ivere then averaged and,presented in Table 6-1 ofNUREG/CR-4551. Volume 2. Part 2.

In a more recent reporL Theofanous et al. published a probabilistic methodology. in NUREG/CR-6025 (Ref.,3.18) as

an overall systematic approach for'addressing the Mark I shell melt-through issue.

The. above approaches are examples ofgenerating probabilistic information on shell melt-through.,A Level 2 PRA

ivould investigate plant-specific. design features. including pedestal door arrangement (and.relative: alignment of
downcomers). dti~ell floor area and sump volumes. and in particular. the amount of fuel in the reactor and the

doivncomer entrance height:above the driwvell floor. The downcomer entrance height-affects not only the amount of
water anainable on the floor. but more importantly. ifthe, amount of fuel is sufficient that melt can run directly into

the downcomer. liner failure is i~llyassured. The probabilities ofshell melt-through should apply to a steel lined

reinforced concrete containment. hoivever, ifsufficient technical basis:is prodded.'the effective failure, size in the

containment structure may be. adjusted accordingly (though there should:be no credit given for -self healing" of the

containment boundary).

Application Impact Considerations

A change in a plant's CI;B caii aflect the v'ay a plant system performs or operates. Ifthe plant ~stem(s) in question

could have an influence on the accident progression. then'the accident progression analysis should account for the

change in the systems performance or operation. For example. a degraded power. supply to hydrogen igniters could

.influence the likelihood and.severity ofa hydrogen combustion event in the comainment. or the removal ofa backup

ivater supply could reduce the chances for achieimg debris bed coo!ability and increase the possibility ofcorewoncrete

interaction. An operational:example would'be a change in procedures related to the restart, of. the reactor coolant
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pumps under dcgraaed core contuuons ~~iuch couid ttuiucttcc tiic iitkciititouu ot'un utduceu futiure ol, tllcIR(.'5 pIcsspli

boundary.

i
interfaces with Other Tasks

Tlus task proi >dI:s thc bulk of th; tnformalion for quantity Illg the cont;tInnIent event trees Thc crt;dition! pro ucc

by the various sevcrc accident phenomena should also bc ~onsidcred for tlie assessment of the'performance of
contalnmcnt systctils.

Documentation

Documentation ofanalyses ofsevere accident progression s'hould ittcluge tlhe fplloeing:

a description ofplant-specific accident simulatinn models (e.g.. 5 Ud&or MELCOR) including exaensive

references to source documentation for input data.,

a listing of all computer code calculations performed and used as a basis for quantizing any event in the

containment probabillistic logic model including a unique calculation identifier or name. a description ofkey

modeling assumptions or input data used. and;a reference~to documer~taiion ofcalculated results. (lfinput

and/or output data are archived for quality assurance records or other purposes. an appropriate reference to

calculation archive records is allso provided.).

a description ofkey modeling assumptions selected as the basis )or performIing "base case" or,"bestwstimate"

calculations ofplant re< ponse tutd a description of the technical bases for these assumptions.

a description ofplant-spe:ific calculations performed to e~rune the effects ofalternate modeling approaches

or assumptions„

ifanalyses of a surrogate (i.e... 'similar') plant are used as a basis for characterizing any aspect oEseyere

accident progression in the plant being analyzed. references to. or copies of documentation of the original
analysis. and a description of the teclutical baSis Qr assunng~ the, applicability of results. and

for all other origina engin'eering calculations. a su6icietttly complete description of the analysis method„

assumptior s and calculated results is prepared to,accommodate an it>dependent (peei) miicvv.
i

3.1;2 Establishing Containment Performance I.lmijts
~

1 he oo~. ctive of this element ofa Level 2 PE44 is to deetminc the loading limits (or capacity) that ~the ~n'gingery
can «withstand given the age and magnitude ofthe pot'ential challenges. These challenges take many Eorms. including
internal pressure rises (that occur over a su6iciently long,tim'e frame, that they can be considered static" in terms of
the sauctural response ofthe contaitunent). high temperatures.,thermo;mx'ltatucal erosion ofconcrete structures. and
under'some circumstan~.- ldcalized dynamic loads such as shock,nzyes and,internally generated mis:iles. IRealistiic

estimates for the capacity of the containment structure to withstand.these challenges are generated to provide a

benchmark against ivhiich the likelihood ofcontainment failure can be estimated,.
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ln a Levei 2 PRA. tnc amibutes of the anaiyses necessary to ciiaracterize containment pertormance limits are consisient

ivith those of the containment load analyses against ivhich they!vill be compared:

~ They focus on plant-specific containment performance (i.e.. application ofrefcrencc plant analyses is, generally

inadequate).

They consider design details of the containment structure such as:

containment ape (fee~ding steel shell: concrete-'backed steel shell: pre-stressed. post-tensioned.

or reinforced'concrete)

the full range ofpenetration sizes. hoes. and their distribution (equipment and personnel hatches.

piping penetrations..electrical penetration assemblies. ventilation penetrations)

'penetration seal configuration and materials

oiscontinuities in the containment structure (shape transitions. !vali anchorage to floors. changes in

steel shell or concrete'reinforcement).

~ 'hey consider interactions betNeen the containment structure and neighboring structures (the reactor vessel

and pedestal. auxiliary'building(s). and internal avails).

3.1.2;I Considerations for the, Baseline PRA'

thorough assessment ofcontainment performance generally begins with a structured process of identifying potential

containment failure modes (i.e.. mechanisms by ivanich integrity might be violated). This assessment'commonly begins

by teaeiving a list of failure modes identified in PRAs for other plants to determine their applicability to the current

design. Such a list divas incorporated in the NRC's guidance'for performing an individual plant examination (IPE)

(Ref. 3.19). This reriev is then,suppiemented by a systematic examination of plant-specific design features and

emergency operating procedures to ascertain whether additional. unique failure modes are conceivable. For each

plausible failure mode. containment performance analyses, are performed using validated structural response models.

as !veil as plant-specific data for structural materials and their properties.

For many containment designs. overpressure has been found to be a dominant failure mechanism. In a quality Level 2

PRA. the evaluation of ultimate pressure capacity is performed using a plant-specific. ftnitewlement model of the

containment prcssure boundan including suIIicient detail to represent major discontinuities such as those listed above.

The influence oftime-vying containment aunosphere temperatures is taken into account by performing the calculation

for a reasonable range of internal temperatures. To the event that internal temperatures are anticipated to be elevated

for long periods of time (e.g.. during the period ofaggressive corewoncrete interactions). thermal gro!vugh and creep

rupture ofsteel containment structures is taken;into account.

Tiie characterization of containment. performance limits is not simply a matter ofdefining a threshold load at which

the structure "fails.'" A Level 2'PRA attempts to distinguish between structural damage that results in "catastrophic

failure" of the containment from dan!age that'results in significant leakage'o the environment; 'L'eakage is own
characterized by a smaller opening (i.e.. one that may not preclude, subsequent increases in containment'pressure).

i'Significant leakage is defined relative to the design basis leakage for the plant. Leakage rates greater than 100 times

the design basis have been found risk significant in past studies.
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Failure to isoiate uie contaiimunu is also cou:>idereo. It is wcA luiliLAdiit to ass6s both tlie ivcativn and size vi tiic

containment failure because of the implications for the source term calculation. e.g.. given the same. in-i'essi,l aIid ex-

vessel releases inside containment. a rupttire in the &~veilofa Mark'll contaitu'n n
'' 'g,',

'
e t vvilI result in higher releases to

the environment than a leak in the. ivet~vellI.

Current models for the rcspons of complex structures.to cv"..'t "simp!c" I.ad.: ("."n " !c" IoadI: (such as internal prc,sur") arc;„ot

Zcicn'.!.'rob!!st!o alloiv siniultanco»s neficnon ofa failure thrc;.hold and result' '. ', ' yd, I in failure size. This is particular y
rti'~ iucii i~iluc lvl suut:tuft:s ivillposvd v ii 'n-i l 's,' '..' - ' "" '. ro 'rtl s incan Js'd I " "-'io no" ';n'ous niuuii.' is «itii liighli-non-linear nicciianicai props.'rites sIei as

reintbrced concrete. As a result. calculations to establish performance limits are supolcmen.ment~d irith information from

experimental observations ofcontainment failure characteristics and expert j gm ..''d ent. Exam tes ofthis process can

be found in NUREG-1150.

Failure location and size by dvnamic pressure loads and interrially generated,missi .'
. p:

', 'le< hould also be rtibabiiistically
examined. The structural response panel for NUREG-1150 a1sse~setw the, size and location of the containment breach

by dynamic press; -.. Iioads for Grand Gulf(reinforced concrete),a'id, Sequoia'ah,(&ee-st
'

).

ruptures ~me predicted to occur in the containment response to1 detonation~ at grapd Cjulf. and ruptures >vere predicted

to occur at Sequoyah. Alpha mode failure (forall NUREG-1 I,'j0 plant's) and 'teel shell melt-through ofp contaInment

ivall by direct contact ofcore debris (for Peach Bottom and Sequoyah) ivere treated as rupture failures ofcontainment

in NUREG-1150.

i3.1.2.2 Appl'cation Impact Considerations

Basemat melt-through is generally treated as a IM in most Level 2 Pcs because of the protracted times involi,'ed,
as favell as the predicted radionucliide retention in the soil. Ifa bypass ofcontairunent. such as an integacipg systems

LOCA. is predicted to occur. then its effecnve size and location (e.g.. probability,that the break is submerged in hvar'er)

are also estimated in order to peifotm the source term calculations.

A change in the plant'> CLB could impact the limits of contaimnent performance. The contaimnent,stiwcrurai,

capability or the reliabiliityofcaintainment isolation could be aQected by changes in equipment or inspection levels.

etc, Iftlus is a consideradon. the analysis ofthc containment~pegorniance liiiiitsshould be detailed enqugl'I to 1accpunt

for such an impact. For instance. ifa change iia the CLB could affect the containment isolation system. this system
should be modeled in suBicient detail to reIIect this change.

3.1.26 Interfaces with Other Taslq,

The containment perfoririance limits established by this task form a crucial input to the probabilistic assessment of the
containment performance and the ability of the containment to withstand the challenges &om severe acI:idents.

3.1.2A Documentation

In general. su!Iicient irtfortnation in the documei.tation ofanalyyes Iterfomtd tp establish quantitative coiitaitunent
erformance limits is provided that allows an independent analyst to reproduce the results. At a minimum. the

.following information is documented for a PRA:

a general descriptio'n of'he containment structure 'ncluding illustrative figures to indicate ti'<e general
configuration. penetration types and location. 'aand major construction materials.
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r ' .
a dcs fiptlon o,"ili 'lod 'iinu uppioacil used io 'ulc"lut ol ohi 'f'Disc u '.itic "'ontainnicnt fall'w ii n~.

if computer models are used (e,g...finite element analysis to establish overpressure failure criteria). a

description ofthe way in ivhich the'containment structure is nodalized including a specific discussion ofhow

local discontinuities. such as penetrations. are addressed. and

it cipertmentally determmed failure data are used. a suAictentty detailed description oi the
eipcruucrt-"'os>uattoaa

ao dcs ~ son>waLC apphcavtltll vl ~ l Dull> Iv plilllvopwtlllr \ vulctllUllenlollakl liai&.

3.1.3 Probabilistic Modeling of Containment Performance

The vvay in ivhich uncertainties are represented in the characterization ofcontainment performance is an important
3'onsiderationin a 'Level 2 PRA. In particular. evplicit and quantitative recognition should be given to uncertainties

in the individual processes and parameters that, influence sevei. accident behavior and attendant containment

performance. These uncertainties are then quantitatively integra!cd by means ofa probabilistic logic structure that

allows the conditional probability ofcontainment failure to be quantitatively. estimated. as favell as the uncertainty in

the containment failure, probability.

Tivo elements of such an assessment;are described beloiv. First. the characteristics ofhce logic'structure used to

organize the various contributors to uncertainty are described. However. the major-distinguishing element of an

approach to characterizing containment performance is the assignment and propagation ofuncertainty distributions

for major events'in the logic model. The key phrase here is uncertainty distributions (i.e.. point estimates ofprobability
are not universally applied to.the logic model). Characteristics of these distributions and the manner in ivhich they

are used in a hyical logic model are described later in this section.

3.19.1 Considerations for the Baseline PRA

The primary function of a "containment event tree." or any other probabilistic model evaluating containment

perfonnance. is to provid a suuctured &amavork for organizing and ranking the alternative accident progressions that

may evolve from a given core damage sequence or a plant damage state. In developing this framework. whether it be

in the form ofan event tree. fault tree or other logic structure. several elements are necessary to allow a comprehensive
assessment ofcontaiiu«ent performance:

Explicit recognition of the important time phases of severe accident progression. Different phenomena may
control the nature:and intensity of challenges to containment integrity and the, release and transport of
radionuclides,as an accident proceeds in. time. The following time &ames are, of particular interest to a

Level 2 ana;ysis:

After the initiating event, but before the onset ofcore damage. This time period establishes
important initial conditions for containment response after core damage begins.

'Uncenainties in the estimation ofradionuclide source terms are also represented in a Level 2 PRA: however. this topic
is discussed:in Section 3.2.
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AJr er rhe cure u'amage beguiv, bur pr iur rujuii'ureIurn e reacrur vesvei iu iver head. Tius perioa

is ch tmcterized by core damage and radionuclide release (from fuel) ivhile core materi pl is cordined

within the reactor vessel.

Immedirrrela" fob'oui'ng reacror vessel failure. Ipriop analysis ofcontainment performyncej suggests

that inane ofthc ijniportant challenges to coniainmcni in(cgrit) occiir i!iimediatcl) foll(ming~ rq,ic><it

'nts,'1 railurc Th sn challenges n)av hc short-ti~ cd. but often occur onlv as a direct cqnscquericc pf
uie release oi niolten core matcri;is &om u;c;"",'or vessel inrnic„'.atcl) !ofloivin 'ouver hcqd I,"~ hirI".

l.onp-term accidenr behavior. Some accident,sequences evolve rather slowly jandj gepera~e

relatively'enign loads to containment structures, early i'ht; accident progression. However. in the

absence ofsome mechaniism 'by ukich energy generated NitNn the containment can be safely rejectpd-

to the environmen. these loads may steadily increase to the point of failure in the lorlg term.,

When linked end-tound. these time &ames constitu!c i!;e outlige for most probabilisticicontainmept

performance models. Within each time frame, uncertpintties iin ttte Occurrence or intensity,of governitjig

phenomena are systematically evaluated,

Consistenn iri the treaunent ofsevere accident events &on> one tinjte &arne to ariother. Many phenomena may

occur during several difierent time &ames ofa,severe accident. however,.certain limitation apply to tlie

composite (integral) contribu'tit>n of some phenomenti oyer the entire accident sequence and these are

represented in the formulation ofa probabilistic model.

A good example is hydrogen combustion in a PWP. cpntqinment, Hydrogen generated derring cojrc,,

degradation c ut be released to the contairutient over seed time periods. However. an important contribution
to the uncertainty in, containment loads generated by a combustion event is the total mass; of hydrogen

involved in a lpartiicular combustion event. One possibility iS that hydrogen released to the containIrnent over

the entire in-vessel core damage penod accumulates without being berrie (perhaps) as a resul t of the absence,
of a sufficientl strong ignition source,. Molten core debtjis ryleat ed to the reactor cavity at vessel lireach
could represent a strong ignition source. ivhich iiould itutiate'a large burn (assuming the cavity a@no>phqre

is not steam inert). Because of the mass of hydrogen involved. this combustion event might challenge
containment inteyity„Another possibility is that ivhile the same total 'unount ofhydrogen is beutg released

to the containment during lin-vessel core degradation. a sufficiently strong ignition source exists to cause

several small bitrns to occur prior to vessel breach. ln tlius use. the mass of hydrogen retuaining in the

containment attnoslphere at vessel breach would be very striall in comlparison to the first case. and the

likelihood olf'a signiificamt challenge to containment integrity at tltat tune should be correspondingly lower.
Ther".fore..the lo<jc for evaluating the probabilirv ofcontaimnent failure associated with a large qombus(ion,
. vent occumng at the time ofvessel brcach is able to distinguish these two cases and preclude, the possibility
of a large combustion event ifhydrogen its consumed during an earlier time frame.

I

Recognition oftne interdependeticies ofphenomenal Most sei'ere accident phenomena and associated events
. require certain irutial or boundary conditions to be relevant. For example,. a steam explosion mi only occur'fmolten core debris, comes in contact with a pool of svelter. Therefore. it may not be meaningful to consider
ex-vessel steam explosions dwing accident scenarios in ivhiich the Wwell floor (BWR) or reactor carroty

(PWR) is dry at the time ofvessel breach. Logic models for evaluating containment performance
capture'hese

and many other such interdependencies among severe accident events and phenomena.,Exylici
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a particular accident, sequence (or PDS) and a specific containment failure mode.

There are many approaches to transforming the technical information concerning containment loads and performance

limits to an estimate offailure probability. but three approaches appear.to dominate thc litcraturc. In the first (least

rigorous) approach. qualitative terms expressing..iarious degrees ofuncertainty are translated into quantitative (point

esnnlatelprobabihncs. Forcxample.termssuchas 'likely"of unlikely areassigncdnunlcrtcai vaiucs(suchasii.'i
ss,,ss »', >, ssi ' .ss „>;, > > 4 ~ ~ a r r.~ „~> ~

Qnd V. Ij. SUPCr>QUVCS. SUC>i Qs VCiv >I>>cay Or»igaa>V 'Uaaaikcs". Qsre uac>na U~>.>a >>J Ups»va ga»»v va s vsaaiaas.ns»» ass>at

a particular event outcome is appropriate. The subjectivi~a associated svith this method'is controlled to some extent

by developing rigorous attributes for, the amount and quality of information necessary to justify progressively higher
e

confidence levels (i.ese probabilities approaching 1.0 or 0.0). Nonetheless. this method is not considered an

appropriate technique for assigning probabilities to represent the state ofknowledge uncertainties'n a PRA. A nong

its iveaknesses..this'approach simpl> produces a point estimate ofprobability and is not a rigorous technique'for.

developing prob uiiitydistributions.

The second technique involves a convolution ofpaired probability density functions. In this technique. probability

density functions are developed. to represent the distribution of credible values for a parameter of interest (e.g..

containment pressure load) and for its corresponding failure critc~on (e.g.: ultimate pressure capacity). This method

is more rigorous than the one described above in the sense that it.explicitlyrepresents thc-uncertainty in each quantity

in the probabilistic,model. The basis for developing these distributions is the'collective set.of information generated

from plant-specific integral. code calculations. corresponding sensitivity calculations. other relevant mechanistic

calculations. experimental observations. and exper judgment. 'The conditional probability ofcontainment failure (for

a given accident sequence) is then calculated, as the convolution of the tsvo density functions, While this technique

prorides an explicit treatment ofuncertainty at intermediate stages of the analysis. it still ultimately, generates a point

estimate for the probability of containment failure caused by a particular mechanism. The, contributions to (and

magnitude of) uncertainty in the final (total) containment failure probability is discarded in the process.

The third technique involves adding, an additional feature to the technique described above. That is. the probability

density functions representing uncertainty in each term. of the containment performance logic model are propagated

throughout the entire model to allolv calculation ofstatistical attributes such as importance measures. One means for

accomplishing this objective is the application of Monte Carlo sampling techniques (such as Latin Hypercube

sampling). The application ofthis technique to'Level 2 PRA logic models. pioneered in NUREG-1150. accommodates

a large number ofuncertain imiables. Other techniques have been developed for specialized applications. such as the

direct propagation ofuncertainh technique developed to assess the probability ofcontainment failure as a result of
direct containment heating in a large dry PWR (Ref. 3.16). However. these other techniques are constrained to a small

number ofsQriables and are not currently capable ofapplications involving the potentially large number ofuncertain

variables addressed in a quality Level 2 PRA.

3.1.3.2 Application Impact Considerations

A change in a plant s CLB could affect the likelihood sixth ivhich certain conulnmcnt failu.es occur and the

uncertainties associated with these failures. Ifthis is the case. the probabilistic containment model should be detailed

enough to account for the effects of such changes.

'Such uncertainties tend to dominate a Level 2 PRA. rather than uncertainty associated with random behavio.
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3.1.3.3 Interfaces»ith Other
Ta~4'his

tasl'ntegrates many of the resulis produced fromm

performance limits established under thc previous ta

distributions used in this task.

the other tasks discussed. For instance. the contpinrpent

sk provide many of the anchor points for ithe~probability

3. I'3 0 Ii>cumcntarlAil

-The following docuinentation is generated to provide the results and describe the process by which, the, conditional

probability ofcontainment failure is calculated,",

tabulated conditional probabiliities ofvarious containment failure miides with specific characterizations of

time phases ofsevere accident progressions (e.g..;early vq. late containment failures).

a listing ....d description of the structure of.the overa!1 logic rttodql used '.o assemble thc probabilistic

representation of containment performance (graphical displays of events trees. fault trees or, other logic

formats are provided to illustrate the logic hierarchy and everit dependencies).

a description of the technical 'basis (»ith complete references to documentation of original engineering

analyses) for the assigmnent ofall probabilities or probability'istributions with the logic structure.

a description of the rationale used'to assign probability values to phenomena or events in'oiling subjective.

expert judgment. and

a description of the coinputer program used to exercise the logic imo4el and calculate final results

3.2 Radionuclide Release C.'haracterization

The second. albeit equally important. product ofa Level 2 PRA is a quantitative characterization ofradiological release

to the emironment resulting iiom each accident sequence that contributes to, the, total CDF. In many Level 2 analyses,

this information is used solely as a semi~Iuantitative scale to rank the relative severity ofaccident sequences. In such

circumstances. a rigorous quantitative evaluation of radionuclide release, transport. and deposition may not be

necessary. Rather. orderwf-naignitude estimates of the release for ai fe» important radionuclide species provIIde a

satisfactory scale for ranldng accident severity. Iia a Level 2 PRA. however. the characterization ofradionuclide release

to the environmen pro ides suQiciient infomuition to corripletely define the-source term" for use in a Iwvel 3 PRA

to calculate oQ'site consequences. Further. ihe llevel ofi rigor required of the evaluation of radionuclide release.

transport.'and depos.tion directly paralllels that used to evaluate containment performance. That is,

Source term analyses (detemunistic computer code calculations) reQect plant-specific features of system

design and operation. In particular. plant-specific characteristics. such as quantity of fuel:. control rod

material.,a'id in<ere support strucnre cotiiposition and spatial distribution: configuration and deposition

areas ofprirtum ceolant system and containment st.lectures: reactor cavity (or drywell Qoor) configuration

and concrete, composition: and the topollogy„of transport pathways &om the fuel and/or core debris to the

environment tIie faithfullyrepresented in the models ssed to callculate radionuclide source terms.'l
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Cal"ulutiuns of;adionu"lid iulease. transpo;I ant ~'posi;i"n rcprcs ni, s-qu"ii-c-spccific xa "iations,"n

priman coolant system and containment characteristics. For emnple. reactor vessel pressure during in-iessel

core melt progression and the operation (or failure) of containment mitigation systems. such as, distributed

sprays are represented in a manner that alions for their efFects on radionuclide release and/or transport to be

directly accounted for. Radionuclide release calculations also need to taI'c into account scrubbing of thc

release by passive systems. such as overlying pools of'ivater in the reactor.carity or the suppression pool in

BWks.

~ Uncertainties in the processes governing radionuclide release. transport and depositi'on are quantified. In the

same nay uncertainties in the phenomena governing severe accident progression are quantified to characterize

uncertainty in the probability ofcontainment failure (described above). uncertainties related to radionuclidc

behavior under severe accident conditions are quantified to characterize uncertainty in'the radionuclide source

term associated vvith individual accident sequences.

The specific manner in ivhich radionuclide source terms are ciizracterized in a Level 2 analysis is described, first.

Attributes for coupling the evaluation of radionuclide release to analyses of severe accident progression for,particular

sequences are also described. Finally. attributes for addressing uncertainties in radionuclide source terms are

described.

3.2.1 Definition of Radionuclide Source Terms

3.2.1.1 Considerations for the Baseline PRA~ ~ ~

. The analysis ofoQsite consequences resulting Rom an accidental release ofradionuclides performed in a Level 3 PRA

requires specificatio ofseveral parameters from a Level 2 PRA xvhich define the environmental source term. Ideally.

the following information is developed:

the time at vihich a release begins.

the time histon of the release ofall important radioisotopes that contribute to health eQects.

the chemical form of the isotopes.

the elevation (above local ground level) at ivhich the release occurs.

the energy ivith ivhich the release is discharged to the environment. and

the size. distribution of radioactive material released in the form ofan aerosol (i.e.. particulate).

As in manyother aspects ofa comprehensive PRA..it is impractical to generate this information for the full spectrum
ofaccident conditions produced by Level I and 2 malyses. To address this constraint. several simplifi 'ations aie maCe

in a Level 2 analysis. The most significant of these are outlined beloiv.

The following assumptions are,apically made in a Level 2 analysis regarding the radioactive material of interest:

~ All isotopes ofa single chemical element are released from the fuel at the same rate.
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transport through th'e reactor coolant system and the containment andI chemical behavior in terms of
interactions with other elemental species and structur]al s]]trfa]".es gn,bc <ffc(',tively modeled as one ponlpositc, .

radionuclide, specie., Typically. the specific properties of a <+ingle (tnass dominant) element are used, to

represent the properties ofall species ivithin a group.

P ttttou~h the radionuchdc spci;ice arc released from fuel "n their qlcrpcnty1 form, many species quickly,coitibir]]e~v)th

ouici moments to iorni zn]pounds a- u'~" migtutc aiiay fron: t,"cirpo lt oi ieiqase. i <'te lbrniation of tlicsc compo nas

and the associated change in the phvstc~hemical properties ofmdtvqdual ra]dtot)ucl]]de grou]ps are takep info al.co~t,
in'the analysis ofradionuclide uansport and deliosition. In par]ocular.'volatile rad]ionuclide species. such] as lodipe apd,
cesium. may be transported in amore than one chemical form-~ch vvith differen properties that affect their transport.

Another simplification in the characterization of'radionuclide release involves the treatment of'ime-dependence of
'ease. In a Level 2 PIM these variations are reducer'.to a seties ofdiscrete periods ofradiological retease. each

ofvMch is described bi a starting time. a duration. and a (constant>,~~lease rate. The release rate may, be simplified
to r'epresent major clmacteristics o]f'he release, history such as an early. short-lived. large release itrunediately

following containment failure followed by a longer,perindts) of'a sustained release. The specific ch~cleristics of,
these discrete release periods may van; .rom one accident sequen]ce (pr p]lan', damage state) tc another. 'but tt'" timing
characteristics (i.e.. stan titne and durhtion) should be the sante for each radionuclide group (i.e.. only tlhe release rate

varies f'rom one group to another for a given release period). The total number ofrelease periods is tropically small,(i,e..
3 or 4) and represent distinct period]s of'severe accident progression. ~For examplle. the follo~vmg tirpe periods are

representative ofan accident leacling to em li structural failure oi containm].nt:,

Very early (containment leakage prior to containmcnt failtue)
Puff release (im]mediately folloivingcontainment failute)

'arly(relatively large release rate period during aggre]ssiv]e co]riurnwqncrete interactions).
Late (long-term,. Iovv release rate follovving'coriuniwoncrete iriteractions).

Note that the above time periocls are for illlustiztive purposes only: others are'eveloped. as necessary. to suit the

spe ific results ofa plant-spccifi,c assessment.

3.2.1.2 Application Impact Consiiterations

The impact ofany suggested 8mges on amilabilityof systems that mitigate radionuclide releases shotdd be assessed.

3.2.19 Interfaces iwlth Otlher Tasks

. nc;a.". >nuclide groupiings ancl release: periods chosen ivi]IIprovide the /asia for; the remaining radi]onu]clid]e sc]urc|:
term tasks.

3.2.1A Documentation

Documentation ofar]alyses performed to characterize radiological rour]ce terms should provide suQicient information
to alloiv an independent analyst to reproduce the results. At a minimum. the following infonriation s'hould be
documented in a PRA:
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The time periods considered for the release'and the rationale for the choices made.

3.2.2 Coupling Source Term and Severe Accident Progression Analyses

The number oi'nique scverc accident sequences rcprcscntcd in a Level 2 YKA can bi iscecdini.ii iargv.

Colliplcliciisiic.ptvuiiuili~iiccvusideratioit of tile nunlelous uliccnaiiltlcs iliscv.'cilu "t @yogi >sioii s.a>i s.~~tj

propagate one accident sequence (or plant damage state) from the Level 'l systems analysis intoysis into I 0'to l0'lternative

severe accident progressio.s. A radionuclide source term should, be estimated for each of these accident progressions.

Clearly. it is impractical to perform that mani deterministic source term calculations.

3.2.2.1 Considerations for the Baseline PRA

A .:unon practice in.mary Level 2 PRAs (although ins. Hicient for a comprehensive assessment) is to reduce the

analysis burden by grouping tlie aiiernative severe accident progressions into 'source term bins'r 'release
categories.'IMs

mouping process is analogous to the one used at the interface between the Level I and Level 2 analysis to group

accident sequence cutsets into, plant damage states. The pr'.ncipal objective of the source term grouping (or binning)

eiercise is to reduce the number ofspecific severe accident scenarios. for ivhicn deterministic source term calculations

should be performed. to a practical value. A structured process similar to the one described in Chapter 2 (related to

the assessment of accident sequences addressed in a quality Level 2 PRA) is tipically folloived to perform the

grouping. Characteristics ofsevere accident behavior and containment performance, that have a controlling influence

on the magnitude and timing of radionuclide release to the environment are used to bin (or group) the alternative

accident progressions into appropriate release categories. A deterministic source term calculation is then performed

for a single (tropically the highest frequency) accident progression «ithin each release category to represent the entire

group.
A

As indicated above. this approach is inadequate for a Level 2 analysis because the radionuclide source term for any.

given severe accident progression cannot be calculated iath certainty. The influence ofuncertainties related to the

myriad processes governing radionuclide release froin fuel. transport through the primary coolant system and

contauunent. and deposition on intervening structures. is significant and should be quantified iiitha similar level of
rigor a6orded to severe accident progression uncertainties. Examples of these uncertainties ivere given in Chapter 2.

Further. a Level 2 PRA is performed in a manner that allows the relative contribution of individual parameter
uncertainties to the overall uncertainty in risk to be calculated directly. (i.e.. via rank regression or some other
statistically acceptable manner). This requires a probabilistic modeling process that combines the uncertainty
distributions associated ivith the evaluation of accident frequency. severe accident progression. containment
,performance. and radionuclide source terms in an integrated. selfwonsistent fashion.

'i p rfonu.ng this integrated uncertainty analysis. special care should be taken to ensure consistency between uncertain
parameters associated iiith radionuclide release. transpon and deposition. and other aspects ofaccident behavior. In
particular. important correlations betivem the beliaaor ofradionuclides and the other characteristics of sever accident
piogression should be accounted for. These conelations and other similar relationships are described in
AUREG/CR ISS I (Ref, 3.20).
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3-'-'-'I)I)llcatl(lnInipaet Cullsi(iel atlvlls

vel 2,anallvsis is erformed. it is not likely that.Ifthe complete integrated uncertainty approach associated vvith a Leve .- .''
changes in a plant s CLEi iviIIimpact the coupling ofthe sti!urcie

tecum
am <J: a

'
pd <i e ccident 'ogression analv<;is

Ifa moupina or binniitg process is chosen and only determinis,ic so urce term calculations arc performed for specific

.
'""""""""'ld '""! kcr!.th'!t the ch6cen accident scenarios arc capab".c of

'

pi!l4ldcnt scen«rios t<<cn cure snou ''v
~ l

'
<. s < . i ~

a cliallge ill tlie plalli' CL D niiiI hu'i <'n ulc s<!Ulcc t<'flili.

3.2.29 Interfaces irith Other Tasks

As noted in the description above. thiis task requires the integration ofPe distributionsut!ons obtained &om the evaluation

ofaccident &equency.-accide,nt progression< containment performance. andi radion'uclide source terms.

3.2.2.4 Documc.ttation

Documentation ofanaiyses performed to characterize radiolqgical sowce terms s
'

hould rovide suIIicient information
nformatio .sh uld beto allow an independent. "nalyst to,reproduce the results. At'a.miiiimum. the following inform n,.

docuriiented in a PRA:

A summ'ary ofall computer rMe calculations used as tI!e basis for,esti~atjng plant-specific source terms for

selected accideru sequences. specifically identibirig those ivith potential for large releases.

Adescripdon ofmodeliing methods used to perforln plant specific source term calculations: .thi~ in!i:Iudies a

description ofthe method by ivhich source terms arei assigns tris acpident s'equiinces for <vhich computer code

{e.g.. MAAZor MELCOR) calculations ivere not performed.

If analyses of'a surrogate (i.e.. similar ) plant are,u.>ed (as a basis for characterizing arly aspect. of
radionuclide release): transport, or deposition in the plant being analyzed. refererices tio. ter ciopi~s o(
documentation ofthe original analysis. and a description of the technical basis for assuming applicability of
results.

3.2.3 Treatment of Source Ternt.Uiitcertaintiies

Results of the Level 2 PRA described in NUREG
governing iadionuclide release &om fuel. transport thr
applicable). and,containiment. and deposition on boundm
some measures of risk.

processes-I I>0 tndtcat<. that uncertamtte~ associated v th I

ough the prism'oolant system. secondary coolant system (if
'

structures. can be a major contr'ibutor to the uncertainty in

Uncertainties in the processes specifically related to r<idiqnuclide,source, term assessment should., therefore. be
represented in a Level 2 PRA. A systematic process and,calrulal'.on, too)s tq act;ommodate sour'ern! uncertainties
into ihe overall ei4uation of severe accident risks xvere dievelopeid for the Level 2'PRAs described"in hKJRZG-"1150.
A detailed description of this process and the associated tools is, not,provided here and the reorder, is l'efeped to
NUREGICR-455 I, Vol;2. Pari'4 {Ref. 3.20). NUREG-1335; Appendix A (Ref. 3.19). NUREG/CR-536i0 (Ref. 3;2,1).

and NUREG!CR-5747 (Ref. 3.22) for addit'ional infortttatipn qn use,topiics.
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3 Internal:Event Leicl 2 PRA for Full Poiver Operations

3.2.3;I Cunsideratiuns for the Baseline PRA

The areas in which key uncertainties are addressed in a L'evel 2 analysis are summarized beloiv:

~ Magnitude of radionuclidc release from fuel during core damage and relocation of the released material in-

vessel (primarily for volatile and semi-volatile radionuclide species).

Chemical form of iodine for transport and deposition.

Retention efficiency during transport through the primary.and secondary coolant systems,

Magnitude of radionuclide release from fuel (primarily refractory metals) and non-radioactive aerosol

generation during corium concrete interactions.

Decontamina!ion efficienc ofradionuc!ide floivstreains passing through pools ofwater (BWR suppression

pools and PWR containment sumps).

Late revapnrization and release ofiodine initiallycaptured in water pools. and

~ Capture and retention efficiency ofaerosols in containment and secondary enclosure buildings.

When deterministic codes are being used to estimate the source term. it is important to account for all of the relevant

phenomena even ivhen the code does not explicitly include models for. all of the phenomen. When a model is not

amilable for certain important phenomena. it is not acceptable to simply ignore the phenomena. Instead. alternative

methods. such as consulting different code calculations. using specialized codes. or assessing relevant experimental

results. should be used.

When consequences are being estimated in the PRA. it is important to accurately represent the timing of the release.

Past studies have shown that the number of carly fatalities can be particularly sensitive to when the release occurs

relative to ivhen emergency response actions such as a general evacuation of the close-in population are initiated.

Hence. it is also important that tlie approach used to estimate the source term properly accounts for timing

characteristics of the release.

3.2.3.2 Application Impact Considerations

It is not likely that changes in a plant's CLB willimpact the treatment ofunceriainties in the radionuclide source term.

3.2.3.3 Interfaces with Other Tasks

The establishment ofuncertainties in the radionuclide source term requires correct propagation ofuncertainties'through

the accident progression.
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3 Int.tnal Even'.evel 2 'PRA for Full Power Operations

3.2.8.4 Documentation

Documentation ofanalyses performed to characterize radiological, source tertrp sltould pro~ide sufficient intormation
to allow an independent analyst ro reproduce the results. At a minimum. a description of the method Iby,~which

uncertainties in source temps are addressed should be documented for a quality PRA.
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~4. INTERNALEVENT LEVEL3 PR ~ FOR FI-LLPo''~'ER Op +~T-'--

'his

chapter provides attributes for a Level 3 probabilistic nsk assessment (PRA) for accidents initiated during full

power operations ofa nuclear power plant. A Level 3 PRA evaluates the consequences ofan accidental release of

radioactivity to the environmen. Therefore. those PRA applications (e.g.. averted dose. impact ofevacuation strategies

on early fatalities. etc.) that need information on offsite consequences should include a Level 3 PRA.,A Level 3-PRA

is aiso nccdcd ifthc application ncccssitatcs that numcricai values lor risi oc ueiennineu (e g.. lor coillparison «itui

the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's fNRC'sJ quantitative health objectives. QHO! Accidents initiated hy

internal cents including internal fire and floods arc addressed in thc following section. Accidents initiated by cxtcrnal

events are addressea in Chapter 5.

Analysis tasks performed as part of the Level 3 portion ofa full-scope PRA consist oftwo major elements:

~ accident consequence analysis, and
~ computation of risk by integrating the results ofLevel I. 2 aad 3 analyses.

Attributes for an analysis in each of these areas are described beloiv.

4.1 Accident Consequence Analysis

The consequences of an accidental release of radioactive material Rom a nuclear power plant can be expressed in

several forms: for example., impacts on human health. the environment. and economic impacts. The consequence

measures of most interest to a Level 3 PRA focus on impacts to human health. Specific measures of accident

consequences developed in a Level 3 PRA should include:

~ Number ofearly fatalities

~ Number ofearly injuries

~ Number of latent cancer fatalities

~ Population dose to various distances from the plant

~ Indiridual early fatality risk defined in the early fatality QHO (i.e.. risk to the average individual within I mile

of the site boundary)

~ Individual latent cancer risk defined in the latent cancer QHO (i.e.. risk to the average individual within

10 miles of the plant).

~ Land contamination.
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4 Internal Event Level 3 PRA for Full Poiver Operations

4.1.1 Considerations foi the Ba:~<line PRA

uen "esSeveral probabilistic consequence assessment (PCA) codes pre purrentli in use: for estimating the, corlsequeni,.es lof

postulated radiological releases. The MACCS computer coPe" ", is ~upporti„d by the NRC for use in nuchrar popover

plant Level 3 PRAs. An.earlier version of thiis code ivas used in the an~lysqs reported in NUREG-11 i0""'.

p.
a full-scope evelluai)ion of accident-consequences. thisa complete desc'ription of the input, data ntmssaty). In

information should represent current, site-specific conditions,

Thc MACCS code necessitates a-substantial amount of stlppqrting irifortnation on local m'eteorolqgy,includirig
i'ovi s~vindspccd. aunospheriic stability.,and pi; ipitation. demo@ra hv. land usc. propcny values. etc. (Ket., 4. l provides

the values of several parameters, related,to tlieIn addition. MACCS requires that the analyst make assumptions on

implementation ofprotective actions following an accident. for exaniple,:

~ The {site-specific) use needed to >min the public ana initiate, the, em'.rgency response action (e.g.. evacuation or

sheltering).

~ The effective evacuation speed.

The f'raction of the offsite population vvhich effectively participates in the emergency response action.

The degree of radiation shielding afforded by the building stock in the area.

The projected dose liiruts assumed to trigger norinal and hqt spot tleloptiqn d)trinal the early phase ofthe'accident.,

The projected dose limits for long-term relocation from contaminated land, and
k

The projected ingestion doses used to interdict contaminated farmland.

Since the values assumed for the above parameters have a significan impact, on the consequence ~lcu)atiqns.,the,
selected values need to be justified and doctunented.

4.1.2 Application Impact Considerations

It is unlikely that a change in a plant's cunent licensing basis (CLB) wouldl effect the accident consequence.
assessment. However. ifthe application nieessitates knowledge e)f a particular ask measure (e.g.. population dose

for cost-benefit, analysis or individual risk for comparisqn tq thy NPC's quantitative health objectives) then the
conscqi.ence model used should, be able to calculate these parameters.,

'D.l. Chaixin. et al.. "MELCOR Accident Consttquelnce,'Cge System (MACCS),.User's
Guide.'UREG/CR-4691.SAND86-1562. Sandia National Laboratories. 1990.

"USNRC . "Severe Accident Risks: An Assessment for Five U.S. Nuclear Power Plants." NIJREG-115(
December 1990.
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4 Inteinal Event Level 3 PRA for Full Power Operations

4.1.3 Interfaces with Other Tasks

This task interfaces with the output of the Level 2 PRA and'provides the magnitude of various risk measures

conditional on a release occurring. The output ofthis task is used in the computation ofrisk (Section 4.2).

4.1.4 Documentation

Documentation ofanalyses performed to estimate consequences associated with the accidental release ofradioactive

material to the environment should provide suQicient information to allow an independent analyst to reproduce the

results. At a minimum. the following information should be documented for a PRA:

~ A description of the site-specific data and assumptions. used to perform the consequence. calculations.

4.2 Computation of Risk

The final step in a Level 3 PRA is the integration of results frown all previous analyses to compute the selected

measures of risk. The severe accident progression and the fission product. source term analyses conducted in the

Level 2 portion of tl" PRA. as we" 's the consequence analysis conducted in the Level 3 part of the PRA. are

performed on a conditional basis. That is. the evaluations ofalternative severe accident progressions. resulting source

terms. and consequences. are performed iathout regard to the absolute or relative &equency of the. postulated accidents.

The final computation ofrisk is the process by ~Sich each of these portions of the accident analysis are linked together

in a self~onsistent and statistically rigorous manner.

~ ~

~ ~ ~

4.2.1 Considerations for the Baseline PRA

The important amibute'by which the rigor of the process is judged'is the ability to demonstrate traceability &om a

specific accident sequence through the relative likelihood ofalternative severe accident progressions and measures of
attendant containment performance (i.e.. early versus late failure) and ultimately to the distribution of fission product

source terms and accident consequences. This traceability should be evident in both directions: i.e.. accident sequence

to a distribution ofconsequences and &om a specific level ofaccident consequences back to the fission product source

terms. containment performance measures. or accident sequences that contribute to that consequence, level.

4.2.2 Application Impact Considerations

It is unlikely that a change in a plant's CLB would eQect the method used to compute risk. However.'if the application
necessitates knowledge ofa particular risk measure (e.g.. population dose for cost-benefit analysis or individual

risl'or

comparison;to the NRC s quantitative health objectives) the the risk integration model used should be able to
calculate these parameters.

4.2.3 Interfaces with Other Tasks

This task interfaces with the output of the Level I. and 2 PRA tasks and calculates various risk measures.
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4.2.4 Documett tntiott

Documentanon ofanalyses petfortned to estimate risk should provide sttIFicient information to alloiv an independent '

analyst to reproduce t'e results. At'a minimum. the follonipg ijfoImation should be docuinented for a PRA'.

A description of'n>odcling methods used to assign conscoucnccs to individual accident sequences,rcpresej>te) in
the prvbabilistic logic model: this includes a description of the method by svhich the fuH spectrturi of severe

uccivc-'nt svUIYc icons ocn rate(I as part of the unccla3lnrv analysis afc lin'ed to a lintttcd, Ilulnbcr vf Jci'jai
consequence calculations.

~ A description of the computational process used to integrate thy entire PRA model (Level l through Level ~).

~ A summary ofall, calculated results including frequency distributions for each risk measure.,
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5. EXTERNALEVENT PRA FOR FULLPO%ER OPERATION

The analysis ofexternal events in a Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) necessitates different considerations than

those for an internal events analysis. This chapter discusses the attributes which should be considered in performing,
or reviewing a baseline external event PRA for fullpower operation. In addition, considerations for using the external

event PRA models'for evaluating the risk-significance ofa proposed licensing modification are also presented.

5.1 I.eve) i ~aafysis

This section presents the considerations for performing a Level 1 seismic PRA while at full power. In addition,
considerations forperforming a Level 1 PRA analysis ofother external events which can be important at various plant
sites (e.g., high winds, tornados, hurricaries, and nearby transportation accidents) are also presented; The evaluation
ofexternal event dur~~g lower power shutdown conditions is discussed in Chapter 6. Since the analysis ofexternal

events generauy utirize the models generated for the internal events analysis, the considerations discussed in Chapter 2

are also applicable. for these events. The PRA considerations presented in this section thus focuses on those Level I
modeling aspects which are unique to the external events. However. the influence ofthe external events on the internal
event Level 1:..odels (e.g., the impact ofstress level, equipment accessibility, and lack of indications caused by an

external event on the human reliabilityassessment),is also discussed.

5.1'.I Seismic Analysis

The objective ofa seismic PRA is to analyze the risk due to core ~. age accidents irutiated by earthquakes. This
means that the frequency and severity ofearthquakes should bc coupled to model of the capacity ofplant structures
and components to survive each possible earthquake. The effects ofstructural failure should be assessed, and all the
resulting information about the likelihood ofequipment failure can be evaluated using the internal events PRA logic
model of the plant modified as appropriate to include seismic-induced events.

The basic elements ofa seismic PRA include (1) hazard analysis, (2) structure response analysis, (3) evaluation of
component fiagilities and'failure modes, (4) plant system and sequence analysis, and (5) containment and containment
system analysis.

This section highlights the major points to consider in the performance ofa seismic PRA. Further details are contained
in NUREG-1407 (Ref. 5.1) NUREG/CR-2300 (Ref..5.2) and NUREG/CR-2815, (Ref. 5.3).

5.1.1.1 Considerations for the Baseline PRA

In a seismic PRA, seismic-induced failures in,addition to random hardware failures are modeled. They can lead to
accident initiating events as well as failures ofcomponents and systems that are needed to mitigate an'accident. In an
internal events PRA, usually only active components are modeled. In a seismic PRA, passive components, such as

pipe sections, tanks, and structures, have to be included. Unique failure modes of these components have to be
identified and added to the logic model. In addition, relay chatter is a unique component failure mode during an
earthquake that should be addressed.

One important aspect ofa seismic event is that all parts of the plant are excited at the same time. This means that
there may be significant correlation between component failures, and hence, the redundancy ofsafety systems could
bc umpromised. The irrelation could be introduced by common lo ation, o6entation, and/or vibranon Gequenip.
This type of"common~use" failure represents a unique risk to the plant that is reflected in a seismi" PRA

An additional consideration in thc perfonnance ofa seismic PRA is the formation ofboth a wellwrganized walkdown
team and a peer review team with combined experience in both system analysis and fragilityevaluation. Ideally, the
peer. review should be conducted by individuals who are not associated with the initial =valuation to ensure ideally,
both technical quality control and technical quality assurance of the PRA results and documentation.
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5 External Event PRA for Full Power Operatiion

Idenli7lcaiiun w Structures> Systems, atria Cut«pcncn s '".u'.et.:.
The systems, structures and components (SSCS) modeled in the internal events PRA, internal fire PRA (Section, 2.3),
and internal flood PRA (Section 2.2) can bc used in the identifiptiohtlofpotential seismic induced initiatir>g e'vent's,

failure modes and accident scenarios. 7hey provide the startirig po~int for the identification ofSSCs to be

included 'h 'nalysis. In addition, a review of the fire and flood analyses can help i en '6; po.ln e selslluc i rsls. h, ', ' en

fqr Selsiilic~in U Ill>an@ . Os ~,
' ~ . ~ ~ '«N-'' Mf I .'floods. Forncinlpl;failu eofah ~texci:~ngqror tankcouldleadto floog, ' .

other components. Similarly, rupture ofan oil storage tank can cause a
fire.'uring

the plant'familiahrizalion in preparation for perforIninp a sei]nuc .",pu P >„, lant documentation regarding
equipment layout, design, and comitruction of the SSCs identiified in the inteImal events PRA are typicailly/vip/.
D 'h's process,addiitional SSCs may be identified. Puring the plant ivalkdown, visual inspection of the

ment L~ "and component installation and anchoring should identiry S.PCS whhose failure Co pu
ofthe lant. The lant waIkdown is critical to identify asMesigned„as-built, and as~perated
plants. Information is gathered to determine the significant failure Inodes of the SSCs an d ifthe failure ofan SSC
would impact odier equipment rieeded to mitigate the accident., For example, faihire ofa structure could cause failure
ot equipment nearby due to failing debris. More detailch attrhibutes fear

a walkdown can be found in Section 5 and 8

of the Electric Power Research Im>titute (EPRI) Seismic Margisq Mh„theology '(Ref. 5;4~.

Initiating Events Analysis

Seismic-induced initiating events typically iulclude transients, loss of oQsite power (LOOP), and loP and losswf~lant
aCCi tS ~ I ~

'den ( OCAs). The postulated coUapse ofa ndj or structure, such as thc reactor building or turbine, building, can
be dered an adclitiohnal initiatuig evesit or as a basic cause for an initiating event that has been already i en

in the internal events PRA As mennoml ple~iou..ly, seismically induced fire and flood events can also be po e
'

y
consi as ail

tentiall
identified. It is possible to have multiple initiating events for a given seismic event. This can be treated approxiIhnathqy,
by choosing the initiator with the worst impacht &om the ytanppoitnt pf core darihjage probability'and considering
additional failures that are seisitucally induhxcL A systematic eralu;inon of the SSCS is performed to identify the,caa<es ~ofpotential initiating hwmts. In a malhhner simhtiar to the way iInitishtinf~ events are grouped for an internal evenp~ P~ ~the fail can be, grouped based on their impact on the plant. 'fhe results of thc evaluation should produce

'

list of failures for each iniitiating event. The identified failures are then used to gui e e quan~~~ca, 'op o
&equencies of the initiating events.

Hazard Analysis

In the 1980's, the wiethodologiies for performing seismic hazard analysis, were dk:veloped for the Eastern-U'.S. sites by
Lavmnce LivcnwxcNational, Lalxxatory (LLNL')(Rd: 5.5) and EPRI (Rcf. 5.6). However, the seismihI', haIzard cuhrves,

by these two methodologies mac signific uitly difFerent for 'niany ofthc eastern Sites. As a result ofthe 1993 reviaion
'0fthe LLNLhazard carvhm (Rcf. 5.7),, cidier approach is Currlmtlj cojmidered to be acceptable. In 1993, an effort was
also initiated to develop a method to produce more consistent seismic ~d h„.urves (jointlysupported y th NR „

EPM, and the U.S. Departmslt ofEnergy p)OE)). This recent dcvelopmerlt in seismic hazard analysis epul) also be
used f fu 'c PIUhhs. 1st the seismic hazard evaluation, s'ite specific soil conditions should be incorporated
into Sc site specific liazard chhirves to provide a thhue site-specif.c hazard evaluafion„The potential for soi que h,.tiois

should also be considered m a site-specific, evaluation.

To quantify botl the seisrrlic )iazard and component, &agilit'ies„a grourid niotion parameter n~~~~ to be sel «xl.
TradiYiorhally, the peak glhhLid ateeksation or zeh~od spectral ahmleration «as 'been used to reprepmt the inttnsity
fthe earthquake hazard, wlhich tendis to introduce a significant uncertain'n ~'the lower &equency mige. To mitigate

this problem, the avnage spectral acceleration is recommended for use siiice It expresses the ground. motion inthmsity
in terms ofaverage response speclxal values over the signifipmt, &etluericy range of interest for most structures and
equipment (e.g., 5 Hz to 15 Hz). Ifan upper bound cutoffto grqung mqtion at less than-l.5 g peak ground acceleration
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5 External Event PRA for Full Power Operation

is @zunis sensitivity studies s!mJd be conducted to dctcmunc v'hcthcr thc usc of this cutoffaffect thc dc inca"..or,

and ranking ofseismic sequences.

Fragility hnalysls

The &agilityofa component or structure is defmed as the conditional probabili ty offailure given a value of the ground

motion parameter. Ail the potential failure modes. both structural and functional. need to be examined to q antify the

&a'gilitybalue ofa component. The sources of information that can be used in a fragilityevaluation include the plant-
specific design and test data, available uycrimcn'"l s-'e, c ~".'ence m past mhq .:es (e.g., for o s'.. „,...
loss), and generic &agilityvalues &om past studies.

Generic &agility parameters can be used in the initial screening of components and structures. However, the

apptopriatetiess ofthe generic fiagiTityparuneters has to be verifie during the plant walkdown as well as by reviewing
the docianentation on component and structure &agilities. The highwnfidence-and-low-probability (HCLPF) value
can be used to screen components and structures without ouantification of the seismic fault trees or event trees.

Screeiung using a specified g-level for components and structure can be used to eliminate components with higher
HCLPFs &om further consideration in the PRA. However, if'he co~ '.. 'equency (CDF).results indicate
sigruficant iinportance ofcomponents'at the specified g-level, tl .n components screened at this level should be added

to the model and the results recalculated.

In the final PRA m"".el, all compo" -ts and structures that appear in the dominant accident cut sets should have site-
specific &agilityparameters that are derived based on plant-specific information, such as anchoring and installation
of the component or structure. The methodologies for &agilityanalysis are discussed in a number ofreferences, for
example, NUREG/CR-2300 and EPRI NP<04L It is desirable to incorporate the results of the latest available test
data into the analysis and to also include aging effects in the component and structure &agilityevaluation.

Sebmic Model Development and QuantiTication

Seismic event trees can be developed by modifying the event trees developed for the internal events PRA, as

appropriate. The event trees should consider events that can occur during an earthquake including a LOOP, station
blackout (SBO), other transients, and LOCAs ofdifferent sizes as well as multiple initiators. The fault trees developed
for internal events can also be modified to include failures induced by eanhquakes, as well as the impact of failed
instrumentation or contradicting indications. The random failure and human errors included in the fault trees for the
internal events analysis should be retained for the seismic analysis. Relay chatter and recovery actions car. be included
in the analysis using the information given in Section 3.1.1.4 ofNUREG-1407.

'Ihe logic models should demonstrate that simultaneous failures of.multiple SSCs (including a cross system boundary,
ifapplicable) as a result of the. earthquake are adequately, modeled. Most of the seismic-induced failures can be
adequately modeled by adding seismic-induced failure events in the fault trees for the affected systems. In terms of
initiating events, a combination of multiple initiating events has to be considered. For example, a LOCA with
simultaneous LOOP or SBO should be considered in the risk assessment.

The fiiulttrees and event trees should be quantified with a su6i i nt number ofg-values to cover the range ofpossible
earthquake levels. For each g-value, the event trees are quantified to aeteiu~ic ui~ ..ditional core damage cutsets
and'conditional core damage probability. Integration/summation of the products of the conditional core damage
probability and the hazard curve over all g-~. alues provides the overall'CDF due to seismic events.

Quantification can be done in two or more iterations. The initial screening quantification can be done by partially
using generic component fragiTities. The final quantification should use site-specific &agi)ities for those

components'hat

appear in the dominant cutsets. Care should be taken to treat system successes and high failure probabilities
properly by the computer algorithm used. The uncertainties in the results should be fully quantified and displayed.
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5 External Event PRA for Full Power Operation

5.1.1.2 Application Impact Consideratiolis

a hnt's cumat liamsing basis (CLB) Iiiay influence the response of the plant to sei» mic events

and thus influence the risk to tiiie plant and public. The use ofa seismic,,'in 0 ris - o'RA k-informed gul t; li
necessitates that the iimpact ofproposed plant or procedura c".>ang

actualnatureoftheimpact~iUbeapplicationspecific. However. ingeneral.'the'proposedchanges ou,'eva uat

for the impact on the following!eislnic PRA considerations:

~ identify ifany additional', SSCs should be included in die seismic model. Alternativeily. the appli!cation may
result in the removal ofa SSCs; f'rom oonsideration.

Review the inst ofthe prcyosed change on the identified seismic-induaxl initiating events, incIutting
theu'fouPllig.

The fiagilityofa component or structure may potentially be, aff<wte»d by a proposed change in,a plant,s CLB.
The appropriateims ofgeneric and plant~ific fiaylities should be revieived in light ofa proposed change.

The structure and quantification ofdeveloped event trees and fault trees used in the ', ~ hthe seismic P~k should be,

modified as appropriate to reflect (die proposed plant modification.

S.i.i3 Interfaces with Other Tasks

A 'RA can utiliize the PRA model.; used to ev'aluate internal events. In genera;,, odifil- the models are modified to
I d

' '
duced failures iri addition to the rando~u failures modeled, in an internal even K~ '6l

p <
'e ofa seismic PRA necessities interfaces with several irIterrial event PRA tas, inc u,

' '

identification, accident:sequence arialysis, systems analysis. +ta ~l»/sis, and himan reliabilityana y I (IIIV).

'.1.1.4Documentation

Th d tati ofa seism'ic PRA should be sufficient ta enable, a peer:reviewer to reproduce, the resists. The
process of identifyitng SSCs to be included in the seismic alIaly<is should be documented. The p~ocep ul
d ted to be systematic and complete. An example,df 4 set, of<<creI~'g cIiteria are the attribptes, in ~tion '2emonstQ
ofthe EPRI Seismic: Marginal Methodology (Ref. 5.4). A list ofany SSCp ~t were screened out should p
with thc screetung criteria/ammiptions. A list ofSSCs that were iiiclu'ded'in the seismic analysis should'be pros'rided,

along with the &5ng<s and procadures ofthe plant walkdown.,

The following information should be documented for, each SPC:

The type ofcomponent and the plant-specific identiification number.,
The, location and orientation ofihe romponent m the plant„

~ Support and anchorage details,
Evaluaticn iimults ofpossible seismic interactions;
Inspection results on the conditiion ofcomponents pnd, anchor'iges,

~ Photographs (ifappropriate), and.
~ Results of,sc'reening.

'Ihe scteelung criteria fol »eisrnically iwhxxd initiating eve.ts should be docuiiiented. The criteria sliould be consistent
with those used in the intnnal events analysis. Thy qIiantifiptioIiof seismically induced irutiating events is
documented with enough detail so that a lmowledgeable reader could reproduce the quantitative results.

The description ofthe seismic hazard method should be, provided, together with the information used to characte
the seismicity near the siite, the local so'il conditions and the potential for soil liquefactioli.

Draft NUREG-1602
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5: External Event PRA for Full Power Operation

The results,of the scisnuc hazard analysis includes the seismic liazard curves for different confidence levels (typically.

for 5, 10, 20, 3u, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 95 percentile), and the corresponding response spectra. The'seismic hazard

should be quantified for both horizontal and vertical components.

The following information'for documenting the seismic hazard, evaluation should be considered:

'ption ofthe seismic hazard analysis method. including the identification. ofcomputer, codes used in the

analysis.

~ Ifa plant-specific hazard, analysis method is used, all the assumptions/parameters regarding the seismic

zoning, source paruneters ofeach seismic zone (magnitude-&equency relationship), attenuation formula and

the local soil conditions.

~ Hazard curves and the associated response spectra.

The methodologies used to quantify the &agilityvalues of'components, together with key assumptions, should be

described sufiiciently to allow for a peer review. A detailed list of the component &agilityvalues should be provided

that includes the method ofseismic qualification, the dominant failure mode, source ofinformation, and the location

ofthe component. The &agilityitescriptors (median acceleration, uncertainty, and'randomness) should be tabulated

for all SSCs modeled, and the technical bases for the values used for each SSC should be provided.

Identification of the HCLPF values. of all SSCs modeled is also ..-commended along with the basic &agility

paraineters. Both sequerice-level and cotnpotient-level HCLPF values should be prv'ided to support decisions related

to the identification and listing ofseismic vulncrabilities..

Thc following information should be considered for documenting a &agilityanalysis:

~ The description of the &agilityanalysis'methodologies and key. assumptions,
~ Detailed &agilitytables,
~ Results'of screening, and
~ HCLPF values.

The following information on'seismic model development and quantification should be documented:

Adescription of the modeled initiating events including how SSC failures may cause the initiating events.

Adescription ofthe seismic event trees with descriptions ofthe top events and seismic-induced'failure events

modeled. The modifications made to:the event trees developed for the internal events PRA should be

discussed in detail.

The assumptions made related to correlated failures and how.they were applietL For example, pumps &om

redundant trains ofthe same system are usually located in the same building and have the same orientation.

Seismic-induced failures of pumps located in the same building are pessimistically assumed completely

correlated unless more detailed analysis is performed to better quantify the correlation. A table containing

all thc correlated failures should be provided. The basis of thc assumptions for correlations or lack thereof

should be elaborated.

The impact ofstructure hilures. A tab1e listing all the structures considered and the components or functions

they affected should be provided.
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5 External Event PRA for Full Power Operation

Failures of'omponents can!ead io fire Mid f)nod in, adpitiqn to lc>ss -of their functiprsi
documentation of the evaluation of'seismically intilucql fi!es rind .'Aoods should bc providdcd,

Description ofquantification m'ethodollogy.
4I

. A discussio~ of the risk profiles and dominant scenarios is for each earthquake mayutude.

A discussion on considerations for uncertainties in 'srnic risk quintifiwtion. This sho!iid include the
wa~tment of so~i aetsenties for koch hazird and franilitvc>macs

5.1.2 Anajysis of "Otlier"External Events

Analysis of "other" external events for full power considerations should generally follow the processes, already
provided forfull power aiialysis ofinterrial event initiators. However. there are a fcw noteworthy difference that are

discussed below.

5.1%1 Consideratiions for the Baseline PEA

The determination ofwhat "'othn" extcrna) events need to be considered necessitates the review ofnay possible
events that could occur. NUREG/C,'R-$ 839 (Ref. $ .8), for, ins~~, provides, a ljst ofpossible extci~l events that
should be corisidercd for inclusion in this portion of the PI!IA.

This topic i- further complicated by thc fact ttuit unlike the internal initiators, the.'mther" extenial events vs oPen,
need to be described using a luzard nuve rather than 'a siingle &equency estimate. This complicat~ tlie a)ility to,

screen out "other" extcnial events on probabilistic ground. Penqe, keening of these events relies much iaore on
sound detcnnuustic argunients. The screening ofany external events therefore necessitates adequate j!istilficajonand.

documentation.

Modeling ofaccident scqucixxs, epipmnt Mmes, and huir!an r„rrop gt:nerally follows thc'intcrnalwvent!;-fuIIl powei
attributes, except that spaM and plant layout factors become relevant as is the case for internal fire and Good events„

For instaiioe, structural arid banici considerations need to bclincfudcd; elquipment, bamier, and structural failures n~
to be modeled using &agni ty cine; new relevant failure modes andI equipment optmbility issues need to be iinc!iidecl
in the anal sis basek or. the effects of the external event; and, the models!ihould allow for appropriate combinanons
ofexternal event-induced failures with the random faihrej alr~p'n!:luped jn the internal events arialysis.

Concspoiidingly, tie data values (or curves) used for th'e fai~)ure, probability ofequipment, structures, bamcrs, and for
human error should corisider the'effect of'the external event as the hazard severity changes. This could mean that
greater failure probabilities are used t!ian in the intcnial elvcnts ailialyisis.,

Finally, the quanti&adon aspects of'the analysis necessitate; a
computer code capabilitiies and validation) ui orclcr to propcriiy
events. This technique shoiiid integrate the full spectrum of
the spccttum offiiihtieprobibiliitiesin the model (defined by
probabilities of plant i:quipment and hurrian errors change

r!iuc)i'mqre sophisticated analysis tcchpiqi!e (and )ien~
dpterpinq the CDF'resulting &om these "oper", e!cicrnal
hazard potential (as delineated by the ~d curve) and
&agilitycurves and other means to.desprible h9w fgure
as a )unction of the liazard severity).

5.12 2 hpplicatinn impact Conslderatilons

As with the case ofthe ana1lysis ofinternal events (including )iiesi an) fit!ods) and scisimc events, a proposed change
in a plant's CLB <~ potentially impact the risk &om other external events. The actual nature of'a proposed plant
modification or procediu31 change willdeterinine how the~ PRA exalt!atiqn o) thyrse other external events is impacts
In general, the following fact<irs should be considered ir! the, risg evtaluatiori ofsuch a change:
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'iiicscreening ofother cxte-."I'events sh" ld b" rcviciicd for a proposed modification to a phnt's CLB to

determine if the other external events considered or not considered in the baseline analysis are still

appropriate.

~ Potential changes to SSC fragilities resulting from the CLB change for the modeled external events should

be considered.

~ The potential for additional spatial-related failure mechanisms should be reviewed.

~ Changes to the existing baseline PRA models and data (including HRA values) necessary to account for the

CLB.modification should be identified.

5.1.L3 Interfaces with Other Tasks

Thc evaluation ofother external events can utilize the PRA models used to evaluate internal events. The internal event

models are mooified to include additional, failure modes induced by the external events. Thus, the analysis ofother

external events necessitates. interfaces with the internal even'RP '... eluding primarily initiating event

identification, accident sequence analysis, systems analysis. d"a analysis, and HRA.

5.1.2.4 Documentation

The following information should be considered. for documenting a PRA analysis of"other" external events:

~ A discussion of the process and the results ofthe screening of"other" external events.

~ Details regarding how the retained events are modeled,, particularly how the internal event models are

modified for the analyses to include spatial impacts.

~ A discussion of the external'event hazard curves and the fragility, curves for components and struci~s.

~ A discussion on how the human error rates are impacted by the external events.

~ The results of the analyses.

5.2 Level 2 Analysis

This section addresses some factors to consider when performing a Level 2 seismic PRA while at fullpower. It also

provides considerations for performing a Level 2 PRA analysis for other external events (c.g., high winds, tornados,
hurricanes, and nearby transportation accidents). In general, the considerations'for performing Level 2 PRA for
external events are thc same as for an internal event Level 2 PRA. Thus, only those factors unique to external events

arc provided'in the subsequent sections.

5.2.1 Seismic Analysis

As with the Level 1 portion ofthe seismic analysis, the Level 2 analysis should consider the impact ofan earthquake

on the core damage mitigating systems and the containment. The attribut for per'ortring and documenting both the

baseline and application~ific Level 2 portion ofthe seismic analysis includes the same considerations as discussed

for the internal events analysis. In addition, the potential'for an earthquake resulting in the failure ofcontainment
isolation valves to close, failure ofcontainment spray systems, or failure ofstandby gas treatment systems all'should
be evaluated. This can be accomplished as is done in the Level 1 analysis by including seismic-induced failures in
the internal events Level 2 models.
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5.2.2. Analysis of "Other" External Events

As with the Level 1 ponion of the analysis of other" external events, the baseline and application-s pecific Level 2

analysis should consider the impacts of the external events on,~h; ga,0:e miti tion ofcore damage accidents. The impact
ofthe identified external events on mitigating systems thus n~s~qi tat'es the same consi . '

'rneconsiderations as listed above for e

other Level I analyse. In addition, a~ direct impacts on the containment Rom the external events should be evaluated
and documented.

5.3 Ievej'3 AnaNsis

This section idcntifies some fietas to consider when performing, a LeveI, 3 analysis of the consequence, &om external
.even ts that occur dtuting full power operation. In general,,the perfonnance ofthe Leve ana ysi

th im ac(ofi xternal
Itisuniikel tha a(LB han e

od 1 used 'l ' 'enu) events. The major difference is, in the consideration ofthe imp
events on emergency response actions such as evacuation of the c)ose-in population. t is

'
y ( a g, c

would impact the Level 3 modeling.

56.1 Seismic Analysis

'Qe attributes in Cha pter 4 is also, in generall, applicable for a seismic analysis, However, under sonte c jrcunmtances
an earthquake can pment cmhtions that would change the,cot'sequence assessment generated for the internal events
""""zunis. In addition to c'hanging the potential source terms, an,earIhquake'can inflluence the ability ofthe populatior.
statoutgmg a plant to evacuate upon declaration ofa gene?al amer;gency. A lave! 3 seismic s to,
include consideration of the impacts ofdiQerent levels ofmthqu:Ikes on the consequence assessment g<ef. 5.9). A
,thxough discussion and documentation ofthe assumptiom used in the consequence assessment should be provIded.

53.2 Analysis of "Other" External Events

The impact on the Level 3 analy.>is should be included in the e~lua jon, ofother external events. The primary coItcer
is t?. impact of the external events on the potential for evacuation. 'Ihe attributes provided in Chapter,4 a>so apply
for the Level 3 analysis of"other" extelrml events. How any 1puque way+I'n 'which the external events trig?tt in>pact
the Level 3 analysis should be evaluated and documented.
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6. INTERNAL'NDEXTERNALEVg";ITP~ F(j)R LOW PO%'ER AND
.'SiHlLJTDOWN OPER% 1'lON.)

The purpose ofthis chapter is to specify the necessary attributes ofa fulll-scope probabilistic risk assessment (PRA)

of low power and shutdown (LPkS),operating conditio~. 1Ihe ~ks thtscuysetI are basically the same as those

described in Chapters 2 through 5. This chapter villfocus on any differences and/or additional tast's imposed, by t .

analysis ofLP8:S conditions Howcvcr. note that it is not the i"lent,oftltis discusstnn to prcscribc how to perform a,
PRA for LPZ:S co"ditionc

For those LP&S tasks that are significantly different &om those of;fuljpower, operation, the differences and additional

considerations are discussed for the baselline PRA lin additiion.,the ~potential impacts ofrisk-informed applications.

interfaces with other tasks;and required documenuttion are discussed, in sepatzte,sub;sections. For those LP&S tasks

that are vs similar to the tasks offull po~er operation.- this fact is stated and references to the Ml'power sections are,
--". withbut further elaboration„

The scope of the LP&S analysis includes all plant operating conditions exc p'. for full power, which js dqscrIbg in,
Chapters 2 through 5. Examples of states included in an LPkS analysis are low power (e.g.. power < 15/o). hot,
shutdoim/standby. cold shutdown. and refueling.

The risk associated mth the operation ofa plant in a panicular~ opcratjona) spte ip estimated based on the av erage
risl'er

year. 1nus. the &actions oftime associated with the operation of the plant in the various states should sum to 1.0.

This implies that ifthe'full power risk has been rmlculated based on, being in Mlpower'peration for an entire year.

then the results of the: full power. analysis should be reduced by the &action of time the plant is not at fulll power, on

a per vear basis (e.g„ ifthe plant is at full power 70/o of the t'ime on a per year basis, the full power risl'n a per year

basis would be 0.7 times'the originally calculated full power'risk vallue). Likewise, the risk associated with any

individual operating state should include the &action of time the plattt is in that particular plant'operational state

(POS).

For LP&S conditions. the fuel is assumed to remain in the reactor vessel. Risk associated arit spent fuel store<i in
the spent fuel pool. and cases where fuel is,partiallv or totally ioff~loade to tlte spent fuel pool during refuelling are

considered out ofthe scope of ths documeht.

T~yically. the plant operating states ofa reveling cycle can bc grouped into four distinct categories:,

~ Controlled shutdown to belovv x4/o power (where x represents the umsttton poet &om low pow
power operations).

~ Power operation (i.e.. &dl power operation).

er to fulll

~ Scram. and

~ Refueling outage.

As stated previously. the arelysis ctffull power operation is described in earlier Chapters 2 through 5. The atutlysis
of "OK" sequences originating, &om a fullpower analysis are excluded,&om the LPkS analyses; thus,,the,&actions
oftime spent in operational states resulting &om a'plant scram are not included jn the analvsis ofrisk dhtmug L'P&
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6 PRA for Low Power and'Shutdown Operations

The basis for this is the.assiimption that the mission time .ised in t!ie fii!!Power analysis is sufficien to adcqua'.:!i

cover the operation ofthe plant, during these states and that the, data used to determine component unavailabilities for
full power conditions already accounts for the known component unavailabilities during these states.

This leaves controlled shutdowns and refueling outages. In both cases. plant-specific historical data and current

operating procedures are used to.determine both the fraction of time spent. in these states and'to determine the

unuvailabilit) ofequipni«nl iii each operating state.

6.1 Internal. Events Level'1 Analysis

As stated in Chapter 2. a Level I PRA is comprised of three'major elements. For LP&S conditions. an additional
consideration should be added to the accident sequence delineation task ofa PRA. The purpose ofthis addition is to
subdivide the. operating, cycle of the. plant into sufficient plant operational states (POSs) to allow the analysts to
adequately reprt.sent the plant as it transitions &om one operaung state to another. While the number ofPOSs

ma>'ary

&om plant-to-plant owing to the different operational char" cterisi'. ~ . plants, the important concept is the

subdivision ofthe operation cycle into sufficien detail to allow '.he PRA analysts.to accurately represent the status of
the plant both &om a systems availability and a decay heat viewpoint.

6.1.1 Plant Operational States

The objective ofthe POS identification and quantification task is to subdivide the plant operating cycle into sufficient
detail such that the analysts can represent the plant operating mthin specific POSs and transitioiung &om one POS
to another. and to determine the fraction of time spent in each POS.

6.1.1.1 Considerations for the Baseline PRA

Identifying POSs

A POS is -a plant condition for which the status ofplant systems (operating, standby. unavailable) can be specified
with sufficient accuracy to model subsequent accident events" (Ref. 6;I). In addition to the status ofplant systems,
knowledge about. the decay heat load. and thus changes in success criteria. is important when identifying the POSs.

In an LP&S PRA. the plant's operating cycle is subdivided into different POSs. The characteristics important,to the
identification of the POSs are as'follows:

~ reactor power level,

~ in-vessel temperature. pressure, and coolant level.

equipment normally, operating and required to maintain the current operating parameters. and

~ changes in the decay heat load or plant conditions (e.g...raised water level with upper pools connected during
refueling at a boiling.water. reactor [BWR]) that allow new success'criteria.

Examples of POSs for.pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and BWRs can be fnund in NUREG/CR-6144 (Ref. 6.2)
and NUREG/CR-6143 (Ref. 6.1). respectively. It is possible that some special tests and operational activities..that
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are ofrelatively shoe duration. require d!at the. plant be placed in a con|iytmtion that is ve~ d!ffercnt from t!ic norma!

configuration of a PO'S. Such a obnfiguration may not need to be tr'eated as a separate PQS. However. such test

configurations should be identified and their contribution to risk, evaluated;,
I

Determining POS Fractions

For each POS idcntificd. detailed plant-specific information is collected. su'ch that the time spent in each POS can be

dctennincd. To determine ihc POS fractions for ~ r~fu..li:.n c iiinnc. plant-specific infnrmation on the prcv!'o'.!p fot!r

refueling outagcs is collected. Ifless than four outages are availablc. then information from all outagcs c~ccpt thc first

is used. For controlled shut!5own POSs. the factions are determined by collecting plant-specific information from tlie

previous five years ofoperation. Ifless than five years are available, the data from all years are used.

Screening of POSs

Screening ofPOSs should be performed b; identifying available diverse ar!d redundant means ofremoving decay heat

and mitigating accidents. Supporting idetermi!tustic analyses and quantitative screening risk calculations are used to

provide justification for screening out a PQS. For example. duringirefueling operation'with the refuelling cavity filfed.
calculations should be performed to dern'onstrate that time to core damage is very long in difierent postultited acqidetit

sect! amos.

6.1.1.2 Application Impact Considerations

A change in the current licensing basis can affect this, task in the followingway:,

Changes in the frequency ofoutages.,

Changes in the number of POSs.

Changes in the duration of thc PQSs. and
Changes in the other pammeters used in defining the POSs.

,The potential for these changes has to be eyaluated for each risk-infoimed change in the current licensing basis (CLE>).

In ei4uating the risk impacts ofplaiit changes. the inclusioni ofcontributions from LPAS provides a more complete,
risk assessment,

6.1.12 Interfaces with Other Task>

This task defines the initial conditions of the plant to be analyzed in all the subsequent tasks. 'In this task. the key
parameters are specified ,'for each POS. In the subsequent tasks. further characterization of the POSs is needed to
complete the assessment. A PRA model similar to that for fullpower operation is developed for each POS.

6.1.1A Documentat lon

The following information are documented I'ran LPAS PI&:

~ A list or general description of the information sources used I!tt the task.

i
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I

~ A d!scussion ofthe POSs idennfiM during the task. The disinission should specificall; define each POS and

descriue how each POS»zs determined.

Assumptions that »ere made during the identification of the'POSs. The bases for the assumptions and their

impact on the final results are also discussed.

A descnption of thc configuration of tile s~ stcnis. including those that are needed ior continuous operaiioi:

in thc POSs

The time history information used to determine the POS fractions, including the amount oftime spent in each

POS for each refueling and controlled shutdown outage.

The fractions oftime calculated for each POS for both refueling and controlled shutdown outages.

A list o"special tests and operational activities that significantly change the plant configitration ofa POS.

List ofPRA changes from risk-informed applications.

6.1.2 Accident Sequence Initiating Event Analysis

The objective of the initiating events task is the same as that described in Section 2.1.1, with the exception that for

those POSs where the reactor is already shutdo»a. the requirement for a reactor trip is eliminated: however. the

possibility ofrecriticality events is considered.

The LP&S specific considerations are provided for identifying additional initiating events, excluding events from

consideration. grouping the individua'initiating events. and documenting the work only when they differ from or are

in addition to tliose contained in Section 2.1.1.

ln an LP&S'PRA. all.those internal events that cause an, upset ofnormal plant operation'(some ofwhich require a

reactor. nip) iath the subsequent need for core heat removal are identified as initiating events. These;events fall into

one of four categories as follows:
4

Losswf~lant accidents (LOCAs)—For LP&S conditions, those events that result in a diversion ofwater

from the reactor vessel to some location»%ere the eater is recoverable, plus pipe rupture events in operating

systems connected to the reactor vessel where the inventory loss may or may not be recoverable, are

considered.'ransients

—Allfull power events applicable to the 1 P&S conditions are considered:

Decay'Heat Removal Challenges —Allevents that result in the isolation or loss of the normallv operating

decay heat removal svsiem during shutdown conditions are considered.

Reactivity Excursions —All events, that lead to inadvertent reactivity insertion or problems with flow
instability» here the core is operated with a local high power-to-mass-flow, ratio are considered.
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i »,!
S"ccial issues or scenarios - Scenarios'and!psu."s id ntifi:d i!i cxistin" stud! s siiould b',ni'Lud„»=. I-'o:

example. reactii ity accident scenario identified in the French study (EPS 900) (Ref. 6.3). Io>v-tern'pera~e

overpressurization. failure ofcavity seal. and failure of'thimble tu'be seals should be addressed.

In ensuring "completeness" in identifying all potential initiatiiig'events for an LP&S PRA. tlhe analyst should perform

an engineering cnluation considering all events as described in Section ~". I, l. plus thc analyst s!iould eva/untie, thpsc

events that are unique to or have happened during shutdown operational states. Table 4. ll.2 ofNURFG/CR-61 43.

(R f 6 i) a d T bl p }.3 I KJURLI il R,6IIL 1 I>,'ol 2 (R f 6») qo q li s t ''' ''ha

considered during previous 'LP&S analy! es.

pirlg mitiahng events are the same as tliose provided m,

erations. interfaces with other tasks. and'documentation
The considerations associated with exclluding and grog

Section 2.1.1. In addition. application impact consid

guidelines are similar to those discussed in Section 2.1.1 for Fall paiver~ operation.

6.1.3 Accident Sequence Analysis

For this task. considerations are provide for selecting the accident sequence model. establishing the success criteria.

modeling the accident dependencies. and documenting the vork oily ivhen they differ from or are in addition io those

presented in Section 2.1.2',.

.1.2. top events representing the fractions optime spent'n

ry containment is open or the fraction oftime a specific

uch information is ineeded to model accident progression, to

core damage.

In addition to the corisideratiions described in Section 2

different system configiirations (e.g.. Riction oftinie the pi~ra
decay heai removal systen,i is operatuig) are required ifs

As discussed m Secuon 2.1..2. mclusion ofopeiztor actions'm the models is important: Due to the nature ofshutdown,

conditions. more reliance may be placed on operator intervention. Thus. particular care should be given to the,

incorporation ofhuman actions in ihe development ofthe event tree structure used to model the plant's response i to any,

particular initiating event. Plant operating prtxxxlures should be examined carefuLly to determine how they will impact

the operator's response during an acc,ident.

Given the time dep idency ofthe decay heat load. an LP&S PRA willexam'ine the systems for unique configurations

that may prove successful duri!ng shutdown conditions (e.g.. gravity injection, ref!ux cooling. and a!tern'ate:decay heat,

removal system). Ifthese system configuratiorui are deemed success criteria. then the LP&S PRA willmake use of
the systems by further subcliyiding a POS into different rime windows. Tlhese tune windows, which couldh be,

represented by sub-POSs. allov for more realistic assess!'nents of the impact of. the decay heat loads on accident

scenarios. Regardless of whether these subdivision are classified as tiime windows or sub-POSs. the accident,

.pic;, '. models contained in an LP&S PRA v illproperly at count for the differences introduced imo the accident,

sequence progression meals.

The considerations a!isociated with:he modeling ofaccident dependenci s and documentation are the same as those:

provided in Section 2.1.2. In additiion. application impact cons:'iderations. interfaces, with otheritask". ~and

documentation are similar to those cliscussed in Sectioii 2.1.2 for full power operation.

lI)
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~ ~

~

6.1'.4 Systems Analysis

The LP&S considerations are the same as'those described in Section 2.1.3. It'should be noted that during shutdown

conditions the alignment of systems may be,.significantly different as compared,to that offull power operation. many

instruments and indications may not be available. and consequently a higher likelihood ofhuman initiated acc!dents

may occur.

6.1.5 Data Analysis

For, this task. considerations are provided for identiijing the data sources and models. selecting the data input needs.

quanufyuig data parameters. and documenting the work onlv when they differ from or, are in addition to those presented

in Section 2.1.4.

For selecting data input. the, only modifications to the considerations described in Section 2.1.4 are as follows:

~ In reviewing, incidents for potential initiators. all'incii nts that meet tlie definition ofan initiating event as

,given in Section 6.1.2 are considered in, an L'P&S'PRA. However, the frequency of these events will'be

different fit;m the fiequenc.:t fullpower operation. Plant-specific operating experience during'L'P&S should

be used to estimate the frequency of these events in each plant operating state.

~ In reviewing the incidents on component performance. all incidents that could affect the. performance of

equipment during the POS'are considered in'an LP&S PRA. In, quantifying equipment reliability parameters

and commonmuse failure probabilities. data fiom all plant'operational states should be used to quantify, these

parameters as described in Section 2.1.4. However. each event should be considered to determine ifthere are

conditions such that the probability or rate of the. failure event would be different depending on the plant

operational state.

~ In quantifjmg component unavailability from test and maintenance. only incidents occurring during the POS

are included in an'-LP&S PRAi Only plant-specific operational experience during LP&S operations should

be used in estimating equipment unavailability. Additional consideration ofconcurrent unavailability and

plant operational procedures during each POS. outage times for redundant equipment (both intra- and inter-

system) should'be examined and accounted for based on actual plant experience.

It is very likely that in a.selected POS the configuration of some systems and'components changes. The

fiaction oftime that a system or component spends in each possible configuration has to be estimated using

plant-specific data supplemented v ith plant specific operation procedures and outage schedules.

Application impact considerations and interfaces with other tasks. r. similar to those discussed in Section 2.1.4 for
full'oem

operation. For documentation. the only additional information to be repo«ea'are u« fiaction of time associated

with being in a particular POS. the conditional'probability associated with being in a specific system configuration.

and the information used to generate these values.
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6.1.6 Human Reliability Analysis (HRA)

Given the increased dependency ori the human for performing actions during shutdown conditions, human intcrfai:es

become even more critical in causing. preventing. and mitigating an accident than is'the case during full po'wer

conditions.

The LP&S considerations are the same as those described

co i"0 s. " " syst nls may bc in a cordiguration vca
instrumentation may not be available and a hgher likelih

in'ecitiotl 2.J.5. It should be noted. that during shutdown

dif<,r'cnt &oni 'tliose during full power opeialioilr nlall~
I'odofhuinan initiated accidents can exist.

'.1.7Accident Sequence Quantification

The LP&S considerations are the same as those described in Section 2.1.6.

6.2 internal FloodI Level 1 Analysis

The purpos'e ofthis se".tion is to descrilie the ati!iibiites ofa statewf-the-art internal flexlPRA for. a plant during LP&S,
operations. Only those. attriLutes tliat are unique to floods during i,P&S operations are discussed. The PRA tasl's diat

are the same as those for a fall power interriaI flood PRA and LP&S internal events PRA are discussed i'ections 2!.2

and 6.1. respectively.

The approach used. ui performing a full power flood analysis PRA can be, used for an LP&S PRA flood analysis.
However. the differences between LP&S and full power operation have to be accounted for in its application. The
main differences betmen LP&S and fullpower operation are the initial ci>nditions ofthe plant, definition of'ini)iatjng
evmts. and systems/functions needed to mitigate an accident. These are the subjects that are discussed in tltis section

in terms of the key taSks ofap LI'&S'nternal flced P RA.

The considerations associated with the potential impacts of the changes in CLB. interfaces with other tasks, and

documentation ofan LP&S internal flood analysis are the same as, those discussed for a full power PRA.,

6.2.1 Definition and Characterization of POSs

A main difFerence between an LP&S internal flood PRA and a full power internal flood PRA is the initial'conditions
ofthe plant. The initial condiiiom defineid and characterized in the LP&S inteitial events PRA. i.e,. outage ~Ties Wd,,
POSs. should be used in an LP&S internal flood PRA.

6.2.2 Initiating, Event Analysis'

flood initiating event during I.P&S conditions can be tteftned as a flooi tlat causes an initiating event as, defined
in the LP&S internal events PRA.

The causes of internal floods identified iin the full power internal flood PRA should be evaluated tang into
consideration the unique plant configtuation and operatuig conditioits during LP&S operations. to determine their
applicability to LP&S conditions. For example. a pipe section that is a source of flocxI for fullpower operation~ may
be isolated during shutdown conditions. Ifa source of floods is found applica~ble to,LP&S conditions. the method
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quantizing its frequency used in the fiillpower analys! s shou!d be ."evieivcd for its a .plicabi!ity to LP&S conditions.

For example. a.pipe section that is a source of floods during full power operation may be subject to much louver

pressure and '.emperature during shutdown. Therefore. the lii;elihood of its rupture may be significantly different from

that offull power operation.

In addition to those flood sources identified in the full power internal flood PRA. a revieiv,of the shutdown.
.C' .'l.... 1 i L., W . ~ .3 I~

coi iguTations p ai i sysicnis anu i ie opera iilg p o wau cs us" uriiig 'S op " io i s iou < c p ~
"

'dentifyunique sources of t1nnrls rl»ring LP&$ conditions. A,p!ani walkdown during shutdown. s!iou!d a!so b"
fi

performed to identify'uch sources offloods.

6.2.3 Flood Propagation

The same approach as that used in a full power flood'PRA can be used in an LP&S internal flood PRA Flood

propagation modeling includes estimating the quantity ofwater the< may be involved, identify'ing the pathways and

barriers for flood propagation. identifj~ng the failure modes of. the components that would be afiected'by the floods.

and estimating the timing of the scenarios. The unique shutdown conditions of the plant have to be taken mto

consideration. For example. the refueling water storage tank (RWST) inventory during refueling operation may be

significmt!y loiver than that during full popover operation and fiood barriers including dams. floor plugs. and anti-

reverse floivdevices ui drain lines may be removed'during shutdown condition.

6.2.4 Flood Model Development and Quantification~ ~

LP&S internal flood'event trees should be developed by modifying the event trees developed for the LP&S
internal'vents

PRA The fault trees developed for the LP&S internal events PRA should be modified to account for the flood

induced. failures.

6.3 Internal, Fire Level 1 Analysis.

The purpose ofthis section is to describe the attributes ofan internal fire PRA for a plant during L'P&S operations.

Only those attributes that are unique to fires during LP&S operations are discussed. The PRA'tasks that are the same
(

as those for. a full power internal fire PRA and LP&S internal events PRA are discussed in Sections 2.3 and 6.!,
respechvely.

The approach used in performing a fullpower internal fire PRA can be used for an LP&S internal fire PRA. However.
the differences between LP&S and full power operation'have to be accounted for in its application. The main
differences between LP&S and full power operation are the initial conditions of the plant, definition of initiating
events. and systems/functions needed to mitigate an accident. These are the subjects that are discussed in this section

in terms of the key tasks ofan LP&S internal fire'PRA.

The considerations associated mth the potential impacts of the changes in CLB. interfaces with other tasks. and

documentation ofan LP&S internal fire analysis are the same as those discussed for a full po'w r PRA.
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6.3.I Definition and Character!ization of Plant Operational States
I ~

Amain difference between an LP&S iintemal fire PRA and a full poiver internal fire PRA is'he initial conditions of
'the pla'nt. 'The initial conditions defined,and characterized jn tile LP&j in(ernisl events PRA. i.e., outage, eyes apd

POSs. should be used in an LP&S internal fire PRA.

6;3.2 Initiating Event Analysis

A fire induced'initiating event d»tiing LP&S conditions can be de6ned as a fixe that causes an initiating event, as

defined in the LP&S internal events PRA. For example. a fire that causes intettuption ofthe residua) hpt removal,
(RHR) system is a fire iinduced initiating event. The definition ofa five induCed initiating event should be used in the

identification ofcritical fue locations ofan LP&'S PRA.

~"". fire frequency quantificatio should be perfiormed in thy same,way it is doric for full power operations. A fire
incidence database including incidents duriing shutdown should b» used. In reviewing the database, those events pat,
are applicable to LP&S conditions should be identified.

6.3.3 Identification ofCritical Pire Lo'cation S [

fa postula)ed )ee lhat, would Ilead to an uutiating eventA critical fir~ location for an LP&S condition is a location O

and at the same time affect the systems and components needed to rqitigyte the accident. The approach developed in

a full power fire PRA can be used in an LP&S fire PRA. Yhe,infq~tlon colIlected during a fulll power fire PRA.

including critical fire locations, provi'des useful background information for an LP&S PRA. Howeve~. in an LP&S
PRA. a somewhat differen set ofsysteins and icomipoiients needs to be ~en,,into cortsideratiion, and the identifjcatjon,
ofcritical locations has to be performed based on the definitiion ofapplicable iiutiating events. For exiamp! e, )ossi of
RHR can occur due to a fire that affects the RHR system or.its support systenz. Suc'h a fire may not c'onstitute an

initiating event for fullpower ioperation. To,identify possible fire locations. tracing of the cables for the components
ofthese systems mould be neccssaty. Similarly. the systems/fitncttonsl negated to mitigate, an accident duting shiltdoNm,
are not exactly the same as those, nettled for 'full power operation. Therefore, the critical fire locations ofan LP&S,

PRA are, not necessarily the same as those ofa full pow r ftie P~.

6.3.4 Fire Propagation and Suppression

The same approach as tlat which vi'as used in a Ml'power fire PRA cMi be used in an LP&S internal firPIM.
Ho~ever. the shutdown conditions offire bsuriers and systems needed for detection arid suppression ofa fire. should
be taken into consideration. Fair eimn]pie. a fire door being kept open during shutdown to facilitate movement of
equipment willimpact the prcipagation ofa fit.and add'tional activities during shutdown may increase the liL;elihood
ofa fire oeing detected early.

6.3.5 Fire Modlel Development and iQttantification

LP&S internal fire event tram should be developed by modifying the event treeS developed for the LP&S'nternal
events PRA The fault trees developed for ithe ILP&S internal events PRA should be modified to account for the fire
induced failures.

IO
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6.4 Seismic Lt.vcr'1 Analysis .

The purpose ofthis section is to describe the attributes ofan LP&S seismic PRA. Only those attributes that are unique

to an LP&S seismic PRA are discussed. The PRA tasks that are the same as those for a full power seismic PRA and

LP&S internal events PRA are discussed in Sections 5.1.1 and 6.l. respectivel:.

Th- approach used in performing a full pouzr PRA can be used for an LP&S PRA. However. the differences bctiveen

LP&S and fuH poiver operation have to be avmted for in its application. The niacin difcr..;ces between LP&S and

fullposer operation are the initial conditions ofthe plant, definition ofinitiating events, and systems/functions needed

to mitigate an accident. Tl ese are the subjects that are discussed in this section in terms of the key tasks ofan LP&S

seismic PRA.

The considerations associated with the potential impacts of the changes in CLB, interfaces with other tasks. and

documentation ol'an LP&S seismic internal fire analysis are thc same as those discussed for a fullpower PRA.

6.4.1 Definition and Characterization of Plant 0,;erational States

A main difference bc'.:veen an LP&S;ismic PRA and a full popover seismic'PRA is the initial conditions of the plant.

The initial conditions defined and characterized in the LP&S internal events PRA, i.e.. outage types and POSs. should

be used in an LP&S seismic PRA.

6.4.2 Initiating Event Analysis~

~ ~

A seisnucally induced uuuanng evmt dunng LP&S conditions can be defined as an earthquake that causes an initiating

event as defined in the LP&S internal eats PRA The seismic-induced initiating events should include loss ofoffsite

power (LOOP). loss ofRHR. and LOCAs. Seismically induced fire and flood events should also be identified.

6.4.3 IdentiTication of Structures, Systems, and Components (SSCs)

The SSCs to be considered in an LP&S seismic PRA should not be limited to those considered in the full power

seismic PRA This is due to the fact that the SSCs that either can affect an initiating event or are needed to mitigate

an accident during LP&S operations are not identical to those considered in a fullpower seismic PRA. However, the

same approach as that used in a full power seismic PRA can be used.

6.4.4 Hazard Analysis

The hazard analysis performed for a full power seismic PRA can be used.

6.4.5 Fragility Analysis

The fiugilityanalysis ofan LP&S seismic PRA should account for the shutdown-specific configuration of systems and

components. For example. the RWST may be only partially filled during the refueling operation'and its &agilitywould
be significantly different from the case when it is full. and the steam generators are maintained at "wet layup" (filled
~ ith water) and their fragilitywould be significantly different from that offull power operation.
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6.4.6 5'Inde! Deve!ostnent „..d Att.",nt'.e;.""..+ion

I~
Seismic event trees for LP&S operations should be devclopeeI by ImoeIifying the event trees developed for the LP&.)

internal events PRA. The fault trees developed, for internal events should, be mo4fiei$ to include failures induced by

earthquakes.

6.5 Level 1 Analysiis of "Other" External Events

Much of what should be considered for "other" (e.g.. high wijids. tornados. etc.) external events during LP&o
operation has already been covered in Section 5.'1.2 ofthis report. The followir>gcovers additional considerations

beyond those, already included in that section.

The inclusion or exclusion of-other" initiating events'needs to,be reexamined and may need to be altered because af
expected plant configtuations or activities during LP&S operation. ]For Inst;mce, expected reconfiguralion, ofq<'ome

baJriers (opening ofdoors normally closed during fullpower,opzration)„introduction of temporary equipment,such
as scaffolding. periods ofan open containment. fuel potentially in more, vulnerable configurations than at fullpower.
and introduction ofnew external hazards by personnel (e.g.. caustic cleaning solvents, more vehicle" on~ite,l etc,) cre

examples ofwhy prevtously ellinmated -other"'.external events may n'e'ed to tie,reconsidered for analysis.

Similarly. ". expected clnnges in plant configtarations and equipment operability periods should be considered when

modeling the possible mitigation pathwaiiz and henc the success ar<d failure scenanos sKould an external, event qccuI'.

AdditionaUy. the hazard frequencies need to be res:xamined and may need to be changed in cases where they may be

affected by plant personnelI. such ats greater vehicle use aQecting the frequen~g of transportation accidents.

And fina!iy. the data values (or curves) for both plant equipment failure atnd hum'rrors need to be rewxanuned to
account for such things as temporary insta! !ations. Ixmsible temporary degradation ofequipment. less operabiIity ~tantts

indication for the operators. and deo~ental effects for some human perforntanee shaping factors (more noise, crowded
conditions. etc.).

The considerations associated ~ith the potential impacts of the changes in CLB. interfaces with other tasks, at>d

documentation ofan LP&S "euheir" external event analysis axe the fane as those discussed for a fu!I power P~t

6.6 Level 2 Analysis

The object ofthe Level 2 analysis is to assess the potential fot rel'ease ofradionuclides due to accidents during LP&S
conditions.

6.6.1 Considerations 1t'or the, Baseline PRA

Genera!ly. the considerations provided in Chapter 3 for full power operation are aiso pplicable to.LP&S cong<itiqns...
However. it should bc not'ed that,. just as the equipment required to prevent core d'unage during thc Levcll I analysis,
can be affected by LP&S operating conditio. so too can the equipment considered during a Level 2 analysis, If:
certain recovery actions, e.g., restoration of RHR pumps,i nceId to be performed inside the contaitunent after bulk
boiling ofthe reactor vessel inventory has corrunenced. the impact of;enyirorunental conditions inside the containntent
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on the chances ofsuccess nfsuch actions need to be assessed, ln addition. the containment may be open during ceita! n

shutdown POSs. These factors should be accounted for, in'the L'evel 2 analysis. Furthermore. care shouid be exercised

when accot!nting for the physical and phenomonological differences associated with the characterization ofradionuclide

release during shutdown states.

The following are Level 2 considerations. that should be evaluated:

Level 2 +stems —Containment systems. such as sprays. may not be reouired in some of the shutdone POSs

As a result; thev,may be out ofservice for extended pc.".'ods of time. The status ofsuch systems should bc

identified.

Containment status —In some shutdown POSs. containment closure is not required. As a result, personnel

hatches. equipment hatches. and containment penetiations may be left in an open position. The probability
ofan initially,open containment has to be taken into cons! ~enation in the Level 2 analysis. The possibility
that the operator would reestablish containment intcmity subsequent to an accident initiating event has to

be eeluated. Consideration should be given,to the starus ofelecuic power. equipment. and material r;.:ded

to reestablish containment integrity.

~ Decay ofradioactive isotopes —The impact of loiv decay heat levels on accidcntgromession'in LP&S POSs

and, the decay of short-lived radioactive isotopes which ni.pact early health effect should be properly
accounted for.

These key uncertainties are derived. in part. from the results of the LP&S PRAs (Refs. 6.1 and 6.2) as well
as more recent statements of key source term uncenainties published by the'.NRC for light-water reactor

licensing purposes (Ref. 6A). Configurations ivhere air can enter the reactor vessel. such as when the vessel

head has been removed for refueling. have been postulated to cause an enhanced release of certain

radionuclides. The effect that air ingression has on the. source term:in such configurations needs to be

assessed and. ifimportant. included in the Level 2 model.

6.6.2 Application Impact Considerations

The considerations in assessing the risk impact ofa change in the CLB are the same as those discussed in Chapter 3

for full power operation. In addition. the impacts on the shutdown specific issues discussed in Section 5.3.1 should
be evaluated.

6.6.3 Interfaces with Other Tasks

The interfaces between a Level 2 LP&S analysis and Levels ! and 3 analyses are the same as those for full power
operation.

6.6.4 Doctimentaticn ~

The documentation requirement ofa Level 2'LP&S analysis is the same as that ofa Level 2 analysis of full,povver
operation.
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6.7'evel 3 Analysis

The discussions pro'vided in Chapter 4 for fullpower operation are also applI~~ble to LPEcS conditions.
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APPENDIX A; PRIORITIZATIONOF 'SSCS AND HUMANACTIONS

A.1 IntroducIIion and Objectiive 0
the role ofThe objectives ofthis appendix are two folld. The first objective is to discuss unportance measwes wattun,

thc risk-'informed r'egulatory 1Iramcivork. This i! necessary becIiusq th!I fralneiyork doe~ not e.';p! Icitly.'r'ely on risk-

ranking methods for tIie acceptance. of the proposed regula]ory motdifiptInns., The secohd objective is io provide

discussions on the tottoiving tfiree areas

~, methods an'd limitations ofquantitative prioritizatipn,,
~ techni ues for ualitative riorilization.and

aaributes of m integrated approach to prioritizitioriin 'support 'of 'risk informed applications

Prioritization is typically, performed both qu intitatIvely and qualitativeliy. Quantitative piioritization js dpne based

ori probabiJistic'risk as,~t (PRA) and by use ofquantitaiive unportance mms'ures. Qualitative prioritization are

done base'd on the defen!ie-iriMepth concept aiid by us0 of~ bo'th PRA jinfoimation and current dqterttutuptic isafqty,
considerations; Regardless of the specific regulatoiy application, prioritization can be conducted as ati uitermediate

(A.u rstep to ddferentiate between ihe hgh, safety signdicant and low safety simu6cant components (HSSC.JLSSCs).

Relaxing requiremeiits for LSSCs is expected to 1have'eas aggregate rist'ntact than ifrequirements aire relaxed for

HSSCs. inis applicaiion ofranking (e,g.; relaxillig requirerrieny fo1 LSSCq) does riot guarantee,that the acceptance,

criteria are met., Howe'. impo'itance measures can be used as a part, ofal system'atic proces's ofadding'land repovjng,
components from the LSSC list.

Risk ranhng provides an iiifomation base that can be, used foriimplemtuiption aiip monitoring phases of~risg-+oittled,
and performancekasecl regulatory alternatives as diiscussed in ~on $ .5 qfDP-lt)61~'. This is mpecigly,'important
in those applications where the risk impact of the proposed changes in requirements cannot be accurately,estimated.
Qualitative enguieering and operatior4il reasoning along with a, datIib~ ofthe importance measures can be used to
help justify proposed changes to the current licensing, bases. Ifthe impoitanoe analysis indicates'that a particular SSC

is an HSSC..then it probably is: on the other handl, ifthe importance, analysis indicates that the SSC'is ~riot,important,,
then this conclusion should not be aixepted ivithout carefig inyestigatipn qfthe reasoris.

-The remairider of this appendix discusses tihe theoretical. bases a'nd physical interpretations for vari''us importance
ineasures. It also diiscusses the use of iinportance meas,urea in, risk priorit~tion and idehtifies their potential
limitations. This generati giiidance is tailored to support specific, applications, as appiopriate, and,may be, further
described in application-spe:ific guides.

"'Letter I'rom A. Thadaiu g4PS. Associate Directors'oriTechniqal Review) lo C. Pipton (Vice President, NEI)„
-Terminology for Categorizuig, Systems Components and Strucuires in Risk-Informed Regulatory ApplIcations," dated
May 8,'1996.

"'USNRC, "An Appr'oach for Using Probabilistic Risk Assessment in Risk-'Informed Decision on Plant-
Specific Changes to the, Curient Licensing Basis," Draft Regulatory Guide DG- 1 061, February 1997.
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~

~

A.2 PRA-Based Importance Assessment

Several diQ'erent importance measures are typically calculated on the basis ofPRAs'"~"*". Some importance measures

use the numerical risk information contained in PRAs: these are referred to as quantitative importance measures.

Quantitative importance measures tvpically determine the chang" itt r'sk tncasurcs associated with thc failure or success

ofequipment or human actions. Here, risk measures refer to both core damage frequency (CDF) and large early release

frequency (LERF). By conrrast. PRA-based qualitative importance measures do not use the risk contribution

information, rather they use the logic inforniation contained in PRAs. Qualitative importance measures typically
deternune the reduction or increase in th'e number of layers ofdefense against an accident as a result of the failure or

success ofequipment or human actions.

Definitions ofvarious importance measures. their formulation, physical interpretation, and limitations are discussed

in this section. Various sensitivity analyses are suggested to account for the known limitations'~" in using the results

of various importance measures. Some considerations for groupaig of various equipment using the calculated

importance meat es are summarized.

A.2.1 Quantitative Impor'.ance Measures

A.2.1.1 Definitions of Im'portance Measures

Fussell-Vesely (FP) and Risk Reduction 8'orth (RRQ Importance Measures

An important element of the results ofa PRA is thc sorted list of the accident sequence minimal cutsets. For
those'pplicationswhere PRA assumptions and data are not challenged, the ranked list ofminimal cutsets could provide a

means for prioritization. In some applications where PRA assumptions, model, and data may be questioned

(e.g., previously unrecognized motorwperated valve [MOQ failure modes in MOV testing applications), th PRAs ~

may first have to be updated.

The ranked list ofaccident sequence minimal cutsets provides important insights concerning the combination offailure
events that contribute to core damage and public risk. This information could be used to establish defenses against
the major risk contributors. A ranhng scheme using the minimal cutset contribution is the most straightforward. Since
the minimal cutsets are sorted on the basis of their &equencies, one may decide to identify all components within the
scope:of the application that also show up in the dominant minimal cutsets. Depending on the application, the
dominant minimal cutsets could be determined based on their total contribution to risk (e.g., account for 95.percent
ofthe CDF for all initiators fiom internal and external events including shutdown PRA). Ranking based on minimal
cutset contribunons is typically performed in order to focus resources and refine the requirements to gain a significant
safes benefit.

1985.

"'W. E. Yesely and T. C. Davis, -Evaluation and UtilizationofRisk Importancm," NUREG/CR<377, August

" 'W. E. Vesely, M. Belhadj, and J. T. Rezos, "PRA Importance Measures for Maintenance Prioritization

~ ~

~Applications," Journal ofReliability Engineering and System'Saiety, Vol.'3, pp. 307-318, 1994.

~'W. E. Vesely, -The Use ofRisk Impoitances for Risk-Based Applications and Risk-Based Regulations,"
Proceedings of the PSA '96, Park City, Utah, September 29-October 3, 1996.
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The maior deficiency with this rani'ing scheme i» its poor discrimination capability For example. a cpmppnelit tl)at,

belongs to a cutset contributmg .'>, percent to the CDF will,tbe rpnkCd tlighci than a componeiit that may,belong, to,
several miniinal cutsets each coritributiing I percent or less to,c'ore image. even, though the net contributiop of;all,of

these cutset's could be more than 5 percent. To overcom'e this deficiency. specific importance measures,'known 'as the

FV measure and RRW have been developed.

The FV measure is defined by the prbbabilitiies of the cutsets cnntaihirig an event divided by the sum ofall cutscts.

Mathematicallv. the FV measure is calculated by the change in risk when the compt)nent is unoperatiotial lninjus tllsc

risl'hen the component iis operational over the lb'aseline risl'ultiplied by the coniponent unavailability.~ That ip,

FIY=P(x)[ E(R[x= I)-E(R[x=,0)]/[E(R)j

where P(x) is the unavailability ofcomponent "x," E(R)'is the baseline expected risks. and'E(R[x~l)'and K{R[x=0)

are conditional expected ri's'4 when thc component x is unopcrationalI an4 operational. respectively. The conditional

arid the u'nconditional expected risk are related based on the follpwwgprob~bil,"s:ic equation:

E(iR) =P(x) E(RQ = I)+(I -Pfx))E(Pp C')

Substituting die auxiliary probabilistic equation for the FV equatioii ivould yield the followingresult:

PT'= I - [E(Rtx=0)/E(R)[ = I -(I/RRIP)

where RRW in the second teirm in the right-hand side of the equation'is lmown as the RRW imporepp mope.,
Therefore. the FV and RRW measures aie closely related;

Either FV and RRW pnfoiin the sane fimction as ranking based on minimal cutset contributiom. but dp so, in a more

refined manner. The pinery objective ofthese unportancc measures is toi identify coinponents within the scope, of the .

application that can result in the I~test risk benefit ifmore resc mm are allocated to improve their reliability. An
example to'illustrate 'the use ofFV and RRW measures for relaxing requir'cments is discussed below.,

The FV and RRW import Mice measures can be used'to justify relaxation ofrequirements when the effec'pf rclaxiIng;
requir'cments can be estimated hn tei ms of component reliabilities. However'; in this case, the analyst should. first
assume that- the requirements me relaxed for all components within the scope of, the, regulatoty requirement. The,
impact of such relaxation on, component reliabilities should then be cstunated, and the PRA input data should be

undated, The use of the FV'easure with'the new oaseline PRA can also identify components for; which, the

requirements should not be relaxed..Relaxation of the requirements'for'he remaining components could then be

justified. In the latter approach. the impact of the requirements is iintegratcd into the tanking analyses.

Bunba'um Measure (BM) and RisA'Achievement Worth.'PM @

The BM is simply tlie contribution ofall cutsets involving an event x divided by the nominal unavailability of that
event. MathematicalIly. a single component BM is defined by: I
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'nlj(x)-i(stP,.-!) E(i(!i.',-0)

where E(P„'P K)and E(RJP.=!) are the expected risks when the unavailability ofcomponent x is set to zero and one.t'w x X

respectively.

Thc B."". ""d P~'!W n; "" "- "." c!ose! v re!ated. Bv d!riding!hc above equation ~ath the nominal expected risk. the

folioiimgrelationship is obtained:

JBM(x)IE(R)),=M0'(x) -(lIRR0'(x))
5i a

where RAW(x) is !e RAW for x. and it is defined by the expected risk w'hen the unavailability ofcomponent x is set

to one divided by '.".". expected nominal risk value. Since RAN is usually much greater than one and RRW is usually

very close to one (but always greater than one), an approximate relatio!!shio &~ >M would be as follows:

BM(x)=E(R). [RA/V(x)-!J.

This equation shows the close relationship between RAW and BM. However, it should be noted that the BM is an

absolute measure and it is not normalized with the expected risk (E(R)). This is in contrast. with all other importance

measures discussed so far (FV, RRW. and RAW). which are normalized by the expected risk Use of absolute

measures would facilitate the comparison of importance results'for different sens!nv! ty runs.w! thm a plant.

Afundamental probability relationship between the, BM measure and,the change in the expected risk as a result ofa

change in component unavailability can be established using the following relationship:

~(R) =BM(x).dQ(x)

where tK(R) and b,Q(x) are the changes in the expected risk and the unavailability of the component x.

.A.2.1.2 Considerations in Calculating Importance Measures

, The theoretical bases ofvarious importance measures and their, physical interpretations were discussed earlier. The
basis of the importance measures were discussed independent of the application. This section discusses practical
considerations for calculating the foHowing component-level importance measures:

, truncation limit.
completeness ofrisk models.
measures of risk,
component failure modes.

implicitcontributors.
explicit dependencies,

and'mplicitdependencies.
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'Consideration ofTruncation l.in<it

The truncation limit is an important aspect ofa risk eva!uation and. therefo .! y p',re.>Ia s an im ortant role in tiie ranking

. So PRAcod:d i edto rovide an upper bound estimate on the &equencyof the truncated cutsets.

These codes tropically accumulate the f<equencies of the cutsets trpnpted in a residue bin. Therefore. it wo e easy

to identi"y the fraction of r'isl; (c.g.. CDF) captured given a probabilistic truncation limit. Truncation litt<its
~ oy

therefore. be chosen such that at least'95 percent ofthe CDF or risk is, captur) . p, . g'd. De endin on the PRA level ofdetail

(module level. componeii't level. or piece-part level). this, mav gen<.ra! I 'ran!Iy tr s!ate into a cuiset, Iruiicatioii Iin]itfror.

'I.OE-I2 to I.OEN (per year).

Another important consideration fo'r d<iterrnining a, tiuncation limit is imposed by'he FV measure '':
'Vmeasure and rankin criteria.

As an exaniple,:if the.riumerical cuto6'criteria ofO. I percent (0.001) is proposed for the FV importance~m~urp, a,

truncation limitwith enough resolution for iestiiiiating a FV'of0.001 ~hou!d be at, lea>t'1000 times smal)er ~ the

total calculated risk (or CDIRT. This would ensure the suivival ofat least one minimal cutset aIIer truncation with a „

contribution of 0.1 percent of total CDF. However,'he FV:nea'sure for a component is the summatior< of, the,

contribution ofaH mitmiial cutsets containing that component; therefore. it vvould'e iimporta'nt for more titan one

minimal cutset to survive the truncation. T!us would require that the trun<atipn liinitbe lowe.'.' at least bv a fac<or

of 10 to ensure appropriate coverage.

The third 'onsideration for determining a truncaiion limitdecals jith~thh~extent to which the basic PRA events are,

covered by the PRA-geneiat'edminimal cutsets that survive the ti~cation limit. Pcs typically mode up, to a coup e,

ofthousands ofbasic events. Depending on the truncation limit, somq of these basic events may not show up in the

final minimal cutsets genemted by the PRA (i.e.. those that supriye tI!e tvpnc"ition linut). The impoitan~ measures

I ted such thatassociated with these basic events then can'not be evaluated. The truiication 'hmit, therefore„must be se ect suc a

ofall basicthe fraction. ofbasic eyents not accounted for m the final list o'fniitumal cutsets is less than 10 percent o a 'asic

events. This. truncatioii'limit criterion could be application dependent. For example< in in-service testing (IST)
application, 90 percent of all basic events related to.pumps and valves m'odeled in the PRA may corimpond to a

tiuncation limitof I E-'l I. However. to satiisfy the same'criteria for graded QA may reqmre a much low<;r trina}tioii
liniit(which may not be practical). Application-specific truncaition criteria are re-visited in each application-specific
guide.

In sununarj'., three r'eqiiirements shou) d be met for selecting a'probabilistic truncation, limitfor the purpose of, risk-
based ranking:

The tr'uncation limitshould be'Iow enough to capture a large &action ofrisk measures (e.g., at least 95 percent
.ofthe CDF aiid LERF).

The truncation limitshoiild be low,enough to ensure ~ptujng components within the range pf F~V cjteja,
of interest (e.g.. IO multiplied by the total estimat<xi CDF and LERF).

The truncation limit should be low enough to accost for at least 90 pere<mt ofall basic events jn tI!e Qial,
set ofmininuil cutsets. 'I".us.cnterion may be too restrictive, and depending on d.e applicatiqn tt!ay i~i~ to,
.be modified.
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Completeness nfthe Risk Model

Importance r .easures may be calculated based on a portior of the risk (e.g.. for internal events at full power) or the

overall plant risk (internal and external events including shutdown risk). Depending on the completeness of the risk

modeL qualitative assessments (safety based) 'should bc'utilized for portions of the plant operation not included in the

PRA assessment. 'When the imponance measures are calculated. cue should be taken in accounting for all contributors

to 'fhe im>ortan measure as well as the atlTlronriat normalization ( onsistent with the PRA'cope} When

u«portance «measures'«col to be calculated for overall risk. tlie results could bc tabulated to show specific contributors

to the importance measures &om the PRA scope (internal, external. etc.) along with the overall importance measures.

Considerations ofMeasures ofRisk,

Importance measures can be calculated for various risk measures (e.g.. CDF, containment failure probability, and

release category &equency), Currently, importance measures are calculated for CDF and LERF. LERF covers all

scenarios involving early containment failure and containment bypass. Importance measures (both normalized and

non-normalized) calculated at different PRA levels cannot be combined (summed).

Consideration ofComponent Failure Modes

A component can perform several different functions. each with its owii ~.ique failure modes modeled in a PRA. For

example. failure to open and reclose could be two different failure modes modeled in a PRA for an MOV. Importance

measures can be calculated for all failure modes. Care should be taken in evaluating the overall importance of a

component (to avoid missing some failure modes). The overall component importance measure and the contribution

ofeach ofits failure modes to the overall measure could be tabulated. Here, a combined measure could be used as the

overall importance measure.

Consideration ofImplicitContributors

Many components are not explicitly modeled in PRAs: however. their risk contribution is implicitlyaccounted for.
For example, many components in the balance of plant are not explicitly modeled in the PRA. but their risk
contributions are implicitlyaccounted for through the &equency ofinitiating events..Some importance measures could
be calculated for the implicitlymodeled components. For a component not explicitly modeled in the PRA, the analyst
should first identify those basic PRA events that could be affected by the failure or success of the given component.
In the second step. the analyst should determine the contribution of the implicitly modeled component to the

unavailability of the explicitly modeled PRA basic events. For example, the importance of the rupture of a pipe
segment not included in the model could be evaluated based on the failure ofthe modeled component located in that
segment. For those cases where such evaluation could not be performed quantitatively, qualitative evaluation
discussed later in this appendix could be used. The above 2wteo analysis would provide sufEcient information for
calculating all'types of. importance measures discussed earlier for a component that is implicitlymodeled in a PRA.

Consideration ofFili cit I'epcndenci as

Various ty~ ofdependencies are explicitlyaccounted for in PRAs. For example, common~use failures (CCFs) are

sometimes explicitly accounted for through,use of CCF parameters (such as beta factors). Importance measures

calculated for a component should account for the contributions &om the explicit dependencies. In most cases, PRAs
are structured such that these dependencies could be easily accounted for in calculating importance measures
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ispecificA11~ FV,A'IL'asull'el. ho'4e~ef, this ><'o'l «dwa>s thc

contributors are accounted for and the re ults of importance m

contributions.

case l."ar, should bc tak"n to ensure
t,:;>'asures

are tabulated to show the individd

all dcpentlcnct
ua'( depemiencIy

Consideration ofImpi!icitDependencies

Vanous dep'endencies are implicit in PRAs. For example. ntany tr'!nsd uccrs a>r'c cxplicttly modclcd in PRAs as a part

ofacmation'louie and can aiso nrovide inionnation needed for successful nmnuyl aplivn. Qn ljle other hand. son!

instrumentation. monitors, or fault indicators ntap not be modeled in the PRA. Infortnation &om these items may bc

needed for successful nxevery actions, Care should be given, to consider their impact on other (explicitly rnodeledl)

basic events.

A.2.2 Qualitative Importance Measures

isis-ba'sed qualitative, risk ranking (iQRR) i,s sometime~ performed toi show that defense-in4epth would not be

compromised as a resullt',of chainges in requirements or design. There are tv,'o tv pes ofq--litative rankjing desi'gned

explicitly to address the defense-indepth iconcept. Th se are minimal cutset ranking (MCR) and mirumal pathset

ranking (MPR). Since in most cases these tvro methods provide consistent resists„only the MCR method will be

discussed here. A simplified system block diagram (Figure A. 1) is used to faciIIitate the discussion of this ranking

method.

0
'Figttre A. l Example, system block diisgram for discussiion purposes

Minimal Cutset Rani'ing PfCR)

The MCR method ranks components based on the lowest order ofthe mitumal cutsets when the component is iremoved.

The lowest order ofthe iminiImall cutsets (number ofelements in the trunimal cutset) associated with the above system

(Figure A. 1) is one, and. tham is only one minimal a@set o.'order one (failure ofX3 willrender the system inoperable).,

tt component X3 is removal. the le~M: oider ofthe muumal cutsets would be zero. However, ifany other component

(e.g.. Xl.X2. X4. or X5) is remold. the lowest order ofmini'mal,'cut'sets',would be aine and, in all cases; there wou8d

be t~e minhnal cutsets oforder one. 'Therefore. we infer'that X3 is mucturally more important than other components.

The followingprocedure is typically used, for MCR:

For each compo:nent or basic event, the minimum prdCr ofcutsets (tn) and the number ofunique minitttal,

cutsets with that order (n) is determined when the basic event is set to true. For this application, the order,
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of cutsets is determined by excluding all recoverv actions. and the initiating events (i.e.. the cutset rank is

based only on component failures).

The components, are-then ranked based on the increasing values of m (i.e, the lowest order of minimal

cutsets); For those basic events that have the same value ofm. the ranking would be based on the decreasing

value ofn.(the number ofminimal cutsets iiith the lowest order). This step is typically done for each initiator

scparatcli

MCR is a qualitative method and does not rely on the probability or quantitative risk as a.result ofremoving a basic

event &om consideration. It can be used as a supplemental justification for quantitative importance ranking.

A.2.3 Considerations for Ranking Using Importance Measures

One application a;~ considered for,use of importance measures is risk raring. Risk ranking applications involve

relative ranking ofall components based on their importance measures. a ~ ~-"- quent binning of the components

in two (high and low) or three (hig". medium. and low) classes. Th". binning is usually performed to allocate resources

commensurate v~th component grouping. This may also result in enhancing the requirements for the'components in

the high bin category and may relax reauirements for components in the low. bin category. 'n this regard.'are should

be taken to ensure tl:..: relaxing req.,'ments for components in the low bin category cauld not potentially degrade

plant safety or multiple lines ofdefense.

The remainder of this section identifies„special considerations for risk ranking, including those resulting &om

limitations of importance measures pertaining to ranking applications. This section also provides recommendations

to deal with following issues in order to ensure that the components in the low bin category willnot degrade safety:

multiple component considerations.

consideration for defense-in4epth.

consideration for allowable plant configurations.

consideration for binning criteria. and

consideration for uncertainty evaluation.

MultipleComponent Considerations

For those components assigned to the low risk category, the aggregate impact ofchanges in requirements ofmultiple

components on safety should be assessed. For example, a set ofMOVs may be in'a'low category since each MOV

individually does not have a significant importance measure. Ifthe requirements for. this set ofMOVs are changed,

however. the failure rate ofeach individual MOVmay increase. The aggregate impact of the increased failure rates

for all MOVs might contribute significantly to risl'. The underlying reason could be the appearance of some

combination ofthese MOVs in the same cutset. The multiple componert ...'..'.,' designed to identify which

combination of these MOVs might be risk significant (therefore..requiring them to be shifted to a higher category).

lt shou>d be emphasized that this concern about mu!tiple components is also valid for components ofdifierent types,

as long as they show up in the, same cutset and are assigned to,the low ri'sk category. One acceptable way to address

this issue is to identifi all mirunuii cutsets containing at'most one component &om other categories (high or medium).

Ifsuch a minimal'cutset exists. some of the low category components should be moved to a higher bin to ensure that

ai least two or- more higher category components are in all minimal cutsets.
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Cnnsideranon for Defense-in-Dep~'h

endai to ensuii.. Sit:inulttple'.line:- e:cLefense ar graen io ~ ...':i '". ': " enotde dedandThe following sensitivity arNlyses;tre ze.ommen
xvi there i."tr~ents,.or.d.e owcategoIydefense-indepth concept is not compromised as a result t'ifxelaxv.g ..q

'iin

at least evo component h|I)ups,for which requirements are notEnsure that all minimal cutsets contain at eas vo, '" .-,', cnts are not

relaxed. This ersuns that Qiere arc at least two lines ofdcf iu, ';ein each cutsct not ect y
c~ rc,

- "c tc <>rized a's m",'.datum or high >chanac. (Either outside tlic scope ofQii: appiication or cc. g

Id 'fy sets of contributors associated with major )inca of defense, primary pressure boundary, safety

rs within ieach set to assure a balanced cove'ragef ctons andcont ~entsyne~ P'oribzetheanttjbutorsm eac se 0

ofal) lines ofdefense.

Consideration forAllowable Plant Configurations

to bIe down simultaneously for repair or otherPlant Technical Specifications gYi) allow two or more components to bIe own

activities. Th embedded as option in the TS is Vtat the remaining compiinin corn onents provide adequate safety protectiori.

t o . Vieir high reliability may not be ettsured. Theg po " .gn o o egory.
fol!"':.mg analyses could be performed to ensure that multiple lines of safety are maintained during all al owa e

configuraitons:

The applicant should first identify those configurations thai are a ow p pe allowed b lant TS that result in accident

1 ts ts composed entirely ofcorn'ponents categorized as LSSC (' g
Such configurations should be preventecL or some pf the low~ categdiy components s o

high category to en. ure tha'. no riunimal cutsets totaI)ly iely on low~ category components~ during
such

configurations.

Consideration forBinning Criteria

The cutoF criteria for binning components based on their,,importance measures y varyeasures ma Rom one application to

another. Nonetheless. Vtese criteria should be determined sucn tliat the total ri, risk increase as a result Of relax'ing
I

uiiements for low category coinponents are controlled. As an example. relaxing certai q,ttain re uirements,cou)d uicrease

the unavailability of the affected components at most by a factor of2. At the same time, the tale the total risk incre ise as a

h I ition is larined to be controlled under 10 periwnt of the baseline core damage equency. e

binning criteria en,s iothen should assure that the contribution of.all bas'Ic events assign to in
DF. The)I' rit ria,unavai a i ities are increase'1 b'1 'd by a factor of2 stays below the Ii0 percent of the baseline C . e 1I innIng )

'.
, in the unavailabilities of the affectedtherefore, could vary depenihng on the application and the expected changes in the unavai a i ities o e

components.

Th b oced e and criteria for binning are more appropriate than cutoF c teri. F criteria based on an individual P /ea ovepr ur

in the corn onetIi'This s also e licitlyacc'ounts for the impact,of the ~:laxation in terms of increasing e p
unavailability'herefore, the cutoff crater'la can v'ary &om one applicatIon to another (m~ even >vi~. ~

application) depenihng on the extent ofrelaxation reques)ed.,
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Consideratinns for Eincertaintv Evaluation

The effects <fPRA uncertainties on the risk importance n;casures and their utilization need to be addressed.
Even'hough

formal uncertainty analysis can be performed, such an evaluation may not be necessary. Sensitivity analyses

codd be performed as a substitute for a formal uncertaaity evaluation. The following sensitivity analyses are designed

to reveal any additional high risk or marginal risk iniportance th t could occur under different plausible assumptions

or scenarios wh!ch then can bc included in thc'higher class as a prccatitioil agtilnst PRA uncertainties

Component-Specific Sensitiiitg Analyses

TMs sensitivity analysis is designed to address the failure rate uncertainty ofa component and its potential impact on

ranhng..'For those components that ate ranked low, a sensitivity analysis using the 95th percentile of the unavailability

distributions. ofthe components could be performed to determine the impact on FV measures. This could be done for

each component or human error individually. The unavailabilit: ofsome components with large uncertainties, such

as check ialves. could cause them to shift &om the low to high categories. Ifthis occurs, the components could be

shifted to a higher category to account for the uncertainty distribution.

Sensiti vitvAnalyses for a Component Group

Sensitivity analyses are designed to address the correlated change ui ~ failure rate ofa group ofcomponents. The

sensitivity analyses could also address the correlated changes in the failure rate ofa group ofcomponents &om such

causes 'as aging and wear. For a group of components (e.g., brokers), identify those that are binned in the low

categoiy. Increase the mean failure rate ofall selected components in a manner consistent with a generic error- factor

associated with'the component gee. Identify those components that are shifted to a higher category. for further

consideration to be removed &om the low bin category.

Sensitivitv Analysis for CCFs

CCFs are modeled in PRAs to account for dependent failures ofredundant components within a system. Dependencies

among sinular components performing redundant functions but across systems (in tao difierent systems) are generally

not modeled in PRAs. Component-level importance measures (e.g., RAW, RRW, and FV) are typical!y calculated

based on assumed nominal mlues ofmodeled basic events. Some component importance measures (i.e., FV measure)

could account for the direct risk contributions &om associated basic component events, such as failure to start and

failure to run. and indirect contributions through the impact on the probability ofother basic events (such as human
errors, recovery actions. and most importantly CCFs). Therefore. a component may be ranked HSSC mainly because

of its contribution to CCFs. or a component may be t3nked as LSSC mainly because it has negligible or no
contribution to CCFs. A component may be ranked insignificant either because ofomission ofCCF'contributors or
because ofthe assignment ofan insignificant CCF contribunon. Thus. removing or relaxing requirements may increase

the CCF contribution. thereby changing the ranking order. The followingapproach ensures that relative ranking of
components include proper consideration of the CCF contributions:

L"a component is ranked low because the CCF is not included in the PRA model, revisit the CCF tnodels to
ensure that the assumption ofno CCF'is valid (especially under the potential relaxation ofrequirements for
low risk components).
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used in PRA quantification for this case r!sn. Identify components that shift to.a'higher catego j'. To defend

against the uncertainties associated with CCF connibuIion. these compone'ts should be treated as higher-

category components.

'Sensitivitv Ant!fysi<;fnr Recb ven Ac'conc

. ~ !< !!ot for qll <:~nu~n."~<."!PRAs.ivp!calli model<recnverv action~ e~necia«i <c!««on!inan! a~id<co< .- ...,ri~......,, „,,
Quantification of recovery actions g]apically dcpcnds on thc iimc available ror diagnosis and pcrfor!tu!ig t ic'u <ion.,

training, procedures. and h!owledge ofoperators. There is a ~~in degree ofsubjectivity involved in estimating the

success probability for the recovery actions. The concerns in.this case stem from situations where ven high spec!<ss

,probabilities are assigned to a se'quence, resulting in related components being ranked risk insignificant.

Sensitivity analyses can be us'ed to show how the SSC ranking ~ay cLpgq ifone remov'es all recovery actiotis (setting
D

&cubi failure probability to one). The objective is to detei .une ifa component. that was ranked low willmove: up to

a high or medium risk. categ'oiy. Ifso, the component should be 'renioved fiom Q!e low category.

A'.3 Safety-.Based Prioriitization

The major obiective for sc!fety-based'prioritization'is to evaluate and identify those areas where proposed regulatory,
changes'ay.result in potehtially undesirable safety degradations which cannot be easily shown with tl!'e PRA-based

prioritization. This could include those! iteiris (SSCs and human at:tioiis) that'either ar'e riot explicitlymodeled in PRA

,or are noi within the cu!iret!It su>pe ofthe PI A. It ailso could itiblujie t1ho'sj safety concerns that are not c!tpttIred,by.%he,

severe accident rish typically modeled in P144. Specific arum ofsuety, concerns are defense-Iridepth and the plant

safety margins. The specific issues to be addressed are discussed below.

Defense-ks-Depth

To assure that'the philosophy of'defense-in-depth is mauttainecl, the following should be examined:.

Assure-reaso'nable balance among prevention of core ~ge, prevention of contaitunent failure. and

consequeu~. mitigation.

Compliarice witl!tdecision guidelines for CDF and LERF could assure; to a great extent balance between the

prevention of core da'tnage and early containment failure'e.,Co!!isiderations for emergency planning,and
potential for, lat!.: contaIr!mer!t failures should also be acoounted for to assure that these mifigative leattires, and
tlie associated SSCs are not degra!Ied by, the proposed change.

Avoid overreliance programmatic activities to cotnptInsale'fear weaknesses.in plant design.,

0
AI!Pendix AA-11

There mvJd be instances that meetmg the quantitative ~gtudeli!dies'for 4DF and LERF.. are su!ugly dependent
4 ~"

cn the credit taken for. programnauc acnvities; Chx~liance on programmatic acttviiies such as mamtenance.
surveillance, and recovery actions u> compensate for the proposed change should be avoided. The sensiti>sty.

, analyses on the recovery actions prop<osed earlier and the d'ita related cliscussIon m the, bcidy ofGus report
could, be used for addressing ttus isst!e.
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3. Maintain system redundancy. independence. and diversity,

The qualitative PRA results. i.e.. the accident sequence minimal cutsets. show what combinations ofpassive

and active failures would cause core damage or radioactivity release. and'thereby reflect, directly on the

defense-indepth concept. The minimal cutsets can show the effective redundancy and diversity of the plant

design. Qualitative PRA results should be used to demonstrate that system redundancy..independence. and

~
' ~» ~ ~ .' h ~ I ~ Ag ssl A IrhnoaAAPO ~ IHA lhI~ I'ohI\hllthC'

~ ~
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sys telli.

Maintain defense against potential.CCF and the avoid introduction ofnew CCF mechanisms.

Relaxation ofprogrammatic activities could exacerbate an existing CCF mechanism or could introduce new

sources ofCCFs. Even though the CCF treatment is reserved for CCFs within a system, here we are concern

about the ~CFs across. systems. i.e., concurrent trends ofd grading reliabilityariong a set ofcomponents for

which requirements are relaxed.

Independence ofbarriers is not compromised.

Genaally. 'he bamers are -"ssive and ofsuch a divers. nature that changes in requirements are unlikely to

cause them to fail or degrade dependently. However. there are some failure mechanisms that could be of

concern under. certain application specific proposals. One such mechanism, which could cause failure ofmore

than one:defense-in4epth barrier, is the CCF mechanism. For example. ifa new CCF mechanism, is

introduced for both inboard,and outboard isolation valves, then primary coolant rupture outside the

containment could bypass the containment. In this case. the potential could exist for failure oftwo defense-in-

depth barriers even though highly unlikely. Identification and proper application specific treatment of
such'echanisms

capable offailing or degrading multiple bamers should be considered in proposed ch"".ges.

Defenses against human errors are maintained.

Considerations to avoid overreliance on human actions for protecting the core and the defense-in4epth

barriers were discussed earlier. Defenses against human errors which under a change request may become

more likelyand contribute significantly to risk should also be taken. The proposed changes and its effect on

potential human errors should be assess'areful attention should be paid to those cases where a proposed

change could impact the perfotmance and reliabilityof those equipment used by the operators to perform the

necessary actions. e.g.. lighting. communication devices. instrumentation and control devices. and other

operator aids. such as alarms and displays.

Safety Margins

To assure adequate safety margins are maintained, the following snould be examined

Co4 and standards or alternatives approved for use b'he NRC are met.

Specific considerations outlined in application specific guide should be followed to assure that the proposed

changes are not in conflict with NRC approved codes and'standards (e.g., ASME.standard referred'to in 10

CFR Part 50.55a).
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Safetv analvsis acceptance criteria in the F)nai Safeci Analysis import i FSAR) are met

The impact of'the proposed changes on the assumptions, initial. and boundary conditions used f'r I;S~
safety analysis should be examined to assure the changes are vdthin the acceptable limits an) thy exjstirIg

safety margins are maintained.

There are other qualitative considerations that nted to be examined ito asswe that categorizing a component a a I SSC

i~illnnt rest'tlt in an adverse safety impact There should b" at least one set ofsupponing SSC.s that are cate.~ orifcd
high and could prcvcnt the occurrence of thc initiators and thc failure of the supertwmponents that are mode'lcd ~n

PRAs. This is one way ofassuring that the low frequencies fot tht: injtiatprs and high reliabilityofsupercomponents

that are. credited in PRAs are maintaintxi specially when they are either, of high or medium importance The

exantination ofthe followingquestions can help the qualitative: prioritizatiion ofthose SSCs not explicitly modeled in
PRAs:

I; Can the failure of the SSC result in the eventu"I occur:ence ofan itutiating event?

2. Can the failure ofthe SSC result in a failure ofa supercomponent that is modelled in the PRA,and, expect|'d

to be either nigh or medium SSC?

oes the. SSC'elong'to a set of redundant components such that they are susceptible to a /CFOG ancl their,
failure could cause evtmtmd failure ofa supetcomponent or an initiator in PRA wtuch is expected tq be,eider,
'in high or mediutn categories?

5.

Does the SSC belong to a component class in which relaxmg the requirements may signiacaptly 1impact Its,,
,reliability (e.g., the role ofperiodic ovekau1 in circuit breakers)?

Can the SSC support operator.and recovery actions specia'lly t'hose ctedithi in'the'PRA?

6. Is the SSC currently inc1luded in, the scope ofcwrept rttgulytory requirements".

7. Does. the SSC play an important role in the post severe accident activities (e.g., monitoring)'

%hen an SSC is categorized based o'n qualitative considerations„discusSion,should be provided on the SSC function.
reasons for selecting the category. why it was not modeled1in y PI1IA, ~d,the potqntial impact ofpropos@i cI~ges,
ifany.

A.4 Integration

Following the earlier discussion. an SSC or a hunian action may be a!eigred to a category by a quantitative PRA-based
prioritization. a qualitative PRA-based prioritiration. or a qualitative safety-based prioritization. An integral list of
SSCs atd human errors belottging to a given category tahng into acceunt theses di6erent ptioritization methods n~
to,be constructed for most ofthe applications. Aprocess for this integration is sutnmaruai below.
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Combined Quantitative List

Results ofthe quantitative prioritization using the baseline PRA (based on CDF and LERF) are combined simply by

identifying as HSSCs based on either CDF. or LERF. Low risk significant list (LSSCs) is comprised of items common

to both CDF and LERF. A combined list of the HSSCs and the,LCCSs that are covered by the scope of the risk-

informed application and arc irithin the scope ofPRA then could be constructed.

Conibined Qualitarive List

Items (SSCs and human actions) within the scope ofrisk-informed application under consideration and not identified

'in the combined quantitative list as high risk significant would be the subject for qualitative prioritization. Qualitative

ranking (as described ui Sections A.2.2 and A.3) would include both the qualitative'PRA-'based'and the qualitative

safety-based items. Qualitative ranking is done based on examination of the PRA minimal cutsets. defense-in4epth

consideration; safety margin consideration, and general safety, consideration, especially for, those items that are either

not explicitly modeled'in the PRA or not within the scope of the PRA,. Items examined by difierent approaches for
qualitative ranhng that are identified as high safety significant are combined and listed. Contributing factors an~'he

reasons behind this ranking should be documented.

Integrated List

Those items identified as HSSCs'(quantitative) and those identified as high safety, significanc (qualitative) could be

combined into a more comprehensive safety significance list. Allremaining items within the scope of the application
then could be'listed in a less safety significance item list.. There could be some instances where an'additional category
such as medium safety significance is defined. The process of integration described here could still'be applied.

Use ofthe Integrated List

The integrated HSSC and LSSC lists could be used to identify the candidates for either risk'beneficial changes or
potential regulatory relaxations. Compensatory measures could be considered'for those'items. in:the integrated more
safety significance list since substantial risk reduction could be achieved.'egulatory relaxation could be considered
for those items in the integrated LSSC list since major saving in resources could be obtained without degrading safety.
The lists ofhigh and low.safety significant (HSSC/L'SSC) items are expected to be robust and should not change
significantly as,a result of the proposed changes. However, ifpost change ranking indicates that some items have
shifted &om low safety significant to high safety significant list, those items should be considered for performance
monitoring and phasing in implementation ofchanges.
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AP'PENDIX 8. PRA PEER REVIE%

An indepcikknt pee'r review is a w~ ofassuring the adequacy ofthc probabiliistic, risl'ssessment (PRA) used in risk- .

iiiformed regulatory'pplications and to <~I,tune the validity of the risk impact esr'imated for the proposed cha'nges.

'Ihs ippendix disctissci the objectives and scope ofan independent par review and destvibes an example pcs for
conducting the peer.reyIews.

B.I Objeciives of t'the Review"

Mepaident peer tevfews arc performed to address both the adequacy of the PKk used for'a risl -informed ppdatjry,
.submittal and the valiidity.of thc estituatcd riisk impact 'resulting'f're Pe propos'ed changes. The peer review is a,
means ofassurmg tcchucal quality ofthe PRA and its'appliqatiqns. +c subject of.'eer review is fuither addressed

inNUREG/CR<372~u. Thc spcc9Rc goals ofthe peer review are'.

to determine the adeqmy ofthe baseline PRA, to support'rie~or moie types ofapplications,

to de6mnIne the validity of the Liput information squrcjs, assumptions, models, data, and amdysp foiming,
the basis for the proposal change (or clenges). an)

'o

deter'mine the sahdity oftl ute results obtained in Qe attaly'pes pnd, the,conaponding,conclusions related to
the proposed ctulIlgc (of changes).

'To pro'vide assurarice ~i'ie approaches ~Ncre generally applIpd ypprpprIately,'~e peer reviewers shoed cqmjjarc Pe,
',biscline PRA against the «Lttributcs'listed in ti~s report and perform spot checks on,each po'itIon ofthc bLIclitIcP)M,
and its risk-informedt application. 'ice peer reviewer should tepart'ltose problems that are signifi~t enough to
change the conclusion ofwhetIher or tx>t a progesei chingc(s), js risk signiftcant. The pee'r reviewers 'should separately

note problems that wou!d not change the qonclusiions for the particuIar change being proposed but are expectetd tq be,,

signiGcant for other changes that might be proposed in the future.

B.2 Review Teami Coaiiposition and Qtxalifir~tions

Thc peer reviews wiD normally need to be performed by. a t~ raPer than q individual, bc'cause the basic tasks in
the analyses,generally involve ~crti.e in'ultiple cbsciplin js. 'for thc ~P~ peer review and dependipg qn Qe +ape'f

the baselue PRA, exits may be iiceded in the followingareas: systems analysis,'hta analysis, hmnan reliability
analysis (HRA), scv'cre a'cci,'dent phenomena (if'a Lev'el 2 analy'sis was pcNotme'd for the submittal),, soiree tenn (if'

Lcvd 2 analysis was performed for,the submittal), consequence modeling (ifa'Level 3 analysis,w'as piforme'd for
the sub'mittal), scIsrnic analysis (ifpart of. submittal), fiie analysis (d'part ofsubmittal), and for aadysis oIf'"othei"

externat events'as appropriate for the plant site.

'Each peer reviewer must have experience vvith nuclear po~r,plar)ts ip performing the PRA task +t thy rejeer ts
assi~ed to review.: t hs experience i expected to include knowledge oftypical inp'uts, assumptiqns, methods and
techniques, models, sconce, i+el ofdetail, data; and form ofresults for the assigcd revinv arcs. The reviewers should

'bc co'gnizant ofthc issue addressed in tins repott and understand the imp@ t of the delineated attributes qn tk)e quality

L'"Senior Seismic Hazard At~lysis Committee IReport,",~G/CR;6372,,to be published, 1997.,
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ofPRA. The rericwcrs should also have at least a g ner 1 familiarih death thc plant design being analyzed; At least

one member should have a good knowledge of the specific plant and its operation.

B.3 Review Process and Considerations

Ihe peer review proceeds in tao phases. In the first phase, the adequacy of the baseline'PRA'o support the intended:

applications is determined. In the second phase. the use ofthe baseline PRA for, estimating the risk impact for one
II ~or more applications is reviewed. It is more efficient to conduct peer reviews i an inte. 'ctive manner, especia'.y

before thc completion ofthe application. In the second phase review, the peer reviewers could accept a previous peer

review team's conclusions for the baseline PRA model but would examine any previously unresolved issues that were

docimcntcd by, the previous peer review team(s) to determine whether they are important for the cunent application.
"iiepeer reviewers also azine any changes made to the, baseline PRA to determine the acceptability ofthe change,

and the reasonableness ofthc results. A meeting ofthe review team would begin with a discussion of the proposed

change, to ensure that thc team has a good understanding of the proposed change and its implications..

'De two major functions to be performed by. the peer reviewers a. to determine ifthe analyses are acceptable, and the

rcstL'i are reasonable. The peer reviewers should substantiate their conclusions. These two peer review functions are

applicable for each'PRA tasks an ''or both of the two review phases.

The first function of the peer review is to examine the inputs, techniques, and analyses for the PRA. In performing
the tcvicw, attention is given to thc completeness and the accuracy ofinformation so that the PRA reflects a realistic
picture of the as-built, aswperated plant. The analyses assumptions arc based on the usc ofplant walkdowns,
controlled documentation concerning the plant design and operation, involvement ofplant stafF, and a "&ceze date"

for the analysis (including any updates). The. peer review would examine the analyses inputs to determine that the

sources ofdata are justifiable and traceable.

The second function of the peer review is to verify that the results of the study are reasonable. The peer reviewers

compare the results against studies &om similar plants. Maior difierences are identified and rationalized; Selected

portions of. the study, especially those with significant impact on the conclusions of,the study, are selected for
independent reevaluation.

The comments generated by the peer reviewer would be documented and specific recommendations highlighted. The
utility response including their commitments. regarding potential modifications to the analyses would also be

documented for future reviews.

Thc following provides a sununary discussion on the major inputs and outputs to the baseline PRA tasks that are

examined by the peer review team. Thc level ofdetail for the review should be commensurate with the scope of the
applications. A list ofexample issues and considerations for ivaluating the risl'mpact ofthe proposed changes on
a Level I internal event PRA is provided in Table B.l.
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Table B.l Example of isstrcs and considerations for risk impact evaluation of proposed cltatlgcs,

Level 1 internal Eve.nt PRA)

Initiating Events
~ Does the application introduce potential for new initiatiiigcvcnts?

Does the application address changes ttu>t lead to a modificatioIi of'the'init'iating event group'I'?
D" '""a" 'ication ae essitate a ~assessment of iite'equencjes ofthie initiaring event groups'>,

Success Criteria
,. s .?~ - Docs the application necessitate modificcltion ofthc success criteria either for support or frontline,systems.

4

Event Trees
~ Does the apphcatiion ncccsaieIc the innervation ofnew bianches or top events to represent new, concerns not

adequately addi@ised in even,t tres?
Does the application affect the dependency among the event tree branches thereby requiring tewrderjng,of
branch points?

System or Component ReliabiliIty Models
~ axes the application impact s rstctn uriavailabilities in,w'ale that underestimate thc reliability results predicted

by the current simplified models?
~ Does the application impact the support furctions )o systeIns Imd coniponents in such ~ys,as tp al~ the

dependency in the modeils?

PRA Data
Does the application change thc conditions and environment under which systems and/or components arc
demanded such that thc current failure rates may nod to bc changed?

~ Does thc application chaiigcs the failure rates such +t tfIe ppviIius plant-specifi data may not be ad~qujte?
Does the application changes the data such that it payI requirtI adiIitional, test and data analysis effott?,

Dependent Failure Analysis
~ Does the application introduce the potcntia) for new commonsense tailures (CCFs)?
~ Could the application changes the CCF component groups already modeled in thc PRA'?

. ~ Could the application <Sect the CCF pr'obabilitics? How is this addressed?

Human Reliability Analysis
Does thc application involve prooedurc changes?

Could the application introduce new human error potentials?
Does thc applicatiion change the available time frIrh~ actioas?

?Does the application affect the reiovery actions.
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L'evel 1 Modeling

Tbe items to be examined for the overall examination are discussed first. The documentation that should be'furnished

to the review team is discussed in Chapter 3 ofDG-1061+ 'nd throughout various chapters in this report. 'The items

for review for the overall examination are:

Hie trunattng events inciuoeu in tne r~ are gagged'jd to assess tns coniplctcness.of erie irutiators consi crud

,to assess whether die basis for excluding any initiators is adequate,,to check for new initiators introduced by

the proposed'change(s), and to determine the reasonableness of the initiator &equencies used in the PRA.

~ The reviewers consider whether the success criteria for each initiator is reasonable, check the impact of
proposed changes in these criteria,,and determine if there is an adequate basis for any success criteria that

is not typical for the type ofplant being reviewed.

The ac~ident sequence models are examined to deternine,whether the plant response to the initiators are

appropriately accounted for in the event trees.

The modeling of systems is reviewed to determine whether the failures considered are compreh nsive.

Operability during accident and harsh environments (e.g., trip points for react"; mre isolation cooling system),

would be, considered as well as the completeness of the faiiu - modes (e.g., failure to start, run), including
common~use failures and human errors.

~ The system dependency matrix is reviewed to assess whether dependencies are appropriately considered in
the PRA.

~ The operator actions that are included in the PRA, the failure probabilities for the actions, and the basis for
excluding, actions &om the analysis are reviewed to determine. the completeness of the analysis and the

reasonableness ofthe probabilities estimated for each operator action (in,the baseline and post change case).

While the peer review is not expected to provide a detailed review ofall failure &equencies/probabilities used

in the PRA, the, methods used for determining the failure &equencies/probabilities (including common~use
treatment) are examined. The adequacy of data sources are. also assessed together with the failure
&equencies/probabilities (including common~use values), and the associated uncertainties.

The adequacy of the quantification method, including the screeiung criteria, cutset truncation level, and use

ofrecovery actions are addressed.

The development ofplant operating states (POS) and the calculated &action of time in each POS is reviewed
ifthe PRA'includes a low,power/shutdown evaluation.

aiUSNRC, "An approach for Using Probabilistic Risk Assessment in Risk-Irformed Decisions on Plant-
Specific Changes'to the Current Licensing Basis," Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1061 February 1997.
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.,1„A Q 'Le PR 4 the folloivint'I'c~Y1mitied

deve]lopment of 'fire a'rea@zones including the bas~s for screerung

adctpiacy ofcable tracing, including adequacy afjustification pr'ovided by utilityfor any cables not

ttaced,'dequacy
ofdaniage mcus considered, in the analysis,,

adc'quacy of fire: propagatibn analysis, 'inc'lui'lug treatment of firt",supp rcssiori and barrier'failure

jest'JVCLPi illl4) laha

adequacy ofHRAniodels.

Ifa seismic analysis is uacluded in the PRA„the ad'equacy waif t'e seismic,". d curve used in the PRA is

reviewed. TIie iericwers also exaininc the apptaach upxl p +culate c'oinpoiient fragilities atid 4e calculated

fiagilities for reasonableness.

.. -.u lement the items! isted above, the independent p~,reviewers also pcrfortr 'o;,i defile'ds t;ch Lstifselected
acciderit sequence inodels (e.g., ev'ent u~), systenis models {e.g.„ fault trea„and the associated q
reviewers are also cxpccuxi to spot check the dotmm'entatioii ofplatit,w~downs (done for any operating mode and

'

fo'r internal or external events).

Level 28 ModeBitg

Tbe ievicw needed for,the Level 2/3 analysis,will depend on the approach used by the licensee. Ifthe'Iirtensce chooses

to use the simplified approach described in Appendix;B. ofDG;1061, then, the r'eyiew willonly need to consider the

appnach used to map the Level'I results into thc simpl4ed~evcnt tt~ees ~(~ess,the peer review'team judges thc DG-
1061 Appendix B panitiotung factors to be inde). Ifa frill'pvel2/$ aplpis is performed, the review tc im will
need to ev'aluate th'e adequacy of thc Level 2J3 amlyses relative to ~the pttributia d'escribed vari this MJREG rqmrt.

Ifthe siinplificdLevel X3 treatment is iised,'the followingwould bc checked:

Examine the criteria usei to groiip thc M~1 1 cutsets into categories for calculating the split fractions for the,

system response bimches in the simjilified,event try"s,to assers e~hether o', not the,,Level 1, ~nits are

ap*propriateiy cbaraetcriz'cd for the Level 2 result~".

r

Review thc appimeh'used to calculate the split fractions to cnsurt; they N~ calculated c'orrectly and exanune

the calculated split fractions to determine whether they.appc;tr reasonable.

Ifa fullLevel 26 analysiis is perfoniied, thc followingwould P ch+P againSt the attributes provide in this report

'xamine the c'ritctia used to y'oup the Level 1 cutsets irjtoappiopriate plant damage states.

r
'The event trees (or'equivalent systrm,modeIs) are review'cd tai detcrmtinc whether the treatment of severe
accident pheiiomena is comprehensive for',Q.'c pipit unct„cotisiPeration. The,treatmiuit of systctris and
,phenoinena are reviewed, including the basis fear pjobpbilipes>'to deteimine ifthey ar''onsistent with the
attributes provide'd in this report.

The containment failure modes and the associated probabilities are reviewed to veniy thtp are reasonable.
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~ The sotn term and consequence modeling and.inputs are rei iewed to determine whether they are consistent

with the attributes provided'in this docuinent. ,n

The process used to bin results for the Level 2/3 analysis are checked (e.g., plant damage states, acc! dent

progression bins, or source term groups) to ensure that the grouping maintains the separate effects of the key

factors affecting the results. The actual mechanics ofthe binning are examined for selected cases.to determine

whcblcr thc calculations werc pciforme» corrcctey.

Revkw ofPRA Results

In addition to reviewing the inputs to the PRA, the peer review team would also provide an'independent evaluation

of the sensibility of the results. The review would focus on the appropriateness of the identified dominant accident

sequerxxs, and ~fan'a fullLevel 2/3 analysis is performed, the containment failure modes, releases and consequences.

The review woui"..iso consider whether the aspects of the plant, design, operation, and maintenance that are found to

contribute most to risk in the PRA are reasonable. The results examined
sr~'he

top cutsets are'scanned, looking for unreasonable combinations ofevents.

'I

~ The seque.".:e level contr.': '.ions to CDF calculated before and after crediting recovery actions are scanned

for reasonableness.

~ The total phnt CDF (including uncertainty) calculated before and after the proposed change are assessed for
reasonableness.

The frequencies for the early containment failure and containment bypass are reviewed for reasonableness if
the utilityis performing a simplified'Level 2 analysis. The frequencies ofaccident progression path.vays as

grouped forsource term calculations,.the &equencies and magnitudes ofsource terms, the individual early and

latent fatality &equencies, and the uncertainty characterizations for these &equencies are assessed for
reasonableness ifthe utility is performing a full Level 2/3 PRA.

B.4 Documentation of Findings

'Ihe documentation should include descriptions ofthe peer review. process and findings and tlie utilityresponses to the

peer, review findings. For the peer review ofa baseline PRA, the adequacy ofthe individual PRA tasks as compared
to the attnbutes ofan acceptable PRA should be documented. Anyweahxsses of the PRA should be clearly identified.
For a particuhr application ofthe PRA, the appropriateness ofthe PRA manipulation should be documented especially
with regards to identified weaknesses in the baseline PRA. The documentation offindings should be included

with'he

submittal ofthe proposed change to the NRC.

Appendix B



PRA r uaa the frequency ofcore damages contaimnent ~
response aad public risk attributable to a specific accident ar class of

e<Idents'rrin

durin events that are nOt eiqlec tcd in thcA Yierg dit' —enhimenental or operational conditions occurring uri gAcciYiergt con 'ons —enhi

course ofplant operation but are postulated for d<xign or anrd>sls purposes

on-ntshccident initiators —ini'tiatulg events ihat can challenge plava systems and corn„on-nts

of that of the accident sequence which follows the onset ofcorehccldent progression analysis —modeling o
damage; including, containment response to severe accident conditions, equipment a

'
i i

perfornlance (also referred, to as,a LeLtel 2 PRA)

. 3 inations ofinitialingevents, safety filnctions, andhaident sequence ariz)) sis —dg process ofdcternulung ie cori: )in 'o ', 'nd
system failures and successes that may lead to core damaige (also referred to as a Level I PRA)

o 'i ofghe PRA madel to the actual operational andhs-built, aswperated -- a phrase used, to refa to the conforttity,o ghe

design conditions at thc nuclear plant

tisfactorily when requiredl to respond, toh labil ty —thc'probabiliity that,a systent or component willfiuxtiIesatival 1

a tsndendy etnnmng hddsnng evmt nt systendeenipeasnt aha tlenge (enavsi h i . ty i'L bili,is the complement ofavailability/

—th point estimate ofa p Lrameter used Ln a rAMnputation
' whch is not biased by conservatism or

optLIQlsm

o ator, ~~ormance includin such items asBurden,—in human reliiabilityanalysis, any ofthe factors that affect operator ~,.orman
m.l .I ''actmsrelahdto ccisio

-

g

(axnpeting resources), conunand and control irnpedit~ts (relnotctlcss, en pcop e~ phy ioloyMS~ ( mule el~~eat)

Coramon cause event —a sub.et of dependent events in which two or mo pono or more corn ent fault states <est at 'the same

time, or within a short time intinral, and are the direct result ofa'shared can~

Common cause failure —a single event. that adversely P~ ~ ~ ponor more coL~ ents at the sane time

elcmetu of lant hardware 6migned to provide a particular filnction (for system meddling purposes,Component p
a compoaeat is at lost the 'owlet level ofdetail in the reprematation ofplant hardw'are m

8 as a robabIEity„ that the containment, willConditional contsmtaent failure probity—the likelihood, inpImsi as a p
SLil, given that coi"e ds&ilage has Dccurred

event 8 has . occumedConditional probability —the conditiotial probability of~eat Aoccurring given that event 8
is given as: P(A)8) == P(A@8)/P(8)
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Contautment bypass —an event which opens a flowpath that allows the release ofradioactive material directly to

the environment bypassing the cor~ent atmosphere

ConW~t failure —.lossofintegrityofthe con~t pressure boundaty (caused by severe accident conditions)

which results in leak rates to the environmen that exceed the design limits

CK~D»mnent f»nure lwha<isms —accident conditions that ($ n l'All~e fuss ofcontainment inteatv (examples for

accidents include failures resulting &om direct containmcnt heating, steam explosions fin-vessel and ex-vessel[,"

hydrogen combustioa/detonation and shell melt hrough)

Cotttalntnent failure tnodes —descriptions used to dassify the type ofcontainment'failure, such as isolation failure,

bypass failure, and carly or. late failure

Containrncnt isolation failure-—failure to isolate all'lines that penetrate the containment'(the &equency of
containment isolation failure includes'he &equency ofprewxisting unisoiable leaks)

'Containnxat performance —a masure ofthe response ofnuclear plant containments to severe accident chal lenges

(contauunent perfor ance is typic» " represented by thc condit;onal containment Ailure probability)

Co~oncrete interaction - interaction ofmolten core material with concrete suuctures in tne containment during
a severe accident in which the reactor pressure vessel fails

Core damage —uncovery and hcatup of the reactor core as a result of a loss of core cooling to the point where

prolonged clad'oxidation and fuel damage is anticipated

Core damage frequency —the &equency, per reactor year, ofan accident leading to core damage

Core melt —severe damage to the reactor fuel and core internal structures following the onset of core damage,

including the melting and relocation ofcore materials

Cnep mpture - a mecferusm offailure resulting &om continuous deformation at constant stress;,important for metal

components at elevated temperatures, such as steam generator tubes or a steel containment boundary in contact with
molten core material

Cutset —muurnum combination ofa set ofevents (e.g., initiating event and component failures) that'ifthey occur
willresult in thc onset ofcore damage

Dependency —requirement external to an item and upon which'its function depends

'Diagnosis —examination and nMuation cf data to determine either the condi6on of a strucutre, system„or
component, or the cause of the condition,

Dominant contributor —an accident class "that has a major impact. on. the. total-core damage Sequency or a

containment failure mechanism having a major impact on the '.otal radionuclide release &equency
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that are considered at eaci b po

4 outside the nlant systems that can affect the opera 'tye o bili of plant systemsE='. mal event —n event initi ou i e

(examples include eai q ix, o, outsi e e pd % uak tornados and flixxisand fires from source outsi e e p

rdin, to <stablishcdnent incapable ofperfornung its spex;ified operation according
iis when not required, or, does not function.kheIi rely&ed) 'ccesscriteria (th'c corn'ponent c~ fail ifit either functions when not requir or oes

*

,and documenting the mode, nieclianism, causes, and rootFailure analysis —the s~o~tic process dfdetermining an en
'auseoffailure ofa component or system

~ 4 * I h PEarly,contaillrneAt,failure f~"
. '. ' .. ~ ta'ent failure bc ofc or within aofthe severe accident (apically carly mntauunent failure

ofreactor vessel',breach)

e from the cantainmcnt'hat occurs earlj (i.e., occurring wi
"

a

."'n .".' i"n < J.c ofI,site emergent response and prost!i';e ai!tiohsamel bra"4) and;typi;~:.y .ore.e..~.." n '.".'.".". "<Lhc ofIsite emergency e

*
ie eaanor'i ' - " do" -: cntatio'": io:iisu.'iiitthe equips'catt„Cle encianon and maUlicc4Mcc ofdata and doc~i~cni=L! a: ~ i ~ -'lecntr

uiretnenls

dii'ringd

desig basis accidentswiU operate on demand to meR ~tern p'eHoimance requiretnen 3

k that'be 'ith aii accident.iititiator or. condition i p gresk that, 'l ai . ' ' '
Bud fo ses throllgh

'
stan „' ' mena that yield eithe.-i safe,

'tablestate or in undesirablc onc,, such as c'ore damage or cclnta t

E t tree ~ even — ' 'r or o, rabih, h ";... ~, -uns', or.phenomenologieal events)the conditioas (system behavior or operabi;ity i'venttree
1 fiilch int m'an,event tree

that result in failure, including chemic:il, electrical,'cchmical, physical,Failure mcchatiism —any ofdie processes

thermal, and human factors

Failure —'lnne'r nent fails (examples include stuck~a valves, motor-

bearing seizure, excessive leakage, and failure to produci: a sign@,that drops con )s control rods)

'I te —t rium'
' 'bc ulation ger unit measure of life in such teims asFailure rate —'

.rium'1R —'M.n~'M,offailofm-i~ m~ py
demand or time

showIn'he Local relationships among faults; provides a concise and orderly
dcscri 'fthc,varicxis oombin'atio'ns of'possible fault~ within a syste'm whi co resdcscAptioil
~able ~t for M'ys

'xisei cn robabilities, and mathematical aianipu1ation ofthose probabilitie.. (Fault,
ns 'm lx,toi~th., subwvents hat are nacry to cause thc

*
i failure mo'des'and eQects analysis, which is a bottoi'nmp approach )top event; fault trcc'anaiysis caetrasts witlifailure modes

tion; lant modiTicanons aAer tlus;Fnctc date —the cutw6'date foi the plant model in an individual plant eximina n; p
date are not included ui the model
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Frequency —the number ofoccurrences ofan event per unit time

Frontline system —an engineered safety system used to provide core or containment cooling and to prevent core

damage or containment failure (such as emergency core cooling and containment spray systems)

k"uekooiant inter3coon —thc energetic uizi~tion, bj &act contact behrman rvater and molten core material, that
~ i ~: <". Im iei t i ra «tionc, nia occur either:n y'ccscl +rex cess'])~ Uo'I lh)Illul 0 Dl~s ~ axyavetovos isaac'xaa ~ ~ siavw i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

'ussell-Vesdyimportance —thc fiactional dccreasc in total core damage 5equency when the plant feature (e g, a

component, tr3in, or system) is assumed to bc perfectly reliable (failure rate = 0 0)

Generic failure rate —Mure rates that apply generically to a class of equipment rather than specifically to an

piece ofcri>pment {Rates for equipment Sam a spccific vendor or for a specific application may vary &om

generic values. Cieneric failure rates, also called "hand'uock" failure rates ~~ -""fulin prelurutiaty design analysis,

predictions, and design planning te estimate inherent capability but should not'be preferred to more specific, e".tual

component data, if
available.)'arsh

envinnnieni —.anenviron it expected as a result ofthe postulated accident conditions appropriate for the

design basis or beyonddesign basis accidents

High pressure melt ejection —a reactor vessel failure mode that occurs with the reactor coolant system at high

pressure and results in rapid dispersal ofmolten core material, steam. and hydrogen into thc containment, challenging
it in two ways:

{1) 'Ibc high temperature core material may come in contact with the containment liner resulting, in line. failure

(2) Thc dispersal ofcore material and stcam into the contairunent atmosphere may result in direct contauunent

beating and, possibly, hydrogen combustion

Human error probability —a measure of the likelihood that the operator willfiul to initiate thc correct, required.
or spccified action or response needed to allow the continuous or correct function ofan item ofequipment

Human reliability analysis —a structured approach used to identify potential human errors and to systeniatically
estimate the probability of those errors using data, models, or expert judgement

Individual plant examination - Generic letter 88-20 requested U.S. nuclear utilities to perform an evaluation to
identify any piantwpecific vuincrabiTities to severe accidents. Ir,responding to GL 88-20 most utilities performed the

equivalent ofa Level 2 PRA, and considered accidents initiated by in~..... 'g fullpower operation

Initiatingevent - sce accident initiators

Internal events —accident initiators originating in a nuclear. power plant and, in combination with safety system
failures and/or operator errors, leading to core damage accident sequences {see also external events)

Draft NUREG-1602 March 7, 1997 {3:12'.:.)
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t in a tim nsi~ercd lorig relative to the overall tuning ot the'Late con ainmen a'tl 'i—.kdlureo'hc ozntaimne in aitIm~ crI ~: " "'t tnc

sev'cre accident (typically, late containment failure'is defined as contairunett
'

o'nettt failure occumng inore
' w o

'ast

reactor.v'esscl breach)

ups late (i.e., occurring more thrum a fev hours pastL'ate nlease;a radioactive irelease &orrt the contaInmerit that occurs a (i...
1 b 1 j

' ',e ' " ' '' 'r cnc".es 'on'se and protectivereactor vessel breach) a> plica y ',e1 b 1 j d 'l 'afhr,cffcctIic unpfem~nta~ton'of the oil'sttte em. g

act!ons

Lev'el 1 aialysis —an identification and quaieScation of: sequences ofeven
' '

cnts lcadin to thc onset ofcore damage

dent chasten es ard quannfication of thel. 2 al ls —valuation ofcoatainmcnt response t'o severe.accident challenge
, mccluuusms amounts, and prckebilities of'subsequent radioactive marerial relca~ from

Livd3 inaiy.'".—cvaluafion and quaritification ofthe rest:I:,'n conscqt!'ences,b
'

, iboth the ubhc and «nvironment

a PRA. (A &ilurIeevent in a fault 'tran analysis canLevel:of detail —difierent levels of logic modeling used in a,, rj
theoonlri uto.addiess various lcveiis o: etai, epen

"fd '), d ding on'how much useful infomtation is available concerning
to me failure event)

Low contributor —an accident cia'!a that has a minor impact (an the order ofa ew~ ), few t) on the total'core damage

&equency or a contturur!ent fatlure'echanism having a minor impacr im t on the total radionuclide &cqtlency

or, is
'

d to be operable in order to carry out its mission.

pcrabl f 24 ho(For acample, a mission tinv: of24 hvurs implies that contauunent sprays are requiied to,be o e'r ''m in
order. to prevent containment failtue Rom occurring wittuIn~ pm')

Model —. an approxim~ mathcmaticall representation that ~imIdates the havior ofa process, item, or concept (such

le, the probabiTi ty ofa system GQure, is synWized usir!g models that relate q|ste!n fa'~lur'm

po d, rors. 'c. probabIli'ty, of system Sulure ts en

its, that are.nor known prteisely.)

Modehng assumption —an assumption on which a modd is based (hach assumg mayIbons not be vahd or umvaatliy
accepted)

Plant —igeneral tenn turd to refer to a riuclau power PIIity,I(Fot aaunp e, ple !lant could be used to refer to a single
unit or a muln~t sttc)

Plant dimage state,-.— a set of accident sequaie~ &pm thc- Level y grouped1 anal sis "pcd together beauti+ their

characteristics

relevant to tie subsequent progressIon are simIIlai. The t D~cc eris; '' ' "
. e Pliant D

'
States copstitrutc the'inte'rface

betw'een thc Level 1 and Level 2 analysis ofa PRA.

P b b l'sti Risk hssessment/Analysith - ofa nuclear pcwii phint, is an analyti p~cal tlat quar>tifies the

p
i Lcvc 2 analysis and ~el.

tial risk .ued with thc design, operafion, anII mItintcnance ofa plant to the heal and, ty
The risk evaluation involves thltee mpiential parti or '".Levels" (rtXei to I~el 1 anallysis, vcl, a,

3 analysis)
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year —a period of the reactor operation that accounts for the downtime during a calendar.>ear

Recovery action —an operator action intended to bring failed equipment back to operablc status

Release class —a set ofaccident progression sequences grouped together: because they lead to similar radionuclide

releases and for. which a single representative release calcu'ation ~i bc pc.".orm

~c fracdoo —tne &action of the total inventory ofa radionuclide in the reactor core at the start of the accident

which is released to the environment

ReBahoity —the probabihty that a coriipotmt performs its specified function and does not fail under given operating
conditions for a prescribed time

Risk —typica'..';~, the expcctcd.value of the consequences pcr:nit'tune r»'"""'xpressed as fataliti~vr
«>i'vr)'efined

mae broadly using thc "set oftnplets" {{s„$, g}. (ln ~Le set of triplets', s, identifie one ofseveral pos ible
scenarios, g is the &equency of that scenario, and x; is the consequence of that scenario. The risk. is thc set of 'all

possible scenarios, th ir &equencies, and their,consequences. This definition distinguishes, between low-&equcncy,

high~uence s;".narios and h'.&equency, low~nsequence scenarios.)

Risk-informed regulation —a regulation whose decisionmaking criteria integrate probabilistic and conventional
detcrmitustic evaluations

Scope —refers to thc extent of initiating events considered in a? RA A full-scope'PRA usually includes accidents

initiated by internal and external events during fullpower and low power 4 shutdown conditions. The scope should
bc distinguished &em thc PRA Level, which defines thc extent of the analysis (refer to Level 1 analysis,

i~el'2'nalysis

and Level 3 analysis).

Sensitivity analysis —an analysis in which one or morc input parameters to a model are varied in order to observe

their efl'ccts on the model predictions

Severe accident —an accident that goes beyond the design-'basis of the plant and usually involves extensiye core

damage

S~-the-art ln PRA —a PRA that reflccts the latest improvements,in'PRA modeling and evaluation

Statioa blackout —an accident sequcncc initiated by loss ofall oKsitc power with fiiilureofonsitc emergency AC
power (diesel generators), and failure oftimely recovery ofo6';ite power and onsite emergency AC power

Success criteria —the systems/components and their combinations that are needed to carry out their mission given
an accident initiator .

Support system —a system that provides a sbpport function (e.g., electric power, control power, and cooling) for
another system. (For example, HVAC is oflen considered as a support system.)

Unavailability—see availability
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pRA estimate that results, from unprec!selyUncertainty anal ysis —the quantiftcation of the im
formulated PRA models and imprecisely known input varIablc~

Unit—refers to a sutg)e nuclear. pov!er'reactor with its associiateti systems an pos and corn nents. Most nuclear poj'er plan»
sitec have either one or more units. At multi-unit sites, sojnc Support'sy .stems can be shared be! ~'ee,,n uruts

%'~~f-,! ~4"4 —~~1'~rr ~~ ltd( i'qjisn if')hc se;i~sof nfes(}ue ~.e(s .'n.! . i ~-U.":~~.'~,, ~... ~, *.-e.'..."."."!" 'OB,lVt i&a ~ i ~ i ~ ~
' .

material from the RPV
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